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Abstract

Memory reuse in link-based lock-free data structures requires special care. Many lock-free algorithms
require deleted nodes not to be reused until no active pointers point to them. Also, most lock-free algorithms
use the compare and swap atomic primitive, which can suffer from the “ABA problem” [1] associated
with memory reuse. Valois [3] proposed a memory management method for link-based data structures that
addresses these problems. The method associates a reference count with each node of reusable memory. A
node is reused only when no processes or data structures point to it. The method solves the ABA problem for
acyclic link-based data structures, and allows lock-free algorithms more flexibility as nodes are not required
to be freed immediately after a delete operation (e.g. dequeue, pop, delete min, etc.). However, there are
race conditions that may corrupt data structure that use this method. In this report we correct these race
conditions and present a corrected version of Valois’s method.
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1 Introduction

On shared memory multiprocessor systems, processes communicate by concurrently updating shared data
structures. To ensure the consistency of these data structures, processes have to synchronize their access to
them. Mutual exclusion locks are the most widely used technique for ensuring the consistency of concurrent
data structures. However mutual exclusion locks suffer from significant performance degradation on
multiprogrammed and asynchronous systems, as a slow process can delay faster processes [5].

Motivated by these problems, many lock-free methodologies and algorithms have been developed.
Most of these algorithm use the atomic primitive compare and swap and have to deal with the “ABA
problem” [1], which occurs if a process reads a value � in a shared location, computes a new value, and then
attempts a compare and swap operation. The compare and swap may succeed when it should not, if
between the read and the compare and swap some other process(es) change the � to a � and then back
to an � again. The most common solution is to associate a modification counter with a pointer, to always
access the counter with the pointer in any read-modify-compare and swap sequence, and to increment it
in each successful compare and swap. This solution does not guarantee that the ABA problem will not
occur, but makes it extremely unlikely. To implement this solution, one must either employ a double-word
compare and swap, or else use array indices instead of pointers, so that they may share a single word
with a counter.

Valois [3], in his Ph.D. thesis on lock-free data structures, proposes an alternative solution to the ABA
problem, which guarantees that this problem will not occur, without the need for modification counters or
the double-word compare and swap. Valois’s solution relies on associating a reference count with each
node. A node is only reused if no private process pointers or shared pointers point to it. Like most reference
count mechanisms, the method is usable only with acyclic structures, as it is vulnerable to memory leakage
with circular structures. Valois presents algorithms for non-blocking queues [2] and linked lists [4] that do
not allow immediate memory reuse of deleted nodes. They need to be used with the associated memory
management method.

We discovered race conditions in the memory management method and its application to lock-free
algorithms. The races may cause active nodes to be incorrectly reused, thereby corrupting the lock-free data
structure. In the remainder of this report we present a corrected version of Valois’s memory management
method for lock-free data structures.

2 Memory Management Method

In this section we present an overview of Valois’s memory management method for lock-free data structures,
the race conditions that we discovered, and a corrected version of the method.

Valois’s memory management method basically relies on a reference count associated with each reusable
memory node, to determine whether it is safe or not to reuse the node. A node can be reused only if there
are no pointers that point to it in the data structure or in private process variables.

The method uses four basic routines: NEW, RECLAIM, SAFEREAD, and RELEASE. NEW allocates a node
from a free list and initializes its refct and claim fields. RECLAIM frees a deleted node when it is ready
to be reused. SAFEREAD reads a pointer to a node and increments the node’s reference count. RELEASE

decrements the reference count of a node and determines whether it can be freed safely or not. Figure 1
presents (semantically equivalent) simplified pseudocode for these routines based on the algorithms in
Valois’s dissertation.

Valois [3] present a lock-free algorithm for concurrent queues that uses his memory mangement method.
Figure 2 presents pseudocode for the DEQUEUE operation (Valois provided the authors a modified version
in private correspondence, as the version in the dissertation contains typographical errors).

2



The algorithms contain two race conditions. One is in the RELEASE operation, and the other is in the
DEQUEUE operation. They are shown in figures 3 and 4, respectively.

The first race condition arises from the timing window between decrementing refct of the released node,
and the test-and-set operation on the claim bit of the same node. A node can be reclaimed twice as shown
in figure 3. The solution is to perform the decrement and test-and-set operations together atomically.

The second race condition arises from allowing a shared pointer to point to a node before incrementing
its refct field. Thus, an active node in the data structure can be freed incorrectly. The solution is to increment
the refct field of a node before any operation that might result in that a shared pointer points to that node.
If the operation fails and the shared pointer does not point to the node in question, then the node has to be
released.

Figure 5 presents a corrected version of the DEQUEUE operation. Figure 6 presents a corrected version
of Valois’s memory management method. The RECLAIM operation is the same as in figure 1.

3 Conclusions

In this report we present corrections to Valois’s memory management method for link-based lock-free data
structures. However, the memory management mechanism remains impractical: no finite memory can
guarantee to satisfy the memory requirements of the method all the time. Problems occur if a process reads
a pointer to a node (incrementing the node’s reference counter) and is then delayed. While it is not running,
other processes can insert and delete an arbitrary number of additional nodes. Because of the pointer held
by the delayed process, neither the node referenced by that pointer nor any of its successors can be freed.
It is therefore possible to run out of memory even if the number of items in the data structure is bounded
by a constant. In experiments with a queue of maximum length 12 items, we ran out of memory several
times during runs of ten million enqueues and dequeues, using a free list initialized with 64,000 nodes. We
hope that this report will help other researchers develop practical memory management methods based on
the ideas in Valois’s method.
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node type:
data application dependent
links zero or more link fields point to other nodes
refct reference count
claim one bit set if node is free

NEW()
1 loop
2 p � SAFEREAD(&Freelist)
3 if p � NULL
4 error out of memory
5 if CAS(&Freelist, p, pˆ.next) � TRUE
6 pˆ.claim � 0
7 return p
8 else
9 RELEASE(p)

RECLAIM(p)
1 repeat
2 q � Freelist
3 pˆ.next � q
4 until CAS(&Freelist, q, p) � TRUE

SAFEREAD(p)
1 loop
2 q � pˆ
3 if q � NULL
4 return NULL
5 INCREMENT(&qˆ.refct)
6 if q � pˆ
7 return q
8 else
9 RELEASE(q)

RELEASE(p)
1 if p � NULL
2 return
3 if FETCHANDADD(&pˆ.refct, � 1) � 1
4 return
5 if TESTANDSET(&pˆ.claim) � 1
6 return
7 for all link fields q in pˆ
8 RELEASE(q)
9 RECLAIM(p)

Figure 1: The basic data structures and operations of Valois’s memory management method.
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DEQUEUE()
1 repeat
2 p � SAFEREAD(&Head)
3 if pˆ.next � NULL
4 RELEASE(p)
5 return empty queue
6 r � CAS(&Head, p, pˆ.next)
7 if r � FALSE
8 RELEASE(p)
9 until r � TRUE
10 INCREMENT(&pˆ.nextˆ.refct)
11 v � pˆ.nextˆ.value
12 RELEASE(p)
13 RELEASE(p)
14 return v

Figure 2: Dequeue operation with race condition.

Process 1 Process 2

SAFEREAD(&Q):1: Q points to P
Pˆ.refct � 1
Pˆ.claim � 0

RELEASE(P):
Pˆ.refct decremented to 0
Pˆ.claim set to 1
Pˆ freed

SAFEREAD(&Q):5:
Pˆ.refct incremented to 1

Q modified
SAFEREAD(&Q):9:

RELEASE(P):1-3:
pˆ.refct decremented to 0

NEW():
Pˆ.refct incremented to 1
Pˆ.claim set to 0
Pˆ reused

RELEASE(P):5-9:
Pˆ freed incorrectly

Figure 3: Race condition in RELEASE.
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Process 1 Process 2

DEQUEUE:6:
CAS succeeds Head points to Pˆ
Pˆ.refct � 2

DEQUEUE:6:
CAS succeeds Head points to Pˆ.nextˆ

DEQUEUE:12-13:
Pˆ.refct decremented to 0
Pˆ.claim set to 1
Pˆ freed incorrectly

Figure 4: Race condition in DEQUEUE.

DEQUEUE()
1 repeat
2 p � SAFEREAD(&Head)
3 next � pˆ.next
4 if next � NULL
5 RELEASE(p)
6 return empty queue
7 ATOMICADD(&nextˆ.refct claim, 2)
8 r � CAS(&Head, p, next)
9 if r � FALSE
10 RELEASE(next)
11 RELEASE(p)
12 until r � TRUE
13 v � pˆ.nextˆ.value
14 RELEASE(p)
15 return v

Figure 5: Corrected dequeue operation.
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node type:
data application dependent
links zero or more link fields point to other nodes
refct claim combined reference count and claim bit

DECREMENTANDTESTANDSET(ptr)
1 repeat
2 old � ptrˆ
3 new � old – 2
4 if new � 0
5 new � 1
6 until CAS(ptr, old, new) � TRUE
7 return (old – new) AND 1

CLEARLOWESTBIT(ptr)
1 repeat
2 old � ptrˆ
3 new � old – 1
4 until CAS(ptr, old, new) � TRUE

NEW()
1 loop
2 p � SAFEREAD(&Freelist)
3 if p � NULL
4 error out of memory
5 if CAS(&Freelist, p, pˆ.next) � TRUE
6 CLEARLOWESTBIT(&pˆ.refct claim)
7 return p
8 else
9 RELEASE(p)

SAFEREAD(p)
1 loop
2 q � pˆ
3 if q � NULL
4 return NULL
5 ATOMICADD(&qˆ.refct claim, 2)
6 if q � pˆ
7 return q
8 else
9 RELEASE(q)

RELEASE(p)
1 if p � NULL
2 return
3 if DECREMENTANDTESTANDSET(&pˆ.refct claim) � 0
4 return
5 for all link fields q in pˆ
6 RELEASE(q)
7 RECLAIM(p)

Figure 6: Corrected basic operations for Valois’s memory management method.
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class List<KeyType> {

Node<KeyType> *head;

Node<KeyType> *tail;

List() {

head = new Node<KeyType> ();

tail = new Node<KeyType> ();

head.next = tail;

}

}

class Node<KeyType> {

KeyType key;

Node *next;

Node (KeyType key) {

this.key = key;

}

}
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public boolean List::insert (KeyType key) {
Node *new_node = new Node(key);
Node *right_node, *left_node;

do {
right_node = search (key, &left_node);
if ((right_node != tail) && (right_node.key == key)) /*T1*/

return false;
new_node.next = right_node;
if (CAS (&(left_node.next), right_node, new_node)) /*C2*/

return true;
} while (true); /*B3*/

}
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public boolean List::delete (KeyType search_key) {
Node *right_node, *right_node_next, *left_node;

do {
right_node = search (search_key, &left_node);
if ((right_node == tail) || (right_node.key != search_key)) /*T1*/

return false;
right_node_next = right_node.next;
if (!is_marked_reference(right_node_next))

if (CAS (&(right_node.next), /*C3*/
right_node_next, get_marked_reference (right_node_next)))

break;
} while (true); /*B4*/
if (!CAS (&(left_node.next), right_node, right_node_next)) /*C4*/
right_node = search (right_node.key, &left_node);

return true;
}
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public boolean List::find (KeyType search_key) {
Node *right_node, *left_node;

right_node = search (search_key, &left_node);
if ((right_node == tail) ||

(right_node.key != search_key))
return false;

else
return true;

}
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private Node *List::search (KeyType search_key, Node **left_node) {
Node *left_node_next, *right_node;

search_again:
do {
Node *t = head;
Node *t_next = head.next;

/* 1: Find left_node and right_node */
do {

if (!is_marked_reference(t_next)) {
(*left_node) = t;
left_node_next = t_next;

}
t = get_unmarked_reference(t_next);
if (t == tail) break;
t_next = t.next;

} while (is_marked_reference(t_next) || (t.key<search_key)); /*B1*/
right_node = t;

/* 2: Check nodes are adjacent */
if (left_node_next == right_node)

if ((right_node != tail) && is_marked_reference(right_node.next))
goto search_again; /*G1*/

else
return right_node; /*R1*/

/* 3: Remove one or more marked nodes */
if (CAS (&(left_node.next), left_node_next, right_node)) /*C1*/

if ((right_node != tail) && is_marked_reference(right_node.next))
goto search_again; /*G2*/

else
return right_node; /*R2*/

} while (true); /*B2*/
}
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ABSTRACT
Lock-free shared data structures implement distributed ob-
jects without the use of mutual exclusion, thus providing
robustness and reliability. We present a new lock-free im-
plementation of singly-linked lists. We prove that the worst-
case amortized cost of the operations on our linked lists is
linear in the length of the list plus the contention, which
is better than in previous lock-free implementations of this
data structure. Our implementation uses backlinks that are
set when a node is deleted so that concurrent operations
visiting the deleted node can recover. To avoid performance
problems that would arise from traversing long chains of
backlink pointers, we introduce flag bits, which indicate that
a deletion of the next node is underway. We then give a lock-
free implementation of a skip list dictionary data structure
that uses the new linked list algorithms to implement in-
dividual levels. Our algorithms use the single-word C&S
synchronization primitive.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
E.1 [Data]: Data Structures—Distributed Data Struc-

tures; D.1.3 [Software]: Programming Techniques—Con-
current Programming ; F.2.2 [Theory of Computation]:
Analysis of Algorithms and Problem Complexity

General Terms
Algorithms, Performance, Design, Reliability, Theory

Keywords
distributed, fault-tolerant, lock-free, linked list, skip list,

efficient, analysis, amortized analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION
A common way to implement shared data structures in

distributed systems is to use mutual exclusion locks. How-
ever, this approach has a major weakness: when one pro-
cess holds a lock, no other processes can modify the locked
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part. Thus, a delay of one process can cause performance
degradation and priority inversion. When halting failures
can occur, this becomes particularly important, because the
entire system can stop making progress if one process fails.
By contrast, an implementation of a shared-memory object
is lock-free (or non-blocking) if a finite number of steps taken
by any process guarantees the completion of some operation.
If an implementation is lock-free, delays or failures of indi-
vidual processes do not block the progress of other processes
in the system. Lock-free data structures also have the po-
tential to have better performance, because several processes
are allowed to modify a data structure at the same time.

Herlihy [4, 5] introduced the first universal construc-
tions for designing lock-free data structures using the Com-
pare&Swap (C&S) synchronization primitive. Others fol-
lowed, but they suffer from several flaws, such as inefficiency,
low parallelism, excessive copying, and generally high over-
head, which often make them impractical. To achieve ade-
quate performance, original algorithms, specific to a partic-
ular data structure, are usually required.

Implementing linked lists efficiently is very important,
as they act as building blocks for many other data struc-
tures. We present a new lock-free implementation of a sorted
singly-linked list, which handles all dictionary operations
with a better average complexity than any prior implemen-
tation. Most recent implementations of lock-free linked lists
[3, 8] were evaluated only by doing experimental testing. We
believe that there exists a certain lack of theoretical devel-
opment in this area, and our work addresses this problem. A
skip list [12] is a dictionary data structure, that provides ran-
domized algorithms for searches, insertions, and deletions
that run in O(log n) expected time, where n is the number
of elements in the skip-list. The expectation is taken over
random choices made by the algorithms. We also give a lock-
free implementation of a skip list that is based on using our
linked list algorithms to maintain each level of the skip list.
Recently, other lock-free skip list designs have been given
independently of this work [2, 14, 15].

Our model is an asynchronous shared-memory distributed
system of several processes, where an arbitrary number of
process halting failures are allowed. Our algorithms use
atomic single-word C&S synchronization primitives. The
implementations that we present are linearizable [6].

Lock-free implementations allow individual operations to
take arbitrarily many steps, so one generally cannot evaluate
their worst-case cost. It is natural to analyze the average
cost of operations instead, because this evaluates the per-
formance of the system as a whole. To calculate the average



cost of operations in our linked list implementation, we use
an amortized analysis that relies on a fairly complex tech-
nique of billing part of the cost of each operation S to con-
current operations that slow S down by modifying the data
structure. The amortized cost of an operation S, denoted
t̂(S), is equal to the actual cost of S plus the total cost billed
to S from other operations minus the total cost billed from S

to other operations. We measure the cost of operations as a
function of the size of the list and the contention. The point
contention at time T is the number of processes running
concurrently at T . We define the contention of operation S,
denoted c(S), to be the maximum point contention during
the execution of S. We prove that t̂(S) ∈ O(n(S) + c(S)),
where n(S) is the number of elements in the list when S is
invoked and c(S) is the contention of S. The O(n(S)) term
comes from the cost of traversing the list, while the over-
head that comes from concurrency is bounded by O(c(S)).
It then follows that for any execution E, the average cost of
an operation in E is

t̄E ∈ O

„
P

S∈E
(n(S) + c(S))

mE

«

= O(n̄E + c̄E),

where the sum is taken over all operations S invoked during
E, mE is the total number of these operations. The values
n̄E and c̄E are the average number of elements in the list dur-
ing E and the average operation contention during E, which

are defined as follows: n̄E =
P

S∈E
n(S)

mE
; c̄E =

P

S∈E
c(S)

mE
.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
we discuss related work. We give our implementation of
lock-free linked lists, including a sketch of the proof of cor-
rectness and analysis, in Section 3. We briefly present our
implementation of lock-free skip lists in Section 4.

2. RELATED WORK
The first implementation designed for lock-free linked lists

was presented by Valois [17]. The main idea of his approach
was to maintain auxiliary nodes in between normal nodes
of the list in order to resolve the problems that arise be-
cause of interference between concurrent operations. Also,
each node in his list had a backlink pointer which was set to
point to the predecessor when the node was deleted. These
backlinks were then used to backtrack through the list when
there was interference from a concurrent deletion. (A simi-
lar idea was used in an earlier, lock-based implementation of
linked lists by Pugh [11].) Another lock-free implementation
of linked lists was given by Harris [3]. His main idea was to
mark a node before deleting it in order to prevent concur-
rent operations from changing its right pointer. We look at
this implementation in detail in Section 3.1. Harris’s algo-
rithms are simpler than Valois’s and his experimental results
show that generally they also perform better. Yet another
implementation of a lock-free linked list was proposed by
Michael [8]. He used Harris’s design to implement the un-
derlying data structure, but his algorithms, unlike Harris’s,
were compatible with efficient memory management tech-
niques, such as IBM freelists [7, 16] and the safe memory
reclamation method [9].

Our linked lists are built combining the techniques of
marking nodes [3] and using backlink pointers [11, 17],
and also new ideas, such as the flag bits described in Sec-
tion 3.1, which are introduced to improve the worst-case per-
formance. We show that for any execution E, the average

cost of an operation in the execution is O(n̄E + c̄E), where
n̄E and c̄E were defined in the introduction. To compare,
the average cost per operation in Valois’s implementation
can be Ω(mE), where mE is the total number of operations
invoked during E. This is possible even when n̄E and c̄E are
O(1) [17]. It is not hard to see that n̄E + c̄E ≤ mE (because
mE includes both completed operations and operations that
are currently in progress), and the difference can be quite
significant. As we show in Section 3.1, the average cost
of operations in Harris’s implementation can be Ω(n̄E c̄E),
which is also strictly worse than in our implementation.

Pugh’s skip list data structure, originally designed for
sequential accesses [12], is a natural candidate for concur-
rent dictionary implementations, since it has good expected
performance without requiring any explicit, centralized bal-
ancing. Lock-based concurrent implementations have been
given by Pugh [11] and by Lotan and Shavit [13]. Valois
claimed that his lock-free linked list can easily be used to
obtain a lock-free skip lists [17], but it is not clear how: for
example, a process traversing his linked list must maintain
a collection of pointers called a cursor, and it is difficult to
do so when one descends through the levels of a skip list.

Sundell and Tsigas recently gave the first lock-free imple-
mentation of a skip list [14]. Their implementation supports
the Insert, Update and DeleteMin operations. They
later extended it to implement the full range of dictionary
operations [15]. Another recent implementation of lock-free
skip lists using single-word C&S’s was presented by Fraser
[2]. Although both of these designs were done independently
of ours and of each other, there are some similarities between
the three resulting skip list algorithms. All use the marking
technique [3] to implement deletions on the individual levels
of the skip list. Fraser’s algorithms use Harris’s design style
where an operation restarts if it detects interference from
a concurrent operation. Sundell and Tsigas’s design allows
processes to overcome the interference in some cases by us-
ing backlink pointers [11, 17]. Our design employs backlink
pointers and flag bits in order to ensure that processes can
always recover efficiently from such interference. All im-
plementations use helping (in different ways) to complete
deletions that could block the progress of other operations.
Sundell and Tsigas incorporate a reference counting scheme
to handle memory management.

Fraser gives other skip list designs that use more powerful
primitives, such as multi-word C&S and software transac-
tional memory [2]. Experimental results on lock-free linked
lists [3, 8] and skip lists [2, 14, 15] suggest that they can be
a practical alternative to lock-based implementations.

3. LINKED LISTS
We now present our singly-linked list implementation.

Our algorithms use the C&S primitive, which atomically
executes the following code.
C&S (Word* address, Word old val, Word new val) : Word
1 value = ∗address
2 if (value == old val)
3 ∗address = new val
4 return value

3.1 Linked List Design
The basic problem in designing a lock-free linked list is

that when a process is deleting a node X by performing a
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Figure 1: Harris’s two-step deletion of a node.
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Figure 2: Three-step deletion of a node used in our implementation.

C&S on X’s predecessor, there must be a guarantee that
X’s right pointer is not changed by a concurrent operation.
Otherwise, incorrect executions can be constructed (see [17]
or [3]). One of the ways to deal with this issue was given
by Harris [3]. Our linked list implementation uses a simi-
lar technique, so we will look at Harris’s implementation in
more detail.

Harris replaced the right pointer of each node with a com-
posite field, which we will call a successor field. The succes-
sor field consists of a right pointer and a mark bit. 1 When
a process needs to change the right pointer of a node, it ap-
plies a C&S’s to the successor field of that node. A mark
bit acts as a toggle that is used to control when the right
pointer of the node can be changed. Normally, the mark bit
is 0. To delete a node B, a process uses two C&S’s: the
first marks B’s successor field by setting its mark bit to 1,
and the second removes B from the list, as illustrated in
Figure 1, where marked successor fields are crossed. A node
is logically deleted after the first step, and physically deleted
after the second step. All of the C&S’s performed by the
algorithms modify only unmarked successor fields. There-
fore, once the successor field of a node is marked, it never
changes.

Harris’s approach, however, has certain performance-
related problems. Consider two processes P1 and P2 per-
forming concurrent operations: P1 attempts to insert a new
node after node X, and P2 attempts to delete node X. Sup-
pose that, just before P1 is about to execute a C&S, P2

marks node X, and so P1’s C&S fails. When this happens,
Harris’s algorithms require P1 to restart from the beginning
of the list, which can lead to poor performance. Consider
an execution E in a system of q processes. First insert n

keys into the list. Then make one process Pq repeatedly
delete the last node of the list, while the rest of the processes
P1, . . . , Pq−1 attempt to insert new nodes at the end of the
list. In each round of the execution, Pq marks a node right
after processes P1, . . . , Pq−1 have located the correct inser-
tion position, but before any of them perform a C&S. Each
time P1, . . . , Pq−1 attempt to insert the keys at the end of the
list, they have to search through the whole list to locate the
appropriate insertion position, and therefore the total work

1In many modern architectures, a 32-bit word that stores a
pointer has two unused bits. One of those can be used to
store the mark bit and the other can be used to store the
flag bit that we introduce later.

done by the system is Ω(q · (n+(n−1)+ . . .+1)) = Ω(qn2).
If we make n > q, then the average cost of an operation in
this execution is Ω(qn) = Ω(n̄E c̄E). (The variables n̄E and
c̄E were defined in the introduction.)

Our implementation achieves better worst-case perfor-
mance by making processes recover from failures instead of
restarting. We augment each node of our data structure
with an additional pointer field called backlink. When a
node X gets deleted, its backlink is set to X’s predecessor.
If some process P then fails a C&S because X is marked,
P follows X’s backlink to X’s predecessor. If the predeces-
sor is also marked, P follows the predecessor’s backlink, and
so on, until it reaches an unmarked node U . Then P re-
sumes its operation from U rather than from the beginning
of the list. The sequence of backlinks that P traverses before
reaching U is called a chain of backlinks. The introduction
of backlinks alone, however, does not guarantee the desired
operation complexity. The problem is that long chains of
backlinks can be traversed by the same process many times.
This happens when these chains grow towards the right, i.e.
when backlink pointers are set to marked nodes, and thus
nodes are linked to the right end of the chains. We eliminate
this possibility by introducing flag bits.

The flag bit can be thought of as a warning that a dele-
tion of the next node is in progress. Like the mark bit, the
flag bit is part of the successor field, and is initially set to 0.
When a node is flagged (i.e. when its flag bit is set to 1), its
successor field is fixed and cannot be marked or otherwise
changed until the flag is removed. Also, a marked node can
never get flagged, and therefore no node can be both flagged
and marked. Before marking a node B, a process flags the
predecessor node A, thus ensuring that when B’s backlink is
set to point to A, it will not be pointing to a marked node.
Figure 2 illustrates how deletions are performed in our data
structure. Shaded boxes denote flagged successor fields, and
crossed boxes denote marked successor fields. The deletion
of node B consists of three steps. (1) Flagging the predeces-
sor node A by applying C&S to its successor field (Figure 2,
Step 1). (2) Setting B’s backlink to point to its predecessor
A and then marking B by applying C&S to its successor
field (Figure 2, Step 2). (3) Performing a physical deletion
of node B and removing A’s flag by applying C&S to A’s
successor field (Figure 2, Step 3).

To preserve the lock-freedom property, we allow processes
to help one another with deletions. For example, if a process



Search (Key k) : Node
// Searches for a node with the supplied key.
1 (curr node , next node) = SearchFrom(k, head)
2 if (curr node.key == k)
3 return curr node
4 else

5 return NO_SUCH_KEY

SearchFrom (Key k, Node *curr node) : (Node, Node)
// Finds two consecutive nodes n1 and n2
// such that n1.key ≤ k < n2.key.
1 next node = curr node.right
2 while (next node.key ≤ k)

// Ensure that either next node is unmarked,
// or both curr node and next node are
// marked and curr node was marked earlier.

3 while (next node.mark == 1 and

(curr node.mark == 0 or

curr node.right 6= next node))
4 if (curr node.right == next node)
5 HelpMarked(curr node, next node)
6 next node = curr node.right
7 if (next node.key ≤ k)
8 curr node = next node
9 next node = curr node.right

10 return (curr node, next node)

HelpMarked (Node *prev node, Node *del node)
// Attempts to physically delete the marked
// node del node and unflag prev node.
1 next node = del node.right
2 c&s(prev node.succ, (del node , 0, 1) , ( next node , 0, 0) )

Figure 3: Search, SearchFrom, and HelpMarked.

cannot complete its operation because of a flagged node, it
will try to complete the corresponding deletion, thus remov-
ing the flag, and then continue with its own operation.

3.2 Algorithms
The nodes in our linked list are ordered by their keys,

and for simplicity our data structure does not allow users
to insert duplicate keys. Each node has the following fields:
key, element, backlink, and successor. The successor field is
denoted succ in our pseudocode, and it is composed of three
parts: a right pointer, a mark bit, and a flag bit. So, for
each node n, n.succ = (n.right, n.mark, n.flag). The head
node and the tail node of the list contain dummy keys −∞

and +∞, and are referenced by the shared variables head

and tail respectively. The pseudocode for our algorithms is
shown in Figures 3 to 5. The routines Search, Insert, and
Delete implement the corresponding dictionary operations.

The SearchFrom routine is used to perform searches in
our data structure. It traverses the list starting from the
specified node, and returns pointers to two nodes n1 and
n2, that satisfy the following condition at some time dur-
ing the execution of SearchFrom: n1.right = n2 and
n1.key ≤ k < n2.key. SearchFrom also deletes any
marked nodes that it sees by calling the HelpMarked rou-
tine (line 5). We could also write a SearchFrom2 routine,
identical to the SearchFrom, except that “≤” in lines 2
and 7 would be replaced with “<”. In our pseudocode, we

Delete (Key k) : Node
// Attempts to delete a node with the supplied key.
1 (prev node , del node) = SearchFrom(k − ε, head)
2 if (del node .key 6= k) // k is not found in the list.
3 return NO_SUCH_KEY

4 (prev node , result ) = TryFlag(prev node, del node)
5 if (prev node 6= null)
6 HelpFlagged(prev node, del node)
7 if ( result == false)
8 return NO_SUCH_KEY

9 return del node

HelpFlagged (Node *prev node, Node *del node)
// Attempts to mark and physically delete node del node,
// which is the successor of the flagged node prev node.
1 del node . backlink = prev node
2 if (del node .mark == 0)
3 TryMark(del node)
4 HelpMarked(prev node, del node)

TryMark (Node del node)
// Attempts to mark the node del node.
1 repeat

2 next node = del node.right
3 result = c&s(del node.succ, (next node , 0, 0) ,

(next node , 1, 0) )
4 if ( result == (∗, 0, 1)) // failure due to flagging
5 HelpFlagged(del node, result.right )
6 until (del node .mark == 1)

Figure 4: Delete, HelpFlagged, and TryMark.

use SearchFrom(k − ε, n) to denote SearchFrom2(k, n).
The two nodes that SearchFrom(k − ε, head) returns sat-
isfy n1.key < k ≤ n2.key (and n1.right = n2).

The Search(k) routine simply uses SearchFrom to find
the node with key k in the list, if it exists. The Insert

routine starts by calling SearchFrom to find where to in-
sert the new key. Then it verifies that the new key is not a
duplicate, creates a new node, and enters the loop in lines
5–22, from which it can exit only if it successfully inserts the
new node or another process inserts a node with the same
key (lines 20–22). In each iteration of the loop, it attempts
to insert the new node between prev node and next node by
performing a C&S in line 11. If the C&S fails, Insert de-
tects the reason, recovers from the failure, and enters the
next iteration. The reason for the failure can only be the
change of prev node’s successor field. There are several pos-
sible ways in which this successor field can change: it can
get redirected to another node, flagged, marked, or any two
of the above, except that it cannot be both marked and
flagged. If prev node got flagged, it means that another pro-
cess was performing a deletion of the successor node. In this
case Insert calls the HelpFlagged routine (lines 15-16),
which helps to complete that deletion and remove the flag
from prev node. If prev node got marked, Insert traverses
the backlinks until it finds an unmarked node and then sets
prev node to point to it (lines 17-18). In any case, in line
19 Insert invokes SearchFrom starting from prev node to
find the correct location for the insertion in the updated list,
and updates its prev node and next node pointers. Then In-

sert enters the next iteration of the loop.



TryFlag (Node *prev node, Node *target node) : (Node, Boolean)
// Attempts to flag the predecessor of target node. Prev node is the last node known to be the predecessor.
1 while (true)
2 if (prev node.succ == (target node , 0, 1) ) // Predecessor is already flagged. Report
3 return (prev node, false) // the failure, return a pointer to prev node.
4 result = c&s(prev node.succ, (target node , 0, 0) , ( target node , 0, 1) ) // Flagging attempt
5 if ( result == (target node , 0, 0) ) // Successful flagging. Report the success,
6 return (prev node, true) // return a pointer to prev node.
7 if ( result == (target node , 0, 1) ) // Failure due to flagging by a concurrent operation.
8 return (prev node, false) // Report the failure, return a pointer to prev node.
9 while (prev node.mark == 1) // Possibly a failure due to marking. Traverse

10 prev node = prev node.backlink // a chain of backlinks to reach an unmarked node.
11 (prev node , del node) = SearchFrom(target node.key − ε, prev node)
12 if (del node 6= target node) // target node got deleted.
13 return (null, false) // Report the failure, return no pointer.

Insert (Key k, Element e) : Node
// Attempts to insert a new node with the supplied key.
1 (prev node , next node) = SearchFrom(k, head) // prev node.key ≤ k < next node.key

2 if (prev node.key == k)
3 return DUPLICATE_KEY

4 newNode = new Node(key = k, element = e)
5 while (true)
6 prev succ = prev node.succ
7 if (prev succ . flag == 1) // If the predecessor is flagged, help
8 HelpFlagged(prev node, prev succ.right) // the corresponding deletion to complete.
9 else

10 newNode.succ = (next node, 0, 0)
11 result = c&s(prev node.succ, (next node , 0, 0) , (newNode, 0, 0)) // Insertion attempt.
12 if ( result == (next node, 0, 0)) // Successful insertion.
13 return newNode
14 else // Failure.
15 if ( result == (∗, 0, 1)) // Failure due to flagging.
16 HelpFlagged(prev node, result.right) // Help complete the corresponding deletion.
17 while (prev node.mark == 1) // Possibly a failure due to marking. Traverse a
18 prev node = prev node.back link // chain of backlinks to reach an unmarked node.
19 (prev node , next node) = SearchFrom(k, prev node) // prev node.key ≤ k < next node.key

20 if (prev node.key == k)
21 free newNode
22 return DUPLICATE_KEY

Figure 5: TryFlagand Insert.

The Delete routine performs a three-step deletion of the
node, as discussed in Section 3.1. Delete starts by calling
SearchFrom, and then calls TryFlag to perform the first
deletion step (flagging the predecessor). TryFlag repeat-
edly attempts to flag del node’s predecessor, until the flag is
placed or del node gets deleted. TryFlag returns two val-
ues: a node pointer prev node and a boolean result value.
There can be three ways the TryFlag routine can return.
If TryFlag itself flags del node’s predecessor, it returns a
pointer to the predecessor and result = true. If TryFlag

detects that another process flagged del node’s predecessor
(which means that another process is performing a dele-
tion of del node), it returns a pointer to the predecessor
and result = false. If TryFlag detects that del node got
deleted from the list, it returns null and result = false. If
prev node returned by TryFlag is not null, Delete pro-
ceeds by calling the HelpFlagged routine, which performs
the second and the third deletion steps by calling TryMark

and HelpMarked. If TryFlag also returned result =

true, Delete returns a pointer to the deleted node in line 9
(i.e. reports success). If result = false, it means that either
del node got deleted, or another process flagged del node’s
predecessor (and is going to report success). In this case
Delete returns NO_SUCH_KEY.

3.3 Correctness
We will now present a sketch of the proof of correctness.

The complete proof is available in [1]. We first prove several
invariants. To state these invariants we classify the nodes
into three categories as follows.

Def 1. A node is regular if it is was inserted into the
list, and it is unmarked.

Def 2. A node is logically deleted if it is marked and
has a regular node linked to it, i.e. n is logically deleted if
n.mark = 1 and there exists a regular node m such that
m.right = n.



Def 3. A node is physically deleted if it is marked and
there is no regular node linked to it.

At any time, each node that was ever inserted into the
list fits into exactly one of these three categories. We prove
that the following invariants apply to all regular, logically
deleted, and physically deleted nodes of the list.

Inv 1. Keys are strictly sorted: for any two nodes n1,
n2, if n1.right = n2, then n1.key < n2.key.

Inv 2. The union of regular and logically deleted nodes
forms a linked list structure, i.e. if n is a regular or a logically
deleted node and n 6= head, then there is exactly one regular
or logically deleted node m such that m.right = n. Node
m is called n’s predecessor. If n 6= tail, then node n.right

is regular or logically deleted, and it is called n’s successor.
The head node has no predecessor, and the tail node has no
successor.

Inv 3. For any logically deleted node, its predecessor is
flagged (and unmarked), and its successor is not marked, i.e.
if n is logically deleted, and m is a node of the list such that
m is not physically deleted and m.right = n, then m.succ =
(n, 0, 1) and (n.right).mark = 0.

Inv 4. For any logically deleted node, its backlink is
pointing to its predecessor, i.e if n is logically deleted, and
m is a node of the list such that m is not physically deleted
and m.right = n, then n.backlink = m.

Inv 5. No node can be both marked and flagged at the
same time.

It follows from Inv 3, that if two marked nodes are adja-
cent, then at least one of them is physically deleted.

The proof of the invariants goes as follows. Inv 5 is triv-
ial. Inv 1–3 are proved by induction on the number of suc-
cessful C&S’s. This proof is lengthy, but fairly straight-
forward. After this we use the proved invariants to show
that once a node’s backlink is set, it never changes. This
fact is used to prove Inv 4 by induction on the number
of successful C&S’s. We then prove two important prop-
erties of our algorithms. First, we show that deletions in
our data structure work as intended, i.e. they are performed
in three steps: first flagging the predecessor, then mark-
ing the node, and finally physically deleting the node. The
second proposition states SearchFrom postconditions: if
SearchFrom(k, n) returns (n1, n2) and if n.key ≤ k, then
(1) n1.key ≤ k < n2.key, (2) there exists a time during
the execution of SearchFrom when n1.right = n2, and
(3) if n is unmarked at some time T ′ before SearchFrom

is invoked, then there exists time T between T ′ and the
moment SearchFrom returns, when n1 is unmarked and
n1.right = n2.

Finally, we use all these facts to prove the correctness of
our implementation. At any time, we say that the set of
elements currently stored in the dictionary is the set of the
elements contained in the regular nodes, and we show that
all operations can be linearized so that their return values
are consistent with this definition. Specifically,

• The searches are linearized at time T specified by post-
condition (3) of the SearchFrom routine they invoke.
If the search is successful, the node it returns is a reg-
ular node at time T ; if the search is unsuccessful there
are no regular nodes with key k in the list at T .

• Each successful insertion is linearized when it success-
fully performs a C&S (line 11 in the Insert routine)
that inserts the node created in line 4. Each unsuc-
cessful insertion is linearized at time T when the third
postcondition holds for the last SearchFrom routine
it invokes (line 1 or 19 in Insert routine). At that
time there is a regular node with the same key in the
list.

• We linearize a successful deletion when the node
it returns becomes marked (and therefore logically
deleted). Unsuccessful deletions are linearized as fol-
lows. If the SearchFrom called by Delete in line 2
found no node with key k, linearize the deletion at the
time T specified by postcondition (3) for that Search-

From. If the TryFlag called by Delete returned in
line 3, 8, or 13 (which means that another process was
executing a concurrent deletion of the same node, and
performed at least the first step of the deletion — flag-
ging the predecessor), then we linearize the deletion
immediately after del node gets marked. Note that
lines 5–6 of Delete ensure that del node gets marked
(and then physically deleted) before Delete returns
in line 8, so this linearization is valid. Also note that
the concurrent deletion that flagged del node’s prede-
cessor reports success when it returns.

3.4 Performance Analysis
Here we present a sketch of the amortized analysis of our

linked list data structure. We start by explaining our billing
scheme, first giving a general intuition behind it, and then
defining it formally using the mapping β in Def 4. We then
explain how we use this billing scheme to prove the bound
on the amortized cost of operations. The full version of our
amortized analysis is available in [1].

It is not hard to show that in order to calculate the cost of
our algorithms, it is only essential to calculate the number
of C&S attempts, the number of backlink pointer traversals
(line 10 in TryFlag and line 18 in Insert), and the num-
ber of next node and curr node pointer updates by searches
(lines 6 and 8 in SearchFrom respectively). Counting these
steps gives an accurate picture of the required time (up to
a constant factor), and therefore we ignore other steps in
our amortized analysis. When, later on, we talk about steps
taken by the processes, we mean one of these essential steps.

We classify the (essential) steps of each operation S into
three categories: successful C&S’s, necessary steps, and ex-
tra steps. The necessary steps are the (non-C&S) steps that
S normally has to perform in order to complete (e.g. in order
to complete a search for key k, S has to traverse all nodes
with keys smaller than k). Intuitively, the necessary steps
are the steps that an operation needs to perform even if it is
executing on a sequential linked list. By contrast, the extra
steps are the steps that S has to take because of interference
from other operations (e.g. when S fails a C&S because of
a change performed by a concurrent operation). The cost
of the necessary steps of S is called the necessary cost of S,
and the cost of the extra steps of S is called the extra cost
of S. In our analysis, we show that the necessary cost of S

is always O(n(S)) (n(S) and c(S) were defined in the intro-
duction), and we use a mapping to bill all of the extra cost
of S to successful C&S’s that are part of operations con-
current with S. We say that a C&S is part of operation S

if it is successful, and it logically belongs to that operation.



Specifically, each successful C&S that inserts a new node is
part of the corresponding successful insertion, and success-
ful C&S’s that flag, mark, and physically delete nodes are
part of the corresponding successful deletions. A (success-
ful) C&S that is part of a given operation is not necessarily
performed by the process that is executing this operation,
because processes help one another with deletions.

We define the amortized cost of a successful
C&S C, denoted t̂(C), to be (actual cost of C) +
(total cost billed to C). Note that the first term is 1.
We define the amortized cost of S, denoted t̂(S), to be
(actual cost of S) − (total cost billed from S to successful
C&S’s)+(total cost billed to successful C&S’s that are part
of S). The second term is the extra cost of S, so

t̂(S) = ((necessary cost of S) + (extra cost of S) +

(cost of successful C&S’s performed by S)) −

(extra cost of S) + (total cost billed to

successful C&S’s that are part of S)

= (necessary cost of S) + (cost of successful

C&S’s performed by S) + (total cost billed to

successful C&S’s that are part of S)

= (necessary cost of S) + (amortized cost of

successful C&S’s that are part of S).

We prove that the first term is O(n(S)) and that, for any
C&S C that is part of operation S, the total cost billed to
C is O(c(S)). Since at most three C&S’s can be part of
any given operation, we conclude that the second term is
O(c(S)). Therefore, t̂(S) = O(n(S) + c(S)). Note that here
the O(n(S)) term comes purely from the cost of the steps
that even a sequential algorithm needs to perform, while
the overhead that comes from concurrency is limited by an
additive term of O(c(S)). We now describe all of the steps
outlined above in more detail.

To define our billing scheme formally, we introduce a map-
ping function β, given below. This mapping also formally
defines the set of the extra steps and the set of the necessary
steps for every operation. Function β will map successful
C&S’s to themselves. All other steps mapped to themselves
are necessary steps. The remaining steps are extra steps.
The logic behind the design of this mapping function is that
each extra step is mapped to the successful C&S that per-
formed the change that causes this extra step to be taken.
For example, the step of traversing node n that was inserted
after S was invoked is mapped to the C&S that inserted n.
To make it easier to define β, we categorize C&S’s performed
by our algorithms into four types: (1) insertion C&S (line
11 in Insert), (2) flagging C&S (line 4 in TryFlag), (3)
marking C&S (line 3 in TryMark), and (4) physical dele-
tion C&S (line 2 in HelpMarked).

Def 4. Let Q be the set of essential steps in the entire
execution E. Function β maps Q to itself. If some operation
S performs step s ∈ Q, β maps this step either to itself,
or to a successful C&S that is part of another operation as
described below.

• C&S’s: Suppose a C&S C on the successor field of
node n was executed. If C is successful, then we map
it to itself. If C fails, and it is not of the fourth type, we
map it to the C&S that last modified n.succ. If C is of
the fourth type and it fails, we map it to the C&S that

physically deleted the node that C was trying to delete.
(We show that such a C&S had to be performed.)

• Backlink traversals: A backlink pointer traversal
from node n to node m is mapped to the C&S that
marked node n.

• Next node pointer updates: Suppose the update
changes next node from m to m′. If m is physically
deleted before the update, we map the update to the
C&S that physically deleted m. (Note that even though
this C&S could be performed by HelpMarked called
from this SearchFrom routine in line 5, it is part of
another operation.) Otherwise we map the update to
the C&S that inserted m′.

• Curr node pointer updates: Suppose the update sets
curr node pointer to node n. If n was inserted into the
list after operation S was invoked, then the update is
mapped to the C&S that inserted n. Otherwise, the
update is mapped to itself.

To prove our bound on the amortized cost of operations,
we need to show that the amortized cost of each C&S that is
part of an operation S, is O(c(S)). This is the most impor-
tant and the most technical part of our amortized analysis.
Below we briefly describe this proof.

There are four types of steps that Def 4 bills to successful
C&S’s. For each of them we prove that if a step of that type
performed by operation S′ is mapped by β to a (successful)
C&S C, then (1) no other steps of the same type performed
by S′ are mapped to C, and (2) C was performed during the
execution of S′. It then follows that no more than c(S) steps
of each type can be mapped to C, where S is the operation
C is part of. Proving (1) and (2) for next node updates is
fairly straightforward. For curr node pointer updates, we
first show that no operation can set curr node pointer (in
line 8 of a SearchFrom) to a given node more than once,
and then (1) and (2) follow. For backlink traversals, we show
that if operation S traverses a backlink from node n, then
n got marked during S, and S never traversed a backlink
from n before, which leads to (1) and (2). In this part of
the proof we rely on the fact that chains of backlinks never
grow towards the right (see Section 3.1). For unsuccessful
C&S’s, we prove two lemmas. The first one states that if C′

is an unsuccessful C&S of type four on the successor field
of node n performed by operation S′, then there exists a
time T during S′ when n.succ was such that C′ would have
succeeded, and S′ performed no C&S’s on n.succ between
T and C′. The second lemma states a similar, but slightly
weaker claim for the C&S’s of the first three types. Using
these two lemmas, we show that (1) and (2) hold for unsuc-
cessful C&S’s as well.

Since no more than c(S) steps of each type can be mapped
by β to a successful C&S that is part of S, it follows that
the amortized cost of a successful C&S is O(c(S)). Since
at most three successful C&S’s can be part of S, it follows
that the amortized cost of successful C&S’s that are part
of S is O(c(S)). To prove that the amortized cost of S is
O(n(S)+c(S)) we now only need to show that the total cost
of the steps of S that are not mapped by β to the successful
C&S’s (i.e. the necessary cost of S) is O(n(S)).

First, note that the only steps of S that are not mapped
to the successful C&S’s are the curr node pointer updates



in line 8 of SearchFrom routines called by S. Further-
more, by the definition of β such an update is mapped to
itself (and not to a successful C&S) only if the node n to
which the curr node pointer is set to by this update is in-
serted before the invocation of S. It is also not hard to show
that n must be unmarked at some moment during the exe-
cution of S, which means that n is a regular node when S

is invoked (since nodes never get unmarked). Also, as men-
tioned above, no operation can set the curr node pointer
(in line 8 of a SearchFrom routine) to a given node more
than once. Consequently, the total number of steps of S

that are not mapped to the successful C&S’s cannot be
greater than the number of regular nodes when S is invoked,
i.e. n(S). This concludes our amortized analysis, yielding
t̂(S) = O(n(S)) + O(c(S)) (where the O(n(S)) term comes
from the necessary cost of S, and the O(c(S)) term comes
from the concurrency overhead).

4. SKIP LISTS
In this section we briefly discuss our lock-free implemen-

tation of a skip list data structure and give a sketch of the
proof of correctness. The algorithms and the complete proof
of correctness are available in [1].

A skip list [12] is a sequential dictionary data structure, in
which searches, insertions, and deletions have an expected
cost of O(log(n)) (and worst-case cost of O(n)), where n

is the number of elements in the dictionary. The expecta-
tion is taken over the random numbers generated inside the
algorithms. Our lock-free skip list architecture has some
differences from Pugh’s original design to make it easier to
reuse our linked list algorithms. As shown in Figure 6, we
represent each key by a tower of nodes. A tower that has
H nodes in it is said to have height H . The height of each
tower is chosen randomly by coin flips. The bottom node of
a tower is called the root node, and it acts as a representa-
tive of the whole tower. The head tower and the tail tower
store dummy keys −∞ and +∞ respectively. Horizontally,
the nodes of the skip list are arranged in levels: the root
nodes are on level one, the nodes immediately above them
are on level two, and so on. Nodes of the same level form a
singly-linked list, sorted according to their keys.

In the original skip list design [12], Pugh uses a single
node with an array of H forward pointers to represent a
tower of height H . The difference between our architecture
and Pugh’s architecture is not very significant, but it makes
it easier to explain our algorithms in terms of the linked
list algorithms already described. For convenience, we use
the same terminology when we compare our skip list imple-
mentation with others [2, 15], even though they use Pugh’s
architecture.

Other recent lock-free skip list designs [2, 15] implement
individual levels using linked list algorithms that can exhibit
bad worst-case behaviour, as described in Section 3.1. (Fur-
thermore, although Sundell and Tsigas incorporate back-
links in their implementation, a backlink is not guaranteed
to be set when it is needed, and their backlink is useful on
a given level only if the tower it is pointing to is sufficiently
high.) Because of the randomization used by the algorithm,
it is unclear whether an adversary could exploit the worst-
case behaviour on individual levels to force the skip list as a
whole to experience bad worst-case behaviour. Our design
was driven by an effort to ensure that individual levels of
the skip list have good worst-case complexity by using our

new linked list algorithms, so that a tight analysis of the av-
erage expected complexity of the skip list operations would
be feasible. However, new difficulties arise when attempting
to do this, as explained in more detail below. Thus, the
problem of proving a good upper bound on the complexity
of a lock-free skip list implementation remains open.

In our data structure, a node Q that is not a node of the
head or tail tower has the following fields: key, backlink,
succ, down, and tower root. The first three fields are the
same as in our lock-free linked lists, down is a pointer to the
node one level lower than Q (or null if Q is a root node),
and tower root is a pointer to the root node of Q’s tower. If
Q is a root node, it also has an element field. Nodes of the
head tower do not have elements, backlinks or tower root
pointers, but each of them has an up pointer, pointing to
the node above. The top node of the head tower has its up
pointer set to itself. Nodes of the tail tower contain only the
key +∞. A pointer to the bottom node of the head tower
is referred to by a shared variable head.

We now give a high-level overview of our algorithms. An
insertion builds the tower from bottom to top, i.e. first it
inserts the root node, then, if necessary, the node at level
two, and so on. An insertion is linearized when the root
node is inserted, since after that moment, all the searches
are able to find the key. A deletion first deletes the root
node of the tower, and then deletes the rest of the nodes
of the tower from top to bottom. A deletion is linearized
when the root node gets marked. A tower whose root node
is marked is called superfluous; all the nodes of such a tower
are called superfluous as well.

Regardless of whether deletions delete the towers from top
to bottom, or from bottom to top, superfluous nodes can still
exist, because while a process P is constructing a tower Q,
Q’s root node can get marked by another process, and P

can add a new node to Q before it notices the marking. It is
possible to solve this problem by marking uninserted nodes if
Harris’s design is used to implement individual levels of the
skip list [2], but with our design this is not feasible because
of flags.

The searches in our skip list help deletions by physically
deleting superfluous nodes they encounter in order to avoid
traversing superfluous towers. Our decision to implement
searches this way was motivated by the observation that
if searches traverse superfluous towers without physically
deleting or marking their nodes, it is possible to construct
an execution E where the average cost of operations would
be Ω(mE) by forcing operations to repeatedly traverse a
chain of backlinks of length Ω(mE) on the lowest level of
the skip list (mE was defined in the Introduction). Sun-
dell and Tsigas [15] use a different method to deal with this
problem: their searches can enter superfluous towers via un-
marked nodes, but if a search detects a marked node in a
tower it is traversing, it marks all the nodes of this tower.
Subsequent searches physically delete these marked nodes if
they encounter them (assuming the main Delete operation
has not already done so), thus making numerous traversals
of the same chain of backlinks impossible.

Even though searches in our implementation delete super-
fluous nodes whenever they encounter them, and therefore
they cannot be forced so to traverse the same chain of back-
links repeatedly, there exist scenarios when an operation can
be forced to traverse backlinks of the nodes that were deleted
before the operation started (something that never happens
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Figure 6: Lock-free skip list design.

in our linked list implementation). These scenarios can only
be constructed by a very careful scheduling of processes tai-
lored for a given distribution of the heights of the towers.
Their existence, however, makes our correctness proofs quite
complicated, but more importantly, it is not clear what ef-
fect they may have on the worst-case performance of our
implementation.

The pseudocode for the skip list algorithms is available
in [1], and here we describe them only briefly. Each level
of the skip list can be viewed as a linked list. Therefore,
the routines that we use to operate on the individual lev-
els are similar to our linked list routines. The three ma-
jor routines that implement the dictionary operations are
Search SL, Insert SL, and Delete SL. The Search SL

routine calls SearchToLevel SL to determine if there is
a root node (and hence, a tower) with key k in the list.
SearchToLevel SL(k, v) is used to locate the nodes on
level v with keys closest to k. It traverses levels starting from
the top one, and each time it reaches a key larger than k,
it goes down one level. To traverse individual levels, it uses
the SearchRight routine, which is similar to the Search-

From in our linked list algorithms. The only difference is
that SearchRight deletes the superfluous nodes along its
way, performing all three deletion steps if necessary, whereas
SearchFrom physically deletes only those nodes that are
already logically deleted.

The Insert SL routine determines the height of the tower
it needs to insert by flipping a coin, and enters a loop where
it inserts the nodes of the tower one by one from bottom
to top. If a concurrent process inserts a root node with
the same key, Insert SL reports failure and returns. Each
complete iteration of the loop increases the height of the new
tower by one. Insert SL exits from that loop if it finishes
the construction of the new tower, or if the construction of
a new tower gets interrupted by a deletion: if Insert SL

notices that the root node got marked, it exits reporting
success. The Delete SL routine first deletes the root node
of the tower with the supplied key k, making the rest of

the nodes in the tower superfluous. It then calls Search-

ToLevel SL for k, which deletes these superfluous nodes
(from top to bottom).

We now briefly sketch the proof of correctness. The first
part of the proof is similar to the correctness proof for
the linked lists. We show that Inv 1–5 (see Section 3.3)
hold for each level of our skip list, and that nodes never
change levels. We also show that deletions of individual
nodes are performed in three steps (flag, mark, physical
deletion), and that the same postconditions that hold for
SearchFrom hold for SearchRight as well. These post-
conditions guarantee that if SearchRight starts from a
node n that is not superfluous at time T ′, then the node
m it ends in is not marked at T ′. However, m may be
superfluous at T ′, but we show that this can happen only
if SearchRight enters m by traversing backlinks, and in
this case m.key < n.key. The fact that SearchRight may
traverse superfluous nodes leads to the fact that Search-

ToLevel SL may enter marked nodes when it descends
from one level to the next (although scenarios where this
happens are fairly contrived). This is why an operation
can traverse backlinks of the nodes that were deleted be-
fore the operation started. As mentioned earlier, this is an
obstacle to applying the same kind of performance analy-
sis to skip lists, as we used for linked lists. After proving
some weaker postconditions for SearchToLevel SL and
Insert SL, we then show that our skip list has the correct
vertical structure within each tower, i.e. the nodes on differ-
ent levels that contain the same key form a linked list. Then
we prove the stronger SearchToLevel SL(k, v) postcon-
ditions: we show that the node n it ends in is unmarked,
and, if n.key = k, n is also not superfluous (at some time
during the search).

Finally, we say that the set of elements currently stored in
the dictionary is the set of the elements of the regular root
nodes, and we show that all operations can be linearized
consistently with this definition. We prove that our im-
plementation is lock-free by showing that the only way a



process’s operation can be delayed indefinitely is if other
processes continually perform successful C&S’s.

We also investigate the distribution of the heights of the
towers in our skip list. We call a tower full if its insertion
has finished without an interruption; otherwise we say that
a tower is incomplete. A non-deleted tower can be incom-
plete only if its insertion or its deletion is in progress, so the
number of incomplete towers at any time is bounded by the
point contention. The distribution of the heights of the full
towers may be a little different from the heights distribu-
tion in a sequential skip list, because higher towers are more
likely to be incomplete. However, we believe this would not
affect the expected running time significantly.

5. CONCLUSION
We have presented new algorithms implementing lock-free

linked lists. We proved that the average cost of operations
on our linked lists is linear in the length of the list plus
the contention, for any possible sequence of operations and
any possible scheduling. To perform our analysis we used
a billing technique that might be applicable to other dis-
tributed data structures. We showed that our linked list
algorithms can be used in a fairly modular way as the basis
for a lock-free implementation of skip lists.

We have not explicitly incorporated a memory manage-
ment technique, but a possible approach is to use Valois’s
reference counting method [10, 17], which is applicable to
both our linked lists and our skip lists, because there are no
cycles among the physically deleted nodes.

There are a number of directions for future work in this
area. It remains an open problem to get a good bound on the
average expected complexity of lock-free implementations of
a skip list (or, more generally, a dictionary data structure).
We think the implementation given here and the amortized
analysis technique may be useful in doing this. However
some difficulties remain. For example, an adversary might
choose to delete all of the tall towers that are used to tra-
verse the skip list quickly. Although an oblivious adversary
(who cannot see the outcomes of coin flips) cannot directly
know the heights of the towers, in a distributed application
it might indirectly get some information about them by see-
ing how many steps are required to do searches. It might
be more realistic to separate the two roles of the adversary:
choosing the operations and choosing the schedule.

On a more general note, it would be interesting to de-
velop a usable and practical alternative to the worst-case
amortized analysis, which can be overly pessimistic, in the
context of lock-free data structures. A feasible way of doing
an amortized analysis that bounds the average complexity
over possible schedules would be of great interest.
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Abstract. We propose a new concurrent skip list algorithm distinguished
by a combination of simplicity and scalability. The algorithm employs
optimistic synchronization, searching without acquiring locks, followed
by short lock-based validation before adding or removing nodes. It also
logically removes an item before physically unlinking it. Unlike some
other concurrent skip list algorithms, this algorithm preserves the skip
list properties at all times, which facilitates reasoning about its correct-
ness. Experimental evidence shows that this algorithm performs as well
as the best previously known algorithm under most circumstances.

1 Introduction

Skip lists [7] are an increasingly important data structure for storing and re-
trieving ordered in-memory data. In this paper, we propose a new concurrent
skip-list algorithm that appears to perform as well as the best existing concur-
rent skip list implementation under most conditions. The principal advantage of
our implementation is that it is much simpler, and much easier to reason about.

The ConcurrentSkipListMap, written by Doug Lea based on work by Fraser
and Harris [2] and released as part of the JavaTM SE 6 platform, is the best con-
current skip-list implementation that we are aware of. This algorithm is lock-free,
and performs well in practice. The principal limitation of this implementation is
that it is complicated. Certain interleavings can cause the usual skip list struc-
ture to be violated, sometimes transiently, and sometimes permanently. These
violations do not affect performance or correctness, but they make it difficult to
reason about the correctness of the algorithm. By contrast, the algorithm pre-
sented here preserves the skip list structure at all times. The algorithm is simple
enough that we are able to provide a straightforward proof of correctness.

Our algorithm employs two complementary techniques. First, it is optimistic:
methods traverse the list without acquiring locks. When a method discovers the
items it is seeking, it locks the item and its predecessors, and then validates that
the list is unchanged. Second, removing an item involves logically deleting it by
marking it before it is physically removed (unlinked) from the list.

Experimental tests show that despite its simplicity, this algorithm performs
as well as the lock-free Lea algorithm, except under conditions of extreme con-
tention in multiprogrammed environments. In Section 6 we discuss some ap-
proaches for future work to address this issue.
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Fig. 1. A skip list with maximum height of 4. The number below each node (i.e., array
of next pointers) is the key of that node, with −∞ and +∞ as the keys for the left
and right sentinel nodes respectively.

2 Background

A skip list [7] is a linked list that is sorted by key, and in which nodes are
assigned a random height, up to some maximum height, where the frequency of
nodes of a particular height decreases exponentially with the height. A node in
a skip list has not just one successor, but a number of successors equal to its
height: each node stores a pointer to the next node in the list of each height up
to its own. For example, a node of height 3 stores three “next pointers”, one to
the next node of height 1, one to the next node of height 2, and one to the next
node of height 3. Figure 1 illustrates a skip list in which the keys are integers.

We think of a skip list as having several layers of lists, and we talk about the
predecessor and successor of a node at each layer. The list at each layer, other
than the bottom layer, is a sublist of the list at the layer beneath it. Because there
are exponentially fewer nodes of greater heights, we can find a key quickly by
searching first at higher layers, skipping over large numbers of shorter nodes and
progressively working downward until a node with the desired key is found, or
else the bottom layer is reached. Thus, the expected time complexity of skip-list
operations is logarithmic in the length of the list.

It is convenient to have left sentinel and right sentinel nodes, at the beginning
and end of the lists respectively. These nodes have the maximum height, and
initially, when the skip list is empty, the right sentinel is the successor of the left
sentinel at every layer. The left sentinel’s key is smaller, and the right sentinel’s
key is greater, than any key that may be added to the set. Searching the skip
list thus always begins at the left sentinel.

3 Our Algorithm

We present our concurrent skip-list algorithm in the context of an implementa-
tion of a set object supporting three methods, add, remove and contains: add(v)
adds v to the set and returns true iff v was not already in the set; remove(v)
removes v from the set and returns true iff v was in the set; and contains(v)
returns true iff v is in the set. We show that our implementation is linearizable

[5]; that is, every operation appears to take place atomically at some point (the
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4 class Node {
5 int key ;
6 int topLayer ;
7 Node∗∗ nexts ;
8 bool marked ;
9 bool fullyLinked ;

10 Lock lock ;
11 } ;

Figure 1.2. A node

linearization point) between its invocation and response. We also show that the
implementation is deadlock-free, and that the contains operation is wait-free;
that is, a thread is guaranteed to complete a contains operation as long as it
keeps taking steps, regardless of the activity of other threads.

Our algorithm builds on the lazy-list algorithm of Heller et al. [3], a simple
concurrent linked-list algorithm with an optimistic fine-grained locking scheme
for the add and remove operations, and a wait-free contains operation: we use
lazy lists at each layer of the skip list. As in the lazy list, the key of each node
is strictly greater than the key of its predecessor, and each node has a marked

flag, which is used to make remove operations appear atomic. However, unlike
the simple lazy list, we may have to link the node in at several layers, and thus
might not be able to insert a node with a single atomic instruction, which could
serve as the linearization point of a successful add operation. Thus, for the lazy
skip list, we augment each node with an additional flag, fullyLinked, which is
set to true after a node has been linked in at all its layers; setting this flag is the
linearization point of a successful add operation in our skip-list implementation.
Figure 1.2 shows the fields of a node.

A key is in the abstract set if and only if there is an unmarked, fully linked
node with that key in the list (i.e., reachable from the left sentinel).

To maintain the skip-list structure—that is, that each list is a sublist of
the list at lower layers—changes are made to the list structure (i.e., the nexts

pointers) only when locks are acquired for all nodes that need to be modified.
(There is one exception to this rule involving the add operation, discussed below.)

In the following detailed description of the algorithm, we assume the existence
of a garbage collector to reclaim nodes that are removed from the skip list, so
nodes that are removed from the list are not recycled while any thread might
still access them. In the proof (Section 4), we reason as though nodes are never
recycled. In a programming environment without garbage collection, we can use
solutions to the repeat offenders problem [4] or hazard pointers [6] to achieve the
same effect. We also assume that keys are integers from MinInt+1 to MaxInt-1.
We use MinInt and MaxInt as the keys for LSentinel and RSentinel, which
are the left and right sentinel nodes respectively.

Searching in the skip list is accomplished by the findNode helper function
(see Figure 1.3), which takes a key v and two maximal-height arrays preds and
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33 int findNode ( int v ,
34 Node∗ preds [ ] ,
35 Node∗ succs [ ] ) {
36 int lFound = −1;
37 Node∗ pred = &LSentinel ;
38 for ( int layer = MaxHeight −1;
39 layer ≥ 0 ;
40 layer−−) {
41 Node∗ curr = pred−>nexts [ layer ] ;
42 while (v > curr−>key ) {
43 pred = curr ; curr = pred−>nexts [ layer ] ;
44 }
45 i f ( lFound == −1 && v == curr−>key ) {
46 lFound = layer ;
47 }
48 preds [ layer ] = pred ;
49 succs [ layer ] = curr ;
50 }
51 return lFound ;
52 }

Figure 1.3. The findNode helper function

succs of node pointers, and searches exactly as in a sequential skip list, starting
at the highest layer and proceeding to the next lower layer each time it encounters
a node whose key is greater than or equal to v. The thread records in the preds

array the last node with a key less than v that it encountered at each layer, and
that node’s successor (which must have a key greater than or equal to v) in the
succs array. If it finds a node with the sought-after key, findNode returns the
index of the first layer at which such a node was found; otherwise, it returns
−1. For simplicity of presentation, we have findNode continue to the bottom
layer even if it finds a node with the sought-after key at a higher level, so all the
entries in both preds and succs arrays are filled in after findNode terminates
(see Section 3.4 for optimizations used in the real implementation). Note that
findNode does not acquire any locks, nor does it retry in case of conflicting
access with some other thread. We now consider each of the operations in turn.

3.1 The add operation

The add operation, shown in Figure 1.4, calls findNode to determine whether
a node with the key is already in the list. If so (lines 59–66), and the node is
not marked, then the add operation returns false, indicating that the key is
already in the set. However, if that node is not yet fully linked, then the thread
waits until it is (because the key is not in the abstract set until the node is
fully linked). If the node is marked, then some other thread is in the process of
deleting that node, so the thread doing the add operation simply retries.
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54 bool add ( int v ) {
55 int topLayer = randomLevel ( MaxHeight ) ;
56 Node∗ preds [ MaxHeight ] , succs [ MaxHeight ] ;
57 while ( true ) {
58 int lFound = findNode (v , preds , succs ) ;
59 i f ( lFound 6= −1) {
60 Node∗ nodeFound = succs [ lFound ] ;
61 i f ( ! nodeFound−>marked ) {
62 while ( ! nodeFound−>fullyLinked ) { ;}
63 return fa lse ;
64 }
65 continue ;
66 }
67 int highestLocked = −1;
68 try {
69 Node ∗pred , ∗succ , ∗prevPred = null ;
70 bool valid = true ;
71 for ( int layer = 0 ;
72 valid && ( layer ≤ topLayer ) ;
73 layer++) {
74 pred = preds [ layer ] ;
75 succ = succs [ layer ] ;
76 i f ( pred 6= prevPred ) {
77 pred−>lock . lock ( ) ;
78 highestLocked = layer ;
79 prevPred = pred ;
80 }
81 valid = ! pred−>marked && ! succ−>marked &&
82 pred−>nexts [ layer ]==succ ;
83 }
84 i f ( ! valid ) continue ;

86 Node∗ newNode = new Node (v , topLayer ) ;
87 for ( int layer = 0 ;
88 layer ≤ topLayer ;
89 layer++) {
90 newNode−>nexts [ layer ] = succs [ layer ] ;
91 preds [ layer ]−>nexts [ layer ] = newNode ;
92 }

94 newNode−>fullyLinked = true ;
95 return true ;
96 }
97 f ina l ly { unlock ( preds , highestLocked ) ; }
98 }

Figure 1.4. The add method
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If no node was found with the appropriate key, then the thread locks and
validates all the predecessors returned by findNode up to the height of the
new node (lines 69–84). This height, denoted by topNodeLayer, is determined
at the very beginning of the add operation using the randomLevel function.3

Validation (lines 81–83) checks that for each layer i ≤ topNodeLayer, preds[i]
and succs[i] are still adjacent at layer i, and that neither is marked. If validation
fails, the thread encountered a conflicting operation, so it releases the locks it
acquired (in the finally block at line 97) and retries.

If the thread successfully locks and validates the results of findNode up to the
height of the new node, then the add operation is guaranteed to succeed because
the thread holds all the locks until it fully links its new node. In this case, the
thread allocates a new node with the appropriate key and height, links it in, sets
the fullyLinked flag of the new node (this is the linearization point of the add

operation), and then returns true after releasing all its locks (lines 86–97). The
thread writing newNode->nexts[i] is the one case in which a thread modifies
the nexts field for a node it has not locked. It is safe because newNode will not
be linked into the list at layer i until the thread sets preds[i]->nexts[i] to
newNode, after it writes newNode->nexts[i].

3.2 The remove operation

The remove operation shown in Figure 1.5, likewise calls findNode to determine
whether a node with the appropriate key is in the list. If so, the thread checks
whether the node is “okay to delete” (Figure 1.6), which means it is fully linked,
not marked, and it was found at its top layer.4 If the node meets these require-
ments, the thread locks the node and verifies that it is still not marked. If so,
the thread marks the node, which logically deletes it (lines 111–121); that is, the
marking of the node is the linearization point of the remove operation.

The rest of the procedure accomplishes the “physical” deletion, removing the
node from the list by first locking its predecessors at all layers up to the height
of the deleted node (lines 124–138), and splicing the node out one layer at a time
(lines 140–142). To maintain the skip-list structure, the node is spliced out of
higher layers before being spliced out of lower ones (though, to ensure freedom
from deadlock, as discussed in Section 4, the locks are acquired in the opposite
order, from lower layers up). As in the add operation, before changing any of the
deleted node’s predecessors, the thread validates that those nodes are indeed still
the deleted node’s predecessors. This is done using the weakValidate function,
which is the same as validate except that it does not fail if the successor

3 This function is taken from Lea’s algorithm to ensure a fair comparison in the ex-
periments presented in Section 5. It returns 0 with probability 3

4
, i with probability

2−(i+2) for i ∈ [1, 30], and 31 with probability 2−32.
4 A node found not in its top layer was either not yet fully linked, or marked and

partially unlinked, at some point when the thread traversed the list at that layer.
We could have continued with the remove operation, but the subsequent validation
would fail.
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101 bool remove ( int v ) {
102 Node∗ nodeToDelete = null ;
103 bool isMarked = fa l se ;
104 int topLayer = −1;
105 Node∗ preds [ MaxHeight ] , succs [ MaxHeight ] ;
106 while ( true ) {
107 int lFound = findNode (v , preds , succs ) ;
108 i f ( isMarked | |
109 ( lFound 6= −1 && okToDelete ( succs [ lFound ] , lFound ) ) ) {

111 i f ( ! isMarked ) {
112 nodeToDelete = succs [ lFound ] ;
113 topLayer = nodeToDelete−>topLayer ;
114 nodeToDelete−>lock . lock ( ) ;
115 i f ( nodeToDelete−>marked ) {
116 nodeToDelete−>lock . unlock ( ) ;
117 return fa lse ;
118 }
119 nodeToDelete−>marked = true ;
120 isMarked = true ;
121 }
122 int highestLocked = −1;
123 try {
124 Node ∗pred , ∗succ , ∗prevPred = null ;
125 bool valid = true ;
126 for ( int layer = 0 ;
127 valid && ( layer ≤ topLayer ) ;
128 layer++) {
129 pred = preds [ layer ] ;
130 succ = succs [ layer ] ;
131 i f ( pred 6= prevPred ) {
132 pred−>lock . lock ( ) ;
133 highestLocked = layer ;
134 prevPred = pred ;
135 }
136 valid = ! pred−>marked && pred−>nexts [ layer ]==succ ;
137 }
138 i f ( ! valid ) continue ;

140 for ( int layer = topLayer ; layer ≥ 0 ; layer−−) {
141 preds [ layer ]−>nexts [ layer ] = nodeToDelete−>nexts [ layer ] ;
142 }
143 nodeToDelete−>lock . unlock ( ) ;
144 return true ;
145 }
146 f ina l ly { unlock ( preds , highestLocked ) ; }
147 }
148 else return fa lse ;
149 }
150 }

Figure 1.5. The remove method
7



152 bool okToDelete ( Node∗ candidate , int lFound ) {
153 return ( candidate−>fullyLinked

154 && candidate−>topLayer==lFound

155 && ! candidate−>marked ) ;
156 }

Figure 1.6. The okToDelete method

158 bool contains ( int v ) {
159 Node∗ preds [ MaxHeight ] , succs [ MaxHeight ] ;
160 int lFound = findNode (v , preds , succs ) ;
161 return ( lFound 6= −1
162 && succs [ lFound]−>fullyLinked

163 && ! succs [ lFound]−>marked ) ;
164 }

Figure 1.7. The contains method

is marked, since the successor in this case should be the node to be removed
that was just marked. If the validation fails, then the thread releases the locks
on the old predecessors (but not the deleted node) and tries to find the new
predecessors of the deleted node by calling findNode again. However, at this
point it has already set the local isMarked flag so that it will not try to mark
another node. After successfully removing the deleted node from the list, the
thread releases all its locks and returns true.

If no node was found, or the node found was not “okay to delete” (i.e., was
marked, not fully linked, or not found at its top layer), then the operation simply
returns false (line 148). It is easy to see that this is correct if the node is not
marked because for any key, there is at most one node with that key in the
skip list (i.e., reachable from the left sentinel) at any time, and once a node is
put in the list (which it must have been to be found by findNode), it is not
removed until it is marked. However, the argument is trickier if the node is
marked, because at the time the node is found, it might not be in the list, and
some unmarked node with the same key may be in the list. However, as we argue
in Section 4, in that case, there must have been some time during the execution
of the remove operation at which the key was not in the abstract set.

3.3 The contains operation

Finally, we consider the contains operation, shown in Figure 1.7, which just
calls findNode and returns true if and only if it finds a unmarked, fully linked
node with the appropriate key. If it finds such a node, then it is immediate from
the definition that the key is in the abstract set. However, as mentioned above,
if the node is marked, it is not so easy to see that it is safe to return false. We
argue this in Section 4.
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3.4 Implementation Issues

We implemented the algorithm in the JavaTM programming language, in or-
der to compare it with Doug Lea’s nonblocking skip-list implementation in the
java.util.concurrent package. The array stack variables in the pseudocode
are replaced by thread-local variables, and we used a straightforward lock imple-
mentation (we could not use the built-in object locks because our acquire and
release pattern could not always be expressed using synchronized blocks).

The pseudocode presented was optimized for simplicity, not efficiency, and
there are numerous obvious ways in which it can be improved, many of which
we applied to our implementation. For example, if a node with an appropriate
key is found, the add and contains operations need not look further; they only
need to ascertain whether that node is fully linked and unmarked. If so, the
contains operation can return true and the add operation can return false.
If not, then the contains operation can return false, and the add operation
either waits before returning false (if the node is not fully linked) or else must
retry. The remove operation does need to search to the bottom layer to find all
the predecessors of the node to be deleted, however, once it finds and marks the
node at some layer, it can search for that exact node at lower layers rather than
comparing keys.5 This is correct because once a thread marks a node, no other
thread can unlink it.

Also, in the pseudocode, findNode always starts searching from the highest
possible layer, though we expect most of the time that the highest layers will
be empty (i.e., have only the two sentinel nodes). It is easy to maintain a vari-
able that tracks the highest nonempty layer because whenever that changes, the
thread that causes the change must have the left sentinel locked. This ease is in
contrast to the nonblocking version, in which a race between concurrent remove
and add operations may result in the recorded height of the skip list being less
than the actual height of its tallest node.

4 Correctness

In this section, we sketch a proof for our skip-list algorithm. There are four
properties we want to show: that the algorithm implements a linearizable set,
that it is deadlock-free, that the contains operation is wait-free, and that the
underlying data structure maintains a correct skip-list structure, which we define
more precisely below.

4.1 Linearizability

For the proof, we make the following simplifying assumption about initialization:
Nodes are initialized with their key and height, their nexts arrays are initialized
to all null, and their fullyLinked and marked fields are initialized to false.

5 Comparing keys is expensive because, to maintain compatibility with Lea’s imple-
mentation, comparison invokes the compareTo method of the Comparable interface.
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Furthermore, we assume for the purposes of reasoning that nodes are never
reclaimed, and there is an inexhaustible supply of new nodes (otherwise, we
would need to augment the algorithm to handle running out of nodes).

We first make the following observations: The key of a node never changes
(i.e., key = k is stable), and the marked and fullyLinked fields of a node are
never set to false (i.e., marked and fullyLinked are stable). Though initially
null, nexts[i] is never written to null (i.e., nexts[i] 6= null is stable). Also,
a thread writes a node’s marked or nexts fields only if it holds the node’s lock
(with the one exception of an add operation writing nexts[i] of a node before
linking it in at layer i).

From these observations, and by inspection of the code, it is easy to see
that in any operation, after calling findNode, we have preds[i]->key < v and
succs[i]->key ≥ v for all i, and succs[i]->key > v for i > lFound (the value
returned by findNode). Also, for a thread in remove, nodeToDelete is only set
once, and that unless that node was marked by some other thread, this thread
will mark the node, and thereafter, until it completes the operation, the thread’s
isMarked variable will be true. We also know by okToDelete that the node is
fully linked (and indeed that only fully linked nodes can be marked).

Furthermore, validation and the requirement to lock nodes before writing
them ensures that after successful validation, the properties checked by the val-
idation (which are slightly different for add and remove) remain true until the
locks are released.

We can use these properties to derive the following fundamental lemma:

Lemma 1. For a node n and 0 ≤ i ≤ n->topLayer:

n->nexts[i] 6= null =⇒ n->key < n->nexts[i]->key

We define the relation →i so that m →i n (read “m leads to n at layer i”) if
m->nexts[i] = n or there exists m′ such that m →i m′ and m′->nexts[i] = n;
that is, →i is the transitive closure of the relation that relates nodes to their
immediate successors at layer i. Because a node has (at most) one immediate
successor at any layer, the →i relation “follows” a linked list at layer i, and in
particular, the layer-i list of the skip list consists of those nodes n such that
LSentinel →i n (plus LSentinel itself). Also, by Lemma 1, if m →i n and
m →i n′ and n->key < n′->key then n →i n′.

Using these observations, we can show that if m →i n in any reachable state
of the algorithm, then m →i n in any subsequent state unless there is an action
that splices n out of the layer-i list, that is, an execution of line 141. This claim is
proved formally for the lazy-list algorithm in a recent paper [1], and that proof
can be adapted to this algorithm. Because n must already be marked before
being spliced out of the list, and because the fullyLinked flag is never set to
false (after its initialization), this claim implies that a key can be removed
from the abstract set only by marking its node, which we argued earlier is the
linearization point of a successful remove operation.

Similarly, we can see that if LSentinel →i n does not hold in some reachable
state of the algorithm, then it does not hold in any subsequent state unless there
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is some execution of line 91 with n = newNode (as discussed earlier, the previous
line doesn’t change the list at layer-i because newNode is not yet linked in then).
However, the execution of that line occurs while newNode is being inserted and
before newNode is fully linked. Thus, the only action that adds a node to a list
at any level is the setting of the node’s fullyLinked flag.

Finally, we argue that if a thread finds a marked node then the key of that
node must have been absent from the list at some point during the execution
of the thread’s operation. There are two cases: If the node was marked when
the thread invoked the operation, the node must have been in the skip list at
that time because marked nodes cannot be added to the skip list (only a newly
allocated node can be added to the skip list), and because no two nodes in the
skip list can have the same key, no unmarked node in the skip list has that key.
Thus, at the invocation of the operation, the key is not in the skip list. On the
other hand, if the node was not marked when the thread invoked the operation,
then it must have been marked by some other thread before the first thread
found it. In this case, the key is not in the abstract set immediately after the
other thread marked the node. This claim is also proved formally for the simple
lazy list [1], and that proof can be adapted to this algorithm.

4.2 Maintaining the skip-list structure

Our algorithm guarantees that the skip-list structure is preserved at all times.
By “skip-list structure”, we mean that the list at each layer is a sublist of the
lists at lower layers. It is important to preserve this structure, as the complexity
analysis for skip lists requires this structure.

To see that the algorithm preserves the skip-list structure, note that linking
new nodes into the skip list always proceeds from bottom to top, and while
holding the locks on all the soon-to-be predecessors of the node being inserted.
On the other hand, when a node is being removed from the list, the higher layers
are unlinked before the lower layers, and again, while holding locks on all the
immediate predecessors of the node being removed.

This property is not guaranteed by the lock-free algorithm. In that algorithm,
after linking a node in the bottom layer, links the node in the rest of the layers
from top to bottom. This may result in a state of a node that is linked only in
its top and bottom layers, so that the list at the top layer is not a sublist of
the list at the layer immediately beneath it, for example. Moreover, attempts to
link in a node at any layer other than the bottom are not retried, and hence this
state of nonconformity to the skip-list structure may persist indefinitely.

4.3 Deadlock freedom and wait-freedom

The algorithm is deadlock-free because a thread always acquires locks on nodes
with larger keys first. More precisely, if a thread holds a lock on a node with
key v then it will not attempt to acquire a lock on a node with key greater than
or equal to v. We can see that this is true because both the add and remove

methods acquire locks on the predecessor nodes from the bottom layer up, and
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Fig. 8. Throughput in operations per millisecond of 1,000,000 operations, with 9% add,
1% remove, and 90% contains operations, and a range of either 200,000 or 2,000,000.

the key of a predecessor node is less than the key of a different predecessor node
at a lower layer. The only other lock acquisition is for the node that a remove

operation deletes. This is the first lock acquired by that operation, and its key
is greater than that of any of its predecessors.

That the contains operation is wait-free is also easy to see: it does not
acquire any locks, nor does it ever retry; it searches the list only once.

5 Performance

We evaluated our skip-list algorithm by implementing in the Java programming
language, as described earlier. We compared our implementation against Doug
Lea’s nonblocking skip-list implementation in the ConcurrentSkipListMap class
of the java.util.concurrent package, which is part of the JavaTM SE 6 plat-
form; to our knowledge, this is the best widely available concurrent skip-list
implementation. We also implemented a straightforward sequential skip list, in
which methods were synchronized to ensure thread safety, for use as a baseline
in these experiments. We descibe some of the results we obtained from these
experiments in this section.
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Fig. 9. Throughput in operations per millisecond of 1,000,000 operations with 20% add,
10% remove, and 70% contains operations, and range of either 200,000 or 2,000,000.

We present results from experiments on two multiprocessor systems with
quite different architectures. The first system is a Sun FireTM T2000 server,
which is based on a single UltraSPARC R© T1 processor containing eight com-
puting cores, each with four hardware strands, clocked at 1200 MHz. Each four-
strand core has a single 8-KByte level-1 data cache and a single 16-KByte in-
struction cache. All eight cores share a single 3-MByte level-2 unified (instruction
and data) cache, and a four-way interleaved 32-GByte main memory. Data ac-
cess latency ratios are approximately 1:8:50 for L1:L2:Memory accesses. The
other system is an older Sun EnterpriseTM 6500 server, which contains 15 sys-
tem boards, each with two UltraSPARC R© II processors clocked at 400 MHz
and 2 Gbytes of RAM for a total of 30 processors and 60 Gbytes of RAM. Each
processor has a 16-KByte data level-1 cache and a 16-Kbyte instruction cache
on chip, and a 8-MByte external cache. The system clock frequency is 80 MHz.

We present results from experiments in which, starting from an empty skip
list, each thread executes one million (1,000,000) randomly chosen operations.
We varied the number of threads, the relative proportion of add, remove and
contains operations, and the range from which the keys were selected. The key
for each operation was selected uniformly at random from the specified range.
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Fig. 10. Throughput in operations per millisecond of 1,000,000 operations, with 50%
add and 50% remove operations, and a range of 200,000

In the graphs that follow, we compare the throughput in operations per
millisecond, and the results shown are the average over six runs for each set of
parameters.

Figure 8 presents the results of experiments in which 9% of the operations
were add operations, 1% were remove operations, and the remaining 90% were
contains operations, where the range of the keys was either two hundred thou-
sand or two million. The different ranges give different levels of contention,
with significantly higher contention with the 200,000 range, compared with the
2,000,000 range. As we can see from these experiments, both our implementation
and Lea’s scale well (and the sequential algorithm, as expected, is relatively flat).
In all but one case (with 200,000 range on the older system), our implementation
has a slight advantage.

In the next set of experiments, we ran with higher percentages of add and
remove operations, 20% and 10% respectively (leaving 70% contains opera-
tions). The results are shown in Figure 9. As can be seen, on the T2000 system,
the two implementations have similar performance, with a slight advantage to
Lea in a multiprogrammed environment when the range is smaller (higher con-
tention). The situation is reversed with the larger range. This phenomenon is
more noticeable on the older system: there we see a 13% advantage to Lea’s
implementation on the smaller range with 64 threads, and 20% advantage to
our algorithm with the same number of threads when the range is larger.

To explore this phenomenon, we conducted an experiment with a significantly
higher level of contention: half add operations and half remove operations with
a range of 200,000. The results are presented in Figure 10. As can be clearly
seen, under this level of contention, our implementation’s throughput degrades
rapidly when approaching the multiprogramming zone, especially on the T2000
system. This degradation is not surprising: In our current implementation, when
an add or remove operation fails validation, or fails to acquire a lock immediately,
it simply calls yield; there is no proper mechanism for managing contention.
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Since the add and remove operations require that the predecessors seen during
the search phase be unchanged until they are locked, we expect that under high
contention, they will repeatedly fail. Thus, we expect that a back-off mechanism,
or some other means of contention control, would greatly improve performance
in this case. To verify that a high level of conflict is indeed the problem, we
added counters to count the number of retries executed by each thread during
the experiment. The counters indeed show that many retries are executed on
a 64 threads run, especially on the T2000. Most of the retries are executed by
the add method, which makes sense because the remove method marks the node
to be removed before searching its predecessors in lower layers, which prevents
change of these predecessor’s next pointers by a concurrent add operation.

6 Conclusions

We have shown how to construct a scalable, highly concurrent skip list using
a remarkably simple algorithm. The principal open question is whether we can
improve the algorithm’s performance at high levels of contention. One simple
approach is to use a more sophisticated back-off scheme when synchronization
conflicts are detected. Another intriguing approach is to allow the randomness of
the skip-list’s height to be compromised under high contention. In the algorithm
presented here, when a thread adds a new item, it gives up and retries if it
encounters a synchronization conflict when linking the item at any level. In
principle, a thread that encounters a conflict when linking the item at layer
` > 0 could simply stop there, leaving the item linked at levels zero to ` − 1,
acting as if it had randomly chosen ` − 1. The resulting data structure, while
structurally still a skip list, would be a little flatter than it should be. Whether
this approach is effective is the subject of future work.
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The literature describes two high performance concurrent stack algorithms based on combining
funnels and elimination trees. Unfortunately, the funnels are linearizable but blocking, and the
elimination trees are non-blocking but not linearizable. Neither is used in practice since they
perform well only at exceptionally high loads. The literature also describes a simple lock-free
linearizable stack algorithm that works at low loads but does not scale as the load increases.
The question of designing a stack algorithm that is non-blocking, linearizable, and scales well
throughout the concurrency range, has thus remained open.

This paper presents such a concurrent stack algorithm. It is based on the following simple
observation: that a single elimination array used as a backoff scheme for a simple lock-free stack
is lock-free, linearizable, and scalable. As our empirical results show, the resulting elimination-
backoff stack performs as well as the simple stack at low loads, and increasingly outperforms all
other methods (lock-based and non-blocking) as concurrency increases. We believe its simplicity
and scalability make it a viable practical alternative to existing constructions for implementing
concurrent stacks.

0A preliminary version of this paper appeared in the proceedings of the 16th Annual ACM Sym-
posium on Parallelism in Algorithms, Barcelona, Spain, 2004, pages 206-215.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Shared stacks are widely used in parallel applications and operating systems. As
shown in [28], LIFO-based scheduling not only reduces excessive task creation,
but also prevents threads from attempting to dequeue and execute a task which
depends on the results of other tasks. A concurrent shared stack is a data structure
that supports the usual push and pop operations with linearizable LIFO semantics.
Linearizability [16] guarantees that operations appear atomic and can be combined
with other operations in a modular way.

When threads running a parallel application on a shared memory machine access
the shared stack object simultaneously, a synchronization protocol must be used
to ensure correctness. It is well known that concurrent access to a single object
by many threads can lead to a degradation in performance [1; 14]. Therefore, in
addition to correctness, synchronization methods should offer efficiency in terms of
scalability, and robustness [12] in the face of scheduling constraints. Scalability at
high loads should not, however, come at the price of good performance in the more
common low contention cases.

Unfortunately, the two known methods for parallelizing shared stacks do not meet
these criteria. The combining funnels of Shavit and Zemach [27] are linearizable
LIFO stacks that offer scalability through combining, but perform poorly at low
loads because of the combining overhead. They are also blocking and thus not
robust in the face of scheduling constraints [18]. The elimination trees of Shavit
and Touitou [24] are non-blocking and thus robust, but the stack they provide is
not linearizable, and it too has large overheads that cause it to perform poorly at
low loads. On the other hand, the results of Michael and Scott [21] show that the
best known low load method, the simple linearizable lock-free stack introduced by
IBM [17] (a variant of which was later presented by Treiber [29]), scales poorly due
to contention and an inherent sequential bottleneck.

This paper presents the elimination backoff stack, a new concurrent stack al-
gorithm that overcomes the combined drawbacks of all the above methods. The
algorithm is linearizable and thus easy to modularly combine with other algorithms;
it is lock-free and hence robust; it is parallel and hence scalable; and it utilizes its
parallelization construct adaptively, which allows it to perform well at low loads.
The elimination backoff stack is based on the following simple observation: that
a single elimination array [24], used as a backoff scheme for a lock-free stack [17],
is both lock-free and linearizable. The introduction of elimination into the backoff
process serves a dual purpose of adding parallelism and reducing contention, which,
as our empirical results show, allows the elimination-backoff stack to outperform
all algorithms in the literature at both high and low loads.

We believe its simplicity and scalability make it a viable practical alternative to
existing constructions for implementing concurrent stacks.

1.1 Background

Generally, algorithms for concurrent data structures fall into two categories: block-
ing and non-blocking. There are several lock-based concurrent stack implementa-
tions in the literature. Typically, lock-based stack algorithms are expected to offer
limited robustness as they are susceptible to long delays and priority inversions [10].

The first non-blocking implementation of a concurrent list-based stack appeared
in the IBM System 370 principles of operation manual in 1983 [17] and used the
double-width compare-and-swap (CAS) primitive. A variant of that algorithm in
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which push operations use unary CAS instead of double-width compare-and-swap
appeared in a report by Treiber in 1986 [29]. We henceforth refer to that algo-
rithm as the IBM/Treiber algorithm. The IMB/Treiber algorithm represented a
stack as a singly-linked list with a top pointer and used (either unary or double)
compare-and-swap (CAS) to modify the value of the top atomically. No perfor-
mance results were reported by Treiber for his non-blocking stack. Michael and
Scott in [21] compared the IBM/Treiber stack to an optimized non-blocking algo-
rithm based on Herlihy’s general methodology [13], and to lock-based stacks. They
showed that the IBM/Treiber algorithm yields the best overall performance, and
that the performance gap increases as the amount of multiprogramming in the sys-
tem increases. However, from their performance data it is clear that because of its
inherent sequential bottleneck, the IBM/Treiber stack offers little scalability.

Shavit and Touitou [24] introduced elimination trees, scalable tree like data struc-
tures that behave “almost” like stacks. Their elimination technique (which we will
elaborate on shortly as it is key to our new algorithm) allows highly distributed
coupling and execution of operations with reverse semantics like the pushes and
pops on a stack. Elimination trees are lock-free, but not linearizable. In a similar
fashion, Shavit and Zemach introduced combining funnels [27], and used them to
provide scalable stack implementations. Combining funnels employ both combin-
ing [8; 9] and elimination [24] to provide scalability. They improve on elimination
trees by being linerarizable, but unfortunately they are blocking. As noted earlier,
both [24] and [27] are directed at high-end scalability, resulting in overheads which
severely hinder their performance under low loads.

The question of designing a practical lock-free linearizable concurrent stack that
will perform well at both high and low loads has thus remained open.

1.2 The New Algorithm

Consider the following simple observation due to Shavit and Touitou [24]: if a push
followed by a pop are performed on a stack, the data structure’s state does not
change. This means that if one can cause pairs of pushes and pops to meet and
pair up in separate locations, the threads can exchange values without having to
touch a centralized structure since they have “eliminated” each other’s effect on
it. Elimination can be implemented by using a collision array in which threads
pick random locations in order to try and collide. Pairs of threads that “collide”
in some location run through a lock-free synchronization protocol, and all such
disjoint collisions can be performed in parallel. If a thread has not met another
in the selected location or if it met a thread with an operation that cannot be
eliminated (such as two push operations), an alternative scheme must be used. In
the elimination trees of [24], the idea is to build a tree of elimination arrays and use
the diffracting tree paradigm of Shavit and Zemach [26] to deal with non-eliminated
operations. However, as we noted, the overhead of such mechanisms is high, and
they are not linearizable.

The new idea (see Figure 1) in this paper is strikingly simple: use a single
elimination array as a backoff scheme on a shared lock-free stack. If the threads fail
on the stack, they attempt to eliminate on the array, and if they fail in eliminating,
they attempt to access the stack again and so on. The surprising result is that this
structure is linearizable: any operation on the shared stack can be linearized at the
access point, and any pair of eliminated operations can be linearized when they
meet.

Because it is a backoff scheme, it delivers the same performance as the simple
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Fig. 1. Schematic depiction of the elimination-backoff cycle.

stack at low loads. However, unlike the simple stack it scales well as load increases
because: (1) the number of successful eliminations grows, allowing many operations
to complete in parallel; and (2) contention on the head of the shared stack is reduced
beyond levels achievable by the best exponential backoff schemes [1] since scores of
backed off operations are eliminated in the array and never re-attempt to access
the shared structure.

1.3 Performance

We compared our new elimination-backoff stack algorithm to a lock-based imple-
mentation using Mellor-Crummey and Scott’s MCS-lock [19] and to several non-
blocking implementations: the linearizable IBM/Treiber [17; 29] algorithm with
and without backoff, and the elimination tree of Shavit and Touitou [24]. Our
comparisons were based on a collection of synthetic microbenchmarks executed on
a 14-node shared memory machine. Our results, presented in Section 4, show that
the elimination-backoff stack outperforms all three methods, and specifically the
two lock-free methods, exhibiting almost three times the throughput at peak load.
Unlike the other methods, it maintains constant latency throughout the concur-
rency range, and performs well also in experiments with unequal ratios of pushs
and pops.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section we
describe the new algorithm in depth. In Section 3, we give the sketch of adaptive
strategies we used in our implementation. In Section 4, we present our empirical
results. In Section 5, we provide a proof that our algorithm has the required
properties of a stack, is linearizable, and lock-free. We conclude with a discussion
in Section 6.

2. THE ELIMINATION BACKOFF STACK

2.1 Data Structures

We now present our elimination backoff stack algorithm. Figure 2 specifies some
type definitions and global variables.
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struct Cell {

Cell *pnext;

void *pdata;

};

struct Simple_Stack {

Cell *ptop;

};

struct AdaptParams {

int count;

float factor;

};

struct ThreadInfo {

u_int id;

char op;

Cell *cell;

AdaptParams *adapt;

};

Simple_Stack S;

void **location;

int *collision;

Fig. 2. Types and Structures

Our central stack object follows IBM/Treiber [17; 29] and is implemented as
a singly-linked list with a top pointer. The elimination layer follows Shavit and
Touitou [24] and is built of two arrays: a global location[1..n] array has an element
per thread t ∈ {1..n}, holding the pointer to the ThreadInfo structure, and a global
collision[1..size] array, that holds the IDs of the threads trying to collide. The
elements of both these arrays are initialized to NULL. Each ThreadInfo record
contains the thread id, the type of the operation to be performed by the thread
(push or pop), a pointer to the cell for the operation, and a pointer to the adapt
structure that is used for dynamic adaptation of the algorithm’s behavior (see
Section 3).

2.2 Elimination Backoff Stack Code

We now provide the code of our algorithm. It is shown in Figures 3 and 4. As can
be seen from the code, first each thread tries to perform its operation on the central
stack object (line P1). If this attempt fails, a thread goes through the collision layer
in the manner described below.

Initially, thread t announces its arrival at the collision layer by writing its current
information to the location array (line S2). It then chooses a random location in
the collision array (line S3). Thread t reads into him the id of the thread written
at collision[pos] and tries to write its own id in place (lines S4 and S5). If it
fails, it retries until it succeeds (lines S5 and S6).

After that, there are three main scenarios for thread actions, according to the
information the thread has read. They are illustrated in Figure 5. If t reads an id
of another thread q (i.e., him!=EMPTY), t attempts to collide with q . The collision
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void StackOp(ThreadInfo* p) { boolean TryPerformStackOp(ThreadInfo* p){

P1: if(TryPerformStackOp(p)==FALSE) Cell *ptop,*pnxt;

P2: LesOP(p); T1: if(p->op==PUSH) {

P3: return; T2: ptop=S.ptop;

} T3: p->cell->pnext=ptop;

void LesOP(ThreadInfo *p) { T4: if(CAS(&S.ptop,ptop,p->cell))

S1: while (1) { T5: return TRUE;

S2: location[mypid]=p; T6: else

S3: pos=GetPosition(p); T7: return FALSE; }

S4: him=collision[pos]; T8: if(p->op==POP) {

S5: while(!CAS(&collision[pos],him,mypid)) T9: ptop=S.ptop;

S6: him=collision[pos]; T10: if(ptop==NULL) {

S7: if (him!=EMPTY) { T11: p->cell=EMPTY;

S8: q=location[him]; T12: return TRUE;

S9: if(q!=NULL&&q->id==him&&q->op!=p->op) { }

S10: if(CAS(&location[mypid],p,NULL)) { T13: pnxt=ptop->pnext;

S11: if(TryCollision(p,q)==TRUE) T14: if(CAS(&S.ptop,ptop,pnxt)) {

S12: return; T15: p->cell=ptop;

S13: else T16: return TRUE;

S14: goto stack; }

} T17: else

S15: else { T18: return FALSE; }

S16: FinishCollision(p); }

S17: return

} } }

S18: delay(spin);

S19: AdaptWidth(SHRINK);

S20: if (!CAS(&location[mypid],p,NULL)) {

S21: FinishCollision(p);

S22: return;

}

stack:

S23: if (TryPerformStackOp(p)==TRUE)

S24: return;

}

}

Fig. 3. Elimination Backoff Stack Code - part 1

is accomplished by t first executing a read operation (line S8) to determine the
type of the thread being collided with. As two threads can collide only if they have
opposing operations, if q has the same operation as t , t waits for another collision
(line S18). If no other thread collides with t during its waiting period, t calls
the AdaptWidth procedure (line S19) that dynamically changes the width of t ’s
collision layer according to the perceived contention level (see Section 3). Thread
t then clears its entry in the location array (line S20), and tries once again to
perform its operation on the central stack object (line S23). If p’s entry cannot
be cleared, it follows that t has been collided with, in which case t completes its
operation and returns.

If q does have a complementary operation, t tries to eliminate by performing two
CAS operations on the location array. The first (line S10) clears t ’s entry, assuring
no other thread will collide with it during its collision attempt (this eliminates race
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void TryCollision(ThreadInfo*p,ThreadInfo *q) {

C1: if(p->op==PUSH) {

C2: if(CAS(&location[him],q,p))

C3: return TRUE;

C4: else

{

C5: adaptWidth(ENLARGE)

C6: return FALSE;

}

}

C7: if(p->op==POP) {

C8: if(CAS(&location[him],q,NULL)){

C9: p->cell=q->cell;

C10: location[mypid]=NULL;

C11: return TRUE

}

C12: else

{

C13: adaptWidth(ENLARGE)

C14: return FALSE;

}

}

}

void FinishCollision(ThreadInfo *p) {

F1: if (p->op==POP_OP) {

F2: p->cell=location[mypid]->cell;

F3: location[mypid]=NULL;

}

}

Fig. 4. Elimination Backoff Stack Code - part 2

conditions). The second (lines C2 or C8, see Figure 4) attempts to mark q ’s entry
as “collided with t”. If both CAS operations succeed, the collision is successful.
Therefore t can return (in case of a pop operation it stores the value of the popped
cell).

If the first CAS fails, it follows that some other thread has already managed
to collide with t . In this case, thread t acts as in case of a successful collision,
mentioned above. If the first CAS succeeds but the second fails, then the thread
with which t is trying to collide is no longer available for collision. In that case,
t calls the AdaptWidth procedure (lines C5 or C13, see section 3), and then tries
once more to perform its operation on the central stack object; t returns in case of
success, and repeatedly goes through the collision layer in case of failure.

2.3 Memory Management and ABA Issues

As our algorithm is based on the compare-and-swap (CAS) operation, it must deal
with the “ABA problem” [17]: if a thread reads the top of the stack, computes a
new value, and then attempts a CAS on the top of the stack, the CAS may succeed
when it should not, if between the read and the CAS some other thread changes the
value to the previous one again. Similar scenarios are possible with CAS operations
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that access the location array.
Since the only dynamic-memory structures used by our algorithms are Cell and

ThreadInfo structures, the ABA problem can be prevented by making sure that no
Cell or ThreadInfo structure is recycled (freed and returned to a pool so that it
can be used again) while a thread performing a stack operation holds a pointer to
it which it will later access.

Some runtime environments, such as that provided by Javar, implement au-
tomatic mechanisms for dynamic memory reclamation. Such environments seam-
lessly prevent ABA problems in algorithms such as ours. In environments that do
not implement such mechanisms, the simplest and most common ABA-prevention
technique is to include a tag with the target memory location, such that both the
application value and the tag are manipulated together atomically, and the tag
is incremented with each update of the target memory location [17]. The CAS
operation is sufficient for such manipulation, as most current architectures that
support CAS (Intel x86, Sun SPARCr) support their operation on aligned 64-bit
blocks. One can also use general techniques to eliminate ABA issues through mem-
ory management schemes such as Safe Memory Reclamation (SMR) [20] or ROP
[15].

We now provide a brief description of the SMR technique and then describe in
detail how it can be used to eliminate ABA issues in our algorithm.

2.3.1 ABA Elimination Using SMR. The SMR technique [20] uses hazard point-
ers for implementing safe memory reclamation for lock-free recycable structures.
Hazard pointers are single-writer multi-reader registers. The key idea is to asso-
ciate a (typically small) number of hazard pointers with each thread that intends to
access lock-free recycable structures. A hazard pointer is either null or points to a
structure that may be accessed later by that thread without further validation that
the structure was not recycled in the interim; such an access is called a hazardous
reference.

Hazard pointers are used in the following manner. Before making an hazardous
reference, the address of the structure about to be referenced is written to an avail-
able hazard pointer; this assignment announces to other threads that the structure
about to be accessed must not be recycled. Then, the thread must validate that the
structure about to be accessed is still safe, that is, that it is still logically part of
the algorithm’s data-structure. If this is not the case, then the access is not made;
otherwise, the thread is allowed to access the structure. After the hazardous access
is made, the thread can safely nullify the hazard pointer or re-use it to protect
against additional hazardous references.

When a thread logically removes a structure from the algorithm’s data-structure,
it calls the RetireNode method with a pointer to that structure. The structure will
not be recycled, however, until after no hazard pointers are pointing to it. The
RetireNode method scans a list of structures that were previously removed from
the data-structure and only recycles structures that are no longer pointed at by
hazard pointers. For more details, please refer to [20].

The SMR technique can be used by our algorithm as follows. Each thread main-
tains two pools: a pool of Cell structures and a pool of ThreadInfo structures.
In addition, a single hazard pointer is allocated per thread. We now describe the
changes that are introduced to the code of Figures 3, 4 for ensuring safe memory
reclamation.

It is easily seen that the only hazardous references that exist in the code are CAS
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operations that attempt to swap structure pointers. Specifically, these are lines T4,
T14, S10, S20, C2 and C8. This is how these hazardous references are dealt with.

(1) Line T4: Immediately after line T2, the executing thread’s hazard pointer is
set to point to ptop. Then, the condition S.ptop==ptop is checked. If the
condition is not satisfied, the procedure returns FALSE, since the CAS of line
T4 must fail. Otherwise the code proceeds as in the pseudo-code of Figure 3. It
is now ensured that the structure pointed at by ptop cannot be recycled before
the CAS of T4 is performed.

(2) Line T14: Immediately before line T13, the executing thread’s hazard pointer
is set to point to ptop. Then, the condition S.ptop==ptop is checked. If the
condition is not satisfied, the procedure returns FALSE, since the CAS of line
T14 must fail. Otherwise the code proceeds as in the pseudo-code of Figure
3. It is now ensured that the structure pointed at by ptop cannot be recycled
before the CAS of T14 is performed.

(3) Line S10: Although the CAS of line S10 is technically a hazardous reference,
there is no need to protect it: if the ThreadInfo structure pointed by p is
recycled between when the executing thread t starts performing the LesOP
procedure and when it performs the CAS of line S10, then it must be that
another operation collided with this operation, changed the corresponding value
of the location array to a value other than p, and nullified the entry of the
collision array where t’s ID was written. Since no other LesOP operation can
write t’s ID again to the collision array before t performs the CAS of line S10,
no operation will write to the entry of the location array corresponding to t
before t executes the CAS of line S10. Hence this CAS will fail.

(4) Line S20: By exactly the same rationale applied in the case of line S10, there
is no need to protect line S20.

(5) Lines C2, C8: Immediately after line S8, the executing thread’s hazard pointer
is set to point to q. Then, the condition q==location[him] is checked. If the
condition is not satisfied, the collision attempt has failed and a goto stack
command is executed. Otherwise the procedure proceeds as in the pseudo-code
of Figure 3. We are now ensured that the structure pointed at by q cannot be
recycled before the CAS of line C2 or C8 is performed.

The following additional changes are introduced in the code of Figures 3, 4 for
correct memory recycling.

(6) Before starting a push operation, a ThreadInfo structure i is removed from the
ThreadInfo pool and a Cell structure c is removed from the Cell pool. Both
are initialized, and i ->cell is initialized to point to c.

(7) After successfully pushing a Cell to the central stack in line T4 and before
returning, the ThreadInfo structure used by the operation is initialized and
returned to the ThreadInfo pool from which it originated. There is no need
to call the RetireNode method here, since at this point the executing thread’s
ThreadInfo structure is not accessible for collisions.

(8) After returning from a pop operation on an empty stack (line T12), the Thread-
Info and Cell structures used by the pop operation are initialized and returned
to the respective pools from which they originated. There is no need to call
the RetireNode method here, since at this point the ThreadInfo structure is not
accessible for collisions and hence also the Cell structure will not be accessed.
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Fig. 5. Collision scenarios

(9) After completing a pop operation that returned a cell (in line S12, S17 or
T16), and upon consuming the application value pointed at from that cell, The
RetireNode method is called to indicate that both the ThreadInfo structure
used by the pop operation and the Cell structure it returned are now logically
not part of the data-structure.

From [20], Theorem 1, we get:

Lemma 1. The following holds for all algorithm lines that perform a CAS opera-
tion to swap a structure pointer (lines T4, T14, S10, S20, C2 and C8): a structure
is not recycled between when its old value is read and when the CAS operation using
this old value is performed.

Quoting [14]: ”the expected amortized time complexity of processing each retired
node until it is eligible for reuse is constant”. Thus the expected effect of the SMR
technique on performance is small. Specifically, in the absence of contention, time
complexity remains constant.

3. ADAPTATIVE ELIMINATION BACKOFF

The classical approach to handling load is backoff, and specifically exponential
backoff [1]. In a regular backoff scheme, once contention in detected on the central
stack, threads back off in time. Here, threads will back off in both time and space,
in an attempt to both reduce the load on the centralized data structure and to
increase the probability of concurrent colliding. Our backoff parameters are thus
the width of the collision layer, and the delay at the layer.

The elimination backoff stack has a simple structure that naturally fits with a
localized adaptive policy for setting parameters similar to the strategy used by
Shavit and Zemach for combining funnels in [27]. Decisions on parameters are
made locally by each thread, and the collision layer does not actually grow or
shrink. Instead, each thread independently chooses a sub-range of the collision
layer it will map into, centered around the middle of the array, and limited by
the maximal array width. It is possible for threads to have different ideas about
the collision layer’s width, and particularly bad scenarios might theoretically lead
to bad performance, but as we will show, in practice the overall performance is
superior to that of exponential backoff schemes [1]. Our policy is to first attempt
to access the central stack object, and only if that fails to back off to the elimination
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array. This allows us, in case of low loads, to avoid the collision array altogether,
thus achieving the latency of a simple stack (in comparison with this, [27] are at
best three times slower than a simple stack).

Our algorithm adaptively changes the width of the collision layer in the following
way. Each thread t keeps a local variable called factor, 0 <factor≤ 1, by which
it multiplies the collision layer width to choose the interval into which it will ran-
domly map to try and collide (e.g., if factor=0.5 only half the width is used). The
dynamic adaptation of the collision layer’s width is performed by the AdaptWidth
procedure (see Figure 6). If a thread t fails to collide because it did not encounter
any other thread, then it calls the AdaptWidth procedure with the SHRINK param-
eter to indicate this situation (line S19). In this case, the AdaptWidth procedure
decrements a counter local to thread t. If the counter reaches 0, it is reset to its
initial value (line A5), and the width of t’s collision layer is being halved (line A6).
The width of the collision layer is not allowed to decrease bellow the MIN FACTOR
parameter. The rationale of shrinking the collision layer’s width is the following. If
t fails to perform its operation on the central stack object, but does not encounter
other threads to collide with, then t’s collision layer’s width should eventually be
decreased so as to increase the probability of a successful collision.

In a symmetric manner, if a thread t does encounter another thread, but fails to
collide with it because of contention, then t calls the AdaptWidth procedure with
the ENLARGE parameter to indicate this situation (lines C5, C13). In this case,
the AdaptWidth procedure increments the local counter. If it reaches the value
MAX COUNT, it is reset to its initial value (line A10), and the width of t’s collision
layer is being doubled (line A11). The width of the collision layer is not allowed to
surpass the MAX FACTOR parameter. The rational of enlarging the collision layer’s
width is the following. If t fails to collide with some thread u because u collides
with some other thread v, then the width of t’s collision layer should eventually
be enlarged so as to decrease the contention on t’s collision layer and increase the
probability of a successful collision. Finally, the GetPosition procedure, called on
line S3, uses the value of the thread’s factor variable to compute the current width
of its collision layer.

void AdaptWidth(enum direction) {

A1: if (direction==SHRINK)

A2: if (p->adapt->count > 0)

A3: p->adapt->count--

A4: else {

A5: p->adapt->count=ADAPT_INIT

A6: p->adapt->factor=max(p->adapt->factor/2, MIN_FACTOR);

}

A7: else if (p->adapt->count < MAX_COUNT)

A8: p->adapt->count++;

A9: else {

A10: p->adapt->count=ADAPT_INIT;

A11: p->adapt->factor=min(2*p->adapt->factor, MAX_FACTOR);

}

}

Fig. 6. Pseudo-code of the AdaptWidth procedure. This procedure dynamically changes the width
of a thread’s collision layer according to the level of contention it encounters when trying to collide.
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The second part of our strategy is the dynamic update of the delay time for
attempting to collide in the array, a technique used by Shavit and Zemach for
diffracting trees in [25; 26]. This is being done by the delay function called at line
S18, which simply implements exponential backoff. Note, that whereas the changes
in the collision layer width are kept between invocations of StackOp, the updates to
the delay time are internal to StackOp, and so the delay time is reset to its default
value whenever StackOp is called.

There are obviously other conceivable ways of adaptively updating these two
parameters and this is a subject for further research.

4. PERFORMANCE

We evaluated the performance of our elimination-backoff stack algorithm relative
to other known methods by running a collection of synthetic benchmarks on a
14 node Sun EnterpriseTM E6500, an SMP machine formed from 7 boards of two
400MHz UltraSPARCr processors, connected by a crossbar UPA switch, and run-
ning SolarisTM 9 Operating Environment. Our C code was compiled by a Sun
cc compiler 5.3, with flags -xO5 -xarch=v8plusa. All our tests use kernel-space
threads rather than user-space threads.

4.1 The Benchmarked Algorithms

We compared our stack implementation to the lock-free but non-linearizable elim-
ination tree of Shavit and Touitou [24] and to two linearizable methods: a serial
stack protected by MCS lock [19], and the non-blocking IBM/Treiber algorithm
[17; 29].

—MCS A serial stack protected by an MCS-queue-lock [19]. Each processor locks
the top of the stack, changes it according to the type of the operation, and then
unlocks it. The lock code was taken directly from the article.

—IBM/Treiber Our implementation of the IBM/Treiber non-blocking stack fol-
lowed the code given in [29]. We added to it exponential backoff scheme, as
introduced in [2].

—ETree An elimination tree [24] based stack. Its parameters were chosen so as to
optimize its performance, based on empirical testing.

4.2 The Produce-Consume Benchmark

In the produce-consume benchmark, each thread alternately performs a push or
pop operation and then waits for a period of time whose length is chosen uniformly
at random from the range: [0 . . . workload]. The waiting period simulates the local
work that is typically done by threads in real applications between stack operations
(see Figure 7). In all our experiments the stack was initialized as sufficiently filled
to prevent it from becoming empty during the run.

4.3 Measuring the performance of benchmarked algorithms

We ran the produce-consume benchmark specified above varying the number of
threads and measuring latency, the average amount of time spent per operation,
and throughput, the number of operations per second. We compute throughput
and latency by measuring the total time required to perform the specific amount
of operations by each thread. We refer to the longest time as the time needed to
complete the specified amount of work.
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repeat

op:=random(push,pop)

perform op

w:=random(0..workload)

wait w millisecs

until 500000 operations performed

Fig. 7. Produce-Consume benchmark

Fig. 8. Throughput and latency of different stack implementations with varying number of
threads. Each thread performs 50% pushs, 50% pops.

To counteract transient startup effects, we synchronized the start of the threads
(i.e., no thread can start before all other threads finished their initialization phase).
Each data point is the average of three runs, with the results varying by at most
1.4% throughout all our benchmarks.

4.4 Empirical Results

Figure 8 shows the results of a benchmark in which half a million operations were
performed by every working thread, with each thread performing 50% pushs and
50% pops on average. Figure 9 provides a detailed view of the three best performers.
From Figure 8 it can be seen that our results for known structures generally conform
with those of [21; 23], and that the IBM/Treiber algorithm with added exponential
backoff is the best among known techniques. It can also be seen that the new
algorithm provides superior scalable performance at all tested concurrency levels.
The throughput gap between our algorithm and the IBM/Treiber algorithm with
backoff grows as concurrency increases, and at 32 threads the new algorithm is
almost three times faster. Such a significant gap in performance can be explained
by reviewing the difference in latency for the two algorithms.

Table 1 shows latency measured on a single dedicated processor. The new algo-
rithm and the IBM/Treiber algorithm with backoff have about the same latency,
and outperform all others. The reason the new algorithm achieves this good per-
formance is due to the fact that elimination backoff (unlike the elimination used in
structures such as combining funnels and elimination trees) is used only as a backoff
scheme and introduces no overhead. The gap of the two algorithms, with respect
to MCS and ETree, is mainly due to the fact that a push or a pop in our algorithm
and in the IBM/Treiber algorithm typically needs to access only two cache lines in
the data structure, while a lock-based algorithm has the overhead of accessing lock
variables as well. The ETree has an overhead of travelling through the tree.

As Figure 9 shows, as the level of concurrency increases, the latency of the
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Fig. 9. Detailed graph of latency with threads performing 50% pushs, 50% pops.

IBM/Treiber algorithm grows since the head of the stack, even with contention
removed, is a sequential bottleneck. On the other hand, the new algorithm has
increased the rate of successful collisions on the elimination array as concurrency
increases. As Table 2 shows, the fraction of successfully eliminated operations in-
creases from only 11% for two threads up to 43% for 32 threads. The increased elim-
ination level means that increasing numbers of threads complete their operations
quickly and in parallel, keeping latency fixed and increasing overall throughput.

We also tested the robustness of the algorithms under workloads with an imbal-
anced distribution of push and pop operations. Such imbalanced workloads are not
favorable for the new algorithm because of the smaller chance of successful collision.
From Figure 10 it can be seen that the new algorithm still scales, but at a slower
rate. The slope of the latency curve for our algorithm is 0.13 µsec per thread, while
the slope of the latency curve for the IBM/Treiber algorithm is 0.3 µsec per thread,
explaining the difference in throughput as concurrency increases.

In Figure 11 we compare the various methods under sparse access patterns and
low load, by setting workload = 1000. In these circumstances, all the algorithms
(with the exception of the elimination tree) maintain an almost constant latency as
the level of concurrency increases because of the low contention. The decrease in
the latency of elimination tree w.r.t. the case of workload = 0 is smaller, because
it achieves lower levels of elimination. In contrast, the adverse effect of the sparse

Fig. 10. Throughput and latency under varying distribution of operations: 25% push, 75%pop
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Table 1. Latency on a single processor (no contention).

New algorithm 370

IBM/Treiber with backoff 380

MCS 546

IBM/Treiber 380

ETree 6850

Table 2. Fraction of successfully eliminated operations per concurrency level
2 threads 11%

4 threads 24%

8 threads 32%

14 threads 37%

32 threads 43%

access pattern on our algorithm’s latency is small, because our algorithm uses the
collision layer only as a backup if it failed to access the central stack object, and
the rate of such failures is low when the overall load is low.

To further test the effectiveness of our policy of using elimination as a backoff
scheme, we measured the fraction of operations that failed on their first attempt to
change the top of the stack. As seen in Figure 12, this fraction is low under low loads
(as can be expected) and grows together with load, and, perhaps unexpectedly, is
lower than in the IBM/Treiber algorithm. This is a result of using the collision
layer as the backoff mechanism in the new algorithm as opposed to regular backoff,
since in the new algorithm some of the failed threads are eliminated and do not
interfere with the attempts of newly arrived threads to modify the stack. These
results further justify the choice of elimination as a backoff scheme.

To study the behavior of our adaptation strategy we conducted a series of exper-
iments to hand-pick the “optimized parameter set” for each level of concurrency.
We then compared the performance of elimination backoff with an adaptive strat-
egy to an optimized elimination backoff stack. These results are summarized in
Figure 13. Comparing the latency of the best set of parameters to those achieved
using adaptation, we see that the adaptive strategy is about 2.5% - 4% slower.

Fig. 11. Workload=1000
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Fig. 12. Fraction of failures on first attempt

From these results we conclude that our adaptation techniques appear to work
reasonably well. Based on the above benchmarks, we conclude that for the concur-
rency range tested, elimination backoff is the algorithm of choice for implementing
linearizable stacks.

5. CORRECTNESS PROOFS

This section contains a formal proof that our algorithm is a lock-free linearizable
implementation of a stack. It is organized as follows. In Section 5.1, we describe
the model used by our proofs. In section 5.2, we prove basic correctness properties
of our algorithm. Proofs of linearizability and lock-freedom are then provided in
Sections 5.3 and 5.4, respectively.

5.1 Model

Our model for multithreaded computation follows [16], though for brevity and ac-
cessibility we will use operational style arguments. A concurrent system models an
asynchronous shared memory system where A set P of n deterministic threads com-
municate by executing atomic operations on shared variables from some finite set
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Fig. 13. Comparison of algorithm latency achieved by hand-picked parameters with that achieved
by using an adaptive strategy
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V . Each thread is a sequential execution path that performs a sequence of steps. In
each step, a thread may perform some local computation and may invoke at most a
single atomic operation on a shared variable. The atomic operations allowed in our
model are read, write, and compare-and-swap. The compare-and-swap operation
(abbreviated CAS) is defined as follows: CAS(v,expected,new) changes the value of
variable v to new only if its value just before CAS is applied is expected ; in this
case, the CAS operation returns true and we say it is successful. Otherwise, CAS
does not change the value of v and returns false; in this case, we say that the CAS
was unsuccessful.

A configuration of the system is a vector of size n + |V |, that stores the states
of all threads of P and the values of all variables of V .1 We say that thread t is
enabled to execute line L at configuration s if t’s state in s implies that, when next
scheduled, t executes line L.

An execution is a (finite or infinite) sequence of steps that starts from an initial
configuration. This is a configuration in which all variables in V have their initial
values and all threads are in their initial states. If o ∈ B is a base object and E is
a finite execution, then value(E, o) denotes the value of o at the end of E. If no
event in E changes the value of o, then value(E, o) is the initial value of o. In other
words, in the configuration resulting from executing E, each base object o ∈ B has
value value(E, o). For any finite execution fragment E and any execution fragment
E′, the execution fragment EE′ denotes the concatenation of E and E′.

A concurrent stack is a data structure whose operations are linearizable [16]
to those of the sequential stack as defined in [6]. The following is a sequential
specification of a stack object.

Definition 1. A stack S is an object that supports two types of operations: push
and pop. The state of a stack is a sequence of items S = 〈v0, ..., vk〉. The stack is
initially empty. The push and pop operations induce the following state transitions
of the sequence S = 〈v0, ..., vk〉, with appropriate return values:

—push(vnew), changes S to be 〈v0, ..., vk, vnew〉
—pop(), if S is not empty, changes S to be 〈v0, ..., vk−1〉 and returns vk; if S is

empty, it returns empty and S remains unchanged.

We note that a pool is a relaxation of a stack that does not require LIFO ordering.
We start by proving that our algorithm implements a concurrent pool, without
considering a linearization order. We then prove that our stack implementation is
linearizable to the sequential stack specification of Definition 1. Finally we prove
that our implementation is lock-free.

5.2 Correct Pool Semantics

We first prove that our algorithm has correct pool semantics, i.e., that pop opera-
tions can only pop items that were previously pushed, and that items pushed by
push operations are not duplicated and can be popped out. This is formalized in
the following definition. 2

Definition 2. A stack algorithm has correct pool semantics if the following
requirements are met for all stack operations:

1The state of each thread consists of the values of the thread’s local variables, registers and
program-counter.
2For simplicity we assume all items are unique, but the proof can easily be modified to work
without this assumption.
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(1) Let Op be a pop operation that returns an item i, then i was previously
pushed by a push operation.

(2) Let Op be a push operation that pushed an item i to the stack, then there is
at most a single pop operation that returns i.

(3) Let Op be a pop operation, then if the number of push operations preceding
Op is larger than the number of pop operations preceding it, Op returns a value.

We call any operation that complies with the above requirement a correct pool
operation.

Lemma 2. Operations that modify the central stack object are correct pool oper-
ations.

Proof. Follows from the correctness of Treiber’s algorithm [29].

In the following, we prove that operations that exchange their values through
collisions are also correct pool operations, thus we show that our algorithm has
correct pool semantics. We first need the following definitions.

Definition 3. We say that an operation op is a colliding operation if it returns
in line S12, S17 or S22 of LesOP. If op performs a push then we say it is a push
colliding operation, otherwise we say that it is a pop colliding operation.

Definition 4. Let op1 be a push operation and op2 be a pop operation. We say
that op1 and op2 have collided if op2 obtains the value pushed by op1 without ac-
cessing the central stack object. More formally, we require that one of the following
conditions hold:

—Operation op2 performs a successful CAS in line C8 of TryCollision and q
points to the ThreadInfo structure representing op1 at that time.

—Operation op2 performs a CAS operation in line S20 of TryPerformStackOp and
the CAS fails because the entry of the location array corresponding to the thread
executing op2 points at that time to the ThreaInfo structure representing op1.

Definition 5. We say that a colliding operation op is active if it executes a
successful CAS in lines C2 or C8 of TryCollision. We say that a colliding oper-
ation is passive if op performs an unsuccessful CAS operation in lines S10 or S20
of LesOP.

Definition 6. Let op be an operation performed by thread t and let s be a config-
uration. If t is enabled to execute a line of LesOP, TryCollision or FinishCollision
in s, then we say that t is trying to collide at s. Otherwise, we say that op is not
trying to collide at s.

We next prove that operations can only collide with operations of the opposite
type. In the proofs that follow, we let lt denote the element corresponding to t in
the location array. First we need the following technical lemma.

Lemma 3. Every colliding operation op is either active or passive, but not both.

Proof. Let Op be a colliding operation. From Definition 3, we only need to
consider the following cases.

—Op returns in line S12. In this case, op performed a successful CAS in line C2
or C8 of TryCollision. Thus, from Definition 5, Op is active. To obtain a
contradiction, assume that Op is also passive. It follows from Definition 5, that
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Op performed an unsuccessful CAS operation in line S10 or S20 before calling
TryCollision. In each of these cases, however, Op returns after performing
FinishCollision and does not call TryCollision after that. This is a contra-
diction.

—Op returns in line S17. It follows that Op performed an unsuccessful CAS op-
eration in line S10. Hence, from Definition 5, Op is passive. To obtain a con-
tradiction, assume that Op is also active. It follows from Definition 5, that Op
executed a successful CAS operation in lines C2 or C8 of TryCollision before
its unsuccessful CAS in line S10. In this case, however, TryCollision returns
true and so Op immediately returns in line S12. This is a contradiction.

—Op returns in line S22. It follows that Op performs an unsuccessful CAS operation
in line S20. Hence, from Definition 5, Op is passive. The proof proceeds in a
manner identical to that of the corresponding proof for line S17.

Lemma 4. Operations can only collide with operations of the opposite type: an
operation that performs a push can only collide with operations that perform a pop,
and vice versa.

Proof. Let op be a colliding operation. From the code and from Definition 3, op
either returns true from TryCollision or executes FinishCollision. We now examine
both these cases.

(1) TryCollision can succeed only in case of a successful CAS in line C2 (for
a push operation) or in line C8 (for a pop operation). Such a CAS changes the
value of the other thread’s cell in the location array, thus exchanging values
with it and returns without modifying the central stack object. From the code,
before calling TryCollision op has to execute line S9, thus verifying that it
collides with an operation of the opposite type. Finally, from Lemma 1, q points
to the same ThreadInfo structure starting from when it is assigned in line S8
by Op and until either line C2 or C8 is performed by Op.

(2) If op is a passive colliding operation, then op performs FinishCollision, which
implies that op failed in resetting its entry in the location array (in line S10 or
s20). Let op1 be the operation that has caused op’s failure by writing to its
entry. From the code, op1 must have succeeded in TryCollision. The proof
now follows from case (1).

Lemma 5. An operation terminates without modifying the central stack object if
and only if it is a colliding operation.

Proof. If Op modifies the central stack object, then its call of TryPerformStackOp
returns true and it returns in line S24. It follows from Definition 3 that Op is not a
colliding operation. As for the other direction, if Op is a colliding operation, then
it returns in lines S12, S17 or S22. It follows that it does not return in line S24,
hence it could not have changed the central stack object.

Lemma 6. Let s be a configuration, and let t be a thread . Then t is trying to
collide in s if and only if lt 6= NULL holds in s.

Proof. In the initial configuration, lt=NULL holds. In the beginning of each
collision attempt performed by operation op, the value of lt is set to a non-NULL
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value in line S2. We need to show that op changes the value of lt back to NULL
before completing the collision attempt, either successfully or unsuccessfully. We
now check both these cases.

—Suppose that op fails in its collision attempt, that is, op reaches line S23. Clearly
from the code, to reach line S23, op has to perform a successful CAS in either
line S10 or in line S20, thus it sets the value of lt to NULL upon finishing its
unsuccessful collision attempt.

—Otherwise, op succeeds in its collision attempt. Consequently, it exits LesOp in
the same iteration, in lines S12, S17 or S22. Clearly from the code, to reach line
S12 op has to perform a successful CAS in line S10, thus setting the value of
lt to NULL. If op returns in lines S17 or S22, then it returns after it executes
FinishCollision. From the code of FinishCollision, if op is a pop operation, then
FinishCollision sets lt to NULL at line F3. Finally, if op is a push operation and
reaches FinishCollision, then op must have failed to perform a CAS in lines S10
or S20. This failure implies that some other operation changed the value of lt.
As op is a push operation, we have by Lemma 4, that the value of lt was changed
by another operation, op1, that performed a pop operation; thus op1 changed lt
to NULL in line C8.

Lemma 7. Let Op be a push operation by some thread t, and let s be a config-
uration. If it holds in s that lt 6=NULL, then Op is trying in s to push the value
lt->cell.pdata.

Proof. Clearly from the code and from Lemma 1, only Op can write a value
different than NULL to lt. From Lemma 6, lt is NULL after Op exits, hence Op is
in the midst of a collision attempt in configuration s. From Lemma 1, it follows
that the value of lt in s is a a pointer to t’s ThreadInfo structure written on line
S2. As Op is a push operation, the cell Op is trying to push is pointed at from the
cell field of that structure.

Lemma 8. Every passive colliding operation collides with exactly one active col-
liding operation and vice versa.

Proof. Immediate from Definition 4 and from Lemma 1.

Lemma 9. Every colliding operation op collides with exactly one operation of the
opposite type.

Proof. Follows from Lemmas 3 and 8.

We now prove that, upon colliding, opposite operations exchange values in a
proper way.

Lemma 10. If a pop operation collides, it obtains the value of the single push
operation it collided with.

Proof. Let op1 denote a pop operation performed by thread t. If op1 is a passive
colliding operation, then, from Lemma 9 and Definition 5, it collides with a single
active push colliding operation, op2. As op1 succeeds in colliding, from Definition
4 and from Lemma 1, it obtains in line F2 the cell that was written to lt by op2.

Assume now that op1 is a an active colliding operation, then, from Lemma 9
it collides with a single passive push colliding operation, op2. As op1 succeeds in
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colliding, it succeeds in the CAS of line C8 and thus, from Lemma 1, returns the
cell that was written by op2.

Lemma 11. If a push operation collides, its value is obtained by the single pop
operation it collided with.

Proof. Let op1 denote a push operation performed by thread t. If op1 is a
passive colliding operation, then, from Lemma 9 and Definition 5, it collides with a
single active pop colliding operation, op2. As op1 is passive, from Definition 5, op1

performs an unsuccessful CAS in line S10 or S20. From Lemma 1, it follows that
the value of lt was previously set to NULL by op2 as it obtained in line F2 the cell
that was written by op1 to lt .

Assume now that op1 is a an active colliding operation, then, from Lemma 9
and Definition 5, it collides with a single passive pop colliding operation, op2. Let
q be the thread performing op2. As op1 is active, from Definition 5, it performs
a successful CAS operation in line C2, thus writing a pointer to its ThreadInfo
structure to lq. From Lemma 1, it follows that, if and when op2 returns, it returns
the cell field of this structure.

We can now prove that our algorithm has correct pool semantics.

Theorem 1. The elimination-backoff stack has correct pool semantics.

Proof. From Lemma 2, all operations that modify the central stack object are
correct pool operations. From Lemmas 10 and 11, all colliding operations are
correct pool operations. Thus, all operations on the elimination-backoff stack are
correct pool operations. It follows from Definition 2 that the elimination-backoff
stack has correct pool semantics.

5.3 Linearizability

Given a sequential specification of a stack, we provide specific linearization points
mapping operations in our concurrent implementation to sequential operations so
that the histories meet the specification.

Definition 7. The elimination backoff stack linearization points are selected as
follows. All operations, except for passive colliding operations, are linearized in the
following lines, executed in their (single) successful iteration:

—push operation are linearized in lines T4 or C2.
—pop operations are linearized in lines T10, T14 or C8.

For passive colliding operations, we set the linearization point to be at the time
of linearization of the matching active colliding operation, and the push colliding
operation is linearized before the pop colliding operation.

Each push or pop operation consists of a while loop that repeatedly attempts
to complete the operation. We say that an iteration is a successful iteration if the
operation returns at that iteration; otherwise, another iteration will be performed.
Every completed operation has exactly one successful iteration (its last one), and
the linearization point of the operation occurs in the course of performing that
iteration.

From definition 1, it follows that a successful collision does not change the state
of the central stack object. Consequently, at any point in time, the state of the
stack is determined solely by the state of its central stack object. We proceed by
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proving that the aforementioned code lines are correct linearization points both for
operations that complete by modifying the central stack object, and for operations
that exchange values through collisions.

Lemma 12. The lines specified in Definition 7 are correct linearization points
for operations that complete by modifying the central stack object.

Proof. The linearization points specified in Definition 7 for operations that
complete by modifying the central stack object are:

—Line T4 (for a push operation)
—Line T10 (in case of empty stack) or line T14 (for a pop operation)

Since colliding operations do not change the state of the stack, the claim follows
directly from the linearizability of Treiber’s algorithm [29].

Before establishing the correctness of the linearization points for colliding oper-
ations, we need the following technical lemma.

Lemma 13. Let op1 be an active colliding operation and let op2 be the passive
colliding operation with which it collides. Then the linearization point of op1, as
specified in Definition 7, is within the time interval of op2.

Proof. From definition 5, op1 performs a successful CAS in line C2 (if it is a
push operation) or in line C8 (if it is a pop operation). From Definition 7, this is
op1’s linearization point. From Lemma 9, op1 collides only with op2 and these two
operations have opposite types.

Let s be the configuration immediately preceding the execution of the lineariza-
tion line of op1. The success of the CAS in line C2 or C8 and Lemma 1 imply that
the value of op2’s entry in the location array is non-NULL in s (otherwise the check
at line S9 would have failed). Thus, from Lemma 6 and definition 6, op2 is trying
to collide in configuration s.

Lemma 14. The lines specified in Definition 7 are correct linearization points
for colliding operations.

Proof. To simplify the proof and avoid the need for backward simulation style
arguments, we consider only complete execution histories, that is, ones in which all
abstract operations have completed, so we can look “back” at the execution and
say for each operation where it happened.

We first note that according to Lemma 13, the linearization point of passive
colliding operations is well-defined (it is obviously well-defined for active colliding
operations). We need to prove that correct LIFO ordering is maintained between
any two linearized colliding operations and between these operations and operations
that modify the central stack object.

As we linearize a passive colliding operation in the linearization point of its
(single) counterpart active colliding operation, no other operations can be linearized
between these two operations. Moreover, since the push operation is linearized just
before the pop operation, this is a legal LIFO matching that cannot interfere with
the LIFO matching of other pairs of colliding operations or with that of operations
that modify the central stack object. Finally, from Lemma 10, the pop operation
indeed obtains the value of the push operation it collides with.

Theorem 2. The elimination-backoff stack is a correct linearizable implemen-
tation of a stack object.

Proof. Immediate from Lemmas 12 and 14.
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5.4 Lock Freedom

Theorem 3. The elimination-backoff stack algorithm is lock-free.

Proof. Let op be some operation. We show that in every iteration made by op,
some operation performs its linearization point, thus the system as a whole makes
progress. If op manages to collide, then op’s linearization has occurred, as have the
linearization of the operation op collided with.

Otherwise, op calls TryPerformStackOp. If TryPerformStackOp returns TRUE,
op immediately returns, and its linearization has occurred. If, on the other hand,
TryPerformStackOp returns FALSE, then it must be that the CAS operation it
applied to the central stack object was unsuccessful. This implies, in turn, that
a CAS operation applied to S.ptop by some other operation op1 was successful.
Hence, op1 was linearized. It follows that whenever op completes a full iteration,
some operation is linearized.

6. DISCUSSION

Shared stacks are widely used in parallel applications and operating systems. In
this paper, we presented the elimination backoff stack, the first concurrent stack
algorithm that is both linearizable, lock-free and can achieve high throughput in
high contention executions. The elimination backoff stack is based on the following
simple observation: that a single elimination array [24], used as a backoff scheme
for a lock-free stack [29], is both lock-free and linearizable. The introduction of
elimination into the backoff process serves a dual purpose of adding parallelism and
reducing contention, which, as our empirical results show, allows the elimination-
backoff stack to outperform all algorithms in the literature at both high and low
loads.

We observe that, unlike the simple algorithm of [29] in which threads can be
anonymous, our algorithm requires that all threads that concurrently perform colli-
sion attempts have unique identifiers. The same thread can use different identifiers,
however, in different collision attempts. It is therefore easy to support applications
in which threads are created and deleted dynamically: threads can get and re-
lease unique identifiers from a small name space by using any long-lived renaming
algorithm (see, e.g., [3; 4]); since accessing the central stack does not require an
identifier, there is no adverse effect on time complexity in the absence of contention.
There is also no need of a-priori knowledge of the maximum number of concurrently
participating threads, as a lock-free dynamically resizable array (see [7]) can be used
instead of the static location array.

Our algorithm includes a tight “busy-waiting” loop in lines S5-S6, performed by a
process as it tries to apply a successful CAS operation to an entry of the collision
array. In general, long busy-waiting loops have adverse effect on performance; as
our empirical results establish, however, this is not the case with our algorithm. The
reason for this is that our algorithm uses a mechanism for dynamically adapting
the width of the collision array; when the load is high, this mechanism increases
the width of the collision array and reduces the probability of CAS failures. This
ensures that the loop of lines S5-S6 is short in practice.

Several related works have appeared since the preliminary version of this paper
was published. Colvin and Grobes [5] presented a somewhat simplified version of
our algorithm and proved its correctness by using the PVS [22] theorem prover.
Recently, Hendler and Kutten [11] introduced bounded-wait combining, a technique
by which asymptotically high-throughput lock-free linearizable implementations of
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objects that support combinable operations (such as counters, stacks, and queues)
can be constructed.
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Abstract

Drawing ideas from previous authors, we present a new
non-blocking concurrent queue algorithm and a new two-
lock queue algorithm in which one enqueue and one de-
queue can proceed concurrently. Both algorithms are sim-
ple, fast, and practical; we were surprised not to find them
in the literature. Experiments on a 12-node SGI Challenge
multiprocessor indicate that the new non-blocking queue
consistently outperforms the best known alternatives; it is
the clear algorithm of choice for machines that provide a
universal atomic primitive (e.g. compare and swap or
load linked/store conditional). The two-lock
concurrent queue outperforms a single lock when several
processes are competing simultaneously for access; it ap-
pears to be the algorithm of choice for busy queues on ma-
chines with non-universal atomic primitives (e.g. test
and set). Since much of the motivation for non-blocking
algorithms is rooted in their immunity to large, unpre-
dictable delays in process execution,we report experimental
results both for systems with dedicated processors and for
systems with several processes multiprogrammed on each
processor.
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1 Introduction
Concurrent FIFO queues are widely used in parallel ap-

plications and operating systems. To ensure correctness,
concurrent access to shared queues has to be synchronized.
Generally, algorithms for concurrent data structures, in-
cluding FIFO queues, fall into two categories: blocking
and non-blocking. Blocking algorithms allow a slow or de-
layed process to prevent faster processes from completing
operations on the shared data structure indefinitely. Non-
blocking algorithms guarantee that if there are one or more
active processes trying to perform operations on a shared
data structure, some operation will complete within a finite
number of time steps. On asynchronous (especially multi-
programmed) multiprocessor systems, blocking algorithms
suffer significant performance degradation when a process
is halted or delayed at an inopportune moment. Possible
sources of delay include processor scheduling preemption,
page faults, and cache misses. Non-blocking algorithms
are more robust in the face of these events.
Many researchers have proposed lock-free algorithms

for concurrent FIFO queues. Hwang and Briggs [7],
Sites [17], and Stone [20] present lock-free algorithms
based oncompare and swap. 1 These algorithms are in-
completely specified; they omit details such as the handling
of empty or single-item queues, or concurrent enqueues
and dequeues. Lamport [9] presents a wait-free algorithm
that restricts concurrency to a single enqueuer and a single
dequeuer.2

Gottlieb et al. [3] and Mellor-Crummey [11] present
algorithms that are lock-free but not non-blocking: they do
not use locking mechanisms, but they allow a slow process
to delay faster processes indefinitely.

1Compare and swap, introduced on the IBM System 370, takes as
arguments the address of a shared memory location, an expected value,
and a new value. If the shared location currently holds the expected value,
it is assigned the new value atomically. A Boolean return value indicates
whether the replacement occurred.

2A wait-free algorithm is both non-blocking and starvation free: it
guarantees that every active process will make progress within a bounded
number of time steps.



Treiber [21] presents an algorithm that is non-blocking
but inefficient: a dequeue operation takes time propor-
tional to the number of the elements in the queue. Her-
lihy [6]; Prakash, Lee, and Johnson [15]; Turek, Shasha,
and Prakash [22]; and Barnes [2] propose general method-
ologies for generating non-blocking versions of sequential
or concurrent lock-based algorithms. However, the result-
ing implementations are generally inefficient compared to
specialized algorithms.
Massalin and Pu [10] present lock-free algorithms based

on a double compare and swap primitive that oper-
ates on two arbitrarymemory locations simultaneously, and
that seems to be available only on later members of the Mo-
torola 68000 family of processors. Herlihy and Wing [4]
present an array-based algorithm that requires infinite ar-
rays. Valois [23] presents an array-based algorithm that re-
quires either an unaligned compare and swap (not sup-
ported on any architecture) or a Motorola-like double
compare and swap.
Stone [18] presents a queue that is lock-free but non-

linearizable3 and not non-blocking. It is non-linearizable
because a slow enqueuer may cause a faster process to
enqueue an item and subsequently observe an empty queue,
even though the enqueued item has never been dequeued.
It is not non-blocking because a slow enqueue can delay
dequeues by other processes indefinitely. Our experiments
also revealed a race condition inwhich a certain interleaving
of a slow dequeue with faster enqueues and dequeues by
other process(es) can cause an enqueued item to be lost
permanently. Stone also presents [19] a non-blocking queue
based on a circular singly-linked list. The algorithm uses
one anchor pointer to manage the queue instead of the usual
head and tail. Our experiments revealed a race condition in
which a slow dequeuer can cause an enqueued item to be
lost permanently.
Prakash, Lee, and Johnson [14, 16] present a lineariz-

able non-blocking algorithm that requires enqueuing and
dequeuing processes to take a snapshot of the queue in
order to determine its “state” prior to updating it. The algo-
rithm achieves the non-blockingproperty by allowing faster
processes to complete the operations of slower processes in-
stead of waiting for them.
Valois [23, 24] presents a list-based non-blocking algo-

rithm that avoids the contention caused by the snapshots
of Prakash et al.’s algorithm and allows more concurrency
by keeping a dummy node at the head (dequeue end) of
a singly-linked list, thus simplifying the special cases as-
sociated with empty and single-item queues (a technique
suggested by Sites [17]). Unfortunately, the algorithm al-
lows the tail pointer to lag behind the head pointer, thus
preventing dequeuing processes from safely freeing or re-

3An implementation of a data structure is linearizable if it can always
give an external observer, observing only the abstract data structure opera-
tions, the illusion that each of these operations takes effect instantaneously
at some point between its invocation and its response [5].

using dequeued nodes. If the tail pointer lags behind and a
process frees a dequeued node, the linked list can be broken,
so that subsequently enqueued items are lost. Since mem-
ory is a limited resource, prohibiting memory reuse is not
an acceptable option. Valois therefore proposes a special
mechanism to free and allocate memory. The mechanism
associates a reference counter with each node. Each time a
process creates a pointer to a node it increments the node’s
reference counter atomically. When it does not intend to
access a node that it has accessed before, it decrements the
associated reference counter atomically. In addition to tem-
porary links from process-local variables, each reference
counter reflects the number of links in the data structure
that point to the node in question. For a queue, these are the
head and tail pointers and linked-list links. A node is freed
only when no pointers in the data structure or temporary
variables point to it.
We discovered and corrected [13] race conditions in the

memory management mechanism and the associated non-
blocking queue algorithm. Even so, the memory manage-
ment mechanism and the queue that employs it are imprac-
tical: no finite memory can guarantee to satisfy the memory
requirements of the algorithm all the time. Problems oc-
cur if a process reads a pointer to a node (incrementing the
reference counter) and is then delayed. While it is not run-
ning, other processes can enqueue and dequeue an arbitrary
number of additional nodes. Because of the pointer held
by the delayed process, neither the node referenced by that
pointer nor any of its successors can be freed. It is therefore
possible to run out of memory even if the number of items
in the queue is bounded by a constant. In experiments with
a queue of maximum length 12 items, we ran out of mem-
ory several times during runs of ten million enqueues and
dequeues, using a free list initialized with 64,000 nodes.
Most of the algorithms mentioned above are based on

compare and swap, and must therefore deal with the
ABAproblem: if a process reads a valueA in a shared loca-
tion, computes a new value, and then attempts a compare
and swap operation, the compare and swap may suc-
ceed when it should not, if between the read and the
compare and swap some other process(es) change the
A to aB and thenback to anA again. The most common so-
lution is to associate a modification counter with a pointer,
to always access the counter with the pointer in any read-
modify-compare and swap sequence, and to increment
it in each successful compare and swap. This solution
does not guarantee that theABAproblemwill not occur, but
it makes it extremely unlikely. To implement this solution,
one must either employ a double-word compare and
swap, or else use array indices instead of pointers, so that
they may share a single word with a counter. Valois’s ref-
erence counting technique guarantees preventing the ABA
problem without the need for modification counters or the
double-word compare and swap. Mellor-Crummey’s
lock-free queue [11] requires no special precautions to avoid



the ABA problem because it uses compare and swap in
a fetch and store-modify-compare and swap se-
quence rather than the usual read-modify-compare and
swap sequence. However, this same feature makes the
algorithm blocking.
In section 2 we present two new concurrent FIFO queue

algorithms inspired by ideas in the work described above.
Both of the algorithms are simple and practical. One is
non-blocking; the other uses a pair of locks. Correctness
of these algorithms is discussed in section 3. We present
experimental results in section 4. Using a 12-node SGI
Challenge multiprocessor, we compare the new algorithms
to a straightforward single-lock queue, Mellor-Crummey’s
blocking algorithm [11], and the non-blocking algorithms
of Prakash et al. [16] and Valois [24], with both dedicated
and multiprogrammed workloads. The results confirm the
value of non-blockingalgorithmsonmultiprogrammed sys-
tems. They also show consistently superior performance
on the part of the new lock-free algorithm, both with and
without multiprogramming. The new two-lock algorithm
cannot compete with the non-blocking alternatives on a
multiprogrammed system, but outperforms a single lock
when several processes compete for access simultaneously.
Section 5 summarizes our conclusions.

2 Algorithms
Figure 1 presents commented pseudo-code for the non-

blocking queue data structure and operations. The algo-
rithm implements the queue as a singly-linked list with
Head and Tail pointers. As in Valois’s algorithm, Head
always points to a dummy node, which is the first node in
the list. Tail points to either the last or second to last node
in the list. The algorithm uses compare and swap, with
modification counters to avoid the ABA problem. To allow
dequeuing processes to free dequeued nodes, the dequeue
operation ensures that Tail does not point to the dequeued
node nor to any of its predecessors. This means that de-
queued nodes may safely be re-used.
To obtain consistent values of various pointers we rely

on sequences of reads that re-check earlier values to be sure
they haven’t changed. These sequences of reads are similar
to, but simpler than, the snapshots of Prakash et al. (we
need to check only one shared variable rather than two). A
similar technique can be used to prevent the race condition
in Stone’s blocking algorithm. We use Treiber’s simple and
efficient non-blocking stack algorithm [21] to implement a
non-blocking free list.
Figure 2 presents commented pseudo-code for the two-

lock queue data structure and operations. The algorithm
employs separate Head and Tail locks, to allow complete
concurrency between enqueues and dequeues. As in the
non-blocking queue, we keep a dummy node at the begin-
ning of the list. Because of the dummy node, enqueuers
never have to access Head, and dequeuers never have to
access Tail, thus avoiding potential deadlock problems that

arise from processes trying to acquire the locks in different
orders.

3 Correctness
3.1 Safety
The presented algorithms are safe because they satisfy

the following properties:

1. The linked list is always connected.

2. Nodes are only inserted after the last node in the linked
list.

3. Nodes are only deleted from the beginning of the
linked list.

4. Head always points to the first node in the linked list.

5. Tail always points to a node in the linked list.

Initially, all these properties hold. By induction, we
show that they continue to hold, assuming that the ABA
problem never occurs.

1. The linked list is always connected because once a
node is inserted, its next pointer is not set to NULL
before it is freed, and no node is freed until it is deleted
from the beginning of the list (property 3).

2. In the lock-free algorithm, nodes are only inserted
at the end of the linked list because they are linked
through the Tail pointer, which always points to a node
in the linked-list (property 5), and an inserted node is
linked only to a node that has a NULL next pointer,
and the only such node in the linked list is the last one
(property 1).

In the lock-based algorithm nodes are only inserted at
the end of the linked list because they are inserted after
the node pointed to by Tail, and in this algorithm Tail
always points to the last node in the linked list, unless
it is protected by the tail lock.

3. Nodes are deleted from the beginning of the list, be-
cause they are deleted only when they are pointed to
by Head and Head always points to the first node in
the list (property 4).

4. Head always points to the first node in the list, because
it only changes its value to the next node atomically
(either using the head lock or using compare and
swap). When this happens the node it used to point
to is considered deleted from the list. The new value
ofHead cannot be NULL because if there is one node
in the linked list the dequeue operation returnswithout
deleting any nodes.



structure pointer t fptr: pointer to node t, count: unsigned integerg
structure node t fvalue: data type, next: pointer tg
structure queue t fHead: pointer t, Tail: pointer tg

initialize(Q: pointer to queue t)
node = new node() # Allocate a free node
node–>next.ptr = NULL # Make it the only node in the linked list
Q–>Head = Q–>Tail = node # Both Head and Tail point to it

enqueue(Q: pointer to queue t, value: data type)
E1: node = new node() # Allocate a new node from the free list
E2: node–>value = value # Copy enqueued value into node
E3: node–>next.ptr = NULL # Set next pointer of node to NULL
E4: loop # Keep trying until Enqueue is done
E5: tail = Q–>Tail # Read Tail.ptr and Tail.count together
E6: next = tail.ptr–>next # Read next ptr and count fields together
E7: if tail == Q–>Tail # Are tail and next consistent?
E8: if next.ptr == NULL # Was Tail pointing to the last node?
E9: if CAS(&tail.ptr–>next, next, <node, next.count+1>) # Try to link node at the end of the linked list
E10: break # Enqueue is done. Exit loop
E11: endif
E12: else # Tail was not pointing to the last node
E13: CAS(&Q–>Tail, tail, <next.ptr, tail.count+1>) # Try to swing Tail to the next node
E14: endif
E15: endif
E16: endloop
E17: CAS(&Q–>Tail, tail, <node, tail.count+1>) # Enqueue is done. Try to swing Tail to the inserted node

dequeue(Q: pointer to queue t, pvalue: pointer to data type): boolean
D1: loop # Keep trying until Dequeue is done
D2: head = Q–>Head # Read Head
D3: tail = Q–>Tail # Read Tail
D4: next = head–>next # Read Head.ptr–>next
D5: if head == Q–>Head # Are head, tail, and next consistent?
D6: if head.ptr == tail.ptr # Is queue empty or Tail falling behind?
D7: if next.ptr == NULL # Is queue empty?
D8: return FALSE # Queue is empty, couldn’t dequeue
D9: endif
D10: CAS(&Q–>Tail, tail, <next.ptr, tail.count+1>) # Tail is falling behind. Try to advance it
D11: else # No need to deal with Tail

# Read value before CAS, otherwise another dequeue might free the next node
D12: *pvalue = next.ptr–>value
D13: if CAS(&Q–>Head, head, <next.ptr, head.count+1>) # Try to swing Head to the next node
D14: break # Dequeue is done. Exit loop
D15: endif
D16: endif
D17: endif
D18: endloop
D19: free(head.ptr) # It is safe now to free the old dummy node
D20: return TRUE # Queue was not empty, dequeue succeeded

Figure 1: Structure and operation of a non-blocking concurrent queue.
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structure node t fvalue: data type, next: pointer to node tg
structure queue t fHead: pointer to node t, Tail: pointer to node t, H lock: lock type, T lock: lock typeg

initialize(Q: pointer to queue t)
node = new node() # Allocate a free node
node–>next.ptr = NULL # Make it the only node in the linked list
Q–>Head = Q–>Tail = node # Both Head and Tail point to it
Q–>H lock = Q–>T lock = FREE # Locks are initially free

enqueue(Q: pointer to queue t, value: data type)
node = new node() # Allocate a new node from the free list
node–>value = value # Copy enqueued value into node
node–>next.ptr = NULL # Set next pointer of node to NULL
lock(&Q–>T lock) # Acquire T lock in order to access Tail

Q–>Tail–>next = node # Link node at the end of the linked list
Q–>Tail = node # Swing Tail to node

unlock(&Q–>T lock) # Release T lock

dequeue(Q: pointer to queue t, pvalue: pointer to data type): boolean
lock(&Q–>H lock) # Acquire H lock in order to access Head

node = Q–>Head # Read Head
new head = node–>next # Read next pointer
if new head == NULL # Is queue empty?

unlock(&Q–>H lock) # Release H lock before return
return FALSE # Queue was empty

endif
*pvalue = new head–>value # Queue not empty. Read value before release
Q–>Head = new head # Swing Head to next node

unlock(&Q–>H lock) # Release H lock
free(node) # Free node
return TRUE # Queue was not empty, dequeue succeeded

Figure 2: Structure and operation of a two-lock concurrent queue.

5. Tail always points to a node in the linked list, because
it never lags behind Head, so it can never point to a
deleted node. Also, when Tail changes its value it
always swings to the next node in the list and it never
tries to change its value if the next pointer is NULL.

3.2 Linearizability
The presented algorithms are linearizable because there

is a specific point during each operation at which it is con-
sidered to “take effect” [5]. An enqueue takes effect when
the allocated node is linked to the last node in the linked
list. A dequeue takes effect when Head swings to the next
node. And, as shown in the previous subsection (properties
1, 4, and 5), the queue variables always reflect the state of
the queue; they never enter a transient state in which the
state of the queue can be mistaken (e.g. a non-empty queue

appears to be empty).

3.3 Liveness
The Lock-Free Algorithm is Non-Blocking

The lock-free algorithm is non-blockingbecause if there are
non-delayed processes attempting to perform operations on
the queue, an operation is guaranteed to complete within
finite time.
An enqueue operation loops only if the condition in line

E7 fails, the condition in line E8 fails, or the compare
and swap in line E9 fails. A dequeue operation loops
only if the condition in line D5 fails, the condition in line
D6 holds (and the queue is not empty), or the compare
and swap in line D13 fails.
We show that the algorithm is non-blocking by showing

that a process loops beyond a finite number of times only if



another process completes an operation on the queue.

� The condition in line E7 fails only if Tail is written
by an intervening process after executing line E5. Tail
always points to the last or second to last node of
the linked list, and when modified it follows the next
pointer of the node it points to. Therefore, if the condi-
tion in line E7 fails more than once, then another pro-
cess must have succeeded in completing an enqueue
operation.

� The condition in line E8 fails if Tail was pointing to
the second to last node in the linked-list. After the
compare and swap in line E13, Tail must point to
the last node in the list, unless a process has succeeded
in enqueuing a new item. Therefore, if the condition in
line E8 failsmore thanonce, then another processmust
have succeeded in completing an enqueue operation.

� The compare and swap in line E9 fails only if an-
other process succeeded in enqueuing a new item to
the queue.

� The condition in line D5 and the compare and
swap in line D13 fail only if Head has been writ-
ten by another process. Head is written only when a
process succeeds in dequeuing an item.

� The condition in line D6 succeeds (while the queue
is not empty) only if Tail points to the second to last
node in the linked list (in this case it is also the first
node). After the compare and swap in line D10,
Tailmust point to the last node in the list, unless a pro-
cess succeeded in enqueuing a new item. Therefore,
if the condition of line D6 succeeds more than once,
then another process must have succeeded in complet-
ing an enqueue operation (and the same or another
process succeeded in dequeuing an item).

The Two-Lock Algorithm is Livelock-Free

The two-lock algorithm does not contain any loops. There-
fore, if themutual exclusion lock algorithmused for locking
and unlocking the head and tail locks is livelock-free, then
the presented algorithmis livelock-free too. There aremany
mutual exclusion algorithms that are livelock-free [12].

4 Performance
We use a 12-processor Silicon Graphics Challenge mul-

tiprocessor to compare the performance of the new algo-
rithms to that of a single-lock algorithm, the algorithm of
Prakash et al. [16], Valois’s algorithm [24] (with correc-
tions to the memory management mechanism [13]), and
Mellor-Crummey’s algorithm [11]. We include the algo-
rithm of Prakash et al. because it appears to be the best of
the known non-blocking alternatives. Mellor-Crummey’s

algorithm represents non-lock-based but blocking alterna-
tives; it is simpler than the code of Prakash et al., and
could be expected to display lower constant overhead in
the absence of unpredictable process delays, but is likely
to degenerate on a multiprogrammed system. We include
Valois’s algorithmto demonstrate that onmultiprogrammed
systems even a comparatively inefficient non-blocking al-
gorithm can outperform blocking algorithms.
For the two lock-based algorithms we use test-and-

test and set locks with bounded exponential back-
off [1, 12]. We also use backoff where appropriate in
the non-lock-based algorithms. Performance was not
sensitive to the exact choice of backoff parameters in
programs that do at least a modest amount of work
between queue operations. We emulate both test
and set and the atomic operations required by the
other algorithms (compare and swap, fetch and
increment, fetch and decrement, etc.) using the
MIPSR4000load linked and store conditional
instructions.
To ensure the accuracy of the experimental results, we

used the multiprocessor exclusively and prevented other
users from accessing it during the experiments. To evaluate
the performance of the algorithms under different levels of
multiprogramming,we used a feature in the Challenge mul-
tiprocessor that allows programmers to associate processes
with certain processors. For example, to represent a ded-
icated system where multiprogramming is not permitted,
we created as many processes as the number of processors
we wanted to use and locked each process to a different
processor. And in order to represent a system with a multi-
programming level of 2,we created twice asmany processes
as the number of processors we wanted to use, and locked
each pair of processes to an individual processor.
C code for the tested algorithms can be ob-

tained from ftp://ftp.cs.rochester.edu/pub/
packages/sched conscious synch/
concurrent queues. The algorithms were compiled
at the highest optimization level, and were carefully hand-
optimized. We tested each of the algorithms in hours-long
executions on various numbers of processors. It was during
this process that we discovered the race conditions men-
tioned in section 1.
All the experiments employ an initially-empty queue to

which processes perform a series of enqueue and dequeue
operations. Each process enqueues an item, does “other
work”, dequeues an item, does “other work”, and repeats.
With p processes, each process executes this loop b106�pc
or d106�pe times, for a total of one millionenqueues and de-
queues. The “other work” consists of approximately 6 �s of
spinning in an empty loop; it serves tomake the experiments
more realistic by preventing long runs of queue operations
by the same process (whichwoulddisplay overly-optimistic
performance due to an unrealistically low cache miss rate).
We subtracted the time required for one processor to com-



plete the “other work” from the total time reported in the
figures.
Figure 3 shows net elapsed time in seconds for one

million enqueue/dequeue pairs. Roughly speaking, this
corresponds to the time in microseconds for one en-
queue/dequeue pair. More precisely, for k processors, the
graph shows the time one processor spends performing
106�k enqueue/dequeue pairs, plus the amount by which
the critical path of the other 106�k � 1��k pairs performed
by other processors exceeds the time spent by the first pro-
cessor in “other work” and loop overhead. For k � 1, the
second term is zero. As k increases, the first term shrinks to-
ward zero, and the second term approaches the critical path
length of the overall computation; i.e. one million times
the serial portion of an enqueue/dequeue pair. Exactly how
much executionwill overlap in different processors depends
on the choice of algorithm, the number of processors k, and
the length of the “other work” between queue operations.
With only one processor, memory references in all but

the first loop iteration hit in the cache, and completion
times are very low. With two processors active, contention
for head and tail pointers and queue elements causes a high
fraction of references to miss in the cache, leading to sub-
stantially higher completion times. The queue operations of
processor 2, however, fit into the “other work” time of pro-
cessor 1, and vice versa, so we are effectively measuring the
time for one processor to complete 5�105 enqueue/dequeue
pairs. At three processors, the cache miss rate is about the
same as it was with two processors. Each processor only
has to perform 106�3 enqueue/dequeue pairs, but some of
the operations of the other processors no longer fit in the
first processor’s “other work” time. Total elapsed time
decreases, but by a fraction less than 1�3. Toward the
right-hand side of the graph, execution time rises for most
algorithms as smaller and smaller amounts of per-processor
“other work” and loop overhead are subtracted from a total
time dominated by critical path length. In the single-lock
and Mellor-Crummey curves, the increase is probably ac-
celerated as high rates of contention increase the average
cost of a cache miss. In Valois’s algorithm, the plotted time
continues to decrease, as more and more of the memory
management overhead moves out of the critical path and
into the overlapped part of the computation.
Figures 4 and 5 plot the same quantity as figure 3, but for

a system with 2 and 3 processes per processor, respectively.
The operating systemmultiplexes the processor among pro-
cesses with a scheduling quantum of 10 ms. As expected,
the blocking algorithms fare much worse in the presence of
multiprogramming, since an inopportune preemption can
block the progress of every process in the system. Also as
expected, the degree of performance degradation increases
with the level of multiprogramming.
In all three graphs, the new non-blocking queue outper-

forms all of the other alternatives when three or more pro-
cessors are active. Even for one or two processors, its per-
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Figure 3: Net execution time for one million en-
queue/dequeue pairs on a dedicated multiprocessor.
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Figure 4: Net execution time for one million en-
queue/dequeue pairs on a multiprogrammed system with 2
processes per processor.
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Figure 5: Net execution time for one million en-
queue/dequeue pairs on a multiprogrammed system with 3
processes per processor.



formance is good enough that we can comfortably recom-
mend its use in all situations. The two-lock algorithm out-
performs the one-lock algorithmwhen more than 5 proces-
sors are active on a dedicated system: it appears to be a rea-
sonable choice for machines that are not multiprogrammed,
and that lack a universal atomic primitive (compare and
swap or load linked/store conditional).

5 Conclusions
Queues are ubiquitous in parallel programs, and their

performance is a matter of major concern. We have pre-
sented a concurrent queue algorithm that is simple, non-
blocking, practical, and fast. We were surprised not to find
it in the literature. It seems to be the algorithm of choice
for any queue-based application on a multiprocessor with
universal atomic primitives (e.g. compare and swap or
load linked/store conditional).
We have also presented a queue with separate head and

tail pointer locks. Its structure is similar to that of the non-
blocking queue, but it allows only one enqueue and one
dequeue to proceed at a given time. Because it is based on
locks, however, it will work on machines with such simple
atomic primitives as test and set. We recommend it
for heavily-utilized queues on such machines (For a queue
that is usually accessed by only one or two processors, a
single lock will run a little faster.)
This work is part of a larger project that seeks to

evaluate the tradeoffs among alternative mechanisms for
atomic update of common data structures. Structures under
consideration include stacks, queues, heaps, search trees,
and hash tables. Mechanisms include single locks, data-
structure-specific multi-lock algorithms, general-purpose
and special-purpose non-blocking algorithms, and function
shipping to a centralized manager (a valid technique for
situations in which remote access latencies dominate com-
putation time).
In related work [8, 25, 26], we have been developing

general-purpose synchronization mechanisms that coop-
erate with a scheduler to avoid inopportune preemption.
Given that immunity to processes delays is a primary bene-
fit of non-blocking parallel algorithms, we plan to compare
these two approaches in the context of multiprogrammed
systems.
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Abstract

We present an efficient and practical lock-free imple-
mentation of a concurrent priority queue that is suitable
for both fully concurrent (large multi-processor) systems
as well as pre-emptive (multi-process) systems. Many al-
gorithms for concurrent priority queues are based on mu-
tual exclusion. However, mutual exclusion causes block-
ing which has several drawbacks and degrades the system’s
overall performance. Non-blocking algorithms avoid block-
ing, and are either lock-free or wait-free. Previously known
non-blocking algorithms of priority queues did not perform
well in practice because of their complexity, and they are
often based on non-available atomic synchronization primi-
tives. Our algorithm is based on the randomized sequential
list structure called Skiplist, and a real-time extension of
our algorithm is also described. In our performance evalu-
ation we compare our algorithm with some of the most effi-
cient implementations of priority queues known. The exper-
imental results clearly show that our lock-free implemen-
tation outperforms the other lock-based implementations in
all cases for 3 threads and more, both on fully concurrent
as well as on pre-emptive systems.

1 Introduction

Priority queues are fundamental data structures. From
the operating system level to the user application level, they
are frequently used as basic components. For example, the
ready-queue that is used in the scheduling of tasks in many
real-time systems, can usually be implemented using a con-
current priority queue. Consequently, the design of efficient
implementations of priority queues is a research area that
has been extensively researched. A priority queue supports
two operations, theInsert and theDeleteMin operation.
The abstract definition of a priority queue is a set of key-
value pairs, where the key represents a priority. TheInsert

operation inserts a new key-value pair into the set, and the
DeleteMin operation removes and returns the value of the
key-value pair with the lowest key (i.e. highest priority) that
was in the set.

To ensure consistency of a shared data object in a concur-
rent environment, the most common method is to use mu-
tual exclusion, i.e. some form of locking. Mutual exclusion
degrades the system’s overall performance [14] as it causes
blocking, i.e. other concurrent operations can not make any
progress while the access to the shared resource is blocked
by the lock. Using mutual exclusion can also cause dead-
locks, priority inversion (which can be solved efficiently on
uni-processors [13] with the cost of more difficult analysis,
although not as efficient on multiprocessor systems [12])
and even starvation.

To address these problems, researchers have proposed
non-blocking algorithms for shared data objects. Non-
blocking methods do not involve mutual exclusion, and
therefore do not suffer from the problems that blocking
can cause. Non-blocking algorithms are either lock-free
or wait-free. Lock-free implementations guarantee that re-
gardless of the contention caused by concurrent operations
and the interleaving of their sub-operations, always at least
one operation will progress. However, there is a risk for
starvation as the progress of other operations could cause
one specific operation to never finish. This is although dif-
ferent from the type of starvation that could be caused by
blocking, where a single operation could block every other
operation forever, and cause starvation of the whole system.
Wait-free [6] algorithms are lock-free and moreover they
avoid starvation as well, in a wait-free algorithm every op-
eration is guaranteed to finish in a limited number of steps,
regardless of the actions of the concurrent operations. Non-
blocking algorithms have been shown to be of big practical
importance in practical applications [17, 18], and recently
NOBLE, which is a non-blocking inter-process communi-
cation library, has been introduced [16].

There exist several algorithms and implementations of
concurrent priority queues. The majority of the algorithms
are lock-based, either with a single lock on top of a se-
quential algorithm, or specially constructed algorithms us-
ing multiple locks, where each lock protects a small part of
the shared data structure. Several different representations
of the shared data structure are used, for example: Hunt
et al. [7] presents an implementation which is based on
heap structures, Grammatikakiset al. [3] compares differ-
ent structures including cyclic arrays and heaps, and most
recently Lotan and Shavit [9] presented an implementa-
tion based on the Skiplist structure [11]. The algorithm
by Huntet al. locks each node separately and uses a tech-
nique to scatter the accesses to the heap, thus reducing the
contention. Its implementation is publicly available and
its performance has been documented on multi-processor
systems. Lotan and Shavit extend the functionality of the
concurrent priority queue and assume the availability of a
global high-accuracy clock. They apply a lock on each
pointer, and as the multi-pointer based Skiplist structure
is used, the number of locks is significantly more than the
number of nodes. Its performance has previously only been
documented by simulation, with very promising results.

Israeli and Rappoport have presented a wait-free algo-
rithm for a concurrent priority queue [8]. This algorithm
makes use of strong atomic synchronization primitives that
have not been implemented in any currently existing plat-
form. However, there exists an attempt for a wait-free al-
gorithm by Barnes [2] that uses existing atomic primitives,
though this algorithm does not comply with the generally
accepted definition of the wait-free property. The algo-



rithm is not yet implemented and the theoretical analysis
predicts worse behavior than the corresponding sequential
algorithm, which makes it not of practical interest.

One common problem with many algorithms for concur-
rent priority queues is the lack of precise defined semantics
of the operations. It is also seldom that the correctness with
respect to concurrency is proved, using a strong property
like linearizability [5].

In this paper we present a lock-free algorithm of a con-
current priority queue that is designed for efficient use in
both pre-emptive as well as in fully concurrent environ-
ments. Inspired by Lotan and Shavit [9], the algorithm is
based on the randomized Skiplist [11] data structure, but
in contrast to [9] it is lock-free. It is also implemented us-
ing common synchronization primitives that are available
in modern systems. The algorithm is described in detail
later in this paper, and the aspects concerning the underly-
ing lock-free memory management are also presented. The
precise semantics of the operations are defined and a proof
is given that our implementation is lock-free and lineariz-
able. We have performed experiments that compare the per-
formance of our algorithm with some of the most efficient
implementations of concurrent priority queues known, i.e.
the implementation by Lotan and Shavit [9] and the imple-
mentation by Huntet al. [7]. Experiments were performed
on three different platforms, consisting of a multiprocessor
system using different operating systems and equipped with
either 2, 4 or 64 processors. Our results show that our al-
gorithm outperforms the other lock-based implementations
for 3 threads and more, in both highly pre-emptive as well
as in fully concurrent environments. We also present an
extended version of our algorithm that also addresses cer-
tain real-time aspects of the priority queue as introduced by
Lotan and Shavit [9].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2 we define the properties of the systems that our imple-
mentation is aimed for. The actual algorithm is described
in Section 3. In Section 4 we define the precise semantics
for the operations on our implementations, as well show-
ing correctness by proving the lock-free and linearizability
property. The experimental evaluation that shows the per-
formance of our implementation is presented in Section 5.
In Section 6 we extend our algorithm with functionality that
can be needed for specific real-time applications. We con-
clude the paper with Section 7.

2 System Description

A typical abstraction of a shared memory multi-
processor system configuration is depicted in Figure 1.
Each node of the system contains a processor together with
its local memory. All nodes are connected to the shared
memory via an interconnection network. A set of co-

Local Memory

Processor 1

Local Memory

Processor 2

Local Memory

Processor n

Shared Memory

Interconnection Network

. . .

Figure 1. Shared Memory Multiprocessor Sys-
tem Structure
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Figure 2. The Skiplist data structure with 5
nodes inserted.

operating tasks is running on the system performing their
respective operations. Each task is sequentially executed
on one of the processors, while each processor can serve
(run) many tasks at a time. The co-operating tasks, possi-
bly running on different processors, use shared data objects
built in the shared memory to co-ordinate and communi-
cate. Tasks synchronize their operations on the shared data
objects through sub-operations on top of a cache-coherent
shared memory. The shared memory may not though be
uniformly accessible for all nodes in the system; proces-
sors can have different access times on different parts of the
memory.

3 Algorithm

The algorithm is based on the sequential Skiplist data
structure invented by Pugh [11]. This structure uses ran-
domization and has a probabilistic time complexity of
O(logN) where N is the maximum number of elements in
the list. The data structure is basically an ordered list with
randomly distributed short-cuts in order to improve search
times, see Figure 2. The maximum height (i.e. the maxi-

structure Node
key,level,validLevelh,timeInserti : integer
value :pointer to word
next[level],prev :pointer to Node

Figure 3. The Node structure.
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Figure 4. Concurrent insert and delete opera-
tion can delete both nodes.

function TAS(value:pointer to word ):boolean
atomic do

if *value=0 then
*value:=1;
return true ;

else return false;

procedureFAA(address:pointer to word , number:integer)
atomic do

*address := *address + number;

function CAS(address:pointer to word , oldvalue:word,
newvalue:word):boolean

atomic do
if *address = oldvaluethen

*address := newvalue;
return true ;

else return false;

Figure 5. The Test-And-Set (TAS), Fetch-And-
Add (FAA) and Compare-And-Swap (CAS)
atomic primitives.

mum number of next pointers) of the data structure islogN .
The height of each inserted node is randomized geometri-
cally in the way that 50% of the nodes should have height
1, 25% of the nodes should have height 2 and so on. To
use the data structure as a priority queue, the nodes are or-
dered in respect of priority (which has to be unique for each
node), the nodes with highest priority are located first in the
list. The fields of each node item are described in Figure 3
as it is used in this implementation. For all code examples
in this paper, code that is between the “h” and “i” symbols
are only used for the special implementation that involves
timestamps (see Section 6), and are thus not included in the
standard version of the implementation.

In order to make the Skiplist construction concurrent and
non-blocking, we are using three of the standard atomic
synchronization primitives, Test-And-Set (TAS), Fetch-
And-Add (FAA) and Compare-And-Swap (CAS). Figure
5 describes the specification of these primitives which are
available in most modern platforms.

As we are concurrently (with possible preemptions)
traversing nodes that will be continuously allocated and
reclaimed, we have to consider several aspects of mem-
ory management. No node should be reclaimed and then
later re-allocated while some other process is traversing this
node. This can be solved for example by careful reference
counting. We have selected to use the lock-free memory
management scheme invented by Valois [19] and corrected
by Michael and Scott [10], which makes use of the FAA and
CAS atomic synchronization primitives.

To insert or delete a node from the list we have to change
the respective set of next pointers. These have to be changed
consistently, but not necessary all at once. Our solution is to
have additional information on each node about its deletion
(or insertion) status. This additional information will guide
the concurrent processes that might traverse into one partial
deleted or inserted node. When we have changed all neces-
sary next pointers, the node is fully deleted or inserted.

One problem, that is general for non-blocking imple-
mentations that are based on the linked-list structure, arises
when inserting a new node into the list. Because of the
linked-list structure one has to make sure that the previous
node is not about to be deleted. If we are changing the next
pointer of this previous node atomically with CAS, to point
to the new node, and then immediately afterwards the pre-
vious node is deleted - then the new node will be deleted as
well, as illustrated in Figure 4. There are several solutions
to this problem. One solution is to use the CAS2 opera-
tion as it can change two pointers atomically, but this oper-
ation is not available in any existing multiprocessor system.
A second solution is to insert auxiliary nodes [19] between
each two normal nodes, and the latest method introduced by
Harris [4] is to use one bit of the pointer values as a dele-
tion mark. On most modern 32-bit systems, 32-bit values
can only be located at addresses that are evenly dividable
by 4, therefore bits 0 and 1 of the address are always set to
zero. The method is then to use the previously unused bit
0 of the next pointer to mark that this node is about to be
deleted, using CAS. Any concurrentInsert operation will
then be notified about the deletion, when its CAS operation
will fail.

One memory management issue is how to de-reference
pointers safely. If we simply de-reference the pointer, it
might be that the corresponding node has been reclaimed
before we could access it. It can also be that bit 0 of the
pointer was set, thus marking that the node is deleted, and
therefore the pointer is not valid. The following functions
are defined for safe handling of the memory management:

function READ_NODE(address:pointer to pointer to
Node):pointer to Node /* De-reference the pointer and in-
crease the reference counter for the corresponding node. In
case the pointer is marked, NULL is returned */



// Global variables
head,tail :pointer to Node
// Local variables
node2 :pointer to Node

function ReadNext(node1:pointer to pointer to Node,
level:integer):pointer to Node
R1 if IS_MARKED((*node1).value)then
R2 *node1:=HelpDelete(*node1,level);
R3 node2:=READ_NODE((*node1).next[level]);
R4 while node2=NULLdo
R5 *node1:=HelpDelete(*node1,level);
R6 node2:=READ_NODE((*node1).next[level]);
R7 return node2;

function ScanKey(node1:pointer to pointer to Node,
level:integer, key:integer):pointer to Node
S1 node2:=ReadNext(node1,level);
S2 while node2.key < keydo
S3 RELEASE_NODE(*node1);
S4 *node1:=node2;
S5 node2:=ReadNext(node1,level);
S6 return node2;

Figure 6. Functions for traversing the nodes
in the Skiplist data structure.

function COPY_NODE(node:pointer to Node):pointer
to Node /* Increase the reference counter for the corre-
sponding given node */

procedure RELEASE_NODE(node:pointer to Node)
/* Decrement the reference counter on the corresponding
given node. If the reference count reaches zero, then call
RELEASE_NODE on the nodes that this node has owned
pointers to, then reclaim the node */

While traversing the nodes, processes will eventually
reach nodes that are marked to be deleted. As the process
that invoked the correspondingDelete operation might be
pre-empted, thisDelete operation has to be helped to fin-
ish before the traversing process can continue. However, it
is only necessary to help the part of theDelete operation
on the current level in order to be able to traverse to the
next node. The functionReadNext, see Figure 6, traverses
to the next node ofnode1on the given level while help-
ing (and then setsnode1to the previous node of the helped
one) any marked nodes in between to finish the deletion.
The functionScanKey, see Figure 6, traverses in several
steps through the next pointers (starting fromnode1) at the
current level until it finds a node that has the same or higher
key (priority) value than the given key. It also setsnode1to
be the previous node of the returned node.

The implementation of theInsert operation, see Fig-

// Local variables
node1,node2,newNode,
savedNodes[maxlevel]:pointer to Node

function Insert(key:integer, value:pointer to word ):boolean
I1 hTraverseTimeStamps();i
I2 level:=randomLevel();
I3 newNode:=CreateNode(level,key,value);
I4 COPY_NODE(newNode);
I5 node1:=COPY_NODE(head);
I6 for i:=maxLevel-1to 1 step-1 do
I7 node2:=ScanKey(&node1,i,key);
I8 RELEASE_NODE(node2);
I9 if i<level then savedNodes[i]:=COPY_NODE(node1);
I10 while true do
I11 node2:=ScanKey(&node1,0,key);
I12 value2:=node2.value;
I13 if not IS_MARKED(value2)and node2.key=keythen
I14 if CAS(&node2.value,value2,value)then
I15 RELEASE_NODE(node1);
I16 RELEASE_NODE(node2);
I17 for i:=1 to level-1do
I18 RELEASE_NODE(savedNodes[i]);
I19 RELEASE_NODE(newNode);
I20 RELEASE_NODE(newNode);
I21 return true2;
I22 else
I23 RELEASE_NODE(node2);
I24 continue;
I25 newNode.next[0]:=node2;
I26 RELEASE_NODE(node2);
I27 if CAS(&node1.next[0],node2,newNode)then
I28 RELEASE_NODE(node1);
I29 break;
I30 Back-Off
I31 for i:=1 to level-1do
I32 newNode.validLevel:=i;
I33 node1:=savedNodes[i];
I34 while true do
I35 node2:=ScanKey(&node1,i,key);
I36 newNode.next[i]:=node2;
I37 RELEASE_NODE(node2);
I38 if IS_MARKED(newNode.value)or

CAS(&node1.next[i],node2,newNode)then
I39 RELEASE_NODE(node1);
I40 break;
I41 Back-Off
I42 newNode.validLevel:=level;
I43 hnewNode.timeInsert:=getNextTimeStamp();i
I44 if IS_MARKED(newNode.value)then

newNode:=HelpDelete(newNode,0);
I45 RELEASE_NODE(newNode);
I46 return true ;

Figure 7. Insert



// Local variables
prev,last,node1,node2 :pointer to Node

function DeleteMin():pointer to Node
D1 hTraverseTimeStamps();i
D2 htime:=getNextTimeStamp();i
D3 prev:=COPY_NODE(head);
D4 while truedo
D5 node1:=ReadNext(&prev,0);
D6 if node1=tailthen
D7 RELEASE_NODE(prev);
D8 RELEASE_NODE(node1);
D9 return NULL;

retry:
D10 value:=node1.value;
D11 if not IS_MARKED(value)hand

compareTimeStamp(time,node1.timeInsert)>0i then
D12 if CAS(&node1.value,value,

GET_MARKED(value))then
D13 node1.prev:=prev;
D14 break;
D15 else gotoretry;
D16 else if IS_MARKED(value)then
D17 node1:=HelpDelete(node1,0);
D18 RELEASE_NODE(prev);
D19 prev:=node1;
D20 for i:=0 to node1.level-1do
D21 repeat
D22 node2:=node1.next[i];
D23 until IS_MARKED(node2)or CAS(

&node1.next[i],node2,GET_MARKED(node2));
D24 prev:=COPY_NODE(head);
D25 for i:=node1.level-1to 0 step-1 do
D26 while true do
D27 if node1.next[i]=1then break;
D28 last:=ScanKey(&prev,i,node1.key);
D29 RELEASE_NODE(last);
D30 if last6=node1or node1.next[i]=1then break;
D31 if CAS(&prev.next[i],node1,

GET_UNMARKED(node1.next[i]))then
D32 node1.next[i]:=1;
D33 break;
D34 if node1.next[i]=1then break;
D35 Back-Off
D36 RELEASE_NODE(prev);
D37 RELEASE_NODE(node1);
D38 RELEASE_NODE(node1); /* Delete the node */
D39 return value;

Figure 8. DeleteMin

// Local variables
prev,last,node2 :pointer to Node

function HelpDelete(node:pointer to Node,
level:integer):pointer to Node
H1 for i:=level to node.level-1do
H2 repeat
H3 node2:=node.next[i];
H4 until IS_MARKED(node2)or CAS(

&node.next[i],node2,GET_MARKED(node2));
H5 prev:=node.prev;
H6 if not prevor level� prev.validLevelthen
H7 prev:=COPY_NODE(head);
H8 for i:=maxLevel-1to level step-1 do
H9 node2:=ScanKey(&prev,i,node.key);
H10 RELEASE_NODE(node2);
H11 elseCOPY_NODE(prev);
H12 while true do
H13 if node.next[level]=1then break;
H14 last:=ScanKey(&prev,level,node.key);
H15 RELEASE_NODE(last);
H16 if last6=nodeor node.next[level]=1then break;
H17 if CAS(&prev.next[level],node,

GET_UNMARKED(node.next[level]))then
H18 node.next[level]:=1;
H19 break;
H20 if node.next[level]=1then break;
H21 Back-Off
H22 RELEASE_NODE(node);
H23 return prev;

Figure 9. HelpDelete

ure 7, starts in lines I5-I11 with a search phase to find the
node after which the new node (newNode) should be in-
serted. This search phase starts from the head node at the
highest level and traverses down to the lowest level until
the correct node is found (node1). When going down one
level, the last node traversed on that level is remembered
(savedNodes) for later use (this is where we should insert
the new node at that level). Now it is possible that there
already exists a node with the same priority as of the new
node, this is checked in lines I12-I24, the value of the old
node (node2) is changed atomically with a CAS. Otherwise,
in lines I25-I42 it starts trying to insert the new node start-
ing with the lowest level and increasing up to the level of the
new node. The next pointers of the nodes (to become pre-
vious) are changed atomically with a CAS. After the new
node has been inserted at the lowest level, it is possible that
it is deleted by a concurrentDeleteMin operation before
it has been inserted at all levels, and this is checked in lines
I38 and I44.

TheDeleteMin operation, see Figure 8, starts from the
head node and finds the first node (node1) in the list that



does not have its deletion mark on the value set, see lines
D3-D12. It tries to set this deletion mark in line D12 using
the CAS primitive, and if it succeeds it also writes a valid
pointer to the prev field of the node. This prev field is nec-
essary in order to increase the performance of concurrent
HelpDelete operations, these operations otherwise would
have to search for the previous node in order to complete
the deletion. The next step is to mark the deletion bits of the
next pointers in the node, starting with the lowest level and
going upwards, using the CAS primitive in each step, see
lines D20-D23. Afterwards in lines D24-D35 it starts the
actual deletion by changing the next pointers of the previ-
ous node (prev), starting at the highest level and continuing
downwards. The reason for doing the deletion in decreas-
ing order of levels, is that concurrent search operations also
start at the highest level and proceed downwards, in this way
the concurrent search operations will sooner avoid travers-
ing this node. The procedure performed by theDeleteMin

operation in order to change each next pointer of the previ-
ous node, is to first search for the previous node and then
perform the CAS primitive until it succeeds.

The algorithm has been designed for pre-emptive as well
as fully concurrent systems. In order to achieve the lock-
free property (that at least one thread is doing progress) on
pre-emptive systems, whenever a search operation finds a
node that is about to be deleted, it calls theHelpDelete op-
eration and then proceeds searching from the previous node
of the deleted. TheHelpDelete operation, see Figure 9,
tries to fulfill the deletion on the current level and returns
when it is completed. It starts in lines H1-H4 with setting
the deletion mark on all next pointers in case they have not
been set. In lines H5-H6 it checks if the node given in the
prev field is valid for deletion on the current level, other-
wise it searches for the correct node (prev) in lines H7-
H10. The actual deletion of this node on the current level
takes place in lines H12-H21. This operation might execute
concurrently with the correspondingDeleteMinoperation,
and therefore both operations synchronize with each other
in lines D27, D30, D32, D34, H13, H16, H18 and H20 in
order to avoid executing sub-operations that have already
been performed.

In fully concurrent systems though, the helping strategy
can downgrade the performance significantly. Therefore
the algorithm, after a number of consecutive failed attempts
to help concurrentDeleteMin operations that hinders the
progress of the current operation, puts the operation into
back-off mode. When in back-off mode, the thread does
nothing for a while, and in this way avoids disturbing the
concurrent operations that might otherwise progress slower.
The duration of the back-off is proportional to the number
of threads, and for each consecutive entering of back-off
mode during one operation invocation, the duration is in-
creased exponentially.

4 Correctness

In this section we present the proof of our algorithm. We
first prove that our algorithm is a linearizable one [5] and
then we prove that it is lock-free. A set of definitions that
will help us to structure and shorten the proof is first ex-
plained in this section. We start by defining the sequential
semantics of our operations and then introduce two defini-
tions concerning concurrency aspects in general.

Definition 1 We denote withLt the abstract internal state
of a priority queue at the timet. Lt is viewed as a set of
pairs hp; vi consisting of a unique priorityp and a corre-
sponding valuev. The operations that can be performed on
the priority queue areInsert (I) andDeleteMin (DM ).
The timet1 is defined as the time just before the atomic exe-
cution of the operation that we are looking at, and the time
t2 is defined as the time just after the atomic execution of the
same operation. The return value oftrue2 is returned by an
Insert operation that has succeeded to update an existing
node, the return value oftrue is returned by anInsert op-
eration that succeeds to insert a new node. In the following
expressions that defines the sequential semantics of our op-
erations, the syntax isS1 : O1; S2, whereS1 is the condi-
tional state before the operationO1, andS2 is the resulting
state after performing the corresponding operation:

hp1; _i 62 Lt1 : I1(hp1;v1i) = true;

Lt2 = Lt1 [ fhp1;v1ig (1)

hp1; v11i 2 Lt1 : I1(hp1;v12i) = true2;

Lt2 = Lt1 n fhp1;v11ig [ fhp1;v12ig (2)

hp1; v1i = fhmin p; vijhp; vi 2 Lt1g

: DM1() = hp1;v1i; Lt2 = Lt1 n fhp1;v1ig (3)

Lt1 = ; : DM1() = ? (4)

Definition 2 In a global time model each concurrent op-
eration Op “occupies" a time interval[bOp; fOp] on the
linear time axis(bOp < fOp). The precedence relation
(denoted by ‘!’) is a relation that relates operations of
a possible execution,Op1 ! Op2 means thatOp1 ends
beforeOp2 starts. The precedence relation is a strict par-
tial order. Operations incomparable under! are called
overlapping. The overlapping relation is denoted byk and
is commutative, i.e.Op1 k Op2 and Op2 k Op1. The
precedence relation is extended to relate sub-operations
of operations. Consequently, ifOp1 ! Op2, then for
any sub-operationsop1 and op2 of Op1 andOp2, respec-
tively, it holds thatop1 ! op2. We also define the di-
rect precedence relation!d, such that ifOp1!dOp2, then
Op1 ! Op2 and moreover there exists no operationOp3
such thatOp1 ! Op3 ! Op2.



Definition 3 In order for an implementation of a shared
concurrent data object to be linearizable [5], for every con-
current execution there should exist an equal (in the sense
of the effect) and valid (i.e. it should respect the semantics
of the shared data object) sequential execution that respects
the partial order of the operations in the concurrent execu-
tion.

Next we are going to study the possible concurrent exe-
cutions of our implementation. First we need to define the
interpretation of the abstract internal state of our implemen-
tation.

Definition 4 The pairhp; vi is present (hp; vi 2 L) in the
abstract internal stateL of our implementation, when there
is a next pointer from a present node on the lowest level
of the Skiplist that points to a node that contains the pair
hp; vi, and this node is not marked as deleted with the mark
on the value.

Lemma 1 The definition of the abstract internal state for
our implementation is consistent with all concurrent opera-
tions examining the state of the priority queue.

Proof: As the next and value pointers are changed using
the CAS operation, we are sure that all threads see the same
state of the Skiplist, and therefore all changes of the abstract
internal state seems to be atomic. 2

Definition 5 The decision point of an operation is defined
as the atomic statement where the result of the operation
is finitely decided, i.e. independent of the result of any sub-
operations proceeding the decision point, the operation will
have the same result. We define the state-read point of an
operation to be the atomic statement where a sub-state of
the priority queue is read, and this sub-state is the state on
which the decision point depends. We also define the state-
change point as the atomic statement where the operation
changes the abstract internal state of the priority queue af-
ter it has passed the corresponding decision point.

We will now show that all of these points conform to the
very same statement, i.e. the linearizability point.

Lemma 2 An Insert operation which succeeds
(I(hp; vi) = true), takes effect atomically at one
statement.

Proof: The decision point for anInsert operation which
succeeds (I(hp; vi) = true), is when the CAS sub-
operation in line I27 (see Figure 7) succeeds, all follow-
ing CAS sub-operations will eventually succeed, and the
Insert operation will finally returntrue. The state of the
list (Lt1) directly before the passing of the decision point
must have beenhp; _i 62 Lt1 , otherwise the CAS would

have failed. The state of the list directly after passing the
decision point will behp; vi 2 Lt2 . 2

Lemma 3 An Insert operation which updates
(I(hp; vi) = true2), takes effect atomically at one
statement.

Proof: The decision point for anInsert operation which
updates (I(hp; vi) = true2), is when the CAS will succeed
in line I14. The state of the list (Lt1) directly before passing
the decision point must have beenhp; _i 2 Lt1 , otherwise
the CAS would have failed. The state of the list directly
after passing the decision point will behp; vi 2 Lt3 . 2

Lemma 4 A DeleteMin operation which succeeds
(D() = hp; vi), takes effect atomically at one statement.

Proof: The decision point for anDeleteMin operation
which succeeds (D() = hp; vi) is when the CAS sub-
operation in line D12 (see Figure 8) succeeds. The state
of the list (Lt) directly before passing of the decision point
must have beenhp; vi 2 Lt, otherwise the CAS would have
failed. The state of the list directly after passing the decision
point will be hp; _i 62 Lt. 2

Lemma 5 A DeleteMin operations which fails (D() =
?), takes effect atomically at one statement.

Proof: The decision point and also the state-read point
for anDeleteMin operations which fails (D() = ?), is
when the hidden read sub-operation of theReadNext sub-
operation in line D5 successfully reads the next pointer on
lowest level that equals the tail node. The state of the list
(Lt) directly before the passing of the state-read point must
have beenLt = ;. 2

Definition 6 We define the relation) as the total order
and the relation)d as the direct total order between all
operations in the concurrent execution. In the following
formulas,E1 =) E2 means that ifE1 holds thenE2 holds
as well, and� stands for exclusive or (i.e.a � b means
(a _ b) ^ :(a ^ b)):

Op1 !d Op2; 6 9Op3:Op1 )d Op3;

6 9Op4:Op4 )d Op2 =) Op1 )d Op2 (5)

Op1 k Op2 =) Op1 )d Op2 �Op2 )d Op1 (6)

Op1 )d Op2 =) Op1 ) Op2 (7)

Op1 ) Op2;Op2 ) Op3 =) Op1 ) Op3 (8)

Lemma 6 The operations that are directly totally ordered
using formula 5, form an equivalent valid sequential execu-
tion.



Proof: If the operations are assigned their direct total order
(Op1 )d Op2) by formula 5 then also the decision, state-
read and the state-change points ofOp1 is executed before
the respective points ofOp2. In this case the operations
semantics behave the same as in the sequential case, and
therefore all possible executions will then be equivalent to
one of the possible sequential executions. 2

Lemma 7 The operations that are directly totally ordered
using formula 6 can be ordered unique and consistent, and
form an equivalent valid sequential execution.

Proof: Assume we order the overlapping operations ac-
cording to their decision points. As the state before as well
as after the decision points is identical to the corresponding
state defined in the semantics of the respective sequential
operations in formulas 1 to 4, we can view the operations as
occurring at the decision point. As the decision points con-
sist of atomic operations and are therefore ordered in time,
no decision point can occur at the very same time as any
other decision point, therefore giving a unique and consis-
tent ordering of the overlapping operations. 2

Lemma 8 With respect to the retries caused by synchro-
nization, one operation will always do progress regardless
of the actions by the other concurrent operations.

Proof: We now examine the possible execution paths of our
implementation. There are several potentially unbounded
loops that can delay the termination of the operations. We
call these loops retry-loops. If we omit the conditions that
are because of the operations semantics (i.e. searching for
the correct position etc.), the retry-loops take place when
sub-operations detect that a shared variable has changed
value. This is detected either by a subsequent read sub-
operation or a failed CAS. These shared variables are only
changed concurrently by other CAS sub-operations. Ac-
cording to the definition of CAS, for any number of concur-
rent CAS sub-operations, exactly one will succeed. This
means that for any subsequent retry, there must be one
CAS that succeeded. As this succeeding CAS will cause
its retry loop to exit, and our implementation does not con-
tain any cyclic dependencies between retry-loops that exit
with CAS, this means that the correspondingInsert or
DeleteMin operation will progress. Consequently, inde-
pendent of any number of concurrent operations, one oper-
ation will always progress. 2

Theorem 1 The algorithm implements a lock-free and lin-
earizable priority queue.

Proof: Following from Lemmas 6 and 7 and using the di-
rect total order we can create an identical (with the same

semantics) sequential execution that preserves the partial or-
der of the operations in a concurrent execution. Following
from Definition 3, the implementation is therefore lineariz-
able. As the semantics of the operations are basically the
same as in the Skiplist [11], we could use the corresponding
proof of termination. This together with Lemma 8 and that
the state is only changed at one atomic statement (Lemmas
1,2,3,4,5), gives that our implementation is lock-free.2

5 Experiments

In our experiments each concurrent thread performs
10000 sequential operations, whereof the first 100 or 1000
operations areInsert operations, and the remaining op-
erations are randomly chosen with a distribution of 50%
Insert operations versus 50%DeleteMin operations. The
key values of the inserted nodes are randomly chosen be-
tween0 and1000000 �n, where n is the number of threads.
Each experiment is repeated 50 times, and an average ex-
ecution time for each experiment is estimated. Exactly the
same sequential operations are performed for all different
implementations compared. Besides our implementation,
we also performed the same experiment with two lock-
based implementations. These are; 1) the implementation
using multiple locks and Skiplists by Lotanet al. [9] which
is the most recently claimed to be one of the most efficient
concurrent priority queues existing, and 2) the heap-based
implementation using multiple locks by Huntet al. [7]. All
lock-based implementations are based on simple spin-locks
using the TAS atomic primitive. A clean-cache operation is
performed just before each sub-experiment. All implemen-
tations are written in C and compiled with the highest op-
timization level, except from the atomic primitives, which
are written in assembler.

The experiments were performed using different num-
ber of threads, varying from 1 to 30. To get a highly pre-
emptive environment, we performed our experiments on a
Compaq dual-processor Pentium II 450 MHz PC running
Linux. A set of experiments was also performed on a Sun
Solaris system with 4 processors. In order to evaluate our
algorithm with full concurrency we also used a SGI Ori-
gin 2000 195 MHz system running Irix with 64 processors.
The results from these experiments are shown in Figure 10
together with a close-up view of the Sun experiment. The
average execution time is drawn as a function of the number
of threads.

From the results we can conclude that all of the imple-
mentations scale similarly with respect to the average size
of the queue. The implementation by Lotan and Shavit [9]
scales linearly with respect to increasing number of threads
when having full concurrency, although when exposed to
pre-emption its performance decreases very rapidly; already
with 4 threads the performance decreased with over 20
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times. We must point out here that the implementation by
Lotan and Shavit is designed for a large (i.e. 256) number
of processors. The implementation by Huntet al. [7] shows
better but similar behavior. Because of this behavior we de-
cided to run the experiments for these two implementations
only up to a certain number of threads to avoid getting time-
outs. Our lock-free implementation scales best compared
to all other involved implementations, having best perfor-
mance already with 3 threads, independently if the system
is fully concurrent or involves pre-emptions.

6 Extended Algorithm

When we have concurrentInsert andDeleteMin op-
erations we might want to have certain real-time properties
of the semantics of theDeleteMin operation, as expressed
in [9]. TheDeleteMin operation should only return items
that have been inserted by anInsert operation that finished
before theDeleteMin operation started. To ensure this we
are adding timestamps to each node. When the node is fully
inserted its timestamp is set to the current time. Whenever
theDeleteMin operation is invoked it first checks the cur-
rent time, and then discards all nodes that have a timestamp
that is after this time. In the code of the implementation (see
Figures 6,7,8 and 9), the additional statements that involve
timestamps are marked within the “h” and “i” symbols. The
function getNextT imeStamp, see Figure 14, creates a
new timestamp. The functioncompareT imeStamp, see
Figure 14, compares if the first timestamp is less, equal or
higher than the second one and returns the values -1,0 or 1,
respectively.

As we are only using the timestamps for relative com-
parisons, we do not need real absolute time, only that the
timestamps are monotonically increasing. Therefore we can
implement the time functionality with a shared counter, the
synchronization of the counter is handled using CAS. How-
ever, the shared counter usually has a limited size (i.e. 32
bits) and will eventually overflow. Therefore the values of
the timestamps have to be recycled. We will do this by ex-
ploiting information that are available in real-time systems,
with a similar approach as in [15].

We assume that we haven periodic tasks in the system,
indexed�1:::�n. For each task�i we will use the standard
notationsTi, Ci, Ri andDi to denote the period (i.e.min
period for sporadic tasks), worst case execution time, worst
case response time and deadline, respectively. The deadline
of a task is less or equal to its period.

For a system to be safe, no task should miss its deadlines,
i.e.8i j Ri � Di.

For a system scheduled with fixed priority, the response
time for a task in the initial system can be calculated using
the standard response time analysis techniques [1]. If we
with Bi denote the blocking time (the time the task can be

ti

Ti Ti Ti

Ri

LTv

= increment highest known timestamp value by 1

Figure 11. Maximum timestamp increasement
estimation - worst case scenario

delayed by lower priority tasks) and withhp(i) denote the
set of tasks with higher priority than task�i, the response
timeRi for task�i can be formulated as:

Ri = Ci +Bi +
X

j2hp(i)

�
Ri

Tj

�
Cj (9)

The summand in the above formula gives the time that task
�i may be delayed by higher priority tasks. For systems
scheduled with dynamic priorities, there are other ways to
calculate the response times [1].

Now we examine some properties of the timestamps that
can exist in the system. Assume that all tasks call either
the Insert or DeleteMin operation only once per itera-
tion. As each call togetNextT imeStamp will introduce
a new timestamp in the system, we can assume that every
task invocation will introduce one new timestamp. This new
timestamp has a value that is the previously highest known
value plus one. We assume that the tasks always execute
within their response timesR with arbitrary many interrup-
tions, and that the execution timeC is comparably small.
This means that the increment of highest timestamp respec-
tive the write to a node with the current timestamp can occur
anytime within the interval for the response time. The max-
imum time for anInsert operation to finish is the same as
the response timeRi for its task�i. The minimum time be-
tween two index increments is when the first increment is
executed at the end of the first interval and the next incre-
ment is executed at the very beginning of the second inter-
val, i.e.Ti�Ri. The minimum time between the subsequent
increments will then be the periodTi. If we denote with
LTv the maximum life-time that the timestamp with value
v exists in the system, the worst case scenario in respect of
growth of timestamps is shown in Figure 11.

The formula for estimating the maximum difference in
value between two existing timestamps in any execution be-
comes as follows:



MaxTag =

nX
i=0

��
maxv2f0::1g LTv

Ti

�
+ 1

�
(10)

Now we have to bound the value ofmaxv2f0::1g LTv.
When comparing timestamps, the absolute value of these
are not important, only the relative values. Our method
is that we continuously traverse the nodes and replace out-
dated timestamps with a newer timestamp that has the same
comparison result. We traverse and check the nodes at
the rate of one step to the right for every invocation of an
Insert or DeleteMin operation. With outdated times-
tamps we define timestamps that are older (i.e. lower)
than any timestamp value that is in use by any running
DeleteMin operation. We denote withAncientV al the
maximum difference that we allow between the highest
known timestamp value and the timestamp value of a node,
before we call this timestamp outdated.

AncientV al =

nX
i=0

�
maxj Rj

Ti

�
(11)

If we denote withtancientthe maximum time it takes
for a timestamp value to be outdated counted from its first
occurrence in the system, we get the following relation:

AncientV al =

nX
i=0

�
tancient

Ti

�
>

nX
i=0

�
tancient

Ti

�
� n

(12)

tancient<
AncientV al + n

nX
i=0

1

Ti

(13)

Now we denote withttraversethe maximum time it takes
to traverse through the whole list from one position and get-
ting back, assuming the list has the maximum sizeN .

N =

nX
i=0

�
ttraverse

Ti

�
>

nX
i=0

�
ttraverse

Ti

�
� n (14)

ttraverse<
N + n
nX

i=0

1

Ti

(15)

The worst-case scenario is that directly after the times-
tamp of one node gets traversed, it gets outdated. Therefore
we get:

max
v2f0::1g

LTv = tancient+ ttraverse (16)

Putting all together we get:
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Figure 12. Timestamp value recycling
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The above equation gives us a bound on the length of the

"window" of active timestamps for any task in any possible
execution. In the unbounded construction the tasks, by pro-
ducing larger timestamps every time they slide this window
on the[0; : : : ;1] axis, always to the right. The approach
now is instead of sliding this window on the set[0; : : : ;1]
from left to right, to cyclically slide it on a[0; : : : ; X ] set
of consecutive natural numbers, see figure 12. Now at the
same time we have to give a way to the tasks to identify the
order of the different timestamps because the order of the
physical numbers is not enough since we are re-using times-
tamps. The idea is to use the bound that we have calculated
for the span of different active timestamps. Let us then take
a task that has observedvi as the lowest timestamp at some
invocation� . When this task runs again as� 0, it can con-
clude that the active timestamps are going to be betweenvi
and(vi+MaxTag) mod X . On the other hand we should
make sure that in this interval[vi; : : : ; (vi + MaxTag)
mod X ] there are no old timestamps. By looking closer
to equation 10 we can conclude that all the other tasks have
written values to their registers with timestamps that are at
mostMaxTag less thanvi at the time that� wrote the value
vi. Consequently if we use an interval that has double the



// Global variables
timeCurrent:integer
checked:pointer to Node
// Local variables
time,newtime,safeTime:integer
current,node,next:pointer to Node

function compareTimeStamp(time1:integer,
time2:integer):integer
C1 if time1=time2then return 0;
C2 if time2=MAX_TIME then return -1;
C3 if time1>time2and (time1-time2)�MAX_TAG or

time1<time2and (time1-time2+MAX_TIME)
�MAX_TAG then return 1;

C4 else return -1;

function getNextTimeStamp():integer
G1 repeat
G2 time:=timeCurrent;
G3 if (time+1)6=MAX_TIME then newtime:=time+1;
G4 elsenewtime:=0;
G5 until CAS(&timeCurrent,time,newtime);
G6 return newtime;

procedureTraverseTimeStamps()
T1 safeTime:=timeCurrent;
T2 if safeTime�ANCIENT_VAL then
T3 safeTime:=safeTime-ANCIENT_VAL;
T4 elsesafeTime:=safeTime+MAX_TIME-ANCIENT_VAL;
T5 while true do
T6 node:=READ_NODE(checked);
T7 current:=node;
T8 next:=ReadNext(&node,0);
T9 RELEASE_NODE(node);
T10 if compareTimeStamp(safeTime,next.timeInsert)>0 then
T11 next.timeInsert:=safeTime;
T12 if CAS(&checked,current,next)then
T13 RELEASE_NODE(current);
T14 break;
T15 RELEASE_NODE(next);

Figure 14. Creation, comparison, traversing
and updating of bounded timestamps.

size ofMaxTag, � 0 can conclude that old timestamps are
all on the interval[(vi �MaxTag) mod X; : : : ; vi].

Therefore we can use a timestamp field with double the
size of the maximum possible value of the timestamp.

TagF ieldSize= MaxTag � 2
TagF ieldBits = dlog2 TagF ieldSizee

In this way� 0 will be able to identify thatv1; v2; v3; v4
(see figure 13) are all new values ifd2 + d3 < MaxTag

and can also conclude that:

v3 < v4 < v1 < v2

The mechanism that will generate new timestamps in a
cyclical order and also compare timestamps is presented in
Figure 14 together with the code for traversing the nodes.
Note that the extra properties of the priority queue that are
achieved by using timestamps are not complete with respect
to theInsert operations that finishes with an update. These
update operations will behave the same as for the standard
version of the implementation.

Besides from real-time systems, the presented technique
can also be useful in non real-time systems as well. For
example, consider a system ofn = 10 threads, where the
minimum time between two invocations would beT = 10
ns, and the maximum response timeR = 1000000000 ns
(i.e. after 1 s we would expect the thread to have crashed).
Assuming a maximum size of the listN = 10000, we
will have a maximum timestamp differenceMaxTag <

1000010030, thus needing 31 bits. Given that most systems
have 32-bit integers and that many modern systems handle
64 bits as well, it implies that this technique is practical for
also non real-time systems.

7 Conclusions

We have presented a lock-free algorithmic implementa-
tion of a concurrent priority queue. The implementation is
based on the sequential Skiplist data structure and builds on
top of it to support concurrency and lock-freedom in an effi-
cient and practical way. Compared to the previous attempts
to use Skiplists for building concurrent priority queues our
algorithm is lock-free and avoids the performance penal-
ties that come with the use of locks. Compared to the
previous lock-free/wait-free concurrent priority queue algo-
rithms, our algorithm inherits and carefully retains the basic
design characteristic that makes Skiplists practical: simplic-
ity. Previous lock-free/wait-free algorithms did not perform
well because of their complexity, furthermore they were of-
ten based on atomic primitives that are not available in to-
day’s systems.



We compared our algorithm with some of the most ef-
ficient implementations of priority queues known. Experi-
ments show that our implementation scales well, and with 3
threads or more our implementation outperforms the corre-
sponding lock-based implementations, for all cases on both
fully concurrent systems as well as with pre-emption.

We believe that our implementation is of highly practical
interest for multi-threaded applications. We are currently
incorporating it into the NOBLE [16] library.
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Abstract. First-in-first-out (FIFO) queues are among the most funda-
mental and highly studied concurrent data structures. The most effective
and practical dynamic-memory concurrent queue implementation in the
literature is the lock-free FIFO queue algorithm of Michael and Scott,
included in the standard JavaTM Concurrency Package.
This paper presents a new dynamic-memory lock-free FIFO queue al-
gorithm that performs consistently better than the Michael and Scott
queue. The key idea behind our new algorithm is a novel way of replac-
ing the singly-linked list of Michael and Scott, whose pointers are inserted
using a costly compare-and-swap (CAS) operation, by an “optimistic”
doubly-linked list whose pointers are updated using a simple store, yet
can be “fixed” if a bad ordering of events causes them to be inconsistent.
We believe it is the first example of such an “optimistic” approach being
applied to a real world data structure.

1 Introduction

First-in-first-out (FIFO) queues are among the most fundamental and highly
studied concurrent data structures [1–12], and are an essential building block
of concurrent data structure libraries such as JSR-166, the JavaTM Concur-
rency Package [13]. A concurrent queue is a linearizable structure that supports
enqueue and dequeue operations with the usual FIFO semantics. This paper
focuses on queues with dynamic memory allocation.

The most effective and practical dynamic-memory concurrent FIFO queue
implementation is the lock-free FIFO queue algorithm of Michael and Scott [14]
(Henceforth the MS-queue). On shared-memory multiprocessors, this compare-
and-swap (CAS) based algorithm is superior to all former dynamic-memory
queue implementations including lock-based queues [14], and has been included
as part of the JavaTM Concurrency Package [13]. Its key feature is that it allows
uninterrupted parallel access to the head and tail of the queue.

This paper presents a new dynamic-memory lock-free FIFO queue algorithm
that performs consistently better than the MS-queue. It is a practical example of
an “optimistic” approach to reduction of synchronization overhead in concurrent
data structures. At the core of this approach is the ability to use simple stores
instead of CAS operations in common executions, and fix the data structure in
the uncommon cases when bad executions cause structural inconsistencies.



1.1 The New Queue Algorithm

As with many finely tuned high performance algorithms (see for example CLH
[15, 16] vs. MCS [17] locks), the key to our new algorithm’s improved performance
is in saving a few costly operations along the algorithm’s main execution paths.

Figure 1 describes the MS-queue algorithm which is based on concurrent
manipulation of a singly-linked list. Its main source of inefficiency is that while
its dequeue operation requires a single successful CAS in order to complete, the
enqueue operation requires two such successful CASs. This may not seem im-
portant, until one realizes that it increases the chances of failed CAS operations,
and that on modern multiprocessors [18, 19], even the successful CAS operations
cost an order-of-magnitude longer to complete than a load or a store, since they
require exclusive ownership and flushing of the processor’s write buffers.

The key idea in our new algorithm is to (literally) approach things from a dif-
ferent direction... by logically reversing the direction of enqueues and dequeues
to/from the list. If enqueues were to add elements at the beginning of the list,
they would require only a single CAS, since one could first direct the new node’s
next pointer to the node at the beginning of the list using only a store opera-
tion, and then CAS the tail pointer to the new node to complete the insertion.
However, this re-direction would leave us with a problem at the end of the list:
dequeues would not be able to traverse the list “backwards” to perform a linked-
list removal.

Our solution, depicted in Figure 2, is to maintain a doubly-linked list, but
to construct the “backwards” direction, the path of prev pointers needed by
dequeues, in an optimistic fashion using only stores (and no memory barriers).
This doubly-linked list may seem counter-intuitive given the extensive and com-
plex work of maintaining the doubly-linked lists of lock-free deque algorithms
using double-compare-and-swap operations [20]. However, we are able to store
and follow the optimistic prev pointers in a highly efficient manner.

If a prev pointer is found to be inconsistent, we run a fixList method
along the chain of next pointers which is guaranteed to be consistent. Since
prev pointers become inconsistent as a result of long delays, not as a result of
contention, the frequency of calls to fixList is low. The result is a FIFO queue
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Fig. 1. The single CAS dequeue and costly two CAS enqueue of the MS-Queue algo-
rithm
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Fig. 2. The Single CAS enqueue and dequeue of the new algorithm

based on a doubly-linked list where pointers in both directions are set using
simple stores, and both enqueues and dequeues require only a single successful
CAS operation to complete.

1.2 Optimistic Synchronization

Optimistically replacing CAS with loads/stores was first suggested by Moir et
al. [21] who show how one can replace the use of CAS with simple loads in
good executions, using CAS only if a bad execution is incurred. However, while
they show a general theoretical transformation, we show a practical example of a
highly concurrent data structure whose actual performance is enhanced by using
the optimistic approach.

Our optimistic approach joins several recent algorithms tailored to the good
executions while dealing with the bad ones in a more costly fashion. Among
these is the obstruction-freedom methodology of Herlihy et al. [22] and the lock-
elision approach by Rajwar and Goodman [23] that use backoff and locking
(respectively) to deal with bad cases resulting from contention. Our approach
is different in that inconsistencies occur because of long delays, not as a result
of contention. We use a special mechanism to fix these inconsistencies, and our
resulting algorithm is lock-free.

1.3 Performance

We compared our new lock-free queue algorithm to the most efficient lock-based
and lock-free dynamic memory queue implementations in the literature, the two-
lock-queue and lock-free MS-queue of Michael and Scott [14]. Our empirical re-
sults, presented in Section 4, show that the new algorithm performs consistently
better than the MS-queue. This improved performance is not surprising, as our
enqueues require fewer costly CAS operations, and as our benchmarks show,
generate significantly less failed CAS operations.

The new algorithm can use the same dynamic memory pool structure as the
MS-queue. It fits with memory recycling methods such as ROP [24] or SMR



[25], and it can be written in the JavaTM programming language without the
need for a memory pool or ABA-tags. We thus believe it can serve as a viable
practical alternative to the MS-queue.

2 The Algorithm in Detail

The efficiency of our new algorithm rests on implementing a queue using a
doubly-linked list, which, as we show, allows enqueues and dequeues to be per-
formed with a single CAS per operation. Our algorithm guarantees that this list
is always connected and ordered by the enqueue order in one direction. The other
direction is optimistic and may be inaccurate at various points of the execution,
but can be reconstructed to an accurate state when needed.

Our shared queue data structure (see Figure 3) consists of a head pointer,
a tail pointer, and nodes. Each node added to the queue contains a value, a
next pointer and a prev pointer. Initially, a node with a predefined dummy value,
hence forth called a dummy node, is created and both head and tail point to it.
During the execution, the tail always points to the last (youngest) node inserted
to the queue, and the head points to the first (oldest) node. When the queue
becomes empty, both head and tail point to a dummy node. Since our algorithm
uses CAS for synchronization, the ABA issue arises [14, 10]. In Section 2.1, we
describe the enqueue and dequeue operations ignoring ABA issues. The tagging
mechanism we added to overcome the ABA problem is explained in Section 3.
The code in this section includes this tagging mechanism. Initially, the tags of
the tail and head are zero. When a new node is created, the tags of the next

and prev pointers are initiated to a predefined null value.

struct pointer_t {

<ptr, tag>: <node_t *, unsigned integer>

};

struct node_t { struct queue_t {

data_type value; pointer_t tail;

pointer_t next; pointer_t head;

pointer_t prev; };

};

Fig. 3. The queue data structures

2.1 The Queue Operations

A FIFO queue supports two operations (or methods): enqueue and dequeue.
The enqueue operation inserts a value to the queue and the dequeue operation
deletes the oldest value in the queue.



The code of the enqueue method appears in Figure 4, and the code of the
dequeue method appears in Figure 5. To insert a value, the enqueue method
creates a new node that contains the value, and then tries to insert this node to
the queue. As seen in Figure 2, the enqueue reads the current tail of the queue,
and sets the new node’s next pointer to point to that same node. Then it tries
to atomically modify the tail to point to its new node using a CAS operation.
If the CAS succeeded, the new node was inserted into the queue. Otherwise the
enqueue retries.

void enqueue(queue_t* q, data_type val)

E01: pointer_t tail

E02: node_t* nd = new_node() # Allocate a new node

E03: nd->value = val # Set enqueued value

E04: while(TRUE){ # Do till success

E05: tail = q->tail # Read the tail

E06: nd->next = <tail.ptr, tail.tag+1> # Set node’s next ptr

E07: if CAS(&(q->tail), tail, <nd, tail.tag+1>){ # Try to CAS the tail

E08: (tail.ptr)->prev = <nd, tail.tag> # Success, write prev

E09: break # Enqueue done!

E10: }

E11: }

Fig. 4. The enqueue operation

To delete a node, a dequeue method reads the current head and tail of the
queue, and the prev pointer of the node pointed by the head. It then tries to
CAS the head to point to the node as that pointed by the prev pointer. If it
succeeded, then the node previously pointed by the head was deleted. If it failed,
it repeats the above steps. If the queue is empty then NULL is returned.

We now explain how we update the prev pointers of the nodes in a consistent
and lock-free manner, assuming there is no ABA problem. The prev pointers are
modified in two stages. The first stage is performed optimistically immediately
after the successful insertion of a new node. An enqueue method that succeeded
in atomically modifying the tail using a CAS, updates the prev pointer of the
node previously pointed by the tail to point to the new node. This is done
using a simple store operation. Once this write is completed, the prev pointer
points to its preceding node in the list. Thus the order of operations to perform
an enqueue is a write of the next in the new node, then a CAS of the tail, and
finally a write of the prev pointer of the node pointed to by the next pointer.
This ordering will prove crucial in guaranteeing the correctness of our algorithm.

Unfortunately, the storing of the prev pointer by an enqueue might be de-
layed for various reasons, and a dequeuing method might not see the necessary
prev pointer. The second stage is intended to fix this situation. In order to fix
the prev pointer, we use the fact that the next pointer of each node is set only by
the enqueue method that inserted that node, and never changes until the node



data_type dequeue(queue_t* q)

D01: pointer_t tail, head, firstNodePrev

D02: node_t* nd_dummy

D03: data_type val

D04: while(TRUE){ # Try till success or empty

D05: head = q->head # Read the head

D06: tail = q->tail # Read the tail

D07: firstNodePrev = (head.ptr)->prev # Read first node prev

D08: val = (head.ptr)->value # Read first node val

D09: if (head == q->head){ # Check consistency

D10: if (val != dummy_val){ # Head val is dummy?

D11: if (tail != head){ # More than 1 node?

D12: if (firstNodePrev.tag != head.tag){ # Tags not equal?

D13: fixList(q, tail, head) # Call fixList

D14: continue # Re-iterate (D04)

D15: }

D16: }

D17: else{ # Last node in queue

D18: nd_dummy = new_node() # Create a new node

D19: nd_dummy->value = dummy_val # Set it’s val to dummy

D20: nd_dummy->next = <tail.ptr, tail.tag+1> # Set its next ptr

D21: if CAS(&(q->tail), tail ,<nd_dummy, tail.tag+1>){# CAS tail

D22: (head.ptr).prev = <nd_dummy, tail.tag> # Write prev

D23: }

D24: else{ # CAS failed

D25: free(nd_dummy) # free nd_dummy

D26: }

D27: continue; # Re-iterate (D04)

D28: }

D29: if CAS(&(q->head), head, <firstNodePrev.ptr,head.tag+1>){# CAS

D30: free (head.ptr) # Free the dequeued node

D31: return val # Dequeue done!

D32: }

D33: }

D34: else { # Head points to dummy

D35: if (tail.ptr == head.ptr){ # Tail points to dummy?

D36: return NULL; # Empty queue, done!

D37: }

D38: else{ # Need to skip dummy

D39: if (firstNodePrev.tag != head.tag){ # Tags not equal?

D40: fixList(q, tail, head); # Call fixList

D41: continue; # Re-iterate (D04)

D42: }

D43: CAS(&(q->head),head,<firstNodePrev.ptr,head.tag+1>)#Skip dummy

D44: }

D45: }

D46: }

D47: }

Fig. 5. The dequeue operation



is dequeued. Thus, if ABA problems resulting from node recycling are ignored,
this order is invariant. The fixing mechanism walks through the entire list from
the tail to the head along the chain of next pointers, and corrects the prev

pointers accordingly. Figure 7 provides the code of the fixList procedure. As
can be seen, the fixing mechanism requires only simple load and store operations.

There are two special cases we need to take care of: when the last node is
being deleted and when the the dummy node needs to be skipped.

– The situation in which there is only one node in the queue is encountered
when the tail and head point to the same node, which is not a dummy node.
Deleting this node requires three steps and two CAS operations, as seen in
Figure 6 Part A. First, a new node with a dummy value is created, and its
next pointer is set to point to the last node. Second, the tail is atomically
modified using a CAS to point to this dummy node, and then, the head is
atomically modified using a CAS to also point to this dummy node. The
intermediate state in which the tail points to a dummy node and the head

points to another node is special, and occurs only in the above situation.
This sequence of operations ensures that the algorithm is not blocked even
if a dequeue method modified the tail to point to a dummy node and then
stopped. We can detect the situation in which the tail points to a dummy

node and the head does not, and continue the execution of the dequeue

method. In addition, enqueuing methods can continue to insert new nodes
to the queue, even in the intermediate state.

– In our algorithm, a dummy node is a special node with a dummy value. It
is created and inserted to the queue when it becomes empty as explained
above. Since a dummy node does not contain a real value, it must be skipped
when nodes are deleted from the queue. The steps for skipping a dummy node
are similar to those of a regular dequeue, except that no value is returned.
When a dequeue method identifies that the head points to a dummy node
and the tail does not, as in Figure 6 Part B, it modifies the head using a
CAS to point to the node pointed by the prev pointer of this dummy node.
Then it can continue to dequeue nodes.
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Fig. 6. A - A dequeue of the last node, B - Skipping the dummy node



F01:void fixList(queue_t* q, pointer_t tail, pointer_t head)

F02: pointer_t curNode , curNodeNext, nextNodePrev

F03: curNode = tail # Set curNode to tail

F04: while((head == q->head) && (curNode != head)){ # While not at head

F05: curNodeNext = (curNode.ptr)->next # Read curNode next

F06: if (curNodeNext.tag != curNode.tag){ # Tags don’t equal?

F07: return; # ABA, return!

F08: }

F09: nextNodePrev = (curNodeNext.ptr)->prev # Read next node prev

F10: if (nextNodePrev != <curNode.ptr, curNode.tag-1>){#Ptr don’t equal?

F11: (curNodeNext.ptr)->prev = <curNode.ptr, curNode.tag-1>; # Fix

F12: }

F13: curNode = <curNodeNext.ptr, curNode.tag-1> # Advance curNode

F14: }

Fig. 7. The fixList procedure

3 Solving the ABA Problem

An ABA situation [10, 14] can occur when a process read some part of the shared
memory in a given state and then was suspended for a while. When it wakes
up the part it read could be in an identical state, however many insertions
and deletions could have happened in the interim. The process may incorrectly
succeed in performing a CAS operation, bringing the data structure to an incon-
sistent state. To identify such situation and eliminate ABA, we use the standard
tagging-mechanism approach [26, 14].

In the tagging-mechanism, each pointer (tail, head, next, and prev) is
added a tag. The tags of the tail and head are initiated to zero. When a new
node is created, the next and prev tags are initiated to a predefined null value.
The tag of each pointer is atomically modified with the pointer itself when a
CAS operation is performed on the pointer.

Each time the tail or head is modified, its tag is incremented, also in the
special cases of deleting the last node and skipping the dummy node. If the head

and tail point to the same node, their tags must be equal. Assume that an
enqueue method executed by a process P read that the tail points to node A
and then was suspended. By the time it woke up, A was deleted, B was inserted
and A was inserted again. The tag attached to the tail pointing to A will now
be different (incremented twice) from the tag originally read by P. Hence P’s
enqueue will fail when attempting to CAS the tail.

The ABA problem can also occur while modifying the prev pointers. The
tag of the next pointer is set by the enqueuing process to equal the tag of
the new tail it tries to CAS. The tag of the prev pointer is set to equal the
tag of the next pointer in the same node. Thus consecutive nodes in the queue
have consecutive tags in the next and prev pointers. Assume that an enqueue

method executed by process P inserted a node to the queue, and stopped before



it modified the prev pointer of the consecutive node A (see Section 2.1). Then
A was deleted and inserted again. When P woke up, it wrote its pointer and the
tag to the prev pointer of A. Though the pointer is incorrect, the tag indicates
this since it is smaller than the one expected. A dequeue method verifies that
the tag of the prev pointer of the node it is deleting equals the tag of the head

pointer it read. If the tags are different, it concludes that an ABA problem
occurred, and calls a method to fix the prev pointer.

The fixing of the prev pointer after it was corrupted by an ABA situation is
performed in the fixList procedure (Figure 7), in combination with the second
stage of modifying the prev pointers, as explained in Section 2.1. In addition to
using the fact that the next pointers are set locally by the enqueue method and
never change, we use the fact that consecutive nodes must have consecutive tags
attached to the next and prev pointers. The fixing mechanism walks through
the entire list from the tail to the head along the next pointers of the nodes,
correcting prev pointers if their tags are not consistent.

Finally we note that in garbage-collected languages such as the JavaTM pro-
gramming language, ABA does not occur and the tags are not needed. When
creating a new instance of a node, its prev pointer is set to NULL. Based on this,
the fixing mechanism is invoked if the prev pointer points to NULL (instead of
checking that the tags are equal). In this way we can detect the case in which
an enqueue did not succeed in its optimistic update of the prev pointer of the
consecutive node,and fix the list according to the next pointers.

4 Performance

We evaluated the performance of our FIFO queue algorithm relative to other
known methods by running a collection of synthetic benchmarks on a 16 pro-
cessor Sun EnterpriseTM 6500, an SMP machine formed from 8 boards of two
400MHz UltraSparcr processors, connected by a crossbar UPA switch, and run-
ning a SolarisTM 9 operating system. Our C code was compiled by a Sun cc

compiler 5.3, with flags -xO5 -xarch=v8plusa.

4.1 The Benchmarks

We compare our algorithm to the two-lock queue and to MS-queue of Michael
and Scott [14]. We believe these algorithms to be the most efficient known lock-
based and lock-free dynamic-memory queue algorithms in the literature. We used
Michael and Scott’s code (referenced in [14]).

The original Michael and Scott paper [14] showed only an enqueue-dequeue

pairs benchmark where a process repeatedly alternated between enqueuing and
dequeuing. This tests a rather limited type of behavior. In order to simulate ad-
ditional patterns, we implemented an internal memory management mechanism.
As in Micheal and Scott’s benchmark, we use an array of nodes that are allocated
in advance. Each process has its own pool with an equal share of these nodes.
Each process performs a series of enqueues on its pool of nodes and dequeues



from the queue. A dequeued node is placed in dequeuing process pool for reuse.
If there are no more nodes in its local pool, a process must first dequeue at
least one node, and can then continue to enqueue. Similarly, a process cannot
dequeue nodes if its pool is full. To guarantee fairness, we used the same mech-
anism for all the algorithms. We tested several benchmarks of which two are
presented here:

– enqueue-dequeue pairs: each process alternately performed enqueue or dequeue
operation.

– 50% enqueues: each process chooses uniformly at random whether to perform
an enqueue or a dequeue, creating a random pattern of 50% enqueue and
50% dequeue operations.

4.2 The Experiments

We repeated the above benchmarks delaying each process a random amount of
time between operations to mimic local work usually performed by processes (in
the range of 0 to 1000 increment operations in a loop).

We measured latency (in milliseconds) as a function of the number of pro-
cesses: the amount of time that elapsed until the completion of a total of a million
operations divided equally among processes. To counteract transient startup ef-
fects, we synchronized the start of the processes (i.e., no process can start before
all others finished their initialization phase).

We pre-tested the algorithms on the given benchmarks by running hundreds
of combinations of exponential backoff delays. The results we present were taken
from the best combination of backoff values for each algorithm in each benchmark
(although we found, similarly to Michael and Scott, that the exact choice of
backoff did not cause a significant change in performance). Each of the presented
data points in our graphs is the average of eight runs.

4.3 Empirical Results

As can be seen in Figure 8, the new algorithm consistently outperforms the
MS-queue in both the 50% and the enqueue-dequeue pairs benchmarks when
there are more than two processes. From the enqueue-dequeue pairs benchmark
one can also see that the lock-based algorithm is consistently worst than the
lock-free algorithms, and deteriorates when there is multiprogramming, that is,
when there are 32 processes on 16 processors. Hence, in the rest of this section,
we concentrate on the performance of the MS-queue and our new algorithm.

Figure 8 shows that the results in both enqueue-dequeue pairs and 50% en-
queues benchmarks were very similar, except in the case of one or two processes.
To explain this, let us consider the overhead of an empty queue, the number of
calls to the fixList procedure as it appears in the left side of Figure 9, and the
number failed CAS operations as it appears in the right side of Figure 9.
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Fig. 9. The number of failed CASs and calls to fixList

– As described in Section 2.1 (see also Figure 6), additional successful CASs
are required by the new algorithm when the queue becomes empty. As the
number of concurrent processes increases, their scheduling causes the queue
to become empty less frequently, thus incurring less of the overhead of an
empty queue. A benchmark which we do not present here shows that this
phenomena can be eliminated if the enqueue-dequeue pairs benchmark is
initiated with a non-empty queue. In the 50% enqueues benchmark, due to
its random characteristics, the overhead of an empty queue is eliminated
even in low concurrency levels.

– Overall, there were a negligible number of calls to fixlist in both bench-
marks, no more than 450 calls for a million operations. This makes a strong
argument in favor of the optimistic approach.
Recall that the fixList procedure is called when a process tries to dequeue

a node before the enqueuing process completed the optimistic update of the
prev pointer of the consecutive node. This happens more frequently in the
enqueue-dequeue pairs benchmark due to its alternating nature. In the 50%
enqueues benchmark, due to its more random patterns, there are almost no
calls to fixList when the concurrency level is low, and about 85 when there
are 32 processes.



– The righthanded side of Figure 9 shows the number of failed CAS operations
in the enqueue and dequeue methods. These numbers expose one of the key
performance benefits of the new algorithm. Though the number of failed
CASs in the dequeue operations in both algorithms is approximately the
same, the number of failed CASes in the enqueue of MS-queue is about 20 to
40 times greater than in our new algorithm. This is a result of the additional
CAS operation required by MS-queue’s enqueue method, and is the main
advantage allowed by our new optimistic doubly-linked list structure.

We conclude that in our tested benchmarks, our new algorithm outperforms
the MS-queue. The MS-queue’s latency is increased by the failed CASs in the
enqueue operation, while the latency of our new algorithm is influenced by the
additional CASs when the queue is empty. We note again that in our presented
benchmarks we did not add initial nodes to soften the effect of encountering an
empty queue.

5 Correctness Proof

This section contains a sketch of the formal proof that our algorithm has the
desired properties of a concurrent FIFO queue. A sequential FIFO queue as
defined in [27] is a data structure that supports two operations: enqueue and
dequeue. The enqueue operation takes a value as an argument, inserts it to the
queue, and does not return a value. The dequeue operation does not take an
argument, deletes and returns the oldest value from the queue.

We prove that our concurrent queue is linearizable to the sequential FIFO
queue, and that it is lock-free. We treat basic read/write (load/store) and CAS
operations as atomic actions, and can thus take the standard approach of viewing
them as if they occurred one after the other in sequence [28].

In the following we explain the FIFO queue semantics and define the lin-
earization points for each enqueue and dequeue operation. We then define the
insertion order of elements to the queue. The correctness proof and the lock
freedom property proof are only briefly described out of space limitations.

5.1 Correct FIFO Queue Semantics

The queue in our implementation is represented by a head and a tail pointers,
and uses a dummy node. Each node in the queue contains a value, a next pointer
and a prev pointer. All pointers, head, tail, next and prev, are attached with
a tag. Initially, all tags are zero and the head and tail point to the dummy node.

The Compare-And-Swap (CAS) operation used in our algorithm takes a reg-
ister, an old value, and a new value. If the register’s current content equals old,
then it is replaced by new, otherwise the register remains unchanged [29]. A
successful CAS operation is an operation that modified the register.

The successfulness of the enqueue and dequeue operations depends on the
successfulness of CAS operations performed in the execution. For any process,



the enqueue operation is always successful. The operation ends when a process
successfully performed the CAS operation in line E07. A successful dequeue

operation is one that successfully performed the CAS in D22. If the queue is
empty, the dequeue operation is considered unsuccessful and it returns null.

Definition 1. The linearization points of enqueue and dequeue operations are:

– Enqueue operations are linearized at the successful CAS in line E07.
– Successful dequeue operations are linearized at the successful CAS in line

D29.
– Unsuccessful dequeue operations are linearized in line D06.

Definition 2. In any state of the queue, the insertion order of nodes to the

queue is the reverse order of the nodes starting from the tail, linked by the next

pointers, to the head.

If the dummy node is linked before the head is reached, then the insertion order

is the same from the tail to the dummy node, the dummy node is excluded, and

the node pointed by the head is attached instead of the dummy node. If the head

points to the dummy node then the dummy node is excluded.

5.2 The Proof Structure

In the full paper we show that the insertion order is consistent with the lin-
earization order on the enqueue operations. We do that by showing that the
next pointer of a linearized enqueue operation always points to the node in-
serted by the previous linearized enqueue operation, and that the next pointers
never change during the execution. We then show that the correctness of the
prev pointers can be verified using the tags, and fixed if needed by the fixList
procedure. We also prove that in any state of the queue there is at most one
node with a dummy value in the queue, and that the queue is empty if both
head and tail point to a dummy node.

To finish the proof we show that the deletion order of nodes from the queue
is consistent with the insertion order. This is done by proving that we can detect
the case in which the optimistic update of the prev pointer did not occur (and
also the case of an ABA situation) and fix it using the tags and the fixList

procedure. We then show that when a dequeue operation takes place, the prev

pointer of the node pointed by the head, always point to the consecutive node
as dictated by the next pointers.

From the above we can conclude that our concurrent implementation imple-
ments a FIFO queue.

5.3 Lock Freedom

In order to prove that our algorithm is lock-free we need to show that if one
process fails in executing an enqueue or dequeue operation, then another pro-
cess have modified the tail or the head, and thus the system as whole made
progress. We also need to show that the fixList procedure eventually ends.
These properties are fairly easy to conclude from the code.



5.4 Complexity

It can be seen from the code that each enqueue and dequeue operation takes a
constant number of steps in the uncontended case. The fixList procedure, in
a specific state of the queue, requires all the running dequeue processes to go
over all the nodes in the queue in order to fix the list. However, once this part
of the queue is fixed, when ABA does not occur, all the nodes in this part can
be dequeued without the need to fix the list again.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we presented a new dynamic-memory lock-free FIFO queue. Our
queue is based on an optimistic assumption of good ordering of operations in the
common case, and on the ability to fix the data structure if needed. It requires
only one CAS operation for each enqueue and dequeue operation and performs
constantly better than the MS-queue. We believe that our new algorithm can
serve as a viable alternative to the MS-queue for implementing linearizable FIFO
queues.
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Abstract

In multiprogrammed systems, synchronization often turns out to be a performance bottleneck
and the source of poor fault-tolerance. Wait-free and lock-free algorithms can do without
locking mechanisms, and therefore do not suffer from these problems. We present an efficient
almost wait-free algorithm for parallel accessible hashtables, which promises more robust
performance and reliability than conventional lock-based implementations. Our solution is as
efficient as sequential hashtables. It can easily be implemented using C-like languages and
requires on average only constant time for insertion, deletion or accessing of elements. Apart
from that, our new algorithm allows the hashtables to grow and shrink dynamically when
needed.

A true problem of lock-free algorithms is that they are hard to design correctly, even when
apparently straightforward. Ensuring the correctness of the design at the earliest possible
stage is a major challenge in any responsible system development. Our algorithm contains
81 atomic statements. In view of the complexity of the algorithm and its correctness prop-
erties, we turned to the interactive theorem prover PVS for mechanical support. We employ
standard deductive verification techniques to prove around 200 invariance properties of our
almost wait-free algorithm, and describe how this is achieved using the theorem prover PVS.

CR Subject Classification (1991): D.1 Programming techniques
AMS Subject Classification (1991): 68Q22 Distributed algorithms, 68P20 Information storage
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Keywords & Phrases: Hashtables, Distributed algorithms, Lock-free, Wait-free

1 Introduction

We are interested in efficient, reliable, parallel algorithms. The classical synchronization paradigms
are not most suited for this, because synchronization often turns out a performance bottleneck,
and failure of a single process can force all other processes to come to a halt. Therefore, wait-free,
lock-free, or synchronization-free algorithms are of interest [11, 19, 13].

An algorithm is wait-free when each process can accomplish its task in a finite number of
steps, independently of the activity and speed of other processes. An algorithm is lock-free when
it guarantees that within a finite number of steps always some process will complete its tasks, even
if other processes halt. An algorithm is synchronization-free when it does not contain synchroniza-
tion primitives. The difference between wait-free and lock-free is that a lock-free process can be
arbitrarily delayed by other processes that repeatedly start and accomplish tasks. The difference
between synchronization-free and lock-free is that in a synchronization-free algorithm processes
may delay each other arbitrarily, without getting closer to accomplishing their respective tasks.
As we present a lock-free algorithm, we only speak about lock-freedom below, but most applies to
wait-freedom or synchronization-freedom as well.

Since the processes in a lock-free algorithm run rather independently of each other, lock-free
algorithms scale up well when there are more processes. Processors can finish their tasks on their
own, without being blocked, and generally even without being delayed by other processes. So,
there is no need to wait for slow or overloaded processors. In fact, when there are processors of
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differing speeds, or under different loads, a lock-free algorithm will generally distribute common
tasks over all processors, such that it is finished as quickly as possible.

As argued in [13], another strong argument for lock-free algorithms is reliability. A lock-free
algorithm will carry out its task even when all but one processor stops working. Without problem
it can stand any pattern of processors being switched off and on again. The only noticeable effect
of failing processors is that common tasks will be carried out somewhat slower, and the failing
processor may have claimed resources, such as memory, that it can not relinquish anymore.

For many algorithms the penalty to be paid is minor; setting some extra control variables, or us-
ing a few extra pointer indirections suffices. Sometimes, however, the time and space complexities
of a lock-free algorithm is substantially higher than its sequential, or ‘synchronized’ counterpart
[7]. Furthermore, some machine architectures are not very capable of handling shared variables,
and do not offer compare-and-swap or test-and-set instructions necessary to implement lock-free
algorithms.

Hashtables are very commonly in use to efficiently store huge but sparsely filled tables. As
far as we know, no wait- or lock-free algorithm for hashtables has ever been proposed. There are
very general solutions for wait-free addresses in general [1, 2, 6, 9, 10], but these are not efficient.
Furthermore, there exist wait-free algorithms for different domains, such as linked lists [19], queues
[20] and memory management [8, 11]. In this paper we present an almost wait-free algorithm for
hashtables. Strictly speaking, the algorithm is only lock-free, but wait-freedom is only violated
when a hashtable is resized, which is a relatively rare operation. We allow fully parallel insertion,
deletion and finding of elements. As a correctness notion, we take that the operations behave
the same as for ‘ordinary’ hashtables, under some arbitrary serialization of these operations. So,
if a find is carried out strictly after an insert, the inserted element is found. If insert and find
are carried out at the same time, it may be that find takes place before insertion, and it is not
determined whether an element will be returned.

An important feature of our hashtable is that it can dynamically grow and shrink when needed.
This requires subtle provisions, which can be best understood by considering the following scenar-
ios. Suppose that process A is about to (slowly) insert an element in a hashtable H1. Before this
happens, however, a fast process B has resized the hashtable by making a new hashtable H2, and
has copied the content from H1 to H2. If (and only if) process B did not copy the insertion of A,
A must be informed to move to the new hashtable, and carry out the insertion there. Suppose a
process C comes into play also copying the content from H1 to H2. This must be possible, since
otherwise B can stop copying, blocking all operations of other processes on the hashtable, and
thus violating the lock-free nature of the algorithm. Now the value inserted by A can but need not
be copied by both B and/or C. This can be made more complex by a process D that attempts
to replace H2 by H3. Still, the value inserted by A should show up exactly once in the hashtable,
and it is clear that processes should carefully keep each other informed about their activities on
the tables.

A true problem of lock-free algorithms is that they are hard to design correctly, which even
holds for apparently straightforward algorithms. Whereas human imagination generally suffices to
deal with all possibilities of sequential processes or synchronized parallel processes, this appears
impossible (at least to us) for lock-free algorithms. The only technique that we see fit for any but
the simplest lock-free algorithms is to prove the correctness of the algorithm very precisely, and
to double check this using a proof checker or theorem prover.

Our algorithm contains 81 atomic statements. The structure of our algorithm and its correct-
ness properties, as well as the complexity of reasoning about them, makes neither automatic nor
manual verification feasible. We have therefore chosen the higher-order interactive theorem prover
PVS [3, 18] for mechanical support. PVS has a convenient specification language and contains a
proof checker which allows users to construct proofs interactively, to automatically execute trivial
proofs, and to check these proofs mechanically.

Our solution is as efficient as sequential hashtables. It requires on average only constant time
for insertion, deletion or accessing of elements.
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Overview of the paper

Section 2 contains the description of the hashtable interface offered to the users. The algorithm
is presented in Section 3. Section 4 contains a description of the proof of the safety properties of
the algorithm: functional correctness, atomicity, and absence of memory loss. This proof is based
on a list of around 200 invariants, presented in Appendix A, while the relationships between the
invariants are given by a dependency graph in Appendix B. Progress of the algorithm is proved
informally in Section 5. Conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2 The interface

The aim is to construct a hashtable that can be accessed simultaneously by different processes in
such a way that no process can passively block another process’ access to the table.

A hashtable is an implementation of (partial) functions between two domains, here called
Address and Value. The hashtable thus implements a modifiable shared variable X ∈ Address →
Value. The domains Address and Value both contain special default elements 0 ∈ Address and
null ∈ Value. An equality X(a) = null means that no value is currently associated with the
address a. In particular, since we never store a value for the address 0, we impose the invariant

X(0) = null .

We use open addressing to keep all elements within the table. For the implementation of the
hashtables we require that from every value the address it corresponds to is derivable. We therefore
assume that some function ADR ∈ Value → Address is given with the property that

Ax1: v = null ≡ ADR(v) = 0

Indeed, we need null as the value corresponding to the undefined addresses and use address 0 as
the (only) address associated with the value null. We thus require the hashtable to satisfy the
invariant

X(a) 6= null ⇒ ADR(X(a)) = a .

Note that the existence of ADR is not a real restriction since one can choose to store the pair (a, v)
instead of v. When a can be derived from v, it is preferable to store v, since that saves memory.

There are four principle operations: find, delete, insert and assign. The first one is to find the
value currently associated with a given address. This operation yields null if the address has no
associated value. The second operation is to delete the value currently associated with a given
address. It fails if the address was empty, i.e. X(a) = null. The third operation is to insert a new
value for a given address, provided the address was empty. So, note that at least one out of two
consecutive inserts for address a must fail, except when there is a delete for address a in between
them. The operation assign does the same as insert, except that it rewrites the value even if the
associated address is not empty. Moreover, assign never fails.

We assume that there is a bounded number of processes that may need to interact with the
hashtable. Each process is characterized by the sequence of operations

( getAccess ; (find + delete + insert + assign)∗ ; releaseAccess)ω

A process that needs to access the table, first calls the procedure getAccess to get the current
hashtable pointer. It may then invoke the procedures find, delete, insert, and assign repeatedly,
in an arbitrary, serial manner. A process that has access to the table can call releaseAccess to
log out. The processes may call these procedures concurrently. The only restriction is that every
process can do at most one invocation at a time.

The basic correctness conditions for concurrent systems are functional correctness and atom-
icity, say in the sense of [16], Chapter 13. Functional correctness is expressed by prescribing how
the procedures find, insert, delete, assign affect the value of the abstract mapping X. Atomicity is
expressed by the condition that the modification of X is executed atomically at some time between
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the invocation of the routine and its response. Each of these procedures has the precondition that
the calling process has access to the table. In this specification, we use auxiliary private variables
declared locally in the usual way. We give them the suffix S to indicate that the routines below are
the specifications of the procedures. We use angular brackets 〈 and 〉 to indicate atomic execution
of the enclosed command.

proc findS(a : Address \ {0}) : Value =
local rS : Value;

(fS) 〈 rS := X(a) 〉;
return rS.

proc deleteS(a : Address \ {0}) : Bool =
local sucS : Bool;

(dS) 〈 sucS := (X[a] 6= null) ;
if sucS then X[a] := null end 〉 ;

return sucS.

proc insertS(v : Value \ {null}) : Bool =
local sucS : Bool ; a : Address := ADR(v) ;

(iS) 〈 sucS := (X[a] = null) ;
if sucS then X[a] := v end 〉 ;

return sucS.

proc assignS(v : Value \ {null}) =
local a : Address := ADR(v) ;

(aS) 〈 X[a] := v 〉 ;
end.

Note that, in all cases, we require that the body of the procedure is executed atomically at some
moment between the beginning and the end of the call, but that this moment need not coincide
with the beginning or end of the call. This is the reason that we do not (e.g.) specify find by the
single line return X(a).

Due to the parallel nature of our system we cannot use pre and postconditions to specify it.
For example, it may happen that insert(v) returns true while X(ADR(v)) = null since another
process deletes ADR(v) between the execution of (iS) and the response of insert.

We prove partial correctness by extending the implementation with the auxiliary variables and
commands used in the specification. So, we regard X as a shared auxiliary variable and rS and
sucS as private auxiliary variables; we augment the implementations of find, delete, insert, assign
with the atomic commands (fS), (dS), (iS), (aS), respectively. We prove that the implementation
of the procedure below executes its atomic specification command always precisely once and that
the resulting value r or suc of the implementation equals the resulting value rS or sucS in the
specification above. It follows that, by removing the implementation variables from the combined
program, we obtain the specification. This removal may eliminate many atomic steps of the
implementation. This is known as removal of stutterings in TLA [14] or abstraction from τ steps
in process algebras.

3 The algorithm

An implementation consists of P processes along with a set of variables, for P ≥ 1. Each process,
numbered from 1 up to P , is a sequential program comprised of atomic statements. Actions on
private variables can be added to an atomic statement, but all actions on shared variables must
be separated into atomic accesses. Since auxiliary variables are only used to facilitate the proof of
correctness, they can be assumed to be touched instantaneously without violation of the atomicity
restriction.
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3.1 Hashing

We implement function X via hashing with open addressing, cf. [15, 21]. We do not use direct
chaining, where colliding entries are stored in a secondary list, because maintaining these lists
in a lock-free manner is tedious [19], and expensive when done wait-free. A disadvantage of
open addressing with deletion of elements is that the contents of the hashtable must regularly be
refreshed by copying the non-deleted elements to a new hashtable. As we wanted to be able to
resize the hashtables anyhow, we consider this less of a burden.

In principle, hashing is a way to store address-value pairs in an array (hashtable) with a length
much smaller than the number of potential addresses. The indices of the array are determined
by a hash function. In case the hash function maps two addresses to the same index in the array
there must be some method to determine an alternative index. The question how to choose a
good hash function and how to find alternative locations in the case of open addressing is treated
extensively elsewhere, e.g. [15].

For our purposes it is convenient to combine these two roles in one abstract function key given
by:

key(a : Address, l : Nat, n : Nat) : Nat ,

where l is the length of the array (hashtable), that satisfies

Ax2: 0 ≤ key(a, l, n) < l

for all a, l, and n. The number n serves to obtain alternative locations in case of collisions: when
there is a collision, we re-hash until an empty “slot” (i.e. null) or the same address in the table
is found. The approach with a third argument n is unusual but very general. It is more usual to
have a function Key dependent on a and l, and use a second function Inc, which may depend on
a and l, to use in case of collisions. Then our function key is obtained recursively by

key(a, l, 0) = Key(a, l) and key(a, l, n+ 1) = Inc(a, l, key(a, l, n)) .

We require that, for any address a and any number l, the first l keys are all different, as expressed
in

Ax3: 0 ≤ k < m < l ⇒ key(a, l, k) 6= key(a, l,m) .

3.2 Tagging of values

In hashtables with open addressing a deleted value cannot be replaced by null since null signals
the end of the search. Therefore, such a replacement would invalidate searches for other values.
Instead, we introduce an additional “value” del to replace deleted values.

Since we want the values in the hashtable to migrate to a bigger table when the first table
becomes full, we need to tag values that are being migrated. We cannot simply remove such a
value from the old table, since the migrating process may stop functioning during the migration.
Therefore, a value being copied must be tagged in such a way that it is still recognizable. This is
done by the function old. We thus introduce an extended domain of values to be called EValue,
which is defined as follows:

EValue = {del} ∪Value ∪ {old(v) | v ∈ Value}

We furthermore assume the existence of functions val : EValue → Value and oldp : EValue → Bool
that satisfy, for all v ∈ Value:

val(v) = v
val(del) = null
val(old(v)) = v
oldp(v) = false
oldp(del) = false
oldp(old(v)) = true
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Note that the old tag can easily be implemented by designating one special bit in the representation
of Value. In the sequel we write done for old(null). Moreover, we extend the function ADR to
domain EValue by ADR(v) = ADR(val(v)).

3.3 Data structure

A Hashtable is either ⊥, indicating the absence of a hashtable, or it has the following structure:

size : Nat;
occ : Nat;
dels : Nat;
bound : Nat;
table : array 0 . . size-1 of EValue.

The field size indicates the size of the hashtable, bound the maximal number of places that can
be occupied before refreshing the table. Both are set when creating the table and remain constant.
The variable occ gives the number of occupied positions in the table, while the variable dels gives
the number of deleted positions. If h is a pointer to a hashtable, we write h.size, h.occ, h.dels
and h.bound to access these fields of the hashtable. We write h.table[i] to access the ith EValue
in the table.

Apart from the current hashtable, which is the main representative of the variable X, we have
to deal with old hashtables, which were in use before the current one, and new hashtables, which
can be created after the current one.

We now introduce data structures that are used by the processes to find and operate on the
hashtable and allow to delete hashtables that are not used anymore. The basic idea is to count
the number of processes that are using a hashtable, by means of a counter busy. The hashtable
can be thrown away when busy is set to 0. An important observation is that busy cannot be
stored as part of the hashtable, in the same way as the variables size, occ and bound above. The
reason for this is that a process can attempt to access the current hashtable by increasing its busy
counter. However, just before it wants to write the new value for busy it falls asleep. When the
process wakes up the hashtable might have been deleted and the process would be writing at a
random place in memory.

This forces us to use separate arrays H and busy to store the pointers to hashtables and the
busy counters. There can be 2P hashtables around, because each process can simultaneously be
accessing one hashtable and attempting to create a second one. The arrays below are shared
variables.

H : array 1 . . 2P of pointer to Hashtable ;
busy : array 1 . . 2P of Nat ;
prot : array 1 . . 2P of Nat ;
next : array 1 . . 2P of 0 . . 2P .

As indicated, we also need arrays prot and next. The variable next[i] points to the next hashtable
to which the contents of hashtable H[i] is being copied. If next[i] equals 0, this means that there
is no next hashtable. The variable prot[i] is used to guard the variables busy[i], next[i] and H[i]
against being reused for a new table, before all processes have discarded these.

We use a shared variable currInd to hold the index of the currently valid hashtable:

currInd : 1 . . 2P .

Note however that after a process copies currInd to its local memory, other processes may create
a new hashtable and change currInd to point to that one.
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3.4 Primary procedures

We first provide the code for the primary procedures, which match directly with the procedures
in the interface. Every process has a private variable

index : 1 . . 2P ;

containing what it regards as the currently active hashtable. At entry of each primary procedure,
it must be the case that the variable H[index] contains valid information. In section 3.5, we provide
procedure getAccess with the main purpose to guarantee this property. When getAccess has been
called, the system is obliged to keep the hashtable at index stored in memory, even if there are
no accesses to the hashtable using any of the primary procedures. A procedure releaseAccess is
provided to release resources, and it should be called whenever the process will not access the
hashtable for some time.

3.4.1 Syntax

We use a syntax analogous to Modula-3 [5]. We use := for the assignment. We use the C–
operations ++ and -- for atomic increments and decrements. The semicolon is a separator, not a
terminator. The basic control mechanisms are

loop .. end is an infinite loop, terminated by exit or return
while .. do .. end and repeat .. until .. are ordinary repetitions
if .. then .. {elsif ..} [else ..] end is the conditional
case .. end is a case statement.

Types are slanted and start with a capital. Shared variables and shared data elements are in
typewriter font. Private variables are slanted or in math italic.

3.4.2 The main loop

We model the clients of the hashtable in the following loop. Note that this is not an essential part
of the algorithm, but it is needed in the PVS description, and therefore provided here.

loop
0: getAccess() ;

loop
1: choose call; case call of

(f, a) with a 6= 0 → find(a)
(d, a) with a 6= 0 → delete(a)
(i, v) with v 6= null → insert(v)
(a, v) with v 6= null → assign(v)
(r) → releaseAccess(index); exit

end
end

end

The main loop shows that each process repeatedly invokes its four principle operations with correct
arguments in an arbitrary, serial manner. Procedure getAccess has to provide the client with a
protected value for index. Procedure releaseAccess releases this value and its protection. Note
that exit means a jump out of the inner loop.

3.4.3 Find

Finding an address in a hashtable with open addressing requires a linear search over the possible
hash keys until the address or an empty slot is found. The kernel of procedure find is therefore:
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n := 0 ;
repeat r := h.table[key(a, l, n)] ; n++ ;
until r = null ∨ a = ADR(r) ;

The main complication is that the process has to join the migration activity by calling refresh
when it encounters an entry done (i.e. old(null)).

Apart from a number of special commands, we group statements such that at most one shared
variable is accessed and label these ‘atomic’ statements with a number. The labels are chosen
identical to the labels in the PVS code, and therefore not completely consecutive.

In every execution step, one of the processes proceeds from one label to a next one. The steps
are thus treated as atomic. The atomicity of steps that refer to shared variables more than once
is emphasized by enclosing them in angular brackets. Since procedure calls only modify private
control data, procedure headers are not always numbered themselves, but their bodies usually
have numbered atomic statements.

proc find(a : Address \ {0}) : Value =
local r : EValue ; n, l : Nat ; h : pointer to Hashtable ;

5: h := H[index] ; n := 0 ; {cnt := 0} ;
6: l := h.size ;

repeat
7: 〈 r := h.table[key(a, l, n)] ;

{ if r = null ∨ a = ADR(r) then cnt++ ; (fS) end } 〉 ;
8: if r = done then

refresh() ;
10: h := H[index] ; n := 0 ;
11: l := h.size ;

else n++ end ;
13: until r = null ∨ a = ADR(r) ;
14: return val(r) .

In order to prove correctness, we add between braces instructions that only modify auxiliary
variables, like the specification variables X and rS and other auxiliary variables to be introduced
later. The part between braces is comment for the implementation, it only serves in the proof
of correctness. The private auxiliary variable cnt of type Nat counts the number of times (fS) is
executed and serves to prove that (fS) is executed precisely once in every call of find.

This procedure matches the code of an ordinary find in a hashtable with open addressing,
except for the code at the condition r = done. This code is needed for the case that the value r
is being copied, in which case the new table must be located. Locating the new table is carried
out by the procedure refresh, which is discussed in Section 3.5. In line 7, the accessed hashtable
should be valid (see invariants fi4 and He4 in Appendix A). After refresh the local variables n,
h and l must be reset, to restart the search in the new hashtable. If the procedure terminates,
the specifying atomic command (fS) has been executed precisely once (see invariant Cn1) and the
return values of the specification and the implementation are equal (see invariant Co1). If the
operation succeeds, the return value must be a valid entry currently associated with the given
address in the current hashtable. It is not evident but it has been proved that the linear search of
the process executing find cannot be violated by other processes, i.e. no other process can delete,
insert, or rewrite an entry associated with the same address (as what the process is looking for)
in the region where the process has already searched.

We require that there exist at least one null entry or done entry in any valid hashtable,
hence the local variable n in the procedure find will never go beyond the size of the hashtable
(see invariants Cu1, fi4, fi5 and axiom Ax2). When the bound of the new hashtable is tuned
properly before use (see invariants Ne7, Ne8), the hashtable will not be updated too frequently,
and termination of the procedure find can be guaranteed.
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3.4.4 Delete

Deletion is similar to finding. Since r is a local variable to the procedure delete, we regard 18a
and 18b as two parts of atomic instruction 18. If the entry is found in the table, then at line 18b
this entry is overwritten with the designated element del.

proc delete(a : Address \ {0}) : Bool =
local r : EValue ; k, l, n : Nat ; h : pointer to Hashtable ; suc : Bool ;

15: h := H[index] ; suc := false ; {cnt := 0} ;
16: l := h.size ; n := 0 ;

repeat
17: k := key(a, l, n) ;

〈 r := h.table[k] ;
{ if r = null then cnt++ ; (dS) end } 〉 ;

18a: if oldp(r) then
refresh() ;

20: h := H[index] ;
21: l := h.size ; n := 0 ;

elsif a = ADR(r) then
18b: 〈 if r = h.table[k] then

suc := true ; h.table[k] := del ;
{ cnt++ ; (dS) ; Y[k] := del }

end 〉 ;
else n++ end ;

until suc ∨ r = null ;
25: if suc then h.dels++ end ;
26: return suc .

In this procedure, there are two possibilities if r is not outdated in each loop: either deletion
fails with r = null in 17 or deletion succeeds with r = h.table[k] in 18b. In the latter case, we
have in one atomic statement a double access of the shared variable h.table[k]. This is a so-called
compare&swap instruction. Atomicity is needed here to preclude interference. The specifying
command (dS) is executed either in 17 or in 18, and it is executed precisely once (see invariant
Cn2), since in 18 the guard a = ADR(r) implies r 6= null (see invariant de1 and axiom Ax1).

In order to remember the address from the value rewritten to done after the value is being
copied in the procedure moveContents, in 18, we introduce a new auxiliary shared variable Y of
type array of EValue, whose contents equals the corresponding contents of the current hashtable
almost everywhere except that the values it contains are not tagged to be old or rewritten to be
done (see invariants Cu9, Cu10).

Since we postpone the increment of h.dels until line 25, the field dels is a lower bound of the
number of positions deleted in the hashtable (see invariant Cu4).

3.4.5 Insert

The procedure for insertion in the table is given below. Basically, it is the standard algorithm for
insertion in a hashtable with open addressing. Notable is line 28 where the current process finds the
current hashtable too full, and orders a new table to be made. We assume that h.bound is a number
less than h.size (see invariant Cu3), which is tuned for optimal performance. Furthermore, in
line 35, it can be detected that values in the hashtable have been marked old, which is a sign that
hashtable h is outdated, and the new hashtable must be located to perform the insertion.

proc insert(v : Value \ {null}) : Bool =
local r : EValue ; k, l, n : Nat ; h : pointer to Hashtable ;

suc : Bool ; a : Address := ADR(v) ;
27: h := H[index] ; {cnt := 0} ;
28: if h.occ > h.bound then
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newTable() ;
30: h := H[index] end ;
31: n := 0 ; l := h.size ; suc := false ;

repeat
32: k := key(a, l, n) ;
33: 〈 r := h.table[k] ;

{ if a = ADR(r) then cnt++ ; (iS) end } 〉 ;
35a: if oldp(r) then

refresh() ;
36: h := H[index] ;
37: n := 0 ; l := h.size ;

elseif r = null then
35b: 〈 if h.table[k] = null then

suc := true ; h.table[k] := v ;
{ cnt++ ; (iS) ; Y[k] := v }

end 〉 ;
else n++ end ;

until suc ∨ a = ADR(r) ;
41: if suc then h.occ++ end ;
42: return suc .

Instruction 35b is a test&set instruction, a simpler version of compare&swap. Procedure insert
terminates successfully when the insertion to an empty slot is completed, or it fails when there
already exists an entry with the given address currently in the hashtable (see invariant Co3 and
the specification of insert).

3.4.6 Assign

Procedure assign is almost the same as insert except that it rewrites an entry with a give value
even when the associated address is not empty. We provide it without further comments.

proc assign(v : Value \ {null}) =
local r : EValue ; k, l, n : Nat ; h : pointer to Hashtable ;

suc : Bool ; a : Address := ADR(v) ;
43: h := H[index] ; cnt := 0;
44: if h.occ > h.bound then

newTable() ;
46: h := H[index] end ;
47: n := 0 ; l := h.size ; suc := false ;

repeat
48: k := key(a, l, n) ;
49: r := h.table[k] ;
50a: if oldp(r) then

refresh() ;
51: h := H[index] ;
52: n := 0 ; l := h.size ;

elsif r = null ∨ a = ADR(r) then
50b: 〈 if h.table[k] = r then

suc := true ; h.table[k] := v ;
{ cnt++ ; (aS) ; Y[k] := v }

end 〉
else n++ end ;

until suc ;
57: if r = null then h.occ++ end ;

end.
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3.5 Memory management and concurrent migration

In this section, we provide the public procedures getAccess and releaseAccess and the auxiliary
procedures refresh and newTable. Since newTable and releaseAccess have the responsibilities for
allocations and deallocations, we begin with the treatment of memory by providing a model of the
heap.

3.5.1 The model of the heap

We model the Heap as an infinite array of hashtables, declared and initialized in the following way:

Heap : array Nat of Hashtable := ([Nat]⊥) ;
H−index : Nat := 1 .

So, initially, Heap[i] = ⊥ for all indices i. The indices of array Heap are the pointers to hashta-
bles. We thus simply regard pointer to Hashtable as a synonym of Nat. Therefore, the nota-
tion h.table used elsewhere in the paper stands for Heap[h].table. Since we reserve 0 (to be
distinguished from the absent hashtable ⊥ and the absent value null) for the null pointer (i.e.
Heap[0] = ⊥, see invariant He1), we initialize H−index, which is the index of the next hashtable,
to be 1 instead of 0. Allocation of memory is modeled in

proc allocate(s, b : Nat) : Nat =
〈 Heap[H−index] := blank hashtable with size = s, bound = b, occ = dels = 0 ;
H−index++ 〉 ;

return H−index ;

We assume that allocate sets all values in the hashtable Heap[H−index] to null, and also sets its
fields size, bound, occ and dels appropriately. Deallocation of hashtables is modeled by

proc deAlloc(h : Nat) =
〈 assert Heap[h] 6= ⊥ ; Heap[h] := ⊥ 〉

end .

The assert in deAlloc indicates the obligation to prove that deAlloc is called only for allocated
memory.

3.5.2 GetAccess

The procedure getAccess is defined as follows.

proc getAccess() =
loop

59: index := currInd;
60: prot[index]++ ;
61: if index = currInd then
62: busy[index]++ ;
63: if index = currInd then return ;

else releaseAccess(index) end ;
65: else prot[index]-- end ;

end
end.

This procedure is a bit tricky. When the process reaches line 62, the index has been protected not
to be used for creating a new hashtable in the procedure newTable (see invariants pr2, pr3 and
nT12).

The hashtable pointer H[index] must contain the valid contents after the procedure getAccess
returns (see invariants Ot3, He4). So, in line 62, busy is increased, guaranteeing that the hashtable
will not inadvertently be destroyed (see invariant bu1 and line 69). Line 63 needs to check the
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index again in case that instruction 62 has the precondition that the hashtable is not valid. Once
some process gets hold of one hashtable after calling getAccess, no process can throw it away until
the process releases it (see invariant rA7). Note that this is using releaseAccess implicitly done in
refresh.

3.5.3 ReleaseAccess

The procedure releaseAccess is given by

proc releaseAccess(i : 1 . . 2P ) =
local h : pointer to Hashtable ;

67: h := H[i] ;
68: busy[i]-- ;
69: if h 6= 0 ∧ busy[i] = 0 then
70: 〈 if H[i] = h then H[i] := 0 ; 〉
71: deAlloc(h) ;

end ;
end ;

72: prot[i]-- ;
end.

Since deAlloc in line 71 accesses a shared variable, we have separated its call from 70. The counter
busy[i] is used to protect the hashtable from premature deallocation. Only if busy[i]=0, H[i] can
be released. The main problem of the design at this point is that it can happen that several
processes concurrently execute releaseAccess for the same value of i, with interleaving just after
the decrement of busy[i]. Then they all may find busy[i] = 0. Therefore, a bigger atomic command
is needed to ensure that precisely one of them sets H[i] to 0 (line 70) and calls deAlloc. Indeed, in
line 71, deAlloc is called only for allocated memory (see invariant rA3). The counter prot[i] can
be decreased since position i is no longer used by this process.

3.5.4 NewTable

When the current hashtable has been used for some time, some actions of the processes may
require replacement of this hashtable. Procedure newTable is called when the number of occupied
positions in the current hashtable exceeds the bound (see lines 28, 44). Procedure newTable tries
to allocate a new hashtable as the successor of the current one (i.e. the next current hashtable).
If several processes call newTable concurrently, they need to reach consensus on the choice of an
index for the next hashtable (line 78). A newly allocated hashtable that will not be used must be
deallocated again.

proc newTable() =
local i : 1 . . 2P ; b, bb : Bool ;

77: while next[index] = 0 do
78: choose i ∈ 1 . . 2P ;

〈 b := (prot[i] = 0) ;
if b then prot[i] := 1 end 〉 ;

if b then
81: busy[i] := 1 ;
82: choose bound > H[index].bound− H[index].dels + 2P ;

choose size > bound + 2P ;
H[i] := allocate(size,bound) ;

83: next[i] := 0 ;
84: 〈 bb := (next[index] = 0) ;

if bb then next[index] := i end 〉 ;
if ¬bb then releaseAccess(i) end ;
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end end ;
refresh() ;

end .

In command 82, we allocate a new blank hashtable (see invariant nT8), of which the bound is set
greater than H[index].bound− H[index].dels+ 2P in order to avoid creating a too small hashtable
(see invariants nT6, nT7). The variables occ and dels are initially 0 because the hashtable is
completely filled with the value null at this moment.

We require the size of a hashtable to be more than bound+2P because of the following scenario:
P processes find “h.occ > h.bound” at line 28 and call newtable, refresh, migrate, moveContents
and moveElement one after the other. After moving some elements, all processes but process p
sleep at line 126 with bmE = true (bmE is the local variable b of procedure moveElement). Process
p continues the migration and updates the new current index when the migration completes. Then,
process p does several insertions to let the occ of the current hashtable reach one more than its
bound. Just at that moment, P −1 processes wake up, increase the occ of the current hashtable to
be P −1 more, and return to line 30. Since P −1 processes insert different values in the hashtable,
after P − 1 processes finish their insertions, the occ of the current hashtable reaches 2P − 1 more
than its bound.

It may be useful to make size larger than bound+2P to avoid too many collisions, e.g. with a
constraint size ≥ α · bound for some α > 1. If we did not introduce dels, every migration would
force the sizes to grow, so that our hashtable would require unbounded space for unbounded life
time. We introduced dels to avoid this.

Strictly speaking, instruction 82 inspects one shared variable, H[index], and modifies three
other shared variables, viz. H[i], Heap[H−index], and H−index. In general, we split such multiple
shared variable accesses in separate atomic commands. Here the accumulation is harmless, since
the only possible interferences are with other allocations at line 82 and deallocations at line 71.
In view of the invariant Ha2, all deallocations are at pointers h < H−index. Allocations do not
interfere because they contain the increment H−index++ (see procedure allocate).

The procedure newTable first searches for a free index i, say by round robin. We use a
nondeterministic choice. Once a free index has been found, a hashtable is allocated and the index
gets an indirection to the allocated address. Then the current index gets a next pointer to the
new index, unless this pointer has been set already.

The variables prot[i] are used primarily as counters with atomic increments and decrements.
In 78, however, we use an atomic test-and-set instruction. Indeed, separation of this instruction in
two atomic instructions is incorrect, since that would allow two processes to grab the same index
i concurrently.

3.5.5 Migrate

After the choice of the next current hashtable, the procedure migrate has the task to trans-
fer the contents in the current hashtable to the next current hashtable by calling a procedure
moveContents and update the current hashtable pointer afterwards. Migration is complete when
at least one of the (parallel) calls to migrate has terminated.

proc migrate() =
local i : 0 . . 2P ; h : pointer to Hashtable ; b : Bool ;

94: i := next[index];
95: prot[i]++ ;
97: if index 6= currInd then
98: prot[i]-- ;

else
99: busy[i]++ ;
100: h := H[i] ;
101: if index = currInd then

moveContents(H[index], h) ;
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103: 〈 b := (currInd = index) ;
if b then currInd := i ;

{Y := H[i].table }
end 〉 ;

if b then
104: busy[index]-- ;
105: prot[index]-- ;

end ;
end ;
releaseAccess(i) ;

end end .

According to invariants mi4 and mi5, it is an invariant that i = next(index) 6= 0 holds after
instruction 94.

Line 103 contains a compare&swap instruction to update the current hashtable pointer when
some process finds that the migration is finished while currInd is still identical to its index, which
means that i is still used for the next current hashtable (see invariant mi5). The increments of
prot[i] and busy[i] here are needed to protect the next hashtable. The decrements serve to avoid
memory loss.

3.5.6 Refresh

In order to avoid that a process starts migration of an old hashtable, we encapsulate migrate in
refresh in the following way.

proc refresh() =
90: if index 6= currInd then

releaseAccess(index) ;
getAccess() ;

else migrate() end ;
end.

When index is outdated, the process needs to call releaseAccess to abandon its hashtable and
getAccess to acquire the present pointer to the current hashtable. Otherwise, the process can join
the migration.

3.5.7 MoveContents

Procedure moveContents has to move the contents of the current table to the next current table.
All processes that have access to the table, may also participate in this migration. Indeed, they
cannot yet use the new table (see invariants Ne1 and Ne3). We have to take care that delayed
actions on the current table and the new table are carried out or aborted correctly (see invariants
Cu1 and mE10). Migration requires that every value in the current table be moved to a unique
position in the new table (see invariant Ne19).

Procedure moveContents uses a private variable toBeMoved that ranges over sets of locations.
The procedure is given by

proc moveContents(from, to : pointer to Hashtable) =
local i : Nat ; b : Bool ; v : EValue} ; toBeMoved : set of Nat ;
toBeMoved := {0, . . . , from.size− 1} ;

110: while currInd = index ∧ toBeMoved 6= ∅ do
111: choose i ∈ toBeMoved ;

v := from.table[i] ;
if from.table[i] = done then

118: toBeMoved := toBeMoved − {i} ;
else
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114: 〈 b := (v = from.table[i]) ;
if b then from.table[i] := old(val(v)) end 〉 ;

if b then
116: if val(v) 6= null then moveElement(val(v), to) end ;
117: from.table[i] := done ;
118: toBeMoved := toBeMoved − {i} ;

end end end ;
end .

Note that the value is tagged as outdated before being duplicated (see invariant mC11). After
tagging, the value cannot be deleted or assigned until the migration has been completed. Tagging
must be done atomically, since otherwise an interleaving deletion may be lost. When indeed the
value has been copied to the new hashtable, in line 117 that value becomes done in the hashtable.
This has the effect that other processes need not wait for this process to complete procedure
moveElement, but can help with the migration of this value if needed.

Since the address is lost after being rewritten to done, we had to introduce the shared auxiliary
hashtable Y to remember its value for the proof of correctness. This could have been avoided by
introducing a second tagging bit, say for “very old”.

The processes involved in the same migration should not use the same strategy for choosing i
in line 111, since it is advantageous that moveElement is called often with different values. They
may exchange information: any of them may replace its set toBeMoved by the intersection of that
set with the set toBeMoved of another one. We do not give a preferred strategy here, one can
refer to algorithms for the write-all problem [4, 13].

3.5.8 MoveElement

The procedure moveElement moves a value to the new hashtable. Note that the value is tagged
as outdated in moveContents before moveElement is called.

proc moveElement(v : Value \ {null}, to : pointer to Hashtable) =
local a : Address ; k,m, n : Nat ; w : EValue ; b : Bool ;

120: n := 0 ; b := false ; a := ADR(v) ; m := to.size ;
repeat

121: k := key(a,m, n) ; w := to.table[k] ;
if w = null then

123: 〈 b := (to.table[k] = null);
if b then to.table[k] := v end 〉 ;

else n++ end ;
125: until b ∨ a = ADR(w) ∨ currInd 6= index ;
126: if b then to.occ++ end

end .

The value is only allowed to be inserted once in the new hashtable (see invariant Ne19),
otherwise it will violate the main property of open addressing. In total, four situations can occur
in the procedure moveElement:

• the current location k contains a value with an other address, the process will increase n
and inspect the next location.

• the current location k contains a value with the same address, which means the value has
been copied to the new hashtable already. The process therefore terminates.

• the current location k is an empty slot. The process inserts v and returns. If insertion fails,
as an other process did fill the empty slot, the search is continued.

• when index happens to differ from currInd, the whole migration has been completed.
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While the current hashtable pointer is not updated yet, there exists at least one null entry in
the new hashtable (see invariants Ne8, Ne22 and Ne23), hence the local variable n in the procedure
moveElement never goes beyond the size of the hashtable (see invariants mE3 and mE8), and the
termination is thus guaranteed.

4 Correctness (Safety)

In this section, we describe the proof of safety of the algorithm. The main aspects of safety are
functional correctness, atomicity, and absence of memory loss. These aspects are formalized in
eight invariants described in section 4.1. To prove these invariants, we need many other invariants.
These are listed in Appendix A. In section 4.2, we sketch the verification of some of the invariants
by informal means. In section 4.3, we describe how the theorem prover PVS is used in the
verification. As exemplified in 4.2, Appendix B gives the dependencies between the invariants.

Notational Conventions. Recall that there are at most P processes with process identifiers
ranging from 1 up to P . We use p, q, r to range over process identifiers, with a preference for
p. Since the same program is executed by all processes, every private variable name of a process
6= p is extended with the suffix “.” + “process identifier”. We do not do this for process p. So,
e.g., the value of a private variable x of process q is denoted by x.q, but the value of x of process
p is just denoted by x. In particular, pc.q is the program location of process q. It ranges over all
integer labels used in the implementation.

When local variables in different procedures have the same names, we add an abbreviation of
the procedure name as a subscript to the name. We use the following abbreviations: fi for find, del
for delete, ins for insert, ass for assign, gA for getAccess, rA for releaseAccess, nT for newTable,
mig for migrate, ref for refresh, mC for moveContents, mE for moveElement.

In the implementation, there are several places where the same procedure is called, say
getAccess, releaseAccess, etc. We introduce auxiliary private variables return, local to such a
procedure, to hold the return location. We add a procedure subscript to distinguish these vari-
ables according to the above convention.

If V is a set, ]V denotes the number of elements of V . If b is a boolean, then ]b = 0 when
b is false, and ]b = 1 when b is true. Unless explicitly defined otherwise, we always (implicitly)
universally quantify over addresses a, values v, non-negative integer numbers k, m, and n, natural
number l, processes p, q and r. Indices i and j range over [1, 2P ]. We abbreviate H(currInd).size
as curSize.

In order to avoid using too many parentheses, we use the usual binding order for the operators.
We give “∧” higher priority than “∨”. We use parentheses whenever necessary.

4.1 Main properties

We have proved the following three safety properties of the algorithm. Firstly, the access proce-
dures find, delete, insert, assign, are functionally correct. Secondly they are executed atomically.
The third safety property is absence of memory loss.

Functional correctness of find, delete, insert is the condition that the result of the implementa-
tion is the same as the result of the specification (fS), (dS), (iS). This is expressed by the required
invariants:

Co1: pc = 14 ⇒ val(rfi) = rSfi

Co2: pc ∈ {25, 26} ⇒ sucdel = sucSdel

Co3: pc ∈ {41, 42} ⇒ sucins = sucSins

Note that functional correctness of assign holds trivially since it does not return a result.
According to the definition of atomicity in chapter 13 of [16], atomicity means that each

execution of one of the access procedures contains precisely one execution of the corresponding
specifying action (fS), (dS), (iS), (aS). We introduced the private auxiliary variables cnt to count
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the number of times the specifying action is executed. Therefore, atomicity is expressed by the
invariants:

Cn1: pc = 14 ⇒ cntfi = 1
Cn2: pc ∈ {25, 26} ⇒ cntdel = 1
Cn3: pc ∈ {41, 42} ⇒ cntins = 1
Cn4: pc = 57 ⇒ cntass = 1

We interpret absence of memory loss to mean that the number of valid hashtables is bounded.
More precisely, we prove that this number is bounded by 2P . This is formalized in the invariant:

No1: ]{k | k < H−index ∧ Heap(k) 6= ⊥} ≤ 2P

4.2 Intuitive proof

The eight correctness properties (invariants) mentioned above have been completely proved with
the interactive proof checker of PVS. The use of PVS did not only take care of the delicate
bookkeeping involved in the proof, it could also deal with many trivial cases automatically. At
several occasions where PVS refused to let a proof be finished, we actually found a mistake and
had to correct previous versions of this algorithm.

In order to give some feeling for the proof, we describe some proofs. For the complete mechan-
ical proof, we refer the reader to [12]. Note that, for simplicity, we assume that all non-specific
private variables in the proposed assertions belong to the general process p, and general process q
is an active process that tries to threaten some assertion (p may equal q).

Proof of invariant Co1 (as claimed in 4.1). According to Appendix B, the stability of Co1 follows
from the invariants Ot3, fi1, fi10, which are given in Appendix A. Indeed, Ot3 implies that no
procedure returns to location 14. Therefore all return statements falsify the antecedent of Co1 and
thus preserve Co1. Since rfi and rSfi are private variables to process p, Co1 can only be violated
by process p itself (establishing pc at 14) when p executes 13 with rfi = null ∨ afi = ADR(rfi).
This condition is abbreviated as Find(rfi , afi). Invariant fi10 then implies that action 13 has the
precondition val(rfi) = rSfi , so then it does not violate Co1. In PVS, we used a slightly different
definition of Find, and we applied invariant fi1 to exclude that rfi is done or del, though invariant
fi1 is superfluous in this intuitive proof. 2

Proof of invariant Ot3. Since the procedures getAccess, releaseAccess, refresh, newTable are
called only at specific locations in the algorithm, it is easy to list the potential return addresses.
Since the variables return are private to process p, they are not modified by other processes. Sta-
bility of Ot3 follows from this. As we saw in the previous proof, Ot3 is used to guarantee that no
unexpected jumps occur. 2

Proof of invariant fi10. According to Appendix B, we only need to use fi9 and Ot3. Let us use
the abbreviation k = key(afi , lfi , nfi). Since rfi and rSfi are both private variables, they can only
be modified by process p when p is executing statement 7. We split this situation into two cases

1. with precondition Find(hfi .table[k], afi)
After execution of statement 7, rfi becomes hfi .table[k], and rSfi becomes X(afi). By fi9,
we get val(rfi) = rSfi . Therefore the validity of fi10 is preserved.

2. otherwise.
After execution of statement 7, rfi becomes hfi .table[k], which then falsifies the antecedent
of fi10. 2

Proof of invariant fi9. According to Appendix B, we proved that fi9 follows from Ax2, fi1, fi3,
fi4, fi5, fi8, Ha4, He4, Cu1, Cu9, Cu10, and Cu11. We abbreviate key(afi , lfi , nfi) as k. We
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deduce hfi = H(index) from fi4, H(index) is not ⊥ from He4, and k is below H(index).size from
Ax2, fi4 and fi3. We split the proof into two cases:

1. index 6= currInd: By Ha4, it follows that H(index) 6= H(currInd). Hence from Cu1, we
obtain hfi .table[k] = done, which falsifies the antecedent of fi9.

2. index = currInd: By premise Find(hfi .table[k], afi), we know that hfi .table[k] 6= done
because of fi1. By Cu9 and Cu10, we obtain val(hfi .table[k]) = val(Y[k]). Hence it follows
that Find(Y[k], afi). Using fi8, we obtain

∀m < nfi : ¬Find(Y[key(afi , curSize,m)], afi)

We get nfi is below curSize because of fi5. By Cu11, we conclude

X(afi) = val(hfi .table[k])
2

4.3 The model in PVS

Our proof architecture (for one property) can be described as a dynamically growing tree in which
each node is associated with an assertion. We start from a tree containing only one node, the
proof goal, which characterizes some property of the system. We expand the tree by adding some
new children via proper analysis of an unproved node (top-down approach, which requires a good
understanding of the system). The validity of that unproved node is then reduced to the validity
of its children and the validity of some less or equally deep nodes.

Normally, simple properties of the system are proved with appropriate precedence, and then
used to help establish more complex ones. It is not a bad thing that some property that was taken
for granted turns out to be not valid. Indeed, it may uncover a defect of the algorithm, but in any
case it leads to new insights in it.

We model the algorithm as a transition system [17], which is described in the language of PVS
in the following way. As usual in PVS, states are represented by a record with a number of fields:

State : TYPE = [#
% global variables

...
busy : [ range(2*P) → nat ],
prot : [ range(2*P) → nat ],
...

% private variables:
index : [ range(P) → range(2*P) ],
...
pc : [ range(P) → nat ], % private program counters
...

% local variables of procedures, also private to each process:
% find

a−find : [ range(P) → Address ],
r−find : [ range(P) → EValue ],
...

% getAccess
return−getAccess : [ range(P) → nat ],
...

#]

where range(P) stands for the range of integers from 1 to P.
Note that private variables are given with as argument a process identifier. Local variables are

distinguished by adding their procedure’s names as suffixes.
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An action is a binary relation on states: it relates the state prior to the action to the state
following the action. The system performed by a particular process is then specified by defining
the precondition of each action as a predicate on the state and also the effect of each action in
terms of a state transition. For example, line 5 of the algorithm is described in PVS as follows:

% corresponding to statement find5: h := H[index]; n := 0;
find5(i,s1,s2) : bool =

pc(s1)(i)=5 AND
s2 = s1 WITH [ (pc)(i) := 6,

(n−find)(i) := 0,
(h−find)(i) := H(s1)(index(s1)(i))
]

...

where i is a process identifier, s1 is a pre-state, s2 is a post-state.
Since our algorithm is concurrent, the global transition relation is defined as the disjunction

of all atomic actions.

% transition steps
step(i,s1,s2) : bool =

find5(i,s1,s2) or find6(i,s1,s2) or ...
delete15(i,s1,s2) or delete16(i,s1,s2) or ...
...

Stability for each invariant has been proved by a Theorem in PVS of the form:

% Theorem about the stability of invariant fi10
IV−fi10: THEOREM

forall (u,v : state, q : range(P) ) :
step(q,u,v) AND fi10(u) AND fi9(u) AND ot3(u)
=> fi10(v)

To ensure that all proposed invariants are stable, there is a global invariant INV, which is the
conjunction of all proposed invariants.

% global invariant
INV(s:state) : bool =

He3(s) and He4(s) and Cu1(s) and ...
...

% Theorem about the stability of the global invariant INV
IV−INV: THEOREM

forall (u,v : state, q : range(P) ) :
step(q,u,v) AND INV(u) => INV(v)

We define Init as all possible initial states, for which all invariants must be valid.

% initial state
Init: { s : state |

(forall (p: range(P)):
pc(s)(p)=0 and ...
...) and

(forall (a: Address):
X(s)(a)=null) and

...
}

% The initial condition can be satisfied by the global invariant INV
IV−Init: THEOREM

INV(Init)
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The PVS code contains preconditions to imply well-definedness: e.g. in find7, the hashtable
must be non-NIL and ` must be its size.

% corresponding to statement find7
find7(i,s1,s2) : bool =

i?(Heap(s1)(h−find(s1)(i))) and
l−find(s1)(i)=size(i−(Heap(s1)(h−find(s1)(i)))) and
pc(s1)(i)=7 and
...

All preconditions are allowed, since we can prove lock-freedom in the following form. In every
state s1 that satisfies the global invariant, every process q can perform a step, i.e., there is a state
s2 with (s1, s2) ∈ step and pc(s1, q) 6= pc(s2, q). This is expressed in PVS by

% theorem for lock-freedom
IV−prog: THEOREM

forall (u: state, q: range(P) ) :
INV(u) => exists (v: state): pc(u)(q) /= pc(v)(q) and step(q,u,v)

5 Correctness (Progress)

In this section, we prove that our algorithm is lock-free and almost wait-free. Recall that an
algorithm is called lock-free if some non-faulty process will finish its task in a finite number of
steps, regardless of delays or failures by other processes. This means that no process can block the
applications of further operations to the data structure, although any particular operation need
not terminate since a slow process can be passed infinitely often by faster processes. An algorithm
is called wait-free if every process is guaranteed to complete any operation in a finite number of
its own steps, regardless of the schedule.

5.1 The easy part of progress

It is clear that releaseAccess is wait-free. It follows that the wait-freedom of migrate depends
on wait-freedom of moveContents. If we assume that the choice of i in line 111 is fair, say by
round robin, the loop of moveContents is bounded. So, wait-freedom of moveContents depends on
wait-freedom of moveElement. It has been proved that n is bounded by m in moveElement (see
invariants mE3 and mE8). Since, moreover, to.table[k] 6= null is stable, the loop of moveElement
is also bounded. This concludes the sketch that migrate is wait-free.

5.2 Progress of newTable

The main part of procedure newTable is wait-free. This can be shown informally, as follows. Since
we can prove the condition next(index) 6= 0 is stable while process p stays in the region [77, 84],
once the condition next(index) 6= 0 holds, process p will exit newTable in a few rounds.

Otherwise, we may assume that p has precondition next(index) = 0 before executing line 78.
By the invariant

Ne5: pc ∈ [1, 58] ∨ pc ≥ 62 ∧ pc 6= 65 ∧ next(index) = 0 ⇒ index = currInd

we get that index = currInd holds and next(currInd) = 0 from the precondition. We define two
sets of integers:

prSet1(i) = {r | index.r = i ∧ pc.r /∈ {0, 59, 60}}
prSet2(i) = {r | index.r = i ∧ pc.r ∈ {104, 105}

∨ irA.r = i ∧ index.r 6= i ∧ pc.r ∈ [67, 72]
∨ inT .r = i ∧ pc.r ∈ [81, 84]
∨ imig .r = i ∧ pc.r ≥ 97 }
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and consider the sum
∑2P

i=1(](prSet1(i)) + ](prSet2(i))). While process p is at line 78, the sum
cannot exceed 2P − 1 because there are only P processes around and process p contributes only
once to the sum. It then follows from the pigeon hole principle that there exists j ∈ [1, 2P ] such
that ](prSet1(j)) + ](prSet2(j)) = 0 and j 6= index.p. By the invariant

pr1: prot[j] = ](prSet1(j)) + ](prSet2(j)) + ](currInd = j) + ](next(currInd) = j)

we can get that prot[j] = 0 because of j 6= index.p = currInd.
While currInd is constant, no process can modify prot[j] for j 6= currInd infinitely often.

Therefore, if process p acts infinitely often and chooses its value i in 78 by round robin, process p
exits the loop of newTable eventually. This shows that the main part of newTable is wait-free.

5.3 The failure of wait-freedom

Procedure getAccess is not wait-free. When the active clients keep changing the current index
faster than the new client can observe it, the accessing client is doomed to starvation.

It may be possible to make a queue for the accessing clients which is emptied by a process in
newTable. The accessing clients must however also be able to enter autonomously. This would at
least add another layer of complications. We therefore prefer to treat this failure of wait-freedom
as a performance issue that can be dealt with in practice by tuning the sizes of the hashtables.

Of course, if the other processes are inactive, getAccess only requires constant time. Therefore,
getAccess is lock-free. It follows that refresh and newTable are lock-free.

According to the invariants fi5, de8, in8 and as6, the primary procedures find, delete, insert,
assign are loops bounded by n ≤ h.size, so they are wait-free unless n is infinitely often reset to
0. This reset only occurs during migration.

Therefore, if we assume that occ is not increased too often beyond bound in insert and assign,
the primary procedures are wait-free. Under these circumstances, getAccess is also wait-free, and
then everything is wait-free.

6 Conclusions

Wait-free shared data objects are implemented without any unbounded busy-waiting loops or
idle-waiting primitives. They are inherently resilient to halting failures and permit maximum par-
allelism. We have presented a new practical algorithm, which is almost wait-free, for concurrently
accessible hashtables, which promises more robust performance and reliability than a conventional
lock-based implementation. Moreover, the new algorithm is dynamic in the sense that it allows
the hashtable to grow and shrink as needed.

The algorithm scales up linearly with the number of processes, provided the function key
and the selection of i in line 111 are defined well. This is confirmed by some experiments where
random values were stored, retrieved and deleted from the hashtable. These experiments indicated
that 106 insertions, deletions and finds per second and per processor are possible on an SGI
powerchallenge with 250Mhz R12000 processors. This figure should be taken as a rough indicator,
as the performance of parallel processing is very much influenced by the machine architecture, the
relative sizes of data structures compared to sizes of caches, and even the scheduling of processes
on processors.

The correctness proof for our algorithm is noteworthy because of the extreme effort it took to
finish it. Formal deduction by human-guided theorem proving can, in principle, verify any correct
design, but doing so may require unreasonable amounts of effort, time, or skill. Though PVS
provided great help for managing and reusing the proofs, we have to admit that the verification for
our algorithm was very complicated due to the complexity of our algorithm. The total verification
effort can roughly be estimated to consist of two man year excluding the effort in determining the
algorithm and writing the documentation. The whole proof contains around 200 invariants. It
takes an 1Ghz Pentium IV computer around two days to re-run an individual proof for one of the
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biggest invariants. Without suitable tool support like PVS, we even doubt if it would be possible
to complete a reliable proof of such size and complexity.

Probably, it is possible to simplify the proof and reduce the number of invariants a little bit,
but we did not work on this. The complete version of the PVS specifications and the whole proof
scripts can be found at [12]. Note that we simplified some definitions in the paper for the sake of
presentation.

A Invariants

We present here all invariants whose validity has been verified by the theorem prover PVS.

Conventions. We abbreviate

Find(r, a) = r = null ∨ a = ADR(r)
LeastFind(a, n) = (∀m < n : ¬Find(Y[key(a, curSize,m)], a))

∧ Find(Y[key(a, curSize, n)], a))
LeastFind(h, a, n) = (∀m < n : ¬Find(h.table[key(a, h.size,m)], a))

∧ Find(h.table[key(a, h.size, n)], a))

Axioms on functions key and ADR

Ax1: v = null ≡ ADR(v) = 0
Ax2: 0 ≤ key(a, l, k) < l
Ax3: 0 ≤ k < m < l ⇒ key(a, l, k) 6= key(a, l,m)

Main correctness properties

Co1: pc = 14 ⇒ val(rfi) = rSfi

Co2: pc ∈ {25, 26} ⇒ sucdel = sucSdel

Co3: pc ∈ {41, 42} ⇒ sucins = sucSins

Cn1: pc = 14 ⇒ cntfi = 1
Cn2: pc ∈ {25, 26} ⇒ cntdel = 1
Cn3: pc ∈ {41, 42} ⇒ cntins = 1
Cn4: pc = 57 ⇒ cntass = 1

The absence of memory loss is shown by

No1: ](nbSet1) ≤ 2 ∗ P
No2: ](nbSet1) = ](nbSet2)

where nbSet1 and nbSet2 are sets of integers, characterized by

nbSet1 = {k | k < H−index ∧ Heap(k) 6= ⊥}
nbSet2 = {i | H(i) 6= 0 ∨ (∃r : pc.r = 71 ∧ irA.r = i)}

Further, we have the following definitions of sets of integers:

deSet1 = {k | k < curSize ∧ Y[k] = del}
deSet2 = {r | index.r = currInd ∧ pc.r = 25 ∧ sucdel .r}
deSet3 = {k | k < H(next(currInd)).size ∧ H(next(currInd)).table[k] = del}
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ocSet1 = {r | index.r 6= currInd
∨ pc.r ∈ [30, 41] ∨ pc.r ∈ [46, 57]
∨ pc.r ∈ [59, 65] ∧ returngA.r ≥ 30
∨ pc.r ∈ [67, 72]
∧ (returnrA.r = 59 ∧ returngA.r ≥ 30

∨ returnrA.r = 90 ∧ returnref .r ≥ 30)
∨ (pc.r = 90 ∨ pc.r ∈ [104, 105]) ∧ returnref .r ≥ 30}

ocSet2 = {r | pc.r ≥ 125 ∧ bmE .r ∧ to.r = H(currInd)}
ocSet3 = {r | index.r = currInd ∧ pc.r = 41 ∧ sucins .r

∨ index.r = currInd ∧ pc.r = 57 ∧ rass .r = null}
ocSet4 = {k | k < curSize ∧ val(Y[k]) 6= null}
ocSet5 = {k | k < H(next(currInd)).size

∧ val(H(next(currInd)).table[k]) 6= null}
ocSet6 = {k | k < H(next(currInd)).size

∧ H(next(currInd)).table[k] 6= null}
ocSet7 = {r | pc.r ≥ 125 ∧ bmE .r ∧ to.r = H(next(currInd))}

prSet1(i) = {r | index.r = i ∧ pc.r /∈ {0, 59, 60}}
prSet2(i) = {r | index.r = i ∧ pc.r ∈ {104, 105}

∨ irA.r = i ∧ index.r 6= i ∧ pc.r ∈ [67, 72]
∨ inT .r = i ∧ pc.r ∈ [81, 84]
∨ imig .r = i ∧ pc.r ≥ 97}

prSet3(i) = {r | index.r = i ∧ pc.r ∈ [61, 65] ∪ [104, 105]
∨ irA.r = i ∧ pc.r = 72
∨ inT .r = i ∧ pc.r ∈ [81, 82]
∨ imig .r = i ∧ pc.r ∈ [97, 98]}

prSet4(i) = {r | index.r = i ∧ pc.r ∈ [61, 65]
∨ imig .r = i ∧ pc.r ∈ [97, 98]}

buSet1(i) = {r | index.r = i
∧ (pc.r ∈ [1, 58] ∪ (62, 68] ∧ pc.r 6= 65
∨ pc.r ∈ [69, 72] ∧ returnrA.r > 59
∨ pc.r > 72)}

buSet2(i) = {r | index.r = i ∧ pc.r = 104
∨ irA.r = i ∧ index.r 6= i ∧ pc.r ∈ [67, 68]
∨ inT .r = i ∧ pc.r ∈ [82, 84]
∨ imig .r = i ∧ pc.r ≥ 100}

We have the following invariants concerning the Heap

He1: Heap(0) = ⊥
He2: H(i) 6= 0 ≡ Heap(H(i)) 6= ⊥
He3: Heap(H(currInd)) 6= ⊥
He4: pc ∈ [1, 58] ∨ pc > 65 ∧ ¬(pc ∈ [67, 72] ∧ irA = index)

⇒ Heap(H(index)) 6= ⊥
He5: Heap(H(i)) 6= ⊥ ⇒ H(i).size ≥ P
He6: next(currInd) 6= 0 ⇒ Heap(H(next(currInd))) 6= ⊥

Invariants concerning hashtable pointers

Ha1: H−index > 0
Ha2: H(i) < H−index
Ha3: i 6= j ∧ Heap(H(i)) 6= ⊥ ⇒ H(i) 6= H(j)
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Ha4: index 6= currInd⇒ H(index) 6= H(currInd)

Invariants about counters for calling the specification.

Cn5: pc ∈ [6, 7] ⇒ cntfi = 0
Cn6: pc ∈ [8, 13]

∨ pc ∈ [59, 65] ∧ returngA = 10
∨ pc ∈ [67, 72] ∧ (returnrA = 59 ∧ returngA = 10

∨ returnrA = 90 ∧ returnref = 10
∨ pc ≥ 90 ∧ returnref = 10
⇒ cntfi = ](rfi = null ∨ afi = ADR(rfi))

Cn7: pc ∈ [16, 21] ∧ pc 6= 18
∨ pc ∈ [59, 65] ∧ returngA = 20
∨ pc ∈ [67, 72] ∧ (returnrA = 59 ∧ returngA = 20

∨ returnrA = 90 ∧ returnref = 20
∨ pc ≥ 90 ∧ returnref = 20
⇒ cntdel = 0

Cn8: pc = 18 ⇒ cntdel = ](rdel = null)

Cn9: pc ∈ [28, 33]
∨ pc ∈ [59, 65] ∧ returngA = 30
∨ pc ∈ [67, 72] ∧ (returnrA = 59 ∧ returngA = 30

∨ returnrA = 77 ∧ returnnT = 30
∨ returnrA = 90 ∧ returnref = 30

∨ pc ∈ [77, 84] ∧ returnnT = 30
∨ pc ≥ 90 ∧ returnref = 30
⇒ cntins = 0

Cn10: pc ∈ [35, 37]
∨ pc ∈ [59, 65] ∧ returngA = 36
∨ pc ∈ [67, 72] ∧ (returnrA = 59 ∧ returngA = 36

∨ returnrA = 90 ∧ returnref = 36
∨ pc ≥ 90 ∧ returnref = 36
⇒ cntins = ](ains = ADR(rins) ∨ sucins)

Cn11: pc ∈ [44, 52]
∨ pc ∈ [59, 65] ∧ returngA ∈ {46, 51}
∨ pc ∈ [67, 72] ∧ (returnrA = 59 ∧ returngA ∈ {46, 51}

∨ returnrA = 77 ∧ returnnT = 46
∨ returnrA = 90 ∧ returnref ∈ {46, 51}

∨ pc ∈ [77, 84] ∧ returnnT = 46
∨ pc ≥ 90 ∧ returnref ∈ {46, 51}
⇒ cntasssign = 0

Invariants about old hashtables, current hashtable and the auxiliary hashtable Y. Here, we
universally quantify over all non-negative integers n < curSize.

Cu1: H(index) 6= H(currInd) ∧ k < H(index).size
∧ (pc ∈ [1, 58] ∨ pc > 65 ∧ ¬(pc ∈ [67, 72] ∧ irA = index)
⇒ H(index).table[k] = done
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Cu2: ]({k | k < curSize ∧ Y[k] 6= null}) < curSize
Cu3: H(currInd).bound + 2 ∗ P < curSize
Cu4: H(currInd).dels + ](deSet2) = ](deSet1)
Cu5: Cu5 has been eliminated. The numbering has been kept, so as not to endanger

the consistency with Appendix B and the PVS script.
Cu6: H(currInd).occ + ](ocSet1) + ](ocSet2) ≤ H(currInd).bound + 2 ∗ P
Cu7: ]({k | k < curSize ∧ Y[k] 6= null} = H(currInd).occ + ](ocSet2) + ](ocSet3)

Cu8: next(currInd) = 0 ⇒ ¬ oldp(H(currInd).table[n])

Cu9: ¬(oldp(H(currInd).table[n])) ⇒ H(currInd).table[n] = Y[n]
Cu10: oldp(H(currInd).table[n]) ∧ val(H(currInd).table[n]) 6= null

⇒ val(H(currInd).table[n]) = val(Y[n])
Cu11: LeastFind(a, n) ⇒ X(a) = val(Y[key(a, curSize, n)])
Cu12: X(a) = val(Y[key(a, curSize, n)]) 6= null ⇒ LeastFind(a, n)
Cu13: X(a) = val(Y[key(a, curSize, n)]) 6= null ∧ n 6= m < curSize

⇒ ADR(Y[key(a, curSize,m)]) 6= a
Cu14: X(a) = null ∧ val(Y[key(a, curSize, n)]) 6= null

⇒ ADR(Y[key(a, curSize, n)]) 6= a
Cu15: X(a) 6= null

⇒ ∃m < curSize : X(a) = val(Y[key(a, curSize,m)])
Cu16: ∃(f : [{m : 0 ≤ m < curSize) ∧ val(Y[m]) 6= null} →

{v : v 6= null ∧ (∃k < curSize : v = val(Y[k]))}]) :
f is bijective

Invariants about next and next(currInd):

Ne1: currInd 6= next(currInd)
Ne2: next(currInd) 6= 0 ⇒ next(next(currInd)) = 0
Ne3: pc ∈ [1, 59] ∨ pc ≥ 62 ∧ pc 6= 65 ⇒ index 6= next(currInd)
Ne4: pc ∈ [1, 58] ∨ pc ≥ 62 ∧ pc 6= 65 ⇒ index 6= next(index)
Ne5: pc ∈ [1, 58] ∨ pc ≥ 62 ∧ pc 6= 65 ∧ next(index) = 0 ⇒ index = currInd
Ne6: next(currInd) 6= 0

⇒ ](ocSet6) ≤ ]({k | k < curSize ∧ Y[k] 6= null} − H(currInd).dels− ](deSet2)
Ne7: next(currInd) 6= 0

⇒ H(currInd).bound− H(currInd).dels + 2 ∗ P ≤ H(next(currInd)).bound
Ne8: next(currInd) 6= 0

⇒ H(next(currInd)).bound + 2 ∗ P < H(next(currInd)).size
Ne9: next(currInd) 6= 0 ⇒ H(next(currInd)).dels = ](deSet3)
Ne9a: next(currInd) 6= 0 ⇒ H(next(currInd)).dels = 0

Ne10: next(currInd) 6= 0 ∧ k < h.size ⇒ h.table[k] /∈ {del,done},
where h = H(next(currInd))

Ne11: next(currInd) 6= 0 ∧ k < H(next(currInd)).size
⇒ ¬oldp(H(next(currInd)).table[k])

Ne12: k < curSize ∧ H(currInd).table[k] = done ∧ m < h.size ∧ LeastFind(h, a,m)
⇒ X(a) = val(h.table[key(a, h.size,m)]),
where a = ADR(Y[k]) and h = H(next(currInd)))

Ne13: k < curSize ∧ H(currInd).table[k] = done ∧ m < h.size
∧ X(a) = val(h.table[key(a, h.size,m)]) 6= null
⇒ LeastFind(h, a,m),
where a = ADR(Y[k]) and h = H(next(currInd))

Ne14: next(currInd) 6= 0 ∧ a 6= 0 ∧ k < h.size
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∧ X(a) = val(h.table[key(a, h.size, k)]) 6= null
⇒ LeastFind(h, a, k),
where h = H(next(currInd))

Ne15: k < curSize ∧ H(currInd).table[k] = done ∧ X(a) 6= null ∧ m < h.size
∧ X(a) = val(h.table[key(a, h.size,m)]) ∧ n < h.size ∧ m 6= n
⇒ ADR(h.table.[key(a, h.size, n)]) 6= a,
where a = ADR(Y[k]) and h = H(next(currInd))

Ne16: k < curSize ∧ H(currInd).table[k] = done ∧ X(a) = null ∧ m < h.size
⇒ val(h.table[key(a, h.size,m)]) = null

∨ ADR(h.table[key(a, h.size,m)]) 6= a,
where a = ADR(Y[k]) and h = H(next(currInd))

Ne17: next(currInd) 6= 0 ∧ m < h.size ∧ a = ADR(h.table[m]) 6= 0
⇒ X(a) = val(h.table[m]) 6= null,
where h = H(next(currInd))

Ne18: next(currInd) 6= 0 ∧ m < h.size ∧ a = ADR(h.table[m]) 6= 0
⇒ ∃n < curSize : val(Y[n]) = val(h.table[m]) ∧ oldp(H(currInd).table[n]),
where h = H(next(currInd))

Ne19: next(currInd) 6= 0 ∧ m < h.size ∧ a = ADR(h.table[key(a, h.size,m)]) 6= 0
∧ m 6= n < h.size
⇒ ADR(h.table[key(a, h.size, n)]) 6= a,
where h = H(next(currInd))

Ne20: k < curSize ∧ H(currInd).table[k] = done ∧ X(a) 6= null
⇒ ∃m < h.size : X(a) = val(h.table[key(a, h.size,m)]),
where a = ADR(Y[k]) and h = H(next(currInd))

Ne21: Ne21 has been eliminated.
Ne22: next(currInd) 6= 0 ⇒ ](ocSet6) = H(next(currInd)).occ + ](ocSet7)
Ne23: next(currInd) 6= 0 ⇒ H(next(currInd)).occ ≤ H(next(currInd)).bound
Ne24: next(currInd) 6= 0 ⇒ ](ocSet5) ≤ ](ocSet4)
Ne25: next(currInd) 6= 0

⇒ ∃(f : [{m : 0 ≤ m < h.size ∧ val(h.table[m]) 6= null} →
{v : v 6= null ∧ (∃k < h.size : v = val(h.table[k]))}]) :
f is bijective,

where h = H(next(currInd))
Ne26: next(currInd) 6= 0

⇒ ∃(f : [{v : v 6= null ∧ (∃m < h.size : v = val(h.table[m]))} →
{v : v 6= null ∧ (∃k :< curSize : v = val(Y[k]))}]) :

f is injective,
where h = H(next(currInd))

Ne27: next(currInd) 6= 0 ∧ (∃n < h.size : val(h.table[n]) 6= null)
⇒ ∃(f : [{m : 0 ≤ m < h.size ∧ val(h.table[m]) 6= null} →

{k : 0 ≤ k < curSize ∧ val(Y[k]) 6= null}])
f is injective,

where h = H(next(currInd))

Invariants concerning procedure find (5. . . 14)

fi1: afi 6= 0
fi2: pc ∈ {6, 11} ⇒ nfi = 0
fi3: pc ∈ {7, 8, 13} ⇒ lfi = hfi .size
fi4: pc ∈ [6, 13] ∧ pc 6= 10 ⇒ hfi = H(index)
fi5: pc = 7 ∧ hfi = H(currInd) ⇒ nfi < curSize
fi6: pc = 8 ∧ hfi = H(currInd) ∧ ¬Find(rfi , afi) ∧ rfi 6= done

⇒ ¬ Find(Y[key(afi , curSize, nfi)], afi)
fi7: pc = 13 ∧ hfi = H(currInd) ∧ ¬Find(rfi , afi) ∧ m < nfi
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⇒ ¬Find(Y[key(afi , curSize,m)], afi)
fi8: pc ∈ {7, 8} ∧ hfi = H(currInd) ∧ m < nfi

⇒ ¬Find(Y[key(afi , curSize,m)], afi)
fi9: pc = 7 ∧ Find(t, afi) ⇒ X(afi) = val(t),

where t = hfi .table[key(afi , lfi , nfi)]
fi10: pc /∈ (1, 7] ∧ Find(rfi , afi) ⇒ val(rfi) = rSfi

fi11: pc = 8 ∧ oldp(rfi) ∧ index = currInd
⇒ next(currInd) 6= 0

Invariants concerning procedure delete (15. . . 26)

de1: adel 6= 0
de2: pc ∈ {17, 18} ⇒ ldel = hdel .size
de3: pc ∈ [16, 25] ∧ pc 6= 20 ⇒ hdel = H(index)
de4: pc = 18 ⇒ kdel = key(adel , ldel , ndel)
de5: pc ∈ {16, 17} ∨ Deleting ⇒ ¬sucdel
de6: Deleting ∧ sucSdel ⇒ rdel 6= null
de7: pc = 18 ∧ ¬ oldp(hdel .table[kdel ]) ⇒ hdel = H(currInd)
de8: pc ∈ {17, 18} ∧ hdel = H(currInd) ⇒ ndel < curSize
de9: pc = 18 ∧ hdel = H(currInd)

∧ (val(rdel) 6= null ∨ rdel = del)
⇒ r 6= null ∧ (r = del ∨ ADR(r) = ADR(rdel)),
where r = Y[key(adel , hdel .size, ndel)]

de10: pc ∈ {17, 18} ∧ hdel = H(currInd) ∧ m < ndel)
⇒ ¬Find(Y[key(adel , curSize,m)], adel)

de11: pc ∈ {17, 18} ∧ Find(t, adel) ⇒ X(adel) = val(t),
where t = hdel .table[key(adel , ldel , ndel)]

de12: pc = 18 ∧ oldp(rdel) ∧ index = currInd
⇒ next(currInd) 6= 0

de13: pc = 18 ⇒ kdel < H(index).size

where Deleting is characterized by

Deleting ≡
pc ∈ [18, 21] ∨ pc ∈ [59, 65] ∧ returngA = 20
∨ pc ∈ [67, 72] ∧ (returnrA = 59 ∧ returngA = 20

∨ returnrA = 90 ∧ returnref = 20)
∨ pc ≥ 90 ∧ returnref = 20

Invariants concerning procedure insert (27. . . 52)

in1: ains = ADR(vins) ∧ vins 6= null
in2: pc ∈ [32, 35] ⇒ lins = hins .size
in3: pc ∈ [28, 41] ∧ pc /∈ {30, 36} ⇒ hins = H(index)
in4: pc ∈ {33, 35} ⇒ kins = key(ains , lins , nins)
in5: pc ∈ [32, 33] ∨ Inserting ⇒ ¬sucins

in6: Inserting ∧ sucSins ⇒ ADR(rins) 6= ains

in7: pc = 35 ∧ ¬ oldp(hins .table[kins ]) ⇒ hins = H(currInd)
in8: pc ∈ {33, 35} ∧ hins = H(currInd) ⇒ nins < curSize
in9: pc = 35 ∧ hins = H(currInd)

∧ (val(rins) 6= null ∨ rins = del)
⇒ r 6= null ∧ (r = del ∨ ADR(r) = ADR(rins)),
where r = Y[key(ains , hins .size, nins)]
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in10: pc ∈ {32, 33, 35} ∧ hins = H(currInd) ∧ m < nins

⇒ ¬Find(Y[key(ains , curSize,m)], ains)
in11: pc ∈ {33, 35} ∧ Find(t, ains) ⇒ X(ains) = val(t),

where t = hins .table[key(ains , lins , nins)]
in12: pc = 35 ∧ oldp(rins) ∧ index = currInd

⇒ next(currInd) 6= 0
in13: pc = 35 ⇒ kins < H(index).size

where Inserting is characterized by

Inserting ≡
pc ∈ [35, 37] ∨ pc ∈ [59, 65] ∧ returngA = 36
∨ pc ∈ [67, 72] ∧ (returnrA = 59 ∧ returngA = 36

∨ returnrA = 90 ∧ returnref = 36)
∨ pc ≥ 90 ∧ returnref = 36

Invariants concerning procedure assign (43. . . 57)

as1: aass = ADR(vass) ∧ vass 6= null
as2: pc ∈ [48, 50] ⇒ lass = hass .size
as3: pc ∈ [44, 57] ∧ pc /∈ {46, 51} ⇒ hass = H(index)
as4: pc ∈ {49, 50} ⇒ kass = key(aass , lass , nass)
as5: pc = 50 ∧ ¬ oldp(hass .table[kass ]) ⇒ hass = H(currInd)
as6: pc = 50 ∧ hass = H(currInd) ⇒ nass < curSize
as7: pc = 50 ∧ hass = H(currInd)

∧ (val(rass) 6= null ∨ rass = del)
⇒ r 6= null ∧ (r = del ∨ ADR(r) = ADR(rass)),
where r = Y[key(aass , hass .size, nass)]

as8: pc ∈ {48, 49, 50} ∧ hass = H(currInd) ∧ m < nass

⇒ ¬Find(Y[key(aass , curSize,m)], aass)
as9: pc = 50 ∧ Find(t, aass) ⇒ X(aass) = val(t),

where t = hass .table[key(aass , lass , nass)]
as10: pc = 50 ∧ oldp(rasssign) ∧ index = currInd

⇒ next(currInd) 6= 0
as11: pc = 50 ⇒ kass < H(index).size

Invariants concerning procedure releaseAccess (67. . . 72)

rA1: hrA < H−index
rA2: pc ∈ [70, 71] ⇒ hrA 6= 0
rA3: pc = 71 ⇒ Heap(hrA) 6= ⊥
rA4: pc = 71 ⇒ H(irA) = 0
rA5: pc = 71 ⇒ hrA 6= H(i)
rA6: pc = 70 ⇒ H(irA) 6= H(currInd)
rA7: pc = 70

∧ (pc.r ∈ [1, 58] ∨ pc.r > 65 ∧ ¬(pc.r ∈ [67, 72] ∧ irA.r = index.r))
⇒ H(irA) 6= H(index.r)

rA8: pc = 70 ⇒ irA 6= next(currInd)
rA9: pc ∈ [68, 72] ∧ (hrA = 0 ∨ hrA 6= H(irA))

⇒ H(irA) = 0
rA10: pc ∈ [67, 72] ∧ returnrA ∈ {0, 59}⇒ irA = index
rA11: pc ∈ [67, 72] ∧ returnrA ∈ {77, 90}⇒ irA 6= index
rA12: pc ∈ [67, 72] ∧ returnrA = 77 ⇒ next(index) 6= 0
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rA13: pc = 71 ∧ pc.r = 71 ∧ p 6= r ⇒ hrA 6= hrA.r
rA14: pc = 71 ∧ pc.r = 71 ∧ p 6= r ⇒ irA 6= irA.r

Invariants concerning procedure newTable (77. . . 84)

nT1: pc ∈ [81, 82] ⇒ Heap(H(inT )) = ⊥
nT2: pc ∈ [83, 84] ⇒ Heap(H(inT )) 6= ⊥
nT3: pc = 84 ⇒ next(inT ) = 0
nT4: pc ∈ [83, 84] ⇒ H(inT ).dels = 0
nT5: pc ∈ [83, 84] ⇒ H(inT ).occ = 0
nT6: pc ∈ [83, 84] ⇒ H(inT ).bound + 2 ∗ P < H(inT ).size
nT7: pc ∈ [83, 84] ∧ index = currInd

⇒ H(currInd).bound− H(currInd).dels + 2 ∗ P < H(inT ).bound
nT8: pc ∈ [83, 84] ∧ k < H(inT ).size ⇒ H(inT ).table[k] = null
nT9: pc ∈ [81, 84] ⇒ inT 6= currInd
nT10: pc ∈ [81, 84] ∧ (pc.r ∈ [1, 58] ∨ pc.r ≥ 62 ∧ pc.r 6= 65)

⇒ inT 6= index.r
nT11: pc ∈ [81, 84] ⇒ inT 6= next(currInd)
nT12: pc ∈ [81, 84] ⇒ H(inT ) 6= H(currInd)
nT13: pc ∈ [81, 84]

∧ (pc.r ∈ [1, 58] ∨ pc.r > 65 ∧ ¬(pc.r ∈ [67, 72] ∧ irA.r = index.r))
⇒ H(inT ) 6= H(index.r)

nT14: pc ∈ [81, 84] ∧ pc.r ∈ [67, 72] ⇒ inT 6= irA.r
nT15: pc ∈ [83, 84] ∧ pc.r ∈ [67, 72] ⇒ H(inT ) 6= H(irA.r)
nT16: pc ∈ [81, 84] ∧ pc.r ∈ [81, 84] ∧ p 6= r ⇒ inT 6= inT .r
nT17: pc ∈ [81, 84] ∧ pc.r ∈ [95, 99] ∧ index.r = currInd

⇒ inT 6= imig .r
nT18: pc ∈ [81, 84] ∧ pc.r ≥ 99 ⇒ inT 6= imig .r

Invariants concerning procedure migrate (94. . . 105)

mi1: pc = 98 ∨ pc ∈ {104, 105} ⇒ index 6= currInd
mi2: pc ≥ 95 ⇒ imig 6= index
mi3: pc = 94 ⇒ next(index) > 0
mi4: pc ≥ 95 ⇒ imig 6= 0
mi5: pc ≥ 95 ⇒ imig = next(index)
mi6: pc.r = 70

∧ (pc ∈ [95, 102) ∧ index = currInd ∨ pc ∈ [102, 103] ∨ pc ≥ 110)
⇒ irA.r 6= imig

mi7: pc ∈ [95, 97] ∧ index = currInd ∨ pc ≥ 99
⇒ imig 6= next(imig)

mi8: (pc ∈ [95, 97] ∨ pc ∈ [99, 103] ∨ pc ≥ 110) ∧ index = currInd
⇒ next(imig) = 0

mi9: (pc ∈ [95, 103] ∨ pc ≥ 110) ∧ index = currInd
⇒ H(imig) 6= H(currInd)

mi10: (pc ∈ [95, 103] ∨ pc ≥ 110) ∧ index = currInd
∧ (pc.r ∈ [1, 58] ∨ pc.r ≥ 62 ∧ pc.r 6= 65)
⇒ H(imig) 6= H(index.r)

mi11: pc = 101 ∧ index = currInd ∨ pc = 102
⇒ hmig = H(imig)

mi12: pc ≥ 95 ∧ index = currInd ∨ pc ∈ {102, 103} ∨ pc ≥ 110
⇒ Heap(H(imig)) 6= ⊥

mi13: pc = 103 ∧ index = currInd ∧ k < curSize ⇒ H(index).table[k] = done
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mi14: pc = 103 ∧ index = currInd ∧ n < H(imig).size
∧ LeastFind(H(imig), a, n)
⇒ X(a) = val(H(imig)[key(a, H(imig).size, n)])

mi15: pc = 103 ∧ index = currInd ∧ n < H(imig).size
∧ X(a) = val(H(imig).table[key(a, H(imig).size, n)] 6= null
⇒ LeastFind(H(imig), a, n)

mi16: pc = 103 ∧ index = currInd ∧ k < H(imig).size
⇒ ¬oldp(H(imig).table[k])

mi17: pc = 103 ∧ index = currInd ∧ X(a) 6= null ∧ k < h.size
∧ X(a) = val(h.table[key(a, h.size, k)]) ∧ k 6= n < h.size
⇒ ADR(h.table.[key(a, h.size, n)]) 6= a,
where h = H(imig)

mi18: pc = 103 ∧ index = currInd ∧ X(a) = null ∧ k < h.size
⇒ val(h.table[key(a, h.size, k)]) = null
∨ ADR(h.table[key(a, h.size, k)]) 6= a,
where h = H(imig)

mi19: pc = 103 ∧ index = currInd ∧ X(a) 6= null
⇒ ∃m < h.size : X(a) = val(h.table[key(a, h.size,m)],
where h = H(imig)

mi20: pc = 117 ∧ X(a) 6= null ∧ val(H(index).table[imC ]) 6= null
∨ pc ≥ 126 ∧ X(a) 6= null ∧ index = currInd
∨ pc = 125 ∧ X(a) 6= null ∧ index = currInd
∧ (bmE ∨ val(wmE ) 6= null

∧ amE = ADR(wmE ))
⇒ ∃m < h.size : X(a) = val(h.table[key(a, h.size,m)]),
where a = ADR(Y[imC ]) and h = H(next(currInd))

Invariants concerning procedure moveContents (110. . . 118):

mC1: pc = 103 ∨ pc ≥ 110 ⇒ to = H(imig)
mC2: pc ≥ 110 ⇒ from = H(index)
mC3: pc > 102 ∧ m ∈ toBeMoved⇒ m < H(index).size
mC4: pc = 111 ⇒ ∃m < from.size : m ∈ toBeMoved
mC5: pc ≥ 114 ∧ pc 6= 118 ⇒ vmC 6= done
mC6: pc ≥ 114 ⇒ imC < H(index).size
mC7: pc = 118 ⇒ H(index).table[imC ] = done
mC8: pc ≥ 110 ∧ k < H(index).size ∧ k /∈ toBeMoved

⇒ H(index).table[k] = done
mC9: pc ≥ 110 ∧ index = currInd ∧ toBeMoved = ∅ ∧ k < H(index).size

⇒ H(index).table[k] = done
mC10: pc ≥ 116 ∧ val(vmC ) 6= null

∧ H(index).table[imC ] = done
⇒ H(imig).table[key(a, H(imig).size, 0)] 6= null,
where a = ADR(vmC )

mC11: pc ≥ 116 ∧ H(index).table[imC ] 6= done
⇒ val(vmC ) = val(H(index).table[imC ])
∧ oldp(H(index).table[imC ])

mC12: pc ≥ 116 ∧ index = currInd ∧ val(vmC ) 6= null
⇒ val(vmC ) = val(Y[imC ])

Invariants concerning procedure moveElement (120. . . 126):

mE1: pc ≥ 120 ⇒ val(vmC ) = vmE
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mE2: pc ≥ 120 ⇒ vmE 6= null
mE3: pc ≥ 120 ⇒ to = H(imig)
mE4: pc ≥ 121 ⇒ amE = ADR(vmC )
mE5: pc ≥ 121 ⇒ mmE = to.size
mE6: pc ∈ {121, 123} ⇒ ¬bmE

mE7: pc = 123 ⇒ kmE = key(amE , to.size, nmE )
mE8: pc ≥ 123 ⇒ kmE < H(imig).size
mE9: pc = 120

∧ to.table[key(ADR(vmE ), to.size, 0)] = null
⇒ index = currInd

mE10: pc ∈ {121, 123}
∧ to.table[key(amE , to.size, nmE )] = null
⇒ index = currInd

mE11: pc ∈ {121, 123} ∧ pc.r = 103
∧ to.table[key(amE , to.size, nmE )] = null
⇒ index.r 6= currInd

mE12: pc ∈ {121, 123} ∧ next(currInd) 6= 0 ∧ to = H(next(currInd))
⇒ nmE < H(next(currInd)).size

mE13: pc ∈ {123, 125} ∧ wmE 6= null
⇒ ADR(wmE ) = ADR(to.table[kmE ])
∨ to.table[kmE ] ∈ {del,done}

mE14: pc ≥ 123 ∧ wmE 6= null
⇒ H(imig).table[kmE ] 6= null

mE15: pc = 117 ∧ val(vmC ) 6= null
∨ pc ∈ {121, 123} ∧ nmE > 0
∨ pc = 125
⇒ h.table[key(ADR(vmC ), h.size, 0)] 6= null,
where h = H(imig)

mE16: pc ∈ {121, 123}
∨ (pc = 125 ∧ ¬bmE

∧ (val(wmE ) = null ∨ amE 6= ADR(wmE )))
⇒ ∀m < nmE :

¬Find(to.table[key(amE , to.size,m)], amE )

Invariants about the integer array prot.

pr1: prot[i] = ](prSet1(i)) + ](prSet2(i)) + ](currInd = i) + ](next(currInd) = i)
pr2: prot[currInd] > 0
pr3: pc ∈ [1, 58] ∨ pc ≥ 62 ∧ pc 6= 65 ⇒ prot[index] > 0
pr4: next(currInd) 6= 0 ⇒ prot[next(currInd)] > 0
pr5: prot[i] = 0 ⇒ Heap(H[i]) = ⊥
pr6: prot[i] ≤ ](prSet3(i)) ∧ busy[i] = 0 ⇒ Heap(H[i]) = ⊥
pr7: pc ∈ [67, 72] ⇒ prot[irA] > 0
pr8: pc ∈ [81, 84] ⇒ prot[inT ] > 0
pr9: pc ≥ 97 ⇒ prot[imig ] > 0
pr10: pc ∈ [81, 82] ⇒ prot[inT ] = ](prSet4(inT )) + 1

Invariants about the integer array busy.

bu1: busy[i] = ](buSet1(i)) + ](buSet2(i)) + ](currInd = i) + ](next(currInd) = i)
bu2: busy[currInd] > 0
bu3: pc ∈ [1, 58]

∨ pc > 65 ∧ ¬(irA = index ∧ pc ∈ [67, 72])
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⇒ busy[index] > 0
bu4: next(currInd) 6= 0 ⇒ busy[next(currInd)] > 0
bu5: pc = 81 ⇒ busy[inT ] = 0
bu6: pc ≥ 100 ⇒ busy[imig ] > 0

Some other invariants we have postulated:

Ot1: X(0) = null
Ot2: X(a) 6= null ⇒ ADR(X(a)) = a

The motivation of invariant (Ot1) is we never store a value for the address 0. The motivation of
invariant (Ot2) is that the address in the hashtable is unique.

Ot3: returngA = {1, 10, 20, 30, 36, 46, 51} ∧ returnrA = {0, 59, 77, 90}
∧ returnref = {10, 20, 30, 36, 46, 51} ∧ returnnT = {30, 46}

Ot4: pc ∈ {0, 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20,
21, 25, 26, 27, 28, 30, 31, 32, 33, 35, 36, 37, 41,
42, 43, 44, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 57, 59, 60,
61, 62, 63, 65, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 77, 78, 81,
82, 83, 84, 90, 94, 95, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102,
103, 104, 105, 110, 111, 114, 116, 117, 118, 120,
121, 123, 125, 126}

B Dependencies between invariants

Let us write “ϕ from ψ1, · · · , ψn” to denote that ϕ can be proved to be an invariant using
ψ1, · · · , ψn hold. We write “ϕ ⇐ ψ1, · · · , ψn” to denote that ϕ can be directly derived from
ψ1, · · · , ψn. We have verified the following “from” and “⇐” relations mechanically:

Co1 from fi10, Ot3, fi1
Co2 from de5, Ot3, de6, del, de11
Co3 from in5, Ot3, in6, in1, in11
Cn1 from Cn6, Ot3
Cn2 from Cn8, Ot3, del
Cn3 from Cn10, Ot3, in1, in5
Cn4 from Cn11, Ot3
No1 ⇐ No2
No2 from nT1, He2, rA2, Ot3, Ha2, Ha1, rA1, rA14, rA3, nT14, rA4
He1 from Ha1
He2 from Ha3, rA5, Ha1, He1, rA2
He3, He4 from Ot3, rA6, rA7, mi12, rA11, rA5
He5 from He1
He6 from rA8, Ha3, mi8, nT2, rA5
Ha1 from true
Ha2 from Ha1
Ha3 from Ha2, Ha1, He2, He1
Ha4 ⇐ Ha3, He3, He4
Cn5 from Cn6, Ot3
Cn6 from Cn5, Ot3
Cn7 from Cn8, Ot3, del
Cn8 from Cn7, Ot3
Cn9 from Cn10, Ot3, in1, in5
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Cn10 from Cn9, Ot3, in5
Cn11 from Cn11, Ot3
Cu1 from Ot3, Ha4, rA6, rA7, nT13, nT12, Ha2, He3, He4, rA11, nT9, nT10, mi13, rA5
Cu2 ⇐ Cu6, cu7, Cu3, He3, He4
Cu3 from rA6, rA7, nT13, nT12, mi5, mi4, Ne8, rA5
Cu4 from del, in1, as1, rA6, rA7, Ha2, nT13, nT12, Ne9, Cu9, Cu10, de7, in7, as5, He3,

He4, mi5, mi4, Ot3, Ha4, de3, mi9,mi10, de5, rA5
Cu6 from Ot3, rA6, rA7, Ha2, nT13, nT12, Ha3, in3, as3, Ne23, mi5, mE6, mE7, mE10,

mE3, Ne3, mi1, mi4, rA5
Cu7 from Ot3, rA6, rA7, Ha2, nT13, nT12, Ha3, in3, as3, in5, mi5, mE6, mE7, mE10, mE3,

Ne3, mi4, de7, in7, as5, Ne22, mi9,mi10, rA5, He3, mi12, mi1, Cu9, de1 in1, as1
Cu8 from Cu8, FT, Ha2, nT9, nT10, rA6, rA7, mi5, mi4 , mC2, mC5, He3, He4, Cu1, Ha4,

mC6, mi16, rA5
Cu9,Cu10 from rA6, rA7, nT13, nT12, Ha2, He3, He4, Cu1, Ha4, de3, in3, as3, mE3, mi9,

mi10, mE10, mE7, rA5
Cu11, Cu12 from Cu9, Cu10, Cu13, Cu14, del, in1, as1, rA6, rA7, Ha2, nT13, nT12, He3,

He4, Cu1, Ha4, in3, as3, mi14, mi15, de3, in10, as8, mi12, Ot2, fi5, de8, in8, as6, Cu15,
de11, in11, rA5

Cu13, Cu14 from He3, He4, Ot2, del, in1, as1, Ot1, rA6, rA7, nT13, nT12, Ha2, Cu9, Cu10,
Cu1, Ha4, de3, in3, as3, Cu11, Cu12, in10, as8, fi5, de8, in8, as6, Cu15, mi17, mi18,
mi12, mi4, de11, rA5

Cu15 from He3, He4, rA6, rA7, nT13, nT12, Ha2, Cu1, Ha4, del, in1, as1, de3, in3, as3, fi5,
de8, in8, as6, mi12, mi19, mi4, Ot2, Cu9, Cu10, Cu11, Cu12, Cu13, Cu14, rA5

Cu16 ⇐ Cu13, Cu14, Cu15, He3, He4, Ot1
Ne1 from nT9, nT10, mi7
Ne2 from Ne5, nT3, mi8, nT9, nT10
Ne3 from Ne1, nT9, nT10, mi8
Ne4 from Ne1, nT9, nT10
Ne5 from Ot3, nT9, nT10, mi5
Ne6 ⇐ Ne10, Ne24, He6, He3, He4, Cu4
Ne7 from Ha3, rA6, rA7, rA8, nT13, nT12, nT11, He3, He4, mi8, nT7, Ne5, Ha2, He6, rA5
Ne8 from Ha3, rA8, nT11, T, mi8, nT6, Ne5, rA5
Ne9 from Ha3, Ha2, Ne3, Ne5, de3, as3, rA8, rA6, rA7, nT8, nT11, mC2, nT4, mi8, rA5
Ne9a from Ha3, Ne3, rA5, de3, rA8, nT4, mi8
Ne10 from Ha3, Ha2, de3, rA8, nT11, Ne3, He6, mi8, nT8, mC2, nT2, Ne5, rA5
Ne11 from Ha3, Ha2, He6, T, nT2, nT8, rA8, nT11, mi8, Ne3, mC2, rA5
Ne12, Ne13 from Ha3, Ha2, Cu8, He6, He3, He4, Cu1, de3, in3, as3, rA8, rA6, rA7, nT11,

nT13, nT12, mi12, mi16, mi5, mi4, de7, in7, as5, Ot2, del,in1, as1, Cu9, Cu10, Cu13,
Cu14, Cu15, as9, fi5, de8, in8, as6, mC2, Ne3, Ot1, Ne14, Ne20, mE16, mE7, mE4, mE1,
mE12, mE2, Ne15, Ne16, Ne17, Ne18, mi20, de11, in11, rA5

Ne14 from Ha3, Ha2, He6, He3, He4, T, nT2, nT8, de3, in3, as3, rA8, nT11, Ot2, del, in1,
as1, Cu9, Cu10, mi8, Ne3, mC2, mE7, mE16, mE1, mE4, mE12, Ne17, Ne18, Cu1, rA5

Ne15, Ne16 from Ha3, Ha2, Cu8, He6, He3, He4, Cu1, de3, in3, as3, rA8, rA6, rA7, nT11,
nT13, nT12, mi12, mi16, mi5, mi4, de7, in7, as5, Ot2, del, in1, as1, Cu9, Cu10, Cu13,
Cu14, Cu15, as9, fi5, de8, in8, as6, mC2, Ne3, Ot1, Ne19, Ne20, Ne12, Ne13, mE16, mE7,
mE4, mE1, mE12, mE10, mE2, in11, de11, rA5

Ne17, Ne18 from Ha3, Ha2, mi8, He6, He3, He4, Cu1, nT2, de3, in3, as3, rA8, rA6, rA7,
nT11, nT13, nT12, de7, in7, as5, Ot2, del, in1, as1, Cu9, Cu10, T, nT8, mE2, fi5, de8,
in8, as6, mC2, Ne3, mC11, mC6, mC12, mE7, mE10, mE1, Cu8, Cu15, Cu13, Cu14,
Cu11, Cu12, as8, de11, rA5

Ne19 from Ha3, Ha2, He6, nT2, nT8, de3, in3, as3, rA8, nT11, mi8, Ne3, mE7, Ne14, mE16,
Ot1, mE1, mE4, mE12, Ne17, Ne18, rA5

Ne20 from Ha3, Ha2, Cu8, He6, He3, He4, Cu1, Ha4, de3, in3, as3, rA8, rA6, rA7, nT11,
nT13, nT12, mi12, mi16, mi5, mi4, Ne1, de7, in7, as5, del, in1, as1, Cu9, Cu10, Cu13,
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Cu14, Cu15, as9, fi5, de8, in8, as6, mC2, Ne3, Ot1, mi20, in11, rA5
Ne22 from Ot3, rA8, Ha2, nT11, Ha3, de3, in3, as3, mi5, mi4, Ne3, nT18, mE3, mi8, mE10,

mE7, mE6, Ne5, nT5, nT2, rA5, nT8, nT12, mC2, mE2
Ne23 ⇐ Cu6, cu7, Ne6, Ne7, He3, He4, Ne22, He6
Ne24 ⇐ Ne27, He6
Ne25 ⇐ Ne19, Ne17, Ne18, He6
Ne26 ⇐ Ne17, Ne18, He6
Ne27 ⇐ Cu16, Ne25, Ne26, Ne17, Ne18, He6
fi1, del, in1, as1 from
fi2 from fi2, Ot3
fi3 from fi4, Ot3, rA6, rA7, Ha2, rA5
fi4 from Ot3, rA6, rA7, nT13, nT12
fi5, de8, in8, as6 ⇐ Cu2, de10, in10, as8, fi8, He3, He4
fi6 from Ot3, fi1, del, in1, as1, rA6, rA7, Ha2, nT13, nT12, mi9,mi10, Cu9, Cu10, He3,

He4, Cu1, Ha4, fi4, in3, as3, rA5
fi7 from fi8, fi6, fi2, Ot3, fi1, del, in1, as1, rA6, rA7, Ha2, nT13, nT12, mi9,mi10, Cu9,

Cu10, He3, He4, Cu1, Ha4, fi4, in3, as3, rA5
fi8 from fi4, fi7, fi2, Ot3, fi1, del, in1, as1, rA6, rA7, Ha2, nT13, nT12, mi9,mi10, Cu9,

Cu10, He3, He4, Cu1, Ha4, in3, as3, rA5
fi9 ⇐ Cu1, Ha4, Cu9, Cu10, Cu11, Cu12, fi8, fi3, fi4, fi5, de8, in8, as6, He3,

He4
fi10 from fi9, Ot3
fi11, de12, in12, as10 from Ot3, nT9, nT10, mi9,mi10, Cu8, fi4, de3, in3, as3, fi3, de2,

in2, as2
de2 from de3, Ot3, rA6, rA7, Ha2, rA5
de3 from Ot3, rA6, rA7, nT13, nT12
de4, in4, as4 from Ot3
de5 from Ot3
de6 from Ot3, de1, de11
de7, in7, as5 ⇐ de3, in3, as3, Cu1, Ha4, de13, in13, as11
de9 from Ot3, del, in1, as1, rA6, rA7, Ha2, nT13, nT12, mi9,mi10, Cu9, Cu10, de3, de7,

in7, as5, rA5
de10 from de3, de9, Ot3, del, in1, as1, rA6, rA7, Ha2, nT13, nT12, mi9,mi10, Cu9, Cu10,

de7, in7, as5, He3, He4, rA5
de11 ⇐ de10, de2, de3, He3, He4, Cu1, Ha4, Cu9, Cu10, Cu11, Cu12, fi5, de8, in8, as6
de13, in13, as11 ⇐ Ax2, de2, de3, de4, in2, in3, in4, as2, as3, as4
in2 from in3, Ot3, rA6, rA7, Ha2, rA5
in3 from Ot3, rA6, rA7, nT13, nT12
in5 from Ot3
in6 from Ot3, in1, in11
in9 from Ot3, del, in1, as1, rA6, rA7, Ha2, nT13, nT12, mi9,mi10, Cu9, Cu10, He3, He4,

in3, de7, in7, as5, rA5
in10 from in9, fi2, Ot3, del, in1, as1, rA6, rA7, Ha2, nT13, nT12, mi9,mi10, Cu9, Cu10,

He3, He4, in3, de7, in7, as5, rA5
in11 ⇐ in10, in2, in3, Cu1, Ha4, Cu9, Cu10, Cu11, Cu12, fi5, de8, in8, as6
as2 from as3, He3, He4, Ot3, rA6, rA7, Ha2, rA5
as3 from Ot3, rA6, rA7, nT13, nT12
as7 from Ot3, del, in1, as1, rA6, rA7, Ha2, nT13, nT12, mi9,mi10, Cu9, Cu10, as3, de7,

in7, as5, rA5
as8 from as7, Ot3, del, in1, as1, rA6, rA7, Ha2, nT13, nT12, mi9,mi10, Cu9, Cu10, He3,

He4, as3, de7, in7, as5, rA5
as9 ⇐ as8, as2, as3, He3, He4, Cu1, Ha4, Cu9, Cu10, Cu11, Cu12, fi5, de8, in8, as6
rA1 from Ha2
rA2 from Ot3
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rA3 from Ot3, rA9, He2, He1, rA2, rA13
rA4 from Ot3, nT14
rA5 from Ot3, rA1, rA2, Ha3, He2
rA6, rA7 from Ot3, nT13, nT12, nT14, rA11, mi4, bu2, bu3, Ha3, mi6, Ha2, He3, He4,

He2, rA2
rA8 from Ot3, bu4, nT14, mi6, Ne2, mi5
rA9 from Ot3, Ha2, nT14, He1, He2
rA10 from Ot3
rA11 from Ot3, nT13, nT12, mi2
rA12 from Ot3, nT9, nT10
rA13 from Ot3, rA5
rA14 from Ot3, rA4, He1, rA2
nT1 from Ot3, pr5, Ha3, nT14, nT16, Ha2
nT2 from Ot3, nT14, Ha3, rA5
nT3 from Ot3, nT9, nT10
nT4 from Ot3, Ha3, de3, nT13, nT12, nT15, rA5
nT5 from Ot3, Ha3, in3, as3, nT13, nT12, nT15, nT18, mE3, mi4, rA5
nT6 from Ot3, nT13, nT12, nT14, Ha3, rA5
nT7 from Ot3, nT13, nT12, nT15, rA6, rA7, Ha2, mi9,mi10, nT14, Ha3, nT16, rA5
nT8 from Ot3, de3, in3, as3, nT13, nT12, nT15, nT18, mE3, mi4, Ha3, mC2, nT16, nT2,

Ha2, rA5
nT9, nT10 from Ot3, pr2, pr3, nT18
nT11 from Ot3, pr4, nT16, mi8
nT13, nT12 ⇐ nT9, nT10, Ha3, He3, He4
nT14 from Ot3, nT9, nT10, nT18, nT16, pr7
nT15 ⇐ nT14, Ha3, nT2
nT16 from Ot3, pr8
nT17 from Ot3, mi5, pr4, nT11, mi10
nT18 from Ot3, pr9, mi5, nT11
mi1 from Ot3, mi9,mi10, mi10
mi2 from Ot3, Ne4
mi3 from Ot3, fi11, de12, in12, as10, nT9, nT10, Ne5
mi4 from Ot3, mi9,mi10, mi3
mi5 from Ot3, nT9, nT10, Ne5, mi10, mi4
mi6 from Ot3, mi5, bu6, rA8, mi9, mi10, bu4, mi4
mi7 from Ot3, mi2, mi7, mi4, nT18, Ne2, mi10, nT17, mi3
mi8 from Ot3, mi10, Ne2, mi3
mi9, mi10 from Ot3, He3, He4, nT9, nT10, nT18, Ne3, Ha3, mi3, nT17, mi10, He2, mi4,

mi12, mi6, He6
mi11 from Ot3, nT18, mi9, mi6, mi6
mi12 from Ot3, rA8, nT2, He6, mi9, mi5, mi3, Ha3, mi4, rA5
mi12 from Ot3, mi12, nT18, mi6, Ha3, mi4, rA5
mi13 from Ot3, rA6, rA7, Ha2, nT13, nT12, He3, He4, mi9,mi10, mC9, rA5
mi14, mi15 ⇐ Ne12, Ne13, mi5, Cu15, mi13, Ot2, He3, He4, Ne17, Ne18, Cu8, He6, He5,

mi4, Ot1
mi16 ⇐ Ne11, mi5, mi4
mi17, mi18 ⇐ Ne15, Ne16, mi5, Cu15, mi13, Ot2, He3, He4, Ne17, Ne18, Cu8, He6, He5, mi4
mi19 ⇐ Ne20, mi5, Cu15, mi13, Ot2, He3, He4
mi20 from Ha3, Ha2, Cu8, He6, He3, He4, Cu1, Ha4, de3, in3, as3, rA8, rA6, rA7, nT11,

nT13, nT12, mi5, mi4, de7, in7, as5, Ot2, del, in1, as1, Cu9, Cu10, Cu13, Cu14, Cu15,
as9, fi5, de8, in8, as6, mC6, Ne3, Ot3, mC11, mi13, mi9,mi10, mC2, mE3, mE10, mE7,
mC12, mE1, mE13, Ne17, Ne18, mE2, mE4, Ot1, mE6, Ne10, in11, rA5

mC1 from Ot3, mi6, mi11, nT18
mC2 from Ot3, rA6, rA7, nT13, nT12, mC2
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mC3 from Ot3, mC3, nT13, nT12, rA6, rA7, Ha2, rA5
mC4 from Ot3, mC4, mC2, mC3, He3, He4, rA6, rA7, Ha2, rA5
mC5 from Ot3
mC6 from Ot3, rA6, rA7, Ha2, nT13, nT12, mC2, rA5
mC7 from Ot3, rA6, rA7, Ha2, nT13, nT12, mC2, rA5
mC8 from Ot3, rA6, rA7, Ha2, nT13, nT12, He3, He4, mC7, rA5
mC9 from Ot3, rA6, rA7, Ha2, nT13, nT12, He3, He4, mi9,mi10, He5, mC7, mC8, rA5
mC10 from Ot3, rA6, rA7, Ha2, nT13, nT12, mC2, del, in1, as1, mi6, Ha3, mi4, nT18, mE15,

mC11, mi5, rA5
mC11 from Ot3, rA6, rA7, Ha2, nT13, nT12, mC2, rA5
mC12 from Ot3, rA6, rA7, mC2, mC11, Cu9, Cu10, de7, in7, as5, mi9, mC6
mE1 from Ot3
mE2 from Ot3
mE3 from mC1, Ot3, mi6, nT18
mE4 from Ot3, mE1
mE5 from Ot3, mE3, Ha3, mi6, mi4, nT18, Ha2, rA5
mE6 from Ot3
mE7 from Ot3, Ha2, Ha3, mi6, mi4, mE3, rA5
mE8 from Ot3, Ha3, mi6, mi4, nT18, Ha2, mE3, rA5
mE9 from Cu1, Ha4, Ot3, Ha2, Ha3, mi6, mi4, mE3, mC2, mC10, mE1, mC1, del, in1, as1,

mi13, mi12, mC6, mE2, rA5
mE10 from del, in1, as1, mE3, mi6, Ot3, Ha2, Ha3, mi4, mE11, mE9, mE7, rA5
mE11 ⇐ mE10, mi13, mE16, mi16, mi5, mE3 , Ne12, Ne13, mC12, mE2, mE1, mE4, mC6,

mE12, mi12, Cu13, Cu14, He3, He4, mi4
mE12 ⇐ Ne23, Ne22, mE16, He6, Ne8
mE13 from Ot3, Ha2, mE14, del, in1, as1, Ha3, mi6, mi4, mE3, rA5
mE14 from Ot3, Ha2, del, in1, as1, Ha3, mi6, mi4, nT18, mE3, mE2, rA5
mE15 from Ot3, mE1, Ha2, del, in1, as1, Ha3, mi6, mi4, nT18, mE3, mE2, mE7, mE14,

mE4, rA5
mE16 from Ha3, Ha2, mE3, del, in1, as1, mi6, mE2, mE4, mE1, mE7, mi4, Ot3, mE14,

mE13, rA5
pr1 from Ot3, rA11, rA10, nT9, nT10, Ne5, mi2, mi4, mi8, mi5
pr2, pr3 from pr1, Ot3, rA11, mi1
pr4 ⇐ pr1
pr5 ⇐ pr6, pr1, bu1
pr6 from Ot3, Ha2, nT9, nT10, nT14, nT16, He2, rA2, pr1, bu1, pr10, rA9, He1, rA4
pr7, pr8, pr9 ⇐ pr1, mi4
pr10 from Ot3, pr1, nT9, nT10, nT14, nT17
bu1 from Ot3, rA11, rA10, nT9, nT10, Ne5, mi2, mi8, mi5, bu5
bu2, bu3 ⇐ bu1, Ot3, rA10
bu4 ⇐ bu1
bu5 from Ot3, nT9, nT10, nT16, nT18, pr1, bu1
bu6 ⇐ bu1, mi4
Ot1 from del, in1, as1
Ot2 from del, in1, as1
Ot3 from true
Ot4 from Ot3
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Non-blocking Hashtables with Open Addressing

Chris Purcell Tim Harris

Abstract

We present the first non-blocking hashtable based on open addressing that provides

the following benefits: it combines good cache locality, accessing a single cacheline if

there are no collisions, with short straight-line code; it needs no storage overhead for

pointers and memory allocator schemes, having instead an overhead of two words

per bucket; it does not need to periodically reorganise or replicate the table; and

it does not need garbage collection, even with arbitrary-sized keys. Open problems

include resizing the table and replacing, rather than erasing, entries. The result is a

highly-concurrent set algorithm that approaches or outperforms the best externally-

chained implementations we tested, with fixed memory costs and no need to select

or fine-tune a garbage collector or locking strategy.

1 Introduction

This paper presents a new design for non-blocking hashtables in which collisions are
resolved by open addressing, i.e. probing through the other buckets of the table, rather
than external chaining through linked lists.

The key idea is that rather than leaving tombstones to mark where deletions occur, we
store per-bucket upper bounds on the number of other buckets that need to be consulted.
This means that unlike the earlier designs we discuss in Section 2.2, ours supports a mixed
workload of insertions and deletions without the need to periodically replicate the table’s
contents to clean out tombstones. Consequently, the table can operate without the need
for dynamic storage management so long as its load factor remains acceptable.

Our design is split into three parts. Section 3.1 deals with maintaining the shared
bounds associated with each bucket. The key difficulty here is ensuring that a bound
remains correct when several entries are being inserted and removed at once. Section 3.2
builds on this to provide a hashtable. The main problem in doing so is guaranteeing
non-blocking progress while ensuring that at most one instance of any key can be present
in the table. In Section 3.3, we present a more complicated design allowing larger keys
and a better progress guarantee, and in Section 3.4 we discuss open problems with the
algorithm.

Section 4 evaluates the performance of our algorithm, compared to state-of-the-art
designs based on external chaining. As with these, we rely only on the single-word atomic
operations found on all modern processor families. Additionally, our algorithm has many
properties that machines rely on for optimal performance: operations run independently,
updating disjoint memory locations (disjoint access parallel) and not modifying shared
memory during logically read-only operations (read parallel), and hence typically run in
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parallel on multi-processor machines. Finally, a low operation footprint (shared memory
touched per operation) gives greater throughput under stress by easing pressure on the
memory subsystem.

Our results reflect this, demonstrating performance comparable with the best existing
designs in all tested cases. On highly-parallel workloads with many updates, our algorithm
ran 35% faster; while a single-threaded run with mostly read-only operations was the worst
case, running 40% slower than the best existing design.

Proof of correctness and progress properties can be found in Appendix A.

2 Background

2.1 Non-blocking Progress Guarantees

Data structures are easiest to implement when accessed in isolation, but general schemes
for enforcing that isolation — for instance, using mutual exclusion locks — typically
result in poor scalability and robustness in the face of contention and failure. Concurrent
algorithms that avoid mutual exclusion are generally non-blocking: suspension of any
subset of threads will not prevent forward progress by the rest of the system.

The weakest non-blocking guarantee is obstruction-freedom: if at any time a thread
runs in isolation, it will complete its operation within a bounded number of steps. This
precludes mutual exclusion, as suspension of a lock-holding thread will prevent others
waiting on that lock from making progress. Lock-freedom combines this with guaranteed
throughput: any active thread taking a bounded number of steps ensures global progress.
Unfortunately, creating practical non-blocking forms of even simple data structures is
notoriously difficult.

2.2 Related Work

Externally-chained hashtables store each bucket’s collisions1 in a list. Michael introduced
the first practical lock-free hashtables based on external chaining with linked lists [8].
Shalev and Shavit described split-ordered lists that allow the number of buckets to vary
dynamically [9]. Fraser detailed lock-free skip-lists and binary search trees [2]. Recently,
Lea has contributed a high-performance, scalable, lock-based, externally-chained hashtable
design to the latest version of Java (5.0), which avoids locking on most read-operations,
preserving read-parallelism.

All of the above designs rely on an out-of-band garbage collector. Michael reported
that reference counting was unacceptably slow for this purpose as it did not preserve
read-parallelism; he proposed using safe memory reclamation [7] to get a strictly bounded
memory overhead. Fraser used a simple low-overhead garbage collection scheme, epoch-

based reclamation, where all threads maintain a current epoch, and memory is reclaimed
only after all epochs change; this has a potentially unbounded memory footprint, and a
large one in practice.

Tombstones are the traditional means of handling deletion in an open addressed
hashtable [3], but cause degenerate search times in the face of a random workload with
frequent deleting. Martin and Davis [5] proposed using periodic table replication to limit

1We refer to a key stored outside its primary bucket as a collision.
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Figure 1: Bounds on collision indices for a hash table holding keys {3, 7, 9, 12, 17}. Hash
function is (key mod 8), probe sequence is quadratic [1

2
(i2 + i)]. Key 17 is stored two steps

along the probe sequence for bucket 1, so the probe bound is 2.

tombstone growth, relying on garbage collection to reclaim old tables. More recently, Gao
et al. [1] presented a design with in-built garbage collection.

Both designs limit tombstone reuse to reinsertions of the old key, to achieve lineariz-
ability, and do not address the issue of storing multi-word keys directly in the table. The
rest of our paper presents solutions to these problems, which we believe are compatible
with the replication algorithms already proposed.

3 Memory-Management-Free Open Addressing

Each bucket in our hashtable stores a bound on its collisions’ indices in the probe sequence
(Figure 1). When running in isolation, a reader follows the probe sequence this number
of steps before terminating; an insert that collides raises the bound if necessary; and an
erase that empties the last bucket in this truncated probe sequence searches back for the
previous collision and decreases the bound accordingly.

We make this safe for concurrent use in two steps, first maintaining each bucket’s
bound in Section 3.1, then ensuring keys are not duplicated in Section 3.2.

3.1 Bounding Searches

Maintaining the probe bounds concurrently is complicated by the need to lower them:
simply scanning the probe sequence for the previous collision and swapping it into the
bound field may result in the bound being too large if the collision is removed, slowing
searches, or too small if another collision is inserted, violating correctness (Figure 2).

In order to keep the bounds correct during erasures, we use a scanning phase during
which the thread erasing the last collision in the probe sequence searches through the
previous buckets to compute the new bound (lines 18–22). A thread announces that it is
in this phase by setting a scanning bit to true (line 18); this bit is held in the same word
as the bound itself, so both fields are updated atomically.

Dealing with insertions is now easy: they atomically clear the scanning bit and raise
the bound if necessary (lines 9–12). Deletions also clear the scanning bit (line 16), but
are complicated by the scanning phase. We rely on the fact that at most one thread can
be in the process of erasing a given collision, and that threads only start scanning when
erasing the last collision in the probe sequence. The collision’s index value thus identifies
the scanning thread and, if it is still present as the bound when scanning completes, and
if the scanning bit is still set, we know there have been no concurrent updates (line 22).
Otherwise, we retry the scanning phase.
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Worse, if a concurrent insertion is missed, the bound may be made too small.

Figure 2: Problems maintaining a shared bound after a collision is removed from the end
of the probe sequence.

Given a lock-free atomic compare-and-swap (CAS) function, the pseudocode in Fig-
ure 3 is lock-free. We represent the packing of an int and a bit into a machine word with
the 〈., .〉 operator.

3.2 Inserting and Removing Keys

Inserting and removing keys concurrently is complicated by the lack of a pre-determined
bucket for any given key. Inserting into the first empty bucket is not sufficient because,
as Figure 4 shows, a concurrent erasure may alter which bucket is ‘first’, and a key may
be duplicated. If duplicate keys are allowed in the table, concurrent key erasure becomes
impractical.

To ensure uniqueness, we split insertions into three stages (Figure 5). First, a thread
reserves an empty bucket and publishes its attempt by storing the key it is inserting,
along with an ‘inserting’ flag. Next, the thread checks the other positions in the probe
sequence for that key, looking for other threads with ‘inserting’ entries, or for a completed
insertion of the same key. If it finds another insertion in progress in a bucket then it
changes that bucket’s state to ‘busy’, stalling the other insertion at that point in time.
If it finds another completed insertion of the same key, then its own insertion has failed:
it empties its bucket and returns ‘false’. In the final stage, it attempts to finish its own
insert, changing the ‘inserting’ flag in its bucket to ‘member’. It must do this with a CAS
instruction so that it fails if stalled by another thread; if stalled, the thread republishes
its attempt and restarts the second stage.
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1 class Set {
word bounds[size] // 〈bound,scanning〉

3 void InitProbeBound(int h):
bounds[h] := 〈0,false〉

5 int GetProbeBound(int h): // Maximum offset of any collision in probe seq.
〈bound,scanning〉 := bounds[h]

7 return bound

void ConditionallyRaiseBound(int h, int index): // Ensure maximum ≥ index
9 do

〈old bound,scanning〉 := bounds[h]
11 new bound := max(old bound,index)

while ¬CAS(&bounds[h],〈old bound,scanning〉,〈new bound,false〉)

13 void ConditionallyLowerBound(int h, int index): // Allow maximum < index
〈bound,scanning〉 := bounds[h]

15 if scanning = true
CAS(&bounds[h],〈bound,true〉,〈bound,false〉)

17 if index > 0 // If maximum = index > 0, set maximum < index
while CAS(&bounds[h],〈index,false〉,〈index,true〉)

19 i := index-1 // Scanning phase: scan cells for new maximum
while i > 0 ∧ ¬DoesBucketContainCollision(h, i)

21 i--
CAS(&bounds[h],〈index,true〉,〈i,false〉)

Figure 3: Per-bucket probe bounds (continued below)

The pseudocode in Figure 6 is obstruction-free. Each bucket contains a four-valued
state, one of empty, busy, inserting or member, and, for the latter two states, a key. The
key and state must be modified atomically; we use the 〈., .〉 operator to represent packing
them into a single word. A key k is considered inserted if some bucket in the table contains
〈k,member〉. The Hash function selects a bucket for a given key. The three insertion
stages can be found in lines 42–50, 51–60 and 61, respectively.

Unlike Martin and Davis’ approach [5], deleted buckets are immediately free for ar-
bitrary reuse, so table replication is not needed to clear out tombstones. The algorithm
preserves read parallelism and, assuming disjoint keys hash to separate memory locations,
disjoint access parallelism. In the expected case where the bucket contains no collisions,
the operation footprint is two words — a single cache line if buckets and bounds are
interleaved.

3.3 Extensions: Lock-Freedom and Multi-word Keys

We now turn to two flaws in the above algorithm. The first is that concurrent insertions
may live-lock, each repeatedly stalling the other. One solution is to use an out-of-line
contention manager: Scherer and Scott have described many suitable for use in any
obstruction-free algorithm [10], which are easy to adopt. Another solution, which we
cover in more detail as it is a non-trivial problem, is to make the algorithm lock-free.

The standard method of achieving lock-freedom is to allow operations to assist as well
as obstruct each other. As given, however, the hash table cannot support concurrent
assistance, as Figure 7 demonstrates: a cell’s contents can change arbitrarily before re-
turning to a previous state, allowing a CAS to succeed incorrectly. This is known as the
ABA problem, and we return to it in a moment.

The second problem is storing keys larger than a machine word: in the algorithm as
given, this requires a multi-word CAS, which is not generally available. However, we note
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The two threads now insert, creating a duplicate of the key.

Figure 4: Problems concurrently inserting keys

that a cell’s key is only ever modified by a single writer, when the cell is in busy state.
This means we only need to deal with concurrent single-writer multiple-reader access to
the cell, rather than provide a general multi-word atomic update. We can therefore use
Lamport’s version counters [4] (Figure 8).

If a cell’s state is stored in the same word as its version count, the ABA problem
is circumvented, allowing threads to assist concurrent operations. This lets us create a
lock-free insertion algorithm (diagram in Figure 9, pseudo-code in Figure 10).

Each bucket contains: a version count; a state field, one of empty, busy, collided,
visible, inserting or member; and a key field, publically readable during the latter three
stages. The version count and state are maintained so that no state (except busy) will
recur with the same version.

As before, a thread finds an empty bucket and moves it into ‘inserting’ state (lines
65–76), and checks the probe sequence for other threads with ‘inserting’ entries, or a
completed insertion of the same key (lines 86–106). However, if multiple ‘inserting’ entries
are found, the earliest in the probe sequence is left unaltered, and the others moved into
‘collided’ state. When the whole probe sequence has been scanned and all contenders
removed, the earliest entry is moved into ‘member’ state (line 105) and the insertion
concludes (lines 78–83).

This version of the hashtable is lock-free.
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Figure 5: Inserting key 12

3.4 Open Problems: Dynamic Growth and Key Replacement

If the set population approaches the number of buckets, we must replicate into a larger
table. The Gao et al. [1] replication algorithm may be adaptable for this purpose. No
aggregate time or memory cost is incurred on operations, as if the population stabilises,
no further replications are required. Assuming each new table doubles in size, discarding
the old table after growth is a memory overhead no greater than the final size of the table.

Even if a garbage collector is running, the bounded memory footprint provides several
advantages. Many collectors are only activated when memory becomes scarce, so will
benefit from less memory usage. Lacking pointers, no costly read or write barriers are
needed to ensure memory is not leaked. Finally, the small number of memory allocations
needed helps avoid any synchronization the allocator code may contain. The performance
and latency benefits of these will depend on the memory management algorithms used.

As given, the algorithm cannot implement a dictionary, storing a value with each key,
as there is no way to replace keys.

We hope to report these modifications in future work.

4 Results

In order to assess the performance of our new obstruction-free hashtable, we implemented
a range of designs from the literature: Michael’s ‘dynamic lock-free hashtable’, which
uses external chains to manage collisions and safe-memory-reclamation (MM-SMR) to
manage storage, a variant of Michael’s design using epoch-based garbage collection (MM-
Epoch), a further variant of Michael’s design using reference counting (MM-RC), and
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23 word buckets[size] // 〈key,state〉

word* Bucket(int h, int index): // Size must be a power of 2
25 return &buckets[(h + index*(index+1)/2) % size] // Quadratic probing

bool DoesBucketContainCollision(int h, int index):
27 〈k,state〉 := *Bucket(h,index)

return (k 6= - ∧ Hash(k) = h)

29 public:
void Init():

31 for i := 0 .. size-1
InitProbeBound(i)

33 buckets[i] := 〈-,empty〉

bool Lookup(Key k): // Determine whether k is a member of the set
35 h := Hash(k)

max := GetProbeBound(h)
37 for i := 0 .. max

if *Bucket(h,i) = 〈k,member〉
39 return true

return false

41 bool Insert(Key k): // Insert k into the set if it is not a member
h := Hash(k)

43 i := 0 // Reserve a cell
while ¬CAS(Bucket(h,i), 〈-,empty〉, 〈-,busy〉)

45 i++
if i ≥ size

47 throw ”Table full”
do // Attempt to insert a unique copy of k

49 *Bucket(h,i) := 〈k,inserting〉
ConditionallyRaiseBound(h,i)

51 max := GetProbeBound(h) // Scan through the probe sequence
for j := 0 .. max

53 if j 6= i
if *Bucket(h,j) = 〈k, inserting〉 // Stall concurrent inserts

55 CAS(Bucket(h,j), 〈k,inserting〉, 〈-,busy〉)
if *Bucket(h,j) = 〈k,member〉 // Abort if k already a member

57 *Bucket(h,i) := 〈-,busy〉
ConditionallyLowerBound(h,i)

59 *Bucket(h,i) := 〈-,empty〉
return false

61 while ¬CAS(Bucket(h,i), 〈k,inserting〉, 〈k,member〉)
return true

63 bool Erase(Key k): // Remove k from the set if it is a member
h := Hash(k)

65 max := GetProbeBound(h) // Scan through the probe sequence
for i := 0 .. max

67 if *Bucket(h,i) = 〈k,member〉 // Remove a copy of 〈k, member〉
if CAS(Bucket(h,i), 〈k,member〉, 〈-,busy〉)

69 ConditionallyLowerBound(h,i)
*Bucket(h,i) := 〈-,empty〉

71 return true
return false

73 }

Figure 6: Obstruction-free set (continued from Figure 3)
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Figure 7: Problems assisting concurrent operations

Shalev and Shavit’s ‘split-ordered lists’ using epoch-based garbage collection (SS-Epoch).
We also tested Lea’s lock-based hashtable design, again using epoch-based collection.
Since performance depends on the locking algorithm and the level of granularity (number
of locks), we used a basic spinlock and the MCS lock [6] at different granularities. We
compared these against our new design, as presented in Figures 3, 8 and 10 (PH).

Our benchmark is parameterized by the number of concurrent threads and by the range
of key values used. We present results for 1–12 threads (running on a Sun Fire V880 with
eight 900MHz UltraSPARC-III CPUs) and with 215 keys chosen from [0, 215M), M =
2 or 10. Each update step consists of removing a key then inserting another; finding
keys and empty slots is done by trial-and-repetition, choosing candidates uniformly at
random, giving M2

M−1
searches on average for each update step. This was designed to

avoid hashtable resizing, which simplifies our algorithm, as well as allowing a fine locking
granularity and greater read-parallelism in Lea’s, but which unfortunately negates the
benefit of split-ordered lists.

Each trial lasted ten seconds, after a three second warm-up period to fill caches, and
trials were repeated 20 times, interleaved to avoid short-lived anomalies, to obtain a 90%
confidence interval. Our results are shown in Figure 11.

MM-Epoch and MM-SMR consistently outperform MM-RC and SS-Epoch (which, for
clarity, are not shown in the results), thanks to low overhead and read-parallelism. Below
8 threads, DL-Epoch performs best with low-overhead spinlocking, avoiding the high cost
of spinning with a fine locking granularity.

Searching for a key that is not in the table requires two memory accesses for the PH
algorithm, but only one for all others tested. In the absence of contention, this is clearly
visible in the results. Applications with a higher lookup hit rate would lower this cost.
However, in all test with at least four threads, PH outperforms the other designs; this can
largely be attributed to touching fewer cachelines (one rather than two) in the common-
case code path for update operations — inter-processor cacheline exchange dominates
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23 struct BucketT {
word vs // 〈version,state〉

25 Key key
} buckets[size]

27 word buckets[size] // 〈key,state〉

BucketT* Bucket(int h, int index): // Size must be a power of 2
29 return &buckets[(h + index*(index+1)/2) % size] // Quadratic probing

bool DoesBucketContainCollision(int h, int index):
31 〈version1,state1〉 := Bucket(h,index)→vs

if state1 = visible ∨ state1 = inserting ∨ state1 = member
33 if Hash(Bucket(h,index)→key) = h

〈version2,state2〉 := Bucket(h,index)→vs
35 if state2 = visible ∨ state2 = inserting ∨ state2 = member

if version1 = version2
37 return true

return false

39 public:
void Init():

41 for i := 0 .. size-1
InitProbeBound(i)

43 buckets[i].vs := 〈0,empty〉

bool Lookup(Key k): // Determine whether k is a member of the set
45 h := Hash(k)

max := GetProbeBound(h)
47 for i := 0 .. max

〈version,state〉 := Bucket(h,index)→vs // Read cell atomically
49 if state = member ∧ Bucket(h,index)→key = k

if Bucket(h,index)→vs = 〈version,member〉
51 return true

return false

53 bool Erase(Key k): // Remove k from the set if it is a member
h := Hash(k)

55 max := GetProbeBound(h)
for i := 0 .. max

57 〈version,state〉 := Bucket(h,index)→vs // Atomically read/update cell
if state = member ∧ Bucket(h,index)→key = k

59 if CAS(Bucket(h,i)→vs, 〈version,member〉, 〈version,busy〉)
ConditionallyLowerBound(h,i)

61 Bucket(h,i)→vs := 〈version+1,empty〉
return true

63 return false

Figure 8: Version-counted derivative of Figure 6 (continued in Figure 10)
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bool Insert(Key k): // Insert k into the set if it is not a member
65 h := Hash(k)

i := -1 // Reserve a cell
67 do

if ++i ≥ size
69 throw ”Table full”

〈version,state〉 := Bucket(h,i)→vs
71 while ¬CAS(&Bucket(h,i)→vs, 〈version,empty〉, 〈version,busy〉)

Bucket(h,i)→key := k
73 while true // Attempt to insert a unique copy of k

*Bucket(h,i)→vs := 〈version,visible〉
75 ConditionallyRaiseBound(h,i)

*Bucket(h,i)→vs := 〈version,inserting〉
77 r := Assist(k,h,i,version)

if Bucket(h,i)→vs 6= 〈version,collided〉
79 return true

if ¬r
81 ConditionallyLowerBound(h,i)

Bucket(h,i)→vs := 〈version+1,empty〉
83 return false

version++

85 private:
bool Assist(Key k,int h,int i,int ver i): // Attempt to insert k at i

87 // Return true if no other cell seen in member state
max := GetProbeBound(h) // Scan through probe sequence

89 for j := 0 .. max
if i 6= j

91 〈ver j,state j〉 := Bucket(h,j)→vs
if state j = inserting ∧ Bucket(h,j)→key = k

93 if j < i // Assist any insert found earlier in the probe sequence
if Bucket(h,j)→vs = 〈ver j,inserting〉

95 CAS(&Bucket(h,i)→vs, 〈ver i,inserting〉, 〈ver i,collided〉)
return Assist(k,h,j,ver j)

97 else // Fail any insert found later in the probe sequence
if Bucket(h,i)→vs = 〈ver i,inserting〉

99 CAS(&Bucket(h,j)→vs, 〈ver j,inserting〉, 〈ver j,collided〉)
〈ver j,state j〉 := Bucket(h,j)→vs // Abort if k already a member

101 if state j = member ∧ Bucket(h,j)→key = k
if Bucket(h,j)→vs = 〈ver j,member〉

103 CAS(&Bucket(h,i)→vs,〈ver i,inserting〉,〈ver i,collided〉)
return false

105 CAS(&Bucket(h,i), 〈ver i,inserting〉, 〈ver i,member〉)
return true

107 }

Figure 10: Lock-free insertion algorithm (continued from Figure 8)
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Figure 11: Performance on 8-way SPARC machine

runtime in massively parallel workloads. Applications with much larger, multi-cacheline
keys would lose most of this advantage, and may favour an externally-chained scheme to
lower the memory footprint of empty buckets.

5 Conclusions

We have presented a lock-free, disjoint-access and read parallel set algorithm based on
open addressing, with no need for garbage collection, and touched upon removing popu-
lation constraints. It has high straight-line speeds and a low operation footprint leading
to excellent performance, matching and besting state-of-the-art external-chaining imple-
mentations in the tests we performed.

We wish to thank Sun Microsystems, Inc. for donating the SPARC v880 server on
which this work was evaluated, and the University of Rochester, New York, for hosting
it.
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Figure 12: Shared bound state-machine

A Proofs

In the following, we use tc and tr for the call and return times of a function, respectively,
and tn for the linearization point of the last pass through line n during that call.

A.1 Shared Bound: Proof of Correctness

For simplicity, we consider a single bucket h, with a probe sequence bound (bound) and
a scanning bit (scanning). We model the probe sequence at time t as an infinite sequence
(bt

i)i≥0 of state machines, as shown in Figure 12, where bt
i ∈ {empty, raising, full, lowering}

∀i, t, and where b0
i = empty ∀i.

The pre-condition for the bound raising transition for bucket i is that bound ≥ i
and scanning = false, and for bound lowering that bound 6= i and scanning = false; the
insertion and erasure transitions are handled by the calling code.

Our correctness criteria consist of the following claims about the code, given certain
restrictions on the calling code:

Criterion. ConditionallyRaiseBound(h,i) post-condition: btr
i = full, assuming bt

i ∈
{raising, full} ∀t ∈ [tc, tr]

Criterion. ConditionallyLowerBound(h,i) post-condition: btr
i = empty, assuming bt

i ∈
{lowering, empty} ∀t ∈ [tc, tr]

Criterion. GetProbeBound(h) returns max
({

i : bt6
i ∈ {full, lowering}

}

∪ {0}
)

The following two conditions are assumed to hold:

Collision condition. DoesBucketContainCollision(h,i) returns true (resp. false)
only if bt

i ∈ {raising, full} (resp. {lowering, empty}) holds for some t ∈ [tc, tr], where
DoesBucketContainCollision(h,i) is called at tc and returns at tr

Exclusivity condition. |Rt
i ∪ Lt

i| = 1 ∀i, t
where Rt

i = {threads in ConditionallyRaiseBound(h,i) at time t}
and Lt

i = {threads in ConditionallyLowerBound(h,i) at time t}

First Scanning Lemma. The scanning bit is cleared whenever the bound changes,
and the scanning bit is only set at line 18.

Proof. Examination of the code. Only lines 12, 16, 18 and 22 change the bound and
scanning bit, and none violate the lemma.

Post-condition on ConditionallyRaiseBound(h,i). btr
i = full, assuming ∀t ∈

[tc, tr], bt
i ∈ {raising, full}

16



Proof. The CAS at line 12 must succeed before tr, and a successful CAS ensures
boundt12 ≥ i and scanningt12 = false, triggering the bound raising state transition if bucket
i is in raising state. By assumption, there are no erasure transitions, so the post-condition
must hold.

Lemma 2. ∃t ∈ [t14, t16] s.t. scanningt = false
Proof. If scanningt14 = true and scanningt16− = true, either boundt14 = boundt16−

and the CAS at line 16 succeeds, ensuring scanningt16 = false, or we appeal to the First
Scanning Lemma. The lemma follows.

Post-condition on Line 22. 〈bound, scanning〉t22 6= 〈index, true〉
Second Scanning Lemma. If bound = 〈index, true〉, some thread is executing

ConditionallyLowerBound(h,index) lines 19–22.
Proof. Only line 18 can set bound = 〈index, true〉; if this occurs, lines 19–22 will be

executed. The post-condition on line 22 then implies the lemma.
Pre-condition on Line 18. 〈bound, scanning〉t22 6= 〈index, true〉
Proof. Consequence of the exclusivity condition and the Second Scanning Lemma.
Lemma 6. If index > 0, ∃t ∈ [t14, tr] s.t. boundt 6= index and scanningt = false
Proof. By lemma 2, ∃t∗ ∈ [t14, t16] s.t. scanningt∗ = false. By the pre-condition on

line 18, the loop of lines 18–22 will only end when boundt18 6= index. Thus, if boundt∗ =
index, we can appeal to the First Scanning Lemma to find t; otherwise, t = t∗ satisfies
the lemma.

Claim. ConditionallyLowerBound(h,i) post-condition: btr
i = empty assuming bt

i ∈
{lowering, empty} ∀t ∈ [tc, tr]

Proof. By lemma 6, the bound lowering state transition must occur during Cond-
itionallyLowerBound(h,i) if bucket i is in lowering state. The pre- and during-conditions
prevent an insertion transition, so the post-condition must hold.

Theorem. ∀i, t,
(

bt
i ∈ {empty, raising} ⇒ boundt 6= i

)

,
(

bt
i ∈ {full, lowering} ⇒ boundt ≥ i

)

and boundt ≥ 0

Corollary. boundt = max ({i : bt
i ∈ {full, lowering}} ∪ {0}) ∀t

Corollary. GetProbeBound(h) returns max
({

i : bt6
i ∈ {full, lowering}

}

∪ {0}
)

Lemma 7. If bucket i has a bound raising transition at time t, boundt ≥ i.
Lemma 8. If bucket i has a bound lowering transition at time t, boundt 6= i.
Proofs. Both lemmas follow immediately from the pre-conditions of the state tran-

sitions.
Lemma 9. Bucket j cannot remain in raising state at time t if boundt− 6= boundt and

boundt > j.
Lemma 10. Bucket j cannot remain in lowering state at time t if boundt− 6= boundt

and boundt 6= j.
Proofs. Both lemmas follow immediately from the pre-conditions of the state tran-

sitions and the First Scanning Lemma.
Post-condition on Line 12. boundt12 >= boundt12−

Lemma 12. If a call to ConditionallyRaiseBound(h,i) alters bound at line 12 and the
conditions of the Theorem hold at time t12−, they hold at time t12.

Proof. By Lemmas 7 and 8, we need only consider buckets that do not undergo a
bound raising or bound lowering transition at time t12. By Lemmas 9 and 10, this leaves
all buckets in empty or full state, and any bucket j > boundt12 in raising state.
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bt12−
j ∈ {raising, full} by the precondition on ConditionallyRaiseBound(h,i), so any

bucket j in empty state satisfies j 6= boundt12 . If bt12−
j = full, then by hypothesis

boundt12− > j, so by the post-condition on line 12, boundt12 > j. Finally, any j where
bt12−
j = bt12

j = raising satisfies j > boundt12 as already stated.
Hence the conditions of the Theorem hold at time t12.
Third Scanning Lemma. If 〈bound, scanning〉t22− = 〈index, true〉, no buckets have

undergone either bound raising or bound lowering transitions on the interval [t19, t22).
Proof. Consequence of exclusivity condition, Second Scanning Lemma and pre-

conditions of the state transitions.
Post-conditions on Line 22. If the CAS succeeds, boundt22 < boundt22−, ∀j ∈

(

boundt22 , boundt22−
]

,∃t ∈ [t19, t22] s.t. bt
j ∈ {lowering, empty} and boundt22 = i > 0 ⇒

bt20
i ∈ {raising, full}.

Lemma 15. If a call to ConditionallyLowerBound(h,i) alters bound at line 22 at time
t22 and the conditions of the Theorem hold at time t22−, they hold at time t22.

Proof. By Lemmas 7 and 8, we need only consider buckets that do not undergo a
bound raising or bound lowering transition at time t22. By Lemmas 9 and 10, this leaves
all buckets in empty or full state, and any bucket j > boundt22 in raising state.

By the Third Scanning Lemma, any bucket in empty or full state at time t22 must
have been so at time t19, so by the post-conditions on line 22 and by hypothesis, ∀i,
bt22
i = empty ⇒ boundt22 6= i and bt22

i = full ⇒ boundt22 ≥ i. Finally, any j where
bt22−
j = bt22

j = raising satisfies j > boundt22 as already stated.
Hence the conditions of the Theorem hold at time t22.
Proof of Theorem. By construction, the Theorem holds at time 0. We proceed

by induction on the steps taken by each thread under some global ordering.
Suppose a thread executes an operation at time t′, and the Theorem holds ∀t < t′.

The theorem can only be false at time t′ if a bucket i undergoes a bound raising or bound

lowering transition, or if boundt′− 6= boundt′ . By Lemmas 7 and 8, neither state transition
will invalidate the theorem. The bound field is only altered by lines 12 and 22, and by
Lemmas 12 and 15, neither line will invalidate the theorem.

Hence the Theorem holds at time t′, and by induction for all t.

A.2 Shared Bound: Proof of Progress

GetProbeBound is trivially lock-free. We show that the remaining two functions in Fig-
ure 3 are lock-free, assuming correct behaviour by the calling code, using an amortization
argument.

Inspection of the pseudocode reveals that failed CASes either result in local progress
(lines 16 and 18) or result from a concurrent, successful CAS during a loop (lines 9–12
and 18–22); we therefore ignore failed CASes.

The scanning bit is assigned a credit of one when clear, and zero when set; lines 12,
16 and 22, when successful, may clear the scanning bit, and hence have an amortized cost
of 2. Line 18 has no amortized cost when successful, as it always sets the scanning bit,
and hence can be charged against the scanning bit’s credit.

Claim. ConditionallyRaiseBound(h,i) and ConditionallyLowerBound(h,i) have amortized
costs of at most 2 or 4 successful CAS operations, respectively, provided the code calling
ConditionallyLowerBound(h,i) ensures bt

i ∈ {lowering, empty} ∀t ∈ [tc, tr].
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Figure 13: Uniqueness state-machine

Lemma. The CAS at line 22 will succeed at most once per call.

Proof. Let t∗ be the time of the first successful CAS at line 22; this CAS must trigger
the bound lowering state transition. Hence, by the Theorem above, boundt 6= i ∀t ∈ [t∗, tr],
and by inspection the loop of lines 18–22 will subsequently terminate without repeating.

Proof of Claim. ConditionallyRaiseBound(h,i) executes line 12 successfully ex-
actly once, and hence has an amortized cost of 2. By inspection and the Lemma,
ConditionallyLowerBound(h,i) will execute lines 16 and 22 successfully at most once, and
hence has an amortized cost of no more than 4.

A.3 Sets: Proof of Uniqueness

For simplicity, we consider a single key k. We model the probe sequence for bucket
h = Hash (k) at time t as an infinite sequence (st

i)i≥0 of state machines, as shown in
Figure 13, where st

i ∈ {inserting, member, other} ∀i, t and s0
i = other ∀i.

In both obstruction-free and lock-free sets, bj = either inserting or member if boundh ≥
j, bucket j holds key k and is in inserting or member state respectively, and bj = other
in all other cases.

Uniqueness Criterion. |{i : bt
i = member}| ≤ 1 ∀t

Our correctness criterion relies on a single condition:

Collision Condition. If ∃i, u, v (u < v) such that su−
i = other, st

i = inserting ∀t ∈
[u, v) and sv

i = member, then ∀j 6= i, ∃t ∈ [u, v) with st
j = other.

Proof of Criterion. Suppose ∃i, j, y with i 6= j and sy
i = sy

j = member.
The state-machine and starting conditions imply that ∃u, v, w, x with su−

i = other,
st

i = inserting ∀t ∈ [u, v), st
i = member ∀t ∈ [v, y], sw−

j = other, st
j = inserting ∀t ∈ [w, x)

and st
j = member ∀t ∈ [x, y]. Without loss of generality, suppose u ≥ w. Then by

the collision condition, ∃t ∈ [u, v) with st
j = other, but t ≥ u ≥ w and we derive a

contradiction.

Hence the uniqueness criterion holds.

In fact, this proof can be extended to prove a stronger claim:

Uniqueness Lemma. ∀i, j, u, v(i 6= j, u ≤ v), su
i = member = sv

j ⇒ ∃t ∈ (u, v) with
st

i 6= member and st
j 6= member.

Lookup Lemma. ∀u, v, (∀i,∃t ∈ (u, v) s.t. st
i 6= member) ⇒ ∃t ∈ (u, v) s.t. nt = 0.

Proof. By the uniqueness lemma, nt = 1 ∀t ∈ (u, v) ⇒ ∃i s.t. st
i = member ∀t ∈

(u, v). The result follows.
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A.4 Obstruction-Free Set: Proof of Correctness

We wish to show the pseudo-code in Figures 3 and 6 maintain a logical set, S, of keys.
For simplicity, we consider a single key k.

Definitions.
nt = |{i : st

i = member}|
k ∈ St ⇐⇒ nt = 1
I ′ = {t : k /∈ St−, k ∈ St}
E ′ = {t : k ∈ St−, k /∈ St}
Ls = {Calls to Lookup(k) that return true}
Lf = {Calls to Lookup(k) that return false}
Is = {Calls to Insert(k) that return true}
If = {Calls to Insert(k) that return false}
Es = {Calls to Erase(k) that return true}
Ef = {Calls to Erase(k) that return false}
If x is a function call, txc is the time it was called, txr the time it returns, and txn the last
time it executed line n.

The code is correct iff it satisfies the following criteria:
Lookup Criterion. ∀x ∈ Ls,∃t ∈ [txc , t

x
r ] s.t. k ∈ St. ∀x ∈ Lf ,∃t ∈ [txc , t

x
r ] s.t. k /∈

St.
Insertion Criterion. ∃f : Is → I ′, f a bijection, with f(x) ∈ [txc , t

x
r ] , k /∈ Sf(x)−

and k ∈ Sf(x) ∀x ∈ Is. ∀x ∈ If ,∃t ∈ [txc , t
x
r ] s.t. k ∈ St.

Erasure Criterion. ∃g : Es → E ′, g a bijection, with g(x) ∈ [txc , t
x
r ] , k ∈ Sg(x)−

and k /∈ Sg(x) ∀x ∈ Es. ∀x ∈ Ef ,∃t ∈ [txc , t
x
r ] s.t. k /∈ St.

Bound Lemma. boundt = i ⇒ st
j = other ∀j > i

Proof. Immediate consequence of definitions.
Claim. The lookup criterion holds.
Proof. Lookup(k) returns true only if ∃t, i (t ∈ [tc, tr]) s.t. st

i = member, which
by the uniqueness criterion implies nt = 1. Appealing to the bound lemma, Lookup(k)
returns false only if ∀i,∃t ∈ [tc, tr] s.t. st

i 6= member, which by the lookup lemma implies
∃t ∈ [tc, tr] s.t. nt = 0.

Insert lemma. inserting → member state transitions occur only at line 61, at time
t61

Pre-condition on Line 57. st56
j = member.

Pre-conditions on Line 62. st61−
i 6= member, st61

i = member and ∀j 6= i,∃t ∈
[t49, t61) s.t. st

i 6= member.
Proofs. Inspection of the pseudo-code, and appeal to the bound lemma.
Claim. The insertion criterion holds.
Proof. Insert(k) returns after passing through either lines 57–60, returning false, or

line 62, returning true. The pre-condition on line 57 implies nt56 = 1. The pre-conditions
on line 62 satisfy the collision condition, and hence by the uniqueness lemma, nt61− = 0
and nt61 = 1. Further, only one thread can succeed in the CAS at line 61 at time t61
for bucket i, and no other threads can succeed at that time for any other bucket by the
uniqueness lemma; hence if f maps x ∈ Is to tx61, f is an injection. By the insert lemma,
f is also a surjection, and hence a bijection from Is to I ′ with the desired properties.
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Erase lemma. member → other state transitions occur only at line 68, at time t68.
Pre-conditions on Line 69. st68−

i = member and st68
i 6= member.

Pre-condition on Line 72. ∀i,∃t ∈ [t65, t72) s.t. st
i 6= member.

Claim. The erasure criterion holds.
Proof. Erase(k) returns after passing through either lines 69–71, returning true,

or line 72, returning false. By the lookup lemma, the pre-condition on line 62 implies
∃t ∈ [t65, t72) s.t. nt = 0. The pre-conditions on line 69 satisfy the requirements of the
erasure condition. Further, only one thread can succeed in the CAS at line 68 at time t68
for bucket i, and no other threads can succeed for any other bucket at that time by the
uniqueness lemma; hence if g maps a successful Erase(k) to its t68, g is an injection. By
the erase lemma, g is also a surjection, and hence a bijection from J to J ′ as desired.

A.5 Obstruction-Free Set: Proof of Progress

Both Lookup and Erase are lock-free, and hence obstruction-free, as the bounds returned
by GetProbeBound cannot exceed the largest index of any bucket in the table. Insert(k)
only repeats lines 48–61 if the ultimate CAS fails, which only occurs if the value written
at line 49 is concurrently altered. In isolation the loop will terminate, making the function
obstruction-free.

A.6 Lock-Free Set: Proof of Correctness

The proof of correctness for the lock-free set is identical in structure to that of the
obstruction-free set, and will not be duplicated.

A.7 Lock-Free Set: Proof of Progress

Definitions.

Let et =















−1 if ∃j s.t. st
j = member

∞ if ∀j, st
j = other

min
{

j : st
j = inserting

}

otherwise

Let (ti) be the increasing sequence s.t. {ti} = {t : et 6= et−}; let ei = eti for brevity.
If ei ∈ [0,∞), let Ti be the last thread that put cell ei into inserting state by time ti.
Thread T running Insert(k) is said to abort after time t if t ∈ [t76, tr] and T returns failure.

Precedence Lemma. ∃i, u, v (u < v) s.t. su
i = other, st

i = inserting ∀t ∈ [u, v) , sv
i =

other ⇒ ∃j, t ∈ [u, v) s.t. either st
j = member or st

j = inserting and j < i.
Assist Lemma. If Assist(k,...) returns true, ∀i ∃t ∈ [tc, tr] s.t. st

i = other. If
Assist(k,...) returns false after executing line 76 at t76, either et = −1 ∀t ∈ [t76, tr], or
∃t ∈ [t76, tr] with et− 6= et.

Proof. Inspection of pseudo-code.
Sawtooth Lemma. 0 < ei−1 < ei ⇒ ei−2 < ei−1.
Proof. 0 < ei−1 < ei only if sti

ei
= other and sti−

ei
= inserting. By the precedence

lemma, ∃t′ < ti s.t. st
ei

= inserting ∀t ∈ [t′, ti), and ∃j s.t. either st′

j = member or j < i

and st′

j = inserting. Since st
ei

= inserting ⇒ et ≤ ei by definition, st′

j = member ⇒ ej =

−1, and st′

j = inserting ⇒ ej < j, it follows that et′ < j. The lemma follows.
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Increase Lemma. If si < si+1 < ... < sj, some i, j, then
|{k ∈ [i, j) : Tk aborts after tk}| ≥ j − i − N , where N is the number of threads.

Proof. Ti = Tj only if thread Ti completed its first operation and started a new one.
If ei < ei+1, thread Ti can only return from Insert(k) after retrying Assist(k,...) or failing.
|{Tk : k ∈ [i, j)}| ≤ N gives the result.

Decrease Lemma. If si > si+1 > ... > sj, some i, j, then
|{k ∈ [i, j) : Tk aborts after tk}| ≥ j − i − N , where N is the number of threads.

Proof. Ti = Tj only if thread Ti completed its first operation and started a new one.
If ek < −1 ∀k ∈ [i, j], thread Ti can only return from Insert(k) after retrying Assist(k,...)
or failing. |{Tk : k ∈ [i, j)}| ≤ N gives the result.

Cost Lemma.
∣

∣

∣

{

(t, j) : t ∈ [ti, ti+1) , st−
j = inserting, st

j = other
}∣

∣

∣ ≤ 2N ∀i where
ei 6= −1

Proof. Consequence of assist lemma: observe that if any thread call Assist(k,...),
either et = −1 for the entire duration, or the value of (et) must change, and every state
transition other → inserting must be followed by a call to Assist(k,...).

Claim. The pseudo-code in Figure 10 is lock-free.
Proof. Let pt be the progress at time t. Moving a cell from inserting state increments

the progress counter, while each call to Insert(k) decrements it by 4N2. We wish to show
that pt ≤ 0 ∀t.

By the cost lemma, pti+1
− pti ≤ 2N ∀i. By the sawtooth, increase and decrease

lemmas, et can change at most 2N times before an operation completes. The claim
follows.
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Abstract. List-based implementations of sets are a fundamental build-
ing block of many concurrent algorithms. A skiplist based on the lock-free
list-based set algorithm of Michael will be included in the JavaTM Con-
currency Package of JDK 1.6.0. However, Michael’s lock-free algorithm
has several drawbacks, most notably that it requires all list traversal op-
erations, including membership tests, to perform cleanup operations of
logically removed nodes, and that it uses the equivalent of an atomically
markable reference, a pointer that can be atomically “marked,” which is
expensive in some languages and unavailable in others.
We present a novel “lazy” list-based implementation of a concurrent set
object. It is based on an optimistic locking scheme for inserts and re-
moves, eliminating the need to use the equivalent of an atomically mark-
able reference. It also has a novel wait-free membership test operation
(as opposed to Michael’s lock-free one) that does not need to perform
cleanup operations and is more efficient than that of all previous algo-
rithms.
Empirical testing shows that the new lazy-list algorithm consistently out-
performs all known algorithms, including Michael’s lock-free algorithm,
throughout the concurrency range. At high load, with 90% membership
tests, the lazy algorithm is more than twice as fast as Michael’s. This is
encouraging given that typical search structure usage patterns include
around 90% membership tests. By replacing the lock-free membership
test of Michael’s algorithm with our new wait-free one, we achieve an
algorithm that slightly outperforms our new lazy-list (though it may not
be as efficient in other contexts as it uses Java’s RTTI mechanism to
create pointers that can be atomically marked).

1 Introduction

Lists are a fundamental building block for concurrent data structures, both in
their own right, and as the basis for many types of search and dictionary data
types [12]. We consider three kinds of list operations: inserting a list entry, re-
moving a list entry, and testing whether an entry is in the list.

This paper introduces the lazy list, a simple new concurrent list-based set al-
gorithm with a number of novel concurrency-related properties. To explain the
novel aspects of lazy lists, we start with an overview of different ways to synchro-
nize lists. Coarse-grained locking, which uses a single lock to protect the entire



list, has the advantage of simplicity, but provides no concurrency. With lock
coupling (sometimes called “hand-over-hand” locking) [1], a thread acquires the
lock for each successive entry before releasing the lock for its predecessor. Lock
coupling provides more concurrency than coarse-grained locking, but threads
may acquire many successive locks, which is undesirable because lock acquisi-
tion typically involves expensive atomic operations (such as compare-and-swap).
Moreover, concurrent threads moving through the list may contend for locks even
if they are searching for unrelated list entries. Valois [14] was the first to sug-
gest a non-blocking implementation of a concurrent list-based set. Harris [3] and
later Michael [10], presented highly efficient lock-free algorithms for list-based
sets. Fomitchev and Ruppert [10] present more complex algorithms that pro-
vide an amortized cost guarantee for all operations that is provably linear in the
length of the list. Michael’s algorithm is the basis for a concurrent skip-list data
structure in the JavaTM Concurrency Package of JDK 1.6.0.

As in most previous list-based set algorithms, we represent a set as a sorted
linked list. In our new lazy list algorithm, insertion and removal operations
are optimistic: each operation searches the list without acquiring any locks or
interfering with other threads. When an operation locates the entry it is seeking
it locks that entry and its predecessor and checks for synchronization conflicts. If
no conflict is detected, an entry is inserted or removed, and otherwise the locks
are released and the operation is restarted.

This optimistic approach to insertion and removal has the advantage that
insert and remove calls that access non-adjacent list entries never interfere. In
the absence of synchronization conflicts, these operations acquire only a constant
number of locks. Entries are removed from the list in a lazy manner: the entry
is first marked as removed (the “logical” removal), and then it is physically
unlinked from the list (the “physical” removal). The simplifying power of lazy
techniques has been exploited by Harris [3] and Michael [10] for concurrent
lists, and by Maier [9] in more general contexts. Nevertheless, the algorithms of
Harris and Michael require the ability to perform an atomic compare-and-swap
on two fields at once: a Boolean marked field and a reference field to the next
entry in the list (the equivalent of an AtomicMarkableReference in the Java
Programming Language). Since in many systems it is unacceptable to “steal a
bit” from a reference, one must use alternative techniques. In modern object
oriented languages, one can have two trivial (empty) subclasses of a node object
and use a run time type identification (RTTI) mechanism [2] to determine which
subclass the current instance belongs to, where each subclass represents a state
of the bit. In languages without RTTI support, one can use an additional level
of indirection, adding a pointer to a special dummy node to signify that the bit
is set. This is the mechanism used to implement AtomicMarkableReference in
the Java Concurrency Package, which unfortunately can introduce significant
performance penalties.

Perhaps the most substantial advantage of the new algorithm is that mem-
bership test operations are wait-free [4]. The lock-freedom progress property of
the membership test in Michael’s algorithm guarantees that if some threads are



executing method calls, and at least one thread continues taking steps, then at
least one thread will complete its call, but makes no progress guarantee for any
individual thread. Wait-freedom is a stronger progress property that guarantees
that any thread that continues taking steps in executing a method call, will
eventually complete the call.

The membership test of our algorithm acquires no locks, requires no synchro-
nization, and never interferes with any concurrent operations. This last property
is particularly important because it is reasonable to expect that in most real-
world applications, membership tests are by far the most common operations.
In Michael’s lock-free list algorithm, and unlike in ours, if a thread traversing
the list encounters an entry that has been logically but not physically removed,
then the thread must stop to complete the physical removal. Physical removal
requires calling a compare-and-swap operation, and if several concurrent threads
attempt to remove the same entry, then only one will succeed, and the rest will
be forced to abandon their traversals and start over. While the number of such
removals is likely to be small, our empirical testing shows that when there is
a high level of concurrent traversals, contention among threads competing to
perform the removal causes a large number of traversals to be abandoned and
restarted.

By contrast, in the new lazy list algorithm, only the remove operations are
required to perform physical removals, while the insertion and (more impor-
tantly) membership query traversals are not delayed by physical removals. The
wait-free nature of the membership operation means that ongoing changes to the
list cannot delay even a single thread from deciding membership. We note that
our wait-free membership test is of independent value: one can readily replace
the membership test in Michael’s algorithm with the lazy list’s new membership
test, allowing it to obtain improved performance by eliminating the need for
physical removals.

To evaluate our new lazy list algorithm, we implemented it in the JavaTM

programming language and conducted a series of benchmarks comparing our
new algorithm to known algorithms on a 16 node SunFireTM 6800 cache coherent
bus-based multiprocessor machine. We found that when there is a high fraction
of membership tests (as in search structures) the new lazy list algorithm and
a new version of Michael’s algorithm that uses our wait-free membership test,
outperform all others by a factor of two or more. The good performance of
our new version of Michael’s lock-free list depended on the use of Java’s RTTI
mechanism. We also found that as the fraction of membership queries dropped,
the relative performance advantage of the lazy list disappeared, and the new
version of Michael’s list with our wait-free membership test showed the best
performance.

In summary, we conclude that adding the new wait-free membership test
always offers a performance advantage and has no performance penalties. For
applications with a high fraction of membership tests, one should definitely use
the new algorithms, while the choice of which algorithm to use—the new lazy
list, or Michael’s lock-free list with our new wait-free membership test—seems to



depend on the cost and availability of mechanisms for implementing the equiv-
alent of AtomicMarkableReference in a given system and language.

Following our initial presentation of the algorithms in this paper, a complete
formal treatment was provided by Vafeiadis et al in [13]. We therefore focus on
providing an informal and easily accessible explanation of why our new algorithm
works, and refer the interested reader to [13] for the detailed correctness proofs.

2 The New Algorithm

We present our concurrent linked-list implementation in the context of a list-
based set object. For our purposes, a Set provides three methods:

– The add(x) method adds x to the set, returning true if and only if x was
not already in the set.

– The remove(x) method removes x from the set, returning true if and only if
x was in the set.

– The contains(x) method returns true if and only if the set contains x.

For each method, we say that a call is successful if it returns true, and unsuc-
cessful otherwise.

Linearizability [6] is a standard correctness condition for concurrent data
structures. The list-based set implementation that we present is a linearizable
implementation of a set object. To prove this it is enough to identify, for each
method call in each possible execution history, a linearization point, a single
operation when the method call “takes effect”. For example, the linearization
point defines exactly when add(a) adds an entry, a point during the execution of
the method immediately before which a is not in the set, and immediately after
which a is in the set.

Lock-freedom is a progress property that guarantees that if some threads are
executing method calls, and at least one thread continues taking steps, then at
least one thread will complete its call. It guarantees that the system as a whole
continues to make progress, but makes no progress guarantee for any individual
thread. Wait-freedom is a stronger progress property that guarantees that any
thread that continues taking steps in executing a method call, will eventually
complete the call.

As noted earlier, following our initial presentation of the algorithms in this
paper, a complete formal treatment was provided by Vafeiadis et al in [13]. We
therefore focus here on giving an informal and easily readable explanation of
why our new algorithm works.

We represent the set as a sorted list of entries. As shown in Figure 1, the
Entry class has four fields. The key field is the set element. Our algorithm works
for any ordered set of keys that has maximum and minimum values and is well-
founded, that is, for any given key, there are only finitely many smaller keys.
This is trivially satisfied by most real-world key types because the size of the
key is fixed; for simplicity, we present our algorithm assuming that the keys
are integers. We will use the well-foundedness assumption to technically capture



private class Entry {
int key;

Entry next;

boolean marked;

lock lock;

}

Fig. 1. List entry: an entry keeps track of the set element itself (the key), the next
entry in the list, a marked field to denote logical removal of the entry, and a lock field
for synchronization.

the notion that the progress of a membership query in Michael’s algorithm is
lock-free while the new algorithm’s membership query is wait-free.

The list is maintained in key order, providing an efficient way to determine
whether a given key is in the list. We sometimes abuse notation slightly and use
the same symbol to refer to an entry and its associated key (entry a will have
key a and so on.). The next field is a reference to the next entry in the list,
the marked field indicates if its associated key is logically removed or still in the
data structure, and the lock field is a lock used for synchronization.

We assume that the add(), remove(), and contains() methods are the only
ones that modify entries, a property sometimes called freedom from interference.
We require freedom from interference even for entries that have been removed
from the list, since a thread may unlink an entry while it is being traversed by
others. In a language such as Java, we can rely on the garbage collector to recycle
unreachable entries. In a programming language without garbage collection, this
property can be maintained by using methods like ROP [5] or SMR [11].

The list has two kinds of entries. In addition to regular entries that hold
elements (keys) in the set, we use two sentinel entries, called head and tail,

a b
remove b

head tail
c

pred curr

a
badd b

head tail
c

pred curr

Fig. 2. Insertion and removal of list entries.



public boolean remove(int key) {
while (true) {

Entry pred = this.head;
Entry curr = head.next;

while (curr.key < key) {
pred = curr; curr = curr.next;

}
pred.lock();

try {
curr.lock();

try {
if (validate(pred, curr)) {

if (curr.key != key) { // present
return false;

} else { // absent
LR: curr.marked = true; // logically remove

pred.next = curr.next; // physically remove
return true;

}
}

} finally { // always unlock curr
curr.unlock();

}
} finally { // always unlock pred

pred.unlock();

}
}

}

Fig. 3. The lazy remove() method: removes entries in two steps, logical and physical.

as the first and last list entries. The sentinel entries contain the minimum and
maximum key values, respectively; we assume that these values are never added,
removed or searched for. Ignoring the details of synchronization for the moment,
the top part of Figure 2 shows a schematic description of how a key is added to
the set. Each thread has two local variables used to traverse down the list: curr
is the current entry and pred is its predecessor.

To add a new key to the set, a thread sets the local variable pred to head
and curr to head’s successor, and moves down the list, comparing curr’s key to
the key being added. If they match, the key is already present in the set, so the
thread returns false. If pred precedes curr in the list, pred’s key is lower than
the inserted key, and curr’s key is higher, then the key is not present in the list.
Therefore, the thread creates a new entry b to hold the key, sets b to point to
curr, and then sets pred to point to b. The key is now a member of the set.



private boolean validate(Entry pred, Entry curr) {
return !pred.marked && !curr.marked && pred.next == curr;

}

Fig. 4. The lazy lists validation.

Removing a key is similar: we scan the list to find the relevant adjacent pair
of entries. The target entry is removed from the list in two steps: first, its marked
field is set to true, indicating that the entry has been logically removed from the
list, and second, the predecessor entry’s next field is redirected to point to the
successor entry, physically removing the entry from the list. As discussed more
precisely later, the removal “actually happens” when an entry is marked, and
the physical removal is just a way to clean up.

2.1 The remove() method

As shown in Figure 3, when the remove() method attempts to remove the entry
with key k, it scans through the list without acquiring any locks, traversing both
marked and unmarked entries. The remove() method uses two local variables:
curr is the current entry and pred is its predecessor. When curr is set to the
first entry with a key greater than or equal to k, the traversal stops, and the
method locks curr and pred. Because there is a gap between the unsynchronized
traversal and the lock acquisition, it is necessary to validate that the method
has locked the correct entries. What can go wrong? There are three obvious
problems: the curr entry could have been removed, the pred entry could have
been removed, or another entry may have been inserted between pred and curr.
Surprisingly, perhaps, these are the only things that can go wrong, and moreover,
they can be detected very efficiently. It is enough to check that curr and pred
are both unmarked, and that pred’s next pointer points to curr (see Figure 4).
If these conditions hold, the entries are adjacent and present in the list. If the
validation succeeds, the remove() method logically removes the entry, physically
removes the entry, releases both locks and returns true. If the entry with key
k is absent, the method unlocks the entries and returns false. If the validation
fails, the thread restarts the method.

For an unsuccessful remove() call, the linearization point is the point at
which it finds (reads the pointer to) a marked entry with the same key or the
first unmarked entry with a larger key. For a successful remove() method call,
the linearization point is the moment the entry is marked (line LR of Figure 3).

2.2 List traversal

We pause momentarily to discuss list traversal. The list traversal in the remove()
method in Figure 3 seems straightforward: simply follow the list pointers. The
same approach is used in the add() and contains() methods. It is important



to note that this traversal differs from those of other concurrent list-based set
algorithms in the literature in two important ways:

– it requires no additional synchronization (such as acquiring locks [1] or clean-
ing up logically removed nodes [10]), and

– it traverses both logically and physically removed nodes.

This latter property, which allows us to achieve the former, is the key to our
algorithm’s good performance. Figure 7 shows how a concurrent physical removal
of a node during thread A’s traversal can cause it to traverse a physically removed
part of the list. The traversal works correctly because we assume the freedom
from interference property which implies that nodes, even if they are removed
from the list, are not recycled (freed back to the available memory pool) as long
as they are reachable. Thus, if a node is removed while it is being traversed, the
traversing thread will continue to follow the list of pointers and eventually reach
its target node. Our algorithm maintains the property that if an entry was in
the list when a given thread started searching for it, it will remain reachable
from this thread’s curr pointer as long as it is not removed.

2.3 The add() method

Like the remove() method, the add() method (Figure 5) scans the list without
acquiring locks, until curr is set to the first entry with a key greater than or
equal to the key to be inserted. The method locks both entries, validates them,
and if an entry with the specified key is not already present in the list, inserts a
new entry, unlocks the entries, and returns true. The remaining cases are just as
in the remove() method. For an unsuccessful add() method call, the linearization
point is the moment at which the entry is observed to be unmarked in the list.
For a successful add() method call, it is the moment when pred.next is set.
We note that one can make the add() method more efficient by locking only
the pred node, but for the sake of keeping our algorithm simple, we omit this
optimization here.

2.4 The wait-free contains() method

The key to the performance of our algorithm is the new wait-free contains()
method. This method is of independent interest. For example, we show in Sec-
tion 3 that it can readily replace the lock-free contains() method in the algo-
rithm of Michael [10] to provide improved performance.

The contains() method scans the list, just like the remove() and add()
methods, ignoring whether nodes are marked or not, until curr is set to the
first entry with a key greater than or equal to the sought-after key. Instead of
locking the entry, however, it simply returns true if and only if the curr entry
is unmarked with the desired key. This is correct since the list is ordered and so,
if a node is removed, it must be marked or not present in the list.

It is easy to see that this method is wait-free. First, notice that because the
universe of keys is well-founded there are only a finite number of keys that are



public boolean add(int key) {
while (true) {

Entry pred = this.head;
Entry curr = head.next;

while (curr.key < key) {
pred = curr; curr = curr.next;

}
pred.lock();

try {
curr.lock();

try {
if (validate(pred, curr)) {

if (curr.key == key) { // present
return false;

} else { // not present
Entry entry = new Entry(key);

entry.next = curr;

pred.next = entry;

return true;
}

}
} finally { // always unlock

curr.unlock();

}
} finally { // always unlock

pred.unlock();

}
}

}

Fig. 5. The add() method.

public boolean contains(int key) {
Entry curr = this.head;
while (curr.key < key)

curr = curr.next;

return curr.key == key && !curr.marked;

}

Fig. 6. The lazy list’s wait-free contains() method.

smaller than the one being searched for. According to the algorithm, entries with
lower or equal keys to a given entry will never be added ahead of it (i.e. so that
they are reachable from it) even if the entry points into the list but is logically
and physically removed from the list. Thus, each time the traversal moves to a
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Fig. 7. Linearizing an unsuccessful contains() method calls is a bit tricky. Dark nodes
are physically in the list and white nodes are physically removed. During a traversal of
the list by thread A, the sublist starting at the node pointed to by curr (and schemat-
ically represented by “. . .”) may be disconnected from the main list by a concurrent
remove() method execution. Both nodes with items a and b can still be reached, and
the determination if an item is in the list is based solely on the mark-bit.

new node, the new node has a larger key than the previous one, and this can
happen only finitely many times, which implies that traversal is wait-free. This
contrasts with Michael’s membership test [10] which is only lock-free [4], since
it can be forced to restart its traversal from the beginning of the list infinitely
often if the same item is re-inserted and removed, and it fails each time when
attempting to clean it up.

A successful contains() method call is linearized when the marked field of a
matching entry is observed to be false. Linearizing an unsuccessful contains()
method call is a bit tricky, and is a good example showing that it is not always
possible to define a single linearization point for each method that works for all
method calls in all executions. In particular, simply choosing the linearization
point for an unsuccessful contains() as the point at which a marked entry with
the sought-after key or an entry greater than the sought-after key is found is
incorrect. Consider the following scenario. Assume that entry a is marked and
thread A is attempting to find the entry matching a’s key. While A is traversing
the list, currA and all entries between currA and a including a are removed
logically and physically. Thread A would still proceed to the point where currA

points to a. It would then detect that a is marked and therefore no longer in
the list. Linearizing at this point is correct in this case. However, consider what
happens if while thread A is traversing the removed section of the list leading to
a, and before it reaches the removed a, another thread adds a new entry with a
key a to the reachable part of the list. Linearizing the unsuccessful contains()
method at the point at which it observed the marked entry a would be wrong,
since it occurs after the insertion of the new entry with key a to the list.



We therefore linearize an unsuccessful contains() method call within its
execution interval at the earlier of the following points: (1) the point where a
removed matching entry is found and (2) the point immediately before a new
matching entry is added to the list. As can be seen, this linearization point is
determined by the ordering of events in the execution, and not predetermined
as a specific point in the method execution.

3 Performance

We evaluated our new algorithm on a SunFireTM 6800 cache coherent bus-based
multiprocessor machine with 16 1.2 GHz processors. The algorithms were im-
plemented in Java 1.5.0. We varied the percentage of contains() method calls
and the percentage of add() and remove() method calls. Each thread randomly
selected both the type of call to make (respecting the given percentages) and
the operand for it; operands are integers in the range 0..1023. We repeated this
test suite both with and without an additional load of 16 threads performing
computation in order to evaluate the sensitivity of our results to background
load, but do not report the additional load tests here as there were no signifi-
cant differences noted. In all our benchmarks, we measured throughput : the total
number of calls completed over the course of 8 seconds, averaged across three
runs. We tested six different list algorithms in all.

– Coarse – We use a single java.util.concurrent.ReentrantLocks lock to
protect all access to the list.

– Fine – This is a fine grained hand-over-hand locking (lock-coupling) [8, 1]
list-based implementation using a lock per list entry. Threads traverse down
the list holding multiple locks at a time, releasing the earlier acquired entry’s
lock only after acquiring the next one in the list.

– LockFree – This is a lock-free list implemented according to Michael’s al-
gorithm [10], using the AtomicMarkableReference of JDK 1.5.0 to allow
a markable next pointer per entry. As in our algorithm, the mark is used
to denote that an entry is logically removed. Unlike in our algorithm, the
contains() method is lock-free and not wait-free as calls do not traverse
marked entries, instead, they clean them up before continuing traversal down
the list.

– LockFreeRTTI – This is the lock-free list of Michael’s algorithm [10] using
the Java RTTI mechanism to distinguish marked entries. Such mechanisms
are not available in all languages. Achieving the effect of marking a bit in the
next pointer is done more efficiently than with AtomicMarkableReference
by having two trivial (empty) subclasses of each entry object and using RTTI
to determine at runtime which subclass the current instance is, where each
subclass represents a state of the mark bit.

– NewLockFreeRTTI – This is LockFreeRTTI with Michael’s lock-free contains()
method directly replaced by the new wait-free contains() method of this
paper, one that does not clean up marked entries and instead traverses them
in a wait-free manner.
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Fig. 8. The top two graphs show the change in throughput as concurrency increases
to 32 threads with 60% and 90% of the operations being contains() method calls, and
a 9/1 ratio of add() to remove() method calls. The bottom graph shows the change in
throughput for the case of 32 threads as the fraction of contains() calls increases to
90%

– NewLazy – This is the new lazy list algorithm of this paper, with its new
wait-free contains() and an optimization of the add() method to use only
a single lock.

The top of Figure 8 shows the results of running a benchmark with 90%
contains() method calls, 9% add() method calls and 1% remove() method calls
(left) and another benchmark with 50% contains() method calls, 45% add()
method calls and 5% remove() method calls (right). The 90/9/1 ratio and the
high fraction of add() method calls to remove() method calls are considered
typical of search structures, a common application of linked-lists [7].

If we look at the graph of the 90% test on the lefthand side of Figure 8, we
see that the two new algorithms, the lazy list and the new lock-free list with a
wait-free contains() method, outperform all others by a factor of two or more,
including both versions of Michael’s lock-free list, the one implemented with
AtomicMarkableReference and the one implemented with the RTTI mecha-
nism. The reason for this is as follows: even though there is a very small fraction



of remove() method calls, there are many concurrent contains() method traver-
sals, and in both of the original versions of Michael’s algorithm they all compete
to clean up the same small set of logically removed entries. All traversals that
fail must restart, leading to a significant overhead. The new version of Michael’s
algorithm with RTTI and our wait-free contains() method performs slightly
better than the lock-based lazy list. However, the reader is reminded that many
languages do not have the equivalent of RTTI.
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Fig. 9. The graph shows throughput as concurrency increases with a 34%, 33% and
33% ratio respectively of contains(), add(), and remove() method calls.

The graph of the 50% test on the righthand side of Figure 8 shows what
happens when we drop the fraction of contains() method calls. As can be
seen, the lock-free RTTI-based implementation of Michael’s algorithm stays at
about the same throughput level, yet the performance of the two new algorithms
deteriorates because (1) the large number of additional add() method calls in the
new version of Michael’s algorithm incur cleanup contention (they fail attempts
at cleaning up the same entries) and must restart their traversals, and (2) the
add() method calls in the lazy list acquire more costly locks and fail validation
at a much higher rate, forcing them to restart their traversals.

The bottom graph of Figure 8 shows the change in throughput for the case of
32 threads as the fraction of contains() method calls increases (maintaining the
9/1 ratio of add() and remove() method calls). As can be seen, from 50% and
onward the two new algorithms outperform all others, and have more than twice
their throughput at 90%. The choice of which algorithm to use, the new lazy list,
or Michael’s lock-free list with our new wait-free membership test, for typical
search applications with a high fraction of memberships tests, seems to depend
on the cost of implementing the equivalent of AtomicMarkableReference in a
given system and language.



The graph in Figure 9 shows the change in throughput when running a
benchmark with 34% contains() method calls, 33% add() method calls and
33% remove() method calls. Though this is not a typical search structure access
pattern, we present it here to explore how the algorithms compare across a
wider range of loads. As can be seen, the throughput of the lock-free RTTI
based implementations drops slightly, and the performance of the lazy list drops
more significantly. As before, this is due to the further increase in the number
of costly lock acquisitions and of failed validations.

We conclude that even with higher add() and remove() method call rates
than we expect in many applications, our results show how to improve on the
performance of previous algorithms. Furthermore, without using any nonstan-
dard language tricks, our new algorithms soundly beat previous ones.

4 Conclusions

We introduced the lazy list, a simple new concurrent list algorithm based on
lazy marking and deletion of nodes. Perhaps the most substantial advantage of
the new algorithm is a wait-free membership test operation, an operation that
can readily replace membership tests in other list-based set algorithms such as
Michael’s lock-free lists [10].

Various optimizations to our algorithm are possible. As noted earlier, one can
make the add() method more efficient by locking only the pred node. One can
also add an optimization whereby threads “prevalidate” the state of an entry
before acquiring the entry locks, thereby saving the cost of acquiring them upon
failure.

Most importantly, we believe the algorithmic approach introduced in this
paper, the combination of lazy lock-based list manipulation coupled with wait-
free traversal, can lead to simpler and possibly more efficient algorithms for
related data structures such as concurrent skip-lists and other search structures.
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ABSTRACT
Lock-free (non-blocking) shared data structures promise more
robust performance and reliability than conventional lock-
based implementations. However, all prior lock-free algo-
rithms for sets and hash tables suffer from serious drawbacks
that prevent or limit their use in practice. These drawbacks
include size inflexibility, dependence on atomic primitives not
supported on any current processor architecture, and depen-
dence on highly-inefficient or blocking memory management
techniques.

Building on the results of prior researchers, this paper
presents the first CAS-based lock-free list-based set algorithm
that is compatible with all lock-free memory management
methods. We use it as a building block of an algorithm for
lock-free hash tables. In addition to being lock-free, the new
algorithm is dynamic, linearizable, and space-efficient.

Our experimental results show that the new algorithm out-
performs the best known lock-free as well as lock-based hash
table implementations by significant margins, and indicate
that it is the algorithm of choice for implementing shared
hash tables.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.1.3 [Programming
Techniques]: Concurrent Programming; D.4.1 [Operat-
ing Systems]: Process Management—concurrency, multi-
processing/multiprogramming/multitasking, synchronization;
E.2 [Data Storage Representations]: hash table represen-
tations

General Terms: Algorithms, Performance, Reliability

1. INTRODUCTION
The hash table is a ubiquitous data structure widely used

in system programs and applications as a search structure.
Its appeal lies in its guarantee of completing each operation in
expected constant time, with the proper choice of a hashing
function and assuming a constant load factor [3, 12].

To ensure correctness, concurrent access to shared objects
must be synchronized. The most common synchronization
method is the use of mutual exclusion locks. However, lock-
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based shared objects suffer significant performance degrada-
tion when faced with the inopportune delay of a thread while
holding a lock, for instance due to preemption. While the
lock holder is delayed, other active threads that need ac-
cess to the locked shared object are prevented from making
progress until the lock is released by the delayed thread.

A lock-free (also called non-blocking) implementation of
a shared object guarantees that if there is an active thread
trying to perform an operation on the object, some operation,
by the same or another thread, will complete within a finite
number of steps regardless of other threads’ actions [8]. Lock-
free objects are inherently immune to priority inversion and
deadlock, and offer robust performance, even with indefinite
thread delays and failures.

Shared sets (also called dictionaries) are the building blocks
of hash table buckets. Several algorithms for lock-free set im-
plementations have been proposed. However, all suffer from
serious drawbacks that prevent or limit their use in practice.

Lock-free set algorithms fall into two main categories: array-
based and list-based. Known array-based lock-free set algo-
rithms [5, 13] are generally impractical. In addition to re-
stricting maximum set size inherently, they do not provide
mechanisms for preventing duplicate keys from occupying
multiple array elements, thus limiting the maximum set size
even more, and requiring excessive overallocation in order to
guarantee lower bounds on maximum set sizes.

Prior list-based lock-free set algorithms involve one or more
serious problems: dependence on the DCAS (double-compare-
and-swap)1 atomic primitive that is not supported on any
current processor architecture [5, 14], susceptibility to live-
lock [25], and/or dependence on problematic memory man-
agement methods [6, 14, 25] (i.e., memory management meth-
ods that are impractical, very inefficient, blocking (not lock-
free), and/or dependent on special operating system sup-
port).

The use of universal lock-free methodologies [1, 2, 8, 11,
22, 24] for implementing hash tables or sets in general is too
inefficient to be practical.

This paper presents a lock-free list-based set algorithm that
we use as a building block of a lock-free hash table algo-
rithm. The algorithm is dynamic, allowing the object size
and memory use to grow and shrink arbitrarily. It satisfies
the linearizability correctness condition [9].

It uses CAS (compare-and-swap) or equivalently restricted
LL/SC (load-linked/store-conditional). CAS takes three ar-
guments: the address of a memory location, an expected

1DCAS takes six arguments: the addresses of two indepen-
dent memory locations, two expected values and two new
values. If both memory locations hold the corresponding ex-
pected values, they are assigned the corresponding new val-
ues atomically. A Boolean return value indicates whether the
replacements occurred.
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value and a new value. If the memory location holds the
expected value, it is assigned the new value atomically. A
Boolean return value indicates whether the replacement oc-
curred. SC takes two arguments: the address of a memory
location and a new value. If no other thread has written the
memory location since the current thread last read it using
LL, it is assigned the new value atomically. A Boolean re-
turn value indicates whether the replacement occurred. All
architectures that support LL/SC restrict some or all mem-
ory accesses between LL and SC, and allow SC to fail spuri-
ously. All current major processor architectures support one
of these two primitives.

This algorithm is the first CAS-based list-based set or hash
table algorithm that is compatible with simple and efficient
methods [10, 17], as well as all other memory management
methods for lock-free objects.

Our experimental results show significant performance ad-
vantages of the new algorithm over the best known lock-free
as well as lock-based hash table implementations. The new
algorithm outperforms the best known lock-free algorithm [6]
by a factor of 2.5 or more, in all lock-free cases. It outper-
forms the best lock-based implementations, under high and
low contention, with and without multiprogramming, often
by significant margins.

In Section 2 we review prior lock-free algorithms for sets
and hash tables and relevant memory management methods.
In Section 3 we present the new algorithm. In Section 4 we
discuss its correctness. In Section 5 we present performance
results relative to other hash table implementations. We con-
clude with Section 6.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 The Hash Table Data Structure
A hash table is a space efficient representation of a set

object K when the size of the universe of keys U that can
belong to K is much larger than the average size of K. The
most common method of resolving collisions between multiple
distinct keys in K that hash to the same hash value h is to
chain nodes containing the keys (and optional data) into a
linked list (also called bucket) pointed to by a head pointer in
the array element of the hash table array with index h. The
load factor α is the ratio of |K| to m, the number of hash
buckets [3, 12].

With a well-chosen hash function h(k) and a constant aver-
age α, operations on a hash table are guaranteed to complete
in constant time on the average. This bound holds for shared
hash tables in the absence of contention.

The basic operations on hash tables are: Insert, Delete
and Search. Most commonly, they take a key value as an
argument and return a Boolean value. Insert(k) checks if
nodes with key k are in the bucket headed by the hash table
array element of index h(k). If found (i.e., k ∈ K), it returns
false. Otherwise it inserts a new node with key k in that
bucket and returns true.
Delete(k) also checks the bucket with index h(k) for nodes

with key k. If found, it removes the nodes from the list and
returns true. Otherwise, it returns false. Search(k) returns
true if the bucket with index h(k) contains a node with key
k, and returns false otherwise.

For time and space efficiency most implementations do not
allow multiple nodes with the same key to be present concur-
rently in the hash table. The simplest way to achieve this is
to keep the nodes in each bucket ordered by their key values.

Figure 1 shows a list-based hash table representing a set
K of positive integer keys. It has seven buckets and the hash
function h(k) = k mod 7.

By definition, a hash function maps each key to one and
only one hash value. Therefore, operations on different hash
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Figure 1: An example of a hash table with 7 buckets
and hash function h(k) = k mod 7.

buckets are inherently disjoint and are obvious candidates
for concurrency. Generally, hash table implementations allow
concurrent access to different buckets or groups of buckets to
proceed without interference. For example if locks are used,
different buckets or groups of buckets can be protected by
different locks, and operations on different bucket groups can
proceed concurrently. Thus, shared set implementations are
obvious building blocks of concurrent hash tables.

2.2 Prior Lock-Free Set Algorithms

Array-Based Lock-Free Set Algorithms
Lanin and Shasha [13] presented two array-based set algo-
rithms that can be implemented using CAS. The first algo-
rithm allows Delete and Search operations without locking,
but requires Insert operations to use locks, in order to avoid
the concurrent insertion of multiple instances of the same key
into the hash table. The use of locks precludes the algorithm
from being lock-free.

The second algorithm allows duplicate key values to occupy
multiple array elements. Delete operations must search for
and delete all matching keys in the array. Using arrays to
represent sets requires the maximum bucket size to be static.
For a hash table the maximum bucket size is too large to allow
static allocation, and doing so would eliminate any advantage
of hash tables over direct addressing of arrays. Furthermore,
even if an upper bound on the bucket set size is known, the
array cannot guarantee accommodating that size, without
excessive overallocation, as the same key value may occupy
multiple array entries. The algorithm is impractical even
when a maximum set size can be set.

Greenwald [5] presented an incomplete lock-free array-based
set algorithm using DCAS that does not address the issue of
handling duplicate copies of the same key in the array.

List-Based Lock-Free Set Algorithms
Massalin and Pu [14] presented a sketch of a lock-free linked
list algorithm that uses the Motorola 68040 CAS2 instruc-
tion (more commonly known as DCAS in recent years). The
algorithm performs deletions from the middle of the list in
two steps, it first marks a node as deleted and then removes
it from the list. The algorithms deals with memory man-
agement of deleted nodes by using reference counting. Many
details of the algorithm are lacking.

Also using DCAS, Greenwald [5] presented a lock-free linked
list algorithm. The algorithm allows insert and delete oper-
ations to complete in one step, in the absence of contention,
by using a version number that must be incremented with
every change to the list.
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DCAS was supported on some generations of the Motorola
68000 processor family (as CAS2) in the 1980s. These im-
plementations were extremely inefficient. Since then no pro-
cessor architecture supports DCAS. Algorithms using DCAS
remain impractical until such an instruction is supported ef-
ficiently on processor architectures.

Valois [25] presented CAS-based lock-free linked list algo-
rithms that place one or more auxiliary nodes between every
two normal nodes (i.e., nodes containing keys) to allow safe
deletions. The algorithms also rely on a shared cursor that
has to be positioned using CAS, at the target nodes of oper-
ations on the list, before these operations can be attempted.
However, the concept of a shared cursor is actually inher-
ently inconsistent with lock-freedom. For example, it is pos-
sible that two threads attempting operations (e.g., Insert) on
the list at different locations, indefinitely alternate moving
the shared cursor to their respective desired positions, with
neither of them completing its intended operation. That is,
the algorithm is susceptible to livelock, thus violating a basic
correctness condition, and by definition is not lock-free. In
addition, the algorithm is inefficient due to the extra work
manipulating auxiliary nodes, and is not compatible with
simple and efficient lock-free memory management methods.

Harris [6] presented the first correct CAS-based lock-free
list-based set algorithm. A Delete operation, first marks a
node as deleted using CAS to prevent new nodes from being
linked to it, and then removes it from the list by swinging
the next pointer of the previous node to the next node in the
list, also using CAS.

The algorithm allows a thread traversing the list to access
the contents of a node or a sequence of nodes after they have
been removed from the list. If removed nodes are allowed to
be reused immediately, the traversing thread may reach an
incorrect result or corrupt the list.

This precludes the algorithm from using simple and effi-
cient lock-free memory management methods, the IBM freel-
ists [10, 23] and the safe memory reclamation method [17]. It
forces the algorithm to use problematic memory management
methods as discussed in the following subsection.

2.3 Memory Management
Initially, Harris used Valois’ [25] reference counting mem-

ory management method. The method requires the inclusion
of a reference counter in each dynamic node, that reflects the
maximum number of references to that node in the object
and the registers and local variables of threads operating on
the object. A node can be reused only after its reference
counter goes to zero. As reported by Harris [6], the method
entailed prohibitive degradation in execution time by a factor
of 10 to 15 times, relative to experiments without memory
management, where removed nodes are not reused. Obvi-
ously, prohibiting memory reuse is not a generally practical
solution for this problem, since the address space no matter
how large is a finite resource.

As an alternative, Harris suggested assuming the use of a
tracing garbage collector. However, garbage collectors pose
many problems for lock-free algorithms. First, the presence
of a garbage collector is not universal. Thus, lock-free ob-
ject libraries that assume the use of garbage collectors are
not portable to systems without such support. Second, even
if present, garbage collectors are not lock-free as they ei-
ther require mutual exclusion or stop-the-world techniques,
or require special operating system support to access pri-
vate stack space and registers. Third, the failure or delay of
the garbage collector may prevent threads operating on lock-
free objects from making progress indefinitely, thus violating
lock-freedom. Fourth, Harris’ algorithm prohibits threads
from nullifying the pointers of dynamic nodes after their re-
moval, thus the indefinite delay of a single thread is certain to

prevent the automatic garbage collector from freeing an un-
bounded number of nodes, indefinitely. The latter problem
applies to Harris’ algorithm when using lock-free reference
counting methods [25, 4] as well.

As a third memory management option, Harris proposed
a sketch of a deferred freeing memory management method.
Each node includes an extra field through which it can be
linked into a to-be-freed list when it is removed from the set
object, without changing its critical contents. Each thread
must set a per-thread shared timestamp before it starts an
operation on the list. The method uses two to-be-freed lists
that alternate taking the roles of the old list and the new
list. The nodes in the old to-be-freed list are freed only when
the removal time of the latest node in the list precedes the
minimum per-thread timestamp. Also, at that time the two
to-be-freed lists exchange their labels as old and new lists.

The method has multiple flaws. First, it is prone to dead-
lock if one of the threads does not perform operations on
the set indefinitely (even if the thread itself is active). As
the thread’s timestamp remains unchanged indefinitely, the
nodes in the old to-be-freed list are not freed, indefinitely,
and the new to-be-freed list never takes the role of the old
to-be-freed list. Second, even if threads are somehow guar-
anteed to operate on the set infinitely often, the method is
actually blocking (i.e., not lock-free), as the delay or failure
of a thread prevents it from updating its timestamp, and
hence prevents the reuse of an unbounded number of nodes,
indefinitely.

Detlefs et. al. [4] presented a lock-free reference counting
memory management method that uses DCAS. Its perfor-
mance is expected to be at best similar to that of Valois’
reference counting method (i.e., extremely inefficient). Most
statements in an algorithm involving pointers to dynamic
nodes (even reads and register-to-register instruction) are
transformed to functions involving CAS and DCAS opera-
tions. Its advantage over Valois’ method is allowing arbitrary
reuse of the memory of removed nodes.

Other known memory management methods that may ac-
commodate Harris’ list algorithm are not without serious
problems. They are either blocking or depend on special
operating system support [15, 5].

The simplest and most efficient lock-free memory manage-
ment methods are not compatible with Harris’ list algorithm.
The IBM freelist [10, 23] is implemented as a lock-free stack.
A thread allocates a node by popping it from the freelist in
one successful CAS operation, and frees a node for future
reuse by pushing it into the freelist, also in one successful
CAS operation.

The other efficient lock-free memory management method
is the safe memory reclamation method [17] that allows ar-
bitrary reuse of the memory of deleted nodes and provides a
solution to the ABA-problem2 for pointers to dynamic nodes,
without the use of extra space per pointer or per node. It
guarantees an upper bound on the number of deleted nodes
not yet freed, regardless of thread failures and delays. It is
wait-free3, and operating system-independent.

The new algorithm is the first CAS-based lock-free list-
based set algorithm that is compatible with all lock-free mem-
ory management methods, including the latter two.

2The ABA problem [10] is historically associated with CAS.
It happens if a thread reads a value A from a shared location,
computes a new value, and then attempts a CAS operation.
The CAS may succeed when it should not and corrupt the
object, if between the read and the CAS other threads change
the value of the shared location from A to B and back to A
again.
3An operation is wait-free if it is guaranteed to complete
successfully in a finite number of its own steps regardless of
other threads’ actions [7].
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// types and structures
structure NodeType {

Key : KeyType;
〈Mark,Next,Tag〉 : 〈boolean,*NodeType,TagType〉;

}
structure MarkPtrType {

〈Mark,Next,Tag〉 : 〈boolean,*NodeType,TagType〉;
}
// T is the hash array
// M is the number of hash buckets
T[M] : MarkPtrType; // Initially 〈0,null,dontcare〉

Figure 2: Types and structures.

// Hash function
h(key:KeyType):0..M-1 { ... }

// Hash table operations
HashInsert(key:KeyType):boolean {

// Assuming new node allocations always succeed
node←AllocateNode();
node .̂Key← key;
if Insert(&T[h(key)],node) return true;
FreeNode(node); return false;

}

HashDelete(key:KeyType):boolean {
return Delete(&T[h(key)],key);

}

HashSearch(key:KeyType):boolean {
return Search(&T[h(key)],key);

}

Figure 3: Hash table operations.

3. THE ALGORITHM

Structures and Hash Table Functions
Since compatibility with simple and efficient memory man-
agement methods is a central advantage of the new algo-
rithm, we start by presenting a version that is compatible
with freelists [10, 23]. We discuss implementations of the new
algorithm using other memory management methods later in
this section.

The simplest and earliest known ABA-prevention mecha-
nism is to include a tag with the target memory location such
that both are manipulated atomically, and the tag is incre-
mented with updates of the target location [10]. CAS (or a
validation condition) succeeds only if the tag has not changed
since the thread last read the location, assuming that the tag
has enough bits to make full wraparound between the read
and the CAS or validation condition practically impossible.

Figure 2 shows the data structures and the initial values of
shared variables used by the algorithm. The main structure
is an array T of size M . Each element in T is basically a
pointer to a hash bucket, implemented as a singly linked list.
For simplicity, we include a deletion mark with the header
pointer, although it is guaranteed to be always clear.

Each dynamic node must contain the following fields: Key,
Mark, Next, and Tag. The Key field holds a key value.
The Mark field indicates if the key in the node has been
deleted from the set. The Next field points to the follow-
ing node in the linked list if any, or has a null value other-
wise. The Tag field is used for preventing the ABA problem.
〈Mark,Next,Tag〉 must occupy a contiguous aligned mem-
ory block that can be manipulated atomically using CAS or
LL/SC.

The Mark bit and the Next pointer can be placed in one
word, since pointers are at least word aligned on all current
major systems. The Mark bit can occupy a low order bit. The
ABA-prevention Tag field can be placed in an adjacent word
such that both words are aligned on a double word bound-
ary.4. Later, in this section, we present an implementation
that uses only single-word CAS or restricted LL/SC.

Figure 3 shows the hash table functions that use the new
list-based set algorithm. Basically, every hash table opera-
tion, maps the input key to a hash bucket and then calls the
corresponding list-based set function with the address of the
bucket header as an argument.

The List-Based Set Algorithm
Figure 4 shows the Insert, Delete and Search operations of the
new list-based set algorithm. The function Find (described
later in detail) returns a Boolean value indicating whether a
node with a matching key was found in the list. In either case,
by its completion, it guarantees that the private variables
prev, 〈cur,ptag〉 and 〈next,ctag〉 have captured a snapshot of
a segment of the list including the node (if any) that contains
the lowest key value greater than or equal to the input key
and its predecessor pointer. Find guarantees that there was
a time during its execution when *prev was part of the list,
*prev= 〈0,cur,ptag〉, and if cur �= null, then also at that time
cur .̂〈Mark,Next,Tag〉= 〈0,next,ctag〉 and cur .̂Key was the
lowest key value that is greater than or equal to the input
key. If cur= null then it must be that at that time all the
keys in the list were smaller than the input key. Note that, we
assume a sequentially consistent memory model. Otherwise,
memory barrier instructions need to be inserted in the code
between memory accesses whose relative order of execution
is critical.

An Insert operation returns false if the key is found to
be already in the list. Otherwise, it attempts to insert the
new node, containing the new key, before the node curˆ, in
one atomic step using CAS in line A3 after setting the Next
pointer of the new node to cur, as shown in Figure 5. The
success of the CAS in line A3 is the linearization point of
an Insert of a new key in the set. The linearization point of
an Insert that returns false (i.e., finds the key in the set) is
discussed later when presenting Find.

The failure of the CAS in line A3 implies that one or more
of three events must have taken place since the snapshot in
Find was taken. Either the node containing *prev was deleted
(i.e. its Mark is set), the node curˆ was deleted and removed
(i.e., no longer reachable from head), or a new node was
inserted immediately before curˆ.

A Delete operation returns false if the key is not found
in the list, otherwise, cur .̂Key must have been equal to the
input key. If the key is found, the thread executing Delete
attempts to mark curˆ as deleted, using the CAS in line B2,
as shown in Figure 6. If successful, the thread attempts to
remove curˆ by swinging prev .̂Next to next, while verifying
that prev .̂Mark is clear, using the CAS in line B3.

The key technique of marking the next pointer of a deleted
node in order to prevent a concurrent insert operation from
linking another node after the deleted node was used ear-
lier in Harris’ lock-free list-based set algorithm [6], and was
first used in Prakash, Lee, and Johnson’s [20] lock-free FIFO
queue algorithm.

DeleteNode prepares the removed node for reuse and its
implementation is dependent on the memory management

4Most current architectures (32-bit as well as 64-bit) that
support CAS (Intel x86, Sun SPARC) or restricted LL/SC
(PowerPC, MIPS, Alpha) support their operation on aligned
64-bit blocks, and aligned 128-bit operations are likely to
follow on 64-bit architectures
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// private variables
prev : *MarkPtrType;
〈pmark,cur,ptag〉 : MarkPtrType;
〈cmark,next,ctag〉 : MarkPtrType;

Insert(head:*MarkPtrType,node:*NodeType):boolean {
key←node .̂Key;
while true {

A1: if Find(head,key) return false;
A2: node .̂〈Mark,Next〉← 〈0,cur〉;
A3: if CAS(prev,〈0,cur,ptag〉,〈0,node,ptag+1〉)

return true;
}

}

Delete(head:*MarkPtrType,key:KeyType):boolean {
while true {

B1: if !Find(head,key) return false;
B2: if !CAS(&cur .̂〈Mark,Next,Tag〉,

〈0,next,ctag〉,
〈1,next,ctag+1〉) continue;

B3: if CAS(prev,〈0,cur,ptag〉,〈0,next,ptag+1〉)
DeleteNode(cur); else Find(head,key);

return true;
}

}

Search(head:*MarkPtrType,key:KeyType):boolean {
return Find(head,key);

}

Find(head:*MarkPtrType;key:KeyType) : boolean {
try again:

prev←head;
D1: 〈pmark,cur,ptag〉← *prev;

while true {
D2: if cur= null return false;
D3: 〈cmark,next,ctag〉← cur .̂〈Mark,Next,Tag〉;
D4: ckey← cur .̂Key;
D5: if *prev �= 〈0,cur,ptag〉 goto try again;

if !cmark {
D6: if ckey≥key return ckey= key;
D7: prev←&cur .̂〈Mark,Next,Tag〉;

} else {
D8: if CAS(prev,〈0,cur,ptag〉,〈0,next,ptag+1〉)

{DeleteNode(cur); ctag←ptag+1;}
else

goto try again;
}

D9: 〈pmark,cur,ptag〉← 〈cmark,next,ctag〉;
}

}
Figure 4: The list-based set algorithm.
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Figure 5: Insertion in the middle of the list.

method. For freelists, DeleteNode pushes the removed node
onto the freelist.

The success of the CAS in line B2 is the linearization point
of a Delete of a key that was already in the set. The lineariza-
tion point of a Delete that does not find the input key in the
set is discussed later when presenting the Find function.

The failure of the CAS in line B2 implies that one or more
of three events must have taken place since the snapshot in
Find was taken. Either the node curˆ was deleted, a new
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Figure 6: Deletion from the middle of the list.

node was inserted after curˆ, or the node nextˆ was removed
from the list. The failure of the CAS in line B3 implies that
another thread must have removed the node curˆ from the
list after the success of the CAS in line B2 by the current
thread. In such a case, a new Find is invoked in order to
guarantee that the number of deleted nodes not yet removed
never exceeds the maximum number of concurrent threads
operating on the object.

The Search operation simply relays the response of the
Find function.

The Find function starts by reading the header of the list
*head in line D1. If the Next pointer of the header is null,
then the list must be empty, therefore Find returns false after
setting prev to head and cur to null. The linearization point
of finding the list empty is the reading of *head in line D1.
That is, it is the linearization point of all Delete and Search
operations that return false after finding the set empty.

If the list is not empty, a thread executing Find traverses
the nodes of the list using the private pointers prev, cur,
and next. Whenever it detects a change in *prev, in lines
D5 or D8, it starts over from the beginning. As discussed
in Section 4, the algorithm is lock-free. A change in *prev
implies that some other threads have made progress in the
meantime.

A thread keeps traversing the list until it either finds a
node with a key greater than or equal to the input key, or
reaches the end of the list without finding such node. If
it is the former case, it returns the result of the condition
cur .̂Key= key at the time of its last execution of the read
in line D3, with prev pointing to cur .̂〈Mark,Next,Tag〉 and
cur .̂Key is the lowest key in the set that is greater than or
equal the input key, at that point (line D3). If the thread
reaches the end of the list without finding a greater or equal
key, it returns false, with *prev pointing to the fields of the
last node and cur= null.

In all cases of non-empty lists, the linearization point of the
snapshot in Find is the last reading of cur .̂〈Mark,Next,Tag〉
(line D3) by the current thread. That is, it is the linearization
point of all Insert operations that return false and all Search
operations that return true, as well as all Delete and Search
operations that return false after finding the set non-empty.

During the traversal of the list, whenever the thread en-
counters a marked node, it attempts to remove it from the
list, using CAS in line D8. If successful, the removed node
is prepared for future reuse in DeleteNode and cmark is up-
dated for continued traversal.

Note that, for a snapshot in Find to be valid, prev .̂Mark
and cur .̂mark must be fount to be clear. If a Mark is found
to be set the associated node must be removed first before
capturing a valid snapshot.

On architectures that support restricted LL/SC but not
CAS, implementing CAS(addr,exp,new) using the following
routine suffices for the purposes of the new algorithm.
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while true {if LL(addr) �= exp return false;
if SC(addr,new) return true;}

Moir [19] presented a general implementation of CAS using
restricted LL/SC that allows exp= new, infinitely often.

Using Other Memory Management Methods
As mentioned earlier, the algorithm is compatible with all
memory management methods for lock-free objects. For ex-
ample, if lock-free reference counting [4, 25] or automatic
garbage collection is used, when a node is removed, the call
to DeleteNode only needs to nullify the removed node’s fields,
just in case their values match the address of some dynamic
structure and thus may form a problematic garbage cycle.
Since, as discussed in Section 2, all memory management
methods other than freelists and the safe memory reclamation
method (SMR) [17] are either extremely inefficient, blocking,
dependent on special system support, and/or dependent on
DCAS, we focus on using SMR with the new algorithm.

SMR’s advantages over freelists include allowing the mem-
ory of removed dynamic nodes to be reused arbitrarily. That
is, it allows the memory use of a dynamic data structure to
shrink. Another advantage is that it can prevent the ABA
problem without the need for double-width CAS or LL/SC
or any extra space per pointer or per node. Thus, it allows
lock-free objects to use minimal space, which is an important
issue for hash tables with large numbers of buckets.

SMR requires target lock-free algorithms to associate a
number of shared pointers, called hazard pointers, (three in
the case of this algorithm) with each participating thread.
The method guarantees that no deleted5 dynamic node is
freed or reused as long as some thread’s hazard pointers have
been pointing to it continuously from a time when it was not
deleted. It is impossible for Valois’ and Harris’ list-based set
algorithms to comply with this requirement as they allow a
thread to traverse a node or a sequence of nodes after these
nodes have already been removed from the list, and hence
possibly deleted.

Figure 7 shows a version of the new algorithm that is
compatible with SMR. Before returning, Insert, Delete, and
Search nullify the hazard pointers to guarantee that the amor-
tized time of processing a deleted node until it is freed for
reuse is (logarithmically) bounded by contention. That is,
whenever a thread is not operating on the object, its haz-
ard pointers are null. This is done after the end of hazards
(i.e., accesses to dynamic structure when they are possibly
deleted and the use of pointers to dynamic structures as ex-
pected values of ABA-prone CAS operations in lines A3, B2
and B3).

In the Find function, there are accesses to dynamic struc-
tures in lines D3, D4, and D8, and the addresses of dynamic
nodes are used as expected values of ABA-prone validation
conditions and CAS operations in lines D5 and D8.

Lines E1 and E2 serve to guarantee that the next time a
thread accesses curˆ in lines D3 and D4 and executes the
validation condition in line D5, it must be the case that the
hazard pointer *hp1 has been continuously pointing to curˆ
from a time when it was in the list, thus guaranteeing that
curˆ is not free during the execution of lines D3 and D4.

The ABA problem is impossible in the validation condition
in line D5 and the CAS in line D8, even if the value of *prev
has changed since last read in line D1 (or line D3 for subse-
quent loop executions). The removal and reinsertion of curˆ
after D1 and before E2 do not cause the ABA problem in D5
or D8. The hazardous sequence of events that can cause the

5In this context, the term deleted refers to calls to DeleteN-
ode and is not related to the HashDelete or list Delete opera-
tions. A deleted node is one that was passed as an argument
of DeleteNode.

ABA problem in D5 and D8 is if curˆ is removed and then
reinserted in the list after line D3 and before D5 or D8. The
insertion and removal of other nodes between *prev and curˆ
never causes the ABA problem in D5 and D8. Thus, by pre-
venting curˆ from being removed and reinserted during the
current thread’s execution of D3–D5 or D3–D8, SMR makes
the ABA problem impossible in lines D5 and D8.

Lines E3, E4, E5, and E6 serve to prevent curˆ in the
next iteration of the loop (if any) from being removed and
reinserted during the current thread’s execution of D3–D5
or D3–D8, and also to guarantee that if the current thread
accesses curˆ in the next iteration in lines D3 and D4, then
curˆ is not free.

Lines E3 and E4 must be between lines D3 and D5. Lines
E5 and E6 can either immediately precede or immediately
follow lines D7 and D9, respectively.

The protection of curˆ in one iteration continues in the
next iteration for protecting the node containing *prev, such
that it is guaranteed that when the current thread accesses
*prev in lines D5 and D8, that node is not free. The same
protections of *prev, curˆ and nextˆ continue through the
execution of lines A3, B2, and B3.

The three hazard pointers *hp0, *hp1, and *hp2 shadow
the movement of the three private pointers next, cur, and
prev down the list, respectively (*hp2 holds the address of
the node including *prev not the value prev). The movement
of the pointers resembles that of a worm with three segments,
with next, cur, and prev as the the head, midsection, and tail,
respectively. In order to advance through the list, a thread
assigns a variant of the value of cur (&cur .̂〈Mark,Next〉) to
prev, then assigns next to cur and finally advances next. SMR
requires that if any hazard pointer inherits its value from an-
other, then the index of the latter must be less than that
of the former in the shared hazard pointer array. This is
needed because the SMR algorithm scans the hazard pointer
array in ascending index order, non-atomically, i.e., one haz-
ard pointer at a time [17]. Therefore, the indices of *hp0,
*hp1, and *hp2 must be in ascending order, respectively.

Finally, it is worth noting that in the new algorithm, the
Key field of a dynamic node does not need to be preserved
after the node’s removal. Therefore, that field can be reused
by the SMR algorithm to link deleted nodes, thus offering
significant space savings.

Also, the bucket headers only need one word per bucket.
The 〈Mark,Next〉 field in dynamic nodes only needs to oc-
cupy one word, and no ABA tags are needed. Also, as an
additional advantage, SMR allows the new algorithm to be
completely dynamic using only single word CAS or restricted
LL/SC.

4. CORRECTNESS
For brevity, we provide only informal proof sketches, with

lemmas indicating the proof roadmap. First we introduce
some definitions.

For all times t, a node is in the list at t, iff at t it is reachable
by following the Next pointers of reachable nodes starting
from head .̂Next.

For all times t, the list is in state Sn,m iff the following are
all true:

1. |{node x: at t, x is in the list ∧ x is not marked.}| = n.

2. |{node x: at t, x is in the list ∧ x is marked.}| = m.

3. ∀ nodes x, y in the list, x.Next= y =⇒ x.Key< y.Key.

For example, a list is in state S0,0 if it contains no nodes
(i.e., its head pointer is null). A list is in state S2,1 if it
contains exactly three nodes, one is marked as deleted and
the other two are not.
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// types and structures
structure NodeType {

Key : KeyType;
〈Mark,Next〉 : 〈boolean,*NodeType〉;}

structure MarkPtrType {
〈Mark,Next〉 : 〈boolean,*NodeType〉;}

// Shared variables
T[M] : MarkPtrType; // Initially 〈0,null〉
// private variables
prev : *MarkPtrType;
cur,next : *NodeType;

// No change in HashInsert, HashDelete, HashSearch.

Find(head:*MarkPtrType;key:KeyType) : boolean {
try again:

prev←head;
D1: 〈pmark,cur〉← *prev;
E1: *hp1← cur;
E2: if *prev �= 〈0,cur〉 goto try again;

while true {
D2: if cur= null return false;
D3: 〈cmark,next〉← cur .̂〈Mark,Next〉;
E3: *hp0←next;
E4: if cur .̂〈Mark,Next〉 �= 〈cmark,next〉 goto try again;
D4: ckey← cur .̂Key;
D5: if *prev �= 〈0,cur〉 goto try again;

if !cmark {
D6: if ckey≥key return ckey= key;
D7: prev←&cur .̂〈Mark,Next〉;
E5: *hp2← cur;

} else {
D8: if CAS(prev,〈0,cur〉,〈0,next〉)

DeleteNode(cur); else goto try again;
}

D9: cur←next;
E6: *hp1←next;

}
}

// SMR related variables
// static private variables
hp0,hp1,hp2 : **NodeType;
// HP is the shared array of hazard pointers
// j is thread id for SMR purposes
hp0=&HP[3*j]
hp1=&HP[3*j+1]
hp2=&HP[3*j+2]
// The order is important

Insert(head:*MarkPtrType,node:*NodeType):boolean {
key←node .̂Key;
while true {

A1: if Find(head,key) {result← false; break;}
A2: node .̂〈Mark,Next〉← 〈0,cur〉;
A3: if CAS(prev,〈0,cur〉,〈0,node〉)

{result← true; break;}
}
*hp0←null; *hp1←null; *hp2←null;
return result;

}

Delete(head:*MarkPtrType,key:KeyType):boolean {
while true {

B1: if !Find(head,key) {result← false; break;}
B2: if !CAS(&cur .̂〈Mark,Next〉,

〈0,next〉,
〈1,next〉) continue;

B3: if CAS(prev,〈0,cur〉,〈0,next〉)
DeleteNode(cur); else Find(head,key);

result← true; break;
}
*hp0←null; *hp1←null; *hp2←null;
return result;

}

Search(head:*MarkPtrType,key:KeyType):boolean {
result←Find(head,key);
*hp0←null; *hp1←null; *hp2←null;
return result;

}

Figure 7: Version of the new algorithm using the SMR method [17] (SMR-related code is in a different font).

A list in state Sn,m corresponds to an abstract set K with
n elements, such that for all nodes x in the list that are not
marked, x.Key ∈ K.

Lemma 1. ∀nodes x, y in the list, x�=y =⇒ x.Key �=y.Key.
Lemma 2. The Key field of a node never changes while

the node is in the list.

Lemma 3. Once set, the Mark field of a node remains set
until the node’s removal from the list.

Lemma 4. A node is never removed from the list while its
Mark field is clear.

Safety
To prove safety, we use the state definitions and the state
transition diagram of Figure 8. The list is in a valid state,
iff it matches the definition of some state Sn,m. The state of
the list changes only on the success of the CAS operations
in lines A3, B2, B3, and D8. Our goal is to prove that the
following claim is always true.

Claim 1. The list is in a valid state, and if a CAS suc-
ceeds then a correct transition occurs as shown in the state
transition diagram in Figure 8, and the transition is consis-
tent with the abstract set semantics.
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S2,2
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Figure 8: State transition diagram.

Initially, Claim 1 is true, assuming that the list starts in a
valid state, e.g., S0,0. For a proof by induction, we need to
show that whenever a CAS operation succeeds at time t, and
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Claim 1 (the induction hypothesis) has been true up to that
time, then only a correct transition can take place and the
transition is consistent with the abstract set semantics.

All the following theorems and lemmas are predicated on
the assumption that Claim 1 has been true for all times before
the success of the CAS operation or validation condition in
question at time t.

Lemma 5. At time t, the validation condition in line D5
succeeds ∧ prev�=head =⇒ at t, ∃node x in the list ::
prev=&x.〈Mark,Next〉 ∧ key> x.Key.

Informally. on the success of the validation condition in
D5, *prev is in the list.

Lemma 6. At time t, the validation condition in line D5
succeeds ∧ cur�=null =⇒ at t, node curˆ is in the list.

Lemma 7. The CAS in line A3 succeeds =⇒ for all times
since the current thread last executed the validation condition
in line D5, prev .̂Mark is clear.

Lemma 8. The CAS in line A3 succeeds =⇒ for all times
since the current thread last executed the validation condition
in line D5, curˆ is in the list ∧ cur .̂Key>key.

Lemma 9. The CAS in line B2 succeeds =⇒ for all times
since the current thread last executed the validation condition
in line D5, curˆ is in the list ∧ cur .̂Key=key.

Lemma 10. The CAS in line B3 succeeds =⇒ for all
times since the current thread last executed the validation con-
dition in line D5, prev .̂Mark is clear.

Lemma 11. The CAS in line B3 succeeds =⇒ for all
times since the current thread last executed the CAS in line
B2 successfully, cur .̂Next=next.

Lemma 12. The CAS in line D8 succeeds =⇒ for all
times since the current thread last executed the validation con-
dition in line D5, prev .̂Mark is clear.

Lemma 13. The CAS in line D8 succeeds =⇒ for all
times since the current thread last read cur .̂〈Mark,Next〉 in
line D3, node curˆ is in the list ∧ cur .̂〈Mark,Next〉=〈1,next〉.

Theorem 1. If successful, the CAS in line A3 takes the
list to a valid state and inserts the new key into the set.

Theorem 2. If successful, the CAS in line B2 takes the
list to a valid state and removes cur .̂Key from the set.

Theorem 3. If successful, the CAS in line B3 takes the
list to a valid state and does not modify the set.

Theorem 4. If successful, the CAS in line D8 takes the
list to a valid state and does not modify the set.

Theorem 5. Claim 1 is true at all times.

Lock-Freedom
Lemma 14. Whenever one of the CAS operations or vali-

dation conditions in lines A3, B2, D5, and D8 (also E2 and
E4 when SMR is used) fails, then the state of the list must
have changed since the current thread last executed line D1.

Lemma 15. If the list is in state Sn,m and then the state
of the list changes m+1 times, then at least one operation
(Insert, Delete, or Search) on the list must have succeeded
during that period.

Lemma 16. If a thread starts an operation (Insert, Delete,
or Search) on the list when it is in state Sn,m and then ex-
ecutes line D1 m+2 times, then some operation on the list
must have completed successfully since the start of the current
operation.

Lemma 17. If a thread starts an operation on the list when
it is in state Sn,m and then executes line D2 n.m + 2 times,
then some operation on the list must have completed success-
fully since the start of the current operation.

Theorem 6. The new algorithm is lock-free.

Linearizability
An implementation of an object is linearizable if it can always
give an external observer, observing only the abstract object
operations, the illusion that each of these operations takes
effect instantaneously at some point between its invocation
and its response [9].

The new algorithm is linearizable. since every operation
on the list has a specific linearization point, where it takes
effect. By the safety properties and the definition of Sn,m,
it can be shown that the responses of the list operations are
consistent with the state of the abstract set object at these
points. The following are the linearization points:

• Every Search and Delete operation that returns false,
after searching an empty list, takes effect on its last
reading of *head in line D1.

• Every Search and Delete operation that returns false,
after searching a non-empty list, takes effect on its last
reading of cur .̂〈Mark,Next〉 in line D3.

• Every Insert operation that returns false takes effect on
its last reading of cur .̂〈Mark,Next〉 in line D3.

• Every Search operation that returns true takes effect
on its last reading of cur .̂〈Mark,Next〉 in line D3.

• Every Insert operation that returns true takes effect on
its only successful execution of the CAS in line A3.

• Every Delete operation that returns true takes effect on
its only successful execution of the CAS in line B2.

Theorem 7. The new algorithm is linearizable.

5. PERFORMANCE
We used a 4-processor (375 MHz 604e) IBM PowerPC mul-

tiprocessor to evaluate the performance of the new lock-free
hash table algorithm, relative to hash tables that use Harris’
lock-free list algorithm and various lock-based implementa-
tions.

For the new algorithm, we used two implementations, one
with memory management and one without. For memory
management, we used the safe memory reclamation (SMR)
method [17]. Freelists with ABA tags [10] can also be used
efficiently with the new algorithm, but we used SMR as it re-
quires only single-word atomic operations. The implementa-
tion without memory management is impractical. We include
this implementation only as a means to determine memory
management cost for the new algorithm. For this implemen-
tation, we preallocated all free nodes before the beginning
of each experiment and nodes removed from the hash table
were not reused.

For Harris’ algorithm, we also used two implementations,
with and without memory management. However, for mem-
ory management, Harris’ algorithm cannot use SMR or freel-
ists. The only lock-free OS-independent memory manage-
ment methods that can be used with Harris’ algorithm are
the reference counting methods of Valois‘[25] and Detlefs
et. al. [4]. The latter requires DCAS which renders it im-
practical, while the former uses only CAS. We used Valois’
method with corrections we employed in earlier work [18],
and applied it with extreme care to eliminate unnecessary
manipulations of reference counters that would otherwise de-
grade performance even further if automatic transformations
were employed.

We used four lock-based implementations. Two implemen-
tations with global locks for the whole hash table object. The
other two implementations associate a lock with every hash
bucket, in order to increase concurrency. In both cases, one
implementation used mutual exclusion locks and the other
used reader-writer locks for allowing concurrent read-only ac-
cesses (i.e., Search operations). For mutual exclusion locks,
we used the Test-and-Test-and-Set lock [21]. For reader-
writer locks, we used a variant of a simple centralized al-
gorithm by Mellor-Crummey and Scott [16].

All lock and CAS operations were implemented in short as-
sembly language routines using LL/SC with minimal function
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Figure 9: Average execution time of operations on a hash table with 100 buckets and average load factor 1.
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Figure 10: Average execution time of operations on a hash table with 100 buckets and average load factor 5.
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Figure 11: Average execution time of operations on a hash table with 100 buckets and average load factor 10.

call overheads. For all algorithms, when appropriate cache
line padding was used to eliminate false sharing. The algo-
rithms were compiled using the highest optimization level. In
all experiments, all memory needs fit in physical memory.

We generated workloads of operations (Insert, Delete and
Search) by choosing random keys uniformly from a range of
integers. We varied several parameters: the number of hash
buckets m, the mix of operations, and the range of keys U .
We controlled the average load factor α (average number of
keys per hash bucket) indirectly by initializing the hash table
to include αm keys and by selecting the size of U to be equal
to 2αm.

In all experiments we varied the number of threads op-
erating concurrently on the hash table. In all cases, each
thread performed 1,000,000 operations. We measured the to-
tal CPU time used by all threads to execute these operations.
The pseudo-random sequences for different threads were non-

overlapping in each experiment, but were repeatable for each
thread for fairness in comparing different algorithms.

We conducted many experiments with various parameters.
All showed the same general trends. For brevity and clarity,
we include only results of representative experiments using a
hash table with 100 buckets.

Figures 9, 10 and 11 show the average execution time per
operation for a hash table with various average load factors
and operation mixes. By initializing the hash table to include
100, 500, and 1000 keys, and setting |U | to 200, 1000 and
2000, the hash table had average load factors α of 1, 5 and
10, respectively.

For clarity, we omit the results for the single lock imple-
mentation, since as expected they exhibit significantly in-
ferior performance in comparison to other implementations,
including those using fine-grain locks.

As expected, with higher percentages of Search operations,
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reader-writer locks outperform mutual exclusion locks. The
significant effect of multiprogramming (more than 4 threads)
on the performance of all lock-based implementations is clear,
with varying degrees depending on the frequency of update
operations and the level of multiprogramming.

Being lock-free, Harris’ algorithm is immune to the perfor-
mance degradation that affected the lock-based implemen-
tations under multiprogramming. However, its performance
with memory management is substantially inferior to other
practical alternatives, due to the high overhead of reference
counting. Combined with the fact that its memory require-
ments are unbounded even with bounded object size using
any memory management method, it is clear that Harris’ al-
gorithm is impractical with respect to both performance and
robustness.

The new algorithm provides the best overall performance,
with and without multiprogramming, with various operation
mixes, and under high and low contention. It outperforms
Harris’ algorithm by a factor of 2.5 or more when using lock-
free memory management methods, and matches or exceeds
its performance under the unrealistic assumption of no mem-
ory management, which is not the same as assuming auto-
matic garbage collection (which is likely to cost much more
than SMR). The cost of memory management for the new
algorithm is consistently low.

The results indicate that for general practical use, the new
algorithm is the algorithm of choice for implementing shared
hash tables.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Prior lock-free algorithms for sets and hash tables suffer

from serious drawbacks that prevent or limit their use in
practice. These drawbacks include size inflexibility, depen-
dence on DCAS, and dependence on problematic and highly-
inefficient memory management techniques.

In this paper we presented the first CAS-based lock-free
list-based set algorithm that is compatible with all memory
management methods. We used it as a building block of a
dynamic lock-free hash table algorithm.

Our experimental results showed significant performance
advantages of the new algorithm over the best known lock-
free as well as lock-based hash table implementations. The
new algorithm outperforms the best prior lock-free algorithm,
Harris’ [6], by a factor of 2.5 or more, in all lock-free cases. It
generally outperforms the best lock-based implementations,
with and without multiprogramming, under high and low
contention, often by significant margins. The results indicate
that it is the algorithm of choice for implementing shared
hash tables. Also, the new algorithm offers upper bounds
on its memory use relative to the set size with all lock-free
as well as blocking memory management method, while Har-
ris’ algorithm cannot provide such bound even with bounded
maximum set size with any memory management method.

This paper also demonstrates the significant effect of mem-
ory management characteristics of dynamic lock-free algo-
rithms on their performance, robustness and practicality. Eval-
uating the merits of prior and future lock-free algorithms
must take into account their compatibility with memory man-
agement methods. A dynamic lock-free algorithm cannot be
considered generally practical unless it is compatible with
freelists.
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1. Introduction

Hash tables, and specifically extensible hash tables, serve as a key building block of
many high performance systems. A typical extensible hash table is a continuously
resized array of buckets, each holding an expected constant number of elements,
and thus requiring an expected constant time for insert, delete and find operations
[Cormen et al. 2001]. The cost of resizing, the redistribution of items between old
and new buckets, is amortized over all table operations, thus keeping the average
complexity of any one operation constant. As this is an extensible hash table,
“resizing” means extending the table. It is interesting to note, as argued elsewhere
[Hsu and Yang 1986; Lea (e-mail communication 2005)], that many of the standard
concurrent applications using hash tables require tables to only increase in size.”

We are concerned in implementing the hash table data structure on multiprocessor
machines, where efficient synchronization of concurrent access to data structures
is essential. Lock-free algorithms have been proposed in the past as an appeal-
ing alternative to lock-based schemes, as they utilize strong primitives such as
CAS (compare-and-swap) to achieve fine grained synchronization. However, lock-
free algorithms typically require greater design efforts, being conceptually more
complex.

This article presents the first lock-free extensible hash table that works on current
architectures, that is, uses only loads, stores and CAS (or LL/SC [Moir 1997])
operations. In a manner similar to sequential linear hashing [Litwin 1980] and fitting
real-time1 applications, resizing costs are split incrementally to achieve expected
O(1) operations per insert, delete and find. The proposed algorithm is simple to
implement, leading us to hope it will be of interest to practitioners as well as
researchers. As we explain shortly, it is based on a novel recursively split-ordered
list structure. Our empirical testing shows that in a concurrent environment, even
without multiprogramming, our lock-free algorithm performs as well as the most
efficient known lock-based extensible hash-table algorithm due to Lea [2003], and
in high-load cases, it significantly outperforms it.

1.1. BACKGROUND. There are several lock-based concurrent hash table imple-
mentations in the literature. In the early eighties, Ellis [1983, 1987] proposed an
extensible concurrent hash table for distributed data based on a two level locking
scheme, first locking a table directory and then the individual buckets. Michael
[2002a] has recently shown that on shared memory multiprocessors, simple algo-
rithms using a reader-writer lock [Mellor-Crummey and Scott 1991] per bucket
have reasonable performance for non-extensible tables. However, to resize one
would have to hold the locks on all buckets simultaneously, leading to significant
overheads. A recent algorithm by Lea [2003], proposed for java.util.concurrent,
the JavaTM Concurrency Package, is probably the most efficient known concurrent
extensible hash algorithm. It is based on a more sophisticated locking scheme that
involves a small number of high level locks rather than a lock per bucket, and
allows concurrent searches while resizing the table, but not concurrent inserts or
deletes. In general, lock-based hash-table algorithms are expected to suffer from
the typical drawbacks of blocking synchronization: deadlocks, long delays, and

1 In this article, by real-time we mean soft real-time [Buttazzo et al. 2005], where some flexibility on
the real-time requirements is allowed.
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priority inversions [Greenwald 1999]. These drawbacks become more acute when
performing a resize operation, an elaborate “global” process of redistributing the
elements in all the hash table’s buckets among newly added buckets. Designing
a lock-free extensible hash table is thus a matter of both practical and theoretical
interest.

Michael [2002a], builds on the work of Harris [2001] to provide an effective
compare-and-swap (CAS) based lock-free linked-list algorithm (which we will
elaborate upon in the following section). He then uses this algorithm to design a
lock-free hash structure: a fixed size array of hash buckets with lock-free insertion
and deletion into each. He presents empirical evidence that shows a significant ad-
vantage of this hash structure over lock-based implementations in multiprogrammed
environments. However, this structure is not extensible: if the number of elements
grows beyond the predetermined size, the time complexity of operations will no
longer be constant.

As part of his “two-handed emulation” approach, Greenwald [2002] provides
a lock-free hash table that can be resized based on a double-compare-and-swap
(DCAS) operation. However, DCAS, an operation that performs a CAS atomically
on two non-adjacent memory locations, is not available on current architectures.
Moreover, although Greenwald’s hash table is extensible, it is not a true extensible
hash table. The average number of steps per operation is not constant: it involves a
helping scheme where that under certain scheduling scenario would lead to a time
complexity linearly dependant on the number of processes.

Independently of our work, Gao et al. [2004] have developed a extensible and
“almost wait-free” hashing algorithm based on an open addressing hashing scheme
and using only CAS operations. Their algorithm maintains the dynamic size by
periodically switching to a global resize state in which multiple processes collec-
tively perform the migration of items to new buckets. They suggest performing
migration using a write-all algorithm [Hesselink et al. 2001]. Theoretically, each
operation in their algorithm requires more than constant time on average because
of the complexity of performing the write-all [Hesselink et al. 2001], and so it is
not a true extensible hash-table. However, the nonconstant factor is small, and the
performance of their algorithm in practice will depend on the yet-untested real-
world performance of algorithms for the write-all problem [Hesselink et al. 2001;
Kanellakis and Shvartsman 1997].

1.2. THE LOCK-FREE RESIZING PROBLEM. What is it that makes lock-free ex-
tensible hashing hard to achieve? The core problem is that even if individual buckets
are lock-free, when resizing the table, several items from each of the “old” buckets
must be relocated to a bucket among “new” ones. However, in a single CAS opera-
tion, it seems impossible to atomically move even a single item, as this requires one
to remove the item from one linked list and insert it in another. If this move is not
done atomically, elements might be lost, or to prevent loss, will have to be replicated,
introducing the overhead of “replication management”. The lock-free techniques
for providing the broader atomicity required to overcome these difficulties imply
that processes will have to “help” others complete their operations. Unfortunately,
“helping” requires processes to store state and repeatedly monitor other processes’
progress, leading to redundancies and overheads that are unacceptable if one wants
to maintain the constant time performance of hashing algorithms.
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FIG. 1. A split-ordered hash table.

1.3. SPLIT-ORDERED LISTS. To implement our algorithm, we thus had to over-
come the difficulty of atomically moving items from old to new buckets when
resizing. To do so, we decided to, metaphorically speaking, flip the linear hashing
algorithm on its head: our algorithm will not move the items among the buckets,
rather, it will move the buckets among the items. More specifically, as shown in
Figure 1, the algorithm keeps all the items in one lock-free linked list, and gradu-
ally assigns the bucket pointers to the places in the list where a sublist of “correct”
items can be found. A bucket is initialized upon first access by assigning it to a new
“dummy” node (dashed contour) in the list, preceding all items that should be in that
bucket. A newly created bucket splits an older bucket’s chain, reducing the access
cost to its items. Our table uses a modulo 2i hash (there are known techniques for
“pre-hashing” before a modulo 2i hash to overcome possible binary correlations
among values Lea [2003]). The table starts at size 2 and repeatedly doubles in size.

Unlike moving an item, the operation of directing a bucket pointer can be done
in a single CAS operation, and since items are not moved, they are never “lost”.
However, to make this approach work, one must be able to keep the items in the
list sorted in such a way that any bucket’s sublist can be “split” by directing a new
bucket pointer within it. This operation must be recursively repeatable, as every split
bucket may be split again and again as the hash table grows. To achieve this goal
we introduced recursive split-ordering, a new ordering on keys that keeps items in
a given bucket adjacent in the list throughout the repeated splitting process.

Magically, yet perhaps not surprisingly, recursive split-ordering is achieved by
simple binary reversal: reversing the bits of the hash key so that the new key’s
most significant bits (MSB) are those that were originally its least significant. As
detailed below and in the next section, some additional bit-wise modifications must
be made to make things work properly. In Figure 1, the split-order key values are
written above the nodes (the reader should disregard the rightmost binary digit at
this point). For instance, the split-order value of 3 is the bit-reverse of its binary
representation, which is 11000000. The dashed-line nodes are the special dummy
nodes corresponding to buckets with original keys that are 0,1,2, and 3 modulo
4. The split-order keys of regular (nondashed) nodes are exactly the bit-reverse
image of the original keys after turning on their MSB (in the example we used 8-bit
words). For example, items 9 and 13 are in the “1 mod 4” bucket, which can be
recursively split in two by inserting a new node between them.

To insert (respectively delete or find) an item in the hash table, hash its key
to the appropriate bucket using recursive split-ordering, follow the pointer to the
appropriate location in the sorted items list, and traverse the list until the key’s
proper location in the split-ordering (respectively, until the key or a key indicating
the item is not in the list) is found. The solution depends on the property that the
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items’ position is “encoded” in their binary representation, and therefore cannot be
generalized to bases other than 2.

As we show, because of the combinatorial structure induced by the split-ordering,
this will require traversal of no more than an expected constant number of items.
A detailed proof appears in Section 3.

We note that our design is modular: to implement the ordered items list, one can
use one of several non-blocking list-based set algorithms in the literature. Potential
candidates are the lock-free algorithms of Harris [2001] or Michael [2002a], or the
obstruction-free algorithms of Valois2[1995] or Luchangco et al. [2003]. We chose
to base our presentation on the algorithm of Michael [2002a], an extension of the
Harris algorithm [Harris 2001] that fits well with memory management schemes
[Herlihy et al. 2002; Michael 2002b] and performs well in practice.

1.4. COMPLEXITY. When analyzing the complexity of concurrent hashing
schemes, there are two adversaries to consider: one controlling the distribution
of item keys, the other controlling the scheduling of thread operations. The former
appears in all hash table algorithms, sequential or concurrent, while the latter is a
direct result of the introduction of concurrency. We use the term expected time to
refer to the expected number of machine instructions per operation in the worst case
scheduling scenario, assuming (as is standard in the literature [Cormen et al. 2001])
a hash function of uniform distribution. We use the term average time to refer to
the number of machine instructions per operation averaged over all executions, also
assuming a uniform hash function. It follows that constant expected time implies
constant average time.

As we show in Section 3, if we make the standard assumption of a hash function
with a uniform distribution, then under any scheduling adversary our new algorithm
provides a lock-free extensible hash table with O(1) average cost per operation.

The complexity improves to expected constant time if we assume a constant
extendibility rate, meaning that the table is never extended (doubled in size) a
non-constant number of times while a thread is delayed by the scheduler. Constant
expected time is an improvement over average expected time since it means that
given a good hash function, the adversary cannot cause any single operation to take
more than a constant number of steps.

One feature in which the new algorithm is similar in flavor to sequential linear
hashing algorithms [Litwin 1980] (in contrast to all the above algorithms [Gao
et al. 2004; Greenwald 2002; Lea 2003]) is that resizing is done incrementally and
only bad distributions (ones that have very low probability given a uniform hash
function) or extreme scheduling scenarios can cause the cost of an operation to
exceed constant time. This possibly makes the algorithm a better fit for soft real-
time applications [Buttazzo et al. 2005] where relaxable timing deadlines need to
be met.

1.5. PERFORMANCE. We tested our new split-ordered list hash algorithm
against the most-efficient known lock-based implementation due to Lea [2003].
We created an optimized C++ based version of the algorithm and compared it to
split-ordered lists using a collection of tests executed on a 72-node shared memory
machine. We present experiments in Section 4 that show that split-ordered lists

2 Valois’ algorithm was labeled “lock-free” by mistake. It is livelock-prone.
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perform as well as Lea’s algorithms, even in nonmultiprogrammed cases, although
lock-free algorithms are expected to benefits systems mainly in multiprogrammed
environments. Under high loads, they significantly outperform Lea’s algorithm,
exhibiting up to four times higher throughput. They also exhibit greater robustness,
for example in experiments where the hash function is biased to create nonuniform
distributions.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows: In the next section, we
describe the background and the new algorithm in depth. In Section 3, we present
the full correctness proof. In Section 4, the empirical results are presented and
discussed.

2. The Algorithm in Detail

Our hash table data structure consists of two interconnected substructures (see
Figure 1): A linked list of nodes containing the stored items and keys, and an
expanding array of pointers into the list. The array entries are the logical “buckets”
typical of most hash tables. Any item in the hash table can be reached by traversing
down the list from its head, while the bucket pointers provide shortcuts into the list
in order to minimize the search cost per item.

The main difficulty in maintaining this structure is in managing the continuous
coverage of the full length of the list by bucket pointers as the number of items in
the list grows. The distribution of bucket pointers among the list items must remain
dense enough to allow constant time access to any item. Therefore, new buckets
need to be created and assigned to sparsely covered regions in the list.

The bucket array initially has size 2, and is doubled every time the number of
items in the table exceeds si ze · L , where L is a small integer denoting the load
factor, the maximum number of items one would expect to find in each logical
bucket of the hash table. The initial state of all buckets is uninitialized, except
for the bucket of index 0, which points to an empty list, and is effectively the
head pointer of the main list structure. Each bucket goes through an initialization
procedure when first accessed, after which it points to some node in the list.

When an item of key k is inserted, deleted, or searched for in the table, a hash
function modulo the table size is used, that is, the bucket chosen for item k is
k mod size. The table size is always equal to some power 2i , i ≥ 1, so that the
bucket index is exactly the integer represented by the key’s i least significant bits
(LSBs). The hash function’s dependency on the table size makes it necessary to
take special care as this size changes: an item that was inserted to the hash table’s
list before the resize must be accessible, after the resize, from both the buckets it
already belonged to and from the new bucket it will logically belong to given the
new hash function.

2.1. RECURSIVE SPLIT-ORDERING. The combination of a modulo-size hash
function and a 2i table size is not new. It was the basis of the well known se-
quential extensible Linear Hashing scheme proposed by Litwin [1980], was the
basis of the two-level locking hash scheme of Ellis [1983], and was recently used
by Lea [2003] in his concurrent extensible hashing scheme. The novelty here is
that we use it as a basis for a combinatorial structure that allows us to repeatedly
“split” all the items among the buckets without actually changing their position in
the main list.
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When the table size is 2i , a logical table bucket b contains items whose keys
k maintain k mod 2i = b. When the size becomes 2i+1, the items of this bucket
are split into two buckets: some remain in the bucket b, and others, for which
k mod 2i+1 = b + 2i , migrate to the bucket b + 2i . If these two groups of items
were to be positioned one after the other in the list, splitting the bucket b would
be achieved by simply pointing bucket b + 2i after the first group of items and
before the second. Such a manipulation would keep the items of the second group
accessible from bucket b as desired.

Looking at their keys, the items in the two groups are differentiated by the i’th
binary digit (counting from right, starting at 0) of their items’ key: those with 0
belong to the first group, and those with 1 to the second. The next table doubling
will cause each of these groups to split again into two groups differentiated by bit
i + 1, and so on. For example, the elements 9 (1001(2)) and 13 (1101(2)) share the
same two least significant bits (01). When the table size is 22, they are both in the
same bucket, but when it grows to 23, having a different third bit will cause to to be
separated. This process induces recursive split-ordering, a complete order on keys,
capturing how they will be repeatedly split among logical buckets. Given a key, its
order is completely defined by its bit-reversed value.

Let us now return to the main picture: an exponentially growing array of (possibly
uninitialized) buckets maps to a linked list ordered by the split-order values of
inserted items’ keys, values that are derived by reversing the bits of the original keys.
Buckets are initialized when they are accessed for the first time. List operations such
as insert, delete or find are implemented via a linearizable lock-free linked list
algorithm. However, having additional references to nodes from the bucket array
introduces a new difficulty: it is nontrivial to manage deletion of nodes pointed to
by bucket pointers. Our solution is to add an auxiliary dummy node per bucket,
preceding the first item of the bucket, and to have the bucket pointer point to this
dummy node. The dummy nodes are not deleted, which helps keep things simple.

In more detail, when the table size is 2i+1, the first time bucket b+2i is accessed,
a dummy node is created, holding the key b+2i . This node is inserted to the list via
bucket b, the parent bucket of b +2i . Under split-ordering, b +2i precedes all keys
of bucket b +2i , since those keys must end with i +1 bits forming the value b +2i .
This value also succeeds all the keys of bucket b that do not belong to b + 2i : they
have identical i LSBs, but their bit numbered i is “0”. Therefore, the new dummy
node is positioned in the exact location in the list that separates the items that belong
to the new bucket from other items of bucket b. In the case where the parent bucket
b is uninitialized, we apply the initialization procedure on it recursively before
inserting the dummy node. In order to distinguish dummy keys from regular ones
we set the most significant bit of regular keys to “1”, and leave the dummy keys
with “0” at the MSB. Figure 2 defines the complete split-ordering transformation
using the functions so regularkey and so dummykey. The former, reverses the
bits after turning on the MSB, and the latter simply performs the bit reversal.3

Figure 3 describes a bucket initialization caused by an insertion of a new key to
the set. The insertion of key 10 is invoked when the table size is 4 and buckets 0,1
and 3 are already initialized.

3 An efficient implementation of the REVERSE function utilizes a 28 or 216 lookup table holding the
bit-reversed values of [0..28 − 1] or [0..216 − 1] respectively.
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FIG. 2. The Split-Ordering Transformation. The function so regularkey computes the split-order
value for regular nodes, where the MSB is set before reversing the bits. The split-order value of
dummy nodes is the exact bit reverse of the key.

FIG. 3. Insertion into the split-ordered list.
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Since the bucket array is growing, it is not guaranteed that the parent bucket of
an uninitialized bucket is initialized. In this case, the parent has to be initialized
(recursively) before proceeding. Though the total complexity in such a series of
recursive calls is potentially logarithmic, our algorithm still works. This is because
given a uniform distribution of items, the chances of a logarithmic-size series of
recursive initialization calls are low, and in fact, the expected length of such a bad
sequence of parent initializations is constant.

2.2. THE CONTINUOUSLY GROWING TABLE. We can now complete the pre-
sentation of our algorithm. We use the lock-free ordered linked-list algorithm of
Michael [2002a] to maintain the main linked list with items ordered based on
the split-ordered keys. This algorithm is an improved variant, including improved
memory management, of an algorithm by Harris [2001]. Our presentation will not
discuss the various memory reclamation options of such linked-list schemes, and
we refer the interested reader to Harris [2001], Herlihy et al. [2002], and Michael
[2002a, 2002b]. To keep our presentation self contained, we provide in Appendix A
the code of Michael’s linked list algorithm. This implementation is linearizable, im-
plying that each of these operations can be viewed as happening atomically at some
point within its execution interval.

Our algorithm decides to double the table size based on the average bucket load.
This load is determined by maintaining a shared counter that tracks the number
of items in the table. The final detail we need to deal with is how the array of
buckets is repeatedly extended. To simplify the presentation, we keep the table of
buckets in one continuous memory segment as depicted in Figure 4. This approach is
somewhat impractical, since table doubling requires one process to reallocate a very
large memory segment while other processes may be waiting. The practical version
of this algorithm, which we used for performance testing, actually employs an
additional level of indirection in accessing buckets: a main array points to segments
of buckets, each of which is a bucket array. A segment is allocated only upon the
first access to some bucket within it. The code for this dynamic allocation scheme
appears in Section 2.4.

2.3. THE CODE. We now provide the code of our algorithm. Figure 4 specifies
some type definitions and global variables. The accessible shared data structures are
the array of buckets T, a variable size storing the current table size, and a counter
count denoting the number of regular keys currently inside the structure.4 The
counter is initially 0, and the buckets are set as uninitialized, except the first one,
which points to a node of key 0, whose next pointer is set to NULL. Each thread
has three private variables prev, cur, and next, that point at a currently searched
node in the list, its predecessor, and its successor. These variables have the same
functionality as in Michael’s algorithm [Michael 2002a]: they are set by list find
to point at the nodes around the searched key, and are subsequently used by the
same thread to refer to these nodes in other functions. In Figure 5, we show the
implementation of the insert, find and delete operations. The fetch-and-inc
operation can be implemented in a lock-free manner via a simple repeated loop of

4 Though for the sake of brevity, we do not mention it in the presented code, to reduce contention, we
have threads accumulate updates locally and update the shared counter count only periodically. We
included this optimization in the code used in our benchmarks.
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FIG. 4. Types and Structures. The angular brackets notation denotes a single word type divided to
the two fields mark and next. mark is a single bit, while the size of next is the rest.

CAS operations, which as we show, given the low access rates, has a negligible
performance overhead.

The function insert creates a new node and assigns it a split-order key. Note
that the keys are stored in the nodes in their split-order form. The bucket in-
dex is computed as key mod size. If the bucket has not been initialized yet,
initialize bucket is called. Then, the node is inserted to the bucket by using
list insert. If the insertion is successful, one can proceed to increment the item
count using a fetch-and-inc operation. A check is then performed to test whether
the load factor has been exceeded. If so, the table size is doubled, causing a new
segment of uninitialized buckets to be appended.

The function find ensures that the appropriate bucket is initialized, and then
calls list find on key after marking it as regular and inverting its bits. list find
ceases to traverse the chain when it encounters a node containing a higher or equal
(split-ordered) key. Notice that this node may also be a dummy node marking the
beginning of a different bucket.

The function delete also makes sure that the key’s bucket is initialized. Then
it calls list delete to delete key from its bucket after it is translated to its split-
order value. If the deletion succeeds, an atomic decrement of the total item count
is performed.

The role of initialize bucket is to direct the pointer in the array cell of the
index bucket. The value assigned is the address of a new dummy node containing
the dummy key bucket. First, the dummy node is created and inserted to an existing
bucket, parent. Then, the cell is assigned the node’s address. If the parent bucket
is not initialized, the function is called recursively with parent. In order to control
the recursion, we maintain the invariant that parent < bucket, where “<” is the
regular order among keys. It is also wise to choose parent to be as close as possible
to bucket in the list, but still preceding it. Formally, the following constraints define
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FIG. 5. Our split-order-based hashing algorithm.

our the algorithm’s choice of parent uniquely, where “<” is the regular order and
“≺” is the split-order among keys:

∀k ≺ bucket, (k = parent ∨ k ≺ parent)
parent ≺ bucket
parent < bucket.

This value is achieved by calling the GET PARENT macro that unsets bucket’s most
significant turned-on bit. If the exact dummy key already exists in the list, it may
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FIG. 6. Structure of the dynamic-sized table.

be the case that some other process tried to initialize the same bucket, but for some
reason has not completed the second step. In this case, list insert will fail, but
the private variable cur will point to the node holding the dummy key. The newly
created dummy node can be freed and the value of cur used. Note that when line
B8 is executed concurrently by multiple threads, the value of dummy is the same for
all of them.

As we will show in the proof, traversing the list through the appropriate bucket
and dummy node will guarantee the node matching a given key will be found, or
declared not-found in an expected constant number of steps.

2.4. DYNAMIC-SIZED ARRAY. Our presentation so far simplified the algorithm
by keeping the buckets in one continuous memory segment. This approach is some-
what impractical, since table doubling requires one process to reallocate a very large
memory segment while other processes may be waiting. In practice, we avoid this
problem by introducing an additional level of indirection for accessing buckets:
a “main” array points to segments of buckets, each of which is a bucket array. A
segment is allocated only on the first access to some bucket within it. The structure
of the dynamic-sized hash table is illustrated in Figure 6.

Applying this variation is done by replacing the array of buckets T by ST, an
array of bucket segments, and accessing the table via calls to get bucket and
set bucket as defined in Figure 7. Referring to the code of Figure 5, the lines I3,
S2, D2, D4, B2, and B5 will use get bucket to access the bucket, and in line B8
set bucket will be called instead of the assignment. Accessing a bucket involves
calculating the segment index and then the bucket index within the segment. In
get bucket, if the segment has not been allocated yet, it is guaranteed that the
bucket was never accessed, and we can return UNINITIALIZED. When setting a
bucket, in set bucket, if the segment does not exist we have to allocate it and set
its pointer in the segment table.

Asymptotically, introducing additional levels of indirection makes the cost of a
single access O(log n). However, one should view the asymptotic in the context of
overall memory size, which is bounded. In our case, each level extends the range
exponentially with a very high constant, reaching the maximum integer value using
a very shallow hierarchy. A level-4 hirarchy can exhaust the memory of a 64-bit
machine. Therefore, taking memory size into consideration, the overhead of our
construction can be considered as constant.
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FIG. 7. Dynamic sized array.

3. Correctness Proof

This section contains a formal proof that our algorithm has the desired properties of
a resizable hash table. Our model of multiprocessor computation follows [Herlihy
and Wing 1990], though for brevity, we will use operational style arguments.

Our linearizable hash table data structure implements an abstract set object in
a lock-free way so that all operations take an expected constant number of steps
on average. Our correctness proof will thus have to prove that our concurrent
implementation is linearizable to a sequential set specification, that it is lock-free,
and that given a “good” class of hash functions, all operations take an expected
constant number of steps on average.

3.1. CORRECT SET SEMANTICS. We begin by proving that the algorithm com-
plies with the abstract set semantics. We use the sequential specification of a “dy-
namic set with dictionary operations” as defined in Cormen et al. [2001], including
the three functions insert, delete and find. The insert operation returns 1 if the key
was successfully inserted into the set, and 0 if that key already existed in the table.
The find operation returns 1 if the key is in the set, 0 otherwise. The delete operation
returns 1 if the key was successfully deleted from the set and 0 if it was not found.

Given a sequential specification of a set, our proof will provide specific lineariza-
tion points mapping operations in our concurrent implementation to sequential
operations so that the histories meet the specification.

Let list refer to the non-blocking ordered linked list of all items, pointed to by the
buckets of the hash table. Execution histories of our algorithm include sequences of
list find, list insert, and list delete operations on this list. Though we
argue about these as operations on the shared list and not as abstract set operations,
our proof will treat these operations as atomic operations. This is a valid approach
since they are linearizable by definition of the list-based set algorithms [Harris 2001;
Michael 2002a]. We do however need to make additional claims about properties of
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operations on the list, since we will apply them to various “midpoints” pointed to by
buckets, and not only to the start of the list as in the original use of these algorithms of
Harris [2001] and Michael [2002a]. To this end, we present the following invariant,
which refers to the structure of the list in any state in the execution history of our
algorithm.

INVARIANT 1. In any state:

—all keys in the list starting at T[0] are sorted in an ascending order.
—for every 0 ≤ i < si ze if T[i] is initialized, then the node pointed by T[i]

holds the key so dummykey[i] and is reachable from T[0] by traversing the
list following the nodes’ next pointers.

PROOF. Initially, the invariant holds. We will show that every operation that
modifies the data structure preserves the invariant. Lines I9 and D6 manipulate the
shared counter, but have no impact on the invariant. Line I10 doubles size, which
adds new buckets, but since size only grows, those new buckets are uninitialized,
and the invariant is unaffected.

Assuming that the invariant is true just before line I5, we will show that it
is preserved. If list insert fails, the shared state has not changed. Otherwise,
we use the induction assumption that T[bucket] points to a node holding the
key so dummykey(bucket), and that node is in the list beginning at T[0]. The
procedure list insert inserts node to the list T[bucket]. This trivially preserves
the second condition of the invariant for the bucket. The new node’s key is the bit
reverse of key OR 0×800...0. The array index bucket and the value of key
share the same log si ze least significant bits, while the rest of bucket’s bits are 0.
Therefore, the new node’s key is ordered after the first node of T[bucket], whose
key is the bit reverse of bucket. The first part is also preserved, that is, the list
reachable from T[0] remains sorted since all keys before T[bucket] are by the
inductive assumption ordered and have lower keys than so dummykey(bucket)
and so are properly positioned before the new node, and all other keys are positioned
properly by the inductive assumption and the correctness of the list insert
operation, since they are a part of the list pointed to by T[bucket].

The list delete operation of line D4 only deletes a key, and thus cannot affect
the order. The deleted node cannot be the first node of T[bucket], since the least
significant bit of its key is 0 and the deleted key’s least significant bit is 1.

The function list insert in line B5 inserts a node with key
so dummykey(bucket) to the sublist T[parent], starting with a node holding
so dummykey(parent). The key parent is defined by turning off the index
bucket’s most significant “1” bit, so the insertion is not before the first node
of the sublist starting at T[parent], and as in the above proof for the case of I5,
the invariant is preserved.

Finally, the assignment in B8 sets T[bucket] to either the dummy node created
at B4, or the one assigned at B7. In the first case, since a dummy node created
in line B4 is inserted, the second condition of the invariant follows immediately
from the correctness of the list insert operation. The first condition follows
since the dummy node is inserted in order after its parent node which is neces-
sarily ordered before it. In the second case, list insert failed because the key
so dummykey(bucket) was in the list and cur was by the definition of list insert
set to the node holding that key, so both parts of the invariant follow.
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We now define the set H of keys whose items are in the hash table in any given
state.

Definition 3.1. For any pointer p, let S(p) be the set of keys in the sorted linked
list beginning with the pointer p. Let the hash table set

H = {k | so regularkey(k) ∈ S(T[0])}.
The set H defines the abstract state of the table. For each one of the hash table
operations, we will now show that one can pick a linearization point within its
execution interval, so that at this point it has modified the abstract state, that is,
the set H , according to the specified operation’s semantics. Specifically, we will
choose the following linearization points:

—the insert operation is linearized in line I5, at the list insert operation,
—the find operation is linearized in line S4, at the list find operation, and
—the delete operation is linearized in line D4, at the list delete operation.

We start with the following helpful lemma:

LEMMA 3.2. In lines I5, S4, and D4, T[bucket] is already initialized, and at
B5 T[parent] is already initialized.

PROOF. All of the lines above follow a validation that T[bucket] is initialized.
If T[bucket] is not initialized, initialize bucket is called and the bucket is
initialized in B8.

Note that, in the proof above, we were not interested in whether the initialization
sequence (where initializing a bucket causes initialization of the parent) actually
terminates, but rather that if it did terminate then all parents of a bucket were
initialized.

LEMMA 3.3. If key is in H in line I5, then insert fails, and if it is not, insert
succeeds and key joins H.

PROOF. When key is in H , so regularkey(key) ∈ S(T[0]). According to
Lemma 3.2, T[bucket] is initialized, and using Invariant 1, we conclude that the
node pointed by T[bucket] has the key so dummykey(bucket) and it is a part of
the list. The list is sorted, and

so dummykey(bucket) = REVERSE(bucket) =
REVERSE(key mod size) < REVERSE(key OR 0×800..0) =

so regularkey(key).
(1)

Thus, the searched key is in the sublist, S(T[bucket]). The list insert at I5
will fail and so will insert. If key is not in H , it is also not in S(T[bucket]), and
list insert inserts so regularkey(key) in the bucket’s sublist. From that
state on, so regularkey ∈ S(T[0]), that is, key is in H .

LEMMA 3.4. If key is in H at line S4, the find succeeds, and otherwise the
find fails.

PROOF. If line S4 is executed when key is in H , then so regularkey(key)
is in S(T[0]). T[bucket] is assigned to a node in that list, holding the key
so dummykey(bucket). Using Eq. (1), we conclude that the searched key is in
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S(T[bucket]), so list find succeeds and so does find. If in line S4 key is not
in H , it cannot be in S(T[bucket]), so list find fails.

LEMMA 3.5. If key is in H in line D4, delete succeeds and removes key from
H, and otherwise delete fails.

PROOF. If key is in H , then so regularkey(key) is in S(T[0]).
T[bucket] is assigned to a node inside that list, where the key of that node is
so dummykey(bucket). Using Eq. (1), we conclude that the searched key is in
S(T[bucket]), so list delete removes it. If key is not in H , it cannot be in
S(T[bucket]), so list delete fails.

From Lemma 3.3, Lemma 3.4, and Lemma 3.5, it follows that:

THEOREM 3.6. The split-ordered list algorithm of Figure 5 is a linearizable
implementation of a set object.

3.2. LOCK FREEDOM. Our algorithm uses loads and stores together with im-
plementations of a list-based set, a shared counter, and memory allocation routines
as primitive objects/operations. As we will show, in terms of these primitive op-
erations the algorithm’s implementation is wait-free, that is, each thread always
completes in a finite number of operations. This implies that its overall progress
condition in terms of primitive machine operations will be exactly that of the under-
lying implementation of those objects. Since we used the lock-free list-based sets
of Harris [2001] and Michael [2002a] and a lock-free shared counter as building
blocks in this presentation, our implementation will also be lock-free. As noted in
the introduction, in some cases, there are advantages in using the obstruction free
list-based set algorithm of Luchangco et al. [2003]. If Luchangco et al. [2003] is
used together with a lock-free shared counter, our hash table will be obstruction-free
[Herlihy et al. 2003].

THEOREM 3.7. The split-ordered list algorithm of Figure 5 is a wait-free
implementation of a set object in terms of load, store, fetch-and-inc,
fetch-and-dec, list find, list insert and list delete operations.

PROOF. The functions insert, find, delete and initialize bucket all
take a finite number of steps, each of which is a machine level load or store
operation or an operation on the list based set object or the shared counter. The
initialize bucket procedure is the only one with a recursive call. However,
the recursion of initialize bucket is limited, since each step is executed on
the parent of a bucket, which satisfies parent < bucket. Since bucket 0 is
initialized from the start, the recursion is finite, and the implementation is wait-
free.

The lock-freedom property means that a thread executing the hash table operation
completes in a finite number of steps unless other threads are infinitely making
progress. Thus, it is a weaker requirement than wait-freedom, and by combining
implementations the following is a corollary of Theorem 3.7:

COROLLARY 3.8. The split-ordered list algorithm of Figure 5 with lock-free
implementations of list find, list insert, list delete, fetch-and-inc,
and the fetch-and-dec operations is lock-free.
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COROLLARY 3.9. The split-ordered list algorithm of Figure 5 with obstruction-
free implementations of fetch-and-inc, fetch-and-dec, list find, list
insert and list delete operations is obstruction-free.

The fetch-and-inc and fetch-and-dec operations have known lock-free
implementations [Michael and Scott 1998].

3.3. COMPLEXITY. The most important property of a hash table is its expected
constant time performance. When analyzing the complexity of hashing in a con-
current environment there are two adversaries one needs to consider: one con-
trolling the distribution of hash values of keys by the hash function (i.e., how
good is the hash), the other controlling the scheduling of thread operations. We
will follow the standard practice of modelling the hash function as a uniform
distribution over keys [Cormen et al. 2001]. The uniformity of keys we assume
is global, that is, it extends across all threads in a given execution (A simple
way to think of this is that we apply the standard uniform distribution assump-
tion [Cormen et al. 2001] on the linearization of any given execution). We will
use the term expected time (or expected number of steps) to refer to the expected
number of machine instructions per operation in the worst case scheduling sce-
nario, assuming a hash function of uniform distribution. We will use the term
average time (or average number of steps) to refer to the number of machine in-
structions per operation averaged over all executions, also assuming a uniform
hash function. It follows that constant expected time implies constant average
time.

In our complexity analysis, we assume that loops within the underlying linked
list code involve no more than a constant number of retries. This assumption is
realistic since a nonconstant number of retry loops implies Compare& Swap failures
caused by contention within a single bucket, which cannot occur due to the global
uniformity of the hash function.

We will show that under any scheduling adversary, our algorithm performs all
hash table operations in constant average time. The complexity improves to constant
expected time if we assume a constant extendibility rate. This is a restriction on
the scheduler that requires that the table is never forced to extend a nonconstant
number of times while a thread is delayed by the scheduler. It means that given a
good hash function, the adversary cannot cause any single operation to take more
than a constant number of steps unless it delays its progress through more than a
constant number of global resize operations. Formally, when there are n items in
the data structure, a thread must complete a single operation before n ·2c successful
insertions of elements by other threads were completed, where c ∈ O(1). We
believe this is the common situation in practice.

Two algorithmic issues require a detailed proof: one is the complexity of list
operations, which is essentially the complexity of executing a list find, and the
other is the complexity of initialize bucket, which involves recursive calls.

Denote by n the total number of items in the set, and by s the number of buck-
ets. For the complexity analysis, we are not interested in the cases where the ta-
ble is small, so we make the assumption that s is greater than the number of
threads. Let L denote the load factor MAX LOAD in our code, typically a small
constant.
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LEMMA 3.10. For any number p of threads, at all times the following condition
holds:

n − p
s

≤ L .

PROOF. Focus on the successful completed insert and delete operations.
Each successful insertion incremented count by 1, and each successful deletion
decremented it. In any state, there are no more than p concurrent operations. Every
one of the “already completed” insert operations checked, when executing line I9,
that the ratio of count and csize is not more than L , and doubled the size if
the gap was exceeded. At all times, there are no more than p currently executing
insert operations. Therefore, when n/s > L and a resize is needed, no more than
p new keys can be inserted to the data structure before the resize takes place.

LEMMA 3.11. Assuming a hash function of uniform distribution, the proba-
bility that a bucket is not accessed during the time where the table size is s, is
asymptotically bounded by exp (−L/2).

PROOF. Focus on a growing table from size s/2 to s and then to 2s. According
to Lemma 3.10, in the state in which line I10 doubled the table from s/2 to s, the
number of items in the table was less or equal to p + Ls/2. When later in line I10
the table doubled in size to 2s, the condition of line I9 implies that the number of
items was at least Ls. The last two observations imply that during the set of states
in which size was s, the item count increased by at least Ls/2 − p, that is, line I9
was executed at least Ls/2 − p times. When we consider at most p processes that
may have begun the insert operation when size was less than s, we get that line I2
was executed at least Ls/2 − 2p times.

Assuming a uniform distribution of the keys, the probability that a bucket b
was not accessed during this period is at most ( s−1

s )Ls/2−2p. When p is signifi-
cantly smaller than s, as assumed, the last expression is asymptotically equal to
exp (−L/2).

LEMMA 3.12. For any key k, when the table size is s and the bucket k mod si ze
is initialized, there is no dummy node with key d such that k mod size ≺ d ≺ k,
that is, d’s split-order value is between those of k mod size and k.

PROOF. Assume by way of contradiction that d is the key of a node such that:
k mod size ≺ d ≺ k. It is the case that d < size because d is in the list, and bucket
indices are always smaller than the table size. Therefore, d has less than log2(size)
non-zero bits. The keys k and k mod size have at least log2(size) − 1 identical less
significant bits. The split-order value of d is between them, so it must have the same
low log2(size) − 1 bits, that actually constitute all of its non-zero bits. This implies
that d = k mod size under the split-order, a contradiction to the assumption that
d 	 k mod size.

LEMMA 3.13. If the hash function distributes the keys uniformly then:

—In any execution history, the list traversal of list find takes constant time on
average.

—Under the constant extendibility rate assumption, the traversal of list find
takes expected constant time.
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PROOF. For a table of size s, the expected number of uninitialized buckets
among the first s/2 buckets is no more than s/2 · exp (−L/2), by Lemma 3.11. For
each of the initialized buckets, there is a dummy node in the list holding the bucket
index as the split-order value. Therefore, there are at least s/2 · (1 − exp (−L/2))
dummy nodes with keys from 0..s/2−1. Those values divide the integer range into
s/2 equal segments, while the missing items are distributed evenly. Using Lemma
3.10, there are on average less than

n
s/2 · (1 − exp (−L/2))

≤ Ls + p
s/2 · (1 − exp (−L/2))

= 2L + 2p/s
1 − exp (−L/2)

(2)

nodes between every two dummy nodes. The operation list find is called to
search for a key k from the bucket k mod size, so, using Lemma 3.12, we conclude
that in the state in which it was called there were no dummy nodes between the
bucket’s dummy node and the node at which the search would be completed. We
have just computed that dummy nodes are distributed in intervals of less than

2L + 2p/s
1 − exp (−L/2)

nodes, implying that if the table size does not change, the search will take no more
than a constant expected number of steps.

We will now show that if the search took more than constant time, there were
enough successful inserts to maintain a constant number of steps on average. If
list find took �(r ) steps, �(r ) dummy nodes must have been traversed, since
at any time the expected distance between them is constant. All of these dummy
nodes were inserted to the list after list find started. The number of dummy
nodes in the original bucket doubles each time the table is extended, so there were
�(log r ) table resize events. Since there were exactly n items in the table when
the list find operation started, the number of items had to rise by �(rn), that
is, �(rn) successful insertions to the list. There were no more than p threads that
successfully executed list insert but then were delayed before completing the
insert routine. Therefore, we can consider only �(rn − p) as complete hash
table insertions. According to the constant extensibility rate assumption, a thread
must complete a single operation within n · 2c successful insertions. Looking at the
single operation that took �(r ) steps, we now know that during that time there were
at least �(rn − p) successful inserts, but we also know that the operation lasted
less than n · 2c successful operations. We get that log(r − p/n) ∈ O(1), and thus
r ∈ O(1).

LEMMA 3.14. Given a hash function with an expected uniform distribution,
the number of steps performed by the function initialize bucket is constant on
average. Under the constant extendibility rate assumption, the number of expected
steps in the worst case execution is constant.

PROOF. A recursive call to initialize bucket terminates when the parent
bucket is initialized. To have m recursive calls, m uninitialized ancestor buck-
ets are needed. Applying Lemma 3.11, this may happen with probability less
than exp (−L(m − 1)/2). The number of m-deep executions among m calls to
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initialize bucket is m · exp (−L(m − 1)/2) ∈ O(1), implying that the ex-
pected number of recursive calls is constant. By Lemma 3.13, the list insert
call inside initialize bucket costs a constant number of steps on average. If
we assume constant extendibility rate (threads are not delayed while the table is
doubled a nonconstant number of times), a recent ancestor of every bucket is always
initialized, and the recursion depth is constant. Also, according to Lemma 3.13, the
execution of list insert is of expected constant time.

THEOREM 3.15. Given a hash function with expected uniform distribution, all
hash table operations complete within a constant number of steps on average.
Assuming a constant extendibility rate, all hash table operations complete within
expected constant number of steps.

PROOF. Beside executing a constant number of simple instructions, all hash op-
erations call a list traversing routine twice at most (actually, only hash deletemay
cause list find to run twice). By Lemma 3.13, the list traversals cost a constant
average number of steps, and by Lemma 3.14, the initialize bucket opera-
tion also completes within a constant average number of steps. Both of the above
lemmas imply that under the constant extendibility rate assumption, the number of
steps is constant in the worst case execution assuming a uniform distribution.

4. Performance

We ran a series of tests to evaluate the performance of our lock-free algorithm. Since
our algorithm is the first lock-free extensible hash table, it needs to be proven effi-
cient in comparison to existing lock-based extensible hash table algorithms. We have
thus chosen to compare our algorithm to the resizable hash table algorithm of Lea
[2003] (revision 1.3), originally suggested as a part of util.concurrent.Concurrent-
HashMap, the proposed JavaTM Concurrency Package, JSR-166.

Lea’s algorithm is based on an exponentially growing table of buckets, doubled
when the average bucket load exceeds a given load factor. Access to the table
buckets is synchronized by 64 locks, dividing the bucket range to 64 interleaved
regions, that is, lock i is obtained when bucket b is accessed if b mod 64 = i .
Insert and delete operations always acquire a lock, but find operations are first
attempted without locking, and retried with locking upon failure. When a process
decides to resize the table, it locks all 64 locks, allocates a larger array and rehashes
the buckets’ items to their new buckets, utilizing the simplicity of power-of-two
hashing. This scheme offers good performance, in comparison to simpler schemes
that separately lock each bucket, by significantly reducing the number of locks
that need to be acquired when resizing. Figure 8 illustrates the effect of different
concurrency levels on Lea’s algorithm performance.

We translated the JavaTM code by Lea to C++ and simplified it to handle integer
keys that also serve as values, exactly as in our new algorithm’s code. There is a
trade-off in this algorithm: the more locks used, the lower the contention on them,
but the higher the global delay when resizing. We thus ran an experiment to confirm
that in the translated algorithm there is no significant advantage to using more or
less than 64 locks.

We compared our split-ordered hashing algorithm to Lea’s algorithm using a
collection of experiments on a 30-processor Sun Enterprise 6000, a cache-coherent
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FIG. 8. Lea’s algorithm with different concurrency levels.

NUMA machine formed from 15 boards of two 300 MHz UltraSPARC® II pro-
cessors and 2 GB of RAM on each. The C/C++ code was compiled with a Sun
cc compiler 5.3, with the flags -xO5 and -xarch=v8plusa. We executed each
experiment three times to lower the effect of temporary scheduling anomalities.

Lea’s algorithm has significant vulnerability in multiprogrammed environments
since whenever the resizing processor is swapped out or delayed, the algorithm as
a whole grinds to a halt. The significant latency overhead while resizing would
also make it less of a fit for real-time environments. However, our tests here are de-
signed to compare the performance of the algorithms in the currently more common
environments without multiprogramming or real-time requirements.

Since Lea’s algorithm behaves differently when hash table operations fail rather
than succeed, we also tested the algorithms in scenarios where they begin after a
significant amount of elements have been inserted. Since the range from which the
elements are selected is limited, the more we pre-insert, the more chances are that
an element is already in the table when search for it. Additionally, we ran a series
of experiments measuring the change in throughput as a function of concurrency
under various synthetic distributions of insert, delete and find.

To capture performance under typical hash-table usage patterns [Lea (personal
communication, 2003)], we first look at a mix that consists of about 88% find
operations, 10% inserts and 2% deletes. Our first graph, in Figure 9, shows the
results of comparing the algorithms under such a pattern. The hash table load factor
(the number of items per bucket) for both tested algorithms was chosen as 3. In the
presented graph we show the change in throughput as a function of concurrency. As
can be seen, at high loads the lock-free split-ordered hashing algorithm significantly
outperforms Lea’s when the concurrency level goes beyond eight threads.

The first data point, corresponding to the throughput when executed by a single
thread, is a measure for the overhead cost of the new algorithm. According to this
data point, the new algorithm is 23% slower than the lock-based algorithm when
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FIG. 9. Throughput of both algorithms. Standard deviation is denoted by vertical bars.

run by a single thread.

—Lea’s algorithm reaches peak performance at about 24 threads and at the same
concurrency level, our new algorithm has two times higher throughput.

—Our algorithm reaches peak performance at 44 threads, where it is almost three
times faster than Lea’s.

—Our algorithm’s performance fluctuates after reaching peak performance because
it involves significantly higher concurrent communication and is thus much more
sensitive to the specific layout of threads on the machine and to the load on the
shared crossbar.

—Lea’s algorithm suffers a much milder deterioration caused by the architectural
critical paths because it never reaches high concurrency levels and its overall
performance is limited by the bottlenecks introduced by the shared locks.

Figure 10 shows the results of an experiment varying the chosen distribution of
inserts, deletes, and finds. Note that our algorithm consistently outperforms
Lea’s algorithm throughout the full range of tested distributions. We also ran an
experiment that varies the load factor in our algorithm. As seen in Figure 11, the
load factor does not affect the performance significantly, and its effect is in any case
minimal when compared to those of the thread layout and the overall communication
overhead.

Figure 12 shows the throughput of both algorithms when the amount of pre-
insertions varied among 0, 300 K, 600 K, and 900 K. The range from which elements
were selected was [0, 1e + 6], so pre-insertions affected significantly the success
rate of the hash table operations. The performance of Lea’s algorithm slightly
improves on lower concurrency levels, but from 12 threads and on the new algorithm
is faster.

We also tested the robustness of the algorithms under a biased hash function,
mimicking conditions in case of a bad choice of a hash function relative to the
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FIG. 10. Varying operation distribution.

FIG. 11. Varying load factor.

given data. To do, so we generated keys in a nonuniform distribution by randomly
turning off 0 to 3 LSBs of randomly chosen integers. Our empirical data shows that
our algorithm shows greater robustness: it was slowed down by approximately 7%,
while Lea’s algorithm’s performance decreased by more than 30%. The reason for
this is that a biased hash function causes some number of buckets to have many
more items than the average load. The locks controlling these buckets in Lea’s
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FIG. 12. Varying amount of pre-insertions.

algorithm are thus contended, causing a performance degradation. This does not
happen in the lock-free list used by the new algorithm.

Based on the above results, we conclude that in low-load nonmultiprogrammed
environments both algorithms offer comparable performance, while under medium
to high loads, split-ordered hashing scales better than Lea’s algorithm and is thus
the algorithm of choice.

5. Conclusion

Our article introduced split-ordered lists and showed how to use them to build
resizable concurrent hash tables. We believe the split-order list structure may have
broader applications, and in particular it might be interesting to test empirically if
a purely sequential variation of split-ordered hashing will offer an improvement
over linear hashing in the sequential case. This follows since splitting buckets in
split-ordered hash tables does not require redistribution of individual items among
buckets, but rather only the insertion of a dummy node, and in the sequential case
the need for the dummy nodes might be avoidable altogether.

Appendix

A. Additional Code

For the purpose of being self contained, we provide in Figures 13 and 14 the code
for the lock-free CAS-based ordered list algorithm of Michael [2002a].

The difficulty in implementing a lock-free ordered linked list is in ensuring that
during an insertion or deletion, the adjacent nodes are still valid, that is, they are
still in the list and are still adjacent. Both the implementation of Harris [2001] and
that of Michael [2002a] do so by “stealing” one bit from the pointer to mark a
node as deleted, and performing the deletion in two steps: first marking the node,
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FIG. 13. Michael’s lock free list based sets.

and then deleting it. This bit and the next pointer are set atomically by the same
CAS operation.5 The list find operation is the most complicated: it traverses
through the list, and stops when it reaches an item that is equal-to or greater-than
the searched item. If a marked-for-deletion node is encountered, the deletion is
completed and the traversal continues. The list find in Michael’s scheme thus
improves on that of Harris since by completing the deletion immediately when
a marked node is encountered it prevents other operations from traversing over
marked nodes, that is, ones that have been logically deleted.

5Stealing one bit in a pointer in such a manner is straightforward assuming properly aligned memory,
and can be achieved with indirection using a “dummy bit node” [Agesen et al. 2000] in languages like
JavaTM where stealing a bit in a pointer is a problem. The new JavaTM Concurrency Package proposes
to eliminate this drawback by offering “tagged” atomic variables.
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FIG. 14. Michael’s lock free list based sets–continued.

FIG. 15. Lock free atomic counter implementation.

Figure 15 depicts a simple lock-free implementation of a shared incrementable
(or decrementable) counter using CAS.
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Abstract—This paper presents a lock-free cuckoo hashing
algorithm; to the best of our knowledge this is the first lock-
free cuckoo hashing in the literature. The algorithm allows
mutating operations to operate concurrently with query ones
and requires only single word compare-and-swap primitives.
Query of items can operate concurrently with others mutating
operations, thanks to the two-round query protocol enhanced
with a logical clock technique. When an insertion triggers a
sequence of key displacements, instead of locking the whole
cuckoo path, our algorithm breaks down the chain of relo-
cations into several single relocations which can be executed
independently and concurrently with other operations. A fine
tuned synchronization and a helping mechanism for relocation
are designed. The mechanisms allow high concurrency and
provide progress guarantees for the data structure’s operations.
Our experimental results show that our lock-free cuckoo
hashing performs consistently better than two efficient lock-
based hashing algorithms, the chained and the hopscotch hash-
map, in different access pattern scenarios.

I. OVERVIEW

A hash table is a fundamental data structure which offers
rapid storage and retrieval operations. Hash tables are widely
used in many computer systems and applications. Papers in
the literature have studied several hashing schemes which
differ mainly in their methods to resolve hash conflicts. As
multi-core computers become ubiquitous, many works have
also targeted the parallelization of hash tables to achieve
high performance and scalable concurrent ones.

Cuckoo hashing [1] is an open address hashing scheme
which has a simple conflict resolution. It uses two hash
tables that correspond to two hash functions. A key is stored
in one of the tables but not in both. The addition of a
new key is made to the first hash table using the first hash
function. If a collision occurs, the key currently occupying
the position is “kicked out”, leaving the space for the new
key. The “nestless” key is then hashed by the second function
and is inserted to the second table. The insertion process
continues until no key is “nestless”. Searching for a key
involves examining two possible slots in two tables. Deletion
is performed in the table where the key is stored. Search
and delete operations in cuckoo hashing have constant worst
case cost. Meanwhile, insertion operations with the cuckoo
approach have been also proven to work well in practice.
Cuckoo hashing has been shown to be very efficient for
small hash tables on modern processors [2].

In cuckoo hashing, the sequence of the evicted keys is
usually referred to as “cuckoo path”. It might happen that
the process of key evictions is a loop, causing the insertion
to fail. If this happens, the table needs to be expanded or
rehashed with two new hash functions. The probability of
such insertion failure is low when the load factor1 is lower
than 0.49 but increases significantly beyond that [1]. Recent
improvements address this issue by either using more hash
functions [3] or storing more than one key in a bucket -
known as bucketized cuckoo hashing [4] [5].

A great effort has been made to build high performance
concurrent hash tables running on multi-core systems. Lea’s
hash table from Java Concurrency Package [6] is an efficient
one. It is a closed address hash table based on chain hashing
and uses a small number of locks to synchronize concur-
rent accesses. Hopscotch hashing [7] is an open address
algorithm which combines linear probing with the cuckoo
hashing technique. It offers a constant worst case look-
up but insertion might requires a sequence of relocation
similar to the cuckoo hashing. The concurrent hopscotch
hashing synchronizes concurrent accesses using locks, one
per bucket. A concurrent version of cuckoo hashing found
in [8] is a bucketized cuckoo hash table using a stripe of
locks for synchronization. As lock-free programming has
been proved to achieve high performance and scalability
[9] [10], a number of lock-free hash tables have also been
introduced in the literature. Micheal, M. [11] presented an
efficient lock-free hash table with separated chaining using
linked lists. Shalev O. and Shavit N. [12] designed another
high performance lock-free closed address resizable hash
table. In [13], a lock-free/wait-free hash table is introduced,
which does not physically delete an item. Instead, all the
live items are moved to a new table when the table is full.

To the the best of our knowledge, there has not been any
lock-free cuckoo hashing introduced in the literature. There
are several reasons which can explain this fact. Because
a key can be stored in two possible independent slots in
two tables, synchronization of different operations becomes
a hurdle to overcome when using lock-freedom. As an
example, two insertion operations of a key with different
data can simultaneously and independently succeed; this can

1Load factor: the ratio between the total number of elements currently
in the table over its capacity.



cause both of them to co-exist, which is not aligned with
the common semantics of hash tables in the literature. In
addition, a relocation of a key from one table to another is a
combination of one remove and one insert operations, which
need to be combined in a lock-free way. While taking care
of that, the relocation of a key when it is being looked up
can cause the look-up operation to miss the key, though it
is just relocated between tables.

In this work, we address these challenges and present
a lock-free cuckoo hashing algorithm. We do not consider
bucketized cuckoo hashing. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first lock-free cuckoo hashing algorithm in the
literature. Our algorithm tolerates any number of process
failures. The algorithm offers very high query throughput by
optimizing the synchronization between look-up and mod-
ification operations. Concurrency among insertions is also
high thanks to a carefully designed relocation operation. The
sequence of relocations during insertion is broken down into
several single relocations to allow higher concurrency among
operations. In addition, a fine tuned helping mechanism
for relocation operations is designed to guarantee progress.
Our evaluation results show that the new cuckoo hashing
outperforms the state-of-the-art hopscotch and lock-based
chained hash tables [14].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II introduces our algorithm in a nutshell. The full design
together with a pseudo-code description is presented in
Section III. Section IV provides the proof of correctness
of the algorithm. Experiments and evaluation results are
presented in V. Finally, Section VI concludes our paper.

II. LOCK-FREE CUCKOO HASHING ALGORITHM

Our concurrent cuckoo hashing contains two hash tables,
hereafter called sub-tables, which correspond to two inde-
pendent hash functions. Each key can be stored at one of its
two possible positions, one in each sub-table. To distinguish
the two sub-tables, we refer to one as the primary and to the
other as the secondary. The look-up operation always starts
searching in the primary sub-table and then in the secondary
one. Because there are different use cases of looking-up
operations, we divide them into two types. One, search, is a
query-only one which asks for the existence of a key without
modifying the hash table. The other one is a query as a part
of another operation such as a deletion or an insertion. We
refer to it as find to distinguish it from the “real” search.

A search operation starts by examining the possible slots
in the primary sub-table first, and then in the secondary one,
and reports if the searched key is found in one of them. Such
a simple search, however, can miss an existing key and report
the key as not found. The reason is that the reading from two
slots is not performed in one atomic step and a relocation
operation might interleave in between. The searched key
can be relocated from the secondary to the primary sub-
table but is missed by the above reading operations. We

called such key a “moving key”. To deal with this issue, we
design a two round query protocol enhanced with a logical
clock based counter technique. Each hash table slot has a
counter attached to it to count the number of relocations
at the slot. The first round of the two round query reads
from the two possible slots and check for the existence of
the searched key like the mentioned simple search does.
In addition, it records the slot’s counter values. If the key
is not found, the second round does similar readings and
examination. The second round can discover the key if it was
relocated from the secondary to the primary sub-table, and
was missed by the first round query. However, it might also
miss the key if it has been relocated back and forth between
sub-tables several times and interleaved with the readings.
Therefore, the second round also records the counter values
and compares them with the values of the first round. If the
new values are at least two units higher than the previous
ones, there is a possibility that even the two round query
misses the key because two or more interleaving relocations
have happened. In this case, the search is reexecuted.

The insert operation of a key starts by invoking find to
examine if the key exists. If it does not, the insertion is made
to the primary sub-table first and, only if a collision occurs,
to the secondary sub-table. If both positions are occupied,
a relocation process is triggered to displace the existing
key to make space for the new key. The original cuckoo
approach [1] inserts the new key to the primary sub-table
by evicting a collided key and re-inserting it to the other
sub-table, as described in Section I. This approach, however,
causes the evicted key to be “nestless”, i.e. absent from both
sub-tables, until the re-insertion is completed. This might
be an issue in concurrent environments: the “nestless” key
is unreachable by other concurrent operations which want
to operate on it. One way to deal with this issue is to
make the whole relocation process atomic, which is not
efficient and scalable since it is going to result in coarse
grained synchronization. We approach the relocation process
differently. If an insertion requires relocation, an empty slot
is created before the new key is actually added to the table.
Our approach contains two steps. First, we search for the
cuckoo path, to find a vacant slot. Thereafter, the vacant slot
is “moved” backwards to the beginning of the cuckoo path
by “swapping” with the last key in the cuckoo path, then the
second last key and so forth. The new key is then inserted
to the empty slot using an atomic primitive. Each “swap”
step involves modifications of two slots in two sub-tables.
We can design a fine tuned synchronization for the “swap”
using single word Compare-And-Swap (CAS)2 primitives
by using the pointer’s Least-Significant-Bit (LSB) marking
technique. This technique, which takes advantages of aligned
memory addresses and is widely used in the literature,

2CAS is a synchronization primitive available in most modern processors.
It compares the content of a memory word to a given value and, only if
they are the same, modifies the content of that word to a given new value.
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Figure 1: State transition of two possible positions of a key in the primary (upper) and secondary sub-tables

set the unused LSB for certain purposes. In our case, it
indicates one thread’s intention to relocate a table’s entry. A
helping mechanism is also designed so that other concurrent
operations can help finishing an on-going relocation.

Another issue with insertion operations is that a key can be
inserted to two sub-tables simultaneously. Since concurrent
insertions can operate independently on two sub-tables, they
can both succeed. This results in two existing instances of
one key, possibly mapped to different values. To prevent
such a case to happen, one can use a lock during insertion
to lock both slots so that only one instance of a key is
successfully added to the table at a time. As we aim for
high concurrency and strong progress guarantees, we solve
this problem differently. Our table allows, in some special
cases, two instances of a key to co-exist in two sub-tables.
The special cases are when the two instances have been
inserted to two sub-tables simultaneously. (It is noticed
that, concurrent insertions to the same sub-table operate and
linearize normally, which guarantees that only one instance
of a key exists in one sub-table). We design a mechanism to
delete one of the instances internally and as soon as possible
so that our table still provides the conventional semantic
in which one key is mapped to one value. The question
is: which instance between the two is to be deleted? Since
the two successful insertions which lead to the co-existence
must be concurrent, it is always possible to order them so
that the insertion to the secondary sub-table is linearized
before the insertion to the primary one. In this way, the latter
insertion “overwrites” the data inserted by the former one.
As a result, if the same key is found in both sub-tables at a
certain time, the key in the primary table is the only valid
one. Our mechanism to realize such duplication and remove
the overwritten key, i.e the one in the secondary sub-table,
will be described after discussing below the consequence of
such co-existence to the hash table’s operations.

We now analyze the consequence of the co-existence
of two instances of a key to the operations of the hash
table, beginning with the look-up operations. The query-only
search first examines the primary hash table, and can report
if the searched key is stored there immediately. In the cases
that two instances of a key co-exist in two sub-tables, search
always returns the one in the primary sub-table, which agrees

with the semantics described in the previous paragraph. The
find operation, on the other hand, is used at the beginning of
any insert or remove operation. The result of the invoked find ,
i.e the key exists in one or both sub-tables, affects the way
the invoker behaves. Therefore, if find discovers that two
instances of a key exist, it deletes the one in the secondary
sub-table, as being described in detail in the next section.
When an insert or a remove proceeds after find returns, there
is going to be one instance of the key in the table.

The remove operation of a key starts by invoking find to
locate the table’s slot where the key is being stored. Then
the key is removed by means of a CAS primitive.

Figure 1 shows the states of two possible positions on
two sub-tables where a key K1 can be hashed to. The states
change according to the operations performed. The oper-
ations are, for example, an insert(K1, V1), a remove(K1, V1),
two concurrent insert(K1, V0) and insert(K1, V1), and an
insert(K2, V2) (in the dashed rectangle) which requires a
relocation of < K1, V1 >. When find() is invoked, it can also
delete the duplicated key, i.e < K1, V0 > stored in the second
sub-table.

III. DETAILED ALGORITHMIC DESCRIPTION

We are now presenting the detailed description and
pseudo-code for the functions of our cuckoo hash table. The
pseudo-code follows the C/C++ language conventions.

A. Search operation

Searching for a key in our lock-free cuckoo hash table
includes querying for the existence of the key in two sub-
tables, as in Program 2. A key is available if it is found in one
of them. A search operation starts with the first query round
by reading from the possible slots in the primary sub-table
table[0] (lines 24-26), and then in the secondary sub-table
table[1] (lines 27-29). If the key is found in one of them, the
value mapped to key is returned.

As mentioned in section II, the above query can miss the
searched key which happens to be a “moving key”. The key
present in table[1] is relocated to table[0], meanwhile search
reads from table[0] and then table[1]. To avoid such missing,
search performs the second round query (lines 32-34).



Program 1 Data structure and support functions

1 HashEntry:
2 word key,
3 word value;

5 CountPtr:
6 <HashEntry*,int> <entry,counter>

8 int hash1(key)
9 int hash2(key)

10 bool checkCounter(int ts1, int ts2, int ts1x, int ts2x)
11 /*check the counter values to see if 2 relocations may

have taken place*/

13 class CuckooHashTable
14 EntryType *table[2][] //2 sub-tables
15 word find(word key, CountPtr &<e1,ts1>, CountPtr &<e2,

ts2>)
16 word search(word key)
17 insert(word key, word value)
18 remove(word key)
19 relocate(int which, int index)
20 help_relocate(int which, int index, bool initiator)
21 del_dup(idx1, <e1,ts1>, idx2 , <e2,ts2>)

Program 2 word search (word key)

22 //h1=hash1(key) and h2=hash2(key)
23 while (true)
24 <e1,ts1> ← table[0][h1] //read the element \& counter

25 if (e1 6=NULL ∧ e1→key = key)
26 return e1→value
27 <e2,ts2> ← table[1][h2]
28 if (e2 6=NULL ∧ e2→key = key)
29 return e2→value

31 //second round query
32 <e1x,ts1x> ← table[0][h1]
33 ...
34 <e2x,ts2x> ← table[1][h2]
35 ...

37 if (checkCounter(ts1, ts2, ts1x, ts2x))
38 continue
39 else
40 return NIL

This two-round query, however, still can miss an existing
key if the key is relocated back and forth between table[1]
and table[0] repetitively and alternatively when search reads
from each sub-table. The possibility of such continuously
relocation of a key is very rare but can not be ruled out. To
deal with that, we employ a technique based on Lamport’s
logical clocks [15]. The idea of this technique is to attach a
counter to each slot of the hash table to record the number of
relocations happening at that slot. Similar to a logical clock
whose value changes when a local event happens or when
a message is received, the value of the counter is changed
on the event of relocations. The counter is initialized to 0.
When an element stored in a slot is relocated, the slot’s
counter is incremented. When a slot serves as the destination
of a relocation, its counter is updated with the maximum
of its current counter value and the source’s counter value,
plus 1. The counter value of a slot remains even when the
element stored in that slot is deleted or relocated to the

Program 3 word find(word key, CountPtr& <e1,ts1>,
CountPtr& <e2,ts2>)

41 //h1=hash1(key) and h2=hash2(key)
42 word result; int counter
43

44 while (true)
45 <e1,ts1> ← table[0][h1]
46 if (e1 6= NULL)
47 if (e1 is marked)
48 help_relocate(0, h1, false)
49 continue
50 if (e1→key = key)
51 result ← FIRST
52

53 <e2,ts2> ← table[1][h2]
54 if (e2 6= NULL)
55 if (e2 is marked)
56 help_relocate(1, h2, false)
57 continue;
58 if (e2→key = key)
59 if (result = FIRST)
60 del_dup(h1,<e1, ts1>,h2,<e2, ts2>)
61 else
62 result ← SECOND
63

64 if (result=FIRST ∨ result=SECOND)
65 return result
66 /*second round query*/
67 <e1,ts1x> ← table[0][h1]
68 ...
69 <e2,ts2x> ← table[1][h2]
70 ...
71

72 if (checkCounter(ts1, ts2, ts1x, ts2x))
73 continue
74 else return NIL

other sub-table. For example, consider a key associated with
counter value t is stored at table[1][h2]. When key is relocated
to table[0][h1] which has counter t1, the new counter value
of table[0][h1] is max(t, t1) + 1 and that of table[1][h2] is
incremented to t+ 1.

By examining the above counters after the second round
query, a search can detect if it might have missed an existing
key. Such missing happens if: (i) Before the execution of line
24, the key is stored in the secondary table at table[1][h2], then
(ii) the key is relocated from table[1] to table[0] before the
second read at line 27, then (iii) relocated back to table[1]
before the next read at line 32, and finally (iv) relocated
again back to table[0] before line 34 . If it is so, the counter
value read at line 32 should be at least two units higher
than the one read at line 24. Similar condition is applied for
the counter values read at line 34 and line 27. In addition,
the counter value read at line 34 is at least 3 units higher
than the one read at line 24 because the counter increases
its value like a logical clock when a relocation happens. If
these conditions are satisfied, i.e checkCounter returns true,
the two-round query probably misses an item because of
alternative relocations, so the search restarts.

In practice, as each slot in the hash table is a pointer to a
table element, we can use the unused bits of pointer values
on x86 64 to store the counter value. Currently pointers on
x86 64 use only 48 lower bits of the available 64 bits. We
can use the 16 highest bits of the 64-bit pointer to store the



Program 4 insert(word key, word value)

75 //h1=hash1(key); h2=hash2(key)
76 HashEntry *newNode(key,value)
77 CountPtr *<ent1,ts1>, *<ent2,ts2>
78 start_insert:
79 int result ← find(key, <ent1,ts1>, <ent2,ts2>)
80 if (result=FIRST ∨ result=SECOND)
81 Update the current entry with new value
82 return

84 if (ent1=NULL)
85 if (¬CAS(&table[0][h1],<ent1,ts1>,<newNode,ts1>))
86 goto start_insert
87 return
88 if (ent2=NULL)
89 if (¬CAS(&table[1][h2],<ent2,ts2>,<newNode,ts2>))
90 goto start_insert
91 return

93 result ← relocate(0, h1)
94 if (result=true) goto start_insert
95 else
96 //rehash()

counter value, an approach which has been used in literature
[16]. This approach is efficient as the pointer to an element
and its counter can be loaded in one read operation. The
disadvantage of this technique is that the counter which
has been increased by 216 + k can be misinterpreted to be
increased by just k, where k is any counter value. However,
such increment of 216 + k can only be made by many
thousands of relocation operations happening at the same
slot. Moreover, it must have happened in a very short period
of time of a search operation to cause such misinterpretation.
With a good choice of hash functions, the possibility that
such misinterpretation happens is practically impossible.
Therefore, 16 bits are sufficient to store the counter value.

B. Find operation

Program 3 shows the pseudo code of the find operation,
which functions similar to the search. The find takes an
argument key and answers if, and in which sub-table, the
key exists. In addition, it also reports the current values (and
their associated counter values) stored at the two possible
positions of key. The logic flow of the find is similar to that
of the search, in the sense that it also uses a two round query.
However, it has 3 main differences compared to the search.
First, if it reads an entry who LSB is marked, indicating an
on-going relocation operation, it helps the operation (lines
47-48, and 55-56). Secondly, it examines both sub-tables
instead of returning immediately when key is found. This
is to discover if two instances of the key exist in two sub-
tables. When the same key is found on both sub-tables, the
one in the secondary sub-table table[1] is deleted (line 60),
as described in Section II. Finally, find returns also current
items which are stored at two possible slots where key should
be hashed to. This information is used by the invokers, i.e
insert or delete operations, as described in next subsections.

Program 5 remove(word key)

97 //h1=hash1(key); h2=hash2(key)
98 CountPtr *<ent1,ts1>, *<ent2,ts2>
99 while (true)

100 ret ← find(key,<ent1,ts1>,<ent2,ts2>)
101 if (ret = NULL) return
102 if (ret = FIRST)
103 if (CAS(&table[0][h1],<ent1,ts1>,<NULL,ts1>))
104 return
105 else if (ret = SECOND)
106 if (table[0][h1] 6=<ent1,ts1>)
107 continue
108 if (CAS(&table[1][h2],<ent2,ts2>,<NULL,ts2>))
109 return

C. Insert operation

The insertion of a key, Program 4, works as follows. First,
it invokes the find at line 79 to examine the state of the key:
if it exists in the sub-tables and what are the current entries
stored at the slots where the key can be hashed to. If the
key already exists, the current value associated with it is
updated with the new value and the insert returns (line 82).
Otherwise, the insert operation proceeds to store the new key.
If one of the two slots is empty (lines 84 and 88), the new
entry is inserted with a CAS. If both slots are occupied by
other keys, relocation process is triggered at line 93 to create
an empty slot for the new key. The relocation operation is
described in detail in Section III-E. If the relocation succeeds
to create an empty slot for the new key, the insertion retries.
Otherwise, which means the length of the relocation chain
exceeds the THRESHOLD, the insertion fails. In this case,
typical approaches in the literature of cuckoo hashing such
as a rehash with two new hash functions or an extension of
the size of the table can be used.

D. Remove operation

The remove operation also starts by invoking find at line
100. If the key is found, it is removed by a CAS, either at
line 103 or 108.

E. Relocation operation

When both slots which can accommodate a newly inserted
key are occupied by existing keys, one of them is relocated
to make space for the new key. This can trigger a sequence
of relocations as the other slot might be occupied too. The
relocate method presented in Program 6 performs such a
relocation process. As mentioned earlier, we use a relocation
strategy which can retain the presence of a relocated key
in the table without the need for expensive atomicity of
the whole relocation process. First, the cuckoo path is
discovered, lines 113-135. Then, the empty slot is moved
backwards to the beginning of the path, where the new key
is to be inserted, lines 137-154.

The path discovery starts from a slot index of one of the
sub-tables identified by which and runs at most THRESHOLD
steps along the path. If table[which][index] is an empty slot,
the discovery finishes (line 134). Otherwise, i.e the slot is



Program 6 int relocate(int which, int index)

110 int route[THRESHOLD] //storing cuckoo path
111 int start_level=0, tbl=which, idx=index

113 path_discovery:
114 bool found ← false
115 int depth ← start_level
116 do {
117 <e1,ts1> ← table[tbl][idx];
118 while (e1 is marked)
119 help_relocate(tbl, idx, false)
120 <e1,_> ← table[tbl][idx]
121 if (<pre,tsp>=<e1,ts1> ∨ pre→key=e1→key)
122 if (tbl = 0)
123 del_dup(idx,<e1,ts1>,pre_idx,<pre,tsp>)
124 else
125 del_dup(pre_idx,<pre,tsp>,idx,<e1,ts1>)
126 if (e1 6= NULL)
127 route[depth] = idx
128 key ← e1→key;
129 <pre,tsp> ← <e1,ts1>
130 pre_idx ← idx
131 tbl ← 1 - tbl
132 idx ← tbl = 0 ? hash1(key) : hash2(key)
133 else
134 found ← true
135 } while (!found ∧ ++depth<THRESHOLD)

137 if (found)
138 tbl ← 1 - tbl;
139 for (i ← depth-1; i>=0; --i, tbl ← 1-tbl)
140 idx ← route[i].index
141 <e1,ts1> ← table[tbl][idx]
142 if (e1 is marked)
143 help_relocate(tbl, idx, false)
144 <e1,ts1> ← table[tbl][idx]
145 if (e1 = NULL)
146 continue
147 dest_idx ← tbl=0?hash2(e1→key):hash1(e1→key)
148 <e2,ts2> ← table[1-tbl][dest_idx]
149 if (e2 6= NULL)
150 start_level ← i+1
151 idx ← dest_idx
152 tbl ← 1 - tbl
153 goto path_discovery
154 help_relocate(tbl, idx, false)
155 return found

occupied by a key (line 126), the key should be relocated
to its other slot in the other sub-table. The discovery then
continues with the other slot of key. If this slot is empty,
the discovery finishes. Otherwise, the discovery continues
similarly as before. Each element along the path is identified
by a sub-table and an index on that sub-table. Along the path,
the sub-tables that elements belong to alternatively change
between the primary and secondary ones. Therefore, the data
of the path which need to be stored are the indexes of the
elements along the path and the sub-table of the last element.

Once the cuckoo path is found, the empty slot is moved
backwards along the path by a sequence of “swaps” with the
respective preceding slot in the path. Each swap is actually a
relocation of the key in the latter slot, a.k.a the source, to the
empty slot, a.k.a the destination. Because of the concurrency,
the entry stored in the source might have changed. Thus,
the relocation operation needs to update the destination and
check for its emptiness (lines 148-149), and retry the path
discovery if the destination is no longer empty (line 153). If
the destination is empty, the relocation is performed in three

Program 7 Help relocation and delete duplication operations

156 void help_relocate(int which, int index, bool initiator)
157 while (true)
158 <src,ts1> ← table[which][index]
159 while (initiator && src is not marked)
160 if (src = NULL) return
161 CAS(&table[which][index)],<src,ts1>,<src|1,ts1>
162 <src,ts1> ← table[which][index]
163 if (src is not marked) return
164 /*hd=hash(src.key) where hash is hash function used

for table (1-which)*/
165 <dst,ts2> ← table[1-which][hd])
166 if (dst = NULL)
167 nCnt ← ts1>ts2 ? ts1 + 1 : ts2 + 1
168 if (<src,ts1> 6= table[which][index])
169 continue
170 if (CAS(&table[1-which][hd],<dst,ts2>,<src,nCnt>))
171 CAS(&table[which][index],<src,ts1>,<NULL,ts1+1>)
172 return
173 //dst is not null
174 if (src = dst)
175 CAS(&table[which][index)],<src,ts1>,<NULL,ts1+1>)
176 return
177 CAS(&table[which][index],<src,ts1>,<src&˜1,ts1+1>)
178 return false;

180 void del_dup(idx1, <e1,ts1>, idx2 , <e2,ts2>)
181 if (<e1,ts1> 6=table[0][idx1] ∧
182 <e2,ts2> 6=table[1][idx2])
183 return
184 if (e1→key 6= e2→key)
185 return
186 CAS(&table[1][idx2],<e2,ts2>,<NULL,ts2>)

steps in the help relocate operation presented in Program
7. First, the source entry’s LSB is marked to indicate the
relocation intention (line 161 ). Then, the entry is copied
to the destination slot (line 170), which has been made
empty. Finally, the source is deleted (line 171). Marking the
LSB allows other concurrent threads to help the on-going
relocation, for example at lines 119 and 143.

After a slot is marked in help relocation, the destination of
the relocation might have been changed and is no longer
empty. This can be because either other threads successfully
help relocating the marked entry, or a concurrent insertion
has inserted a new key to that destination slot. If it is the
former case (line 174), the source of the relocation is deleted
either by that helping thread (line 171) or by the current
thread (line 175). If it is the latter case, the help relocation
fails, unmarks the source (line 177) and returns. The reloca-
tion process then continues but might need to retry the path
discovery in the next loop.

IV. PROOF OF CORRECTNESS

In this section, we are going to prove that our cuckoo
hash table is linearizable and lock-free. At first, we prove
the linearizability under the assumption that a key exists in
only one sub-table. Later on, we prove that if there are two
instances of a key in two sub-tables, the linearizability is
not violated. Then we continue to prove the lock-freedom.
We provides proofs related to the search operation and the
full proofs can be found in the technical report [17]. In
the followings, we assume that a key can be stored in two
possible positions: table[0][h1] and table[1][h2].



Lemma 1: When help relocation(which, index) is invoked,
either it succeeds relocating the element pointed to by
table[which][index] to the other table, i.e table (1-which) and
unmarks the source slot; or if it fails doing that, the source
slot, i.e table[which][index] is unmarked.

Corollary 1: If help relocation succeeds relocating entry
in table[which][index] to the other sub-table, the counter values
of both source and destination increases by at least 1.

Following Corollary 1, it is easy to see that if there were
two relocations which had happened at one slot, the slot’s
counter would have been increased by at least 2 units.

Lemma 2: The search is linearizable.
Proof: The search operation returns a value only when

one of the keys in e1, e2, e1x, e2x (lines 24, 27, 32 or 34)
matches the searched key. In this case, search is linearized at
the respective line. We now consider the loop of the search
to see when it returns NIL.

As we discussed in Section III-A, during a search for key,
the two round query protocol misses the searched key only
when there is a sequence of relocations of key from table[1]
to table[0], back to table[1] and again to table[0], as described
in subsection III-A. Condition at line 40 can detect if such a
scenario may happen by examining the counter values of
table[0][h1] and table[1][h2], as described also in subsection
III-A. If the condition is satisfied, the search restarts. We
note that the condition is also satisfied if there are two
independent relocations of other keys which are stored in
the same slots; or if there is only one relocation at each
slot but the relocation increases the counter by two or more
units. In these cases, the search might restart unnecessarily
but its correctness is not violated.

Therefore, the search returns NIL when the key is not found
in any of the read entries: e1, e2, e1x, e2x and there is no
possibility that the key is relocated which forces the search
to reexecute the loop. Even though, there are cases that key
appears in one of the sub-tables at the time search performs a
reading from the other sub-table. In such cases, search might
still return NIL, but we can argue that it is totally correct.
We consider, as an example, a key exist in one sub-table as
search performs reading for the second round query at lines
32 and 34, and show the correct linearization points. Other
readings, e.g lines 24 and 27, can be argued in a similar
manner. If the key exists in the table when search executes
lines 32 and 34, and the search returns NIL:
• key must be inserted to table[0] after the reading from

that sub-table at line 32. The search can be linearized
at line 32 where key has not been inserted to the table.

• Or key exists in table[1] before the search starts and is
deleted before the search reads from it (line 34). The
search can then be linearized to line 34, when key has
been deleted.

• Or key exists in table[1] when the search reads from
table[0] (line 32), is deleted and then re-inserted to
table[0] before the search reads from table[1] (line 34).

In such scenario, neither line 32 or line 34 can be the
correct linearization point of the search. Because key
exists in the table at those points of time, in particular,
in the other sub-table than the one search reads from.
Even though, we notice that there is an interval between
when key is deleted from table[1] and when it is inserted
to table[0] (if these operations overlap, the re-insertion
would have failed), this period of time is inside the
duration that search executes line 32 to line 34. In
this interval, key does not exist anywhere in the table.
Therefore, we can always linearize search to a point of
time in that interval. This satisfies the requirement that
the linearization point must be between the time when
search is invoked and when it responds.

Henceforth, search is linearizable.
Lemma 3: The find operation is linearizable.
Lemma 4: The remove operation is linearizable.
Lemma 5: The insert operation is linearizable.
Now we consider the scenario where two instances of a

key co-exist in the table. When two concurrent insertions
try to insert the same key to two sub-tables, they might
both succeed and store it in two possible positions of that
key. As described in Section II, our hash table allows such
physical co-existence and then removes the instance in the
second sub-table before any mutating operations can operate
on these two positions. The subsequence operations can only
see one valid instance, i.e the one in the primary table.

Lemma 6: The correctness of the search operation is
immune of the concurrent physical existence of key in both
sub-tables.

The below propositions can be derived from the pseudo
code of find and relocate.

Proposition 1: If two instances of key co-exist in the
table when a find on key is invoked, it removes the instance
of the key in the second sub-table.

Proposition 2: If two instances of key co-exist in the
table when a relocate of key happens, it removes the instance
of the key in the second sub-table.

Now, we examine the effect of the existence of a dupli-
cated key to the correctness of insert/remove operations.

Lemma 7: The correctness of a remove and insert oper-
ation of a key in Lemma 4 and 5 holds even when two
instances of a key exist concurrently.

Theorem 1: The hash table algorithm is linearizable.
Proof: Each operation of the hash table is linearizable

follows Lemmas 2, 4, 5, and Lemmas 6, 7.
Now, we are ready to prove that the algorithm is lock-free.
Lemma 8: Either the help relocation operation finishes

after a finite number of steps or another operation must have
finished in a finite number of steps.

Lemma 9: If a help relocation operation finishes but fails
to relocate table[which][index], there must be another operation
making progress during that execution of the help relocation.
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Figure 2: Concurrent inserts can create the existence of two instances of a key in the table

We observe that help relocation can encounter an ABA
problem3 [8], even when we have a proper memory man-
agement to handle the hash table’s element. This scenario
can take place when there are threads executing line 166 to
relocate the same table[which][index]. Meanwhile, a new key
can be inserted to dst, and then deleted from dst. Some of
the threads doing relocation can observe that dst is pointing
to the inserted element, which leads to the CAS at line 170
to fail and the source of the relocation to be unmarked at
line 177. Meanwhile, other threads doing relocation might
perform the CAS at line 170 after the deletion, and therefore
succeed to copy table[which][index] to dst. As a result, the key
exists in two sub-tables. However, such co-existence caused
by the ABA does not hurt the correctness of our algorithm.
This is because our algorithm is capable of tolerating such
co-existence and can soon remove the one in the second sub-
table. Such removal is done by the calling thread performing
this help relocation, or any other thread doing find or relocate
which involves the slots storing the duplicated key (at line
60, 123 or 125, as discussed in Section II).

Lemma 10: The search operation finishes after a finite
number of steps, or another operation must have finished
after a finite number of steps.

Proof: The search operation has only one while loop
which, according to the proof of Lemma 2, repeats only
when there are relocations of keys stored in table[0][h1] and
table[1][h2]. Such relocations mean progress of the respective
operations performing them. This observation holds even
when the relocations move key(s) back and forth between two
sub-tables. In this case, the search might not make progress
but the relocation progresses towards the THRESHOLD num-
ber of relocation steps. When it reaches the THRESHOLD and
returns false, the insertion calling such a relocation fails and
proceeds with rehashing or resizing the hash table.

Lemma 11: A find operation finishes after a finite num-
ber of steps, or another operation must have finished after a
finite number of steps.

Lemma 12: An insert operation finishes after a finite
number of steps or another operation must have finished
after a finite number of steps.

Lemma 13: A remove operation finishes after a finite
number of steps or another operation must have finished
after a finite number of steps.

Theorem 2: The hash table algorithm is lock-free.

3ABA problem happens when an operation succeeds because the memory
location it read has not changed; but in fact, it has changed its value from
A to B and then back to A.

Proof: According to Lemmas 10, 12, 13, our cuckoo
hash table always makes progress after a finite number of
steps.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

This section evaluates the performance of our lock-free
cuckoo hash table and compares it with current efficient
hash tables. We use micro-benchmarks with several concur-
rent threads performing hash table’s operations, a standard
evaluation approach taken in the literature.

A. The Experimental Setup

We compare our lock-free cuckoo hashing with:
• A lock-based chained one: that uses a linked-list to store

keys hashed to the same bucket. A number of locks,
equal to the number of table segments, are used [14].

• Hopscotch hashing: a concurrent version of hopscotch
hashing, with each lock for a segment [7]. Thanks to
the kindness of the authors, we could obtain the original
source code of hopscotch hashing.

• LF Cuckoo: our new lock-free cuckoo hashing.
All the algorithms were implemented in C++ and com-

piled with the same flags. No customized memory manage-
ment was used. In all the algorithms, each bucket contains
either two pointers to a key and a value, or an entry to a
hash element, which contains a key and a value.

The experiments were performed on a platform of two
8-core Xeon E5-2650 at 2GHz with HyperThreading, 64GB
DDR3 RAM. In our evaluation, we sampled each test point
5 times and plotted the average. To make sure the tables did
not fit into the cache, we used a table-size of 223 slots. Each
test used the same set of keys for all the hash tables.

B. Results

Figure 3 presents the throughput result of the hash tables
in different distributions of actions. The commonly found
distribution is 90s/5i/5r, i.e 90% search, 5% insert and
5% remove. Other less common distributions were also
evaluated. One with more query-only operations: 94s/3i/3r.
Two others with more mutating operations: 80s/10i/10r and
60s/20i/20r. As it is commonly known that original cuckoo
hashing works with load factors lower than 49%, we used
the load-factor of 40%. The concurrency increased up to
32 threads, the maximum number of concurrent hardware
threads supported by the machines.

Our lock-free cuckoo hashing performs consistently better
than both the lock-based chained and the hopscotch hashing
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Figure 3: Throughput as a function of concurrency at load factor 40%
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Figure 4: Throughput as a function load factor at 16 and 32 threads

in all the access distribution patterns. This is because positive
searches need to examine either one or two table’s slots,
and negative searches need 3 read operations in most cases.
Cases that search might need to perform more read opera-
tions do happen but not often. This is because the possibility
that a relocation of a key happens concurrently as the key
is being queried is not high. In addition, our algorithm is
designed so that the search operations still make progress
concurrently with any other mutating operations. In contrast,
the lock-based chained and the hopscotch hashing lock the
bucket during insertion or removal.

Our lock-free cuckoo hashing maintains very high
throughput in scenarios with more mutating operations, i.e
10i/10r or 20i/20r, respectively. The insert operation in
cuckoo hashing might require relocations of existing keys

to make space for the new key. The algorithm, however,
has been fine designed to allow high concurrency between
relocation operations and other operations. Meanwhile, the
lock-based chained and the hopscotch hashing degrade
quickly when the percentage of mutating operations in-
creases, mainly because of their blocking designs.

Figure 4 presents throughput results as a function of load
factor. In cuckoo hashing, higher load factor means more re-
locations of existing keys during insertion. Therefore, we can
observe that the throughput of our lock-free cuckoo hashing
decreases when the load factor increases. Nevertheless, our
cuckoo hashing algorithm always achieve throughput 1.5−2
times as much as other algorithms, in both cases of 16 and
32 concurrent threads.

We now analyze the cache behavior of our lock-free
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Figure 5: The number of cache-misses per operation.

cuckoo hashing. A positive search operation usually requires
reading 1 or 2 references and a negative one often requires
reading 3 references in the two-round query protocol, if no
concurrent relocation happens at the read slots. Otherwise,
search operations might need to perform more read oper-
ations, which might cause more cache misses. A removal
of a key often needs one additional CAS compared to a
search operation to delete the found element from the tables.
Insertion operations are more complicated. If an insertion
does not trigger any relocation, its behavior is similar to
the deletion operation. Otherwise, it can cause more cache
misses. We have recorded that the number of relocations is
approximately 2% of the total performed operations, in the
distribution of 90s/5i/5r. Therefore, we expect a higher
number of cache misses in our cuckoo hashing compared to
other hash tables. A measurement of number of cache misses
of our lock-free cuckoo hashing is presented in Figure 5. Our
lock-free cuckoo table triggers about 3 cache misses per op-
eration, a bit higher than hopscotch hashing and lock-based
chained hashing. Regardless of a slightly higher number of
cache misses, our lock-free cuckoo hashing has maintained
a good performance over the other algorithms, thanks to the
fine designed mechanism to handle concurrency.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have presented a lock-free cuckoo hashing algorithm
which, to the best of our knowledge, is the first lock-free
cuckoo hashing in the literature. Our algorithm uses atomic
primitives which are widely available in modern computer
systems. We have performed experiments that compares our
algorithm with the efficient parallel hashing algorithms from
the literature, in particular hopscotch hashing and optimized
lock-based chained hashing. The experiments show that our
implementation is highly scalable and outperform the other
algorithms in all the access pattern scenarios.
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Abstract
Shared-memory concurrency in C and C++ is pervasive in systems
programming, but has long been poorly defined. This motivated
an ongoing shared effort by the standards committees to specify
concurrent behaviour in the next versions of both languages. They
aim to provide strong guarantees for race-free programs, together
with new (but subtle) relaxed-memory atomic primitives for high-
performance concurrent code. However, the current draft standards,
while the result of careful deliberation, are not yet clear and rigor-
ous definitions, and harbour substantial problems in their details.

In this paper we establish a mathematical (yet readable) seman-
tics for C++ concurrency. We aim to capture the intent of the cur-
rent (‘Final Committee’) Draft as closely as possible, but discuss
changes that fix many of its problems. We prove that a proposed
x86 implementation of the concurrency primitives is correct with
respect to the x86-TSO model, and describe our CPPMEM tool for
exploring the semantics of examples, using code generated from
our Isabelle/HOL definitions.

Having already motivated changes to the draft standard, this
work will aid discussion of any further changes, provide a cor-
rectness condition for compilers, and give a much-needed basis for
analysis and verification of concurrent C and C++ programs.

Categories and Subject DescriptorsC.1.2 [Multiple Data Stream
Architectures (Multiprocessors)]: Parallel processors; D.1.3 [Con-
current Programming]: Parallel programming; F.3.1 [Specifying
and Verifying and Reasoning about Programs]

General Terms Documentation, Languages, Reliability, Stan-
dardization, Theory, Verification

Keywords Relaxed Memory Models, Semantics

1. Introduction
Context Systems programming, of OS kernels, language run-
times, etc., commonly rests on shared-memory concurrency in C
or C++. These languages are defined by informal-prose standards,
but those standards have historically not covered the behaviour of
concurrent programs, motivating an ongoing effort to specify con-
current behaviour in a forthcoming revision of C++ (unofficially,
C++0x) [AB10, BA08, Bec10]. The next C standard (unofficially,
C1X) is expected to follow suit [C1X].

The key issue here is the multiprocessor relaxed-memory be-
haviour induced by hardware and compiler optimisations. The de-
sign of such a language involves a tension between usability and
performance: choosing a very strong memory model, such as se-
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quential consistency (SC) [Lam79], simplifies reasoning about pro-
grams but at the cost of invalidating many compiler optimisa-
tions, and of requiring expensive hardware synchronisation instruc-
tions (e.g. fences). The C++0x design resolves this by providing
a relatively strong guarantee for typical application code together
with variousatomicprimitives, with weaker semantics, for high-
performance concurrent algorithms. Application code that does not
use atomics and which is race-free (with shared state properly pro-
tected by locks) can rely on sequentially consistent behaviour; in
an intermediate regime where one needs concurrent accesses but
performance is not critical one can useSC atomics; and where
performance is critical there arelow-level atomics. It is expected
that only a small fraction of code (and of programmers) will use
the latter, but that code —concurrent data structures, OS kernel
code, language runtimes, GC algorithms, etc.— may have a large
effect on system performance. Low-level atomics provide a com-
mon abstraction above widely varying underlying hardware: x86
and Sparc provide relatively strong TSO memory [SSO+10, Spa];
Power and ARM provide a weak model with cumulative barri-
ers [Pow09, ARM08, AMSS10]; and Itanium provides a weak
model with release/acquire primitives [Int02]. Low-level atomics
should be efficiently implementable above all of these, and proto-
type implementations have been proposed, e.g. [Ter08].

The current draft standard covers all of C++ and is rather large
(1357 pages), but the concurrency specification is mostly contained
within three chapters [Bec10, Chs.1, 29, 30]. As is usual for indus-
trial specifications, it is a prose document. Mathematical specifi-
cations of relaxed memory models are usually either operational
(in terms of an abstract machine or operational semantics, typically
involving explicit buffers etc.) or axiomatic, defining constraints
on the relationships between the memory accesses in a complete
candidate execution, e.g. with a happens-before relation over them.
The draft concurrency standard is in the style of a prose description
of an axiomatic model: it introduces various relationships, identify-
ing when one threadsynchronizes withanother, what avisible side
effectis, and so on (we explain these in§2), and uses them to define
a happens-before relation. It is obviously the result of extensive and
careful deliberation. However, when one looks more closely, it is
still rather far from a clear and rigorous definition: there are points
where the text is unclear, places where it does not capture the in-
tent of its authors, points where a literal reading of the text gives
a broken semantics, several substantial omissions, and some open
questions. Moreover, the draft is very subtle. For example, driven
by the complexities of the intended hardware targets, the happens-
before relation it defines is intentionally non-transitive. The bottom
line is that, given just the draft standard text, the basic question for
a language definition, of what behaviour is allowed for a specific
program, can be a matter for debate.

Given previous experience with language and hardware mem-
ory models, e.g. for the Java Memory Model [Pug00, MPA05,
CKS07, SA08, TVD10] and for x86 multiprocessors [SSZN+09,
OSS09, SSO+10], this should be no surprise. Prose language defi-
nitions leave much to be desired even for sequential languages; for
relaxed-memory concurrency, they almost inevitably lead to ambi-
guity, error and confusion. Instead, we need rigorous (but readable)



mathematical semantics, with tool support to explore the conse-
quences of the definitions on examples, proofs of theoretical re-
sults, and support for testing implementations. Interestingly, the
style of semantics needed is quite different from that for conven-
tional sequential languages, as are the tools and theorems.

Contributions In this paper we establish a mathematically rig-
orous semantics for C++ concurrency, described in Section 2 and
with further examples in Section 3. It isprecise, formalised in
Isabelle/HOL [Isa], and iscomplete, covering essentially all the
concurrency-related semantics from the draft standard, without
significant idealisation or abstraction. It includes the data-race-
freedom (DRF) guarantee of SC behaviour for race-free code,
locks, SC atomics, the various flavours of low-level atomics, and
fences. It covers initialisation but not allocation, and does not ad-
dress the non-concurrent aspects of C++. Our model builds on the
informal-mathematics treatment of the DRF guarantee by Boehm
and Adve [BA08]. We have tried to make it asreadableas possi-
ble, using only minimal mathematical machinery (mostly just sets,
relations and first-order logic with transitive closure) and introduc-
ing it with a series of examples. Finally, wherever possible it is a
faithful representation of the draft standard and of the intentions of
its authors, as far as we understand them.

In developing our semantics, we identified a number of issues in
several drafts of the C++0x standard, discussed these with members
of the concurrency subgroup, and made suggestions for changes.
These are of various kinds, including editorial clarifications, sub-
stantive changes, and some open questions. We discuss a selection
of these in Section 4. The standards process for C++0x is ongoing:
the current version is at the time of writing the ‘final committee
draft’, leaving a small window for further improvements. That for
C1X is at an earlier stage, though the two should be compatible.

As a theoretical test of our semantics, we prove a correctness
result (§5) for the proposed prototype x86 implementation of the
C++ concurrency primitives [Ter08] with respect to our x86-TSO
memory model [SSO+10, OSS09]. We show that any x86-TSO
execution of a translated C++ candidate execution gives behaviour
that the C++ semantics would admit, which involves delicate issues
about initialisation. This result establishes some confidence in the
model and is a key step towards a verified compilation result about
translation of programs.

Experience shows that tool support is needed to work with an
axiomatic relaxed memory model, to develop an intuition for what
behaviour it admits and forbids, and to explore the consequences of
proposed changes to the definitions. At the least, such a tool should
take an example program, perhaps annotated with constraints on
the final state or on the values read from memory, and find and
display all the executions allowed by the model. This can be com-
binatorially challenging, but for C++ it turns out to be feasible, for
typical test examples, to enumerate the possible witnesses. We have
therefore built a CPPMEM tool (§6) that exhaustively considers all
the possible witnesses, checking each one with code automatically
generated from the Isabelle/HOL axiomatic model (§6). The front-
end of the tool takes a program in a fragment of C++ and runs a
symbolic operational semantics to calculate possible memory ac-
cesses and constraints. We have also explored the use of a model
generator (the SAT-solver-based Kodkod [TJ07], via the Isabelle
Nitpick interface [BN10]) to find executions more efficiently, al-
beit with less assurance. All of the examples in this paper have
been checked (and their executions drawn) using CPPMEM.

Our work provides a basis for improving both standards, both by
the specific points we raise and by giving a precisely defined check-
point, together with our CPPMEM tool for exploring the behaviour
of examples in our model and in variants thereof. The C and C++
language standards are a central interface in today’s computational
infrastructure, between what a compiler (and hardware) should im-

plement, on the one hand, and what programmers can rely on, on
the other. Clarity is essential for both sides, and a mathematically
precise semantics is a necessary foundation for any reasoning about
concurrent C and C++ programs, whether it be by dynamic analy-
sis, model-checking, static analysis and abstract interpretation, pro-
gram logics, or interactive proof. It is also a necessary precondition
for work on compositional semantics of such programs.

2. C++0x Concurrency, as Formalised
Here we describe C++ concurrency incrementally, starting with
single-threaded programs and then adding threads and locks, SC
atomics, and low-level atomics (release/acquire, relaxed, and re-
lease/consume). Our model also covers fences, but we omit the de-
tails here. In this section we do not distinguish between the C++
draft standard, which is the work of the Concurrency subcommit-
tee of WG21, and our formal model, but in fact there are substantial
differences between them. We highlight some of these (and our ra-
tionale for various choices) in Section 4. Our memory model is ex-
pressed as a standalone Isabelle/HOL file and the complete model
is available online [BOS]; here we give the main definitions, auto-
matically typeset (and lightly hand-edited in a few cases) from the
Isabelle/HOL source.

The semantics of a programp will be a set of allowedexecu-
tions X. Some C++ programs are deemed to haveundefined be-
haviour, meaning that an implementation is unconstrained, e.g. if
any execution contains a data race. Accordingly, we define the se-
mantics in two phases: first we calculate a set of pre-executions
which are admitted by the operational semantics and areconsis-
tent (defined in the course of this section). Then, if there is a pre-
execution in that set with a race of some kind, the semantics indi-
cates undefined behaviour by giving NONE, otherwise it gives all
the pre-executions. In more detail, a candidate executionX is a pair
(Xopsem, Xwitness), where the first component is given by the op-
erational semantics and the second is an existential witness of some
further data; we introduce the components of both as we go along.
The top-level definition of the memory model, then, is:

cpp memory model opsem (p : program) =
let pre executions = {(Xopsem, Xwitness).

opsem p Xopsem ∧
consistent execution (Xopsem, Xwitness)} in

if ∃X ∈ pre executions .

(indeterminate reads X 6= {}) ∨
(unsequenced races X 6= {}) ∨
(data races X 6= {})

then NONE

else SOME pre executions

2.1 Single-threaded programs

We begin with the fragment of the model that deals with single-
threaded programs, which serves to introduce the basic concepts
and notation we use later.

As usual for a relaxed memory model, different threads can
have quite different views of memory, so the semantics cannot
be expressed in terms of changes to a monolithic memory (e.g. a
function from locations to values). Instead, an execution consists
of a set ofmemory actionsand various relations over them, and the
memory model axiomatises constraints on those.

For example, consider the program on the left below. This has
only one execution, shown on the right. There are five actions,
labelled (a)–(e), all by the same thread (their thread ids are elided).
These are all non-atomic memory reads (Rna) or writes (Wna), with
their address (x or y) and value (0,1, or 2). Actions (a) and (b) are
the initialisation writes, (c) and (d) are the reads of the operands of
the== operator, and (e) is a write of the result of==. The evaluations
of the arguments to== areunsequencedin C++ (as are arguments



to functions), meaning that they could be in either order, or even
overlapping. Evaluation order is expressed by thesequenced-before
(sb) relation, a strict preorder over the actions, that here does not
order (c) and (d). The two reads bothread fromthe same write (a),
indicated by therf relation.

int main() {
int x = 2;
int y = 0;
y = (x==x);
return 0; }

a:Wna x=2

b:Wna y=0

c:Rna x=2 d:Rna x=2

e:Wna y=1

sb

rf rf

sb sb

sb sb

The set of actions and the sequenced-before relation are given
by the operational semantics (so are part of theXopsem); therf re-
lation is existentially quantified (part of theXwitness), as in general
there may be many writes that each read might read from.

In a non-SC semantics, the constraint on reads cannot be sim-
ply that they read from the ‘most recent’ write, as there is no
global linear time. Instead, they are constrained here using a
happens-beforerelation, which in the single-threaded case coin-
cides with sequenced-before. Non-atomic reads have to read from
avisible side effect, a write to the same location that happens-before
the read but is not happens-before-hidden, i.e., one for which there
is no intervening write to the location in happens-before. We de-
fine the visible-side-effect relation below, writing it with an arrow.
The auxiliary functionsis write and is read pick out all actions
(including atomic actions and read-modify-writes but not lock or
unlock actions) that write or read memory.

a
visible-side-effect
−−−−−−−−−→ b =

a
happens-before
−−−−−−−−→ b ∧

is write a ∧ is read b ∧ same location a b ∧
¬(∃c. (c 6= a) ∧ (c 6= b) ∧

is write c ∧ same location c b ∧

a
happens-before
−−−−−−−−→ c

happens-before
−−−−−−−−→ b)

The constraint on the values read by nonatomic reads is in two
parts: the reads-from map must satisfy a well-formedness condition
(not shown here), saying that reads cannot read from multiple
writes, that they must be at the same location and have the same
value as the write they read from, and so on. More interestingly, it
must respect the visible side effects, in the following sense.

consistent reads from mapping =
(∀b. (is read b ∧ is at non atomic location b) =⇒

(if (∃avse . avse
visible-side-effect
−−−−−−−−−→ b)

then (∃avse . avse
visible-side-effect
−−−−−−−−−→ b ∧ avse

rf
−→ b)

else ¬(∃a. a
rf
−→ b))) ∧

[. . .]

If a read has no visible side effects (e.g. reading an uninitialised
variable), there can be norf edge. This is anindeterminate read,
and the program is deemed to have undefined behaviour.

indeterminate reads = {b. is read b ∧ ¬(∃a. a
rf
−→ b)}

A pre-execution has anunsequenced-raceif there is a write and
another access to the same location, on the same thread that are
unsequenced.

unsequenced races = {(a, b).
(a 6= b) ∧ same location a b ∧ (is write a ∨ is write b) ∧
same thread a b ∧

¬(a
sequenced-before
−−−−−−−−−→ b ∨ b

sequenced-before
−−−−−−−−−→ a)}

Programs with an execution that contains an unsequenced
race (ur), like the one below, have undefined behaviour.

int main() {
int x = 2;
int y = 0;
y = (x == (x=3));
return 0; }

a:Wna x=2

c:Wna x=3d:Rna x=2

b:Wna y=0

e:Wna y=0

sb

dummy

sb

dummy

sbsb

rf

sb
ur

2.2 Threads, Data Races, and Locks

We now integrate C++-0x threads into the model. The following
program spawns a thread that writes 3 to x and concurrently writes
3 into y in the original thread.

void foo(int* p) {*p = 3;}
int main() {

int x = 2;
int y;
thread t1(foo, &x);
y = 3;
t1.join();
return 0; }

a:Wna x=2

b:Wna t1=thrd1 e:Wna p=x

c:Wna y=3

d:Rna t1=thrd1

f:Rna p=x

g:Wna x=3

sb asw

sb

rf

sb

sb,rf

sb

The thread creation gives rise toadditional-synchronizes-with
(asw) edges (herea

asw
−−→ e) from sequenced-before-maximal ac-

tions of the parent thread before the thread creation to sequenced-
before-minimal edges of the child. As we shall see, these edges are
also incorporated, indirectly, into happens-before. They are gener-
ated by the operational semantics, so are another component of an
Xopsem.

Thread creation gives rise to many memory actions (for passing
function arguments and writing and reading the thread id) which
clutter examples, so for this paper we usually use a more concise
parallel composition, written{{{ ... ||| ... }}}:

int main() {
int x = 2;
int y;
{{{ x = 3;
||| y = (x==3);
}}};
return 0; }

a:Wna x=2

b:Wna x=3 c:Rna x=2

d:Wna y=0

dr

asw,rf
asw

sb

This example exhibits adata race(dr): two actions at the same
location, on different threads, not related by happens-before, at
least one of which is a write.

data races = {(a, b).
(a 6= b) ∧ same location a b ∧ (is write a ∨ is write b) ∧
¬ same thread a b ∧
¬(is atomic action a ∧ is atomic action b) ∧

¬(a
happens-before
−−−−−−−−→ b ∨ b

happens-before
−−−−−−−−→ a)}

If there is a pre-execution of a program that has a data-race,
then, as with unsequenced-races, that program has undefined be-
haviour.

Data races can be prevented by using mutexes, as usual. These
give rise tolock andunlockmemory actions on the mutex location,
and a pre-execution has a relation,sc, as part ofXwitness that totally
orders such actions. Aconsistent locks predicate checks that lock
and unlock actions are appropriately alternating. Moreover, these
actions on each mutex createsynchronizes-withedges from every



unlock to every lock that is ordered after it insc. The synchronizes-
with relation is a derived relation, calculated from a candidate ex-
ecution, which contains mutex edges, the additional-synchronizes-
with edges (e.g. from thread creation), and other edges that we will
come to.

a
synchronizes-with
−−−−−−−−−→ b =
(* – additional synchronisation, from thread create etc. – *)

a
additional-synchronizes-with
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ b ∨

(same location a b ∧ a ∈ actions ∧ b ∈ actions ∧ (
(* – mutex synchronization – *)
(is unlock a ∧ is lock b ∧ a

sc
−→ b) ∨

[. . .]))

For multi-threaded programs with locks but without atom-
ics, happens-before is the transitive closure of the union of the
sequenced-before and synchronizes-with relations. The definition
of a visible side effect and the conditions on the reads-from rela-
tion are unchanged from the single-threaded case.

2.3 SC Atomics

For simple concurrent accesses to shared memory that are not pro-
tected by locks, C++0x providessequentially consistent atomics.
Altering the racy example from above to use an atomic objectx and
SC atomic operations, we have the following, in which the concur-
rent access tox is not considered a data race, and so the program
does not have undefined behaviour.

int main() {
atomic_int x;
x.store(2);
int y = 0;
{{{ x.store(3);
||| y = ((x.load())==3);
}}};
return 0; }

a:WSC x=2

b:Wna y=0

d:RSC x=2c:WSC x=3

e:Wna y=0

sb

sc

sb

aswasw

rf,sc

Semantically, this is because SC atomic operations are totally or-
dered bysc, and so can be thought of as interleaving with each
other in a global time-line. Their semantics are covered in de-
tail in [BA08] and we will describe their precise integration into
happens-before in the following section.

Initialisation of an atomic object is by non-atomic stores (to
avoid the need for a hardware fence for every such initialisa-
tion), and those non-atomic storescan race with other actions at
the location unless the program has some synchronisation. Non-
initialisation SC-atomic accesses are made with atomic read, write
and read-modify-write actions that do not race with each other.

2.4 Low-level Atomics

SC atomics are expensive to implement on most multiprocessors,
e.g. with the suggested implementations for an SC atomic load be-
ing LOCK XADD(0) on x86 [Ter08] andhwsync; ld; cmp; bc;
isync on Power [MS10]; the LOCK’d instruction and thehwsync
may take 100s of cycles. They also provide more synchronisation
than needed for many concurrent idioms. Accordingly, C++0x in-
cludes several weaker variants: atomic actions are parametrised
by a memory order, mo, that specifies how much synchronisa-
tion and ordering is required. The strongest ordering is required
for MO SEQ CST actions (which is the default, as used above),
and the weakest for MO RELAXED actions. In between there are
MO RELEASE/MO ACQUIRE and MO RELEASE/MO CONSUME
pairs, and MO ACQ REL with both acquire and release semantics.

2.5 Types and Relations

Before giving the semantics of low-level atomics, we summarise
the types and relations of the model. There are base types of action
ids aid , thread idstid , locationsl , and valuesv . As we have seen
already, actions can be non-atomic reads or writes, or mutex locks
or unlocks. Additionally, there are atomic reads, writes, and read-
modify-writes (with a memory order parametermo) and fences
(also with anmo parameter). We often elide the thread ids.

action =
aid , tid :Rnal = v non-atomic read

| aid , tid :Wnal = v non-atomic write
| aid , tid :Rmo l = v atomic read
| aid , tid :Wmo l = v atomic write
| aid , tid :RMWmo l = v1/v2 atomic read-modify-write
| aid , tid :L l lock
| aid , tid :U l unlock
| aid , tid :Fmo fence

The is read predicate picks out non-atomic and atomic reads and
atomic read-modify-writes; theis write predicate picks out non-
atomic and atomic writes and atomic read-modify-writes.

Locations are subject to a very weak type system: each location
stores a particular kind of object, as determined by alocation-kind
map. The atomic actions can only be performed on ATOMIC lo-
cations. The non-atomic reads and writes can be performed on
either ATOMIC or NON ATOMIC locations. Locks and unlocks
are mutexactions and can only be performed on MUTEX loca-
tions. These are enforced (among other sanity properties) by a
well formed threads predicate; we elide the details here.

The Xopsem part of a candidate executionX consists of
a set of thread ids, a set of actions, a location typing, and
three binary relations over its actions:sequenced-before(sb),
additional-synchronized-with(asw), anddata-dependency(dd).
We have already seen the first two:sequenced-beforecontains
the intra-thread edges imposed by the C++ evaluation order,
and additional-synchronized-withcontains additional edges from
thread creation and thread join (among others). Data dependence
will be used for release/consume atomics (in§2.8). These are all re-
lations that are decided by the syntactic structure of the source code
and the path of control flow, and so the set of possible choices for
anXopsem can be calculated by the operational semantics without
reference to the memory model (with reads taking unconstrained
values).

TheXwitness part of a candidate executionX consists of a fur-
ther three binary relations over its actions:rf, sc, andmodification
order (mo). Therf reads-from map is a relation containing edges
to read actions from the write actions whose values they take, and
edges to each lock action from the last unlock of its mutex. The
sequentially consistent ordersc is a total order over all actions that
are MO SEQ CST and all mutex actions. The modification order
(mo) is a total order over all writes at each atomic location (leaving
writes at different locations unrelated), and will be used to express
coherence conditions. These relations are existentially quantified
in the definition ofcpp memory model, and for eachXopsem ad-
mitted by the operational semantics there may be many choices of
anXwitness that give a consistent execution (each of which may or
may not have a data race, unsequenced race, or indeterminate read).

The happens-before relation, along with several others, are de-
rived from those inXopsem andXwitness.

2.6 Release/Acquire Synchronization

An atomic write or fence is areleaseif it has the memory order
MO RELEASE, MO ACQ REL or MO SEQ CST. Atomic reads or
fences with order MO ACQUIRE, MO ACQ REL or MO SEQ CST,
and fences with order MO CONSUME, areacquireactions.



Pairs of a write-release and a read-acquire support the following
programming idiom. Here one thread writes some datax (perhaps
spanning multiple words) and then sets a flagy while the other spins
until the flag is set and then reads the data.

// sender
x = ...
y = 1;

// receiver
while (0 == y);
r = x;

The desired guarantee here is that the receiver must see the data
writes of the sender (in more detail, that the receiver cannot see
any values of data that precede those writes in modification or-
der). This can be achieved with an atomic store ofy, annotated
MO RELEASE, and an atomic load ofy annotated MO ACQUIRE.
The reads and writes ofx can be nonatomic.

In the model, any instance of a read-acquire that reads from a
write-release gives rise to asynchronizes-withedge, e.g. as on the
left below (where therf edges are suppressed).

a:Wna x=1

b:WREL y=1

c:RACQ y=1

d:Rna x=1

sb

sb

sw

a:Wna x=1

b:WREL y=1

c:WRLX y=2

d:RACQ y=2

e:Rna x=1

sb

sb

sw
sb,mo,rs

rf

For such programs (in fact for any program without re-
lease/consume atomics), happens-before is still the transitive clo-
sure of the union of the sequenced-before and synchronizes-with

relations, so herea
happens-before
−−−−−−−→ d and (d) is obliged to read from

(a).
In this case, the read-acquire synchronizes with the write-

release that it reads from. More generally, the read-acquire can syn-
chronize with a write-release (to the same location) that is before
the write that it reads from. To define this precisely, we need to use
the modification order of a candidate execution and to introduce the
derived notion of arelease sequence, of writes that follow (in some
sense) a write-acquire.

For example, in the fragment of an execution on the right above,
the read-acquire (d) synchronizes with the write-release (b) by
virtue of the fact that (d) reads from another write to the same
location, (c), and (b) precedes (c) in the modification order (mo)
for that location.

The modification order of a candidate execution (here

b
modification-order
−−−−−−−−−→ c) totally orders all of the write actions on each

atomic location, in this casey. It must also be consistent with
happens-before, in the sense below.

consistent modification order =

(∀a. ∀b. a
modification-order
−−−−−−−−−−→ b =⇒ same location a b) ∧

(∀l ∈ locations of actions. case location-kindl of
ATOMIC → (

let actions at l = {a. (location a = SOME l)} in
let writes at l = {a ∈ actions at l . (is store a ∨

is atomic store a ∨ is atomic rmw a)} in
strict total order over writes at l

(
modification-order
−−−−−−−−−−→|actions at l ) ∧

(* happens-before at the writes ofl is a subset of mo forl *)
happens-before
−−−−−−−−→|writes at l ⊆

modification-order
−−−−−−−−−−→∧

[. . .])
‖ → (

let actions at l = {a. (location a = SOME l)} in

(
modification-order
−−−−−−−−−−→|actions at l ) = {}))

In the example, the release action (b) has a release sequence
[(b),(c)], a contiguous sub-sequence of modification order on the
location of the write-release. The release sequence is headed by
the release and can be followed by writes from the same thread or
read-modify-writes from any thread; other writes by other threads
break the sequence. We represent a release sequence not by the list
of actions but by a relation from the head to all the elements, as the
order is given by modification order. In figures we usually suppress
the reflexive edge from the head to itself.

rs element rs head a =
same thread a rs head ∨ is atomic rmw a

arel
release-sequence
−−−−−−−−−→ b =

is at atomic location b ∧
is release arel ∧ (

(b = arel ) ∨

(rs element arel b ∧ arel
modification-order
−−−−−−−−−−→ b ∧

(∀c. arel
modification-order
−−−−−−−−−−→ c

modification-order
−−−−−−−−−−→ b =⇒

rs element arel c)))

A write-releasesynchronizes-witha read-acquire if both act on
the same location and the release sequence of the release contains

the write that the acquire reads from. In the exampleb
release-sequence
−−−−−−−−→

c
rf
−→ d , so we haveb

synchronizes-with
−−−−−−−−→ d . The definition below covers

mutexes and thread creation (in additional-synchronizes-with) but
elides the effects of fences.

a
synchronizes-with
−−−−−−−−−→ b =
(* – additional synchronization, from thread create etc. – *)

a
additional-synchronizes-with
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ b ∨

(same location a b ∧ a ∈ actions ∧ b ∈ actions ∧ (
(* – mutex synchronization – *)
(is unlock a ∧ is lock b ∧ a

sc
−→ b) ∨

(* – release/acquire synchronization – *)
(is release a ∧ is acquire b ∧ ¬ same thread a b ∧

(∃c. a
release-sequence
−−−−−−−−−→ c

rf
−→ b)) ∨

[. . .]))

The modification order and the sc order we saw earlier must also
be consistent, in the following sense:

consistent sc order =

let sc happens before =
happens-before
−−−−−−−−→|all sc actions in

let sc mod order =
modification-order
−−−−−−−−−−→|all sc actions in

strict total order over all sc actions (
sc
−→) ∧

sc happens before
−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ⊆

sc
−→∧

sc mod order
−−−−−−−−−→ ⊆

sc
−→

2.7 Constraining Atomic Read Values

The values that can be read by an atomic action depend on happens-
before, derived from sequenced-before and synchronizes-with. We
return to the execution fragment shown on the right in the previous
subsection, showing a transitive reduction of happens-before that
coincides with its constituent orderings.

a:Wna x=1

b:WREL y=1

c:WRLX y=2

d:RACQ y=2

e:Rna x=1

hb

hb

hb
hb

An atomic action must read a write that is in one of itsvisible
sequences of side effects; in this case (d) either reads (b) or (c).



A visible sequence of side effects of a read is a contiguous sub-
sequence of modification order, headed by a visible side effect of
the read, where the read does not happen before any member of the
sequence. We represent a visible sequence of side effects not as a
list but as a set of actions in the tail of the sequence (we are not
concerned with their order).

visible sequence of side effects tail vsse head b =

{c. vsse head
modification-order
−−−−−−−−−−→ c ∧

¬(b
happens-before
−−−−−−−−→ c) ∧

(∀a. vsse head
modification-order
−−−−−−−−−−→ a

modification-order
−−−−−−−−−−→ c

=⇒ ¬(b
happens-before
−−−−−−−−→ a))}

We definevisible-sequences-of-side-effectsto be the binary re-
lation relating atomic reads to their visible-side-effect sets (now in-
cluding the visible side effects themselves). The atomic read must
read from a write in one of these sets.

We can now extend the previous definition of the consistent
reads-from predicate to be the conjunction of the read-restrictions
on nonatomic and atomic actions, and a constraint ensuring read-
modify-write atomicity.

consistent reads from mapping =
(∀b. (is read b ∧ is at non atomic location b) =⇒

(if (∃avse . avse
visible-side-effect
−−−−−−−−−→ b)

then (∃avse . avse
visible-side-effect
−−−−−−−−−→ b ∧ avse

rf
−→ b)

else ¬(∃a. a
rf
−→ b))) ∧

(∀b. (is read b ∧ is at atomic location b) =⇒
(if (∃(b′, vsse) ∈ visible-sequences-of-side-effects. (b′ = b))
then (∃(b′, vsse) ∈ visible-sequences-of-side-effects.

(b′ = b) ∧ (∃c ∈ vsse. c
rf
−→ b))

else ¬(∃a. a
rf
−→ b))) ∧

(∀(a, b) ∈
rf
−→. is atomic rmw b

=⇒ a |
modification-order
−−−−−−−−−−→ b) ∧

[. . .]

A candidate execution is also required to be free of the following
four execution fragments. This property is called coherence.

CoRR

a:W x=1

b:W x=2 d:R x=2

c:R x=1
rfmo

rf

hb

CoWR

b:W x=2 c:W x=1

d:R x=2

hb
mo

rf

CoWW

a:W x=1

b:W x=2

hb mo

CoRW

a:W x=1 c:R x=1

d:W x=2
mo

rf
hb

CoRR Two reads ordered by happens-before may not read two
writes that are modification ordered in the other direction.

CoWR It is forbidden to read from a write that is happens-before-
hidden by a later write in modification order.

CoWW Happens-before and modification-order may not disagree.

CoRW The union of the reads-from map, happens-before and
modification-order must be acyclic.

Finally, we restrict SC reads: If there is no preceding write in sc
order, then there is no extra restriction. Otherwise, they must read
from the last prior write in sc order, from a non-atomic write that
follows it in modification order, or from any non-SC atomic write.

2.8 Release/Consume Atomics

On multiprocessors with weak memory orders, notably Power,
release/acquire pairs are cheaper to implement than sequentially

consistent atomics but still significantly more expensive than
plain stores and loads. For example, the proposed Power im-
plementation of load-acquire,ld; cmp; bc; isync, involves an
isync [MS10]. However, Power (and also ARM) does guarantee
that certain dependencies in an assembly program are respected,
and in many cases those suffice, making theisync sequence un-
necessary. As we understand it, this is the motivation for introduc-
ing a read-consumevariant of read-acquire atomics. On a stronger
processor (e.g. a TSO x86 or Sparc), or one where those dependen-
cies are not respected, read-consume would be implemented just as
read-acquire.

Read-consume enables efficient implementations of algorithms
that use pointer reassignment for commits of their data, e.g. read-
copy-update [MW]. For example, suppose one thread writes some
data (perhaps spanning multiple words) then writes the address of
that data to a shared atomic pointer, while the other thread reads the
shared pointer, dereferences it and reads the data.

// sender
data = ...
p = &data;

// receiver
r1 = p
r2 = *r1; // data

Here there is a dependency at the receiver from the read ofp to the
read ofdata. This can be expressed using a write-release and an
atomic load ofp annotated MO CONSUME:

int main() {
int data; atomic_address p;
{{{ { data=1;

p.store(&data, mo_release); }
||| printf("%d\n", *(p.load(mo_consume)) );
}}};
return 0; }

As we saw in§2.6, the semantics of release/acquire pairs intro-
duced synchronizes-with edges, and happens-before includes the
transitive closure of synchronizes-with and sequenced-before —
for a release/acquire version of this example, we would have the

edges on the left below, and hencea
happens-before
−−−−−−−→ d .

a:WSC data=1

b:WREL p=data

c:RACQ p=data

d:RSC data=1

sw

sb

sb,dd

a:WSC data=1

b:WREL p=data

c:RCON p=data

d:RSC data=1

sb

dob

dob

sb,dd,cad

For release/consume, the key fact is that there is adata dependency
(dd) from (c) to (d), as shown on the right. The (dd) edge is
provided by the operational semantics and gives rise to acarries-
a-dependency-to(cad) edge, which extends data dependency with
thread-local reads-from relationships:

a
carries-a-dependency-to
−−−−−−−−−−−−→ b =

a ((
rf
−→∩

sequenced-before
−−−−−−−−−→) ∪

data-dependency
−−−−−−−−−→)+ b

In turn, this gives rise to adependency-ordered-before(dob)
edge, which is the release/consume analogue of the release/acquire
synchronizes-with edge. This involves release sequences as before
(in the example just the singleton [(b)]):

a
dependency-ordered-before
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ d =
a ∈ actions ∧ d ∈ actions ∧
(∃b. is release a ∧ is consume b ∧

(∃e. a
release-sequence
−−−−−−−−−→ e

rf
−→ b) ∧

(b
carries-a-dependency-to
−−−−−−−−−−−−→ d ∨ (b = d)))



2.9 Happens-before

Finally, we can define the complete happens-before relation. To
accommodate MO CONSUME, and specifically the fact that re-
lease/consume pairs only introduce happens-before relations to
dependency-successors of the consume,not to all actions that are
sequenced-after it, the definition is in two steps. First, we de-
fine inter-thread-happens-before, which combines synchronizes-
with and dependency-ordered-before, allowing transitivity with
sequenced-before on the left for both and on the right only for
synchronizes-with:

inter-thread-happens-before
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ =

let r =
synchronizes-with
−−−−−−−−−→∪

dependency-ordered-before
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→∪

(
synchronizes-with
−−−−−−−−−→ ◦

sequenced-before
−−−−−−−−−→) in

(
r
−→∪ (

sequenced-before
−−−−−−−−−→ ◦

r
−→))+

In any execution, this must be acyclic:

consistent inter thread happens before =

irreflexive (
inter-thread-happens-before
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→)

Happens-before (which is thereby also acyclic) is then just the
union with sequenced-before:

happens-before
−−−−−−−−→ =

sequenced-before
−−−−−−−−−→∪

inter-thread-happens-before
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

2.10 Putting it together

Given a candidate executionX = (Xopsem, Xwitness), we can
now calculate the derived relations:

release-sequence(§2.6), hypothetical-release-sequence(a variant of
release-sequenceused in the fence semantics),synchronizes-with(§2.2,
§2.6), carries-a-dependency-to(§2.8), dependency-ordered-before(§2.8),
inter-thread-happens-before(§2.8),happens-before(§2.1,§2.2,§2.3,§2.8),
visible-side-effect(§2.1), andvisible-sequences-of-side-effects(§2.7).

The definition ofconsistent execution used at the start of Sec-
tion 2 is then simply the conjunction of the predicates we have de-
fined:

consistent execution =
well formed threads∧ (§2.5, defn. elided)
consistent locks∧ (§2.2, defn. elided)
consistent inter thread happens before∧ (§2.8)
consistent sc order∧ (§2.6)
consistent modification order∧ (§2.6)
well formed reads from mapping ∧ (§2.1, defn. elided)
consistent reads from mapping (§2.1,§2.7)

The acyclicity check on inter-thread-happens-before, and the
subtlety of the non-transitive happens-before relation, are needed
only for release/consume pairs:

Theorem 1. For an execution with no consume opera-
tions, theconsistent inter thread happens before condition of
consistent execution is redundant.

Theorem 2. If a consistent execution has no consume operations,
happens-before is transitive.

The proofs are by case analysis and induction on the size of possible
cycles.

3. Examples
We now illustrate the varying strength of the different memory
orders by showing the semantics of some ‘classic’ examples. In

all cases, variants of the examples with SC atomics do not have the
weak-memory behaviour. As in our other diagrams, to avoid clutter
we only show selected edges, and we omit the C++ sources for
these examples, which are available on-line [BOS].

Store Buffering (SB) Here two threads write to separate loca-
tions and then each reads from the other location. In Total Store
Order (TSO) models both can read from before (w.r.t. coherence)
the other write in the same execution. In C++0x this behaviour is
allowed if those four actions are relaxed, for release/consume pairs
and for release/acquire pairs. This behaviour is not allowed for
the same program using sequentially consistent consistent atomics
(with non-atomic initialisation).

Message Passing (MP) Here one thread (non-atomically) writes
data and then an atomic flag while a second thread waits for the
flag and then (non-atomically) reads data; the question is whether
it is guaranteed to see the data written by the first. As we saw in
§2.6, with a release/acquire pair it is. A release/consume pair gives
the same guarantee iff there is a dependency between the reads,
otherwise there is a consistent execution (on the left) in which there
is a data race (here the second thread sees the initial value of x; the
candidate execution in which the second thread sees the write x=1
is ruled out as that does not happen-before the read and so is not a
visible side effect).

b:Wna x=1

c:WREL y=1 e:Rna x=0

d:RCON y=1

sb dr sb

c:WRLX x=1

d:WRLX y=1

e:RRLX x=1 g:RRLX y=1

f:RRLX y=0 h:RRLX x=0

rf

sb sb
rf

sb

The same holds with relaxed flag operations.
In a variant in which all writes and reads are release/consumes

or relaxed atomics, eliminating the race, and there are two copies of
the reading thread, the two reading threads can see the two writes
of the writing thread in opposite orders (as on the right above) —
consistent with what one might see on Power, for example.

Load Buffering (LB) In this dual of the SB example the ques-
tion is whether the two reads can both see the (sequenced-before)
later write of the other thread in the same execution. With relaxed
atomics this is allowed, as on the left:

c:RRLX x=1

d:WRLX y=1

e:RRLX y=1

f:WRLX x=1

sb
rf

sb
rf

c:RCON x=1

d:WREL y=1

e:RCON y=1

f:WREL x=1

hb

sb,hb sb,hbdobdob

but with release/consumes (with dependencies) it is not (as on
the right above), because inter-thread-happens-before would be
cyclic. It is not allowed for release/acquire and sequentially con-
sistent atomics (which are stronger than release/consumes with de-
pendencies), because of the cyclic inter-thread-happens-before and
stronger inter-thread ordering.

Write-to-Read Causality (WRC) Here the first thread writes
to x; the second reads from that and then (w.r.t. sequenced-before)
writes to y; the third reads from that and then (w.r.t. sequenced-
before) reads x. The question is whether it is guaranteed to see the
first thread’s write.

c:WRLX x=1 d:RRLX x=1

e:WRLX y=1

f:RRLX y=1

g:RRLX x=0

rf

sb
rf

sb

With relaxed atomics, this is not guaranteed, as shown above,
while with release/acquires it is, as thesynchronizes-withedges in
the inter-thread-happens-before relation interfere with the required
read-from map.



Independent Reads of Independent Writes (IRIW) Here the
first two threads write to different locations; the question is whether
the second two threads can see those writes in different orders. With
relaxed, release/acquire, or release/consume atomics, they can.

c:WREL x=1 e:RACQ x=1d:WREL y=1 g:RACQ y=1

f:RACQ y=0 h:RACQ x=0

rf rf

sbsb

4. From standard to formalisation and back
We developed the model presented in Section 2 by a lengthy iter-
ative process: building formalisations of various drafts of the stan-
dard, and of Boehm and Adve’s model without low-level atom-
ics [BA08]; considering the behaviour of examples, both by hand
and with our tool; trying to prove properties of the formalisations;
and discussing issues with members of the Concurrency subcom-
mittee of the C++ Standards Committee (TC1/SC22/WG21). To
give a flavour of this process, and to explain how our formalisation
differs from the current draft (the final committee draft, N3092) of
the standard, we describe a selection of debatable issues. This also
serves to bring out the delicacy of the standard, and the pitfalls of
prose specification, even when carried out with great care. We have
made suggestions for technical or editorial changes to the draft for
many of these points and it seems likely that they will be incorpo-
rated.

We begin with two straightforward drafting issues, easily fixed.
Then there are three substantial semantic problems in N3092 where
we have proposed solutions. Finally, there is an outstanding ques-
tion that warrants further investigation.

‘Subsequent’ in visible sequences of side effects N3092 de-
fines:The visible sequence of side effects on an atomic objectM ,
with respect to a value computationB of M , is a maximal contigu-
ous sub-sequence of side effects in the modification order ofM ,
where the first side effect is visible with respect toB, and for ev-
ery subsequent side effect, it is not the case thatB happens before
it. However, if every element in a vsse happens-before a read, the
read should not take the value of the visible side effect. Following
discussion, we formalise this without thesubsequent.

Additional happens-before edges There are 6 places where
N3092 adds happens-before relationships explicitly (in addition
to those from sequenced-before and inter-thread-happens-before),
e.g. between the invocation of a thread constructor and the function
that the thread runs. As happens-before is carefullynot transitively
closed, such edges would not be transitive with (e.g.) sequenced-
before. Accordingly, we instead add them to the synchronizes-
with relation; for those within our C++ fragment, our operational
semantics introduces them into additional-synchronizes-with.

Acyclicity of happens-before N3092 defines happens-before,
making plain that it is not necessarily transitive, but does not state
whether it is required to be acyclic (or whether, perhaps, a pro-
gram with a cyclic execution is deemed to have undefined be-
haviour). The release/consume LB example of§3 has a cyclic inter-
thread-happens-before, as shown there, but is otherwise a con-
sistent execution. After discussion, it seems clear that executions
with cyclic inter-thread-happens-before (or, equivalently, cyclic
happens-before) should not be considered, so we impose that ex-
plicitly.

Coherence requirements The draft standard enforced only two
of the four coherence requirements presented in§2.7, CoRR and
CoWW. In the absence of CoRW and CoWR, the following execu-
tions were allowed.

b:WREL x=1 c:RCON x=1

d:WREL x=2

mo

sb

rf,dob
a:RMWREL x=0/1

b:WSC x=2

c:RSC x=1

d:WREL x=0
mo,rs

sw,vse

sb,vse

sb,mo

rf

The execution on the left violates CoRW by containing a cycle
of happens-before and modification order edges, allowed only due
to the lack of transitivity of happens-before. The execution on the
right violates CoWR by having a read from a write (the read-
modify-write (a)) that is sequenced-before-hidden by (c). Actions
(b) and (c) are shown as SC atomics for emphasis.

Furthermore, the draft standard refers to‘the’ visible sequence
of side-effects, suggesting uniqueness. Nevertheless, it allows valid
executions that have more than one, relying on the lack of transitiv-
ity of happens-before as in the CoRW execution above.

These behaviours are surprising and were not intended by the
designers.

Sequential consistency for SC atomics The promise of sequen-
tial consistency to the non-expert programmer is a central design
choice of C++0x and is stated directly by N3092:memory order

seq cst ensures sequential consistency [...] for a program that
is free of data races and uses exclusivelymemory order seq

cst operations.Unfortunately N3092 allows the following non-
sequentially consistent execution of the SB example with SC atom-
ics (initialisation writes, such as (a) and (b), are non-atomic so that
they need not be compiled with memory fences):

a:Wna x=0

b:Wna y=0

d:RSC x=0

c:WSC y=1 e:WSC x=1

f:RSC y=0

sb
rf

aswasw
rf

sc
sb,sc

sb,sc

We devised a stronger restriction on the values that may be
read by SC atomics, stated in§2.7, that does provide sequential
consistency here.

Overlapping executions and thin-air reads In a C++0x pro-
gram that gives rise to the relaxed LB example in§3, the written
value 1 might have been concrete in the program source. Alterna-
tively, one might imagine athin-air read: the program below has
the same execution, and here there isnooccurrence of 1 in the pro-
gram source.
int main() {

int r1, r2;
atomic_int x = 0;
atomic_int y = 0;
{{{ { r1 = x.load(mo_relaxed));

y.store(r1,mo_relaxed); }
||| { r2 = y.load(mo_relaxed));

x.store(r2,mo_relaxed); }
}}}
return 0; }

c:RRLX x=1

d:WRLX y=1

e:RRLX y=1

f:WRLX x=1

sb
rf

sb
rf

This would be surprising, and in fact would not happen with typical
hardware and compilers. In the Java Memory Model [MPA05],
much of the complexity of the model arises from the desire to
outlaw thin-air reads, which there is essential to prevent forging
of pointers. N3092 also attempts to forbid thin air reads, with:



An atomic store shall only store a value that has been computed
from constants and program input values by a finite sequence
of program evaluations, such that each evaluation observes the
values of variables as computed by the last prior assignment in the
sequence.This seems to be overly constraining. For example, two
subexpression evaluations (in separate threads) can overlap (e.g. if
they are the arguments of a function call) and can contain multiple
actions. With relaxed atomics there can be consistent executions in
which it is impossible to disentangle the two into any sequence, for
example as below, where the SC-write of x must be between the
two reads of x. In our formalisation we currently do not impose
any thin-air condition.

int main() {
atomic_int x = 0;
int y;
{{{ x.store(1);
||| { y = (x.load()==x.load()); }
}}};
return 0; }

a:Wna x=0

c:RSC x=0

b:WSC x=1

d:RSC x=1

e:Wna y=0

rf

rf,sc

sc

sb

sb

5. Correctness of a Proposed x86 Implementation
The C++0x memory model has been designed with compilation to
the various target architectures in mind, and prototype implemen-
tations of the atomic primitives have been proposed. For example,
the following table presents an x86 prototype by Terekhov [Ter08]:

Operation x86 Implementation
Load non-SC mov
Load Seqcst lock xadd(0) OR:mfence, mov
Store non-SC mov
Store Seqcst lock xchg OR:mov , mfence
Fence non-SC no-op
Fence Seqcst mfence

This is a simple mapping from individual source-level atomic op-
erations to small fragments of assembly code, abstracting from the
vast and unrelated complexities of compilation of a full C++ lan-
guage (argument evaluation order, object layout, control flow, etc.).
Proposals for the Power [MS10] and other architectures follow the
same structure, although, as they have more complex memory mod-
els than the x86, the assembly code for some of the operations is
more intricate.

Verifying that these prototypes are indeed correct implementa-
tions of the model is a crucial part of validating the design. Further-
more, as they represent the atomic-operation parts of efficient com-
pilers (albeit without fence optimisations), they can directly form
an important part of a verified C++ compiler, or inform the design
and verification of a compiler with memory-model-aware optimi-
sations.

Here, we prove a version of the above prototype x86 imple-
mentation [Ter08] correct with respect to our x86-TSO seman-
tics [SSZN+09, OSS09, SSO+10]. Following the prototype, we
ignore lock and unlock operations, as well as forks and joins, all
of which require significant runtime or operating system support in
addition to the x86 hardware. We also ignore sequentially consis-
tent fences, but cover all other fences. We do consider read-modify-
write actions, implementing them with x86 LOCK’d read-modify-
writes; and we include non-atomic loads and stores, which can map
to multiple x86 loads and stores, respectively. The prototype map-
ping is simple, and x86-TSO is reasonably well-understood, so this
should be seen as a test of the C++ memory model.

In x86-TSO, an operational semantics gives meaning to an as-
sembly program by creating anx86 event structureEx86 (analo-

gous toXopsem) comprising a set of events and an intra-thread
program-orderrelation (analogous to sequenced-before) that or-
ders events according to the program text. Events can be reads,
writes, or fences, and certain instructions (e.g. CMPXCHG) cre-
atelockedsets of events that execute atomically. Corresponding to
Xwitness, there arex86 execution witnessesXx86 which comprise
a reads-from mapping and a memory order, which is a partial order
over reads and writes that is total on the writes. The remainder of
the axiomatisations are very different: x86-TSO has no concept of
release, acquire, visible side effect, etc.

Abstracting out the rest of the compiler To discuss the correct-
ness of the proposed mapping in isolation, without embarking on
a verification of some particular full compiler, we work solely in
terms of candidate executions and memory models.

First, we lift the mapping between instructions to a nondeter-
ministic translationaction comp from C++ actions to small x86
event structures, e.g. relating an atomic read-modify-write action to
the events of the corresponding x86 LOCK’d instruction.

To define what it means for the mapping to be correct, suppose
we have a C++ programp with no undefined behaviour and an
Xopsem which is allowed by its operational semantics. We regard
an abstract compilerevt comp as taking such anXopsem and
giving an x86 event structureEx86, respecting theaction comp
mapping but with some freedom in the resulting x86 program order.

We say the mapping is correct if given such an abstract com-
piler, the existence of a valid x86-TSO execution witness for
Ex86 implies the existence of a consistent C++ execution witness
Xwitness for the original actionsXopsem. We prove this by lifting
such an x86 execution witness to a C++ consistent execution, as
illustrated below.

Xopsem
consistent execution

evt comp

Xwitness

Ex86
valid execution

Xx86

evt comp−1

Below we show anXopsem andEx86 that could be related by
evt comp. The dotted lines indicate some of the x86 program or-
dering decisions that the compiler must make, but whichevt comp
does not constrain.

a:W x=1 d:R y=1

b:W w2=0

b:W w1=1

c:R y=0

c:W y=1

e:mfence

e:W z=1

a:Wna x=1 d:RACQ y=1

b:Wna w=1

c:RMWREL y=0/1

e:WSC z=1

sb

po po

sb
po po

po

locked

x86 eventsC++0x actions

In more detail, we use two existentially quantified helper func-
tionslocn comp andtid comp to encapsulate the details of a C++
compiler’s data layout, its mapping of C++ locations to x86 ad-
dresses, and the mapping of C++ threads to x86 threads.

Given a C++ location and value,locn comp produces a finite
mapping from x86 addresses to x86 values. The domain of the
finite map is the set of x86 addresses that corresponds to the C++
location, and the mapping itself indicates how a C++ value is
laid out across the x86 addresses. A well-formedlocn comp has
the following properties: it is injective; the address calculation



cannot depend on the value; each C++ location has an x86 address;
different C++ locations have non-overlapping x86 address sets; and
an atomic C++ location has a single x86 address, although a non-
atomic location can have several addresses (e.g. for a multi-word
object).

Finally, theevt comp relation specifies valid translations, ap-
plying action comp with a well-formedlocn comp and also con-
straining how events from different actions relate: no single x86
instruction instance can be used by multiple C++ actions, and the
x86 program-orderrelation must respect C++’ssequenced-before.
The detailed definitions, and the proof of the following theorem,
are available online [BOS].

Theorem 3. Let p be a C++ program that has no undefined
behaviour. Suppose also thatp contains no SC fences, forks, joins,
locks, or unlocks. Then the x86 mapping is correct in the sense
above. That is, ifactions, sequenced-before, and location-kind are
members of theXopsem part of a candidate execution resulting
from the operational semantics ofp, then the following holds:

∀comp locn comp tid comp Xx86.
evt comp comp locn comp tid comp actions

sequenced-before location-kind∧
valid execution (∪a∈actions(comp a)) Xx86 ⇒
∃Xwitness. consistent execution (Xopsem, Xwitness)

Proof outline.Xx86 includes a reads-from map and a memory
ordering relation that is total on all memory writes. To build
Xwitness, we lift a C++ reads-from map and modification order

from these throughcomp (e.g.,a
rf
−→ b iff ∃(e1 ∈ comp a)(e2 ∈

comp b). e1
x86-rf
−−−→ e2). We create ansc ordering by restricting

theXx86 memory ordering to the events that originate in sequen-
tially consistent atomics, and linearising it using the proof tech-
nique from our previous triangular-race freedom work for x86-
TSO [Owe10]. We then lift that throughcomp. The proof now pro-
ceeds in three steps:

1) We first show that ifa
happens-before
−−−−−−−→ b and there are x86 events

e1 and e2 such thate1 ∈ comp a and e2 ∈ comp b, then e1

precedese2 in eitherXx86’s memory order or program order. We
have machine-checked this step in HOL-4 [HOL].1

This property establishes that, in some sense, x86-TSO has a
stronger memory model than C++, and so any behaviour allowed
by the former should be allowed by the latter. However, things are
not quite so straightforward.

2) Check thatXwitness is a consistent execution. Most cases
are machine checked in HOL; some are only pencil-and-paper.
Many rely upon the property from 1. For example, in showing that

(at a non-atomic location) ifa
rf
−→ b thena

visible-side-effect
−−−−−−−−→ b, we

note that if there were a writec to the same location such that
a

happens-before
−−−−−−−→ c

happens-before
−−−−−−−→ b, then using the property from 1,

there is an x86 write event incomp c that would come between
the events ofcomp a and comp b in Xx86, thus meaning that
they would not be inXx86’s reads-from map, contradicting the
construction ofXwitness’s reads from map.

3) In some cases, some of the properties required for 2 might be

false. For example, in showing thata
rf
−→ b impliesa

visible-side-effect
−−−−−−−−→

b, we need to show thata
happens-before
−−−−−−−→ b. Even though there is

such a relationship at the x86 level, it does not necessarily exist in
C++. In general, x86 executions can establish reads-from relations

1 The C++ model is in Isabelle/HOL, but x86-TSO is in HOL-4. We support
the proof with a semi-automated translation from Isabelle/HOL to HOL-4.

that are prohibited in C++. Similarly, for non-atomic accesses that
span multiple x86 addresses, the lifted reads from-map might not
be well-formed.

We show that if one of these violations of 2 arises, then the
original C++ program has a data race. We find a minimum violation
in Xx86, again using techniques from our previous work [Owe10].
Next we can remove the violation, resulting in a consistentXwitness

for a prefix of the execution, then we add the bad action, note that it
creates a data race, and allow the program to complete in any way.
The details of this part are by pencil-and-paper proof.

Sequentially consistent atomicsThe proposal above includes
two implementations of sequentially consistent atomic reads and
writes; one with the x86 locked instructions, and the other with
fence instructions on both the reads and writes. However, we can
prove that it suffices either to place anmfence before every sc read,
or after every sc write, but that it is not necessary to do both. In
practice, placing the fence after the sc writes is expected to yield
higher performance.

This optimisation is a direct result of using triangular-race free-
dom (TRF) [Owe10] to construct thesc ordering in proving The-
orem 3. Roughly, our TRF theorem characterises when x86-TSO
executions are not sequentially consistent; it uses a pattern, called
a triangular race, involving an x86-level data race combined with a
write followed, on the same thread, by a read without a fence (or
locked instruction) in between. If no such pattern exists, then an
executionXx86 can be linearised such that each read reads from
the most recent preceding write.

Although the entirety of an execution witnessXx86 might con-
tain triangular races and therefore not be linearisable, by restricting
attention to only sc reads and writes we get a subset of the execu-
tion that is TRF, as long as there is a fence between each sc read
and write on the same thread. Linearising this subset guarantees
the relevant property ofXwitness’s scordering: that ifa andb are

sequentially consistent atomics anda
rf
−→ b, thena immediately

precedesb in screstricted to that address.

Compiler correctness Although we translate executions instead
of source code, Theorem 3 could be applied to full source-to-
assembly compilers that follow the prototype implementation. The
following diagram presents the overall correctness property.

p
w.f. threads

compiler

Xopsem
consistentexecution

Xwitness

p′
w.f. events

Ex86

f

valid execution
Xx86

g

If, once we usef , we can then applyevt comp to get the same
event set back, i.e., informally,evt comp(f(E)) = E, then The-
orem 3 ensures that the compiler respects the memory model, and
so we only need to verify that it respects the operational semantics.
Thus, our result applies to compilers that do not optimise away any
instructions thatevt comp will produce. These restrictions apply
to the code generation phase; the compiler can perform any valid
source-to-source optimisations before generating x86 code.

6. Tool support for exploring the model
Given a relatively complex axiomatic memory model, as we pre-
sented in Section 2, it is often hard to immediately see the con-
sequences of the axioms, or what behaviour they allow for partic-
ular programs. Our CPPMEM tool takes a program in a fragment
of C++0x and calculates the set of its executions allowed by the
memory model, displaying them graphically.



The tool has three main components: an executable symbolic
operational semantics to build theXopsem parts of the candidate
executionsX of a program; a search procedure to enumerate the
possibleXwitness for each of those; and a checking procedure
to calculate the derived relations and predicates of the model for
each(Xopsem, Xwitness) pair, to check whether it is consistent
and whether it has data races, unsequenced races or indeterminate
reads.

Of these, the checker is the most subtle, since the only way to
intuitively understand it is to understand the model itself (which is
what the tool is intended to aid with), and thus bugs are hard to
catch. It also has to be adapted often as the model is developed.
We therefore use Isabelle/HOL code generation [Haf09] to build
the checker directly from our Isabelle/HOL axiomatisation, to keep
the checker and our model in exact correspondence and reduce the
possibility for error.

The operational semantics Our overall semantics is stratified: the
memory model is expressed as a predicate on the actions and rela-
tions of a candidate execution. This means we need an operational
semantics of an unusual form to generate all such candidates. In a
setting with a global SC memory, the values read by loads can be
determined immediately, but here, for example for a program with
a single load, in principle we have to generate a large set of exe-
cutions, each with a load event with one of the possible values. We
make this executable by building a symbolic semantics in which the
values in actions can be either concrete values or unification vari-
ables (shown as?v ). Control flow can depend on the values read,
so the semantics builds a set of these actions (and the associated
relations), together with constraints on the values, for each control-
flow path of the program. For each path, the associated constraint
is solved at the end; those with unsatisfiable constraints (indicating
unreachable execution paths) are discarded.

The tool is designed to support litmus test examples of the kind
we have seen, not arbitrary C++ code. These do not usually involve
many C++ features, and the constraints required are propositional
formulae over equality and inequality constraints over symbolic
and concrete values. It is not usually important in litmus tests to
do more arithmetic reasoning; one could imagine using an SMT
solver if that were needed, but for the current constraint language,a
standard union-find unifier suffices. The input program is processed
by the CIL parser [NMRW02], extended with support for atomics.
We use Graphviz [GN00] to generate output. We also allow the user
to add explicit constraints on the value read by a memory load in a
C++ source program, to pick out candidate executions of interest;
to selectively disable some of the checks of the model; and to de-
clutter the output by suppressing actions and edges.

As an example, consider the first program we saw, in§2.1. There
are two possibilities: the reads of x either read the same value or
different values, and hence the operational semantics gives the two
candidate executions and constraints below:

a:Wna x=2

b:Wna y=0

c:Rna x=?v1

e:Wna y=1

Constraint:
?v1 != ?v2

d:Rna x=?v2

sb

sb sb

sb,dd sb,dd

a:Wna x=2

b:Wna y=0

c:Rna x=?v1 d:Rna x=?v1

e:Wna y=1

Constraint:
true

sb

sb sb

sb,dd sb,dd

Later, the memory model will rule out the left execution, since there
is no way to read anything but 2 at x.

The semantics maintains an environment mapping identifiers to
locations. For loads, the relevant location is found in that, and a
fresh variable?v is generated to represent the value read.

Other constructs typically combine the actions of their subterms
and also build the relations (sequenced-before, data-dependency,
etc.) ofXopsem as appropriate. For example, for theif statement,
the execution path splits and two execution candidates will be
generated. The one for the true branch has an additional constraint,
that the value returned by the condition expression is true (in the
C/C++ sense , i.e. different from0), and the candidate for the false
branch constrains the value to be false. There are also additional
sequenced-beforeandcontrol-dependencyedges from the actions
in the condition expression to actions in the branch.

Choosing instantiations of existential quantifiersGiven the
Xopsem part of a finite candidate execution, theXwitness part is
existentially quantified over a finite but potentially large set. In
the worst case, withm reads andn writes, all sequentially consis-
tent (atomic), to the same location, and with the same value, there
might beO(m(n+1) · m! · (m + n)!) possible choices of anrf,
modification-orderandscrelation. In practice, though, litmus tests
are much simpler: there are typically no more than 2 or 3 writes to
any one location, so we avoid coding up a sophisticated memory-
model-aware search procedure in favour of keeping this part of the
code simple. For the examples shown here, the tool has to check
at most a few thousand alternatives, and takes less than0.2 sec-
onds. The most complex example we tested (IRIW with all SC)
had 162,000 cases to try, and the overall time taken was about 5
minutes.

Checking code extracted from IsabelleWe use Isabelle/HOL
code generation to produce a checker as an OCaml module, which
can be linked in with the rest of the CPPSEM tool. Our model is
stated in higher-order logic with sets and relations. Restricted to
finite sets, the predicates and definitions are almost all directly ex-
ecutable, within the domain of the code generation tool (which im-
plements finite sets by OCaml lists). For a few cases (e.g impor-
tantly transitive closure), we had to write a more efficient function
and an Isabelle/HOL proof of equivalence. The overall checking
time per example is on the order of10−3 seconds, for examples
with around 10 actions.

6.1 Finite model generation with Nitpick/Kodkod

Given theXopsem part of a candidate execution, the space of pos-
sibleXwitness parts which will lead to valid executions can be ex-
plored by tools for model generation. We reused the operational
semantics above to produce aXopsem from a program, and then
posed problems to Nitpick, a finite model generator built into Is-
abelle [BN10]. Nitpick is a frontend to Kodkod, a model generator
for first order logic extended with relations and transitive closure
based on a state-of-the-art SAT solver. Nitpick translates higher-
order logic formulae to first-order formulae within Kodkod syntax.
For small programs, Nitpick can easily find some consistent execu-
tion, or report that none such exists, in a few seconds. In particular,
for the IRIW-SC example mentioned above, Nitpick takes 130 sec-
onds to report that no execution exists, while other examples take
around 5 seconds. Of course, Nitpick can also validate an execu-
tion X with both partsXopsem andXwitness concretely specified,
but this is significantly slower than running the Isabelle-extracted
validator. The bottleneck here is the translation process, which is
quite involved.

7. Related work
The starting points for this paper were the draft standard itself and
the work of Boehm and Adve [BA08], who introduced the ratio-
nale for the C++0x overall design and gave a model for non-atomic,
lock, and SC atomic operations, without going into low-level atom-
ics or fences in any detail. It was expressed in informal mathemat-
ics, an intermediate point between the prose of the standard and



the mechanised definitions of our model. The most closely related
other work is the extensive line of research on the Java Memory
Model (JMM) [Pug00, MPA05, CKS07, SA08, TVD10]. Java im-
poses very different constraints to C++ as there it is essential to
prohibit thin-air reads, to prevent forging of pointers and hence se-
curity violations.

Turning to the sequential semantics of C++, Norrish has re-
cently produced an extensive HOL4 model [Nor08], and Za-
lewski [Zal08] formalised the proposed extension of C++ concepts.

There is also a body of research on tool support for memory
models, notably including (among others) the MEMSAT of Tor-
lak et al. [TVD10], which uses Kodkod for formalisations of the
JMM, and NEMOSFINDER of Yang et al. [YGLS04], which is
based on Prolog encodings of memory models and included an Ita-
nium specification. Building on our previous experience with the
MEMEVENTS tool for hardware (x86 and Power) memory mod-
els [SSZN+09, OSS09, SSO+10, AMSS10], we designed CPP-
MEM to eliminate the need for hand-coding of the tool to reflect
changes in the model, by automatically generating the checker code
from the Isabelle/HOL definition. We made it practically usable
for exploring our non-idealised (and hence rather complex) C++0x
model by a variety of user-interface features, letting us explore the
executions of a program in various ways.

8. Conclusion
We have put the semantics of C++ and C concurrency on a mathe-
matically sound footing, following the current final committee draft
standard as far as possible, except as we describe in§4. This should
support future improvements to the standard and the development
of semantics, analysis, and reasoning tools for concurrent systems
code.

Having done so, the obvious question is the extent to which the
formal model could be incorporated as anormativepart of a fu-
ture standard. The memory model is subtle but it uses only simple
mathematical machinery, of various binary relations over a fixed
set of concrete actions, that can be visualised graphically. There
is a notational problem: one would probably have to translate (au-
tomatically or by hand) the syntax of first-order logic into natural
language, to make it sufficiently widely accessible. But given that,
we suspect that the formal model would be clearer than the current
‘standardsese’ for all purposes, not only for semantics and analysis.
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Hazard Pointers: Safe Memory Reclamation for
Lock-Free Objects

Maged M. Michael

Abstract—Lock-free objects offer significant performance and reliability advantages over conventional lock-based objects. However,

the lack of an efficient portable lock-free method for the reclamation of the memory occupied by dynamic nodes removed from such

objects is a major obstacle to their wide use in practice. This paper presents hazard pointers, a memory management methodology

that allows memory reclamation for arbitrary reuse. It is very efficient, as demonstrated by our experimental results. It is suitable for

user-level applications—as well as system programs—without dependence on special kernel or scheduler support. It is wait-free. It

requires only single-word reads and writes for memory access in its core operations. It allows reclaimed memory to be returned to the

operating system. In addition, it offers a lock-free solution for the ABA problem using only practical single-word instructions. Our

experimental results on a multiprocessor system show that the new methodology offers equal and, more often, significantly better
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1 INTRODUCTION

Ashared object is lock-free (also called nonblocking) if it
guarantees that whenever a thread executes some

finite number of steps toward an operation on the object,
some thread (possibly a different one) must have made
progress toward completing an operation on the object,
during the execution of these steps. Thus, unlike conven-
tional lock-based objects, lock-free objects are immune to
deadlock when faced with thread failures, and offer robust
performance, even when faced with arbitrary thread delays.

Many algorithms for lock-free dynamic objects have been
developed, e.g., [11], [9], [23], [21], [4], [5], [16], [7], [25], [18].
However, a major concern regarding these objects is the
reclamation of the memory occupied by removed nodes. In
the case of a lock-based object, when a thread removes a
node from the object, it is easy to guarantee that no other
thread will subsequently access the memory of that node,
before it is reused or reallocated. Consequently, it is usually
safe for the removing thread to reclaim the memory
occupied by the removed node (e.g., using free) for
arbitrary future reuse by the same or other threads (e.g.,
using malloc).

This is not the case for a typical lock-free dynamic object,
when running in programming environments without
support for automatic garbage collection. In order to
guarantee lock-free progress, each thread must have
unrestricted opportunity to operate on the object, at any
time. When a thread removes a node, it is possible that
some other contending thread—in the course of its lock-free
operation—has earlier read a reference to that node, and is

about to access its contents. If the removing thread were to
reclaim the removed node for arbitrary reuse, the contend-
ing thread might corrupt the object or some other object that
happens to occupy the space of the freed node, return the
wrong result, or suffer an access error by dereferencing an
invalid pointer value. Furthermore, if reclaimed memory is
returned to the operating system (e.g., using munmap),
access to such memory locations can result in fatal access
violation errors. Simply put, the memory reclamation
problem is how to allow the memory of removed nodes
to be freed (i.e., reused arbitrarily or returned to the OS),
while guaranteeing that no thread accesses free memory,
and how to do so in a lock-free manner.

Prior methods for allowing node reuse in dynamic lock-
free objects fall into three main categories. 1) The IBM tag
(update counter) method [11], which hinders memory
reclamation for arbitrary reuse and requires double-width
instructions that are not available on 64-bit processors.
2) Lock-free reference counting methods [29], [3], which are
inefficient and use unavailable strong multiaddress atomic
primitives in order to allowmemory reclamation. 3)Methods
that depend on aggregate reference counters or per-thread
timestamps [13], [4], [5]. Without special scheduler support,
these methods are blocking. That is, the failure or delay of
even one thread can prevent an aggregate reference counter
from reaching zero or a timestamp from advancing and,
hence, preventing the reuse of unbounded memory.

This paper presents hazard pointers, a methodology for
memory reclamation for lock-free dynamic objects. It is
efficient; it takes constant expected amortized time per
retired node (i.e., a removed node that is no longer needed
by the removing thread). It offers an upper bound on the
total number of retired nodes that are not yet eligible for
reuse, regardless of thread failures or delays. That is, the
failure or delay of any number of threads can prevent only a
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bounded number of retired nodes from being reused. The
methodology does not require the use of double-width or
strong multiaddress atomic primitives. It uses only single-
word reads and writes for memory access in its core
operations. It is wait-free [8], i.e., progress is guaranteed for
active threads individually, not just collectively; thus, it is
also applicable to wait-free algorithms without weakening
their progress guarantee. It allows reclaimed memory to be
returned to the operating system. It does not require any
special support from the kernel or the scheduler.

The core idea is to associate a number (typically one or
two) of single-writer multireader shared pointers, called
hazard pointers, with each thread that intends to access lock-
free dynamic objects. A hazard pointer either has a null
value or points to a node that may be accessed later by that
thread without further validation that the reference to the
node is still valid. Each hazard pointer can be written only
by its owner thread, but can be read by other threads.

The methodology requires lock-free algorithms to guar-
antee that no thread can access a dynamic node at a time
when it is possibly removed from the object, unless at least
one of the thread’s associated hazard pointers has been
pointing to that node continuously, from a time when the
node was guaranteed to be reachable from the object’s roots.
The methodology prevents the freeing of any retired node
continuously pointed to by one or more hazard pointers of
one or more threads from a point prior to its removal.

Whenever a thread retires a node, it keeps the node in a
private list. After accumulating some number R of retired
nodes, the thread scans the hazard pointers of other threads
for matches for the addresses of the accumulated nodes. If a
retired node is not matched by any of the hazard pointers,
then it is safe for this node to be reclaimed. Otherwise, the
thread keeps the node until its next scan of the hazard
pointers.

By organizing a private list of snapshots of nonnull hazard
pointers in a hash table that can be searched in constant
expected time, and if the value of R is set such that
R ¼ H þ �ðHÞ, where H is the total number of hazard
pointers, then themethodology is guaranteed in every scan of
the hazard pointers to identify �ðRÞ nodes as eligible for
arbitrary reuse, in OðRÞ expected time. Thus, the expected
amortized time complexity of processing each retired node
until it is eligible for reuse is constant.

Note that a small numberofhazardpointersper threadcan
be used to support an arbitrary number of objects as long as
that number is sufficient for supporting each object indivi-
dually. For example, in a program where each thread may
operate arbitrarily on hundreds of shared objects that each
requires up to two hazard pointers per thread (e.g., hash
tables [25], FIFO queues [21], LIFO stacks [11], linked lists
[16], work queues [7], and priority queues [9]), only a total of
two hazard pointers are needed per thread.

Experimental results on an IBM RS/6000 multiprocessor
system show that the newmethodology, applied to lock-free
implementations of important object types, offers equal and,
more often, significantly better performance than other
memory management methods, in addition to its qualitative
advantages regarding memory reclamation and indepen-
dence of special hardware support. We also show that lock-
free implementations of important object types, using hazard
pointers, offer comparable performance to that of efficient
lock-based implementations under no contention and no
multiprogramming, and outperform them by significant

margins under moderate multiprogramming and/or con-
tention, in addition to guaranteeing continuous progress and
availability even in the presence of thread failures and
arbitrary delays.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
we discuss the computational model for our methodology
and memory management issues for lock-free objects. In
Section 3, we present the hazard pointer methodology. In
Section 4, we discuss applying hazard pointers to lock-free
algorithms. In Section 5, we present our experimental
performance results. In Section 6, we discuss related work
and summarize our results.

2 PRELIMINARIES

2.1 The Model

The basic computational model for our methodology is the
asynchronous shared memory model. Formal descriptions
of this model appeared in the literature, e.g., [8]. Informally,
in this model, a set of threads communicate through
primitive memory access operations on a set of shared
memory locations. Threads run at arbitrary speeds and are
subject to arbitrary delays. A thread makes no assumptions
about the speed or status of any other thread. That is, it
makes no assumptions about whether another thread is
active, delayed, or crashed, and the time or duration of its
suspension, resumption, or failure. If a thread crashes, it
halts execution instantaneously.

A shared object occupies a set of shared memory
locations. An object is an instance of an implementation of
an abstract object type, that defines the semantics of
allowable operations on the object.

2.2 Atomic Primitives

In addition to atomic reads and writes, primitive operations
on shared memory locations may include stronger atomic
primitives such as compare-and-swap (CAS) and the pair
load-linked/store-conditional (LL/SC). CAS takes three
arguments: the address of a memory location, an expected
value, and a new value. If and only if the memory location
holds the expected value, the new value is written to it,
atomically. A Boolean return value indicates whether the
write occurred. That is, CASðaddr; exp; newÞ performs the
following atomically:

fif ð�addr 6¼expÞ return false; �addr new; return true; g:

LL takes one argument: the address of a memory
location, and returns its contents. SC takes two arguments:
the address of a memory location and a new value. Only if
no other thread has written the memory location since the
current thread last read it using LL, the new value is written
to the memory location, atomically. A Boolean return value
indicates whether the write occurred. An associated
instruction, Validate (VL), takes one argument: the address
of a memory location, and returns a Boolean value that
indicates whether any other thread has written the memory
location since the current thread last read it using LL.

For practical architectural reasons, none of the architec-
tures that support LL/SC (Alpha, MIPS, PowerPC) support
VL or the ideal semantics of LL/SC as defined above. None
allow nesting or interleaving of LL/SC pairs, and most
prohibit any memory access between LL and SC. Also, all
such architectures, occasionally—but not infinitely often—al-
low SC to fail spuriously; i.e., return false even when the
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memory locationwasnotwrittenbyother threads since itwas
last readby the current threadusingLL. For all the algorithms
presented in this paper, CASðaddr; exp; newÞ can be imple-
mented using restricted LL/SC as follows:

fdo fif ðLLðaddrÞ 6¼expÞ return false; g
until SCðaddr; newÞ; return true; g:

Most current mainstream processor architectures sup-
port either CAS or restricted LL/SC on aligned single
words. Support for CAS and LL/SC on aligned double-
words is available on most 32-bit architectures (i.e., support
for 64-bit instructions), but not on 64-bit architecture (i.e., no
support for 128-bit instructions).

2.3 The ABA problem

A different but related problem to memory reclamation is
the ABA problem. It affects almost all lock-free algorithms.
It was first reported in the documentation of CAS on the
IBM System 370 [11]. It occurs when a thread reads a value
A from a shared location, and then other threads change the
location to a different value, say B, and then back to A
again. Later, when the original thread checks the location,
e.g., using read or CAS, the comparison succeeds, and the
thread erroneously proceeds under the assumption that the
location has not changed since the thread read it earlier. As
a result, the thread may corrupt the object or return a wrong
result.

The ABA problem is a fundamental problem that must
be prevented regardless of memory reclamation. Its relation
to memory reclamation is that solutions of the latter
problem, such as automatic garbage collection (GC) and
the new methodology, often prevent the ABA problem as a
side-effect with little or no additional overhead.

This is true for most lock-free dynamic objects. But, it
should be noted that a common misconception is that GC
inherently prevents the ABA problem in all cases. However,
consider a program that moves dynamic nodes back and
forth between two lists (e.g., LIFO stacks [11]). The ABA
problem is possible in such a case, even with perfect GC.

The new methodology is as powerful as GC with respect
to ABA prevention in lock-free algorithms. That is, if a lock-
free algorithm is ABA-safe under GC, then applying hazard
pointers to it makes it ABA-safe without GC. As we discuss
in a recent report [19], lock-free algorithms can always be
made ABA-safe under GC, as well as using hazard pointers
in the absence of GC. In the rest of this paper, when
discussing the use of hazard pointers for ABA prevention in
the absence of support for GC, we assume that lock-free
algorithms are already ABA-safe under GC.

3 THE METHODOLOGY

The newmethodology is primarily based on the observation
that, in the vast majority of algorithms for lock-free dynamic
objects, a thread holds only a small number of references that
may later be usedwithout further validation for accessing the
contents of dynamic nodes, or as targets or expected values of
ABA-prone atomic comparison operations.

The core idea of the new methodology is associating a
number of single-writer multireader shared pointers, called
hazard pointers, with each thread that may operate on the
associated objects. The number of hazard pointers per
thread depends on the algorithms for associated objects and
may vary among threads depending on the types of objects
they intend to access. Typically, this number is one or two.
For simplicity of presentation, we assume that each thread
has the same number K of hazard pointers.

The methodology communicates with the associated
algorithms only through hazard pointers and a procedure
RetireNode that is called by threads to pass the addresses of
retired nodes. The methodology consists of two main parts:
the algorithm for processing retired nodes, and the
condition that lock-free algorithms must satisfy in order to
guarantee the safety of memory reclamation and ABA
prevention.

3.1 The Algorithm

Fig. 1 shows the shared and private structures used by the
algorithm. The main shared structure is the list of hazard
pointer (HP) records. The list is initialized to contain one HP
record for each of the N participating threads. The total
number of hazardpointers isH ¼ NK.1 Each threaduses two
static private variables, rlist (retired list) and rcount (retired
count), to maintain a private list of retired nodes.

Fig. 2 shows the RetireNode routine, where the retired
node is inserted into the thread’s list of retired nodes and
the length of the list is updated. Whenever the size of a
thread’s list of retired nodes reaches a threshold R, the
thread scans the list of hazard pointers using the Scan
routine. R can be chosen arbitrarily. However, in order to
achieve a constant expected amortized processing time per
retired node, R must satisfy R ¼ H þ �ðHÞ.

Fig. 3 shows the Scan routine. A scan consists of two
stages. The first stage involves scanning the HP list for
nonnull values. Whenever a nonnull value is encountered,
it is inserted in a local list plist, which can be implemented
as a hash table. The second stage of Scan involves checking
each node in rlist against the pointers in plist. If the lookup
yields no match, the node is identified to be ready for
arbitrary reuse. Otherwise, it is retained in rlist until the
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next scan by the current thread. Insertion and lookup in
plist take constant expected time.

Alternatively, if a lower worst-case—instead of average—
time complexity is desired, plist can be implemented as a
balanced search tree with Oðlog pÞ insertion and lookup time
complexities, where p is the number of nonnull hazard
pointers encountered in Stage 1 of Scan. In such a case, the
amortized time complexity per retired node isOðlog pÞ.

In practice, for simplicity and speed, we recommend
implementing plist as an array and sorting it at the end of
Stage 1 of Scan, and then using binary search in Stage 2. We
use the latter implementation for our experiments in
Section 5. We omit the algorithms for hash tables, balanced
search trees, sorting, and binary search, as they are well-
known sequential algorithms [2].

The task of the memory reclamation method in the
context of this paper is to determine when a retired node is
eligible for reuse safely while allowing memory reclama-
tion. Thus, the definition of the PrepareForReuse routine is
open for several implementation options and is not an
integral part of this methodology. An obvious implementa-
tion of that routine is to reclaim the node immediately for
arbitrary reuse using the standard library call for memory
deallocation, e.g., free. Another possibility—in order to
reduce the overhead of calling malloc and free for every
node allocation and deallocation—is that each thread can
maintain a limited size private list of free nodes. When a
thread runs out of private free nodes, it allocates new nodes,
and when it accumulates too many private free nodes, it
deallocates the excess nodes.

The algorithm is wait-free; it takes OðRÞ expected
time—or OðR log pÞ worst-case time if a logarithmic search
structure is used—to identify �ðRÞ retired nodes as eligible
for arbitrary reuse. It only uses single-word reads and
writes. It offers an upper bound NR on the number of
retired nodes that are not yet eligible for reuse, even if some
or all threads are delayed or have crashed.

3.2 Algorithm Extensions

The following are optional extensions to the core algorithm
that enhance the methodology’s flexibility.

If the maximum numberN of participating threads is not
known before hand, we can add new HP records to the HP
list using a simple push routine [11]. Note that such a
routine is wait-free, as the maximum number of threads is

finite. This can be useful also, if it is desirable for threads to
be able to allocate additional hazard pointers dynamically.

In some applications, threads are created and retired
dynamically. In such cases, it is desirable to allow HP
records to be reused. Adding a Boolean flag to each HP
record can serve as an indicator if the HP record is in use or
available for reuse. Before retiring, a thread can clear the
flag, and when a new thread is created, it can search the HP
list for an available HP record and acquire it using test-and-
set (TAS). If no HP records are available, a new one can be
added as described above.

Since a thread may have leftover retired nodes not yet
identified as eligible for reuse, two fields can be added to
the HP record structure so that a retiring thread can pass
the values of its rlist and rcount variables to the next thread
that inherits the HP record.

Furthermore, it may be desirable to guarantee that every
node that is eligible for reuse is eventually freed, barring
thread failures. To do so, after executing Scan, a thread
executes a HelpScan, where it checks every HP record. If an
HP record is inactive, the thread locks it using TAS and
pops nodes from its rlist. Whenever, the thread accumu-
lates R nodes, it performs a Scan. Therefore, even if a thread
retires leaving behind an HP record with a nonempty rlist
and its HP record happens not to be reused, the nodes in the
rlist will still be processed by other threads performing
HelpScan.

Fig. 4 shows a version of the algorithm that incorporates
the above mentioned extensions. The algorithm is still wait-
free, and only single-word instructions are used.

3.3 The Condition

For a correct algorithm for a dynamic lock-free object to use
the new methodology for memory reclamation and ABA
prevention, it must satisfy a certain condition. When a
thread assigns a reference (i.e., a node’s address) to one of
its hazard pointers, it basically announces to other threads
that it may use that reference in a hazardous manner (e.g.,
access the contents of the node without further validation of
the reference), so that other threads will refrain from
reclaiming or reusing the node until the reference is no
longer hazardous. This announcement (i.e., setting the
hazard pointer) must take place before the node is retired
and the hazard pointer must continue to hold that reference
until the reference is no longer hazardous.
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For a formal description of the condition, we first define
some terms:

Node: We use the term node to describe a range of
memory locations that at some time may be viewed as a
logical entity either through its actual use in an object that
uses hazard pointers, or from the point of view of a
participating thread. Thus, it is possible for multiple nodes
to overlap physically, but still be viewed as distinct logical
entities.

At any time t, each node n is in one of the following
states:

1. Allocated: n is allocated by a participating thread, but
not yet inserted in an associated object.

2. Reachable: n is reachable by following valid pointers
starting from the roots of an associated object.

3. Removed: n is no longer reachable, but may still be in
use by the removing thread.

4. Retired: n is already removed and consumed by the
removing thread, but not yet free.

5. Free: n’s memory is available for allocation.
6. Unavailable: all or part of n’s memory is used by an

unrelated object.
7. Undefined: n’s range of memory locations is not

currently viewed as a node.

Own: A thread j owns a node n at time t, iff at t, n is
allocated, removed, or retired by j. Each node can have at most

one owner. The owner of an allocated node is the thread that
allocated it (e.g., by calling malloc). The owner of a removed
node is the thread that executed the step that removed it
from the object (i.e., changed its state from reachable to
removed). The owner of a retired node is the same one that
removed it.

Safe: A node n is safe for a thread j at time t, iff at time t,
either n is reachable, or j owns n.

Possibly unsafe: A node is possibly unsafe at time t from the
point of view of thread j, if it is impossible solely by
examining j’s private variables and the semantics of the
algorithm to determine definitely in the affirmative that at
time t the node is safe for j.

Access hazard: A step s in thread j’s algorithm is an access
hazard iff it may result in access to a node that is possibly
unsafe for j at the time of its execution.

ABA hazard: A step s in thread j’s algorithm is an ABA
hazard iff it includes an ABA-prone comparison that
involves a dynamic node that is possibly unsafe for j at the
time of the execution of s, such that either 1) the node’s
address—or an arithmetic variation of it—is an expected
value of the ABA-prone comparison, or 2) a memory
location contained in the dynamic node is the target of the
ABA-prone comparison.

Access-hazardous reference: A thread j holds an access-
hazardous reference to a node n at time t, iff at time t one or
more of j’s private variables holds n’s address or an
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arithmetic variation of it, and j is guaranteed—unless it
crashes—to reach an access hazard s that uses n’s address
hazardously, i.e., accesses n when n is possibly unsafe for j.

ABA-hazardous reference: A thread j holds an ABA-
hazardous reference to a node n at time t, iff at time t, one or
more of j’s private variables holds n’s address or a
mathematical variation of it, and j is guaranteed—unless it
crashes—to reach an ABA hazard s that uses n’s address
hazardously.

Hazardous reference: A reference is hazardous if it is access-
hazardous and/or ABA-hazardous.

Informally, a hazardous reference is an address that
without further validation of safety will be used later in a
hazardous manner, i.e., to access possibly unsafe memory
and/or as a target address or an expected value of an
ABA-prone comparison.

A thread that holds a reference to a node uses hazard
pointers to announce to other threads that it may use the
reference later without further validation in a hazardous
step. However, this announcement is useless if it happens
after the reference is already hazardous, or in other words,
after the node is possibly unsafe, since another thread might
have already removed the node, and then scanned the HP
list and found no match for that node. Therefore, the
condition that an associated algorithm must satisfy is that
whenever a thread is holding a hazardous reference to a
node, it must be the case that at least one of the thread’s
hazard pointers has been continuously holding that
reference from a time when the node was definitely safe
for the thread. Note that this condition implies that no
thread can create a new hazardous reference to a node
while it is retired.

Formally, the condition is as follows, whereHPj is the set
of thread j’s hazard pointers:

3.4 Correctness

The following lemmas and theorem are contingent on
satisfying the condition in Section 3.3.

Lemma 1. 8 times t, threads j, and nodes n, (8hp 2 HPj,
t0 � t, ð8 times during ½t0; t�, n is not safe for j) ^ ð9t00 2
½t0; t� :: at t00; hp 6¼ &n)) ) (at t, j does not hold a
hazardous reference to n).

Informally, if a scan of the hazard pointers of a thread j
finds no match for a retired node n, then it must be the case
that j holds no hazardous reference ton at the end of the scan.

Proof sketch: For a proof by contradiction, assume that the
lemma is false, i.e., the antecedent of the implication is
true and the consequent is false. Then, at t, j holds a
hazardous reference to n. Then, by the condition in
Section 3.3, there must be some time t0 when n was safe
for j, but t0 must be before t0 because we already assume
that n is not safe for j during ½t0; t�. Also by the condition
in Section 3.3, there must be at least one of j’s hazard
pointers that is pointing to n continuously during ½t0; t�.
But, this contradicts the initial assumption that for each
of j’s hazard pointers, there is some time during ½t0; t�

(and, hence, during ½t0; t�) when the hazard pointer does
not point to n. Therefore, the initial assumption must be
false and the lemma is true. tu

Lemma 2. 8 times t, threads j, and nodes n, (at t, n is
identified in stage 2 of Scan as eligible for reuse) )
(8hp 2 HPj; 9t0 2 ½t0; t� :: at t0; hp 6¼ &n), where t0 is the
start time of the current execution of Scan.

Informally, a retired node is identified as eligible for
reuse in stage 2 of Scan only after a scan of the hazard
pointers of participating threads finds no match.

Proof sketch: For a proof by contradiction, assume that the
lemma is false. Then, at least one of j’s hazard pointers
was continuously pointing to n since t0. Then, by the
flow of control (of stage 1), at the end of stage 1, plist
must contain a pointer to n. Then, by the flow of control
(of stage 2), n is not identified as eligible for reuse. A
contradiction to the initial assumption. tu

Theorem 1. 8 times t, threads j, and nodes n, (at t, n is identified
in stage 2 of Scan as eligible for reuse)) (at t, j does not hold
a hazardous reference to n).

Informally, if Scan identifies a node as eligible for reuse,
then it must be the case that no thread holds a hazardous
reference to it.

Proof sketch: If j is the thread executing Scan, the theorem
is trivially true. Consider the case where j is a different
thread. Assume that at t, n is identified in stage 2 of Scan
as eligible for reuse. Then, by the definition of safe, n is
not safe for j since the beginning of Scan, and by Lemma
2, for each hazard pointer, there was a time during the
current execution of Scan when the hazard pointer did
not point to n. Then, by Lemma 1, at t, j does not hold a
hazardous reference to n. tu
By the definition of access-hazardous reference and Theo-

rem 1, it follows that the hazard pointer methodology (i.e.,
algorithm and condition) guarantees that while a node is
free or unavailable, no thread accesses its contents, i.e., the
hazard pointer methodology guarantees safe memory
reclamation.

By the definition of ABA-hazardous reference and
Theorem 1, it follows that the hazard pointer methodol-
ogy guarantees that, while a node is free or unavailable,
no thread can hold a reference to it without further
validation with the intention to use that reference as a
target or an expected value of an ABA-prone comparison.
This is the same guarantee offered by GC with respect to
the ABA problem.

4 APPLYING HAZARD POINTERS

This section discusses the methodology for adapting
existing lock-free algorithms to the condition in Section 3.3.
The following is an outline:

1. Examine the target algorithm as follows:

a. Identify hazards and the hazardous references they
use.

b. For each distinct hazardous reference, determine
the point where it is created and the last hazard
that uses it. The period between these two
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points is when a hazard pointer needs to be
dedicated to that reference.

c. Compare the periods determined in the pre-
vious step for all hazardous references, and
determine the maximum number of distinct
references that can be hazardous—for the same
thread—at the same time. This is the maximum
number of hazard pointers needed per thread.

2. For each hazardous reference, insert the following
steps in the target algorithm after the creation of the
reference and before any of the hazards that use it:

a. Write the address of the node that is the target of
the reference to an available hazard pointer.

b. Validate that the node is safe. If the validation
succeeds, follow the normal flow of control of
the target algorithm. Otherwise, skip over the
hazards and follow the path of the target
algorithm when conflict is detected, i.e., try
again, backoff, exit loop, etc. This step is needed,
as the node might have been already removed
before the previous step was executed.

We applied hazard pointers tomany algorithms, e.g., [11],
[9], [23], [28], [21], [26], [4], [16], [7], [6], [18], for the purposes
of allowing memory reclamation and ABA prevention. We
use several algorithms for important object types to demon-
strate the application of the steps described above.

Note that, while applying these steps is easy for
algorithm designers, these steps are not readily applicable
automatically (e.g., by a compiler). For example, it is not
clear if a compiler can determine if a node is no longer
reachable. Identifying ABA hazards is even more challenging
for a compiler, as the ABA problem is a subtle problem that
involves the implicit intentions of the algorithm designer.

4.1 FIFO Queues

Fig. 5 shows a version of Michael and Scott’s [21] lock-free
FIFO queue algorithm, stripped of memory management
code. The algorithm demonstrates typical use of hazard
pointers. We use it as the main case study.

Briefly, the algorithm represents the queue as a singly
linked list with a dummy node at its head. If an enqueue
operation finds the Tail pointer pointing to the last node, it

links the new node at the end of the list and then updates
Tail. Otherwise, it updates Tail first, and then tries to
enqueue the new node. A dequeue operation swings the
Head pointer after reading the data from the second node in
the list, while ensuring that Tailwill not lag behind Head. As
it is the case with any lock-free object, if a thread is delayed
at any point while operating on the object and leaves it in an
unstable state, any other thread can take the object to a
stable state and then proceed with its own operation.

First, we examine Fig. 5 to identify hazards and hazardous
references, starting with the enqueue routine:

1. The node accesses in lines 2 and 3 are not hazardous
because, at that time, the node *node is guaranteed to
be allocated—and, hence, owned—by the current
thread.

2. The node access in line 5 is an access hazard because
the node *t may have been removed and reclaimed
by another thread after the current thread executed
line 4.

3. The function of what we call a validation condition in
line 6 is to guarantee that the thread proceeds to
line 7, only if at the time of reading t̂::Next in line 5,
Tail was equal to t. Without this guarantee, the
queue may be corrupted. It is ABA-prone and,
hence, it is an ABA hazard.

4. The CAS in line 7 is an ABA hazard.
5. The CAS in line 8 is both an access hazard and an ABA

hazard.
6. The CAS in line 9 is an ABA hazard.

Therefore, the reference to t is hazardous between lines 4
and 9. Only one hazard pointer is sufficient since there is
only one hazardous reference at any time in this routine.

Fig. 6 shows theenqueue routineaugmentedwithahazard
pointer and code guaranteeing safememory reclamation and
ABA prevention. The technique in lines 4a and 4b is the
fundamental mechanism for applying hazard pointers to
target algorithm, as shown in the rest of this section.

After creating a reference (line 4) that is identified as
hazardous in the memory-management-oblivious algo-
rithm, the thread takes the following steps: 1) It assigns
the address of the referenced node to a hazard pointer
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Fig. 5. A memory-management-oblivious lock-free queue algorithm.



(line 4a). 2) Then, it validates that that node is safe (line 4b).
If not, it skips over the hazards and tries again.

The second step is needed, since it is possible that after
line 4 and before line 4a, some other thread had removed the
node *t and checked *hp0 and concluded that the current
thread does not hold hazardous references to *t. Line 4b
serves to guarantee that at that point, which is before any
hazards, *hp0 already points to *t, and that *t is safe.

It is possible that the node *t was removed and then
reinserted by other threads between the current thread’s
execution of lines 4 and 4b. However, this is acceptable, as it
does not violate the condition in Section 3.3. After executing
line 4 and before line 4b, the reference t is not hazardous as
the thread is not guaranteed to reach a hazard (lines 5, 6, 7,
8, or 9). It starts to be hazardous only upon the success of
the validation condition in line 4b. But, at that point, *hp0
already covers t and continues to do so until t ceases to be
hazardous (after line 9).

Next, we examine the dequeue routine in Fig. 5:

1. The node access in lines 13 is an access hazard using
the reference h.

2. The validation condition in line 14 is an ABA hazard
using h.

3. The CAS in line 16 is an ABA hazard using t.
However, since t is guaranteed to be equal to h at
that point, then it is covered if h is covered.

4. Thenode access in line 17 is an access hazardusing next.
5. The CAS in line 18 is an ABA hazard using h.

Therefore, h is hazardous between lines 11 and 18, and
next is hazardous between lines 13 and 17. Since the two
periods overlap, two hazard pointers are needed.

Fig. 7 shows the dequeue routine augmented with
hazard pointers. For the reference h, lines 11a and 11b
employ the same technique as lines 4a and 4b in Fig. 6. For
the reference next, no extra validation is needed. The
validation condition in line 14 (from the original algorithm)
guarantees that *hp1 equals next from a point when *next
was safe. The semantics of the algorithm guarantee that the
node *next cannot be removed at line 14 unless its
predecessor *h has been removed first and then reinserted
after line 13 and before line 14. But, this is impossible since
*hp0 covers h from before line 11b until after line 18.

Note that hazard pointers allow some optimizations to
the original algorithm [21] that are not safe when only the
IBM tag method [11] is used for ABA prevention. Line 6 can
be removed from the enqueue routine and line 17 can be
moved out of the main loop in the dequeue routine.

If only safe memory reclamation is desired—and the
ABA problem is not a concern, e.g., assuming support for
ideal LL/SC/VL—then only one hazard pointer is sufficient
for protecting both *h and *next in the Dequeue routine. We
leave this as an exercise for the reader.

4.2 LIFO Stacks

Fig. 8 shows a lock-free stack based on the IBM freelist
algorithm [11] augmented with hazard pointers. In the push
routine, the node accesses in lines 2 and 4 are not hazardous
(as *node is owned by the thread at the time), and the CAS in
line 5 is not ABA-prone (as the change of Top between lines 3
and 5 can never lead to corrupting the stack or any other
object). Thus, no hazard pointers are needed for the push
routine.

In the pop routine, the node access in line 10 is
hazardous and the CAS in line 11 is ABA-prone. All
hazards use the reference t. The technique employed in
transforming the pop routine is the same as that used in the
enqueue routine of Fig. 6.

4.3 List-Based Sets and Hash Tables

Fig. 9 shows an improved version of the lock-free list-based
set implementation in [16], using hazard pointers. The
algorithm in [16] improves on that of Harris [5] by allowing
efficient memory management. It can be used as a building
block for implementing lock-free chaining hash tables.

Node insertion is straightforward. Deletion of a node
involves first marking the low bit of its Next pointer and
then removing it from the list, to prevent other threads from
linking newly inserted nodes to removed nodes [23], [5].
Whenever a traversing thread encounters a node marked
for deletion, it removes the node before proceeding, to
avoid creating references to nodes after their removal.

The traversal of the list requires the protection of at most
two nodes at any time: a current node *cur, if any, and its
predecessor, if any. Two hazard pointers, *hp0 and *hp1,
are used for protecting these two nodes, respectively. The
traversing thread starts the main loop (lines 12-25) with
*prev already protected. In the first iteration, *prev is the root
and, hence, it is safe. The hazard pointer *hp0 is set by
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Fig. 6. Enqueue routine with hazard pointers.

Fig. 7. Dequeue routine with hazard pointers.



assigning it the hazardous reference cur (line 13) and then
validating that the node *cur is in the list at a point
subsequent to the setting of the hazard pointer. The
validation is done by validating that the pointer *prev still
has the value cur. This validation suffices as the semantics
of the algorithm guarantee that the value of *prev must
change, if either the node that includes *prev or its
successor, the node *cur, is removed. The protection of
*prev itself is guaranteed, either by being the root (in the first
iteration), or by guaranteeing (as described below) that the
node that contains it is covered by *hp1.

For protecting the pointer *prev in subsequent iterations,
as prev takes an arithmetic variation of the value of cur
(line 23), the algorithm exchanges the private labels of *hp0
and *hp1 (line 24). There are no windows of vulnerability
since the steps after line 21 to the end of the loop do not

contain any hazards. Also, since *hp0 already protects the
reference cur at line 11a, then there is no need for further
validation that the node formerly pointed to by cur and now
contains *prev is in the list.

Therefore, all the hazards (lines 4, 6, 7, 15, 17, 20, and 21)
are covered by hazard pointers according to the condition
in Section 3.3.

This algorithm demonstrates an interesting case where
hazard pointers are used to protect nodes that are not
adjacent to the roots of the object, unlike the cases of the
queue and stack algorithms.

4.4 Single-Writer Multireader Dynamic Structures

Tang et al. [27] used lock-free single-writer multireader
doubly-linked lists for implementingpoint-to-point sendand
receive queues, to improve the performance of threadedMPI
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Fig. 8. Lock-free stack using hazard pointers.

Fig. 9. Lock-free list-based set with hazard pointers.



on multiprogrammed shared memory systems. The main
challenge for that implementation was memory manage-
ment. That is, how does the owner (i.e., the single writer)
guarantee that no readers still hold references to a removed
node before reusing or freeing it? In order to avoid inefficient
per-node reference counting, theyuse instead aggregate (per-
list) reference counting. However, the delay or failure of a
reader thread can prevent the owner indefinitely from
reusing an unbounded number of removed nodes. As
discussed in Section 6.1, this type of aggregate methods is
not lock-free as it is sensitive to thread delays and failures.
Furthermore, even without any thread delays, in that
implementation, if readers keep accessing the list, the
aggregate reference counter may never reach zero, and the
owner remains indefinitely unable to reuse removed nodes.
Also, the manipulation of the reference counters requires
atomic operations such as CAS or atomic add.

We use hazard pointers to provide an efficient single-
writer multireader doubly-linked list implementation that
allows lock-free memory reclamation. Fig. 10 shows the
code for the readers’ search routine, and the owner’s
insertion and deletion routines. Unlike using locks or
reference counting, reader threads do not write to any
shared variables other than their own hazard pointers,
which are rarely accessed by the writer thread, thus
decreasing cache coherence traffic. Also, instead of a
quadratic number of per-list locks or reference counters,
only two hazard pointers are needed per reader thread for
supporting an arbitrary number of lists.

The algorithm uses only single-word reads and writes
for memory access. Thus, it demonstrates the importance of
the feasibility of the hazard pointer methodology on
systems with hardware support for memory access limited
to these instructions.

The algorithm is mostly straightforward. However, it is
worth noting that changing nodê::Next in line 10 in the
SingleWriterDelete routine is necessary if *node is not the last
node in the list. Otherwise, it is possible that the validation
condition in line 23 of a concurrent execution of the
ReaderSearch routine by a reader thread may succeed even

after the owner has retired the node containing *prev. If so,
and if the owner also removes the following node, the
reader might continue to set a hazard pointer for the
following node, but too late after it has already been
removed and reused.

5 EXPERIMENTAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS

This section presents experimental performance results
comparing the performance of the new methodology to
that of other lock-free memory management methods. We
implemented lock-free algorithms for FIFO queues [21],
LIFO stacks [11], and chaining hash tables [16], using
hazard pointers, ABA-prevention tags [11], and lock-free
reference counting [29]. Details of the latter memory
management methods are discussed in Section 6.1.

Also, we included in the experiments efficient com-
monly-used lock-based implementations of these object
types. For FIFO queues and LIFO stacks, we used the
ubiquitous test-and-test-and-set [24] lock with bounded
exponential backoff. For the hash tables, we used imple-
mentations with 100 separate locks protecting 100 disjoint
groups of buckets, thus allowing complete concurrency
between operations on different bucket groups. For these
locks, we used Mellor-Crummey and Scott’s [15] simple fair
reader-writer lock to allow intrabucket group concurrency
among read-only operations.

Experiments were performed on an IBM RS/6000 multi-
processorwith four 375MHz POWER3-II processors.We ran
the experiments when no other users used the system. Data
structures of all implementations were aligned to cache line
boundaries and paddedwhere appropriate to eliminate false
sharing. In all experiments, all neededmemory fit in physical
memory. Fence instructions were inserted in the code of all
implementations wherever memory ordering is required.
Locks and single-word and double-word CAS were imple-
mented using the single-word and double-word LL/SC
instructions supported on the POWER3 architecture in 32-bit
mode. All implementations were compiled at the highest
optimization level.
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We ran each experiment five times and reported the
average of the median three. Variance was negligible in all
experiments. Reported times exclude initialization. For each
implementation, we varied the number of processors used
from one to four, and the number of threads per processor
from one to four. At initialization, each thread was bound to
a specific processor. All needed nodes were allocated at
initialization. During time measurement, removed nodes
were made ready for reuse, but were not deallocated. The
pseudorandom sequences for generating keys and opera-
tions for different threads were nonoverlapping in each
experiment, but were repeatable in every experiment for
fairness in comparing different implementations.

For the hazard pointer implementations, we set the
number of threads N conservatively to 64, although smaller
numbers of threads were used. For implementations with
reference counting, we carefully took into account the
semantics of the target algorithms to minimize the number
of updates to reference counters.

Figs. 11 and 12 show the average execution time per
operation on shared FIFO queue and LIFO stack imple-
mentations, respectively. In each experiment, each thread
executed 1,000,000 operations, i.e., enqueue and dequeue
operations for queues and push and pop operations for
stacks. The abbreviated label “haz ptrs” refers to hazard
pointers, “tags” refers to ABA-prevention tags, and “ref
count” refers to lock-free reference counting.

Figs. 13 and 14 show the average CPU time (product of
execution time and the number of processors used) per
operation on shared chaining hash tables with 100 buckets
and load factors of 1 and 5, respectively. The load factor of a

hash table is the average number of items per bucket. In
each experiment, each thread executed 2,000,000 operations
(Insert, Delete, and Search).

A common observation in all the graphs is that lock-free
implementationswithhazardpointers performaswell as and
often significantly better than the other implementations in
virtually all cases. Being lock-free, the performance of lock-
free objects is unaffected by preemption, while locks perform
poorly under preemption. For example, the lock-free hash
table with hazard pointers achieves throughput that is
251 percent, 496 percent, 792 percent, and 905 percent that of
the lock-based implementation, with 4, 8, 12, and 16 threads,
respectively, running on four processors (Fig. 13).

In all experiments, the performance of hazard pointers is
comparable to that of ABA-prevention tags. However,
unlike hazard pointers, tags require double-width instruc-
tions and hinder rather than assist memory reclamation.

Lock-free objects with hazard pointers handle contention
(Figs. 11 and 12) significantly better than locks even in the
absence of preemption. For example, under contention by
four processors, and even without preemption, they achieve
throughputs that are 178 percent that of locks when
operating on queues. Note that experiments using locks
without backoff (not shown) resulted in more than doubling
the execution time for locks under contention by four
processors. Using backoff in the lock-free implementations
with hazard pointers resulted in moderate improvements in
performance under contention by four processors (25 per-
cent on queues and 44 percent on stacks). However, we
conservatively report the results without backoff.
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Fig. 11. Performance of FIFO queues.

Fig. 12. Performance of LIFO stacks.

Fig. 13. Performance of hash tables with load factor 1.

Fig. 14. Performance of hash tables with load factor 5.



Lock-free implementations with hazard pointers also
outperform lock-based implementations as well as those
with reference counting in the case of no or negligible
contention, but under sharing, as is the case with hash
tables (Figs. 13 and 14). This is because they do not write to
any shared locations other than hazard pointers, during
read-only Search operation as well as traversal, thus
minimizing cache coherence traffic.2 On the other hand,
lock acquisition and release, even for read-only transac-
tions, result in writes to lock variables. As for reference
counting, the situation is even worse, the reference counter
of each traversed node needs to be incremented and then
decremented, even during read-only transactions. The effect
is most evident in the case of hash tables with a load factor
of 5 (Fig. 14). The throughput of the implementation using
hazard pointers is 573 percent that of the one using
reference counting, on four processors.

For hash tables, we ran experiments (not shown) using a
single lock for the whole hash table. As expected, the
performance of these implementations was extremely poor
(more than 10 fold increase in execution time on four
processors over the highly concurrent implementations
with 100 disjoint locks). We also ran experiments using
100 test-and-test-and-set mutual exclusion locks instead of
100 reader-writer locks. The performance of the former (not
shown) is slightly worse than the latter (shown), as they do
not allow intrabucket concurrency of read-only operations.
Hence, we believe that we have chosen very efficient lock-
based implementations as the baseline for evaluating lock-
free implementations and their use of hazard pointers.

Also, we conservatively opted to focus on low levels of
contention and multiprogramming, that tend to limit the
performance advantages of lock-free synchronization. A
common criticism of unconventional synchronization tech-
niques is that they achieve their advantages only under
uncommonly high levels of contention, and that they often
perform very poorly in comparison to simple mutual
exclusion in the common case of low contention. Our
experimental results show that lock-free objects, with
hazard pointers, offer comparable performance to that of
the simplest and most efficient lock-based implementations,
under no contention and no preemption, in addition to their
substantial performance advantages under higher levels of
contention and preemption.

The superior performance of lock-free implementations
using hazard pointers to that of lock-based implementations
is attributed to several factors. Unlike locks,

1. they operate directly on the shared objects without
the need for managing additional lock variables,

2. read-only operations do not result in any writes to
shared variables (other than the mostly private
hazard pointers),

3. there is no useless spinning, as each attempt has a
chance of success when it starts, which makes them
more tolerant to contention, and

4. progress is guaranteed under preemption.

Note that the effects of the first two factors are applicable
even under no contention and no preemption.

It is worth noting that, while scalable queue-based locks
[14], [15] outperform the simple locks we used in this study
under high levels of contention, they underperform them in
the common case of no or low contention. Furthermore,
these locks are extremely sensitive to even low levels of
preemption, as the preemption of any thread waiting in the
lock queue—not just the lock holder—can result in
blocking.

Overcoming the effects of preemption on locks may be
partially achieved, but only by using more complicated and
expensive techniques such as handshaking, timeout, and
communicationwith the kernel [1], [12], [22], [30] that further
degrade the performance of the common case. On the other
hand, as shown in thegraphs, lock-free implementationswith
hazard pointers are inherently immune to thread delays, at
virtually no loss of performance in the case of no contention
and no preemption, and outperform lock-based implementa-
tions under preemption and contention.

6 DISCUSSION

6.1 Related Work

6.1.1 IBM ABA-Prevention Tags

The earliest and simplest lock-free method for node reuse is
the tag (update counter) method introduced with the
documentation of CAS on the IBM System 370 [11]. It
requires associating a tag with each location that is the
target of ABA-prone comparison operations. By increment-
ing the tag when the value of the associated location is
written, comparison operations (e.g., CAS) can determine if
the location was written since it was last accessed by the
same thread, thus preventing the ABA problem. The
method requires that the tag contains enough bits to make
full wraparound impossible during the execution of any
single lock-free attempt. This method is very efficient and
allows the immediate reuse of retired nodes.

On the downside, when applied to arbitrary pointers as
it is the case with dynamic sized objects, it requires double-
width instructions to allow the atomic manipulation of the
pointer along with its associated tag. These instructions are
not supported on 64-bit architectures. Also, in most cases,
the semantics of the tag field must be preserved indefi-
nitely. Thus, if the tag is part of a dynamic node structure,
these nodes can never be reclaimed. Their memory cannot
be divided or coalesced, as this may lead to changing the
semantics of the tag fields. That is, once a range of memory
locations are used for a certain node type, they cannot be
reused for other node types that do not preserve the
semantics of the tag fields.

6.1.2 Lock-Free Reference Counting

Valois [29] presented a lock-free reference counting method
that requires the inclusion of a reference counter in each
dynamic node, reflecting the maximum number of refer-
ences to that node in the object and the local variables of
threads operating on the object. Every time a new reference
to a dynamic node is created/destroyed, the reference
counter is incremented/decremented, using fetch-and-add
and CAS. Only after its reference counter goes to zero, can a
node be reused. However, due to the use of single-address
CAS to manipulate pointers and independently located
reference counters nonatomically, the resulting timing
windows dictate the permanent retention of nodes of their
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type and reference counter field semantics, thus hindering
memory reclamation.

Detlefs et al. [3] presented a lock-free reference counting
method that uses the mostly unsupported DCAS primitive
(i.e., CAS on two independent locations) to operate on both
pointers and reference counters atomically to guarantee that
a reference counter is never less than the actual number of
references. When the reference counter of a node reaches
zero, it becomes safe to reclaim for reuse. However, free
memory cannot be returned to the operating system.

The most important disadvantage of per-node reference
counting is the prohibitive performance cost due to
the—otherwise, unnecessary—updates of the reference
counters of referenced nodes, even for read-only access, thus
causing significant increase in cache coherence traffic.

6.1.3 Scheduler-Dependent and Blocking Methods

Methods in this category are either sensitive to thread
failures and delays, i.e., the delay of a single thread
can—and most likely will—prevent the reuse of unbounded
memory indefinitely; or dependent on special kernel or
scheduler support for recovery from such delays and
failures.

McKenney and Slingwine [13] presented read-copy
update, a framework where a retired node can be reclaimed
only after ascertaining that each of the other threads has
reached a quiescence point after the node was removed. The
definition of quiescence points, varies depending on the
programming environment. Typically, implementations of
read-copy update use timestamps or collective reference
counters. Not all environments are suitable for the concept
of quiescence points, and without special scheduler support
the method is blocking, as the delay of even one thread
prevents the reuse of unbounded memory.

Greenwald [4] presented brief outlines of type stable
memory implementations that depend on special support
from the kernel for accessing the private variables of
threads and detecting thread delays and failures. The core
idea is that threads set timestamps whenever they reach safe
points such as the kernel’s top level loop, where processes
are guaranteed not to be holding stale references. The
earliest timestamp represents a high water mark where all
nodes retired before that time can be reclaimed safely.

Harris [5] presented a brief outline of a deferred freeing
method that requires each thread to record a timestamp of
the latest time it held no references to dynamic nodes, and it
maintains two to-be-freed lists of retired nodes: an old list
and a new list. Retired nodes are placed on the new list and
when the time of the latest insertion in the old list precedes
the earliest per-thread timestamp, the nodes of the old list
are freed and the old and new lists exchange labels. The
method is blocking, as the failure of a thread to update its
timestamp causes the indefinite prevention of an un-
bounded number of retired nodes from being reused. This
can happen even without thread delays. If a thread simply
does not operate on the target object, then the thread’s
timestamp will remain unupdated.

One crucial difference between hazard pointers and
these methods [13], [4], [5] is that the former does not use
reference counters or timestamps. The use of aggregate
reference counters for unbounded numbers of nodes and/
or the reliance on per-thread timestamps makes a memory
management method inherently vulnerable to the failure or
delay of even one thread.

6.1.4 Recent Work

A preliminary version of this work [17] was published in
January 2002. Independently, Herlihy et al. [10] developed a
memory reclamation methodology. The basic idea of their
methodology is the same as that of ours. The difference is in
the Liberate routine that corresponds to our Scan routine.
Liberate is more complex than Scan and uses double-word
CAS. Our methodology retains important advantages over
theirs, regarding performance as demonstrated experimen-
tally and regarding independence of special hardware
support. Our methodology—even with the algorithm
extensions in Section 3.2—uses only single-word instruc-
tions, while theirs requires double-word CAS—which is not
supported on 64-bit processor architecture—in its core
operations. Also, our methodology uses only reads and
writes in its core operations, while theirs uses CAS in its
core operations. This prevents their methodology from
supporting algorithms that require only reads and writes
(e.g., Fig. 10)—which are otherwise feasible—on systems
without hardware support for CAS or LL/SC.

6.2 Conclusions

The problem of memory reclamation for dynamic lock-free
objects has long discouraged the wide use of lock-free
objects, despite their inherent performance and reliability
advantages over conventional lock-based synchronization.

In this paper, we presented the hazard pointer methodol-
ogy, a practical and efficient solution for memory reclama-
tion for dynamic lock-free objects. It allows unrestricted
memory reclamation, it takes only constant expected
amortized time per retired node, it does not require special
hardware support, it uses only single-word instructions, it
does not require special kernel support, it guarantees an
upper bound on the number of retired nodes not yet ready
for reuse at any time, it is wait-free, it offers a lock-free
solution for the ABA problem, and it does not require any
extra shared space per pointer, per node, or per object.

Our experimental results demonstrate the overall ex-
cellent performance of hazard pointers. They show that the
hazard pointer methodology offers equal and more often
significantly better performance than other memory man-
agement methods, in addition to its qualitative advantages
regarding memory reclamation and independence of
special hardware support.

Our results also show that lock-free implementations of
important object types, using hazard pointers, offer com-
parable performance to that of efficient lock-based imple-
mentations under no contention and no multiprogramming,
and outperform them by significant margins under moder-
ate multiprogramming and/or contention, in addition to
guaranteeing continuous progress and availability even in
the presence of thread failures and arbitrary delays.

A growing number of efficient algorithms for lock-free
dynamic objects are available. The hazard pointer metho-
dology enhances their practicality by enabling memory
reclamation, and at the same time allowing them to achieve
excellent robust performance. In combination with a recent
completely lock-free algorithm for dynamic memory alloca-
tion [20], the hazard pointer methodology enables these
objects at last to be completely dynamic and at the same
time completely lock-free, regardless of support for auto-
matic garbage collection.
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ABSTRACT
A major obstacle to the wide use of lock-free data structures,
despite their many performance and reliability advantages,
is the absence of a practical lock-free method for reclaiming
the memory of dynamic nodes removed from dynamic lock-
free objects for arbitrary reuse.
The only prior lock-free memory reclamation method de-

pends on the DCAS atomic primitive, which is not sup-
ported on any current processor architecture. Other mem-
ory management methods are blocking, require special op-
erating system support, or do not allow arbitrary memory
reuse.
This paper presents the first lock-free memory manage-

ment method for dynamic lock-free objects that allows arbi-
trary memory reuse, and does not require special operating
system or hardware support. It guarantees an upper bound
on the number of removed nodes not yet freed at any time,
regardless of thread failures and delays. Furthermore, it is
wait-free, it is only logarithmically contention-sensitive, and
it uses only atomic reads and writes for its operations. In
addition, it can be used to prevent the ABA problem for
pointers to dynamic nodes in most algorithms, without re-
quiring extra space per pointer or per node.

1. INTRODUCTION
A shared object is lock-free (also called non-blocking) if

it guarantees that in a system with multiple threads at-
tempting to perform operations on the object, some thread
will complete an operation successfully in a finite number of
system steps even with the possibility of arbitrary thread
delays, provided that not all threads are delayed indefi-
nitely [10]. By definition, lock-free objects are immune to
deadlock even with thread failures and provide robust per-
formance even when faced with inopportune thread delays.
Dynamic lock-free objects have the added advantage of ar-
bitrary size. Many such objects have been developed [1, 5,
7, 8, 10, 12, 15, 16, 17, 20, 22, 24].
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However, a major problem associated with dynamic ob-
jects is the safe reclamation of memory occupied by removed
nodes. In a lock-based dynamic object, when a thread re-
moves a node from the object, it can be guaranteed that
no other thread will subsequently access the contents of the
removed node while still assuming its retention of type and
content semantics. Consequently, it is safe for the removing
thread to free the memory occupied by the removed node
into the general memory pool for arbitrary future reuse.
This is not the case for a lock-free object. When a thread

removes a node, it is possible that one or more contending
threads, in the course of their lock-free operations, have ear-
lier read a pointer to the subsequently removed node, and
are about to access its contents. A contending thread might
corrupt the shared object or another object, if the thread
performing the removal were to free the removed node for
arbitrary reuse. Furthermore, on some systems, even read
access to freed memory may result in fatal access errors.
Lock-free objects generally use universal atomic primi-

tives such as CAS and LL/SC [9]. CAS (compare-and-swap)
takes three arguments: the address of a memory location,
an expected value and a new value. If the memory loca-
tion holds the expected value, it is assigned the new value
atomically. A Boolean return value indicates whether the
replacement occurred. SC (store-conditional) takes two ar-
guments: the address of a memory location and a new value.
If no other thread has written the memory location since the
current thread last read it using LL (load-linked), it is as-
signed the new value atomically. A Boolean return value in-
dicates whether the replacement occurred. All architectures
that support LL/SC restrict memory accesses between LL
and SC. Associated with most uses of CAS (and restricted
LL/SC) is the ABA problem [12]. If a thread reads a value
A from a shared location, computes a new value, and then
attempts a CAS operation, the CAS may succeed when it
should not, if between the read and the CAS other threads
change the value of the shared location from A to B and
back to A again.
The simplest and most efficient solution to the ABA prob-

lem is to include a tag with the target memory location such
that both are manipulated atomically and the tag is incre-
mented with updates of the target location [12]. CAS suc-
ceeds only if the tag has not changed since the thread last
read the location. However, applying this solution or more
elaborate tag techniques [18] to pointers contained in dy-
namic nodes, without means of detecting when threads no
longer need the tag values, dictates that the tag fields retain
their values indefinitely, thus preventing the arbitrary reuse
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of deleted dynamic nodes. Once allocated and inserted in
a dynamic lock-free object, a dynamic node may be reused
but only if it retains its size and the semantics of its tag
fields.
Prior memory management methods for lock-free dynamic

objects suffer from one or more serious drawbacks: not al-
lowing arbitrary memory reuse, blocking, requiring special
operating system support, or using DCAS.
In this paper we present a new method for safe memory

reclamation (SMR) that is wait-free1, is operating system in-
dependent, is only logarithmically contention-sensitive, re-
quires no extra space per node but only a small constant
space per participating thread, and requires only atomic
reads and writes. It can be used to prevent the ABA prob-
lem for dynamic pointers without the need for extra space
per pointer or per node. SMR applies to the vast major-
ity of known lock-free dynamic algorithms, and in each of
the few cases of incompatible algorithms [5, 8], other similar
or better algorithms for the same objects were found to be
compatible with it [15, 16].
The core idea of SMR is to associate a small constant

number K (typically no more than three) of shared point-
ers, called hazard pointers, with each participating thread.
Hazard pointers, either have null values or point to nodes
that may potentially be accessed by the thread without fur-
ther verification of the validity of the local references used
in their access. Each hazard pointer can be written only by
its associated thread, but can be read by all threads.
SMR requires target lock-free algorithms to guarantee that

no thread can access a dynamic node at a time when it is
possibly deleted, unless its associated hazard pointers have
been pointing to the node continuously, from a time when
it was not deleted.
For example, Figure 1 shows an SMR-compatible version

of a lock-free stack based on the IBM freelist [12] that guar-
antees that no dynamic node is accessed while free and pre-
vents the ABA problem. The pointer hp is a static private
pointer to the hazard pointer associated with the executing
thread, and the procedure DeleteNode is part of the SMR
algorithm (Section 3). The Push routine need not change,
as no dynamic node that is possibly free is accessed, and the
CAS is not ABA-prone as observed by Treiber [22]. In the
Pop routine the pointer t is used to access a dynamic node
tˆ and holds the expected value of an ABA-prone CAS. By
setting the hazard pointer to t (line 2) and then checking
that tˆ is not deleted (line 3), we guarantee that the hazard
pointer is continuously pointing to tˆ from a point when it
was not deleted (line 3) until the end of hazards, i.e., access-
ing tˆ (line 4) and using t to hold the expected value of an
ABA-prone CAS (line 5).
SMR prevents the freeing of a node continuously pointed

to by one or more hazard pointers of one or more threads
from a point prior to its deletion. When a thread deletes
a node by calling DeleteNode, it stores it in a private list.
After accumulating a certain number R of deleted nodes,
the thread scans the hazard pointers for matches for the
addresses of the accumulated nodes. If a deleted node is not
matched by any of the hazard pointers, then the thread frees
that node making its memory available for arbitrary reuse.
Otherwise, the thread keeps the node until its next scan of

1An operation is wait-free if it is guaranteed to complete
successfully in a finite number of its own steps regardless of
other threads’ actions [9].

// j is the thread id for SMR purposes
// HP is the shared array of hazard pointers
// static private pointer hp=&HP[j]
// initially Top = null

// calling Push
// if node←AllocateNode() �= null
// {node .̂Data←data; Push(node);}
Push(node:*NodeType) {

while true {
t←Top;
node .̂Next← t;
if CAS(&Top,t,node) return;

}
}

// calling Pop
// if node←Pop() �= null
// {data← node .̂Data; DeleteNode(node);}
Pop() : *NodeType {

while true {
1 if t←Top = null break;
2 *hp← t;
3 if t �=Top continue;
4 next← t .̂Next;
5 if CAS(&Top,t,next) break;

}
*hp←null; return t;

}

Figure 1: SMR-compatible lock-free stack based on
the IBM freelist algorithm [12] (SMR-related code
is in a different font).

the hazard pointers which it performs after the number of
accumulated deleted nodes reaches R again.
By setting R to a number such that R−N = Ω(N) (e.g.,

R = 2N), where N = KP and P is the number of par-
ticipating threads, and sorting a private list of snapshots of
non-null hazard pointers, SMR is guaranteed in every scan of
the N hazard pointers to free Θ(R) nodes in O(R log p) time,
when p threads have non-null hazard pointers. Thus, the
amortized time complexity of processing each deleted node
until it is freed is only logarithmically contention-sensitive,
i.e., constant in the absence of contention and O(log p) when
p threads are operating on the object during the scan of
their associated hazard pointers. SMR also guarantees that
no more than PR deleted nodes are not yet freed at any
time regardless of thread failures and delays.
In Section 2 we review prior approaches to memory man-

agement for dynamic lock-free objects. In Section 3 we
present the SMR method. In Section 4 we discuss its cor-
rectness and performance. In Section 5 we apply SMR to
known dynamic lock-free algorithms and we conclude with
Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK

Lock-free OS-Independent Methods
The earliest and simplest lock-free memory management
method is the use of a freelist implemented as a stack of
nodes available for restricted reuse [12, 22]. When a thread
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deletes a node, it pushes it in a singly linked list stack, where
the same or a different thread can later reuse the node by
popping it from the stack. The operations are similar to
those in Figure 1 excluding data and hazard pointer manip-
ulation and node allocation and deallocation. Nodes must
retain their size and the semantics of some fields indefinitely
(i.e., until application termination). Once allocated and in-
serted in a lock-free object, a node cannot be freed for ar-
bitrary reuse. Freelists require applying ABA prevention
mechanisms such as tags to the anchor of the freelist as well
as pointers contained in nodes for almost all lock-free objects
except stacks.
Valois [25] presented a lock-free garbage collection method

that requires the inclusion of a reference counter in each dy-
namic node, reflecting the maximum number of references
to that node in the object and the registers (and local vari-
ables) of threads operating on the object. Every time a new
reference to a dynamic node is created/destroyed, the refer-
ence counter is incremented/decremented, using fetch-and-
add and CAS instructions. Only after its reference counter
goes to zero, can a node be pushed in a freelist, where it can
be subsequently allocated. However, due to the use of single-
address CAS to manipulate pointers and independently lo-
cated reference counters non-atomically, the resulting timing
windows dictate the permanent retention of nodes of their
type and field semantics, thus prohibiting memory reclama-
tion as is the case with freelists.
Detlefs et. al. [6] presented lock-free reference counting

(LFRC), a lock-free garbage collection method that uses
DCAS2 to operate on pointers and reference counters atomi-
cally to guarantee that a reference counter is never less than
the actual number of references. When the reference counter
of a node reaches zero, it becomes safe to reclaim for ar-
bitrary reuse. Both reference counting methods avoid the
ABA problems without using a tag per pointer (they use
a counter per node instead). LFRC also allows memory
reclamation, which is a significant advantage. However, the
dependence on DCAS makes the method impractical. For
both methods the performance cost of reference counting is
prohibitive.
The reference counting methods transform statements in-

volving pointers to dynamic nodes (even reads and register
to register assignments) into unbounded loops containing
CAS and DCAS operations. This increases the total work
time complexity of the target algorithms by a multiplicative
factor of O(p) where p is contention.
DCAS was supported on some generations of the Motorola

68000 processor family (as CAS2) in the 1980s. These imple-
mentations were extremely inefficient, often requiring lock-
ing system buses while one CAS2 is in progress. Since then
no processor architecture supports DCAS.
As discussed later in Section 5, while examining known

lock-free dynamic algorithms, we found only two [5, 8] to be
incompatible with SMR and freelists, but compatible with
the reference counting methods. However, in each case, we
found other similar or better algorithms that are compatible
with SMR and freelists for the same objects [15, 16].

2DCAS (double-compare-and-swap) takes six arguments:
the addresses of two independent memory locations, two ex-
pected values and two new values. If both memory locations
hold the corresponding expected values, they are assigned
the corresponding new values atomically. A Boolean return
value indicates whether the replacements occurred.

Blocking and OS-Dependent Methods
Herlihy and Moss [11] presented a lock-free garbage collec-
tion method that requires a clean sweep from each partic-
ipating thread, as a precondition for memory reclamation.
The failure of a thread can indefinitely prevent the freeing
of unbounded memory (i.e., bounded only by the size of
memory). The method also suffers from substantial copying
overhead.
McKenney and Slingwine [14] presented read-copy up-

date, a framework where only when each thread is certain to
have reached a quiescence point after a node is deleted, can
the memory of that node be freed. The definition of quies-
cence points, if any, varies depending on the environment,
but mostly depends on timestamps or collective reference
counters. Not all environments are suitable for the concept
of quiescence points, and the method is blocking as the delay
of even one thread prevents freeing an unbounded number
of nodes.
Greenwald [7] presented sketches of Type Stable Memory

(TSM) implementations in the OS kernel and in user-level.
TSM requires deleted nodes to retain their type while refer-
ences to them are potentially active. The kernel-based TSM
implementation relies on the kernel’s knowledge of the sta-
tus of processes and its access to their private memory and
stack space. The drawbacks of kernel-dependence are that
it limits the portability of dependent algorithms to systems
lacking the special kernel support, and precludes their use
by most user-level threads.
The user level TSM implementation requires threads to

increment and decrement a per-type reference counter upon
the activation and end of scope, respectively, of local point-
ers to the node type. A variant of the method uses two ref-
erence counters per type: an old counter and a new counter.
A thread always increments the new counter and decrements
the counter it incremented earlier. The counters switch roles
whenever the old counter reaches zero. At such time, deleted
nodes are released to the general pool. The method is block-
ing as the failure of a thread to decrement a per-type refer-
ence counter, due to the thread’s failure or delay, may cause
the indefinite prevention of an unbounded number of deleted
nodes from being freed.
Harris [8] presented a brief outline of a deferred freeing

method that requires each thread to record a timestamp of
the latest time it held no references to dynamic nodes, and it
maintains two to-be-freed lists of deleted nodes: an old list
and a new list. Deleted nodes are placed on the new list and
when the time of the latest insertion in the old list precedes
the earliest per-thread timestamp, the nodes of the old list
are freed and the old and new lists exchange labels. The
method is blocking, as the failure of a thread to update its
timestamp causes the indefinite prevention of an unbounded
number of deleted nodes from being freed.
One crucial difference between SMR and these methods [7,

8, 14] is that SMR does not use reference counters or times-
tamps at all. The use of collective reference counters for
unbounded numbers of nodes and/or the reliance on per
thread timestamps make a memory management method
vulnerable to the failure or delay of even one thread.
Tracing garbage collectors do not provide OS-independent

non-blocking solutions for the memory reclamation problem.
They mostly require mutual exclusion with mutator threads,
use stop-the-world techniques, or require special OS support
to access private stack space and registers [11]. Furthermore,
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the failure or indefinite delay of the garbage collector can
prevent the reclamation of unbounded number of deleted
nodes indefinitely [6].

3. THE METHOD
The core idea of the SMR method is associating K shared

pointers, called hazard pointers, with each of the P threads
operating on the target object. The value of K depends on
the target algorithm and is typically no more than three.
Hazard pointers are implemented as a shared array HP of
size N , where N = KP .
The SMR algorithm communicates with the target algo-

rithms only through a DeleteNode procedure that is part of
the SMR algorithm, and the hazard pointer array HP. Each
hazard pointer can be written only by its associated thread
in the target algorithm. The SMR algorithm itself does not
perform any shared writes.

3.1 The Algorithm
Figure 2 shows the structures and operations of the SMR

algorithm. We assume a sequentially consistent memory
model. Otherwise, memory barriers may be needed in be-
tween instructions with critical relative order.
When a thread j deletes a node nˆ by calling DeleteN-

ode(n), it inserts nˆ into a static private list dlist of deleted
nodes, and increments a static private counter dcount that
holds the number of deleted nodes accumulated by j that are
not freed yet. When dcount reaches the value R, j starts a
scan by calling Scan(). R is chosen such that R−N = Ω(N)
(e.g., R = 2N), in order to achieve amortized execution time
that is logarithmic in contention per freed node.
A scan includes four stages. The first stage involves scan-

ning the array HP for non-null values. Whenever a non-null
value is encountered, it is inserted in a local pointer list plist.
The counter p holds the size of plist, which is proportion-
ally bounded by contention. Only stage 1 accesses shared
variables. The following stages operate only on private vari-
ables.
The second stage of a scan involves sorting plist to allow

binary search in the third stage.
The third stage of a scan involves checking each node in

dlist against the pointers in plist. If the binary search yields
no match, the node is freed. Otherwise, it is inserted into a
local list new dlist.
The forth stage involves copying the local list new dlist of

the nodes that could not be freed during the current scan
to the private static list dlist, where they remain until the
next scan, which occurs after R−new dcount more nodes
are deleted by j.
We assume the use of a comparison-based sorting algo-

rithm that takes Θ(p log p) time, such as heap sort, to sort
plist in the second stage. Binary search in the third stage
takes O(log p) time. We omit the code for these algorithms,
as they are widely known sequential algorithms [4].

Optimizations
The static space requirements per thread can be reduced
to a constant, if the node structures used by the target al-
gorithm contain a word size field that is guaranteed not to
be accessed by the target algorithm after a node is deleted.
The vast majority of algorithms use nodes that contain such
fields (e.g., data fields). Also, nodes often contain extra
space for alignment or for cache line padding to avoid false

// Constants
// P : number of participating threads
// K : number of hazard pointers per thread
// N : total number of hazard pointers = KP
// R : batch size, R-N=Ω(N)

// shared variables
HP[N]= null : *NodeType;

// static private variables per thread
dcount= 0 : 0 .. R;
dlist[R] : *NodeType;

DeleteNode(node:*NodeType) {
dlist[dcount++]←node;
if dcount=R Scan();

}

Scan() {
i : 0 .. R;
p= 0,new dcount= 0 : 0 .. N;
hptr,plist[N],new dlist[N] : *NodeType;

// Stage 1
for i← 0 to N-1
if hptr←HP[i] �= null
plist[p++]←hptr;

// Stage 2
sort(p,plist);
// Stage 3
for i← 0 to R-1
if binary search(dlist[i],p,plist)
new dlist[new dcount++]← dlist[i];

else
FreeNode(dlist[i]);

// Stage 4
for i← 0 to new dcount-1 {dlist[i]← new dlist[i];}
dcount← new dcount;

}
Figure 2: The SMR algorithm.

sharing. If so, the chosen field is also defined as a pointer
smrp to NodeType and is used to link deleted nodes into a
linked list instead of using an array of size R per thread to
accumulate deleted nodes.
Removing duplicates from plist after sorting it can reduce

search time when duplicates are frequent, which is very com-
mon for constant time algorithms such as those for stacks
and queues. Figure 3 shows a version of the SMR algorithm
incorporating these optimizations.
In order to reduce the overhead of calling the standard al-

location and deallocation procedures (e.g., malloc and free)
for every node allocation and deallocation, SMR can allow
each thread to maintain a limited size private list of free
nodes. When a thread runs out of private free nodes it
allocates new nodes when needed, and when a thread accu-
mulates too many private free nodes it deallocates the excess
nodes.
In order to avoid the adverse performance effect of false

sharing on multiprocessor systems, elements of the HP array
can be padded such that no two hazard pointers belonging
to different threads share the same cache line.
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// Constants and shared vars are unchanged

// static private variables per thread
dcount= 0: 0 .. R;
dlist= null : *NodeType;

DeleteNode(node:*NodeType) {
node .̂smrp←dlist; dlist← node; dcount++;
if dcount=R Scan();

}

Scan() {
i,p= 0,new dcount= 0 : 0 .. N;
hptr,plist[N],new dlist= null,node : *NodeType;

// Stage 1
for i← 0 to N-1
if hptr←HP[i] �= null
plist[p++]← hptr;

// Stage 2
sort(p,plist);
remove duplicates(&p,plist);
// Stage 3
while dlist �= null {
node← dlist; dlist← node .̂smrp;
if binary search(node,p,plist)

{ node .̂smrp← new dlist;
new dlist←node; new dcount++;}

else
FreeNode(node);

}
// Stage 4
dlist←new dlist;
dcount← new dcount;

}
Figure 3: The SMR algorithm with optimizations.

In many applications, threads are created and destroyed
frequently. In such cases, a static-size (of size P ) lock-free
freelist based on the IBM freelist [12] can be used for main-
taining available thread ids. A thread acquires an SMR
thread id by popping it from the freelist, and retires its id
by pushing it in the freelist. The freelist elements can in-
clude fields for use by retiring threads to pass their list of
deleted but not yet freed nodes to their next namesake.

3.2 Compatibility Conditions
For a correct target algorithm to benefit from SMR’s guar-

antees of safe memory reclamation, it must satisfy a set of
conditions. First, we define some notation.
Delete(t, j, n): Thread j deletes node nˆ at time t: at t, j
calls DeleteNode(n).
Allocate(t, j, n): Thread j allocates node nˆ at time t: at
t, j’s call to AllocateNode() returns n.
IsDeleted(t, n): Node nˆ is deleted at time t : ∃t1<t, j1 ::
Delete(t1, j1, n) ∧ � ∃t2∈ [t1, t], j2 ::Allocate(t2, j2, n).
PossiblyDeleted(t, j, n): A node nˆ is possibly deleted
from the point of view of thread j at time t : at t, it is im-
possible solely by examining j’s registers (private variables
included) and the semantics of the algorithm to establish
that ¬IsDeleted(t, n).
CreateRef(t̂, j, n, r̂): Thread j creates the reference

〈t̂, j, n, r̂〉 to node nˆ in register r̂ at time t̂ : ∃ shared pointer
p :: at t̂, j reads the value n from p into r̂.
AssignRef(t̂, j, n, r̂, t, r): Thread j assigns the reference
〈t̂, j, n, r̂〉 to register r at time t : (t = t̂ ∧ r ≡ r̂ ∧
CreateRef(t, j, n, r)) ∨ (∃ register r1, time t1 ∈ [t̂, t] ::
AssignRef(t̂, j, n, r̂, t1, r1) ∧ at t, j assigns the value of r1
to r ∧ � ∃t2∈(t1, t] :: at t2, r1 is the target of an assignment).
HoldRef(t̂, j, n, r̂.t, r): Register r of thread j holds refer-
ence 〈t̂, j, n, r̂〉 at time t : ∃t1 ≤ t :: AssignRef(t̂, j, n, r̂, t1, r)
∧ � ∃t2∈(t1, t] :: at t2, r is the target of an assignment.
HoldHazRef(t̂, j, n, r̂, t, r): Register r of thread j holds the
hazardous reference 〈t̂, j, n, r̂〉 at time t:
HoldRef(t̂, j, n, r̂, t, r) ∧ ∃ a code path c, statement s ::
at t, it is possible for j to follow c ∧ s is the last statement
of c ∧ ∃ register r2 :: s uses r2 to access nˆ when it is
PossiblyDeleted ∧ ((∃ t2 ≥ t :: j follows c ∧ j executes s
at t2) =⇒ ((r ≡ r2 ∧ � ∃ statement in c that uses r as the
target of an assignment) ∨ (∃r1, t1 ∈ [t, t2] :: at t1 j assigns
the value of r to r1 ∧ HoldHazRef(t̂, j, n, r̂, t1, r1)))).
Informally, A hazardous reference is an address that with-

out further validation can be used to access a node after it
has been deleted.

The Conditions
For a lock-free dynamic algorithm to be SMR-compatible,
it must satisfy the following main condition:

∀ t, n, j, r, t̂, r̂,
PossiblyDeleted(t, j, n) ∧ HoldHazRef(t̂, j, n, r̂, t, r) =⇒

at t, ∃ 0 ≤ i < K :: HP [Kj + i] = n (C1)

Informally, whenever a thread accesses a dynamic node, it
must guarantee that if the node was possibly deleted (by
another thread) after the creation of the reference to it, then
continuously from a time equal to or earlier than the time
of its possible deletion, one or more of the thread’s hazard
pointers is pointing to the node.
When K > 1, it is acceptable for a thread to overwrite the

address of a node nˆ in one of its associated hazard pointers,
when nˆ is possibly deleted and one of its registers holds
a hazardous reference to nˆ, as long as another associated
hazard pointer was already assigned the value n.
However, since the SMR algorithm scans the array HP

non-atomically (one hazard pointer at a time) in a certain or-
der, passing the responsibility for hazardous references from
one hazard pointer to another must strictly follow the same
order as scanning HP. This leads to the second condition:

∀j, n, t1 < t2, 0 ≤ i1 < K, 0 ≤ i2 < K, i1 �= i2,
((∃t̂, r̂, r :: ∀t ∈ [t1, t2], at t,

PossiblyDeleted(t, j, n) ∧
HoldHazRef(t̂, j, n, r̂, t, r)) ∧

(at t1, HP [Kj + i1] = n ∧ HP [Kj + i2] �= n) ∧
(at t2, HP [Kj + i1] �= n ∧ HP [Kj + i2] = n)
) =⇒ i1 < i2 (C2)

The last condition is optional. It is needed only to guar-
antee that the number of non-null hazard pointers (p at the
beginning of stage 3 of Scan) is proportionally bounded by
contention:

∀ t, j, 0≤ i<K,
at t, thread j is not operating on the object =⇒

at t, HP [Kj + i] = null (C3)
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4. CORRECTNESS AND PERFORMANCE
For brevity, we provide only informal proof sketches. For-

mal proofs are to be included in the extended version of this
paper.

Safety
Lemma 1. ∀j, t, n,

∃k<K, t0≤· · ·≤ tk−1≤ t ::∀ 0≤ i<k, at ti, HP [Kj+i] �=n ∧
IsDeleted(t, n) ∧ ∃r, r̂, t̂ :: HoldHazRef(t̂, j, n, r̂, t, r)
=⇒ ∃k≤m<K :: at t,HP [Kj+m]= n.

If a scan in ascending order of low indexed hazard pointers
of a thread finds no match for a deleted node for which the
thread holds a hazardous reference, then there must be at
least one higher indexed hazard pointer of that thread that
points to that node. This follows from (C1) and (C2) and the
fact that IsDeleted(t, n) =⇒ ∀j, PossiblyDeleted(t, j, n).

Lemma 2. ∀j, t, n,
∃ t0≤· · ·≤ tK−1≤ t :: ∀ 0≤ i<K, at ti, HP [Kj+i] �= n ∧
IsDeleted(t, n) =⇒ �∃ r, r̂, t̂ :: HoldHazRef(t̂, j, n, r̂, t, r).
If a scan in ascending index order of the hazard pointers of
a thread finds no match for a deleted node, then it must be
the case that the thread holds no hazardous reference for
the node. This follows from Lemma 1.

Lemma 3. ∀t, n, node nˆ is freed at t in stage 3 of Scan
=⇒∀j, ∃t0≤· · ·≤ tK−1≤ t :: ∀ 0≤ i<K, at ti, HP [Kj+i] �=n.
A node is freed in stage 3 of Scan only if a scan of the
hazard pointers in ascending index order finds no match.
This follows from the fact that stage 1 scans HP in ascending
index order and the fact that the list plist does not lose
distinct pointer values throughout stages 1, 2, and 3. That
is, if a pointer value is not in plist in stage 3 then it couldn’t
have been there any time during stage 1.

Theorem 1. ∀t, n, node nˆ is freed at t in stage 3 of Scan
=⇒ �∃ j, r, r̂, t̂ :: HoldHazRef(t̂, j, n, r̂, t, r).
If SMR frees a node then it must be the case that no thread
holds a hazardous reference to it. This follows transitively
from Lemmas 2 and 3 and the fact that only deleted nodes
are processed in Scan.

From the definition of HoldHazRef, we get the following
corollary.

Corollary. SMR guarantees that no thread accesses the
contents of a node while the node is free.

Time Complexity
Lemma 4. At the beginning of Scan, the list dlist contains

exactly R distinct deleted nodes.

Lemma 5. Throughout Scan, p≤N .

Lemma 6. At most N of the searches of the list plist in
stage 3 of Scan find matching pointers.

Lemma 7. Every call to Scan results in freeing at least
R−N (i.e., Θ(R)) nodes.

Lemma 8. The execution time of DeleteNode is constant.

Lemma 9. The execution time of Scan (excluding calls to
FreeNode) is O(R log p).

Stage 1 takes Θ(N) time. Stage 2 takes Θ(p log p) time.
Stage 3 takes O(R log p) time (excluding calls to FreeNode).
Stage 4 takes O(p) time (constant time if dlist is imple-
mented as a linked list). p = O(N). N = O(R).

Theorem 2. The amortized time complexity of process-
ing a deleted node until freeing it is O(log p).

Wait-Freedom
Theorem 3. The SMR algorithm is wait-free.

A thread executing the SMR algorithm (at most R calls to
DeleteNode and one call to Scan) is guaranteed to complete
successfully (i.e., free Θ(R) nodes) in a finite number of its
own steps (i.e., O(R log p)).

Bound on Number of Deleted Nodes not Freed
Lemma 10. ∀ t, j,

|{n: ∃t1 < t ::Delete(t1, j, n) ∧ � ∃t2 ∈ [t1, t] :: at t2, j frees
nˆ}| is finite (at most R).

Each thread holds a finite number of deleted but not yet
freed nodes.

Theorem 4. At any time, the total number of deleted
nodes not freed is finite (at most PR).

There is a tradeoff between the bound on deleted nodes
not freed and the amortized time of processing each freed
node. In an earlier version of the Scan algorithm that used
single-word CAS, the upper bound on the number of deleted
nodes not freed was only O(P ) (constant R), but the amor-
tized time complexity per freed node was Θ(P ).

Space Requirements
The space requirements of SMR are N (i.e., Θ(P )) shared
words for hazard pointers and Θ(R) static private words
per thread (only a constant when using a linked list to store
deleted nodes instead of an array as in Figure 3). The tem-
porary space needed per thread when performing a scan is
Θ(P ).

5. APPLYING SMR
In this section, we apply the SMR method to the best

known dynamic lock-free algorithms. We examined dozens
of dynamic lock-free algorithms, many of which are not men-
tioned here for brevity. Only two correct algorithms [5, 8]
were found to be inherently incompatible with SMR as well
as freelists. In each case a similar or better SMR-compatible
algorithm is found for the same object.

ABA Prevention
In all of the cases of applying SMR to dynamic algorithms
discussed in this section, it not only solved the memory
reclamation problem, but was also used to prevent the ABA
problem for all or some pointers without using any extra
space per pointer or per node. This was done by expanding
the definition of hazardous references (defined in Section 3)
to include references to dynamic nodes that may be used
as expected values of ABA-prone instructions. However, we
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do not claim SMR to be a general solution for the ABA
problem for pointers to dynamic nodes, as we can construct
hypothetical cases where a reference to a dynamic node can
be the expected value of an ABA-prone instruction even
when that node is never removed and reallocated. Also, in
some SMR-compatible algorithms (e.g., [15]), a pointer may
point to nodes that are already deleted and still be the tar-
get of ABA-prone instructions. In such cases, it may be
preferable to use ABA-prevention tags than to reconstruct
the algorithm to prevent the deletion of nodes pointed to
by pointers that are possible targets of ABA-prone instruc-
tions. Of course, in such cases, the SMR algorithm will still
be able to detect when the dynamic node containing such a
pointer can be freed safely.

We present and discuss SMR-compatible versions of the
best known dynamic lock-free algorithms for FIFO queues,
stacks, double-ended queues, list-based sets, priority queue
skew heaps, and universal methodologies. We also discuss
the cases of algorithms that are inherently incompatible with
SMR.

FIFO Queues
We were able to create SMR-compatible versions of all three
dynamic lock-free FIFO queue algorithms [20, 24, 17] that
are correct, completely defined, fully functional, CAS-based,
and have constant time operations in the absence of con-
tention.
Figure 4 shows an SMR-compatible version of Michael

and Scott’s [17] algorithm. In the enqueue routine, we no-
tice that register t holds hazardous references. It is used to
access dynamic nodes (lines 4 and 7). It holds the expected
value of ABA-prone CAS operations (lines 6 and 8). It holds
the expected value of an ABA-prone validation condition
(line 5). Therefore we dedicate a hazard pointer (*hp0) for
pointing to tˆ whenever t holds a hazardous reference.
The pattern of lines 1–3 is ubiquitous in SMR-compatible

algorithms. We observe that after executing line 1 and be-
fore executing line 3, it is possible that tˆ is removed and
then reinserted in the object. But this window poses no
problem. During that period the reference held in t is not
hazardous, as line 3 verifies the reachability of tˆ, and hence
precludes the possibility of it being deleted at that point.
The reference only becomes hazardous immediately after
passing the condition in line 3. If tˆ is removed before line
2 and not reinserted before line 3, the condition in line 3
forces the thread to retry. If tˆ is reinserted before line 3
and the condition in line 3 allows the thread to proceed then
at that point it is guaranteed that *hp0 points to tˆ from a
point when it was not deleted and continues to do so until
the reference is no longer hazardous, thus complying with
condition (C1).
We employed the technique of lines 1–3 in creating SMR-

compatible transformations of most known algorithms. We
present additional and alternative techniques when discussing
list-based sets and universal methodologies.
The dequeue routine employs a similar technique for deal-

ing with register h. For the register next, no equality check
(if next �= t .̂Next continue;) is needed as the validation con-
dition in line 15 (from the original algorithm) guarantees
that *hp1 points to nextˆ from a point when it was not
deleted (nextˆ cannot be removed unless hˆ is removed first)
and continues to do so until the reference in next is no longer

// j is thread id for SMR purposes
// hp0 = &HP[2*j]
// hp1 = &HP[2*j+1]

// initially both Head and Tail point to a dummy node

Enq(data:DataType) : boolean {
if node←AllocateNode() = null return false;
node .̂Data←data; node .̂Next←null;
while true {

1 t←Tail;
2 *hp0← t;
3 if t �=Tail continue;
4 next← t .̂Next;
5 if t �=Tail continue;
6 if next �= null {CAS(&Tail,t,next); continue;}
7 if CAS(&t .̂Next,null,node) break;

}
8 CAS(&Tail,t,node);

*hp0←null; return true;
}

Deq() : DataType {
while true {

9 h←Head;
10 *hp0←h;
11 if h �=Head continue;
12 t←Tail;
13 next← h .̂Next;
14 *hp1←next;
15 if h �=Head continue;
16 if next= null{ *hp0←null; return EMPTY;}
17 if h= t { CAS(&Tail,t,next); continue;}
18 data← next .̂Data;
19 if CAS(&Head,h,next) break;

}
*hp0←null; *hp1←null;
DeleteNode(h); return data;

}
Figure 4: SMR-compatible version of Michael and
Scott’s [17] lock-free queue algorithm.

hazardous (i.e. after line 18). Only when register t is equal
to h, is it used in CAS. So it is always covered by *hp0. No
other registers in the algorithm can hold hazardous refer-
ence, and so the algorithm satisfies condition (C1).
It is easy to show that the algorithm satisfies condition

(C2) since no hazard pointer inherits its value from another
hazard pointer. As for condition (C3), the algorithm guar-
antees that whenever a thread exits Enq or Deq each of its
hazard pointers is equal to null.

Stacks
In Figure 1, we presented an SMR-compatible lock-free stack
based on the IBM freelist [12]. The techniques employed in
transforming it are covered by those employed in lines 1–3
of Figure 4.

Double-Ended Queues (Deques)
Agesen et. al. [1] presented a DCAS-based dynamic lock-
free deque algorithm. We were successful in making that
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algorithm SMR-compatible. Detlefs et. al. [5] presented a
simpler algorithm that also uses DCAS. However, the al-
gorithms assumes automatic garbage collection, since after
popping a node, it is not always possible for a thread, solely
based on its registers, to determine if it had removed nodes
from the deque’s doubly-linked list or not. The algorithm
is inherently incompatible with SMR and freelists. It is im-
possible to determine when to call DeleteNode, which is an
integral part of explicit memory management methods.
Recently, we developed the first CAS-based lock-free deque

algorithm [15]. The algorithm is compatible with SMR and
freelists (as well as all other memory management methods).
As part of presenting that algorithms, we demonstrate its
compatibility with SMR. The techniques employed in gener-
ating its SMR-compatible version are covered by those em-
ployed in Figure 4.

List-Based Sets
Valois [25] presented CAS-based lock-free algorithms for link-
based sets that use shared cursors, such that whenever a
thread operates on the object it first moves the cursor (us-
ing CAS) to the desired location and then attempts its in-
tended operation, such as inserting, deleting, and searching
for a key. Actually, the algorithms are not even livelock-free,
as two threads may indefinitely alternate moving the cursor
to their respective desired locations, while neither succeeds
in performing its intended operation on the object.
Harris [8] presented a lock-free list-based set algorithm

using CAS. The algorithm cannot use freelists for memory
management. Harris implemented the algorithm using Val-
ois’ [25] memory management method, and in order to avoid
the high overhead of reference counting he also introduced
his own memory management method that is actually block-
ing, as discussed in Section 2. Harris’ set algorithm is not
compatible with SMR as a thread may traverse a sequence
of nodes after they have already been removed from the ob-
ject, and hence possibly deleted. Thus, it is impossible for
the algorithm to comply with SMR’s condition (C1).
Recently, we developed a simple CAS-based lock-free list-

based set algorithm (as part of a lock-free hash table algo-
rithm [16]) that is compatible with all memory management
methods. It yields better performance than Harris’ algo-
rithm, as it is compatible with simpler and better perform-
ing memory management methods. As part of presenting
that algorithm we demonstrate its compatibility with SMR.
The algorithm involves the traversal of the linked list using

three registers, we use three hazard pointers per thread to
track the registers. As the registers move down the list,
the third register assumes the value of the second, then the
second assumes the value of the first, and then the first
moves to the next node. The hazard pointers mirror the
same movement. The first hazard pointer uses a technique
similar to that used in lines 1–3 of Figure 4. The third and
second hazard pointers inherit their values from the second
and the first hazard pointers, respectively. So, in order to
comply with SMR’s condition (C2), the indices in the array
HP of the first, second and third hazard pointers associated
with each thread must be in ascending order, respectively.

Universal Methodologies
Herlihy [10] presented a universal methodology for trans-
forming sequential dynamic object into lock-free ones. The
methodology uses a single anchor for the target object. The

value of the anchor must change with every modification of
the object. A thread operating on the object starts by read-
ing the anchor then as it traverses the linked object it makes
a private copy of each node it needs to access and uses the
copy instead. At the end of the operation the thread uses
CAS (or SC) to change the anchor to a new value. If suc-
cessful the private nodes (if any) become part of the object,
and the thread puts the removed nodes in a private pool of
nodes. If the CAS is not successful, the thread takes the allo-
cated private nodes back into its private pool and starts over
by reading the anchor again. Herlihy provides a recoverable
set algorithm for maintaining the pool of private nodes. In
order to establish the validity of copied nodes, Herlihy uses
two check bits written and read in reverse order.
We demonstrate an SMR-compatible version of Herlihy’s

methodology, using a priority queue skew heap as an ex-
ample in Figure 5. We also provide memory management
routines compatible with SMR and similar in functionality
to Herlihy’s implementation of private node pools. The se-
quential operations skew deq and skew meld need no funda-
mental modification. Only two parts involve hazard point-
ers: the outer routines End and Deq, and the copy function.
Only two hazard pointers are needed. The first continuously
points to the anchor node. The setting of the first hazard
pointer uses the same technique as that of lines 1–3 of Fig-
ure 4.
In the copy routine, a thread sets its second hazard point-

ers to the address of the source node (of the copy opera-
tion) then it verifies that the anchor has not been removed.
Since no node that was reachable from an anchor node is
removed without the anchor node being removed. Since the
anchor node is already covered by the first hazard pointer
and the source node is already pointed to by the second
hazard pointer, the thread can proceed to perform the copy
safely. When the copy is done the second hazard pointer
can be safely nullified and reused in subsequent calls to the
copy function. SMR eliminates the need for the two check
bits for verifying the consistency of a copied node.
Turek, Shasha, and Prakash [23] and Barnes [3] presented

universal methodologies for transforming lock-based imple-
mentation (including those using mutiple locks) into lock-
free ones. The methodologies translate each atomic state-
ments (one instruction involving shared locations and any
number of instructions involving only registers and private
variables) and lock operation of of the original algorithm
into a continuation. When a thread operates on the object
it tries to establish its sequence of continuations as the cur-
rent operation. If it finds another operation in progress, it
tries to help it complete by reading the current step and at-
tempting to execute it. These methodologies apply to both
static and dynamic objects. To be SMR-compatible, the
programmer must indicate in each continuation if a certain
argument is a dynamic node. In such a case, a technique
similar to that in the copy routine of Figure 5 can be used
but instead of verifying the value of the anchor Q, the ad-
dress of the continuation is verified.
Other universal methodologies provide multi-word or multi-

address CAS or LL/SC implementations from single address
CAS (or LL/SC) [2, 7, 13, 19, 21]. When applicable to
dynamic objects, these techniques are orthogonal to SMR-
compatibility, as we have seen that CAS and DCAS can be
used to develop algorithms that are compatible with SMR
as well as those that are not.
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// static private variables for methodology
r : result type; old q : *skew type;
// static private variables for memory management
alloc ptr,avail ptr= 0,removed ptrc : 0 ..MAX SIZE;
alloc[MAX SIZE],removed[MAX SIZE] : *skew type;

Enq(v:valueType) {
node← allocate node(); node .̂value← v;
node .̂Child[0]←null; node .̂Child[1]← null;
while true {
removed ptr← 0; alloc ptr← 0;
old q←Q;
*hp0←old q;
if old q �=Q continue;
if !skew meld(node,old q,&r.version) continue;
if CAS(&Q,old q,r.version) break;

}
*hp0←null; reset memory management();

}

Deq() {
while true {
removed ptr← 0; alloc ptr← 0;
old q←Q;
*hp0←old q;
if old q �=Q continue;
if !skew deq(old q) continue;
if r.value= SKEW EMPTY break;
if CAS(&Q,old q,r.version) break;

}
*hp0←null; reset memory management();

}

copy(q,p:*NodeType) : boolean {
*hp1←q;
if old q �=Q return false;
memcpy(p,q,sizeof(NodeType));
*hp1←null;
if removed ptr=MAX SIZE

{error(”exceeded size”); exit;}
removed[removed ptr++]← q;
return true;

}

skew deq(q:*skew type) : boolean {
*left,*new left,*right,buffer : skew type;

if q= null{r.value←SKEW EMPTY; return true;}
if !copy(q,&buffer) return false;
r.value←buffer.value;
left←buffer.Child[0]; right← buffer.Child[1];
if left= null{r.version← right; return true;}
new left← allocate node();
if !copy(left,new left) return false;
return skew meld(new left,right,&r.version);

}

skew meld(q,qq,*res:*skew type) : boolean {
if q= null{*res← qq; return true;}
if qq= null{*res← q; return true;}
p← allocate node();
if !copy(qq,p) return false;
if q .̂Value < p .̂Value

{p1← q; p2← p;} else {p1←p; p2← q;}
toggle ← p1 .̂toggle;
p1 .̂toggle ← !toggle;
*res ← p1;
return skew meld(p2,p1 .̂Child[toggle],&p1 .̂Child[toggle]);

}

allocate node() : *skew type {
if alloc ptr<avail ptr return alloc[alloc ptr++];
if alloc ptr=MAX SIZE

{error(”exceeded size”); exit;}
if alloc[avail ptr++]←AllocateNode() = null

{error(”out of memory”); exit;}
return alloc[alloc ptr++];

}

reset memory management() {
// free unused allocated nodes
for i← alloc ptr to avail ptr-1 FreeNode(alloc[i]);
avail ptr← 0;
// delete removed nodes
for i← 0 to removed ptr-1 DeleteNode(removed[i]);

}

Figure 5: SMR-compatible version of Herlihy’s methodology’s [10] implementation of a lock-free skew heap.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The problem of arbitrary memory reuse for dynamic lock-

free object has long obstructed the wide adoption of lock-
free synchronization in multiprocessor applications, despite
their clear inherent advantages of resilience when faced with
thread failures and robust performance when faced with
thread delays in comparison to lock-based synchronization.
Prior memory management methods for dynamic lock-free

objects fall into four categories. First, those that restrict
the reuse of deleted nodes to the same type and require the
retention of the semantics and values of some fields indef-
initely [12, 25]. Second, those that use the DCAS atomic
operation which is not supported on any current system,
and use reference counting that results in significant perfor-
mance overhead [6]. Third, those that require special op-

erating system support for inspecting thread registers and
private stack space [7]. Fourth, blocking methods that de-
pend on actions by each thread, such as decrementing an
aggregate counter or setting a timestamp, for allowing the
reuse of potentially unbounded numbers of deleted nodes.
thus allowing the failure or delay of one thread to cause an
unbounded number of nodes to be not freed indefinitely [7,
8, 14].
In this paper we presented SMR, a practical and efficient

solution for safe memory reclamation for dynamic lock-free
objects. It allows arbitrary memory reuse, does not require
special hardware as it uses only atomic reads and writes,
does not require special operating system support, guaran-
tees an upper bound on the number of deleted nodes not yet
freed at all times, and is wait-free. Furthermore, it is only
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logarithmically contention-sensitive. It guarantees constant
amortized time for processing each deleted node until it is
freed in the absence of contention, and only O(log p) time
in the case of contention by p threads. Recent performance
results [16] indicate that, in practice, the time overhead of
using SMR is negligible. Also, it does not require any extra
space per pointer or per node.
We demonstrated the ease of complying with the SMR

compatibility conditions as we examined most known dy-
namic lock-free algorithms and methodologies and presented
examples for the best known algorithms in each category.
We found only two correct algorithms [5, 8] to be incom-
patible with SMR and freelists, and in each case we found
similar or better algorithms for the same object that are
compatible with all memory management methods [15, 16].
The performance and qualitative advantages of SMR and
freelists make compatibility with them a crucial factor in
evaluating currently known and future lock-free algorithms.
Even in cases where memory reclamation is not crucial,

SMR still offers a lock-free solution for the ABA problem for
pointers to dynamic nodes without the need for any extra
space per pointer or per node, applicable to most dynamic
lock-free algorithms. It is the only lock-free method that
allows these algorithm to avoid the use of extra-width CAS
and high-overhead reference counting.
Finally, this paper demonstrates that DCAS is not needed

for lock-free memory reclamation.
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ABSTRACT
Dynamic memory allocators (malloc/free) rely on mutual
exclusion locks for protecting the consistency of their shared
data structures under multithreading. The use of locking
has many disadvantages with respect to performance, avail-
ability, robustness, and programming flexibility. A lock-free
memory allocator guarantees progress regardless of whether
some threads are delayed or even killed and regardless of
scheduling policies. This paper presents a completely lock-
free memory allocator. It uses only widely-available oper-
ating system support and hardware atomic instructions. It
offers guaranteed availability even under arbitrary thread
termination and crash-failure, and it is immune to dead-
lock regardless of scheduling policies, and hence it can be
used even in interrupt handlers and real-time applications
without requiring special scheduler support. Also, by lever-
aging some high-level structures from Hoard, our allocator
is highly scalable, limits space blowup to a constant factor,
and is capable of avoiding false sharing. In addition, our
allocator allows finer concurrency and much lower latency
than Hoard. We use PowerPC shared memory multipro-
cessor systems to compare the performance of our allocator
with the default AIX 5.1 libc malloc, and two widely-used
multithread allocators, Hoard and Ptmalloc. Our allocator
outperforms the other allocators in virtually all cases and
often by substantial margins, under various levels of paral-
lelism and allocation patterns. Furthermore, our allocator
also offers the lowest contention-free latency among the al-
locators by significant margins.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.1.3 [Programming
Techniques]: Concurrent Programming; D.3.3 [Program-
ming Languages]: Language Constructs and Features—
dynamic storage management; D.4.1 [Operating Systems]:
Process Management—concurrency, deadlocks, synchroniza-
tion, threads.

General Terms: Algorithms, Performance, Reliability.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Dynamic memory allocation functions, such as malloc and

free, are heavily used by a wide range of important multi-
threaded applications, from commercial database and web
servers to data mining and scientific applications. In order
to be safe under multithreading (MT-safe), current alloca-
tors employ mutual exclusion locking in a variety of ways,
ranging from the use of a single lock wrapped around single-
thread malloc and free, to the distributed use of locks in
order to allow more concurrency and higher scalability. The
use of locking causes many problems and limitations with
respect to performance, availability, robustness, and pro-
gramming flexibility.
A desirable but challenging alternative approach for achiev-

ing MT-safety is lock-free synchronization. A shared object
is lock-free (nonblocking) if it guarantees that whenever a
thread executes some finite number of steps, at least one
operation on the object by some thread must have made
progress during the execution of these steps. Lock-free syn-
chronization implies several inherent advantages:

Immunity to deadlock: By definition, a lock-free object
must be immune to deadlock and livelock. Therefore, it is
much simpler to design deadlock-free systems when all or
some of their components are lock-free.

Async-signal-safety: Due to the use of locking in cur-
rent implementations of malloc and free, they are not consid-
ered async-signal-safe [9], i.e., signal handlers are prohibited
from using them. The reason for this prohibition is that if
a thread receives a signal while holding a user-level lock in
the allocator, and if the signal handler calls the allocator,
and in the process it must acquire the same lock held by the
interrupted thread, then the allocator becomes deadlocked
due to circular dependence. The signal handler waits for
the interrupted thread to release the lock, while the thread
cannot resume until the signal handler completes. Masking
interrupts or using kernel-assisted locks in malloc and free
is too costly for such heavily-used functions. In contrast,
a completely lock-free allocator is capable of being async-
signal-safe without incurring any performance cost.

Tolerance to priority inversion: Similarly, in real-time
applications, user-level locking is susceptible to deadlock due
to priority inversion. That is, a high priority thread can
be waiting for a user-level lock to be released by a lower
priority thread that will not be scheduled until the high
priority thread completes its task. Lock-free synchronization
guarantees progress regardless of scheduling policies.

Kill-tolerant availability: A lock-free object must be
immune to deadlock even if any number of threads are killed
while operating on it. Accordingly, a lock-free object must
offer guaranteed availability regardless of arbitrary thread
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CAS(addr,expval,newval) atomically do

if (*addr == expval) {
*addr = newval;

return true;

} else

return false;

Figure 1: Compare-and-Swap.

AtomicInc(addr)

do {
oldval = *addr;

newval = oldval+1;

} until CAS(addr,oldval,newval);

Figure 2: Atomic increment using CAS.

termination or crash-failure. This is particularly useful for
servers that require a high level of availability, but can toler-
ate the infrequent loss of tasks or servlets that may be killed
by the server administrator in order to relieve temporary re-
source shortages.

Preemption-tolerance: When a thread is preempted
while holding a mutual exclusion lock, other threads wait-
ing for the same lock either spin uselessly, possibly for the
rest of their time slices, or have to pay the performance
cost of yielding their processors in the hope of giving the
lock holder an opportunity to complete its critical section.
Lock-free synchronization offers preemption-tolerant perfor-
mance, regardless of arbitrary thread scheduling.
It is clear that it is desirable for memory allocators to be

completely lock-free. The question is how, and more im-
portantly, how to be completely lock-free and (1) offer good
performance competitive with the best lock-based allocators
(i.e., low latency, scalability, avoiding false sharing, constant
space blowup factor, and robustness under contention and
preemption), (2) using only widely-available hardware and
OS support, and (3) without making trivializing assump-
tions that make lock-free progress easy, but result in unac-
ceptable memory consumption or impose unreasonable re-
strictions.
For example, it is trivial to design a wait-free allocator

with pure per-thread private heaps. That is, each thread
allocates from its own heap and also frees blocks to its own
heap. However, this is hardly an acceptable general-purpose
solution, as it can lead to unbounded memory consumption
(e.g., under a producer-consumer pattern [3]), even when
the program’s memory needs are in fact very small. Other
unacceptable characteristics include the need for initializing
large parts of the address space, putting an artificial limit
on the total size or number of allocatable dynamic blocks,
or restricting beforehand regions of the address to specific
threads or specific block sizes. An acceptable solution must
be general-purpose and space efficient, and should not im-
pose artificial limitations on the use of the address space.
In this paper we present a completely lock-free allocator

that offers excellent performance, uses only widely-available
hardware and OS support, and is general-purpose.
For constructing our lock-free allocator and with only the

simple atomic instructions supported on current mainstream
processor architectures as our memory access tools, we break
down malloc and free into fine atomic steps, and organize
the allocator’s data structures such that if any thread is
delayed arbitrarily (or even killed) at any point, then any
other thread using the allocator will be able to determine
enough of the state of the allocator to proceed with its own
operation without waiting for the delayed thread to resume.
By leveraging some high-level structures from Hoard [3],

a scalable lock-based allocator, we achieve concurrency be-
tween operations on multiple processors, avoid inducing false
sharing, and limit space blowup to a constant factor. In
addition, our allocator uses a simpler and finer grained or-

ganization that allows more concurrency and lower latency
than Hoard.
We use POWER3 and POWER4 shared memory mul-

tiprocessors to compare the performance of our allocator
with the default AIX 5.1 libc malloc, and two widely-used
lock-based allocators with mechanisms for scalable perfor-
mance, Hoard [3] and Ptmalloc [6]. The experimental per-
formance results show that not only is our allocator compet-
itive with some of the best lock-based allocators, but also
that it outperforms them, and often by substantial margins,
in virtually all cases including under various levels of par-
allelism and various sharing patterns, and also offers the
lowest contention-free latency.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,

we discuss atomic instructions and related work. Section 3
describes the new allocator in detail. Section 4 presents our
experimental performance results. We conclude the paper
with Section 5.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 Atomic Instructions
Current mainstream processor architectures support ei-

ther Compare-and-Swap (CAS) or the pair Load-Linked and
Store-Conditional (LL/SC). Other weaker instructions, such
as Fetch-and-Add and Swap, may be supported, but in any
case they are easily implemented using CAS or LL/SC.
CAS was introduced on the IBM System 370 [8]. It is

supported on Intel (IA-32 and IA-64) and Sun SPARC ar-
chitectures. In its simplest form, it takes three arguments:
the address of a memory location, an expected value, and
a new value. If the memory location is found to hold the
expected value, the new value is written to it, atomically. A
Boolean return value indicates whether the write occurred.
If it returns true, it is said to succeed. Otherwise, it is said
to fail. Figure 1 shows the semantics of CAS.
LL and SC are supported on the PowerPC, MIPS, and

Alpha architectures. LL takes one argument: the address
of a memory location, and returns its contents. SC takes
two arguments: the address of a memory location and a new
value. Only if no other thread has written the memory lo-
cation since the current thread last read it using LL, the
new value is written to the memory location, atomically. A
Boolean return value indicates whether the write occurred.
Similar to CAS, SC is said to succeed or fail if it returns
true or false, respectively. For architectural reasons, current
architectures that support LL/SC do not allow the nesting
or interleaving of LL/SC pairs, and infrequently allow SC to
fail spuriously, even if the target location was never written
since the last LL. These spurious failures happen, for exam-
ple, if the thread was preempted or a different location in
the same cache line was written by another processor.
For generality, we present the algorithms in this paper

using CAS. If LL/SC are supported rather than CAS, then
CAS(addr,expval,newval) can be simulated in a lock-free
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manner as follows: {do {if (LL(addr)!=expval) return
false;} until SC(addr,newval); return true;}.
Support for CAS and restricted LL/SC on aligned 64-bit

blocks is available on both 32-bit and 64-bit architectures,
e.g., CMPXCHG8 on IA-32. However, support for CAS or
LL/SC on wider block sizes is generally not available even on
64-bit architectures. Therefore, we focus our presentation of
the algorithms on 64-bit mode, as it is the more challenging
case while 32-bit mode is simpler.
For a very simple example of lock-free synchronization,

Figure 2 shows the classic lock-free implementation of
Atomic-Increment using CAS [8]. Note that if a thread is de-
layed at any point while executing this routine, other active
threads will be able to proceed with their operations with-
out waiting for the delayed thread, and every time a thread
executes a full iteration of the loop, some operation must
have made progress. If the CAS succeeds, then the incre-
ment of the current thread has taken effect. If the CAS fails,
then the value of the counter must have changed during the
loop. The only way the counter changes is if a CAS succeeds.
Then, some other thread’s CAS must have succeeded during
the loop and hence that other thread’s increment must have
taken effect.

2.2 Related Work
The concept of lock-free synchronization goes back more

than two decades. It is attributed to early work by Lam-
port [12] and to the motivating basis for introducing the
CAS instruction in the IBM System 370 documentation [8].
The impossibility and universality results of Herlihy [7] had
significant influence on the theory and practice of lock-free
synchronization, by showing that atomic instructions such
as CAS and LL/SC are more powerful than others such as
Test-and-Set, Swap, and Fetch-and-Add, in their ability to
provide lock-free implementations of arbitrary object types.
In other publications [17, 19], we review practical lock-free
algorithms for dynamic data structures in light of recent
advances in lock-free memory management.
Wilson et. al. [23] present a survey of sequential memory

allocation. Berger [2, 3] presents an overview of concurrent
allocators, e.g., [4, 6, 10, 11, 13]. In our experiments, we
compare our allocator with two widely-used malloc replace-
ment packages for multiprocessor systems, Ptmalloc and
Hoard. We also leverage some scalability-enabling high-level
structures from Hoard.
Ptmalloc [6], developed by Wolfram Gloger and based on

Doug Lea’s dlmalloc sequential allocator [14], is part of GNU
glibc. It uses multiple arenas in order to reduce the adverse
effect of contention. The granularity of locking is the arena.
If a thread executing malloc finds an arena locked, it tries
the next one. If all arenas are found to be locked, the thread
creates a new arena to satisfy its malloc and adds the new
arena to the main list of arenas. To improve locality and
reduce false sharing, each thread keeps thread-specific in-
formation about the arena it used in its last malloc. When
a thread frees a chunk (block), it returns the chunk to the
arena from which the chunk was originally allocated, and
the thread must acquire that arena’s lock.
Hoard [2, 3], developed by Emery Berger, uses multiple

processor heaps in addition to a global heap. Each heap
contains zero or more superblocks. Each superblock con-
tains one or more blocks of the same size. Statistics are
maintained individually for each superblock as well as col-
lectively for the superblocks of each heap. When a processor
heap is found to have too much available space, one of its su-

perblocks is moved to the global heap. When a thread finds
that its processor heap does not have available blocks of the
desired size, it checks if any superblocks of the desired size
are available in the global heap. Threads use their thread ids
to decide which processor heap to use for malloc. For free, a
thread must return the block to its original superblock and
update the fullness statistics for the superblock as well as
the heap that owns it. Typically, malloc and free require
one and two lock acquisitions, respectively.
Dice and Garthwaite [5] propose a partly lock-free allo-

cator. The allocator requires special operating system sup-
port, which makes it not readily portable across operating
systems and programming environments. In the environ-
ment for their allocator, the kernel monitors thread migra-
tion and preemption and posts upcalls to user-mode. When
a thread is scheduled to run, the kernel posts the CPU id of
the processor that the thread is to run on during its upcom-
ing time slice. The kernel also saves the user-mode instruc-
tion pointer in a thread-specific location and replaces it with
the address of a special notification routine that will be the
first thing the thread executes when it resumes. The notifi-
cation routine checks if the thread was in a critical section
when it was preempted. If so, the notification routine passes
control to the beginning of the critical section instead of the
original instruction pointer, so that the thread can retry its
critical section. The allocator can apply this mechanism
only to CPU-specific data. So, it is only used for the CPU’s
local heap. For all other operations, such as freeing a block
that belongs to a remote CPU heap or any access to the
global heap, mutual exclusion locks are used. The allocator
is not completely lock-free, and hence—without additional
special support from the kernel—it is susceptible to deadlock
under arbitrary thread termination or priority inversion.

3. LOCK-FREE ALLOCATOR
This section describes our lock-free allocator in detail.

Without loss of generality we focus on the case of a 64-bit
address space. The 32-bit case is simpler, as 64-bit CAS is
supported on 32-bit architectures.

3.1 Overview
First, we start with the general structure of the allocator.

Large blocks are allocated directly from the OS and freed
directly to the OS. For smaller block sizes, the heap is com-
posed of large superblocks (e.g., 16 KB). Each superblock
is divided into multiple equal-sized blocks. Superblocks are
distributed among size classes based on their block sizes.
Each size class contains multiple processor heaps propor-
tional to the number of processors in the system. A proces-
sor heap contains at most one active superblock. An active
superblock contains one or more blocks available for reser-
vation that are guaranteed to be available to threads that
reach them through the header of the processor heap. Each
superblock is associated with a descriptor. Each allocated
block contains a prefix (8 bytes) that points to the descrip-
tor of its superblock. On the first call to malloc, the static
structures for the size classes and processor heaps (about 16
KB for a 16 processor machine) are allocated and initialized
in a lock-free manner.
Malloc starts by identifying the appropriate processor

heap, based on the requested block size and the identity of
the calling thread. Typically, the heap already has an active
superblock with blocks available for reservation. The thread
atomically reads a pointer to the descriptor of the active su-
perblock and reserves a block. Next, the thread atomically
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// Superblock descriptor structure

typedef anchor : // fits in one atomic block

unsigned avail:10,count:10,state:2,tag:42;

// state codes ACTIVE=0 FULL=1 PARTIAL=2 EMPTY=3

typedef descriptor :

anchor Anchor;

descriptor* Next;

void* sb; // pointer to superblock

procheap* heap; // pointer to owner procheap

unsigned sz; // block size

unsigned maxcount; // superblock size/sz

// Processor heap structure

typedef active : unsigned ptr:58,credits:6;

typedef procheap :

active Active; // initially NULL

descriptor* Partial; // initially NULL

sizeclass* sc; // pointer to parent sizeclass

// Size class structure

typedef sizeclass :

descList Partial; // initially empty

unsigned sz; // block size

unsigned sbsize; // superblock size

Figure 3: Structures.

pops a block from that superblock and updates its descrip-
tor. A typical free pushes the freed block into the list of
available blocks of its original superblock by atomically up-
dating its descriptor. We discuss the less frequent more
complicated cases below when describing the algorithms in
detail.

3.2 Structures and Algorithms
For the most part, we provide detailed (C-like) code for

the algorithms, as we believe that it is essential for under-
standing lock-free algorithms, unlike lock-based algorithms
where sequential components protected by locks can be de-
scribed clearly using high-level pseudocode.

3.2.1 Structures
Figure 3 shows the details of the above mentioned struc-

tures. The Anchor field in the superblock descriptor struc-
ture contains subfields that can be updated together atom-
ically using CAS or LL/SC. The subfield avail holds the
index of the first available block in the superblock, count
holds the number of unreserved blocks in the superblock,
state holds the state of the superblock, and tag is used to
prevent the ABA problem as discussed below.
The Active field in the processor heap structure is primar-

ily a pointer to the descriptor of the active superblock owned
by the processor heap. If the value of Active is not NULL, it is
guaranteed that the active superblock has at least one block
available for reservation. Since the addresses of superblock
descriptors can be guaranteed to be aligned to some power
of 2 (e.g., 64), as an optimization, we can carve a credits
subfield to hold the number of blocks available for reserva-
tion in the active superblock less one. That is, if the value
of credits is n, then the active superblock contains n+1
blocks available for reservation through the Active field.
Note that the number of blocks in a superblock is not lim-
ited to the maximum reservations that can be held in the
credits subfield. In a typical malloc operation (i.e., when
Active �= NULL and credits > 0), the thread reads Active
and then atomically decrements credits while validating
that the active superblock is still valid.

3.2.2 Superblock States
A superblock can be in one of four states: ACTIVE, FULL,

PARTIAL, or EMPTY. A superblock is ACTIVE if it is the active
superblock in a heap, or if a thread intends to try to install it
as such. A superblock is FULL if all its blocks are either allo-
cated or reserved. A superblock is PARTIAL if it is not ACTIVE
and contains unreserved available blocks. A superblock is
EMPTY if all its blocks are free and it is not ACTIVE. An EMPTY

superblock is safe to be returned to the OS if desired.

3.2.3 Malloc
Figure 4 shows the malloc algorithm. The outline of the

algorithm is as follows. If the block size is large, then the
block is allocated directly from the OS and its prefix is set
to indicate the block’s size. Otherwise, the appropriate heap
is identified using the requested block size and the id of the
requesting thread. Then, the thread tries the following in
order until it allocates a block: (1) Allocate a block from
the heap’s active superblock. (2) If no active superblock is
found, try to allocate a block from a PARTIAL superblock.
(3) If none are found, allocate a new superblock and try to
install it as the active superblock.

Malloc from Active Superblock
The vast majority of malloc requests are satisfied from the

heap’s active superblock as shown in the MallocFromActive
routine in Figure 4. The routine consists of two main steps.
The first step (lines 1–6) involves reading a pointer to the ac-
tive superblock and then atomically decrementing the num-
ber of available credits—thereby reserving a block—while
validating that the active superblock is still valid. Upon the
success of CAS in line 6, the thread is guaranteed that a
block in the active superblock is reserved for it.
The second step of MallocFromActive (lines 7–18) is pri-

marily a lock-free pop from a LIFO list [8]. The thread reads
the index of the first block in the list from Anchor.avail in
line 8, then it reads the index of the next block in line 10,1

and finally in line 18 it tries to swing the head pointer (i.e.,
Anchor.avail) atomically to the next block, while validat-
ing that at that time what it “thinks” to be the first two
indexes in the list (i.e., oldanchor.avail and next) are in-
deed the first two indexes in the list, and hence in effect
popping the first available block from the list.
Validating that the CAS in line 18 succeeds only if

Anchor.avail is equal to oldanchor.avail follows directly
from the semantics of CAS. However, validating that at that
time *addr=next is more subtle and without the tag sub-
field is susceptible to the ABA problem [8, 19]. Consider
the case where in line 8 thread X reads the value A from
Anchor.avail and in line 10 reads the value B from *addr.
After line 10, X is delayed and some other thread or threads
pop (i.e., allocate) block A then block B and then push (i.e.,
free) some block C and then block A back in the list. Later,
X resumes and executes the CAS in line 18. Without the tag
subfield (for simplicity ignore the count subfield), the CAS
would find Anchor equal to oldanchor and succeeds where

1This is correct even if there is no next block, because in
such a case no subsequent malloc will target this superblock
before one of its blocks is freed.
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void* malloc(sz) {
// Use sz and thread id to find heap.

1 heap = find heap(sz);

2 if (!heap) // Large block

3 Allocate block from OS and return its address.
while(1) {

4 addr = MallocFromActive(heap);

5 if (addr) return addr;

6 addr = MallocFromPartial(heap);

7 if (addr) return addr;

8 addr = MallocFromNewSB(heap);

9 if (addr) return addr;

} }

void* MallocFromActive(heap) {
do { // First step: reserve block

1 newactive = oldactive = heap->Active;

2 if (!oldactive) return NULL;

3 if (oldactive.credits == 0)

4 newactive = NULL;

else

5 newactive.credits--;

6 } until CAS(&heap->Active,oldactive,newactive);

// Second step: pop block

7 desc = mask credits(oldactive);

do {
// state may be ACTIVE, PARTIAL or FULL

8 newanchor = oldanchor = desc->Anchor;

9 addr = desc->sb+oldanchor.avail*desc->sz;

10 next = *(unsigned*)addr;

11 newanchor.avail = next;

12 newanchor.tag++;

13 if (oldactive.credits == 0) {
// state must be ACTIVE

14 if (oldanchor.count == 0)

15 newanchor.state = FULL;

else {
16 morecredits =

min(oldanchor.count,MAXCREDITS);

17 newanchor.count -= morecredits;

}
}

18 } until CAS(&desc->Anchor,oldanchor,newanchor);

19 if (oldactive.credits==0 && oldanchor.count>0)

20 UpdateActive(heap,desc,morecredits);

21 *addr = desc; return addr+EIGHTBYTES;

}

UpdateActive(heap,desc,morecredits) {
1 newactive = desc;

2 newactive.credits = morecredits-1;

3 if CAS(&heap->Active,NULL,newactive) return;

// Someone installed another active sb

// Return credits to sb and make it partial

do {
4 newanchor = oldanchor = desc->Anchor;

5 newanchor.count += morecredits;

6 newanchor.state = PARTIAL;

7 } until CAS(&desc->Anchor,oldanchor,newanchor);

8 HeapPutPartial(desc);

}

void* MallocFromPartial(heap) {
retry:

1 desc = HeapGetPartial(heap);

2 if (!desc) return NULL;

3 desc->heap = heap;

do { // reserve blocks

4 newanchor = oldanchor = desc->Anchor;

5 if (oldanchor.state == EMPTY) {
6 DescRetire(desc); goto retry;

}
// oldanchor state must be PARTIAL

// oldanchor count must be > 0

7 morecredits =

min(oldanchor.count-1,MAXCREDITS);

8 newanchor.count -= morecredits+1;

9 newanchor.state =

(morecredits > 0) ? ACTIVE : FULL;

10 } until CAS(&desc->Anchor,oldanchor,newanchor);

do { // pop reserved block

11 newanchor = oldanchor = desc->Anchor;

12 addr = desc->sb+oldanchor.avail*desc->sz;

13 newanchor.avail = *(unsigned*)addr;

14 newanchor.tag++;

15 } until CAS(&desc->Anchor,oldanchor,newanchor);

16 if (morecredits > 0)

17 UpdateActive(heap,desc,morecredits);

18 *addr = desc; return addr+EIGHTBYTES;

}

descriptor* HeapGetPartial(heap) {
do {

1 desc = heap->Partial;

2 if (desc == NULL)

3 return ListGetPartial(heap->sc);

4 } until CAS(&heap->Partial,desc,NULL);

5 return desc;

}

void* MallocFromNewSB(heap) {
1 desc = DescAlloc();

2 desc->sb = AllocNewSB(heap->sc->sbsize);

3 Organize blocks in a linked list starting with index 0.
4 desc->heap = heap;

5 desc->Anchor.avail = 1;

6 desc->sz = heap->sc->sz;

7 desc->maxcount = heap->sc->sbsize/desc->sz;

8 newactive = desc;

9 newactive.credits =

min(desc->maxcount-1,MAXCREDITS)-1;

10 desc->Anchor.count =

(desc->maxcount-1)-(newactive.credits+1);

11 desc->Anchor.state = ACTIVE;

12 memory fence.
13 if CAS((&heap->Active,NULL,newactive) {
14 addr = desc->sb;

15 *addr = desc; return addr+EIGHTBYTES;

} else {
16 Free the superblock desc->sb.
17 DescRetire(desc); return NULL;

}
}

Figure 4: Malloc.
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Figure 5: An example of a typical malloc and free from an active superblock. In configuration (a), the active
superblock contains 5 available blocks organized in a linked list [5,3,6,7,1], four of which are available for
reservation as indicated by Active.credits=3. In the first step of malloc, a block is reserved by decrementing
Active.credits, resulting in configuration (b). In the second step of malloc, block 5 is popped, resulting in
configuration (c). Free pushes the freed block (block 5) resulting in configuration (d).

it should not, as the new head of the free list would become
block B which is actually not free. Without the tag sub-
field, X is unable to detect that the value of Anchor.avail
changed from A to B and finally back to A again (hence the
name ABA). To prevent this problem for the Anchor field,
we use the classic IBM tag mechanism [8]. We increment the
tag subfield (line 12) on every pop and validate it atomically
with the other subfields of Anchor. Therefore, in the above
mentioned scenario, when the tag is used, the CAS fails—
as it should—and X starts over from line 8. The tag must
have enough bits to make full wraparound practically impos-
sible in a short time. For an absolute solution for the ABA
problem, an efficient implementation of ideal LL/SC—which
inherently prevents the ABA problem—using pointer-sized
CAS can be used [18, 19].
In lines 13–17, the thread checks if it has taken the last

credit in Active.credit. If so, it checks if the superblock
has more available blocks, either because maxcount is larger
than MAXCREDITS or because blocks were freed. If more blocks
are available, the thread reserves as many as possible (lines
16 and 17). Otherwise, it declares the superblock FULL (line
15). The reason for doing that is that FULL superblocks
are not pointed to by any allocator structures, so the first
thread to free a block back to a FULL superblock needs to
know that, in order to take responsibility for linking it back
to the allocator structures.
If the thread has taken credits, it tries to update Active

by executing UpdateActive. There is no risk of more than
one thread trying to take credits from the same superblock
at the same time. Only the thread that sets Active to NULL

in line 6 can do that. Other concurrent threads find Active
either with credits>0 or not pointing to desc at all.
Finally the thread stores desc (i.e., the address of the

descriptor of the superblock from which the block was allo-
cated) into the prefix of the newly allocated block (line 21),
so that when the block is subsequently freed, free can de-
termine from which superblock it was originally allocated.
Each block includes an 8 byte prefix (overhead).

Note that, after a thread finds Active.credits>0 and af-
ter the success of the CAS in line 6 and before the thread
proceeds to a successful CAS in line 18, it is possible that the
“active” superblock might have become FULL if all available
blocks were reserved, PARTIAL, or even the ACTIVE superblock
of a different processor heap (but must be the same size
class). However, it cannot be EMPTY. These possibilities do
not matter to the original thread. After the success of the
CAS in line 6, the thread is guaranteed a block from this
specific superblock, and all it need do is pop a block from
the superblock and leave the superblock’s Anchor.state un-
changed. Figure 5 shows a typical malloc and free from an
active superblock.

Updating Active Credits
Typically, when the routine UpdateActive in Figure 4

is called, it ends with the success of the CAS operation
in line 3 that reinstalls desc->sb as the active superblock
for heap with one or more credits. However, it is possible
that after the current thread had set heap->Active to NULL

(line 6 of MallocFromActive), some other thread installed a
new superblock. If so, the current thread must return the
credits, indicate that the superblock is PARTIAL, and make
the superblock available for future use in line 8 by calling
HeapPutPartial (described below).

Malloc from Partial Superblock
The thread calls MallocFromPartial in Figure 4 if it finds

Active=NULL. The thread tries to get a PARTIAL superblock
by calling HeapGetPartial. If it succeeds, it tries to re-
serve as many blocks—including one for itself—from the
superblock’s descriptor. Upon the success of CAS in line
10, the thread is guaranteed to have reserved one or more
blocks. It then proceeds in lines 11–15 to pop its reserved
block, and if it has reserved more, it deposits the additional
credits in Active by calling UpdateActive.
In HeapGetPartial, the thread first tries to pop a su-

perblock from the Partial slot associated with the thread’s
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processor heap. If Partial=NULL, then the thread checks
the Partial list associated with the size class as described in
Section 3.2.6.

Malloc from New Superblock
If the thread does not find any PARTIAL superblocks, it

calls MallocFromNewSB in Figure 4. The thread allocates
a descriptor by calling DescAlloc (line 1), allocates a new
superblock, and sets its fields appropriately (lines 2–11). Fi-
nally, it tries to install it as the active superblock in Active
using CAS in line 13. If the CAS fails, the thread deallocates
the superblock and retires the descriptor (or alternatively,
the thread can take the block, return the credits to the su-
perblock, and install the superblock as PARTIAL). The failure
of CAS in line 13 implies that heap->Active is no longer
NULL, and therefore a new active superblock must have been
installed by another thread. In order to avoid having too
many PARTIAL superblocks and hence cause unnecessary ex-
ternal fragmentation, we prefer to deallocate the superblock
rather than take a block from it and keep it as PARTIAL.
On systems with memory consistency models [1] weaker

than sequential consistency, where the processors might ex-
ecute and observe memory accesses out of order, fence in-
structions are needed to enforce the ordering of memory ac-
cesses. The memory fence instruction in line 12 serves to
ensure that the new values of the descriptor fields are ob-
served by other processors before the CAS in line 13 can
be observed. Otherwise, if the CAS succeeds, then threads
running on other processors may read stale values from the
descriptor.2

3.2.4 Free
Figure 6 shows the free algorithm. Large blocks are

returned directly to the OS. The free algorithm for small
blocks is simple. It primarily involves pushing the freed
block into its superblock’s available list and adjusting the
superblock’s state appropriately.
The instruction fence in line 14 is needed to ensure that

the read in line 13 is executed before the success of the CAS
in line 18. The memory fence in line 17 is needed to ensure
that the write in line 8 is observed by other processors no
later than the CAS in line 18 is observed.
If a thread is the first to return a block to a FULL su-

perblock, then it takes responsibility for making it PARTIAL

by calling HeapPutParial, where it atomically swaps the su-
perblock with the prior value in the Partial slot of the heap
that last owned the superblock. If the previous value of
heap->Partial is not NULL, i.e., it held a partial superblock,
then the thread puts that superblock in the partial list of
the size class as described in Section 3.2.6.
If a thread frees the last allocated block in a superblock,

then it takes responsibility for indicating that the superblock
is EMPTY and frees it. The thread then tries to retire the
associated descriptor. If the descriptor is in the Partial slot
of a processor heap, a simple CAS will suffice to remove it.
Otherwise, the descriptor may be in the Partial list of the
size class (possibly in the middle). We discuss this case in
Section 3.2.6.

2Due to the variety in memory consistency models and fence
instructions among architectures, it is customary for concur-
rent algorithms presented in the literature to ignore them.
In this paper, we opt to include fence instructions in the
code, but for clarity we assume a typical PowerPC-like archi-
tecture. However, different architectures—including future
ones—may use different consistency models.

free(ptr) {
1 if (!ptr) return;

2 ((void**)ptr)--; // get prefix

3 desc = *(descriptor**)ptr;

4 if (large block bit set(desc))

// Large block - desc holds sz+1

5 { Return block to OS. return; }
6 sb = desc->sb;

do {
7 newanchor = oldanchor = desc->Anchor;

8 *(unsigned*)ptr = oldanchor.avail;

9 newanchor.avail = (ptr-sb)/desc->sz;

10 if (oldanchor.state == FULL)

11 newanchor.state = PARTIAL;

12 if (oldanchor.count==desc->maxcount-1) {
13 heap = desc->heap;

14 instruction fence.
15 newanchor.state = EMPTY;

} else

16 newanchor.count++;

17 memory fence.
18 } until CAS(&desc->Anchor,oldanchor,newanchor);

19 if (newanchor.state == EMPTY) {
20 Free the superblock sb.
21 RemoveEmptyDesc(heap,desc);

22 } elseif (oldanchor.state == FULL)

23 HeapPutPartial(desc);

}

HeapPutPartial(desc) {
1 do { prev = desc->heap->Partial;

2 } until CAS(&desc->heap->Partial,prev,desc);

3 if (prev) ListPutPartial(prev);

}

RemoveEmptyDesc(heap,desc) {
1 if CAS(&heap->Partial,desc,NULL)

2 DescRetire(desc);

3 else ListRemoveEmptyDesc(heap->sc);

}

Figure 6: Free.

3.2.5 Descriptor List
Figure 7 shows the DescAlloc and DescRetire routines.

In DescAlloc, the thread first tries to pop a descriptor from
the list of available descriptors (lines 3–4). If not found,
the thread allocates a superblock of descriptors, takes one
descriptor, and tries to install the rest in the global available
descriptor list. In order to avoid unnecessarily allocating too
many descriptors, if the thread finds that some other thread
has already made some descriptors available (i.e., the CAS
in line 8 fails), then it returns the superblock to the OS and
starts over in line 1, with the hope of finding an available
descriptor. DescRetire is a straightforward lock-free push
that follows the classic freelist push algorithm [8].
As mentioned above in the case of the pop operation in the

MallocFromActive routine, care must be taken that CAS
does not succeed where it should not due to the ABA prob-
lem. We indicate this in line 4, by using the term SafeCAS
(i.e., ABA-safe). We use the hazard pointer methodology [17,
19]—which uses only pointer-sized instructions—in order to
prevent the ABA problem for this structure.
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descriptor* DescAvail; // initially NULL

descriptor* DescAlloc() {
while (1) {

1 desc = DescAvail;

2 if (desc) {
3 next = desc->Next;

4 if SafeCAS(&DescAvail,desc,next) break;

} else {
5 desc = AllocNewSB(DESCSBSIZE);

6 Organize descriptors in a linked list.
7 memory fence.
8 if CAS(&DescAvail,NULL,desc->Next)) break;

9 Free the superblock desc.
}

}
10 return desc;

}

DescRetire(desc) {
do {

1 oldhead = DescAvail;

2 desc->Next = oldhead;

3 memory fence.
4 } until CAS(&DescAvail,oldhead,desc);

}

Figure 7: Descriptor allocation.

In the current implementation, superblock descriptors are
not reused as regular blocks and cannot be returned to the
OS. This is acceptable as descriptors constitute on average
less than 1% of allocated memory. However, if desired, space
for descriptors can be reused arbitrarily or returned to the
OS, by organizing descriptors in a similar manner to regular
blocks and maintaining special descriptors for superblocks of
descriptor, with virtually no effect on average performance
whether contention-free or under high contention. This can
be applied on as many levels as desired, such that at most
1% of 1%—and so on—of allocated space is restricted from
being reused arbitrarily or returned to the OS.
Similarly, in order to reduce the frequency of calls to mmap

and munmap, we allocate superblocks (e.g., 16 KB) in batches
of (e.g., 1 MB) hyperblocks (superblocks of superblocks) and
maintain descriptors for such hyperblocks, allowing them
eventually to be returned to the OS. We organize the de-
scriptor Anchor field in a slightly different manner, such that
superblocks are not written until they are actually used, thus
saving disk swap space for unused superblocks.

3.2.6 Lists of Partial Superblocks
For managing the list of partial superblocks associated

with each size class, we need to provide three functions:
ListGetPartial, ListPutPartial, and ListRemoveEmpty-
Desc. The goal of the latter is to ensure that empty de-
scriptors are eventually made available for reuse, and not
necessarily to remove a specific empty descriptor immedi-
ately.
In one possible implementation, the list is managed in a

LIFO manner, with the possibility of removing descriptors
from the middle of the list. The simpler version in [19] of the
lock-free linked list algorithm in [16] can be used to manage
such a list. ListPutPartial inserts desc at the head of the
list. ListGetPartial pops a descriptor from the head of the

list. ListRemoveEmptyDesc traverses the list until it removes
some empty descriptor or reaches the end of the list.
Another implementation, which we prefer, manages the

list in a FIFO manner and thus reduces the chances of con-
tention and false sharing. ListPutPartial enqueues desc
at the tail of the list. ListGetPartial dequeues a descrip-
tor from the head of the list. ListRemoveEmptyDesc keeps
dequeuing descriptors from the head of the list until it de-
queues a non-empty descriptor or reaches the end of the
list. If the function dequeues a non-empty descriptor, then
it reenqueues the descriptor at the tail of the list. By re-
moving any one empty descriptor or moving two non-empty
descriptor from the head of the list to its end, we are guar-
anteed that no more than half the descriptors in the list are
left empty. We use a version of the lock-free FIFO queue
algorithm in [20] with optimized memory management for
the purposes of the new allocator.
For preventing the ABA problem for pointer-sized vari-

ables in the above mentioned list implementations, we can-
not use IBM ABA-prevention tags (such as in Anchor.tag),
instead we use ideal LL/SC constructions using pointer-sized
CAS [18]. Note that these constructions as described in [18]
use memory allocation, however a general-purpose malloc is
not needed. In our implementation we allocate such blocks
in a manner similar but simpler than allocating descriptors.
Note that in our allocator, unlike Hoard [3], we do not

maintain fullness classes or keep statistics about the full-
ness of processor heaps and we are quicker to move partial
superblocks to the partial list of the size class. This simplic-
ity allows lower latency and lower fragmentation. But, one
concern may be that this makes it more likely for blocks to
be freed to a superblock in the size class partial lists. How-
ever, this is not a disadvantage at all, unlike Hoard [3] and
also [5] where this can cause contention on the global heap’s
lock. In our allocator, freeing a block into such a superblock
does not cause any contention with operations on other su-
perblocks, and in general is no more complex or less efficient
than freeing a block into a superblock that is in the thread’s
own processor heap. Another possible concern is that by
moving partial superblocks out of the processor heap too
quickly, contention and false sharing may arise. This is why
we use a most-recently-used Partial slot (multiple slots can
be used if desired) in the processor heap structure, and use
a FIFO structure for the size class partial lists.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we describe our experimental performance

results on two PowerPC multiprocessor systems. The first
system has sixteen 375 MHz POWER3-II processors, with
24 GB of memory, 4 MB second level caches. The second sys-
tem has eight 1.2 GHz POWER4+ processors, with 16 GB
of memory, 32 MB third level caches. Both systems run AIX
5.1. We ran experiments on both systems. The results on
the POWER3 system (with more processors) provided more
insights into the allocators’ scalability and ability to avoid
false sharing and contention. The results on the POWER4
system provided insights into the contention-free latency of
the allocators and contention-free synchronization costs on
recent processor architectures.
We compare our allocator with the default AIX libc mal-

loc,3 Hoard [3] version 3.0.2 (December 2003), and Ptmal-

3Our observations on the default libc malloc are based on
external experimentation only and are not based on any
knowledge of its internal design.
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375 MHz POWER3-II 1.2 GHz POWER4+
New Hoard Ptmalloc New Hoard Ptmalloc

Linux scalability 2.25 1.11 1.83 2.75 1.38 1.92
Threadtest 2.18 1.20 1.94 2.35 1.23 1.97
Larson 2.90 2.22 2.53 2.95 2.37 2.67

Table 1: Contention-free speedup over libc malloc.

loc2 (Nov. 2002) [6]. All allocators and benchmarks were
compiled using gcc and g++ with the highest optimization
level (-O6) in 64-bit mode. We used pthreads for multi-
threading. All allocators were dynamically linked as shared
libraries. For meaningful comparison, we tried to use opti-
mal versions of Hoard and Ptmalloc as best we could. We
modified the PowerPC lightweight locking routines in Hoard
by removing a sync instruction from the beginning of the
lock acquisition path, replacing the sync at the end of lock
acquisition with isync, and adding eieio before lock re-
lease. These changes reduced the average contention-free
latency of a pair of malloc and free using Hoard from 1.76
µs. to 1.51 µs. on POWER3, and from 885 ns. to 560 ns.
on POWER4. The default distribution of Ptmalloc2 uses
pthread mutex for locking. We replaced calls to pthread
mutex by calls to a lightweight mutex that we coded us-
ing inline assembly. This reduced the average contention-
free latency of a pair of malloc and free using Ptmalloc by
more than 50%, from 1.93 µs. to 923 ns. on POWER3 and
from 812 ns. to 404 ns. on POWER4. In addition, Ptmalloc
showed substantially better scalability using the lightweight
locks than it did using pthread mutex locks.

4.1 Benchmarks
Due to the lack of standard benchmarks for multithreaded

dynamic memory allocation, we use microbenchmarks that
focus on specific performance characteristics. We use six
benchmarks: benchmark 1 of Linux Scalability [15], Thread-
test, Active-false, and Passive-false from Hoard [3], Lar-
son [13], and a lock-free producer-consumer benchmark that
we describe below.
In Linux scalability, each thread performs 10 million mal-

loc/free pairs of 8 byte blocks in a tight loop. In Threadtest,
each thread performs 100 iterations of allocating 100,000
8-byte blocks and then freeing them in order. These two
benchmarks capture allocator latency and scalability under
regular private allocation patterns.
In Active-false, each thread performs 10,000 malloc/free

pairs (of 8 byte blocks) and each time it writes 1,000 times
to each byte of the allocated block. Passive-false is simi-
lar to Active-false, except that initially one thread allocates
blocks and hands them to the other threads, which free them
immediately and then proceed as in Active-false. These two
benchmarks capture the allocator’s ability to avoid causing
false sharing [22] whether actively or passively.
In Larson, initially one thread allocates and frees ran-

dom sized blocks (16 to 80 bytes) in random order, then an
equal number of blocks (1024) is handed over to each of the
remaining threads. In the parallel phase which lasts 30 sec-
onds, each thread randomly selects a block and frees it, then
allocates a new random-sized block in its place. The bench-
mark measures how many free/malloc pairs are performed
during the parallel phase. Larson captures the robustness
of malloc’s latency and scalability under irregular allocation
patterns with respect to block-size and order of deallocation
over a long period of time.

In the lock-free Producer-consumer benchmark, we mea-
sure the number of tasks performed by t threads in 30 sec-
onds. Initially, a database of 1 million items is initialized
randomly. One thread is the producer and the others, if
any, are consumers. For each task, the producer selects a
random-sized (10 to 20) random set of array indexes, allo-
cates a block of matching size (40 to 80 bytes) to record
the array indexes, then allocates a fixed size task structure
(32 bytes) and a fixed size queue node (16 bytes), and en-
queues the task in a lock-free FIFO queue [19, 20]. A con-
sumer thread repeatedly dequeues a task, creates histograms
from the database for the indexes in the task, and then
spends time proportional to a parameter work performing
local work similar to the work in Hoard’s Threadtest bench-
mark. When the number of tasks in the queue exceeds 1000,
the producer helps the consumers by dequeuing a task from
the queue and processing it. Each task involves 3 malloc op-
erations on the part of the producer, and one malloc and 4
free operations on the part of the consumer. The consumer
spends substantially more time on each task that the pro-
ducer. Producer-consumer captures malloc’s robustness un-
der the producer-consumer sharing pattern, where threads
free blocks allocated by other threads.

4.2 Results

4.2.1 Latency
Table 1 presents contention-free4 speedups over libc mal-

loc for the new allocator, Hoard, and Ptmalloc, for the
benchmarks that are affected by malloc latency: Linux scal-
ability, Threadtest, and Larson. Malloc’s latency had little
or no effect on the performance of Active-false, Passive-false,
and Producer-consumer.
The new allocator achieves significantly lower contention-

free latency than the other allocators under both regular
and irregular allocation patterns. The reason is that it has
a faster execution path in the common case. Also, unlike
lock-based allocators, it operates only on the actual allo-
cator variables without the need to operate on additional
lock related variables and to synchronize these accesses with
the accesses to the allocator variables through fence instruc-
tions.
The new allocator requires only one memory fence instruc-

tion (line 17 of free) in the common case for each pair of
malloc and free, while every lock acquisition and release re-
quires an instruction fence before the critical section to pre-

4It appears that libc malloc as well as Hoard use a tech-
nique where the parent thread bypasses synchronization if
it knows that it has not spawned any threads yet. We ap-
plied the same technique to our allocator and the average
single-thread latency for our allocator was lower than those
for libc malloc and Hoard. However, in order to measure
true contention-free latency under multithreading, in our
experiments, the parent thread creates an additional thread
at initialization time which does nothing and exits immedi-
ately before starting time measurement.
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vent reads inside the critical section from reading stale data
before lock acquisition, and a memory fence after the end of
the critical section to ensure that the lock is not observed to
be free before the writes inside the critical sections are also
observed by other processors. In the common case, a pair of
malloc and free using Ptmalloc and Hoard need to acquire
and release two and three locks, respectively.
Interestingly, when we conducted experiments with a

lightweight test-and-set mutual exclusion lock on the
POWER4 system, we found that the average contention-
free latency for a pair of lock acquire and release is 165 ns.
On the other hand. the average contention-free latency for
a pair of malloc and free in Linux Scalability using our allo-
cator is 282 ns., i.e., it is less than twice that of a minimal
critical section protected by a lightweight test-and-set lock.
That is, on that architecture, it is highly unlikely—if not
impossible—for a lock-based allocator (without per-thread
private heaps) to have lower latency than our lock-free allo-
cator, even if it uses the fastest lightweight lock to protect
malloc and free and does nothing in these critical sections.

4.2.2 Scalability and Avoiding False Sharing
Figure 8(a) shows speedup results relative to contention-

free libc malloc for Linux scalability. Our allocator, Ptmal-
loc, and Hoard scale well with varying slopes proportional
to their contention-free latency. Libc malloc does not scale
at all, its speedup drops to 0.4 on two processors and contin-
ues to decline with more processors. On 16 processors the
execution time of libc malloc is 331 times as much as that
of our allocator.
The results for Threadtest (Figure 8(b)) show that our

allocator and Hoard scale in proportion to their contention-
free latencies. Ptmalloc scales but at a lower rate under
high contention, as it becomes more likely that threads take
over the arenas of other threads when their own arenas have
no free blocks available, which increases the chances of con-
tention and false sharing.
Figures 8(c–d) show the results for Active-false and

Passive-false. The latency of malloc itself plays little role
in these results. The results reflect only the effect of the
allocation policy on inducing or avoiding false sharing. Our
allocator and Hoard are less likely to induce false sharing
than Ptmalloc and libc malloc.
In Larson (Figure 8(e)), which is intended to simulate

server workloads, our allocator and Hoard scale, while Pt-
malloc does not, probably due to frequent switching of
threads between arenas, and consequently more frequent
cases of freeing blocks to arenas locked by other threads. We
also noticed, when running this benchmark, that Ptmalloc
creates more arenas than the number of threads, e.g., 22
arenas for 16 threads, indicating frequent switching among
arenas by threads. Even though freeing blocks to remote
heaps in Hoard can degrade performance, this effect is elim-
inated after a short time. Initially threads free blocks that
were allocated by another thread, but then in the steady
state they free blocks that they have allocated from their
own processor heaps.

4.2.3 Robustness under Producer-Consumer
For Producer-consumer we ran experiments with various

values for work (parameter for local work per task). Fig-
ures 8(f–h) show the results for work set to 500, 750, and
1000, respectively. The results for all the allocators are vir-
tually identical under no contention, thus the latency of the
allocator plays a negligible role in the results for this bench-

mark. The purpose of this benchmark is to show the robust-
ness of the allocators under the producer-consumer sharing
pattern when the benchmark is scalable. The case where
the benchmark cannot scale even using a perfect allocator
is not of interest. We focus on the knee of the curve, where
the differences in robustness between allocators impact the
scalability of the benchmark.
Our allocator scales perfectly with work set to 1000 and

750, and up to 13 processors with work set to 500. With
more than 13 processors (and with work set to 500), we
found that the producer could not keep up with the con-
sumers (as the queue was always empty at the end of each
experiment), which is not an interesting case as the appli-
cation would not be scalable in any case. Our allocator’s
scalability is limited only by the scalability of the applica-
tion.
Ptmalloc scales to a lesser degree, but at the cost of

higher external memory fragmaentation, as the producer
keeps creating and switching arenas due to contention with
consumers, even though most arenas already have available
blocks.
Hoard’s scalability suffers due to high contention on the

producer’s heap, as 75% of all malloc and free operations are
targeted at the same heap. Our allocator’s performance does
not suffer, although it faces exactly the same situation. The
main reason is that in Hoard, even in the common case, free
operations need to acquire either the processor heap’s lock
or the global heap’s lock. In our allocator typical free oper-
ations are very simple and operate only on the superblock
descriptor associated with the freed block, thus allowing sub-
stantially more concurrency than Hoard. Other minor rea-
sons for our allocator’s ability to perform well even under
contention on the same superblock are: (a) In our alloca-
tor, read-modify-write code segments are shorter in dura-
tion, compared with critical sections in Hoard. (b) Success-
ful lock-free operations can overlap in time, while mutual
exclusion locks by definition must strictly serialize critical
sections.

4.2.4 Optimization for Uniprocessors
With uniprocessors in mind, we modified a version of our

allocator such that threads use only one heap, and thus
when executing malloc, threads do not need to know their
id. This optimization achieved 15% increase in contention-
free speedup on Linux scalability on POWER3. When we
used multiple threads on the same processor, performance
remained unaffected, as our allocator is preemption-tolerant.
In practice, the allocator can determine the number of pro-
cessors in the system at initialization time by querying the
system environment.

4.2.5 Space Efficiency
We tracked the maximum space used by our allocator,

Hoard, and Ptmalloc when running the benchmarks that
allocate a large number of blocks: Threadtest, Larson, and
Producer-consumer. The maximum space used by our allo-
cator was consistently slightly less than that used by Hoard,
as in our allocator each processor heap holds at most two su-
perblocks, while in Hoard each processor heap holds a vari-
able number of superblocks proportional to allocated blocks.
The maximum space allocated by Ptmalloc was consistently
more than that allocated by Hoard and our allocator. The
ratio of the maximum space allocated by Ptmalloc to the
maximum space allocated by ours, on 16 processors, ranged
from 1.16 in Threadtest to 3.83 in Larson.
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Figure 8: Speedup results on 16-way 375 MHz POWER3.
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5. SUMMARY
In this paper we presented a completely lock-free dynamic

memory allocator. Being completely lock-free, our allocator
is immune to deadlock regardless of scheduling policies and
even when threads may be killed arbitrarily. Therefore, it
can offer async-signal-safety, tolerance to priority inversion,
kill-tolerance, and preemption-tolerance, without requiring
any special kernel support or incurring performance over-
head. Our allocator is portable across software and hard-
ware platforms, as it requires only widely-available OS sup-
port and hardware atomic primitives. It is general-purpose
and does not impose any unreasonable restrictions regard-
ing the use or initialization of the address space. It is space
efficient and limits space blowup [3] to a constant factor.
Our experimental results compared our allocator with the

default AIX 5.1 libc malloc, and two of the best multithread
allocators, Hoard [3] and Ptmalloc [6]. Our allocator outper-
formed the other allocators in all cases, often by significant
margins, under various levels of parallelism and allocation
patterns. Our allocator showed near perfect scalability un-
der various allocation and sharing patterns. Under maxi-
mum contention on 16 processors, it achieved a speedup of
331 over libc malloc.
Equally significant, our allocator offers substantially lower

latency than the other allocators. Under no contention, it
achieved speedups of 2.75, 1.99, and 1.43 over libc malloc,
and highly-optimized versions of Hoard and Ptmalloc, re-
spectively. Scalable allocators are often criticized that they
achieve their scalability at the cost of higher latency in the
more common case of no contention. Our allocator achieves
both scalability and low latency, in addition to many other
performance and qualitative advantages.
Furthermore, this work, in combination with recent lock-

free methods for safe memory reclamation [17, 19] and ABA
prevention [18] that use only single-word CAS, allows lock-
free algorithms including efficient algorithms for important
object types—such as LIFO stacks [8], FIFO queues [20],
and linked lists and hash tables [16, 21]—to be both com-
pletely dynamic and completely lock-free, including in 64-bit
applications and on systems without support for automatic
garbage collection, all efficiently without requiring special
OS support and using only widely-available 64-bit atomic
instructions.
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Despite their advantages, lock-free algorithms are often not adopted in practice, partly

due to the perception that they perform poorly relative to lock-based alternatives in

common situations when there is little contention for objects or the CPUs.

We show that memory reclamation can be a dominant performance cost for lock-free

algorithms; therefore, choosing the most efficient memory reclamation method is essential

to having lock-free algorithms perform well. We compare the costs of three memory

reclamation strategies: quiescent-state-based reclamation, epoch-based reclamation, and

safe memory reclamation. Our experiments show that changing the workload or execution

environment can change which of these schemes is the most efficient. We therefore

demonstrate that there is, to date, no panacea for memory reclamation for lock-free

algorithms.

Using a common reclamation scheme, we fairly compare lock-free and concurrently-

readable hash tables. Our evaluation shows that programmers can choose memory recla-

mation schemes mostly independently of the target algorithm.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Shared memory multiprocessing is becoming important outside the traditional areas of

high-performance computing such as scientific computation, graphics rendering, and web

servers. New technologies such as simultaneous multithreading (SMT) and chip multi-

processing (CMP) are bringing multiprocessing to commodity desktops. Furthermore,

many applications running on these systems, such as web browsers and operating system

kernels, are already multithreaded. It is essential that these concurrent applications per-

form well; we expect that technologies like SMT and CMP will make this requirement

even more important in the future.

The rest of this chapter describes the problems associated with locking, explains the

need for memory reclamation, summarizes the contributions of this thesis, and outlines

the organization of the remainder of this document.

1.1 Problems with Locking

Concurrent applications require a means to coordinate accesses to shared data structures.

Mutual exclusion, implemented via locks or semaphores, is the most common solution

to the synchronization problem. Mutual exclusion is intuitive; however, it has several

drawbacks. Locks, in particular, can be bottlenecks in high-performance shared memory

1



Chapter 1. Introduction 2

programs, and suffer from several problems:

• Poor reliability: a thread that crashes while holding a lock will make the re-

source associated with the lock unavailable to all other threads. This is the most

cited problem with locks in theoretical literature, since fault tolerance is a favorite

problem in the theory of distributed computing; however, few systems researchers

consider this the most compelling disadvantage of locks.

• Poor performance in the face of preemption: a thread that is pre-empted

while holding a lock will make the associated resource unavailable until the thread is

rescheduled and can complete its work. This can result in convoying, which occurs

when a pre-empted or otherwise stalled thread holds a lock, and other threads form

a “convoy” waiting for the lock.

• Priority inversion: a low priority thread may be pre-empted while holding a lock

on a shared resource; a high priority thread requiring the shared resource may then

be scheduled, and have to wait for the lower priority thread.

• Vulnerability to deadlock: if threads must acquire locks on two or more re-

sources, deadlock is possible if those locks are not acquired in the same order. A

thread may even deadlock with itself if it attempts to acquire a lock which it already

holds..

In addition to these deficiencies, lock-based approaches require expensive operations,

such as compare-and-swap, to acquire and release locks — even when the locks are not

contended.

Many researchers are therefore interested in ways to avoid using locks [42, 18, 54, 55].

Using reader-writer locks instead of normal spinlocks increases concurrency by allowing

either multiple readers or a single writer at any given time. Using a concurrently-readable

[34] data structure also permits multiple readers, but in this case they can run concur-

rently with a single writer, and do not need to acquire a lock. Using a lock-free data
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structure is more complicated, but allows readers and writers both to run concurrently

when logically possible, and sidesteps the above-mentioned disadvantages of locks; how-

ever, lock-free data structures typically require expensive atomic operations. Some recent

lock-free algorithms, however, require few such expensive operations, and therefore pro-

vide an attractive alternative to lock-based designs, as they have been shown to have

lower overhead, even when contention for objects and the CPUs is low [47].

1.2 Memory Reclamation

Memory reclamation is required for all dynamic lock-free and concurrently-readable data

structures, such as linked lists and queues. We distinguish logical deletion of a node,

N (removing it from a shared data structure so that no new references to N may be

created) from physical deletion of that node (allowing the memory used for N to be

reclaimed for arbitrary reuse). If a thread T1 logically deletes a node N from a lock-free

data structure, it cannot physically delete N until no other thread T2 holds a reference

to N , since physically deleting N may cause T2 to crash or execute incorrectly. Never

physically deleting logically deleted nodes is also unacceptable, since this will eventually

lead to out-of-memory errors which will stop threads from making progress.

Choosing an inefficient memory reclamation scheme can ruin the performance of a

lock-free or concurrently-readable algorithm. Reference counting [61, 12], for example,

has high overhead in the base case, and scales poorly in structures for which long chains of

nodes must be traversed [47]. Little work has been done on comparing different memory

reclamation strategies; we address this deficiency, showing that the performance of mem-

ory reclamation schemes depends both on their base costs, and on the target workload

and execution environment. We expect our results can provide some guidance to im-

plementers of lock-free and concurrently-readable algorithms in choosing an appropriate

scheme for their specific applications.
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Current memory reclamation strategies suggested for lock-free data structures [44,

47, 28, 17, 11] have high per-operation runtime overhead. We believe that imposing large

overhead on an algorithm in order to manage memory reclamation is unacceptable. We

therefore propose using quiescent-state-based reclamation (QSBR) [42, 39, 18, 6, 38, 40],

an efficient scheme with negligible overhead pioneered in the domain of operating system

kernels, to manage memory for lock-free data structures whenever CPU contention is

low. QSBR is normally used with concurrently-readable algorithms; however, we have

found that it also works well with lock-free ones. We show by example that QSBR can

be implemented in applications other than operating system kernels, and that using this

memory reclamation scheme can make lock-free algorithms significantly more efficient.

The cost of QSBR’s increased performance is an increased burden on the application

programmer, and the risk of out-of-memory errors. We therefore believe that, despite

the performance advantage of QSBR, these other memory reclamation algorithms have

a place in situations where this trade-off is unacceptable.

The other memory reclamation schemes, safe memory reclamation (SMR) and epoch-

based reclamation (EBR), are intended for use with lock-free algorithms. We demonstrate

that just as QSBR can be used with lock-free schemes, SMR and EBR can be used with

concurrently-readable ones, therefore showing that the choice of memory reclamation

scheme is mostly independent of the target algorithm.

1.3 Contributions

Although lock-free and concurrently-readable algorithms each have their respective ad-

herents, we are not aware of any work which has examined the tradeoffs between compa-

rable lock-free and concurrently-readable algorithms. Were one to make such a compari-

son, one might näıvely use each algorithm with the reclamation scheme suggested by its

creator, and compare, for example, a lock-free algorithm using SMR to a concurrently-
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readable algorithm using QSBR. One might even be unaware that the algorithm and its

reclamation scheme can be separated. Since the choice of memory reclamation scheme

has a profound impact on performance, any such comparison would be unfair. Our

decoupling of memory reclamation schemes from the algorithms for which they were

originally designed therefore allows us to make the first fair and detailed comparison

between lock-free and concurrently-readable chaining hash tables.

In summary, the contributions of this thesis are as follows:

• We demonstrate that the choice of algorithm and memory reclamation scheme are

mostly independent.

• We analyze the strengths and weaknesses of each of three memory reclamation

strategies — QSBR, SMR, and EBR.

• We make the first comparison of the performance of a lock-free algorithm to a

concurrently-readable alternative.

Our experiments were conducted on commodity dual-processor PowerPC and IA-32 ma-

chines. Our results show that changing the workload or execution environment can change

which memory reclamation scheme is the most efficient; we therefore demonstrate that

there is, to date, no panacea for memory reclamation for lock-free and concurrently-

readable algorithms.

1.4 Organization of Thesis

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses the terminology we use and our

system model. Chapter 3 provides background on lock-free and concurrently-readable

algorithms, with an emphasis on the algorithms on which we performed our experiments.

Chapter 4 presents the memory reclamation schemes we consider, as well as some which
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we did not. Chapter 5 presents our experimental results, and Chapter 6 discusses related

work. Chapter 7 concludes the thesis.



Chapter 2

Fundamentals

In this chapter, we define terminology for discussing lock-free and concurrently-readable

algorithms. We then discuss weak memory consistency models, which, we show in chapter

5, have an important effect on the performance of memory reclamation schemes.

2.1 Terminology

This work attempts to use results from the theory of distributed computing, specifically

non-blocking synchronization, in a practical setting. As such, we shall use terminology

which allows us to discuss non-blocking synchronization in a cogent matter. We shall

define our concepts of threads, shared objects and their properties, and the hardware

operations required to implement these shared objects.

The level of formality of this terminology is lower than that used in pure theory

literature, but higher than that of systems literature; we hope that the terminology will

be acceptable to people in both groups.

7
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2.1.1 Threads

The terms process and thread are, for the purposes of our discussion, synonymous. Both

refer to a unit of execution which may access shared objects. Since the additional deno-

tations of process in operating systems literature have no bearing on our analysis of the

algorithms under consideration, we prefer the term “thread.”

Typically, for the purposes of any theoretical analysis, a thread may crash. This

means only that the crashed thread ceases to perform any actions, and does not include

any of the other denotations of the term “crash” in systems literature. A thread that

does not crash is said to be correct. We assume that the actions of any thread occur over

a sequence of discrete time steps.

2.1.2 Shared Objects

A shared object is an entity in memory which can be accessed and modified only through

a pre-defined set of operations. Conceptually, these operations correspond to methods in

object-oriented programming; for example, the operations on a shared queue are enqueue

and dequeue. Multiple threads may access a shared object. A dynamic shared object is a

shared object which is made up of nodes which are dynamically allocated in memory.

In discussing the various forms of non-blocking synchronization, we shall use termi-

nology which is becoming standard in the literature [17]. A shared object is non-blocking

if and only if it is wait-free, lock-free, or obstruction-free. A shared object O is wait-free,

lock-free, or obstruction-free, respectively, if and only if the following properties hold:

• wait-free: if a correct thread is performing an operation on O, this operation must

complete after a finite number of time steps.

• lock-free: if a correct thread is performing an operation on O, some operation

invoked by some thread on O must complete after a finite number of time steps.
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• obstruction-free: if a correct thread is performing an operation on O, some oper-

ation invoked by some thread on O must complete after a finite number of time

steps unless another thread’s operation conflicts with it.

Those who are used to the terminology of operating systems may find the following

summary of the different non-blocking synchronization properties more helpful. A lock-

free shared object guarantees that it will not, under any circumstances, cause any of the

threads accessing it to deadlock, even if some of those threads crash. An obstruction-free

shared object makes almost the same guarantee, except that it can allow livelock. A

wait-free shared object is a lock-free shared object that also guarantees that it will not

starve any thread accessing it.

We note that designating wait-freedom, lock-freedom, and obstruction-freedom as the

only non-blocking properties is only a matter of convention. Originally, lock-free was a

synonym for non-blocking. The intuition behind the latter term is that threads may block

while waiting to access a lock-protected object if another thread holds the object’s lock,

but threads will never block on accessing a non-blocking object. Obstruction-freedom

was later introduced as a non-blocking property, and the literature continues to refer to

it as such.

Shared objects may also be almost non-blocking or concurrently-readable. These prop-

erties are similar to the three non-blocking properties, but are not defined as being non-

blocking. Roughly, a concurrently-readable shared object allows concurrent reads, but

may use locks for updates, and an almost non-blocking shared object allows concurrent

reads, but only a bounded number of threads may simultaneously attempt to update the

object. In both cases, writers could block on attempting to update the shared object, so

it intuitively makes sense not to consider these properties non-blocking.

We owe the term concurrently-readable to Lea [34], whose definition we attempt to

formalize. A shared object O is concurrently-readable if multiple threads may read O

concurrently, and any read operation on O begun by a correct thread must complete
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after a finite number of time steps. The definition of concurrently-readable does not rule

out the use of locks for updates; however, a conventional design based on reader-writer

locks is not concurrently-readable, since a thread that crashes after write-acquiring the

lock will stop other threads from reading the shared object.

By our definition, any wait-free object is concurrently-readable, but a lock-free or

obstruction-free object is not necessarily concurrently-readable. These non-blocking

properties both allow readers to be starved, which violates the definition of concurrently-

readable. Furthermore, technically, the definition of obstruction-freedom allows livelock

between concurrent reads (although we would consider a design which allows this to be

strange), while our definition of concurrently-readable does not.

We note that the literature on concurrently-readable algorithms often refers to the

algorithms’ read operations as lock-free. This use of the term is different than the defini-

tion of lock-free concurrent objects. Therefore, we instead refer to operations which do

not use locks as lockless.

The idea of almost non-blocking objects is due to Boehm [8]. An almost non-blocking

shared object is one that is N-non-blocking for some N > 0. The definition of N-non-

blocking requires the concept of inactive threads. We say that a thread is inactive if it

fails to execute instructions at some pre-determined minimum rate while trying to update

a data structure; this is an attempt to model threads which are descheduled, blocked, or

crashed altogether. Then, a shared object O is N-non-blocking if and only if:

• any number of processes may concurrently access O, and,

• if at most N inactive threads are trying to update O, and at least one active

thread is trying to access or update O, then some thread will succeed in accessing

or updating O in a bounded amount of time.

The relationship between these five properties may be confusing. We show the hier-

archy of these properties in Figure 2.1, along with their relation to conventional reader-
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Figure 2.1: Hierarchy of properties of concurrent objects, represented as a partial order.
Any property in the hierarchy is strictly stronger than all properties below it; for example,
obstruction-free and almost non-blocking are weaker than lock-free, but in different ways.
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BOOL CAS (void *A, long B, long C)
{

atomically do {
if (*A == B) {

*A = C;
return TRUE;

} else {
return FALSE;

}
}

}

Figure 2.2: Pseudocode definition of CAS.

writer locking and spinlocking, both of which may be more familiar to the reader.1 We

are primarily interested in lock-free and concurrently-readable shared objects; the other

properties are noted only for completeness.

2.1.3 Hardware Operations

Non-blocking shared object implementations typically use either the compare-and-swap

(CAS) operation or the load-linked and store-conditional (LL/SC) pair of instructions

to update shared pointers. Both of these instructions are conditional synchronization

primitives which atomically both check if a certain condition has been met, and update a

word in memory if the check succeeds. CAS and LL/SC are defined as shown in Figures

2.2 and 2.3, respectively.

Typically, processors built according to the complex instruction set (CISC) paradigm

will provide a CAS operation, while those built according to the reduced instruction set

(RISC) paradigm will provide (restricted) LL/SC. Each of CAS and LL/SC can be used to

implement the other, and both may be desirable. LL/SC is often used to implement CAS,

1This is a minor abuse of terminology, since reader-writer locks and spinlocks are mechanisms, not
properties.
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WORD LL (void *A)
{

return *A;
}

BOOL SC (void *A, WORD w)
{

atomically do {
if (A has not been written to since this thread last called LL(A)) {

*A = w;
}

}
}

Figure 2.3: Pseudocode definitions of LL and SC.

BOOL CAS (void *A, long B, long C)
{

do {
if (LL(A) 6= B) {

return FALSE;
}

} while (SC(A,C) == FALSE);
return TRUE;

}

Figure 2.4: Pseudocode for implementing CAS using LL/SC.
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of the ABA problem.
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since CAS is intuitive, and convenient for implementing many non-blocking algorithms.

Implementing CAS using LL/SC is quite trivial, as shown in Figure 2.4.

Implementations of LL/SC using CAS are more involved [14, 48], but may be desirable

in order to avoid the ABA problem. This problem occurs when CAS is used to implement

a lock-free algorithm, and is illustrated in Figure 2.5. The effect of two CAS operations

can make two states of a data structure indistinguishable to a third CAS operation, which

could then succeed and take the data structure into an illegal state.

2.2 Memory Consistency Models

Current literature on lock-free algorithms generally assumes a sequentially-consistent [33]

memory model. However, for performance reasons, modern architectures provide a

weakly-consistent memory model; sequential consistency can be enforced when needed by

using special fence instructions. We formalize the key properties of the weakly-consistent

memory models used by the processor architectures in this study, using the terminology

given in [17].

Let A and B be instructions, let M be a word in memory, and let <p and <m represent

partial orders. We say that A <p B if and only if A and B are executed on the same

processor, and A precedes B in the program order, and that A <m B if and only if A

is executed before B in all valid program execution orders. The processors in this study

provide guarantees of coherency, self-consistency, and dependency consistency, defined as

follows2:

• Coherency: At any given point in execution time, M has only one value, and this

value is eventually visible to all processors.

• Self-consistency: If A and B both access M , and A <p B, then A <m B.

2Most current processors provide these guarantees; we do not consider processors such as the DEC
Alpha 21264 that do not provide dependency consistency.
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• Dependency consistency: If A and B are executed on the same processor and B

depends on a control decision by A or a state written by A, then A <m B.

Fence instructions can enforce particular orderings when necessary as follows. If

A and B are instructions executed on processor P , X is a fence executed on P , and

A <p X <p B, then A <m B. Distinct write fences and read fences, which impose

orderings on writes and reads, respectively, may also be provided.

Our work involves performance measurement on current commodity machines; specif-

ically, IA-32 and PowerPC processors. Since fence instructions are expensive operations,

we cannot ignore them in our analysis. Indeed, we will show that the base costs of the

reclamation strategies considered depend almost entirely on the number of fences they re-

quire. In addition, they are an often-hidden factor in the performance of several lock-free

algorithm implementations.



Chapter 3

Lock-free and Concurrently-readable

Algorithms

In this chapter, we present an overview of the literature on lock-free and concurrently-

readable algorithms. We present in more depth the algorithms used in our analysis.

3.1 Theory of Non-blocking Synchronization

Lamport [32] introduced the idea of concurrent computing without mutual exclusion.

Herlihy deepened the theory of non-blocking synchronization by showing that the power

of concurrent objects and operations can be characterized by their ability to solve the

consensus problem [25]. There exists a consensus hierarchy, partially shown in Figure

3.1, such that any object or operation on level n of the hierarchy can, in combination with

atomic read/write registers, be used to solve the consensus problem for n processes, but

not n+1 processes. This result established that strong synchronization primitives such as

CAS and LL/SC are required for implementing practical non-blocking synchronization,

while weaker primitives such as Test&Set are insufficient.

Herlihy presented a universal method to transform any sequential object into an

n-process wait-free concurrent one [25] using n-process consensus objects. He later pre-

17
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Figure 3.1: The consensus hierarchy.

sented a more efficient transformation based on LL/SC; however, even this more efficient

transformation yields implementations which usually have higher overhead than their

lock-based counterparts [26]. This poor performance of universal transformations pro-

vided a motivation for less general, but more high-performance, non-blocking object

implementations.

3.2 Practical Non-blocking Algorithms

Herlihy’s universal transformations are too inefficient to be practical. Alemany and Fel-

ten [2] identified useless parallelism and unnecessary copying as partial causes of this

inefficiency. Several others have attempted to design more efficient universal transfor-

mations [4, 3, 7, 52]. However, no universal transformation yet devised can match the

performance of custom non-blocking algorithms [19].
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BOOL DCAS (void *A1, void *A2, long B1, long B2, long C1, long C2)
{

atomically do {
if (*A1 == B1 && *A2 == B2) {

*A1 = C1;
*A2 = C2;
return TRUE;

} else {
return FALSE;

}
}

}

Figure 3.2: Pseudocode definition of DCAS.

3.2.1 Higher-level primitives

Many early attempts to build lock-free data structures using techniques more efficient

than expensive universal constructions used the double compare-and-swap (DCAS) op-

eration shown in Figure 3.2. This operation was useful, for example, to update both

a pointer and a version number simultaneously (see example given in [20]). The only

two lock-free operating system kernels yet developed, Synthesis and Cache Kernel, both

used DCAS [37, 20]. Unfortunately, DCAS was not supported by any processor other

than the Motorola 680x0 series, and hardware implementations of DCAS are considered

impractical with current processor technology.

DCAS is not a convenient enough primitive to make the design of lock-free algo-

rithms easy [13]. Although it is easier to design a lock-free algorithm using DCAS than

it is with CAS or LL/SC, constructing DCAS-based lock-free algorithms is still difficult.

Many researchers believe that multi-word compare-and-swap (MCAS), which operates on

an arbitrary number of words independently, is the correct primitive for easy construc-

tion of arbitrary non-blocking shared objects [17, 19, 23]. Fraser showed that MCAS is

substantially easier to use than CAS, but has moderate overhead and performs poorly
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when contention for a data structure is high [17].

Another approach to easy non-blocking synchronization is transactional memory, im-

plemented either in software [30, 17], or hardware [55, 21]. Transactional memory allows

operations to be grouped into transactions which atomically succeed or fail. Fraser [17]

and Herlihy et. al. [30] showed that transactional memory makes lock-free algorithm

design relatively simple. However, software transactional memory has very high over-

head [17], and whether or not hardware transactional memory will be practical in future

processors in still unknown.

The data structures we consider can be implemented efficiently using CAS, so MCAS

and transactional memory are unnecessary. Nevertheless, we believe that our results

would also be applicable to more complex data structures which currently require these

mechanisms.

3.2.2 Algorithms using CAS or LL/SC

Lock-free algorithms using CAS or LL/SC out-perform versions using MCAS or software

transactional memory, but are more difficult to construct. Only a handful of data struc-

tures have known lock-free implementations that do not require higher-level abstractions

or universal transformations. Among them are linked lists [22, 43], chaining hash tables

[43], skip lists [15, 17], doubly-linked lists [58], queues [51, 47], priority queues [57], stacks

[60, 47, 24], and deques [45, 58]. More complex data structures, such as binary search

trees and red-black trees, currently require higher-level primitives [17, 30].

We note that, despite the relatively-small number of lock-free algorithms based on

CAS or LL/SC, many of them appeared after DCAS-based versions (compare [22] to

[20], and [45] to [10], for example). In the future, we may see lock-free implementations

of other data structures requiring only CAS or LL/SC.

In our experiments, we focus on the lock-free queue and chaining hash table imple-

mentations presented in [47]; the latter is simply an array of lock-free linked lists. We
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Figure 3.3: Example operation of search function for lock-free linked list.

therefore present outlines of the algorithms for lock-free linked lists and queues.

Lock-free Linked Lists

We use the lock-free linked list presented in [47], which is an improvement by Michael on

an original design by Harris [22]. The list stores its keys in sorted order, and does not

allow duplicate keys. It is singly-linked, NULL-terminated, and has a head node. The

supported operations are searching the list for a node with a given key, deleting a node

with a given key, and inserting a new node with a given key.

Figure 3.3 shows an example of a search for the key 2 in such a list, and Figure 3.4
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node **prev;
node *next;
node *cur;

int search (node **head, long key) 5

{
try again:

prev = head;
cur = *prev;
while (cur != NULL) { 10

if (*prev != cur) goto try again;
next = cur−>next;
/* If the low-order bit is a 1, the node is marked to be logically deleted. */
if (next & 1) {

/* Update the link and logically delete the node. */ 15

if (!CAS(prev, cur, next−1)) goto try again;
schedule for deletion(cur);
cur = next−1;

} else {
if (*prev != cur) goto try again; 20

if (cur−>key >= key) {
return (cur−>key == key);

}
prev = &cur−>next;

} 25

}
return (0);

}

Figure 3.4: Pseudocode for search function for lock-free list, stripped of memory recla-
mation code.
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shows the associated pseudocode. The searching thread walks the list, and as it does so, it

keeps track of the current node, the next pointer of the current node’s predecessor (or the

head pointer if the current node is the first in the list), and the current node’s successor.

These three references are used by CAS operations in the insertion and deletion routines.

The thread stops once it encounters the first key greater than or equal to the key for

which it is searching (see lines 21-23 of Figure 3.4).

If a searching thread encounters a partially-deleted node, it must attempt to help

complete this deletion, and then restart its traversal (lines 13-18; see the explanation of

the deletion function, below). The thread also restarts its traversal if it detects that a

node has been inserted between the current node and its predecessor (line 20). If such

an insertion takes place after the check in line 20, and the caller of the search function is

an inserting or deleting thread, the calling thread will have to invoke the search function

again; the check serves to decrease the chances of this occurring.

More formally, the search function finds a pointer to a pointer to a node, prev, and

pointers to nodes cur and next such that:

• If list is empty, prev = head, cur = NULL, and the search returns false.

• If the key is not in the list, then prev points to the next pointer of the last node in

the list, cur = NULL, next = NULL, and the search function returns false.

• If there exists some node q in the list such that:

– q has not been marked for deletion (see the explanation of the delete function,

below), and

– q → key >= key and either q is the first node in the list or q → prev → key <

key,

then ∗prev = cur, cur = q, next = q → next, and the search returns true if and

only if q → key = key.
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Figure 3.5: Example operation of insert function for lock-free linked list.
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An insertion of a node with key 2 is shown in Figure 3.5. The insertion begins by

searching for a node with key 2, as shown in Figure 3.3. This search ensures that we do

not insert a duplicate key; furthermore, if no node with key 2 is found, it gives us the

position in which to insert the new node with key 2 in order to keep the list sorted. We

then initialize the new node’s next pointer to point to the node with key 3 in Figure 3.3,

and update the next pointer of the node with key 1 using CAS, thereby linking the new

node into the list. If the CAS operation fails, then we must restart the insertion from the

beginning. Note that the steps of the insert operation must be performed in this order,

or else readers may follow the next pointer of the node with key 2 before it has been

initialized, leading to indeterminate behavior.

Figure 3.7 shows a deletion of the node with key 3 from the linked list. Deletion is

slightly more complex than insertion, since we must prevent the possibility of concurrent

insertions and deletions corrupting the list, as shown in Figure 3.6. To do so, we first

search for the node with the key we wish to delete, and mark the low-order bit of this

node’s next pointer using CAS. This is possible on current architectures because words

lie on 4-byte boundaries; hence, the low-order two bits of any pointer are always zero.

Marking the low-order bit using CAS will either fail or cause concurrent insertions which

would otherwise corrupt the list, such as that shown in Figure 3.6, to fail. After marking

the low-order bit, we then use CAS again to unlink the node from the list, thus completing

the logical deletion.

Full details on the algorithm, including proofs of correctness, are available in [22],

[43], and [47].

Lock-free Queues

Our lock-free queue is that presented in [50] and [47]; our code is structured according

to the pseudocode given in the latter. A queue is represented by a singly-linked list with

head and tail pointers. The implementation of the queue uses a dummy node which is
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Figure 3.6: Error which can occur in a näıve lock-free linked list implementation when
insertions and deletions are interleaved. To prevent such errors, the lock-free linked list
must mark a node’s next pointer before deleting the node (Figure 3.7).
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Figure 3.7: Example operation of delete function for lock-free linked list.
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Figure 3.8: Dequeue from non-empty lock-free queue.

not logically part of the queue; hence, the head and tail pointers always have something

to which to point. The dummy node is always either a node created for this purpose

when the queue is initialized, or the most recently dequeued node. The head pointer

must always point to the dummy node, and the tail pointer must always point to either

the last or second-last node in the queue. Enqueue operations append nodes to the tail

of the list, and dequeue operations remove nodes from the head of the list.

Figure 3.8 illustrates a dequeue operation, and Figure 3.9 shows the associated pseu-

docode. The dequeue operation begins by taking a consistent snapshot of pointers to the

head (dummy) node and its successor, and to the tail node (lines 7-15 of Figure 3.9). If

the only node in the queue is the dummy node, then the queue is empty; otherwise, if

the tail pointer points to the dummy node, the dequeuing thread must attempt to ad-

vance the tail pointer using CAS, and then retry (lines 17-25). The thread then advances

the head pointer to point to the dummy node’s successor (lines 30-33); this node then

becomes the new dummy node, and the old dummy node can be logically deleted. The

new dummy node’s key is then returned to the calling function.

An enqueue operation is shown in Figure 3.10, with the associated pseudocode shown
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long dequeue(struct queue *Q)
{

node *h, *t, *next;
long data;

5

while (1) {
/* Get the old head and tail nodes. */
h = HEAD(Q);
t = TAIL(Q);

10

/* Get the head node’s successor. */
next = h−>next;
memory barrier();
if (HEAD(Q) != h)

continue; 15

/* If the head (dummy) node is the only one, return EMPTY. */
if (next == NULL)

return EMPTY SENTINEL;
20

/* There are multiple nodes. Help update tail if needed. */
if (h == t) {

CAS(&TAIL(Q), t, next);
continue;

} 25

/* Save the data of the head’s successor. It will become the new dummy node. */
data = next−>key;

/* Attempt to update the head pointer so that it points to the new dummy node. */ 30

if (CAS(&HEAD(Q), h, next))
break;

}

/* The old dummy node has been unlinked, so reclaim it. */ 35

schedule for deletion(h);

return data;
}

Figure 3.9: Pseudocode for dequeue function for lock-free queue, stripped of memory
reclamation code.
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Figure 3.10: Enqueue to non-empty lock-free queue.
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void enqueue(long data, struct queue *Q)
{

node *newnode = allocate new node();
node *t, *next;

5

/* Initialize the new node. */
newnode−>key = data;
newnode−>next = NULL;

/* Ensure that newnode->next = NULL before inserting it. */ 10

write barrier();

while(1) {
/* Snapshot the old tail pointer and its successor. */
t = TAIL(Q); 15

next = t−>next;
if (TAIL(Q) != t)

continue;

/* Help update the tail pointer if needed. */ 20

if (next != NULL) {
CAS(&TAIL(Q), t, next);
continue;

}
25

/* Attempt to link in the new node. */
if (CAS(&t−>next, NULL, &newnode))

break;
}

30

/* Swing the tail to the new node. */
CAS(&TAIL(Q), t, &newnode);

}

Figure 3.11: Pseudocode for enqueue function for lock-free queue, stripped of memory
reclamation code.
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in Figure 3.9. First, the enqueuing thread allocates a new node, stores the key to be

enqueued in it, initializes its next pointer to NULL, and executes a write fence (lines

3-11 of Figure 3.9). The thread then takes a snapshot of pointers to the tail node and its

successor (lines 14-18). If the tail node’s successor is not NULL, then the tail pointer

must be pointing to the second-last node in the queue, so the thread attempts to advance

the tail pointer, and then retries (lines 20-24). Next, the thread uses CAS to insert the

new node at the end of the list; if this CAS fails, the thread must retry (lines 26-28).

Once the CAS succeeds, a second CAS operation attempts to advance the queue’s tail

pointer to point to the new node (line 32); no failure condition is needed on this latter

CAS, since it fails only if another thread has already succeeded in updating the tail

pointer.

As with the lock-free list, full details, including a proof of correctness, are available

in [51] and [47].

We note that both of these lock-free algorithms are quite complex implementations of

relatively simple data structures. Much of this complexity is due to the fact that lock-free

algorithms must coordinate multiple concurrent updates. Algorithms accommodating

multiple readers, but only a single writer, can be significantly simpler.

3.3 Concurrently-Readable Algorithms

The most well-known use of concurrently-readable algorithms is in implementing read-

copy update [38, 42, 39, 40, 41, 6]. These algorithms focus on concurrently-readable

linked lists and chaining hash tables, although other applications of read-copy update

exist [38]. We note that we examine concurrently-readable chaining hash tables in our

experiments, and that these hash tables are simply arrays of concurrently-readable linked

lists; therefore, we present an outline of these lists.

Figure 3.12 shows an example from [42] of an update to a node of a linked list which
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Figure 3.12: Concurrently-readable node modification example from which read-copy
update derives its name.

Figure 3.13: Concurrently-readable insertion.
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Figure 3.14: Concurrently-readable deletion.

can run concurrently with lockless reads; insertions and deletions are slightly simpler,

and are shown in Figures 3.13 and 3.14. We focus on the example of the update shown

in Figure 3.12. Readers merely traverse the list as they would if the program were single-

threaded. A writer acquires a per-list spinlock, so writers need not deal with concurrent

writes. Writes then proceed in two phases. First, the updating thread makes a copy of

the node to be updated, and performs all needed modifications to the copy. The copy’s

next pointer is then made to point to the original node’s successor, then, the next pointer

of the original’s predecessor must be updated to point to the modified node. As with

the lock-free linked list algorithm, the updates must be performed in this order, or else

lockless reads may follow the updated node’s next pointer before it has been initialized.

In the second phase of the update, the writer physically deletes the original node once it

is safe to do so.

In a theoretical model with infinite memory, the second phase would be unnecessary

and the algorithm would be trivial. The algorithm becomes more interesting when exam-

ined in a practical setting and combined with a high-performance memory reclamation

scheme [42].



Chapter 4

Memory Reclamation Schemes

In this chapter, we present our three memory reclamation schemes — EBR, QSBR, and

SMR, along with other schemes which we did not consider. For the schemes which we do

consider, we show how they can be applied, and compare them analytically. The next

chapter provides experimental validation of this analysis.

4.1 Descriptions of Schemes

This section details the three memory reclamation schemes under consideration: quiescent-

state-based reclamation (QSBR), safe memory reclamation (SMR), and epoch-based

reclamation (EBR). We also discuss reference counting, Greenwald’s type-stable mem-

ory, and Pass the Buck, and explain why we did not consider these schemes. Since all

these methods have been published elsewhere [42, 6, 44, 47, 17], we discuss them in only

enough detail for the reader to understand our work.

4.1.1 Blocking Methods

We describe three blocking memory reclamation schemes: epoch-based reclamation,

quiescent-state based reclamation, and Greenwald’s type-stable memory. These methods

35
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of EBR. Threads follow the global epoch. If a thread observes
that all other threads have seen the current epoch, then it may update the global epoch.
Hence, if the global epoch is e, threads in critical sections can be in either epoch e + 1
or e, but not e − 1 (all mod 3). The time period [t1, t2] is thus a grace period for thread
T1.

are all blocking, because they force threads to wait for some condition, which could be

delayed arbitrarily, to become true, and therefore place no upper bound on the amount of

unfreed memory at any given time. Since the amount of unfreed memory is unbounded,

the system may run out of memory, thus causing threads to block on memory allocation

and therefore fail to make progress. Figure 4.7 of section 4.3, below, shows how blocked

threads can obstruct memory reclamation.

Epoch-Based Reclamation

Epoch-based reclamation (EBR) was introduced by Fraser [17], but builds on earlier

ideas [31, 36, 53]. At any point in time, each thread is executing in one of three logical

epochs. For each of the three epochs, the thread has an associated limbo list which holds

logically deleted nodes awaiting physical deletion. When a thread T is in epoch e, it

places all nodes that it logically deletes in limbo list e. T may physically delete these
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nodes once a grace period has passed. A grace period [a, b] is an interval of program

execution time such that, after point b, all nodes logically deleted before point a can be

physically deleted safely. EBR uses epochs to detect grace periods, as explained below.

EBR is illustrated in Figure 4.1. At the start of any lock-free operation, a thread

enters a critical section with respect to memory reclamation (note that this use of the

term critical section has nothing to do with mutual exclusion). Upon entering a critical

section, the thread updates its local epoch to match the global epoch if the two epochs

differ, as indicated by the thinner lines in Figure 4.1. It also sets a per-thread flag

indicating to other threads that it is in a critical section. Upon exit of a critical section,

a thread clears its flag. No thread is allowed to access an EBR-protected object outside

of a critical section.

Upon entering a programmer-determined number of critical sections since seeing the

global epoch change, a thread may attempt to update the global epoch. If any thread

which is in a critical section has not updated its local epoch to match the global epoch,

then this attempt to update the global epoch must fail. EBR therefore guarantees that

at any time t, if the global epoch is e, the local epoch of each thread in a critical section

is either e or e+1, but not e−1 (all mod 3). As a result, whenever a thread sets its local

epoch to e, it can physically delete all nodes logically deleted the last time that it was

in epoch e, since all operations which could have held a reference to the logically deleted

node have completed.

EBR is completely encapsulated within a library, and is invisible to the application

programmer. Further, threads that are not in critical sections can not obstruct the

progress of EBR. These factors make EBR very generally applicable, and easy for a

programmer to use.
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of QSBR. Thick lines represent quiescent states. The time interval
[t1, t2] is a grace period: at time t2, each thread has passed through a quiescent state
since t1, so all nodes logically removed before time t1 can be physically deleted.

Quiescent-State-Based Reclamation

Instead of dividing time into epochs, QSBR has the programmer identify quiescent states

in the application code. A quiescent state for thread T is a point in T ’s program code

at which T can hold no reference to any shared node; hence, from T ’s point-of-view, all

nodes logically deleted by other threads can safely be physically deleted. A grace period

for QSBR is an interval of execution time during which each thread passes through at

least one quiescent state. QSBR is illustrated in Figure 4.2.

QSBR must enable threads to detect grace periods so that they can physically delete

logically deleted nodes. However, no QSBR implementation is required to detect the

smallest grace periods possible. Furthermore, unlike with EBR, the definition of a qui-

escent state is application-dependent. Natural and convenient quiescent states exist for

many operating system kernels — the domain in which quiescent-state-based reclamation

is used to implement read-copy update [42, 40, 18].

The fact that QSBR is application-dependent is the fundamental difference between

QSBR and EBR. EBR, by definition, detects grace periods at the library level. QSBR,
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by contrast, requires that the application report quiescent states to the QSBR library.

As we show in Section 5.2, this gives QSBR a significant performance advantage over

EBR.

Type-Stable Memory Management

EBR and QSBR both guarantee that a node is never physically deleted unless no thread

can hold a reference to it. Type-stable memory (TSM) [20, 19] makes a weaker guarantee:

a node’s memory cannot be re-used for an object of another type until no thread can hold

a reference to it.

Greenwald [19] outlines both kernel-level and user-level implementations of TSM.

The kernel-level implementation relies on “safe points” which are equivalent to quiescent

states. The user-level version uses per-type reference counters.

Like EBR and QSBR, Greenwald’s TSM implementations are blocking, and hence

suffer from the same drawbacks. Furthermore, TSM places additional burdens on the

programmer, such as having to check after finding a node that the node has not been

reallocated and inserted into another data structure. Such checks would add program-

ming complexity and performance overhead to lockless linked list searches. Due to this

disadvantage, and Greenwald’s TSM’s lack of any apparent advantages relative to EBR

and QSBR, we do not consider it in our experiments.

4.1.2 Lock-free Methods

Here, we present the three lock-free memory reclamation schemes of which we are aware:

reference counting, safe memory reclamation, and Pass the Buck.

Reference Counting

Implementations of lock-free reference counting have been proposed by Valois [61] (cor-

rected by Michael and Scott [50]), Sundell [59], and Detlefs et al. [11, 12]. Valois’
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scheme uses compare-and-swap (CAS) and fetch-and-add instructions to manage refer-

ence counts, and requires that nodes retain their type after deletion. Sundell’s scheme is

based on Valois’, but is wait-free. The method of Detlefs et al. allows the memory used

by nodes to be re-used for structures of other types, but requires the double-compare-

and-swap operation, which no current architecture supports in hardware.

Reference counting has been shown by Michael [47] to introduce performance overhead

which makes lock-free algorithms perform worse than their lock-based counterparts in

most situations. We thus omit reference counting from our experiments.

Safe Memory Reclamation

Safe memory reclamation was introduced by Michael [44]. It provides a simple and

intuitive existence locking mechanism for dynamic nodes. Each thread which accesses a

lock-free or concurrently-readable data structure has K hazard pointers which it uses to

protect nodes from deletion by other threads. The required number of hazard pointers,

K, is algorithm-dependent, and is typically very small: queues and linked lists need

K = 2 hazard pointers, while stacks require only K = 1. If the total number of threads

in the system that may access an SMR-protected data structure is N , then we need

H = NK hazard pointers in total.

When a thread T removes a node from a dynamic data structure, it places a reference

to that node in a private list. When the list grows to size R, the thread attempts to

physically delete all nodes in the list. R is a constant chosen by the programmer; a

higher value of R will mean that memory remains unfreed for a longer period of time,

but memory reclamation overhead will be amortized over a larger number of operations.

However, to ensure that the expected amortized processing time per reclaimed node is

kept constant, R must be chosen such that R = H + Ω(H). 1

1The terminology R = H + Ω(H) is confusing to some. Roughly, this means that R should be
parameterized by H , the total number of hazard pointers, and that R must always be greater than H

by an amount which is at least linear in H . Hence choosing R = aH + b where a > 1 and b is a constant
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of SMR. q is logically removed from the linked list on the right
of the diagram, but cannot be physically deleted while T3’s hazard pointer HP [4] is still
pointing to it.
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To physically free nodes, T copies all non-NULL hazard pointers of all threads into

a private array, which it then sorts. For each node n in T ’s private list of nodes to be

reclaimed, T does a binary search for a pointer to n, and physically deletes n if no such

pointer is found.

To use hazard pointers, an algorithm must identify all hazardous references — refer-

ences to shared objects that may have been deleted by other threads (or are vulnerable

to the ABA problem if hazard pointers are being used for ABA-protection) [47] — in all

lockless operations. Before using any such reference, a hazard pointer must be made to

point to the target object. After setting the hazard pointer, an algorithm-specific check

must be made in order to ensure that the protected object has not been deleted; the

rules of the SMR deletion routine outlined above guarantee that the object will never be

deleted so long as the hazard pointer continues to point to it. Figure 4.3 illustrates the

use of SMR.

One cited advantage of SMR is that it requires only atomic reads and writes, and is

therefore usable on hardware platforms which do not support CAS or LL/SC [47]. Since

most current hardware platforms support one of these strong synchronization primitives,

the advantage of not requiring these operations lies mostly in avoiding their significant

performance cost.

Pass the Buck

Herlihy et. al. [28, 27] present Pass the Buck, a solution to the Repeat Offender Problem,

which is an attempt to formalize the problem of lock-free memory reclamation. Pass

the Buck is similar to SMR, but uses expensive CAS operations while physically deleting

nodes, and lacks SMR’s amortized bound on the memory reclamation overhead per phys-

ically deleted node. On the upside, Pass the Buck has a property called value progress,

which guarantees that logically deleted nodes will eventually be freed, even if there are

suffices.
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thread failures.

We do not consider value progress attractive enough to justify Pass the Buck’s higher

overhead relative to SMR, so we do not include Pass the Buck in our experiments;

however, due to Pass the Buck’s similarity to SMR, we believe that our experimental

analysis of SMR relative to QSBR and EBR would be applicable to Pass the Buck as

well.

4.2 Applying the Schemes

As explained in Chapter 3, we examined three algorithms requiring deferred memory

reclamation: a concurrently-readable chaining hash table, a lock-free chaining hash table,

and a lock-free queue. We found that all three of these algorithms were compatible with

each of our three memory reclamation schemes.

We illustrate this compatibility by way of the lock-free queue’s dequeue() method.

We chose this method because it is the simplest method which demonstrates the use

of these schemes. Figures 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 demonstrate the use of SMR, QSBR, and

EBR, respectively. Since this is actual code and not pseudocode, some conventions

must be explained. Our nodes are of type struct el. Lists are implemented using the

doubly-linked list interface of the Linux kernel [35]: each node contains an instance of

struct list head, which contains two pointers: struct list head *prev and struct

list head *next. The function list entry() maps an instance of struct list head*

to a pointer to the struct el which contains it. Hazard pointers are implemented using

a cacheline-aligned structure, struct hazard pointer, which has one member: struct

el *p.

SMR, QSBR, and EBR all register callbacks for logically deleted nodes. A callback is

simply a record of the logically deleted node, and the function to be used to physically

delete it once it is safe to do so; in our experiments, this function is always kfree(). Our
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SMR implementation hides our callback interface within the body of the retire node()

function; however, the interface is exposed in our QSBR and EBR implementations, as

shown in line 39 of Figure 4.5 and line 40 of Figure 4.6, respectively. We ask the reader

to forgive this minor inconsistency in our interfaces.

The code in Figure 4.4, which illustrates the use of SMR, is the most complex of

the three versions of the dequeue() function. For convenience, it uses two pointers to

hazard pointers, hp0 and hp1, which are first set to point to the two hazard pointers

owned by the calling thread (lines 7-9 of Figure 4.4). After making a copy of the value

of the queue’s head pointer, we protect the head from deletion using a hazard pointer

(lines 12-14). We then execute a fence instruction, after which we ensure that the head

has not changed - and hence possibly been deleted (lines 15-17). Once we are sure that

this has not happened, we know that the head will not be physically deleted until our

hazard pointer is unset. A similar step must be taken after acquiring a pointer to the

head node’s successor (lines 22-27). If, after setting either of these hazard pointers, we

find that the head of the queue has changed, we must retry our dequeuing attempt (lines

17 and 27).

Once we have successfully logically deleted the dequeued node, we can retire it using

the retire node() function (line 50), and unset our hazard pointers so that the nodes

they pointed to can be reclaimed if necessary (line 51).

The code illustrating QSBR in Figure 4.5 is much simpler. Since reclamation works

by keeping track of quiescent states at the application level, the code for the dequeue()

method is not burdened by any memory reclamation code. The code in Figure 4.6,

which illustrates the use of EBR, is almost identical. The only differences are that the

code for EBR places calls to critical enter() and critical exit() at the beginning

and end of the method, respectively (lines 7 and 41 of Figure 4.6), and that it sched-

ules logically deleted nodes for physical deletion using call epoch kfree() instead of

call rcu kfree() (line 40 of Figure 4.6 and line 39 of Figure 4.5).
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long dequeue(struct queue *Q)
{

struct list head *h, *t, *next;
struct el *node;
long data; 5

/* Initialize our hazard pointer pointers. */
hp0 = &(HP[smp processor id()*K]).p;
hp1 = &(HP[smp processor id()*K+1]).p;

10

while (1) {
/* Protect the old head node. */
h = HEAD(Q);
*hp0 = list entry(h, struct el, list);
memory barrier(); 15

if (HEAD(Q) != h)
continue;

/* Get a pointer to the old tail node. */
t = TAIL(Q); 20

/* Get and protect the head node’s successor. */
next = h−>next;
*hp1 = list entry(next, struct el, list);
memory barrier(); 25

if (HEAD(Q) != h)
continue;

/* If the head (dummy) node is the only one, return EMPTY. */
if (next == NULL) 30

return −1; /* Empty. */

/* There are multiple nodes. Help update tail if needed. */
if (h == t) {

CAS(&TAIL(Q), t, next); 35

continue;
}

/* Save the data of the head’s successor. It will become the
* new dummy node. */ 40

data = list entry(next, struct el, list)−>key;

/* Attempt to update the head pointer so that it points to the
* new dummy node. */

if (CAS(&HEAD(Q), h, next)) 45

break;
}

/* The old dummy node has been unlinked, so reclaim it. */
retire node(list entry(h, struct el, list)); 50

*hp0 = *hp1 = NULL;
return data;

}

Figure 4.4: Lock-free queue’s dequeue() function, using SMR.
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long dequeue(struct queue *Q)
{

struct list head *h, *t, *next;
struct el *node;
long data; 5

while (1) {
/* Get the old head and tail nodes. */
h = HEAD(Q);
t = TAIL(Q); 10

/* Get the head node’s successor. */
next = h−>next;
memory barrier();
if (HEAD(Q) != h) 15

continue;

/* If the head (dummy) node is the only one, return EMPTY. */
if (next == NULL)

return −1; /* Empty. */ 20

/* There are multiple nodes. Help update tail if needed. */
if (h == t) {

CAS(&TAIL(Q), t, next);
continue; 25

}

/* Save the data of the head’s successor. It will become the
* new dummy node. */

data = list entry(next, struct el, list)−>key; 30

/* Attempt to update the head pointer so that it points to the
* new dummy node. */

if (CAS(&HEAD(Q), h, next))
break; 35

}

/* The old dummy node has been unlinked, so reclaim it. */
call rcu kfree(new callback(), list entry(h, struct el, list));
return data; 40

}

Figure 4.5: Lock-free queue’s dequeue() function, using QSBR.
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long dequeue(struct queue *Q)
{

struct list head *h, *t, *next;
struct el *node;
long data; 5

critical enter();

while (1) {
/* Get the old head and tail nodes. */ 10

h = HEAD(Q);
t = TAIL(Q);

/* Get the head node’s successor. */
next = h−>next; 15

memory barrier();
if (HEAD(Q) != h)

continue;

/* If the head (dummy) node is the only one, return EMPTY. */ 20

if (next == NULL)
return −1; /* Empty. */

/* There are multiple nodes. Help update tail if needed. */
if (h == t) { 25

CAS(&TAIL(Q), t, next);
continue;

}

/* Save the data of the head’s successor. It will become the 30

* new dummy node. */
data = list entry(next, struct el, list)−>key;

/* Attempt to update the head pointer so that it points to the
* new dummy node. */ 35

if (CAS(&HEAD(Q), h, next)) break;
}

/* The old dummy node has been unlinked, so reclaim it. */
call epoch kfree(new callback(), list entry(h, struct el, list)); 40

critical exit();
return data;

}

Figure 4.6: Lock-free queue’s dequeue() function, using EBR.
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The fact that each of the three memory reclamation methods is compatible with

each of the the three algorithms we considered is important. To date, the literature

on QSBR has concentrated on using QSBR with locking methods, usually a variant of

the concurrently-readable linked list described in section 3.3; furthermore, the literature

concentrates on using QSBR to support lockless reads. We show, by using QSBR with

lock-free queues, that it makes sense to use QSBR even with data structures which do

not have read-only operations.

One caveat about using QSBR or EBR for memory reclamation concerns the ABA

problem, which was explained in section 2.1.3. SMR can be used to make an algorithm

ABA-safe [46]. To make an algorithm ABA-safe using QSBR or EBR, we must ensure

that we do not re-insert a node which has been removed from a data structure until

the node has been physically deleted and reallocated. Since most node implementations

consist of only a pointer to the next node and a pointer to the node’s data, allocating new

nodes to hold data which must be re-inserted into a data structure should be relatively-

inexpensive; hence, this constraint should not cause programmers undue difficulties.

We note that not all algorithms are compatible with all memory management tech-

niques. Some, such as the deques of [58] and Harris’ original version of our lock-free linked

list [22], must reference logically-deleted nodes. For such algorithms, neither SMR, EBR,

nor QSBR is usable; these algorithms typically use reference counting. Other algorithms,

such as the deques of [10], are also SMR-incompatible and assume automatic garbage

collection. These incompatibilities are detailed in [44]. The existence of such incom-

patibilities prevents us from claiming that the choice of memory reclamation scheme is

completely independent of the target algorithm; instead, based on our successful imple-

mentations, we claim only that the two are mostly independent.
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4.3 Analytic Comparison of Methods

Here we lay out an analytic comparison of the memory reclamation strategies under

consideration, which we validate with performance data from our experiments in Section

5.2. We identify the following factors which could affect the performance of our memory

reclamation schemes:

• Object contention: Many threads may attempt to access or modify the same

object concurrently; in the case of updates, these operations may conflict with one

another, thus forcing one or more threads to retry. Having more threads performing

operations on the same number of objects will increase object contention.

• CPU contention: If there are more threads than there are physical CPUs, some

threads will be descheduled for periods during which other threads may perform

large numbers of operations. A descheduled thread may delay the progress of other

threads under blocking memory reclamation schemes.

• Workload: Objects typically support several operations such as search, insert,

delete, enqueue, and dequeue. The workload, in this paper, is the proportion of each

type of operation in a given experiment. If an object has read-only operations, we

use the term update fraction to refer to the proportion of the operations invoked

on the object which are not read-only.

• Traversal length: In the case of structures such as linked lists and trees, a

process performing a search operation will have to traverse several nodes; we refer

to the number of nodes accessed as the traversal length.

• Execution environment: External factors such as the memory allocator and

OS scheduler.

When object contention, CPU contention, and traversal length are low, and the work-

load is read-mostly, QSBR should have considerably less per-operation runtime overhead
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than either SMR or EBR. This is not obvious until we recall that we are working in a

weakly-consistent memory model in which fences are necessary. As we show in Section

5.2, these fence instructions make SMR and EBR more expensive than QSBR in most

situations. In the case of SMR, a fence is necessary between the setting and the validation

of any hazard pointer, since no hazard pointer can be validated until it has been set and

is visible to all threads. EBR requires a flag to be set upon entry into any critical section,

and cleared upon exit of the critical section. A fence is necessary after setting and before

clearing the flag. QSBR has no per-operation code to manage quiescent states, and hence

no fences are required. As a result, the per-operation overhead of using QSBR, in the

best case, is very low.

We note that we could modify EBR so that critical sections are entered and exited at

the application level instead of the library level, thus amortizing the overhead of the fence

instructions across more operations. Doing so, however, would make EBR application-

dependent. The point of comparing the performance of EBR to that of QSBR is to

evaluate the performance benefits of using an application-dependent method to detect

grace periods.

Traversal length will be the primary factor influencing the performance of SMR. While

traversing a linked list, a thread must, for each node, set a hazard pointer, execute a fence

instruction, and validate the hazard pointer. In a contention-free case in which the thread

never has to restart its traversal, the number of fences needed will be O(n), where n is

the traversal length. If there is object contention on the linked list so that the thread

may have to restart its traversal, the maximum number of fences required is unbounded.

In contrast, EBR needs exactly two fences per operation, no matter how many times a

thread may have to restart its traversal.

We can expect CPU contention to adversely affect QSBR and EBR. Descheduled

threads can delay other threads’ memory reclamation, as shown in Figure 4.7. In extreme

cases, this could lead to out-of-memory errors, which could cause threads to block on
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Figure 4.7: Illustration of why QSBR is inherently blocking. Here, thread T2 does not
go through a quiescent state for a long period of execution time; hence, threads T1 and
T3 must wait to reclaim memory. A similar argument holds for EBR.

memory allocation, severely degrading performance. Furthermore, if there are locks in

the memory allocator, these more memory-hungry methods may increase the contention

on these locks. If a thread is descheduled while holding a lock on a global freelist, other

threads will block on memory allocation. These effects will be most noticeable when the

workload has a high percentage of operations which must allocate memory.

The choice of memory allocator and OS scheduler could also significantly impact

QSBR and EBR. Although lock-free memory allocation is possible [49], most memory

allocators use locking. The unbounded memory use of QSBR and EBR could cause an

algorithm using these methods to need to allocate memory from a lock-protected global

pool much more frequently than the same algorithm using SMR, therefore increasing

the contention on the pool’s lock. Furthermore, since thread delays can delay memory

reclamation, the policy of the OS scheduler could play a huge part in how long memory

is left unreclaimed. The only strategy that provides a provable bound on the amount

of unfreed memory at any point in time is SMR [44]; we thus expect it should be less

sensitive to the memory allocator and other factors in the external environment than

QSBR and EBR.
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Our analysis allows us to gain some intuition into the workings of these three memory

reclamation schemes; however, we cannot analytically quantify the extent to which the

factors outlined above impact each method. We must therefore evaluate these schemes

experimentally.
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Experimental Evaluation

In this chapter, we describe our experiments. We first describe the setup we used, and

then detail our results.

5.1 Experimental Setup

We evaluated our memory reclamation strategies on two data structures — a queue and a

hash table — using systems based on PowerPC and IA-32 processors, while independently

varying each of the factors outlined in Section 4.3. This section provides details on these

aspects of our experiments.

5.1.1 Algorithms Compared

The hash table used in our experiments is an array of buckets, where each bucket has

a linked list of keys. Duplicate keys are not allowed. The lock-free hash table imple-

mentation is that given in [47] and described in section 3.2.2, which, we reiterate, stores

the keys in each hash chain in sorted order. We therefore stored the keys in the lists

for the lock-based algorithms in sorted order as well, so that we could fairly compare

the performance of these alternatives as we increased the load factor of the hash table.

53
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We compared the lock-free hash tables to a version using per-bucket spinlocks, and the

concurrently-readable version described in section 3.3. The lock-free queue is the version

of Michael and Scott’s implementation given in [47] and described in section 3.2.2. We

compare it to a simple spinlock-based queue.

The algorithms for lock-free queues, lock-free hash tables, and concurrently-readable

hash tables were paired with each of the three memory reclamation schemes, for a to-

tal of nine combinations. We concentrate on the six combinations involving lock-free

algorithms.

Spinlocks were implemented using the CAS operation and fence instructions. CAS is

provided in hardware on IA-32, and implemented using LL/SC on PowerPC. No expo-

nential back-off was used, since our primary interest is in cases of low CPU contention

— that is, when the number of threads does not exceed the number of processors — in

which back-off is unlikely to be useful.

5.1.2 Test Program

In our experiment, a parent thread creates n child threads, starts a timer, and stops the

threads once that timer expires. Child threads keep track of the number of operations

they perform, and report this value to the parent. The parent then calculates the average

execution time per operation by dividing the total number of operations performed by

all children by the duration of the test. Our tests performed seven trials, and reported

the average of the median five.

Each thread runs repeatedly through a test loop. Once the loop completes, a quiescent

state is identified if we are using QSBR, and the loop is begun again if the parent thread’s

timer has not yet expired, as shown in Figure 5.1. For hash tables, on each iteration of

the loop, the thread does either a search, an insertion, or a deletion. The probabilities

of performing an insertion or a deletion are always equal, to keep the average load factor

constant throughout the trial. For queues, the thread does either an enqueue or a dequeue
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while (parent’s timer has not expired) {
for i from 1 to 100 do {

key = random key;
op = random operation;
if (testing queues) {

q = random queue;
op(q,key);

} else { /* Testing a hash table */
op(key);

}
}
QUIESCENT STATE();

}

Figure 5.1: High-level pseudocode for the test loop of our program. Each thread executes
this loop. The call to QUIESCENT STATE() is ignored unless we are using QSBR.

on each operation, again with equal probability.

The tests allow us to vary the number of queues or hash buckets, the number of

threads, and the total number of nodes we begin with. In the case of hash tables, we are

also able to vary the load factor and the update fraction.

As shown in Figure 5.1, each thread performs 100 operations per quiescent state;

hence, the overhead of announcing a quiescent state is amortized over 100 operations.

For EBR, each op in Figure 5.1 is a critical section; a thread attempts to update the

global epoch whenever it has entered a critical section 100 times without seeing the global

epoch updated. For SMR, we chose R = 2H + 100.

5.1.3 Operating Environment

We performed our experiments on two machines: one with two 2.0 GHz PowerPC G5

processors, and another with two 2.8 GHz Intel Xeon processors with no hyperthreading.

The PowerPC machine ran Mac OS X Server version 10.3.3 with Darwin kernel version

7.4.0, while the Xeon machine ran Red Hat Enterprise Linux version 3 with Linux kernel
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Table 5.1: Characteristics of Machines

Machine 1 Machine 2

Processor PowerPC IA-32

# CPUs 2 2

GHz 2.0 2.8

Kernel Darwin Linux

Memory Model weakly-consistent
weakly-consistent,

writes ordered

Full Fence 86 ns 73.4 ns

Write Fence 13 ns 0 ns

CAS 33.9 ns 78.6 ns

Lock + Unlock 166 ns 141 ns

version 2.4.21-20.ELsmp. The Xeon machine has a slightly stronger memory model in

which writes are always performed in program order; write fences therefore do not add

to the costs of algorithms on this machine. Table 5.1 summarizes the properties of these

machines; the last line refers to the combined cost of locking and unlocking a spinlock.

The difference in CAS costs on the two architectures is partially due to the fact that on

IA-32, a CAS implies a full fence, while on PowerPC it does not. For consistency, we

report the results from experiments performed on the PowerPC machine unless otherwise

noted — in almost all cases, the choice of architecture made no significant performance

difference.

Threads in our experiment are Unix processes. Our memory allocator provides per-

thread freelists. Each thread can have two freelists of 100 nodes each at any given time.

Threads which exhaust their freelists can acquire more memory from a spinlock-protected

global pool. This design is similar to that of the slab allocator with magazines [9]. All

nodes are pre-allocated by the parent before the test begins.
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5.1.4 Limitations of Experiment

Although we believe that these experiments provide significant insight into the behavior of

different memory reclamation schemes, we do not know how accurately our microbench-

mark reflects real applications. Some applications may not have natural quiescent states.

Furthermore, detecting quiescent states in other applications may be more expensive

than it is in our program. Our QSBR implementation, for example, has less overhead

than that used in the Linux kernel, which must deal with issues such as CPU hotplugging

and the need to support interrupt handlers and real-time workloads.

Our experiment is also limited by the fact that the threads do nothing but invoke

operations on a small number of objects repeatedly, and that our memory allocator

uses locking. Performing a macrobenchmark on an existing application and testing the

performance of these schemes under a lock-free memory allocator are two avenues for

future work.

Each iteration of our test loop calls the random() function at least once. This adds

a constant amount of overhead to our measurements. Since we are primarily interested

in overall trends, this overhead is not a major concern in our analysis.

Finally, we were limited by the hardware we had available. Although testing on

commodity dual-CPU hardware evaluates these memory reclamation strategies under

realistic conditions, we were unable to evaluate how these schemes scale to large numbers

of CPUs or on other platforms such as NUMA machines or clusters.

Despite these limitations, we feel that our analysis highlights trends that show when

each memory reclamation scheme is and is not efficient.

5.2 Performance Analysis

Our experiments show how varying object contention, CPU contention, workload, and

traversal length significantly affect the performance of each memory reclamation scheme.
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Figure 5.2: Single-threaded memory reclamation costs on PowerPC. Hash table statistics
are for a 32-bucket hash table with a load factor of 1. Queue statistics are for a single
non-empty queue.
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Figure 5.3: Hash table, 32 buckets, load factor 1, read-only workload. Spinlocks scale
poorly as the number of threads increases.

Figure 5.2 shows the base costs of the concurrently-readable and lock-free algorithms

under consideration when all these costs are low. The results are those for one thread,

so that there is no contention of either type. The load factor of the hash tables is one.

As predicted in Section 4.3, the fence instructions required make SMR and EBR more

expensive than QSBR. The one exception is the write-only workload for the concurrently-

readable hash table with SMR; this is because, in the write-only case, no hazard pointers

need be used, so the overhead of using SMR is negligible.

We note that, in the base case, which memory reclamation scheme is most efficient

seems to be determined solely by the per-operation fence instructions required.

We next show what is already well-established: contention for locks and the CPU

seriously degrades the performance of lock-based algorithms. Figure 5.3 shows the per-
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Figure 5.4: Hash table, 32 buckets, one thread, read-only workload, varying load factor.

formance degradation of spinlocks on the hash table as the number of concurrent threads

increases, using a read-only workload and a load factor of 1. Since our tests were per-

formed on a two-CPU machine, using more than two threads cannot increase our ag-

gregate throughput; hence, horizontal lines on the graph indicate perfect scalability. In-

creasing the number of threads increases both the object contention, which makes threads

more likely to spin while attempting to acquire a lock, and the CPU contention, which

increases lock holder times. All memory reclamation schemes for the lock-free hash table

scale equally well with these settings.

5.2.1 Effects of Traversal Length

In Figures 5.4 and 5.5, we show the effect of increasing the load factor of the hash table,

when a single thread executes either a read-only or write-only workload, respectively.
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Figure 5.6: Hash table, 32 buckets, one thread, write-only workload, varying load factor.

Increasing the load factor effectively increases the traversal length for all operations, as

even insertions first search for the key to be inserted in order to prevent duplicate entries.

As predicted in Section 4.3, the per-node fence instructions ruin the performance of the

lock-free hash table when using SMR: both the lock-based hash table and the lock-

free hash table using QSBR or EBR severely out-perform it. Using SMR for memory

reclamation for any structure requiring traversals of long chains of nodes, such as dynamic

trees, is thus likely to be extremely expensive.

In read-mostly situations, the effect of increasing the load factor on the performance

of the concurrently-readable algorithm using SMR is similar to its effect in the lock-free

case. There is a difference, however, in write-mostly situations, as shown in Figure 5.6.

The cause is the same as that of the anomaly in Figure 5.2: the concurrently-readable

algorithm holds a lock for updates; hence, traversals done by updates do not suffer the
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Figure 5.7: 100 queues, variable number of threads, Darwin/PPC.

per-node overhead of fence instructions, so the concurrently-readable algorithm’s updates

perform similarly regardless of reclamation method. This case is somewhat degenerate,

however, since with a write-only workload, the concurrently-readable algorithm is equiv-

alent to a naive per-bucket spinlock approach.

5.2.2 Effects of CPU Contention

QSBR and EBR scale well with load factor, and, as shown in Figure 5.3, they scale well

with CPU contention under read-only workloads. However, Figure 5.7 demonstrates that

they scale poorly with CPU contention when the workload involves a significant number

of operations that must allocate memory. For this experiment, we focus on queues where

every operation either allocates or deallocates memory. Although QSBR and EBR are

hurt by CPU contention and allocation-heavy workloads on both systems, the magnitude

of the effect depends on the execution environment. A similar, though less pronounced,
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effect can be observed for hash tables, as illustrated in Figure 5.8.

We predicted this scalability problem in Section 4.3. The extent to which this over-

head seems to be scheduler-dependent and unpredictable is surprising, however. Figure

5.9 shows data from the same experiment as shown in Figure 5.7, but running on our

Linux/IA-32 machine. Here, the shapes of the curves are quite different. Since this ex-

periment involves significant multithreading, we believe that the differences are due to

the different schedulers in the two kernels.

Although the increased contention for locks in our memory allocator and exhaustion

of the memory pool play a part in QSBR and EBR’s poor performance, we found while

trying to mitigate these factors that we could not make these methods perform well when

both CPU contention and memory allocation rates are high. Among other factors, we

have found evidence that QSBR and EBR’s inefficient use of memory interacts poorly

with the OS’s memory management strategies on the Darwin/PowerPC system. We are

presently unable to analyze completely all the ways that QSBR and EBR interact with

the external execution environment; however, it is clear from our results that delaying

threads can have an profound impact on the performance of these two schemes since

threads are prevented from physically deleting nodes. Further, as external factors come

into play, it is extremely difficult for an application programmer to defend against these

costs. SMR, in contrast, is largely immune to contention and bounds the memory usage,

shielding the programmer from external concerns.

We note that, in our experiments, QSBR scales better than EBR with increasing

numbers of threads. We view this as an artifact of our implementations. Our QSBR

mechanism was designed specifically to minimize the per-grace period overhead of each

thread, while Fraser’s EBR scheme, which we adopted, was not.
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Figure 5.10: Hash table, 32 buckets, 16 threads, write-only workload, varying load factor.
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Figure 5.11: Hash table, 32 buckets, load factor 10, write-only workload, varying number
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5.2.3 Relative Severity

We have seen that SMR’s performance scales poorly with traversal length, while EBR and

QSBR scale poorly for update-intensive workloads in the presence of CPU contention. In

cases in which traversal length is high, the workload is update-heavy, and there is CPU

contention, a programmer may wish to know which factor will influence the performance

of memory reclamation schemes most severely.

Figures 5.10, 5.11, and 5.12 address this question. All three graphs show runs with a

high load factor, CPU contention, and a write-only workload.

Figure 5.10 shows the effect of increasing load factor when we have 16 threads — eight

threads per CPU. Even at this high level of CPU contention, QSBR begins to outperform

SMR when the load factor exceeds 10, and EBR starts to beat SMR when the load factor

exceeds 50.

Figure 5.11 shows the effect of increasing the number of threads when the load factor

is 10. SMR begins to outperform EBR when there are more than four threads. SMR and

QSBR are competitive when there are between 10 and 20 threads, and SMR begins to

become superior when there are more than 20 threads. Figure 5.12 shows a similar plot,

but with a load factor of 20. Here, SMR only begins to outperform EBR when we have

more than 10 threads, and it does not outperform QSBR for any number of threads we

tested.

Judging from Figures 5.10, 5.11, and 5.12, it appears that we need only a moderate

load factor in order to make SMR perform poorly, but a very large amount of CPU

contention with an update-intensive workload in order to make QSBR and EBR perform

poorly. However, we urge caution in interpreting these results. First, the performance

difference between our EBR implementation and our QSBR implementation show that

the relative performance of memory reclamation schemes is very application-dependent.

Second, in the case of QSBR, our experiments all had 100 operations per quiescent state;

in real code, there may be many more operations per quiescent state, and therefore more
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Figure 5.13: Queues, two threads, varying number of queues.

callbacks per grace period. Nevertheless, we hope that these results can give programmers

some intuition as to the relative severity of factors affecting the performance of memory

reclamation.

5.2.4 Low Overhead of QSBR

Based on our results so far, we find that QSBR is consistently the best-performing mem-

ory reclamation scheme, except when CPU contention combines with allocation-heavy

workloads. This is further demonstrated in Figures 5.13 and 5.14, in which QSBR out-

performs the other two memory reclamation strategies in all cases, often by a considerable

margin. The left graph shows the effect of varying the number of queues, while the right

graph shows the effect of varying the update fraction on the hash table.

The difference in performance is most pronounced when we consider hash tables.

With two CPUs, one thread per CPU, and a load factor of five, the combination of the
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Figure 5.15: Hash table, 32 buckets, two threads, load factor 5, varying update frac-
tion. QSBR allows the lock-free algorithm to out-perform RCU for almost any workload;
neither SMR nor EBR achieve this.

lock-free algorithm with QSBR out-performs the lock-based alternative for any update

fraction, while the lock-free algorithm with SMR or EBR fails to out-perform the lock-

based version for almost all update fractions. Here, the choice of memory reclamation

scheme clearly determines whether or not a lock-free algorithm can out-perform a lock-

based one.

5.2.5 Lock-free Versus Concurrently-readable Linked List Al-

gorithms

Using QSBR for both the concurrently-readable and lock-free linked list algorithms allows

us to fairly compare their performance, and to see where each may be appropriate.
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struct list head *cur;

#define clean pointer(p) ((unsigned long)((p)) & (−2))

int search (struct list head **head, long key) 5

{
cur = *head;
while (cur != NULL) {

long ckey = (list entry(cur, struct el, list))−>key;
if (ckey >= key) { 10

return (ckey == key);
}
cur = clean pointer(cur−>next);

}
return (0); 15

}

Figure 5.16: Code for fast searches of lock-free list; compare to pseudocode of Figure 3.4.
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Figure 5.18: Hash table, 32 buckets, two threads, read-only workload, varying load factor.
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Figure 5.19: Hash table, 32 buckets, two threads, write-only workload, varying load
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The combination of the concurrently-readable linked list algorithm with QSBR is called

read-copy update (RCU), which was mentioned in section 3.3 and is currently used in

several OS kernels including Linux. RCU has extremely high performance for read-mostly

workloads. We wanted to determine if, given efficient memory reclamation, our lock-free

hash table could be suitable for use in OS kernels.

Figure 5.15 shows that the combination of the lock-free hash table with QSBR out-

performs the concurrently-readable version for almost all update fractions. When the

workload is nearly read-only, the concurrently-readable version performs slightly bet-

ter than the lock-free one, since its concurrently-readable searches do not have the

extra checks required of the lock-free searches. The lock-free algorithm has consider-

ably cheaper updates, however, which allow it to scale much better as the update frac-

tion increases. The lock-free algorithm’s ability to perform competitively against the

concurrently-readable one depends on our use of QSBR. If we use either SMR or EBR,

the per-operation overhead of memory reclamation makes the lock-free algorithm ineffi-

cient.

Figure 5.17 zooms in on the range of update fractions between 0 and 0.1 of Figure

5.17. Here, we consider only the algorithms using QSBR; however, we add a new version

of the lock-free algorithm which weakens the semantics of its reads (see Figure 5.16) to

make it more competitive with the concurrently-readable algorithm. The design of these

reads takes to heart the tenet of the RCU paradigm which seeks to minimize read-side

synchronization [38]. These fast reads simply ignore nodes marked for deletion instead

of helping to unlink them; hence, these reads may return nodes which have already been

marked for deletion. These semantics are only slightly weaker than the original one,

since in a concurrent programming environment, a read could find an undeleted node,

and another thread could mark that node for deletion as it is returned to the application

program.

These reads are used when the application program searches the hash table. The
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deletion method uses this fast search on the first attempt to find the node to delete; if

the deletion method must retry, it uses the original search code in order to ensure forward

progress.

These faster reads have little impact on overall performance in Figure 5.17 — the

performance of all three algorithms is very similar at low update fractions. This is

because the load factor is low, so the per-node overhead of lock-free searches is very

small, and is in the noise for the experiment.

The fast reads are more important at higher load factors. Figures 5.18 and 5.19

show the performance of these three algorithms on a read-only and write-only workload,

respectively, as the load factor increases. The per-node overhead of the extra checks

becomes significant for the original version of the lock-free algorithm. The modified

version, however, remains competitive with the concurrently-readable version, even at

very high load factors.

The result that, when using QSBR, the lock-free algorithm can outperform thee

concurrently-readable one when the load factor is low and the update fraction is above

0.1 may have practical implications. The lock-free algorithm also outperforms per-bucket

spinlocking for any update fraction, while the concurrently-readable algorithm does not.

This lock-free algorithm may find a niche in kernels which use RCU, for use with update-

heavy structures. Investigating this further is a topic for future work.

5.2.6 Summary of Recommendations

Given the results examined in the previous sections, we are able to provide some rules of

thumb for choosing between competing algorithms and memory reclamation strategies.

We have seen that SMR performs poorly when long chains of nodes must be tra-

versed, and that EBR and QSBR perform poorly when there is CPU contention and an

allocation-heavy workload. Of the two factors, traversal length seems to have the greater

effect. QSBR has the lowest base overhead, while EBR has the most. EBR’s only advan-
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Figure 5.20: Decision tree for choosing a memory reclamation scheme.
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tage over QSBR is that it is application-independent; in some cases, this advantage may

make EBR preferable. Figure 5.20 presents a decision tree to help programmers choose

a memory reclamation scheme.

Choosing between the lock-free and concurrently-readable algorithms is simpler. If

there is CPU contention, we can expect the lock-free algorithm to perform much better.

Otherwise, the lock-free algorithm will perform better if the update fraction is significant,

and the traversal length is not so long that the per-node traversal overhead becomes

significant. However, if operations other than insertions, deletions, and searches are

required, it is likely to be easier to add them to the concurrently-readable list than the

lock-free one. Figure 5.21 shows a decision tree for choosing between the two algorithms.
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Figure 5.21: Decision tree for choosing whether to use the lock-free or concurrently-
readable linked list algorithm.



Chapter 6

Related Work

Our contribution lies not in introducing new memory reclamation strategies, but in pro-

viding a comprehensive analysis of their relationship and their relative merits, and in

using QSBR with lock-free queues. This work is, to our knowledge, the first to pair

QSBR with an object that does not have read-only operations.

6.1 Blocking Memory Reclamation for Non-blocking

Algorithms

Others have proposed that memory reclamation strategies that are not lock-free should

sometimes be used in combination with lock-free algorithms. Fraser [17] noted, but did

not thoroughly evaluate, the performance overhead of SMR due to the fence instructions

it requires, and used EBR instead. Our work continues Fraser’s in showing that EBR

itself has high overhead — often higher than that of SMR — and that more efficient

memory reclamation is often possible. We view our work and Fraser’s as being part of a

trend towards weakenings of lock-freedom, such as obstruction-freedom [29] and almost

non-blocking data structures [8], designed to preserve the advantageous properties of

lock-freedom while improving performance.
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We are not the first to use QSBR with lock-free algorithms — Auslander implemented

a lock-free hash table with QSBR [38] in the K42 operating system [5, 18]. However,

pairing QSBR with hash tables does not fully separate it from the RCU paradigm, since

hash tables have read-only operations. Thus, it does not evaluate QSBR for use with

more general lock-free objects as we have done by pairing it with a lock-free queue.

Furthermore, no performance evaluation, either between different memory reclamation

methods or between concurrently-readable and lock-free hash tables, was provided in

[38].

In response to Auslander’s work, McKenney [38] posed several questions concerning

the use of RCU with lock-free synchronization; among them were:

• Whether using QSBR will make non-blocking synchronization more broadly appli-

cable.

• With which non-blocking algorithms it makes sense to use QSBR.

• What merits using QSBR with non-blocking synchronization has, relative to other

techniques.

• How various combinations of QSBR and non-blocking synchronization compare to

one another, both empirically and analytically.

Although it is difficult for experimental research to answer all aspects of McKenney’s

questions, our work addresses them significantly. First, our results show that while in

many situations using QSBR can improve the performance of a lock-free algorithm, it is

not a silver bullet. QSBR therefore makes non-blocking synchronization more feasible in

many environments, but locking may still be preferable in many situations (see Figure

5.13).

Second, our good performance results from pairing QSBR with queues indicate that

it makes sense to use QSBR with many lock-free algorithms. In particular, pairing QSBR
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with queues shows that using QSBR makes sense even when the target data structure

has no read-only operations.

Third, the results of our performance analysis show quite clearly the advantages and

disadvantages of using QSBR relative to other memory reclamation schemes. QSBR has

the lowest base time overhead of any memory reclamation scheme we are aware of, and

its overhead does not grow when the traversal length increases. SMR, by contrast, has

significant per-node overhead, so its cost grows linearly as the traversal length increases.

The only disadvantage of QSBR with regard to performance is that it performs poorly

for update-intensive workloads when CPU contention is high. In all other situations,

QSBR is the clear winner in terms of performance.

Last, our results also provide a comprehensive comparison of two combinations of

QSBR and non-blocking synchronization. Our analysis and experiments both show that,

in the base case, the performance differences between different reclamation schemes come

from the per-operation overhead due to expensive operations such as fences, and not due

to the complexity of periodic reclamation routines. Also, as noted above, Auslander’s

implementation of a lock-free hash table using QSBR [38] left a need for an analysis of

such combinations, which our work has addressed.

6.2 Vulnerabilities of Blocking Memory Reclamation

Schemes

Michael [47] criticized QSBR for its unbounded memory use. No evaluation was given

of the impact of this limitation on the performance of lock-free algorithms using QSBR.

Sarma and McKenney [56], however, have shown that this leads to the possibility of

denial-of-service attacks, and that preventing these attacks becomes an engineering prob-

lem.

The denial-of-service attacks noted by Sarma and McKenney occur in the IPV4 route
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cache of the Linux 2.5.53 kernel when a large number of softirqs create a correspondingly

large number of pending deletion callbacks, which cause the route cache to overflow. This

vulnerability and the poor results we saw for QSBR when we combined an update-heavy

workload with high CPU contention are instances of a more general problem: when we

get too many callbacks, they then stress parts of the systems beyond the limits for which

they were designed. Our results show that EBR is similarly vulnerable.

6.3 Performance Comparisons

Several comparisons of different QSBR implementations have been made [40, 41]. These

comparisons, however, have not compared QSBR to other memory reclamation schemes.

In addition, these implementations have all been made in the context of operating system

kernels, and have not tested QSBR under conditions of CPU contention.

Michael [47] compared the performance of SMR to that of reference counting, and

found that SMR’s performance is much better; however, he did not compare SMR to

any other memory reclamation schemes. Furthermore, Michael’s experiments did not

show the effect of increasing traversal length, which we show is an important weakness of

SMR. Finally, Michael neither discussed nor evaluated the performance tradeoffs involved

between blocking and lock-free memory reclamation schemes.

Fraser [17] criticized SMR for its overhead due to fence instructions, and cited this

overhead as a reason for using his EBR scheme instead. We have shown that EBR itself

has high overhead due to fences (Figure 5.2); in fact, in the base case for all algorithms,

EBR has more overhead than SMR. Further, all Fraser’s experiments were run with fewer

threads than CPUs. This setup does not evaluate EBR’s performance in the presence of

CPU contention and an allocation-heavy workload, which we have shown is one of EBR’s

major weaknesses.

Although each of these three memory reclamation schemes has been evaluated by its
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respective creator, in all cases, these evaluations either ignore these competing methods

or criticize them with little or no experimental evaluation. Furthermore, these evalu-

ations have been set up in such a way that they do not expose the weaknesses of the

schemes. Our contribution lies not in introducing new memory reclamation schemes, but

in providing, to our knowledge, the first fair comparison of these proposals.

Similarly, many publications in the area of lock-free algorithms compare the per-

formance of these algorithms to lock-based alternatives [23, 47, 50, 17, 43]. Similarly,

comparisons have been made between concurrently-readable algorithms and more tra-

ditional locking approaches [39, 42, 38]. Ours, however is, to our knowledge, the first

attempt to compare the performance of a lock-free algorithm to a concurrently-readable

alternative.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

This thesis has made three main contributions:

• We have shown that memory reclamation schemes can be chosen mostly indepen-

dently of the target algorithms.

• We have analyzed the strengths and weaknesses of three memory reclamation

schemes.

• Using a common memory reclamation scheme, we have made a fair comparison of

lock-free and concurrently-readable chaining hash tables.

Establishing that memory reclamation schemes are mostly independent of the algo-

rithms which use them helps to clarify much of the current literature. In particular, much

of the RCU literature presents QSBR and the concurrently-readable algorithms which

use it in a tightly-coupled manner. Furthermore, QSBR is typically explained in terms of

its implementation in operating system kernels. Our work establishes the independence

of the QSBR from the algorithms it services and its kernel-level implementations, and

shows that it is useful for a wider variety of algorithms than those presented in the RCU

literature. Hopefully, this realization will help others to find new uses for QSBR.
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Table 7.1: Properties of Memory Reclamation Schemes

QSBR SMR EBR

Base Time Overhead Negligible Unbounded Constant

Memory Use Unbounded Bounded Unbounded

CPU Contention Poor When

Update-Heavy
Good

Poor When

Update-HeavyScalability

Traversal Length Scalability Good Poor Good

Application-dependent? Yes No No

We have demonstrated, by comparing the performance of EBR, SMR, and QSBR,

that the choice of memory reclamation scheme has a huge effect on the performance

of lock-free and concurrently-readable algorithms. Choosing the right scheme for the

environment in which an implementation is expected to run is essential. No memory

reclamation scheme provides a silver bullet — the trade-offs between the schemes are

shown in Table 7.1.

SMR and EBR have a higher base cost than QSBR because of the fence instructions

they require. For EBR, the overhead due to fences is constant, while for SMR it is

unbounded.

Our results show that when there is no CPU contention, or the workload involves few

updates, QSBR is the best-performing memory reclamation scheme available. QSBR and

EBR scale poorly when there is CPU contention and many updates, since they wait for

other threads to complete their operations, thus allowing descheduled threads to delay

memory reclamation.

Our comparison of the lock-free and concurrently-readable linked lists shows that the

lock-free list has substantially cheaper updates, but pays a small amount of per-node

overhead. This per-node overhead becomes significant at high load factors. A modified

version of the lock-free list reduces this overhead considerably. When the load factor is

suitably low, the lock-free hash table seems to be the best performer for most update
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fractions.

Given the extremely low overhead of QSBR, experimenting with user-level QSBR

implementations in a realistic application would be an interesting topic for future work.

In particular, it would be interesting to build a QSBR implementation and interface

which works with Pthreads or a lock-free library such as NOBLE [1]. Another topic

would be to experiment with applying QSBR to a wider range of data structures and

with transactional-memory-based implementations such as those of Fraser [17], whose

experimental setup is available under the GPL [16].

The good performance of the lock-free hash table with QSBR is encouraging. Presently,

the Linux kernel provides kernel programmers with a concurrently-readable hash table

with QSBR. Given that hash tables typically have very low load factors, the per-node

overhead of the lock-free hash table is unlikely to be problematic. Furthermore, a sim-

ilar lock-free hash table is already part of K42 [38]. Building a lock-free hash table in

Linux, and, more importantly, determining which parts of the kernel would benefit from

its cheaper writes or the advantages of lock-freedom, would be another avenue for future

work.

Finally, we note that SMR, Pass the Buck, and reference counting — the three lock-

free memory reclamation methods — all have overhead that grows with traversal length.

In the case of SMR and Pass the Buck, this overhead comes from fence instructions,

while reference counting’s overhead also comes from expensive operations such as CAS.

This opens the question of whether high per-node overhead is an inherent downside of

lock-free memory reclamation in weakly consistent memory models; this question could

be answered by designing a general-purpose lock-free memory reclamation scheme with

significantly less per-node overhead which scales nicely with traversal length, or proving

that no such method can exist.
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Abstract

Achieving high performance for concurrent applications on modern multiprocessors remains challenging. Many programmers avoid locking
to improve performance, while others replace locks with non-blocking synchronization to protect against deadlock, priority inversion, and
convoying. In both cases, dynamic data structures that avoid locking require a memory reclamation scheme that reclaims elements once they
are no longer in use.

The performance of existing memory reclamation schemes has not been thoroughly evaluated. We conduct the first fair and comprehensive com-
parison of three recent schemes—quiescent-state-based reclamation, epoch-based reclamation, and hazard-pointer-based reclamation—using a
flexible microbenchmark. Our results show that there is no globally optimal scheme. When evaluating lockless synchronization, programmers
and algorithm designers should thus carefully consider the data structure, the workload, and the execution environment, each of which can
dramatically affect the memory reclamation performance.

We discuss the consequences of our results for programmers and algorithm designers. Finally, we describe the use of one scheme, quiescent-
state-based reclamation, in the context of an OS kernel—an execution environment which is well suited to this scheme.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

As multiprocessors become mainstream, multithreaded ap-
plications will become more common, increasing the need for
efficient coordination of concurrent accesses to shared data
structures. Traditional locking requires expensive atomic op-
erations, such as compare-and-swap (CAS), even when locks
are uncontended. For example, acquiring and releasing an
uncontended spinlock requires over 400 cycles on an IBM®
POWER� CPU. Therefore, many researchers recommend
avoiding locking [3,10,28]. Some systems, such as the Linux�
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kernel, use concurrently readable synchronization, which uses
locks for updates but not for reads. Locking is also susceptible
to priority inversion, convoying, deadlock, and blocking due to
thread failure [5,13], leading researchers to pursue non-blocking
(or lock-free) synchronization [9,15–17,19,39]. In some cases,
lock-free approaches can bring performance benefits [31]. For
clarity, we describe as lockless all synchronization strategies
which permit access to shared data without using locks.

A major challenge for lockless synchronization is handling
the read/reclaim races that arise in dynamic data structures.
Fig. 1 illustrates this problem. Threads T 1 and T 2 both hold
references to element a of a linked list, and T 1’s removal of
element a is concurrent with T 2’s read of a’s next field. The
memory occupied by removed elements must be reclaimed to
allow reuse, or memory exhaustion will eventually block all
threads; however, reclaiming a is unsafe while T 2 continues
referencing it, since after reclamation, a’s contents would no
longer be defined, and a’s next field might not be a valid pointer.
Thread T 2 could therefore crash or corrupt the contents of
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Fig. 1. Concurrent reading and writing causes read/reclaim races.

memory. The program or the system must somehow determine
when a can safely be reclaimed.

Reclamation is subsumed into automatic garbage collec-
tors in environments that provide them, such as Java� .
Provided the garbage collector is thread-safe, program-
mers using garbage-collected languages therefore need not
worry about read/reclaim races. However, for languages like
C, where memory must be explicitly reclaimed (e.g. via
free()), programmers must combine a memory reclamation
scheme with their lockless data structures to resolve these
read/reclaim races. Several such reclamation schemes have
been proposed.

Programmers need to understand the semantics and the per-
formance implications of each scheme, since the overhead of
inefficient reclamation can be worse than that of locking. For
example, reference counting [8,39] has high overhead in the
base case and scales poorly with data-structure size. This is un-
acceptable when performance is the motivation for lockless syn-
chronization. Unfortunately, there is no single optimal scheme,
and existing work is relatively silent on factors affecting recla-
mation performance.

We address this deficit by comparing three recent reclama-
tion schemes, showing the respective strengths and weaknesses
of each. In Sections 2 and 3, we review these schemes and de-
scribe factors affecting their performance. Section 4 explains
our experimental setup. Our analysis, in Section 5, reveals sub-
stantial performance differences between these schemes, the
greatest source of which is per-operation atomic instructions. In
Section 6, we discuss the relevance of our work to designers and
implementers. We show that lockless algorithms and reclama-
tion schemes are mostly independent, by combining a blocking
reclamation scheme and a non-blocking algorithm, then com-
paring this combination to a fully non-blocking equivalent. We
also present a new reclamation scheme that combines aspects
of two other schemes to give good performance and ease of
use. Section 7 describes the use of one of these memory recla-
mation schemes (QSBR) in the Linux kernel. We close with
a discussion of related work in Section 8 and summarize our
conclusions in Section 9.

2. Memory reclamation schemes

We examine four memory reclamation schemes: quiescent-
state-based reclamation (QSBR) [3,28], epoch-based recla-
mation (EBR) [9], hazard-pointer-based reclamation (HPBR)
[29,30], and lock-free reference counting (LFRC) [39,32]. In
this section, we provide an overview of each scheme to help
the reader understand our work.

Most of the functionality of each scheme is provided by a
library into which clients call. However, each scheme places
slightly different constraints on the calling code, leading to dif-
ferent interfaces to the respective libraries; hence, a developer
cannot simply recompile her application with a new reclama-
tion scheme, but must customize her code for each library’s
interface. These interfaces have different levels of complex-
ity, leading to trade-offs between reclamation performance and
coding difficulty. We elaborate on this point while discussing
each scheme.

2.1. Quiescent-state-based reclamation

QSBR and EBR reclaim memory once a grace period has
passed. A grace period is a time interval [a, b] such that, af-
ter time b, all elements removed before time a can safely be
reclaimed.

QSBR uses quiescent states to detect grace periods. A qui-
escent state for thread T is a state in which T holds no refer-
ences to shared elements—in particular, T holds no references
to any shared elements which have been removed from a lock-
less data structure. Any interval of time in which each thread
passes through at least one quiescent state is thus a grace pe-
riod for QSBR. Fig. 2 illustrates this relationship. Thread T 1
goes through quiescent states at times t1 and t5, T 2 at times t2
and t4, and T 3 at time t3. Hence, a grace period is any time
interval containing either [t1, t3] or [t3, t5].

Note that there is no requirement that QSBR implementa-
tions find the shortest grace periods possible. In Fig. 2, for
example, any interval containing [t1, t3] or [t3, t5] is a quies-
cent state; implementations which check for grace periods only
when threads enter quiescent states would detect [t1, t5], since
T 1’s two quiescent states form the only pair of quiescent states
from a single thread which enclose a grace period.

One convenient way to implement QSBR is with a fuzzy
barrier [14]. A barrier protects access to some code which no
thread should execute before all other threads finish some prior
stage of computation. In standard (non-fuzzy) barrier synchro-
nization, threads announce their entry into a barrier, and then
block until all threads have entered the barrier. In a fuzzy bar-
rier, instead of blocking, a thread which enters the barrier skips
the protected code and continues executing if some other thread
has not yet entered the barrier. The thread will again attempt
to execute the protected code upon subsequent fuzzy barrier
entries. For implementing QSBR, a thread can enter the bar-
rier when passing through a quiescent state; the protected code
performs the memory reclamation.

Fig. 2. Illustration of QSBR. Black boxes represent quiescent states.
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Applications must somehow indicate to the QSBR library
when quiescent states occur; however, the choice of quiescent
states is application-dependent. In general, a thread may declare
a quiescent state at any time when it has no references to any
shared data. In the trivial case, a thread could declare a quies-
cent state after every lockless operation, as shown in Listing 1;
however, it is often advantageous to declare quiescent states
less frequently. In our experiments, we declare quiescent states
by calling quiescent_state() at the end of our main
test loop, as shown in Listing 4 in Section 4. A thread which
calls quiescent_state() enters a fuzzy barrier. Calling
quiescent_state() at the end of the loop allows us to
amortize the cost of entering the fuzzy barrier across several
operations.

Listing 1 : Trivial example flagging of quiescent states with
QSBR.

1 void foo (struct list ∗ l, long key)
2 {
3 remove (l, key);
4 quiescent_state ();
5 }

Many operating system kernels contain natural quiescent
states. Linux uses QSBR to implement the read-copy up-
date (RCU) API [10,26,28]. Several choices of quiescent
state have been proposed in different QSBR implementations
[24, Section 4.3] in Linux. A classical example is voluntary
context switch. As another example, in parts of the Linux
kernel, writers flag quiescent states immediately after writes,
using the pattern shown in Listing 1, and then intentionally
block until a grace period has elapsed, in order to increase
maintainability and to reduce memory usage.

The standard model for reasoning about non-blocking syn-
chronization is that any thread may experience a fail-stop
failure at any time, and other threads cannot distinguish these
failures from long stalls. In this model, QSBR is blocking,
since failed threads will not go through quiescent states. Fig. 3
illustrates this problem. Thread T 2 is a failed thread; since it
has failed, it never goes through a quiescent state. By the defi-
nition of grace period, there are thus no grace periods in this
system. Since there are no grace periods, threads T 1 and T 3
will never be able to reclaim memory. As a result, the system
will eventually run out of memory, forcing T 1 and T 3 to block
forever on memory allocation. In principle, systems that can
detect thread failure might designate thread failure as an ex-
tended quiescent state; however, in practice, we are not aware
of any such implementation, and in theory, failure detectors
[7] are not a part of standard shared memory models.

Fig. 3. QSBR is inherently blocking.

2.2. Epoch-based reclamation

Fraser’s EBR [9], like QSBR, uses grace periods. EBR dif-
fers from QSBR in that QSBR relies on the programmer to
annotate the program with quiescent states, but EBR hides this
bookkeeping within the implementation of lockless operations.
The body of a lockless operation is termed a critical region.
Each thread sets a per-thread flag upon entry into a critical
region, indicating that the thread intends to locklessly access
shared data. The thread clears this flag at the end of the lock-
less operation. No thread is allowed to access an EBR-protected
object outside of a critical region. After some pre-determined
number of critical region entries, a thread attempts to enter a
fuzzy barrier and reclaim memory.

Listing 2 shows an example of the use of EBR in a search
of a linked list which allows lockless reads but uses locks for
updates. QSBR omits lines 5, 10, and 14, which handle EBR’s
epoch bookkeeping, but is otherwise identical; QSBR’s quies-
cent states are flagged explicitly by clients of the QSBR library,
as shown by the pseudocode in Listings 1 and 4.

Listing 2: EBR concurrently readable search.

1 int search (struct list ∗ l, long key)
2 {
3 element_t ∗ cur;
4 int cur_key;
5 critical_enter();
6 for (cur = l−>list_head;
7 cur != NULL; cur = cur−>next) {
8 cur_key = cur−>key;
9 if (cur−>_key >= key) {
10 critical_exit();
11 return (cur_key == key);
12 }
13 }
14 critical_exit();
15 return (0);
16 }

EBR gets its name from the epochs it uses to implement a
fuzzy barrier. Each thread executes in one of the three logical
epochs and may lag at most one epoch behind the global epoch.
Each epoch has an associated limbo list for elements awaiting
reclamation. Whenever a thread enters a new epoch, it accesses
the code protected by the fuzzy barrier and can safely reclaim
memory. Three epochs are needed because, as Fig. 4 illustrates,
a thread can execute in two epochs during a single global epoch,
hence populating two limbo lists.

Fig. 4 shows how EBR tracks epochs, allowing memory to
be reclaimed safely. When a thread enters a critical region, it
updates its local epoch to match the global epoch. After some
pre-determined number of critical region entries since changing
its local epoch, a thread will attempt to increment the global
epoch. This attempt will succeed only if the local epoch of each
thread in a critical region is equal to the global epoch; hence,
since threads update their local epochs only at the beginning
of a critical region, if the global epoch is e, threads in critical
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Fig. 4. Illustration of EBR. Thin solid lines show updates to a thread’s local
epoch, and thick solid lines show updates to both a local epoch and the
global epoch.

regions can be in either epoch e or e − 1, but not e + 1 (all
mod 3). Hence, when a thread T’s local epoch changes to e, all
lockless operations of other threads which were in progress the
last time T was in epoch e have completed—a grace period has
elapsed. The time period [t1, t2] in Fig. 4 is thus a grace period.

As with QSBR, reclamation can be stalled by failed threads;
however, unlike with QSBR, only threads that fail within critical
regions can stall EBR. EBR’s bookkeeping is invisible to the
application programmer, making it simple for a programmer
to use. Section 5 shows that this property imposes significant
overhead on EBR.

2.3. Hazard-pointer-based reclamation

Michael’s HPBR[29] scheme, sometimes called safe
memory reclamation (SMR), provides an existence locking
mechanism for dynamically allocated elements. Each thread
performing lockless operations has K hazard pointers which
it uses to protect elements from reclamation by other threads;
hence, if there are N threads, we have H = NK hazard point-
ers in total. K is data-structure-dependent, and often small.
Queues and linked lists need K = 2 hazard pointers, while
stacks require only K = 1; however, we know of no upper
bound on K for general tree or graph traversal algorithms.

After removing an element, a thread places that element in a
private list. When the list grows to a predefined size R, the thread
reclaims each removed element lacking a corresponding hazard
pointer. Increasing R amortizes reclamation overhead across
more elements, but increases memory usage; if R is bigger
than H by some amount proportional to H, written formally as
R = H + �(H), the amortized per-element processing time is
constant. Setting R to a positive integer multiple of H plus some
constant suffices. Furthermore, since every removed element
not protected by a hazard pointer can be reclaimed, at most H
of the removed elements can be unreclaimable.

Since each thread has K hazard pointers and can hold R re-
moved elements in its private list, a crashed thread can prevent
only K + R removed elements from being reclaimed. HPBR
thus bounds the amount of memory which can be occupied by
removed elements, even in the presence of thread failures. In
this sense, HPBR is non-blocking—memory held by removed
elements cannot grow arbitrarily and exhaust the system’s mem-
ory, which would otherwise cause threads to stall. This guar-
antee, however, assumes a finite number of threads and hazard
pointers.

An algorithm using HPBR must identify all hazardous
references—references to shared elements that may have been

Fig. 5. Illustration of HPBR.

removed by other threads or that are vulnerable to the ABA 2

problem [30]. Such references require hazard pointers. The
algorithm sets a hazard pointer, then checks for element re-
moval; if the element has not been removed, then its fields
may safely be accessed. As long as the hazard pointer refer-
ences the element, HPBR’s reclamation routine refrains from
reclaiming it. Fig. 5 illustrates the use of HPBR. Element a
has been removed from the linked list, but cannot be reclaimed
because T 2’s hazard pointer HP[2] references it.

Listing 3, showing code adapted from Michael [30], demon-
strates HPBR with a search algorithm corresponding to
Listing 2. At most two elements must be protected: the current
element and its predecessor (K = 2). The code removing ele-
ments, which are not shown here, use the low-order bit of the
next pointer as a flag. This guarantees that the validation step
on line 14 will fail and retry in case of concurrent removal.
Full details are given by Michael [30].

Listing 3: HPBR concurrently readable search.

1 int search (struct list ∗ l, long key)
2 {
3 element_t ∗∗ prev, ∗ cur, ∗ next;
4 / ∗ Index of our first hazard pointer. ∗ /
5 int base = getTID()∗ K;
6 / ∗ Offset into our hazard pointer segment. ∗ /
7 int off = 0;
8 try_again:
9 prev = &l−>list_head;
10 for (cur = ∗ prev; cur ! = NULL; cur = next & ∼ 1) {
11 / ∗ Protect cur with a hazard pointer. ∗ /
12 HP[base+off] = cur;
13 memory_fence();
14 if (∗ prev != cur)
15 goto try_again;
16 next = cur−>next;
17 if (cur−>key >= key)
18 return (cur−>key == key);
19 prev = &cur−>next;
20 off = (off+1)
21 }
22 return (0);
23 }

2 The ABA problem [20] occurs when we use CAS to update a data
structure. Suppose that p is an element in a linked data structure. If some
thread removes p and replaces it with p′, which uses the same memory
previously occupied by p, a concurrent CAS operation (for example, another
thread trying to remove p) will not be able to tell the difference between
p′ and p. This CAS operation could then succeed when it should fail (for
example, unintentionally removing p′).
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Provided that no lockless operation returns a reference to
an element, the changes needed for a program to use HPBR
are localized to the implementation of lockless operations, as
Listing 3 shows. If, however, a function returns a reference to
an element, a hazard pointer must protect this element during
the reference’s lifetime. Furthermore, applying HPBR to the
implementation of a lockless operation is often more compli-
cated than applying EBR, as can be seen by contrasting List-
ing 2 with 3.

Herlihy et al. [18] presented a very similar scheme called
Pass the Buck. Since this scheme’s per-operation costs are very
similar to those of HPBR, we believe that our HPBR results
apply to Pass the Buck as well.

2.4. Lock-free reference counting

LFRC is a well-known garbage-collection technique.
Threads track the number of references to elements, reclaiming
any element whose count is zero. Valois’ LFRC scheme [39]
(corrected by Michael and Scott [32]) uses CAS and fetch-
and-add (FAA), and requires elements to retain their type after
reclamation. Sundell’s scheme [37], based on Valois’, is wait-
free. The scheme of Detlefs et al. [8] allows elements’ types
to change upon reclamation, but requires double compare-and-
swap (DCAS), which no current CPU supports.

Although LFRC avoids locks, it does not bound the amount
of memory consumed by removed nodes like HPBR does—
Michael and Scott report easily running out of memory us-
ing Valois’ version of LFRC [32]. Furthermore, Michael [30]
showed that LFRC introduces overhead which often makes
lockless algorithms perform worse than lock-based versions.
We include some experiments with Valois’ scheme to repro-
duce Michael’s findings.

As with HPBR, only the implementations of lockless opera-
tions must be changed in order to support LFRC, provided these
operations do not return references to elements. Implementing
these changes is slightly more complex than for HPBR, since
the programmer must ensure that each reference count which is
incremented is later decremented; by contrast, if hazard point-
ers are reused on subsequent operations, it is not necessary to
explicitly unset them.

2.5. Summary

We consider QSBR, EBR, HPBR, and LFRC. For the con-
venience of the reader, we list these schemes, their associated
acronyms, and some basic characteristics of each in Table 1;

Table 1
Summary of memory reclamation schemes

Acronym Full name Characteristics

QSBR Quiescent-state-based reclamation Detects grace periods using application-dependent quiescent states
EBR Epoch-based reclamation Detects grace periods using application-independent epochs
HPBR Hazard-pointer-based reclamation Uses per-thread hazard pointers for existence locking
LFRC Lock-free reference-counting Uses per-element reference counts for existence locking
NEBR New epoch-based reclamation Introduced in Section 6.2

this list also includes new epoch-based reclamation (NEBR),
which we introduce in Section 6.2.

3. Reclamation performance factors

Several factors can affect the performance of memory recla-
mation schemes—memory consistency, workload, contention,
thread preemption, scheduling, and memory constraints. This
section explains these factors, which we vary experimentally
in Section 5.

3.1. Memory consistency

Current literature on lock-free algorithms generally assumes
a sequentially consistent [23] memory model, which prohibits
instruction reordering and globally orders memory references.
However, sequential consistency precludes many hardware and
compiler performance optimizations which are possible when
using a weaker memory consistency model [1]. Since most
codes does not require sequential consistency, modern CPUs
enforce sequential consistency only when needed by having
programmers use special fence instructions (also called memory
barriers). Although fences are often omitted from pseudocode,
they are expensive on most modern CPUs and must be included
in realistic performance analyses.

The schemes we consider require different numbers of fence
instructions. HPBR, EBR, and LFRC require per-operation
fences, while QSBR does not. HPBR, as shown in Listing 3,
requires a fence between hazard-pointer setting and validation,
thus one fence per visited element. LFRC also requires per-
element fences, in addition to the atomic instructions needed to
maintain reference counts. EBR requires two fences per oper-
ation: one when setting a flag when entering a critical region,
and one when clearing it upon exit. QSBR has no per-operation
code to manage quiescent states, so no per-operation fences are
required. As we show in Section 5, this lack of per-operation
fences enables QSBR to have very low per-operation overhead
in many cases.

3.2. Workload, contention, and scheduling

Data structures differ in both the operations they provide
and in their common workloads. Queues are update-only, but
linked lists and hash tables are often read mostly [24]. Schemes
which do not bound memory usage may perform poorly with
update-heavy structures, since the risk of memory exhaustion is
higher. Conversely, schemes which require per-element fences
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may perform poorly with operations which must visit many
elements, such as list or tree traversal.

We expect contention due to concurrent threads to be a minor
source of reclamation overhead; however, for HPBR and LFRC,
it could be unbounded in degenerate cases. Readers using these
schemes may have to restart their traversals due to interference
from concurrent writes—for example, as shown in lines 14
and 15 of Listing 3. Readers forced to repeatedly restart their
traversals must repeatedly execute fence instructions for every
element. These degenerate cases are more likely when there are
many threads and the workload is update-heavy.

When the number of threads exceeds the number of proces-
sors, threads will be preempted. Preemption can adversely af-
fect schemes which rely on grace periods—descheduled threads
will not go through quiescent states or update their local epochs,
and can thus delay reclamation, potentially exhausting memory.
This risk of memory exhaustion is greatest with update-heavy
workloads. Longer scheduling quanta may increase the risk of
this exhaustion.

3.3. Memory constraints

Typically, a multi-threaded memory allocator will give each
thread a local pool of memory; threads that exhaust their local
pools replenish them from a global pool [4,6]. Using local
pools reduces contention on the global pool. Although lock-
free memory allocators exist [31], many allocators protect the
global pool using locking.

If an allocator uses locking, schemes which do not bound
memory usage may see greater lock contention due to having
to access the lock-protected global pool more frequently. Fur-
thermore, if a thread is preempted while holding such a lock,
other threads will block on memory allocation. The size of the
global pool is finite and governs the likelihood of memory ex-
haustion. Only HPBR [29] provides a provable bound on the
amount of unreclaimed memory; it should thus be less sensitive
to these constraints.

4. Experimental setup

We evaluated the memory reclamation strategies with re-
spect to the factors outlined in Section 3 using commodity
SMP systems with IBM POWER CPUs. Table 2 shows the
characteristics of the two machines we used; the last line
of this table gives the combined costs of locking and then
unlocking a spinlock. The code for our experiments is avail-
able at http://www.cs.toronto.edu/∼tomhart/
perflab/ipdps06.tgz.

In our tests, a parent thread creates N child threads, starts a
timer, and stops the threads upon timer expiry. Child threads
count the number of operations they perform, and the parent
then calculates the average execution time per operation by di-
viding the duration of the test by the total number of opera-
tions. The CPU time is the execution time multiplied by the
number of threads. Provided that the threads do not outnum-
ber the CPUs, CPU time compensates for increasing numbers
of CPUs, allowing us to focus on synchronization overhead.

Table 2
Characteristics of machines

XServe IBM Power

CPUs 2x 2.0 GHz PowerPC G5 8x 1.45 GHz Power4+
Kernel Linux 2.6.8-1.ydl.7g5-smp Linux 2.6.13 (kernel.org)
Fence 78 ns (156 cycles) 76 ns (110 cycles)
CAS 52 ns (104 cycles) 59 ns (86 cycles)
Lock 231 ns (462 cycles) 243 ns (352 cycles)

In our results, we report execution time when there are more
threads than CPUs, and CPU time otherwise. We average our
times over five trials.

In each trial, each thread runs repeatedly through the test
loop shown in Listing 4 until the timer expires. QSBR tests
place a quiescent state at the end of the loop. The probabilities
of inserting and removing elements are equal, keeping data-
structure size roughly constant throughout a given run.

Listing 4: Per-thread test pseudocode.

1 while (parent’s timer has not expired) {
2 for i from 1 to OPS_PER_LOOP do {
3 key = random key;
4 op = random operation;
5 d = data structure;
6 op(d, key);
7 }
8 if (using QSBR)
9 quiescent_state();
10 }

We tested the reclamation schemes on linked lists and queues.
We used Michael’s ordered lock-free linked list, which forbids
duplicate keys, and Michael and Scott’s lock-free queue. These
data structures are known to work with HPBR and have been
previously evaluated with that technique [30]; choosing these
data structures makes our work more easily comparable with
this prior work. We coded our concurrently readable lists simi-
larly to the lock-free lists. Linked lists permit arbitrary lengths
and read-to-update ratios, so we used them heavily in our ex-
periments. Queues allow evaluating QSBR on an update-only
data structure, which no prior studies have done.

The tests allow us to vary the number of threads and the total
number of elements with which the experiment begins. When
using linked lists, we are also able to specify the ratio of reads
to updates.

QSBR, EBR, and HPBR all have parameters which affect
the frequency of reclamation; we attempted to choose these pa-
rameters such that the schemes performed well and reclaimed
memory with comparable frequency. These factors include the
number of operations per quiescent state, the frequency with
which threads using EBR attempt to update the global epoch,
and the frequency with which threads using HPBR attempt
to reclaim memory. We chose these parameters so as not to
bias our experiments against any scheme. As shown in List-
ing 4, each thread performs OPS_PER_LOOP operations per
quiescent state; hence, grace-period-related overhead is amor-
tized across OPS_PER_LOOP operations. We set the value of
OPS_PER_LOOP to 100 in our experiments. For EBR, each op

http://www.cs.toronto.edu/ tomhart/perflab/ipdps06.tgz
http://www.cs.toronto.edu/ tomhart/perflab/ipdps06.tgz
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in Listing 4 is a critical region; a thread attempts to update the
global epoch whenever it has entered a critical region 100 times
since the last update, again amortizing grace-period-related
overhead across 100 operations. For HPBR, we amortized recla-
mation overhead over R=2H+100 element removals.

Both QSBR and EBR require a fuzzy barrier algorithm; how-
ever, measuring the performance and scalability of different
barrier algorithms is not our goal. We therefore chose to use
EBR’s fuzzy barrier algorithm for both our QSBR and EBR im-
plementations. We experimented with other barrier algorithms
and found that this one had low overhead and scaled well. In
principle, we could use other fuzzy barrier algorithms for each
scheme while maintaining the same programming interface.

Our memory allocator is similar to that of Bonwick [6]:
each thread has two freelists of up to 100 elements each and
can acquire more memory from a global non-blocking stack of
freelists. This non-blocking allocator allowed us to study recla-
mation performance without considering pathological locking
conditions discussed in Section 3.3.

The threads in our experiment were processes, created us-
ing fork(). We implemented CAS using POWER’s LL/SC
instructions (larx and stcx), and fences using the eieio
instruction. Our spinlocks were implemented using CAS and
fences. Our locks used exponential backoff [2], implemented
using busy waiting, upon encountering conflicts, as did all our
lockless algorithms.

4.1. Limitations of experiment

Microbenchmarks are never perfect [22]; however, they allow
us to study reclamation performance by varying each of the
factors outlined in Section 3 independently. Our results show
that these factors significantly affect reclamation performance.
In macrobenchmark experiments, it is more difficult to gain
insight into the causes of performance differences, and to test
the schemes comprehensively.

Some applications may not have natural quiescent states; fur-
thermore, detecting quiescent states in other applications may
be more expensive than it is in our experiments. Our QSBR im-
plementation, for example, is faster than that used in the Linux
kernel, due to the latter’s need to support dynamic insertion and
removal of CPUs, interrupt handlers, and real-time workloads.

Our HPBR experiments statically allocate hazard pointers.
Although this is sufficient for our experiments, some algo-
rithms, to the best of our knowledge, require unbounded num-
bers of hazard pointers.

We believe that, despite the above limitations, our experi-
ments thoroughly evaluate these memory reclamation schemes
and show when each scheme is and is not efficient. In Section 7,
we describe experiments with one scheme, QSBR, in the con-
text of the Linux kernel and show that these macrobenchmark
results are consistent with the predictions of our microbench-
mark.

5. Performance analysis

We first investigate the base costs for the reclamation
schemes: single-threaded execution on small data structures.

We then show how workload, list traversal length, number of
threads, and preemption affect the performance.

5.1. Base costs

We first measure the costs of these schemes without the costs
associated with contention, preemption, or traversing long lists;
this represents the best-case performance of these schemes.
Fig.6 shows the single-threaded base costs of these schemes
on non-blocking queues and single-element linked lists with
no preemption or contention. We note that in a well-designed
system, contention should usually be low—good best-case per-
formance is thus highly desirable.

For the purposes of comparison, we show how these lock-
less algorithms, with the support of the different reclamation
schemes, compare with simple spinlock-based alternatives in
the base case. These data are presented only to show that the
lockless schemes are competitive: our goal is to compare differ-
ent memory reclamation schemes, not to compare lock-based
algorithms to lockless ones, or to compare different types of
locks. We therefore limit our experiments to lockless synchro-
nization for the evaluation in this section.

We ran LFRC only on read-only workloads; these were suf-
ficient for us to corroborate Michael’s [30] result that LFRC
performs poorly.

In these base cases, the dominant influence on the per-
formance is per-operation atomic instructions: CAS, FAA,
and fences make LFRC much more expensive than the other
schemes. Since EBR requires two fences per operation (when
calling critical_enter() and critical_exit(),
respectively), and HPBR requires one for most operations con-
sidered here, EBR is usually the next most expensive. QSBR,
needing no per-operation atomic instructions, is the cheapest
scheme in the base case.

Workload affects the performance of these schemes. Under
an update-intensive workload, a significant number of opera-
tions will involve removing elements; for each attempt to re-
claim a removed element, HPBR must search the array of haz-
ard pointers. This overhead can become significant for update-
intensive workloads, as can be seen in Fig. 6: HPBR per-
forms best for the read-only linked lists and worst for the

Fig. 6. Base costs—single-threaded data from 8-CPU machine. Y -axis shows
CPU time, defined as the average per-operation execution time multiplied by
the number of threads.
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update-only queues. HPBR’s performance for the update-only
linked lists is intermediate—list removals fail when a matching
key is not found in the list, and therefore do not result in an
element needing reclamation, and therefore do not result in
an element needing reclamation. Reclamation overhead is thus
amortized across more operations compared to the update-only
queue case, in which dequeue operations fail only when the
queue is empty.

5.2. Scalability with workload

Fig. 6 shows us how the reclamation schemes perform with
read-only and update-only workloads. Using linked lists allows
us to see how the schemes perform with intermediate read-to-
update ratios. Fig. 7 shows the schemes’ performance as we
gradually increase the read-to-update ratio from read-only to
update-only on a single-threaded workload. QSBR and EBR
exhibit almost the same slope. HPBR, however, experiences a
slight increase in overhead as the update fraction increases. As
noted above, this is due to the fact that HPBR has to perform
additional processing each time it reclaims a removed element.
Since this increase is small, we conclude that workload, in
isolation, is a minor factor in reclamation performance.

5.3. Scalability with traversal length

Fig. 8 shows the effect of list length on a single-threaded
read-only workload. We observed similar results in update-only
workloads. As expected, per-element fence instructions degrade
HPBR’s performance on long chains of elements; QSBR and
EBR do much better.

Fig. 9 shows the same scenario, but also includes LFRC. At
best, LFRC takes more than twice as long as the next slowest
scheme, and the performance gap rapidly increases with the
list length due to the multiple per-element atomic instructions.
Because LFRC is always the worst scheme in terms of perfor-
mance, we do not consider it further.

5.4. Scalability with threads

Concurrent performance is an obvious concern for memory
reclamation schemes. We study the effect of threads sharing
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the data structure when there is no CPU contention, and when
threads must also compete for the CPU.

5.4.1. No preemption
When we attempted to run eight non-real-time processes si-

multaneously on our 8-CPU machine, we experienced the ef-
fects of preemption, which we examine in the next subsection.
To reduce the risk of preemption and the other effects of CPU
contention, such as thread migration, we use a maximum of
seven threads, ensuring that one CPU is available for other pro-
cesses, following Fraser [9]. We could have instead prevented
preemption by running our threads with real-time priority. We
ran limited tests to confirm that doing so prevents preemption
and its associated effects on performance; however, since the
scheduler could have other effects on performance, we chose
to simply keep a CPU free instead.

Figs. 10 and 11 show the performance of the reclamation
schemes with a read-only workload on a linked list, and with
an update-only workload on a queue, respectively. All three
schemes scale almost linearly in the read-only case. In the
update-only case shown in Fig. 11, we see increased overhead
in all cases because multiple threads are trying to update a sin-
gle queue; since hazard pointers have to be re-set when a thread
restarts an operation, HPBR becomes slightly worse when con-
tention is high. Aside from this minor increase, the schemes’
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Fig. 11. Effect of adding threads—lock-free queue, 8 CPUs.

relative performance is largely unaffected by the number of
threads, regardless of whether the workload is read-only or
update-only.

5.4.2. With preemption
To evaluate the performance of the reclamation schemes un-

der preemption, we ran our tests on our 2-CPU machine, vary-
ing the number of threads from 1 to 32.

Fig. 12 shows the performance of the schemes on a one-
element lock-free linked list with a read-only workload. This
case eliminates reclamation overhead, focusing solely on read-
side and fuzzy barrier overhead. In this case, the algorithms all
scale well, with QSBR remaining the most efficient.

For the update-heavy workloads, such as the update-only
queue shown in Fig. 13, HPBR performs best. Preempted
threads slow down threads using QSBR or EBR, since their
failure to go through quiescent states in a timely manner will
result in memory exhaustion, leading to allocation failures.
We note that HPBR performs best even when the number
of threads is equal to the number of CPUs—this is because,
when the number of threads and CPUs are equal, other system
threads may preempt our threads, as discussed in the previous
subsection.

In the above experiments, threads using QSBR or EBR yield
the processor on allocation failure using sched_yield(),
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Fig. 13. Effect of preemption—lock-free queue, 2 CPUs.

since preempted threads must run in order for grace periods to
occur and thus for memory to be reclaimed. Yielding the proces-
sor upon allocation failure is a necessary condition for QSBR
and EBR to have acceptable performance under an update-
heavy workload with preemption. Fig. 14 shows the same test
as Fig. 13, but with busy-waiting upon allocation failure. Here,
HPBR performs well, but EBR and QSBR quickly exhaust the
pool of free memory. Each thread spins waiting for more mem-
ory to become free, thereby further preventing grace periods
from completing in a timely manner and hence delaying mem-
ory reclamation.

Although busy waiting on allocation failure would be a poor
design choice in an application using grace periods for memory
reclamation, this test demonstrates that preemption and update-
heavy workloads can cause QSBR and EBR to exhaust all mem-
ory. In situations in which grace periods are not achieved in
a timely manner, HPBR’s bounds on unfreed memory become
valuable.

5.5. Summary

The performance of the different memory reclamation
schemes is often comparable, as in Figs. 11 and 12; how-
ever, in degenerate cases, reclamation overhead can dominate
execution time, as in Figs. 9 and 14. Programmers must
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therefore understand the tradeoffs between the schemes in order
to ensure good performance.

In the base case, atomic instructions such as fences are the
dominant cost. The overhead due to factors such as entering and
exiting a fuzzy barrier or scanning an array of hazard pointers
is minor, and only affects the performance noticeably in the
case of the queue results in Fig. 6.

HPBR and LFRC require per-element atomic instructions.
Since these atomic instructions are expensive, HPBR and LFRC
perform poorly when long chains of elements must be traversed.
In the case of LFRC, the need for atomic increments is inherent,
and in the case of HPBR, the need for fences is a consequence of
the weakly consistent memory models on modern processors.

QSBR and EBR depend on grace periods occurring suffi-
ciently often. If grace periods are stalled—for example, due to
preemption—and the workload is update-heavy, these schemes
may exhaust memory. In our experience, the impact of this
problem can be reduced by yielding the processor on allocation
failure; experience with the Linux kernel also suggests that this
problem can be mitigated in practice [34].

6. Consequences and discussion

We describe the consequences of our analysis for comparing
algorithms, designing new reclamation schemes, and choosing
reclamation schemes for applications. We also discuss factors
other than performance which affect the choice of memory
reclamation scheme. Finally, we present system-level perfor-
mance results obtained from the Linux kernel.

6.1. Fair evaluation of algorithms

Reclamation schemes have profound performance effects
that must be accounted for when experimentally evaluating new
lockless algorithms.

Fig. 15 shows one of our early, faulty experiments, per-
formed prior to the evaluation in Section 5; it plots CPU time
against update fraction for a 10-element list. The goal of this
experiment was to compare the performance of a lock-free
linked list with HPBR (LF-HPBR) with a concurrently readable
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Fig. 15. Lock-free (LF) versus concurrently readable (CR) algo-
rithms—10-element lists, one thread, 8 CPUs.

equivalent using QSBR (CR-QSBR). Concurrently readable al-
gorithms have lockless reads but use locks for updates; such
algorithms are used with QSBR in the Linux kernel. The mo-
tivation for these pairings was to compare a combination with
strong fault-tolerance guarantees—a thread cannot hold a lock
indefinitely or stop other threads from reclaiming memory—
with a combination lacking these guarantees. Our intuition was
that lock-free algorithms might pay a performance penalty for
these fault-tolerance properties.

We initially performed this experiment with only the LF-
HPBR and CR-QSBR traces shown in Fig. 15. Since these
traces never cross, our original experiment led us to the erro-
neous conclusion that the concurrently readable algorithm is al-
ways faster. A better analysis also performs the experiment with
LF-QSBR, noting that as the update fraction increases, lock-
free performance improves relative to the concurrently readable
approach, since its updates require fewer atomic instructions
than does locking. For update fractions above roughly 75%
LF-QSBR achieves the best performance. The large gap be-
tween the LF-HPBR and CR-QSBR traces is not due to the
difference between lock-free and concurrently readable linked
lists, but the fact that HPBR requires per-element fences, and
this list has 10 elements. This example shows that one can ac-
curately compare two lockless algorithms only when each is
using the same reclamation scheme.

The lock-free linked list performs some per-element checks
which the concurrently readable list does not, independent of
which reclamation scheme is used. Since the list in Fig. 15
has 10 elements, these checks impose significant overhead.
The lock-free linked list is thus more appealing when fewer
elements must be traversed. Fig. 16 shows the performance
of hash tables being concurrently accessed by four threads.
The hash table consists of arrays of LF-QSBR or CR-QSBR
single-element lists, using the same list algorithms as in
Fig. 15. For clarity, we omit HPBR from this graph—our intent
is to compare the lock-free and concurrently readable algo-
rithms using a common reclamation scheme. Here, since there
are fewer elements on which to perform checks, the lock-free
algorithm that out-performs the concurrently readable alterna-
tive for update fractions above about 20%. Lock-free lists and
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hash tables might therefore be practical for update-heavy sit-
uations in environments providing QSBR, such as OS kernels
like Linux.

New reclamation schemes should also be evaluated by vary-
ing each of the factors that can affect their performance. For
example, Gidenstam et al. [11] proposed a new non-blocking
reclamation scheme that combines reference counting with
HPBR, and can be proven to have several attractive proper-
ties. However, like HPBR and reference counting, it requires
expensive per-element atomic operations. The evaluation of
this scheme consisted only of experiments on double-ended
queues, thus failing to evaluate scalability with data-structure
size, a weakness of HPBR. This failing shows the value of our
analysis: it is necessary to vary the experimental parameters
we considered to gain a full understanding of a given scheme’s
performance.

6.2. Improving reclamation performance

Improved reclamation schemes can be designed based on an
understanding of the factors that affect the performance. For
example, we observe that a key difference between QSBR and
EBR is the per-operation overhead of EBR’s two fences which
it requires when entering and leaving a critical region. This
observation allows us to make a modest improvement to EBR
called NEBR.

NEBR requires compromising EBR’s application-indepen-
dence. Instead of setting and clearing a flag at the start and end
of every lockless operation, we set it at the application level
before entering any code that might contain NEBR critical re-
gions. Since our flag is set and cleared at the application level,
we can amortize the overhead of the corresponding fence in-
structions over a larger number of operations. We reran the ex-
periment shown in Fig. 10, but including NEBR, and, as shown
in Fig. 17, found that NEBR scaled linearly and performed
slightly better than did HPBR.

Furthermore, NEBR does not need the expensive per-
element atomic operations that ruin HPBR’s performance for
long traversals. NEBR’s overhead relative to QSBR can be
attributed to its need to attempt to check and update epochs
when starting a lockless operation.
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Fig. 17. Performance of NEBR—lock-free list, 8 CPUs, read-only workload,
variable number of threads.

NEBR is attractive because its overhead is close to that of
QSBR, but it simplifies the job of an application programmer.
With QSBR, a programmer must identify an appropriate set of
quiescent states in the application code, and mark them. With
NEBR, the programmer’s job is simplified to marking only
the beginning and end of regions of the application code in
which lockless calls are made; updating the global epoch is
still periodically attempted after some fixed number of lockless
operations. Interestingly, recent real-time variants of the Linux-
kernel RCU also dispense with quiescent states [27]. Ongoing
work is expected to substantially reduce real-time RCU read-
side overhead.

There are many opportunities for future work in the area of
memory reclamation. Our recommendation that threads using
QSBR or EBR yield the CPU on allocation failure is simi-
lar in spirit to the idea of scheduler-conscious synchronization
[21]. It may be possible to further apply the ideas of scheduler-
conscious synchronization to create a user-level QSBR imple-
mentation with less overhead or a lower memory footprint than
the one used in our experiments.

HPBR requires per-element fences on any machine with a
weakly consistent memory model. A scheme which avoids per-
element atomic instructions yet still makes some guarantees
about memory usage would be a desirable technique. Creating
such a scheme, and formalizing what progress guarantees it
makes, is an interesting challenge.

We note that it is possible to combine aspects of different
reclamation schemes. Seigh [35] has proposed a scheme which
combines HPBR with QSBR in an attempt to get good flexi-
bility and performance.

6.3. Blocking memory reclamation for non-blocking data
structures

Schemes relying on grace periods are blocking in the sense
that if grace periods do not happen, the system will run out
of memory, and threads will fail to make progress. We have
shown that non-blocking data structures often perform better
when using these blocking schemes than they do with HPBR,
which is non-blocking. One might question why one would
want to use a non-blocking data structure in this case, since
a halted thread would cause an infinite memory leak, thus
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destroying the non-blocking data structure’s fault-tolerance
guarantees.

However, non-blocking data structures are often used for
reasons other than fault-tolerance; for example, Qprof [5] and
Cache Kernel [13] both use such structures because they can
be accessed from signal handlers without risk of self-deadlock.
Blocking memory reclamation does not remove this bene-
fit. In fact, Cache Kernel uses a blocking implementation of
type-stable memory to guard against read-reclamation races; its
implementation [12] has similarities to QSBR. Non-blocking
algorithms with blocking reclamation schemes similarly con-
tinue to benefit from resistance to preemption-induced con-
voying and priority inversion.

We view combining a non-blocking algorithm with a block-
ing reclamation scheme as part of a trend toward weakened
non-blocking properties [5,19], designed to preserve selected
advantages of non-blocking synchronization while improving
performance. In this case, threads have all the advantages of
non-blocking synchronization, unless the system runs out of
memory.

Conversely, one may also use non-blocking reclamation with
blocking algorithms to reduce the amount of memory awaiting
reclamation in the face of preempted or failed threads.

6.4. Non-performance factors

Although we have analyzed memory reclamation schemes
purely from a performance standpoint, performance is not the
only factor to consider when choosing a memory reclamation
scheme. The schemes have slightly different semantics which
may make one scheme or another more attractive for a particular
application.

Reference counting, for its part, has well-known difficulties
in dealing with cyclic garbage [11]. However, it has the advan-
tage that elements can be accessed after having been removed
from a shared data structure; this feature was exploited by Sun-
dell and Tsigas [36,38] to let threads accessing a doubly linked
list avoid restarting their traversals when elements are removed.

Identifying appropriate quiescent states in an application may
not be straightforward [30]; furthermore, choosing inappropri-
ate quiescent states may have unforeseen consequences. Sarma
and McKenney [34] discussed how the use of QSBR in the
Linux kernel’s IPv4 route cache introduced the possibility of
denial-of-service (DoS) attacks. By sending a large number of
packets to a machine, an attacker could force the victim to
spend all its time in interrupt handlers, which had no quiescent
states in older versions of Linux. The attacker could thus indef-
initely extend grace periods, resulting in unbounded memory
consumption that would eventually cause the system to hang.
Enhancements to Linux’s QSBR infrastructure now provide a
new set of quiescent states for use in interrupt handlers that
can prevent such attacks from indefinitely extending grace pe-
riods. It is an open question, however, whether Linux’s QSBR
infrastructure can be formally proven to be robust in the face
of arbitrary DoS attacks.

As noted in Section 2.3, some algorithms may require an un-
bounded number of hazard pointers; this requirement stymied

an attempt to use hazard pointers in Linux to improve real-time
response [27]. The potentially unbounded number of hazard
pointers necessitates dynamic hazard pointer allocation [30],
requiring that the HPBR reference-acquisition primitive be able
to either block or return failure in low-memory situations. In
certain OS kernel situations neither blocking nor failing is an
acceptable response. For example, when physical memory is
exhausted the OS will write pages to external swap space in
order to free memory. Use of a deferred-destruction scheme
based on HPBR in this case can lead to memory deadlock be-
cause memory is exhausted and hazard pointer allocation will
likely fail. In general, allowing hazard pointer allocation to
block would prohibit the use of this scheme in OS kernel sit-
uations where blocking is not acceptable (such as when inter-
rupts are disabled). The alternative solution of introducing a
failure return introduces new software engineering difficulties.
Although these problems can be dealt with in principle, they
may be prohibitively difficult to handle in practice in a large
and complex code base like an OS kernel.

In addition, the not-uncommon case of aggregated data
structures (for example, nested C-language structs) can pose
software-engineering obstacles for the use of hazard pointers.
In such cases, constraints must be imposed on memory allo-
cation, such that a pointer to any component of the aggregate
will be deemed equivalent to an alias, that is to say, a pointer
to some other component of that same aggregate.

Finally, achieving the potential memory-footprint advantages
of hazard pointers depends on the use of a fixed, finite number
of hazard pointers per thread. In this case, hazard pointers do
not need to be explicitly released, since they will be reused in a
relatively short time period. If hazard pointers are dynamically
allocated, however, then they must also be explicitly released
to provide bounds on the amount of unreclaimed memory.

It might still be advantageous to use HPBR in operating sys-
tem kernels like Linux, but only if its use is restricted to code
that (1) is not used when freeing up memory, thus avoiding out-
of-memory deadlocks, (2) requires a strictly bounded number
of hazard pointers, and (3) avoids the pointer-aliasing problems
posed by aggregated data structures. These limitations, how-
ever, make HPBR unsuitable for use as a memory reclamation
scheme when implementing the current Linux RCU API. In the
following section, we take a closer look at this API and several
of its uses in the Linux kernel.

7. Example uses: the Linux RCU API

The Linux RCU API provides a set of operations that allow
lockless concurrent reads of shared data structures and deferred
destruction of elements removed from these structures. Writers
may not prevent readers from accessing the shared data, but
must coordinate with each other in some way. Typically, tradi-
tional spinlocks are used to prevent concurrent updates, how-
ever, other methods could be used as well; the RCU API does
not dictate how updates should be coordinated. In this section,
we review the Linux RCU API and its use of memory, and then
consider a specific example where RCU is used in the Linux
kernel.
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7.1. Requirements and memory reclamation

The RCU API was designed for use in OS kernels; it is
defined to neither block nor fail for readers, and cannot feasibly
be altered to do so. As noted in Section 6.4, allowing blocking
would prohibit the use of RCU in many situations where it
has proven valuable (such as when interrupts are disabled).
Introducing a failure return instead would be extremely difficult
in many of the 244 uses of this primitive in the Linux 2.6.20
kernel. As a result, RCU uses QSBR for memory reclamation.

The RCU system tracks quiescent states and grace periods.
In the original version, designed for non-preemptable kernels,
context switches are used to identify quiescent states. To al-
low preemptable kernels the API requires read-side critical
regions to be identified with calls to rcu_read_lock and
rcu_read_unlock. These calls disable and enable preemp-
tion to guarantee that context switches (and thus quiescent
states) do not occur while a thread is in the middle of access-
ing an RCU-protected data structure. The RCU API has been
further extended with a new set of quiescent states for use in
interrupt handlers, motivated by the need to prevent DoS at-
tacks, as mentioned in Section 6.4. Finally, other extensions
have targeted real-time response.

The requirements on the RCU API in an OS kernel make
QSBR a natural choice for memory reclamation. Preemption
can be suppressed in a kernel environment, so delayed grace
periods are unlikely. In addition, uses of RCU in Linux have
targeted read-mostly data structures that are rarely updated in
common uses. Since updates are rare, memory reclamation is
also rare and the most important performance consideration is
the overhead required for reads. Our microbenchmark results
show that QSBR has the lowest per-operation overhead for read-
only workloads (see Fig. 6), and we would therefore expect
it to have the best performance for these real uses as well.
Furthermore, since QSBR does not have expensive per-element
atomic instructions, it is well fitted to the concurrently readable
lists which are common in Linux.

Although EBR could also be used in Linux, it has no perfor-
mance advantage over QSBR; any usability advantages are less
relevant given that an implementation with QSBR already ex-
ists. Attempts to use HPBR require dynamic hazard pointer al-
location, leading to the difficulties of failing or blocking noted
earlier. In addition, the RCU API releases references implicitly
at the end of the corresponding RCU read-side critical region,
rather than at the point where the reference is no longer needed.
Therefore, an HPBR-based RCU implementation that traverses
an arbitrary-length list in a single RCU read-side critical sec-
tion could consume an arbitrarily large number of hazard point-
ers. On the other hand, modifying Linux’s RCU API to include
explicit release of RCU references would require prohibitively
large and pervasive changes to Linux [27].

7.2. System V IPC

We now focus on one specific use of RCU in the Linux
kernel—namely, System V IPC. Since alternate implementa-

tions using different memory reclamation schemes do not exist,
we cannot compare their performance in these cases. Our per-
formance comparisons are thus between traditional locking and
RCU. These results show that lockless approaches are valuable
and can out-perform lock-based approaches by a considerable
margin, and that blocking reclamation schemes can be practical
in large applications.

It would be desirable to make all such comparisons using
a contemporary version of the Linux kernel; however, where
RCU has proved valuable it is difficult and largely pointless to
re-engineer the kernel to re-introduce locking again. An alter-
native approach would map the RCU uses in the Linux kernel
to conventional locking; however, such a mapping is in general
problematic. Some of the difficulties include:

(1) RCU read-side critical sections may be entered uncondi-
tionally in any software environment within the kernel, in-
cluding even the non-maskable interrupt handlers that result
in deadlocks when locking is used.

(2) RCU read-side critical sections may include update code.
Attempts to map this usage into reader–writer locking again
result in deadlocks.

Such difficulties are in fact common in the Linux kernel, as
was learned in a failed attempt to replace the RCU API with
locking in order to improve real-time response [25].

Given the impracticality of mapping RCU onto conventional
locking, we instead present the performance comparisons that
were made on server-class machines when proposing concur-
rently readable algorithms with RCU for acceptance into the
Linux kernel. We refer to this use of RCU, where updates use
locking, as CR-QSBR. Specifically, we analyze the use of CR-
QSBR in the implementation of the System V IPC subsystem
in the Linux kernel, showing the system- and application-level
performance implications. Further system-level examples are
discussed in detail by McKenney [24].

The System V IPC subsystem implements System V
semaphores, message queues, and shared memory. Applica-
tions access these resources using an integer ID, and the Linux
kernel uses an array to map from this ID to in-kernel data struc-
tures that represent the corresponding resource. The array is
expandable, and prior to the conversion to use CR-QSBR, was
protected by a spinlock. The array is frequently accessed read-
only when System V IPC objects are used and infrequently
accessed for writing when objects are created or deleted or the
array is resized. Because each element of the array is a single
aligned pointer, object creation and deletion events may be
done in place, hence the array need only be copied for expan-
sions. After conversion to use CR-QSBR, all writes continue
to use the original spinlock, while the more common read op-
erations simply flag entry and exit from critical regions using
the rcu_read_lock and rcu_read_unlock functions.

Two experiments were used to compare the performance of
the Linux 2.5.42-mm2 kernel, with and without CR-QSBR. The
first experiment used a System V semaphore user-level bench-
mark on an 8-CPU 700 MHz Intel PIII system. In this bench-
mark, multiple user-level processes each repeatedly acquire and
release different semaphores in parallel, with the benchmark
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Table 3
Semopbench application-level results (seconds)

Kernel Run 1 Run 2 Avg.

2.5.42-mm2 515.1 515.4 515.3
2.5.42-mm2+ipc-rcu 46.7 46.7 46.7
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Fig. 18. DBT1 database benchmark raw results.

Table 4
DBT1 database benchmark results (TPS)

Kernel Average Standard deviation

2.5.42-mm2 85.0 7.5
2.5.42-mm2+ipc-rcu 89.8 1.0

metric being the length of time for each process to complete a
fixed number of such operations. The second experiment used
the DBT1 [33] database-webserver benchmark on an Intel dual-
CPU 900 MHz PIII with 256 MB of memory. The results of the
first experiment are shown in Table 3 and illustrate an order-
of-magnitude increase in the performance for this user-level
benchmark. The raw results for the second experiment are pre-
sented in Fig. 18, with a summary presented in Table 4. The re-
sults show that the RCU-based kernel performs over 5% better
in terms of transactions per second (TPS) than does the stock
kernel. More importantly, the results for the RCU-based kernel
are much more stable; the erratic results for the stock kernel
are not unusual for workloads with lock contention.

8. Related work

Relevant work on reclamation scheme design was discussed
in Section 2. Previous work on the performance of these
schemes, however, is limited. Michael [30] criticized QSBR
for its unbounded memory use, but did not compare the per-
formance of QSBR to that of HPBR, or determine when this
limitation can affect a program. Fraser [9] noted, but did not
thoroughly evaluate, HPBR’s fence overhead and used his
EBR instead. Our work extends Fraser’s, showing that EBR
itself has high overhead, often exceeding that of HPBR.

Auslander implemented a lock-free hash table with QSBR
in K42 [24]. No performance evaluation, either between differ-
ent reclamation methods or between concurrently readable and
lock-free hash tables, was provided. We are unaware of any
work combining QSBR with update-intensive non-blocking al-
gorithms such as queues.

McKenney [24] details many uses of QSBR in the Linux
and K42 OS kernels. We discuss one use of QSBR—namely,
System V IPC—but the focus of our work is on the comparative
performance of memory reclamation schemes.

9. Conclusions

We have performed the first fair comparison of blocking and
non-blocking reclamation across a range of workloads, show-
ing that reclamation has a huge effect on lockless algorithm
performance. Choosing the right scheme for the environment
in which a concurrent algorithm is expected to run is essential
to having the algorithm perform well.

Our results, starting with Fig. 6, show that quiescent-state-
based reclamation (QSBR) is usually the best-performing recla-
mation scheme; however, the performance of both QSBR and
epoch-based reclamation (EBR) can suffer due to memory ex-
haustion in the face of thread preemption or failure. Hazard-
pointer-based reclamation (HPBR) and EBR have higher base
costs than QSBR due to their required fences; for EBR, the
worst-case overhead of fences is constant, while for HPBR it
is unbounded. Lock-free reference counting (LFRC) has even
higher overhead due to the per-element atomic instructions it
requires. HPBR and LFRC both scale poorly when many ele-
ments must be traversed.

Our analysis helped us to identify the main source of over-
head in EBR and decrease it, resulting in our new epoch-based
reclamation (NEBR) scheme. Furthermore, understanding the
impact of reclamation schemes on algorithm performance en-
ables fair comparison of different algorithms—in our case,
lock-free and concurrently readable lists and hash tables.

The results of our analysis indicate that QSBR is, in fact,
the scheme best suited to an OS kernel environment. Our per-
formance data from the Linux kernel shows that lockless ap-
proaches using QSBR are practical and can outperform locking
approaches by a large margin.

We reiterate that blocking reclamation can be useful with
non-blocking algorithms: in the absence of thread failure,
non-blocking algorithms still benefit from deadlock-freedom,
signal handler safety, and avoidance of priority inversion. Nev-
ertheless, one important question remains open, namely, what
sort of weakened non-blocking property could be satisfied by a
reclamation scheme that avoids the per-element overhead that
is incurred by all currently known non-blocking reclamation
schemes.
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Abstract
Concurrent access to shared data in preemptive multi-tasks environment and in multi-processors 
architecture have been subject of many works. Proposed solutions are commonly based on 
semaphores which have several drawbacks. For many cases, lock-free techniques constitute an 
alternate solution and avoid the disadvantages of semaphore based techniques. We present the 
principle of these lock-free techniques with the simple example of a LIFO stack. Then, based on 
Michael-Scott previous work, we propose a new algorithm to implements lock-free FIFO stacks 
with a simple constraint on the data structure. 

1. Introduction
A shared data structure is lock-free if its operations do not require mutual exclusion: if a process is interrupted in 
the middle of an operation, it will not prevent the other processes from operating on that object. Lock-free 
techniques avoid common problems associated with conventional locking techniques:

• priority inversion: occurs when a high-priority process requires a lock holded by a lower-priority process,
• convoying: occurs when a process holding a lock is descheduled by exhausting its quantum, by a page fault 

or by some other kind of interrupt. In this case, running processes requiring the lock are unable to progress.
• deadlock: can occur if different processes attempt to lock the same set of objects in different orders.

In particular locking techniques are not suitable in a real-time context and more generally, they suffer significant 
performance degradation on multiprocessors systems.
A lot of works have investigated lock-free concurrent data structures implementations [1, 2, 3, 4]. Advantages 
and limits of these works are discussed in [5]. We propose a new lock-free FIFO queue algorithm. It has been 
initially designed to be part of a multi-tasks, real-time MIDI operating system [6] in order to support an efficient 
inter-applications communication mechanism. Its implementation is based on Michael-Scott [4] but removes the 
necessary node allocation when enqueing a value, by introducing a simple constraint on the value data type 
structure. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follow: section 2 introduces lock-free techniques with the example of a 
LIFO stack, section 3 presents our proposed lock-free FIFO queue algorithm, section 4 discuss the correctness of 
the FIFO operations and section 5 is dedicated to performances issues.

2. Lock-free LIFO stacks
A LIFO stack is made up of linked cells. A cell can be anything provided it starts with a pointer available to 
link together the cells of the stack (figure 1) and the structure of a LIFO is a simple pointer to the top of the 
stack (figure 2). The last cell of the LIFO always points to NULL.

structure cell {
next: a pointer to next cell
value: any data type

}

Figure 1: a cell structure

structure lifo {
top: a pointer to a cell

}

Figure 2: a lifo structure

Common operations on a LIFO are:



• lifo-init: to initialize the LIFO stack by setting the top pointer to NULL.
• lifo-push: to push a new cell on top of the stack
• lifo-pop: to pop the top cell of the stack

A naive and unsafe implementation of the push operation is presented in figure 3.
lifo-push (lf: pointer to lifo, cl: pointer to cell)

A1: cl->next = lf->top # set the cell next pointer to top of the lifo
A2: lf->top = cl # set the top of the lifo to cell

Figure 3: non-atomic lifo-push

Obviously, if a process trying to enqueue a new cell is preempted after A1 and if the top pointer has been 
modified when it resumes at A2, the push operation will not operate correctly. 

2.1. Atomic operations implementation
To guaranty the correctness of the lifo operations, they should appear as taking instantaneously effect, as if they 
couldn’t be interrupted. We’ll further talk of “atomic operation” to refer to this property. A common approach is 
to make use of an atomic primitive such as compare-and-swap which takes as argument the address of a 
memory location, an expected value and a new value (figure 4). If the location holds the expected value, it is 
assigned the new value atomically. The returned boolean value indicates whether the replacement occurred.

compare-and-swap (addr: pointer to a memory location, old, new: expected and new values): boolean
x = read (addr)
if x == old

write (addr, new)
 return true
else
 return false
endif

Figure 4: atomic compare-and-swap

The compare-and-swap primitive was first implemented in hardware in the IBM System 370 architecture [7]. 
More recently, it can be found on the Intel i486 [8] and on the Motorola 68020 [9]. A variation of the compare-
and-swap primitive can also operate in memory on double-words. To differenciate between the two primitives in 
the following examples we’ll refer to them with:

CAS (mem, old, new) for single word operations
where mem is a pointer to a memory location

old and new are the expected and the new value
and 

CAS2 (mem, old1, old2, new1, new2) for double word operations
where mem is a pointer to a memory location

old1, old2 and new1, new2 are the expected and the new values

On PowerPC architecture, the compare-and-swap primitive may be implemented using the load-and-reserve 
instruction associated with a store-conditional instruction [10].
Using compare-and-swap, the operations on the stack are now implemented as shown in figure 5 and 6 and 
appear like atomic operations.

lifo-push (lf: pointer to lifo, cl: pointer to cell)
B1: loop
B2: cl->next = lf->top # set the cell next pointer to top of the lifo
B3: if CAS (&lf->top, cl->next, cl) # try to set the top of the lifo to cell
B4: break
B5: endif
B6: endloop

Figure 5: lifo-push
lifo-pop (lf: pointer to lifo): pointer to cell

C1: loop
C2: head = lf->top # get the top cell of the lifo
C3: if head == NULL
C4: return NULL # LIFO is empty
C5: endif
C6: next = head->next # get the next cell of cell
C7: if CAS (&lf->top, head, next) # try to set the top of the lifo to the next cell
C8: break
C9: endif
C10: endloop
C11: return head

Figure 6: lifo-pop



2.2. The ABA problem
However, the above implementation of the LIFO pop operations doesn’t catch the ABA problem. Assume that a 
process is preempted while dequeing a cell after C6: severall concurrent push and pop operations may result in a 
situation where the top cell remains unchanged but points to a different next cell as shown in figure 7. 

A B C X NULL1 )

A N X NULL2 )

B ?3 )

Figure 7: 1) state at the beginning of the pop operation, 
2) state after preemption, 

3) state after pop completion

The LIFO change won’t prevent the CAS operation to operate in C7, allowing to put a wrong cell on top of the 
stack. The solution to the ABA problem consists in adding a count of the cells popped from the stack to the 
LIFO structure as shown in figure 8 and to make use of the CAS2 primitive.

structure lifo {
top: a pointer to a cell
ocount: total count of pop operations

}

Figure 8: extended lifo structure

The push operation remains unchanged and the pop operation is now implemented as shown in figure 9: it 
checks both for lifo top and output count changes when trying to modify the lifo top.

lifo-pop (lf: pointer to lifo): pointer to cell
SC1: loop
SC2: head = lf->top # get the top cell of the lifo
SC2: oc = lf->ocount # get the pop operations count
SC3: if head == NULL
SC4: return NULL # LIFO is empty
SC5: endif
SC6: next = head->next # get the next cell of cell
SC7: if CAS2 (&lf->top, head, oc, next, oc + 1) # try to change both the top of the lifo and pop count
SC8: break
SC9: endif
SC10: endloop
SC11: return head

Figure 9: lifo-pop catching the ABA problem

3. Lock-free FIFO stacks
The FIFO queue is implemented as a linked list of cells with head and tail pointers. Each pointer have an 
associated counter, ocount and icount, wich maintains a unique modification count of operations on head and 
tail. The cell structure is the same as above (figure 1) and the fifo structure is shown in figure 10.

structure fifo {
head: a pointer to head cell
ocount: total count of pop operations
tail: a pointer to tail cell
icount: total count of push operations

}

Figure 10: the fifo structure

As in Michael-Scott [4] and Valois [3], the FIFO always contains a dummy cell, only intended to maintain the 
consistency. An empty FIFO contains only this dummy cell which points to an end fifo marker unique to the 
system: a trivial solution consists in using the FIFO address itself as a unique marker. All along the operations, 
head always points to the dummy cell which is the first cell in the list and tail always points to the last or the 
second last cell in the list. The double-word compare-and-swap increments the modification counters to avoid 
the ABA problem. 
The queue consistency is maintained by cooperative concurrency: when a process trying to enqueue a cell detects 
a pending enqueue operation (tail is not the last cell of the list), it first tries to complete the pending operation 
before enqueing the cell. The dequeue operation also ensures that the tail pointer does not point to the dequeued 
cell and if necessary, tries to complete any pending enqueue operation. Figure 11 to 13 presents the commented 
pseudo-code for the fifo queue operations.



fifo-init (ff: pointer to fifo, dummy: pointer to dummy cell)
dummy->next = NULL # makes the cell the only cell in the list
ff->head = ff->tail = dummy # both head and tail point to the dummy cell

Figure 11: the fifo initialization operation

fifo-push (ff: pointer to fifo, cl: pointer to cell) 
E1: cl->next = ENDFIFO(ff) # set the cell next pointer to end marker
E2: loop # try until enqueue is done
E3: icount = ff->icount # read the tail modification count
E4: tail = ff->tail # read the tail cell
E5: if CAS (&tail->next, ENDFIFO(ff), cl) # try to link the cell to the tail cell
E6: break; # enqueue is done, exit the loop
E7: else # tail was not pointing to the last cell, try to set tail to the next cell
E8: CAS2 (&ff->tail, tail, icount, tail->next, icount+1)
E9: endif
E10: endloop
E11: CAS2 (&ff->tail, tail, icount, cl, icount+1) # enqueue is done, try to set tail to the enqueued cell

Figure 12: the fifo push operation
fifo-pop (ff: pointer to fifo): pointer to cell

D1: loop # try until dequeue is done
D2: ocount = ff->ocount # read the head modification count
D3: icount = ff->icount # read the tail modification count
D4: head = ff->head # read the head cell
D5: next = head->next # read the next cell
D6: if  ocount == ff->oc # ensures that next is a valid pointer

# to avoid failure when reading next value
D7: if  head == ff->tail # is queue empty or tail falling behind ?
D8: if  next == ENDFIFO(ff) # is queue empty ?
D9: return NULL # queue is empty: return NULL
D10: endif

# tail is pointing to head in a non empty queue, try to set tail to the next cell
D11: CAS2 (&ff->tail, head, icount, next, icount+1)
D12: else if next <> ENDFIFO(ff) # if we are not competing on the dummy next
D13: value = next->value # read the next cell value
D14: if CAS2 (&ff->head, head, ocount, next, ocount+1) # try to set head to the next cell
D15: break # dequeue done, exit the loop
D16: endif
D17: endif
D18: endloop
D19: head->value = value # set the head value to previously read value
D20: return head # dequeue succeed, return head cell

Figure 13: the fifo pop operation

4 Correctness of the FIFO operations
Traditional sequential programs may be viewed as functions from inputs to outputs which may be specified as a 
pair consisting of a precondition describing the allowed inputs and postcondition describing the desired results 
for these inputs. However for concurrent programs, this approach is too limited and numerous work has been 
done for formal verification of concurrent systems. Although informal, two properties introduced by Lamport 
[11] are required for correctness of concurrent programs:

• safety property: states that “something bad never happens”,
• liveness property: states that “something good eventually happens”.

Formalizing this classification has been a main motivation for much of the work done on specification and 
verification of concurrent systems [12]. Formal methods successfully applied to sequential programs have also 
been extended to consider concurrent programming: Herlihy proposed a correctness condition for concurrent 
objects called “Linearizability” [13, 14]. It states that a concurrent computation is linearizable if it is equivalent 
to a legal sequential computation. An object (viewed as the agregate of a type, which defines a set of possible 
values, and a set of primitive operations), is linearizable if each operation appears to take effect instantaneaously 
at some point between the operation’s invocation and response. It implies that processes appear to be interleaved 
at the granularity of complete operations and that the order of non-overlapping operations is preserved. 
Correctness of the FIFO operations formal proof is beyond the scope of this paper, however it will be examined 
according to the properties mentionned above.



3.1 Linearizability
The algorithm is linearizable because each operation takes effect at an atomic specific point: E5 for enqueue and 
D14 for dequeue. Therefore, the queue will never enter any transient unsafe state: along any concurrent 
implementation history, it can only swing between the two different states S0 and S1 illustrated in figure 14 
and 15, which are acceptable and safe states for the queue: 

Assuming a queue in state S0: 
1) consider an push operation : as the queue state is S0, the atomic operation in E5 will succeed and the queue 

swings to S1 state. Then the atomic operation in E10 is executed: in case of success, the queue swings back 
to S0, in case of failure a successfull concurrent operation occurs on a S1 state and therefore by 3) and 4), 
the queue state should be S0.

2) consider a pop operation : if the queue is empty the operation returns in D9 and the state remains 
unchanged, otherwise the operation atomically executes D14: in case of success, the queue state remains in 
S0, in case of failure, a concurrent dequeue occured and as it has successfully operated on a S0 queue (by 
hypothesis) the final state remains also in S0.

head

tail
ocount

icount

Figure 14: FIFO state S0

head

tail
ocount

icount

Figure 15: FIFO state S1

Assuming a queue in state S1:
3) consider an enqueue operation: as the queue state is S1, the operation atomically executes E8 and then 

loops. In case of success, the queue swings to S0 otherwise a concurrent dequeue or enqueue successfully 
occured and the operation loop should operate on a queue back to S0.

4) consider a dequeue operation: it is concerned by S1 only if tail and head points to the same cell which is 
only possible with a queue containing a single cell linked to the dummy cell. In this case, the operation 
atomically executes D11 and then loop. In case of success, the queue swings to S0 state. A failure means 
that a concurrent dequeue or enqueue successfully occured: a successfull dequeue swing the queue to S0 (but 
it is now empty) and a successfull enqueue too (by 3).

3.2 Safety
The main difference with the Michael-Scott algorithm [4] relies on the cells structure constraint, which allows to 
avoid nodes allocation and release. In fact, the cells memory management is now in charge of the FIFO clients 
and may be optimised to the clients requirements but it doesn’t introduce any change in the algorithm 
functionning. Another difference is the modification counts to take account of the ABA problem: they are now 
associated only to the head and tail pointers to ensures atomic modifications of these pointers.
The safety properties satisfied by the Michel-Scott algorithm continue to hold ie:

• the linked list is always connected,
• cells are only inserted after the last cell in the linked list,
• cells are only deleted from the beginning of the linked list,
• head always points to the first node in the linked list,
• tail always points to a node in the linked list.

3.3 Liveness
The lock-free algorithm is non-blocking. This is asserted similarly to [4].
Assume a process attempting to operate on the queue:

• the process tries to enqueue a new cell: a failure means that the process is looping thru E8 and then another 
process must have succeeded in completing an enqueue operation or in dequeuing the tail cell.

• the process tries to dequeue a cell: a failure means that the process is looping thru D11 or D14. A failure in 
D11 means that another process must have succeeded in completing an enqueue operation or in dequeuing 
the tail cell. A failure in D14 means that another process must have succeeded in completing a dequeue 
operation.



5 Performances
Performances have been measured both for the lock-free LIFO compared to a lock-based implementation and for 
the lock-free FIFO algorithm compared to a lock-based implementation and to the Michael Scott algorithm. The 
bench has been made on a Bi-Celeron 500MHz SMP station running a 2.4.8 Linux kernel. It measures the time 
required for 1 to 8 concurrent threads to perform 500 000 x 6 concurrent push and pop operations on a shared 
LIFO or FIFO queue. The code executed by each thread is shown in Figure 16. The lock-based implementation 
makes use of the pthread mutex API with a statically allocated mutex.

long stacktest (long n) {
cell*  tmp[6]; long i; clock_t t0, t1;

t0 = clock();
while (n--) {

for (i=0; i<6; i++) tmp[i] = pop(&gstack);
for (i=0; i<6; i++) push(&gstack, tmp[i]);

}
t1 = clock();
return t1-t0;

}

Figure 16: the bench task.

The integrity of the queue was checked after the threads had completed their operations. Results are presented by 
figures 17 and 18 as average time (in µs) to perform a paired pop and push operations.
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Figure 17: lock-free LIFO compared to lock-
based.
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Figure 18: lock-free FIFO compared to 
Michael-Scott and lock-based.

In the Michael-Scott implementation, nodes allocation is performed using a statically allocated set of nodes and 
an index atomically incremented to access the next free node in the table (figure 19). The node table size 
prevents multiple node allocation. A node release is implicit and needs no additionnal operation.

node_t * new_node() {
static long index = 0;
long next, i;
do {

i= index;
next = (i >= MAXNODES) ? 0 : i+1;

} while (!CAS(&index, i, next));
return &nodes[next];

}

Figure 19: node allocation in Michael Scott implementation

Comparison between the lock-free and the lock-based operations shows the following:
• in lack of concurrency (single thread), the lock-based operations are more than 2 times more expensive than 

the lock-free operations,
• performances are roughly the same for a few concurrency (2 to 5 threads), 
• lock-based operations cost dramatically increases in medium-high concurrency to reach more than 7 times  

the lock-free cost for 8 concurrent threads.

Comparison between our lock-free FIFO algorithm and the Michael-Scott algorithm shows the following:
• for a single thread, the Michael-Scott operations cost is roughly 2 times more expensive
• when the concurrency increases, this cost is converging to 1.6 times our solution cost.

This behavior may be explained by the necessity to allocate the nodes pushed on the stack and to handle 
additionnal concurrency while performing the allocation.



7. Conclusion
Lock-free techniques are clearly more suited to real-time applications than lock-based techniques. They are more 
efficient and avoid priority inversion which is a major drawback in a real-time context. We have showed how to 
apply this technique to simple objects like LIFO and FIFO queues associated with basic operations. Finaly, our 
proposed new algorithm for FIFO operations improves existing algorithms with a simple constraint on the value 
data structure which allows more efficient specialized implementations. Although limited to LIFO and FIFO 
queues, the presented lock-free techniques may be very useful to solve situations commonly encountered in the 
musical domain where events have frequently to be queued while waiting for their deadline. 
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lock-based algorithms on multiprogrammed machines, they also outperform 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Shared data structures are widely used in parallel applications and multipro- 
cessor operating systems. To ensure the consistency of these data structures, 
processes perform synchronized concurrent update operations, mostly using critical 
sections protected by mutual exclusion locks. To achieve acceptable response time 
and high utilization, most multiprocessors are multiprogrammed by time-slicing 
processors among processes. The performance of mutual exclusion locks in parallel 
applications degrades significantly on time-slicing multiprogrammed systems [42] 
due to the preemption of processes holding locks. Any other processes busy-waiting 
on the lock are then unable to perform useful work until the preempted process is 
rescheduled and subsequently releases the lock. 

Alternative multiprogramming schemes to time-slicing have been proposed to 
avoid the adverse effect of time-slicing on the performance of synchronization 
operations. However, each has limited applicability and/or reduces the utilization of 
the multiprocessor. Coscheduling [29] ensures that all processes of an application 
run together. It has the disadvantage of reducing the utilization of the multi- 
processor if applications have a variable amount of parallelism or if processes 
cannot be evenly assigned to time-slices of multiprocessor. Another alternative is 
hardware partitioning, under which no two applications share a processor. 
However, fixed size partitions have the disadvantage of resulting in poor response 
time when the number of processes is larger than the number of processors, and 
adjustable size partitions have the disadvantage of requiring applications to be able 
to adjust their number of processes as new applications join the system. Otherwise, 
processes from the same application might have to share the same processor, 
allowing one to be preempted while holding a mutual exclusion lock. Traditional 
time-slicing remains the most widely used scheme of multiprogramming on 
multiprocessor systems. 

For time-sliced systems, researchers have proposed two principal strategies to 
avoid inopportune preemption: preemption safe locking and nonblocking algorithms. 
Most preemption-safe locking techniques require a widening of the kernel interface 
to facilitate cooperation between the application and the kernel. Generally, these 
techniques try either to recover from the preemption of lock-holding processes (or 
processes waiting on queued locks) or to avoid preempting processes while holding 
locks. 

An implementation of a data structure is nonblocking (also known as lock-free) 
if it guarantees that at least one process of those trying to update the data structure 
concurrently will succeed in completing its operation within a bounded amount of 
time, assuming that at least one process is active, regardless of the state of other 
processes. Nonblocking algorithms do not require any communication with the 
kernel and by definition they cannot use mutual exclusion. Rather, they generally 
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rely on hardware support for a universal3 atomic primitive such as compare - and 
swap4 or the pair l o a d - l i n k e d  and s t o r e - c o n d i t i o n a l , '  while mutual 
exclusion locks can be implemented using weaker atomic primitives such as t e s t  - 
a n d - s e t ,  f e t c h - a n d - i n c r e m e n t , o r  f e t c h - a n d - s t o r e .  

Few of the above-mentioned techniques have been evaluated experimentally and 
then only in comparison to ordinary (preemption-oblivious) mutual exclusion 
locks. We evaluate the relative performance of preemption-safe and nonblocking 
atomic update techniques on multiprogrammed (time-sliced) as well as dedicated 
multiprocessor systems. We focus on four important data structures: queues, stacks, 
heaps, and counters. For queues, we present fast new nonblocking and lock-based 
algorithms [27]. Our experimental results, employing both microbenchmarks and 
real applications, on a 12-processor Silicon Graphics Challenge multiprocessor, 
indicate that our nonblocking queue algorithm outperforms existing algorithms 
under almost all circumstances. In general, efficient data-structure-specific non- 
blocking algorithms outperform both ordinary and preemption-safe lock-based 
alternatives, not only on time-sliced systems, but on dedicated machines as well 
[28]. At the same time, preemption-safe algorithms outperform ordinary locks on 
time-sliced systems and should therefore be supported by multiprocessor operating 
systems. We do not examine general-purpose nonblocking techniques in detail; 
previous work indicates that they are highly inefficient, though they provide a level 
of fault tolerance unavailable with locks. Our contributions include: 

A simple, fast, and practical nonblocking queue algorithm that outperforms 
all known alternatives and should be the algorithm of choice for multiprocessors 
that support universal atomic primitives. 

A two-lock queue algorithm that allows one enqueue and one dequeue to 
proceed concurrently. This algorithm should be used for heavily contended queues 
or multiprocessors with nonuniversal atomic primitives such as t e s t  - and - s e t  or 
f e t c h - a n d - a d d .  

An evaluation of the performance of nonblocking algorithms in comparison 
to preemption-safe and ordinary (preemption-oblivious) locking for queues, stacks, 

Herlihy [9] presented a hierarchy of nonblocking objects that also applies to atomic primitives. 
A primitive is at level n of the hierarchy if it can provide a nonblocking solution to a consensus problem 
for up to n processors. Primitives at higher levels of the hierarchy can provide nonblocking implementa- 
tions of those at lower levels, but not conversely. Compare - and- swap and the pair load- linked 
and store-conditional are universal primitives as they are at level oo of the hierarchy. Widely sup- 
ported primitives such as test-and-set, fetch-and-add, and fetch-and-store are at level 2. 

Compare- and- swap, introduced on the IBM System 370, takes as arguments the address of a 
shared memory location, an expected value, and a new value. If the shared location currently holds the 
expected value, it is assigned the new value atomically. A Boolean return value indicates whether the 
replacement occurred. Compare-and-swap is supported on the Intel Pentiurn Pro and Sparc V9 
architectures. 
'~oad-linked and store-conditional, proposed by Jensen et al. [15], must be used together 

to read, modify, and write a shared location. Load-linked returns the value stored at the shared 
location. Store - conditional checks if any other processor has since written to that location. If not 
then the location is updated and the operation returns success, otherwise it returns failure. Load- 
linkedlstore - conditional is supported by the MIPS 11, PowerPC, and Alpha architectures. 
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heaps, and counters. The paper demonstrates the superior performance of data- 
structure-specific nonblocking algorithms on time-slicing as well as dedicated 
multiprocessor systems. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We discuss preemption-safe locking 
in Section 2 and nonblocking algorithms in Section 3. In Section 4, we discuss 
nonblocking queue algorithms and present two concurrent queue algorithms of our 
own. We describe our experimental methodology and results in Section 5. Finally, 
we summarize our conclusions and recommendations in Section 6. 

2. PREEMPTION-SAFE LOCKING 

For simple mutual exclusion locks (e.g., test - and - s e t ), preemption-safe 
locking techniques allow the system either to avoid or to recover from the adverse 
effect of the preemption of processes holding locks. Edler et a/.'s Symunix system 
[7] employs an avoidance technique: a process may set a flag requesting that the 
kernel not preempt it because it is holding a lock. The kernel will honor the request 
up to a predefined time limit, setting a second flag to indicate that it did so and 
deducting any extra execution time from the beginning of the process's next 
quantum. A process yields the processor if it finds, upon leaving a critical section, 
that it was granted an extension. 

The first-class threads of Marsh et al.'s Psyche system [21] employ a different 
avoidance technique: they require the kernel to warn an application process a fixed 
amount of time in advance of preemption by setting a flag that is visible in user 
space. If a process verifies that the flag is unset before entering a critical section 
(and if critical sections are short), then it is guaranteed to be able to complete its 
operation in the current quantum. If it finds the flag is set, it can voluntarily yield 
the processor. 

Recovery-based preemption-safe locking techniques include the spin-then-block 
locks of Ousterhout [29] which let a waiting process spin for a certain period of 
time and then-if unsuccessful in entering the critical section-block, thus minimiz- 
ing the adverse effect of waiting for a lock held by a descheduled process. Karlin 
et al. [16] presented a set of spin-then-block alternatives that adjust the spin time 
based on past experience. Black's work on Mach [6] introduced another recovery 
technique: a process may suggest to the kernel that it be descheduled in favor of 
some specific other process (presumably the one that is holding a desired lock). The 
scheduler activations of Anderson et al. [4] also support recovery: when a processor 
is taken from an application process, another active process belonging to the same 
application is informed via software interrupt. If the preempted process was holding 
a lock, the interrupted process can perform a context switch to the preempted 
process and push it through the critical section. 

Simple preemption-safe techniques rely on the fact that processes acquire a 
test - and - set lock in nondeterministic order. Unfortunately, test - and - set 
locks do not scale well to large machines. Queue-based locks scale well, but impose 
a deterministic order on lock acquisitions, forcing a preemption-safe technique to 
deal with preemption not only of the process holding a lock, but of processes 
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waiting in the lock's queue as well. Preempting and scheduling processes in an 
order inconsistent with their order in the lock's queue can degrade performance 
dramatically. Kontothanassis et al. [ 171 presented preemption-safe (or "scheduler- 
conscious") versions of the ticket lock, the MCS lock [24], and Krieger et al.'s 
reader-writer lock [IS]. These algorithms detect the descheduling of critical 
processes using handshaking and/or a widened kernel-user interface and use this 
information to avoid handing the lock to a preempted process. 

The proposals of Black and of Anderson et al. require the application to 
recognize the preemption of lock-holding processes and to deal with the problem. 
By performing recovery on a processor other than the one on which the preempted 
process last ran, they also sacrifice cache footprint. The proposal of Marsh et al. 
requires the application to estimate the maximum duration of a critical section, 
which is not always possible. To represent the preemption-safe approach in our 
experiments, we employ test-and-test-and-set locks with exponential backoff, based 
on the kernel interface of Edler et al.. For machines the size of ours (12 processors), 
the results of Kontothanassis et al. indicate that these will out-perform queue-based 
locks. 

3. NONBLOCKING ALGORITHMS 

Several nonblocking implementations of widely used data structures as well as 
general methodologies for developing such implementations systematically have 
been proposed in the literature. These implementations and methodologies were 
motivated in large part by the performance degradation of mutual exclusion locks 
as a result of arbitrary process delays, particularly those due to preemption on a 
multiprogrammed system. 

3.1. General Nonblocking Methodologies 

Herlihy [lo] presented a general methodology for transforming sequential 
implementations of data structures into concurrent nonblocking implementations 
using compare-and- swap or load-linkedlstore- conditional. The basic 
methodology requires copying the entire data structure on every update. Herlihy 
also proposed an optimization by which the programmer can avoid some fraction 
of the copying for certain data structures; he illustrated this optimization in a non- 
blocking implementation of a skew-heap-based priority queue. Alemany and Felten 
[ 1 ] and LaMarca [ 191 proposed techniques to reduce unnecessary copying and 
useless parallelism associated with Herlihy's methodologies using extra cornmunica- 
tion between the operating system kernel and application processes. Barnes [5] 
presented a general methodology in which processes record and timestamp their 
modifications to the shared object and cooperate whenever conflicts arise. Shavit 
and Touitou [32] presented software transactional memory, which implements a 
k-word compare - and- swap using load- linkedlstore - conditional. Also, 
Anderson and Moir [2] presented nonblocking methodologies for large objects 
that rely on techniques for implementing multiple-word compare -and- swap 
using load-linkedlstore- conditional and vice verse. Turek et al. [39] and 
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Prakash et al. [30] presented methodologies for transforming multiple lock 
concurrent objects into lock-free concurrent objects. Unfortunately, theperformance 
of nonblocking algorithms resulting from general methodologies is acknowledged to 
be significantly inferior to that of the corresponding lock-based algorithms [ 10,19,32]. 

Two proposals for hardware support for general nonblocking data structures 
have been presented: transactional memory by Herlihy and Moss [ l l ]  and the 
Oklahoma update by Stone et al. [37]. Neither of these techniques has been 
implemented on a real machine. The simulation-based experimental results of 
Herlihy and Moss show performance significantly inferior to that of spin locks. 
Stone et al. did not present experimental results. 

3.2. Data-Structure-Specific Nonblocking Algorithms 

Treiber [38] proposed a nonblocking implementation of concurrent link-based 
stacks. It represents the stack as a singly linked list with a Top pointer. It uses 
compare - and - swap to modify the value of Top atomically. Commented pseudo- 
code of Treiber's nonblocking stack algorithm is presented in Fig. 1. No perfor- 
mance results were reported for nonblocking stacks. However, Treiber's stack is 
very simple and can be expected to be quite efficient. We also observe that a stack 
derived from Herlihy's general methodology, with unnecessary copying removed, 
seems to be simple enough to compete with lock-based algorithms. 

Valois [41] proposed a nonblocking implementation of linked lists. Simple non- 
blocking centralized counters can be implemented trivially using a fetch - and - 
add atomic primitive (if supported by hardware), or a read-modify-check-write 
cycle using compare-and-swap or load-linkedlstore- conditional. 

structure pointer-t {ptr: pointer to node-i, count: unsigned integer} 
structure node2 {value: data type, next: pointers} 
structure stack-i {Top: pointer-t} 

INITIALIZE(S: pointer to stack-t) 
S-+Top.ptr = NULL 

PUSH(% pointer to stack-t, value: data type) 
node = newnode() 
nodc+value = value 
node-+next.ptr = NULL 
repeat 

top = S-+Top 
node-+next.ptr = top.ptr 

until CAS(&S+Top, top, [node, top.count+I]) 

# Empty stack. Top points to NULL 

# Allocate a new node from the free list 
# Copy stacked value into node 
# Set next pointer of node to NULL 
# Keep trying until Push is done 
# Read Top.ptr and Top.count together 
# Link new node to head of list 
#Try to swing Top to new node 

PoP(S: pointer to stack..!, pvalue: pointer to data type): boolean 
repeat # Keep trying until Pop is done 

top = S-Top # Read Top 
if top.ptr == NULL # Is the stack empty? 

return FALSE #The stack was empty, couldn't pop 
endif 

until CAS(&S+Top, top, [top.ptr+next.ptr, top.count+I]) # Try to swing Top to the next node 
*pvalue = top.ptr-+value # Pop is done. Read value 
free(top.ptr) # It is safe now to free the old node 
return TRUE # The stack was not empty, pop succeeded 

FIG. 1. Structure and operation of Treiber's nonblocking concurrent stack algorithm [38] 
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ADD(X: pointer to integer, value: integer): integer 
repeat 

count = LL(X) 
until SC(X, count+value) 
return count 

# Keep trying until SC succeeds 
# Read the current value of X 

# Add is done, return previous value 

FIG. 2. A nonblocking concurrent counter using load- linked and store- conditional 

Figure 2 shows a nonblocking counter implementation using load-linked/ 
store-conditional. 

Massalin and Pu [22] presented nonblocking algorithms for array-based stacks, 
array-based queues, and linked lists. Unfortunately, their algorithms require 
double - compare- and- swap, a primitive that operates on two arbitrary 
memory locations simultaneously and that appears to be available only on the 
Motorola 68020 processor and its direct descendants. No practical nonblocking 
implementations for array-based stacks or circular queues have been proposed. The 
general methodologies can be used, but the resulting algorithms would be very 
inefficient. For these data structures lock-based algorithms seem to be the only 
option. 

In the following section, we continue the discussion of data-structure-specific 
nonblocking algorithms, concentrating on queues. Our presentation includes two 
new concurrent queue algorithms. One is non-blocking; the other uses a pair of 
mutual exclusion locks. 

4. CONCURRENT QUEUE ALGORITHMS 

4.1. Discussion of Previous Work 

Many researchers have proposed lock-free algorithms for concurrent queues. 
Hwang and Briggs [ 141, Sites [33], and Stone [34] presented lock-free algorithms 
based on compare - and - swap. These algorithms are incompletely specified; they 
omit important details such as the handling of empty or single-item queues or con- 
current enqueues and dequeues. Lamport [20] presented a wait-free algorithm that 
allows only a single enqueuer and a single deq~euer .~  Gottlieb et al. [8] and 
Mellor-Crummey [23] presented algorithms that are lock-free but not nonblock- 
ing: they do not use locking mechanisms, but they allow a slow process to delay 
faster processes indefinitely. Treiber [38] presented an algorithm that is nonblock- 
ing but inefficient: a dequeue operation takes time proportional to the number of 
the elements in the queue. 

As mentioned above, Massalin and Pu [22] presented a nonblocking array- 
based algorithm based on double - compare - and - swap, a primitive available 
only on later members of the Motorola 68000 family of processors. Herlihy and 
Wing [12] presented an array-based algorithm that requires infinite arrays. Valois 
[40] presented an array-based algorithm that requires either an unaligned 

A wait-free algorithm is both nonblocking and starvation free: it guarantees that every active process 
will make progress within a bounded number of time steps. 
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compare - and - swap (not supported on any architecture) or a Motorola-like 
double-compare-and-swap. 

Stone [35] presented a queue that is lock-free but nonlinearizable7 and not non- 
blocking. It is nonlinearizable because a slow enqueuer may cause a faster process 
to enqueue an item and subsequently observe an empty queue, even though the 
enqueued item has never been dequeued. It is not nonblocking because a slow 
enqueue can delay dequeues by other processes indefinitely. Our experiments also 
revealed a race condition in which a certain interleaving of a slow dequeue 
with faster enqueues and dequeues by other process(es) can cause an enqueued 
item to be lost permanently. Stone also presented [36] a nonblocking queue based 
on a circular singly linked list. The algorithm uses one anchor pointer to manage 
the queue instead of the usual head and tail. Our experiments revealed a race 
condition in which a slow dequeuer can cause an enqueued item to be lost per- 
manently. 

Prakash, Lee, and Johnson [31] presented a linearizable nonblocking algorithm 
that uses a singly linked list to represent the queue with Head and Tail pointers. It 
uses compare - and- swap to enqueue and dequeue nodes at the tail and the head 
of the list, respectively. A process performing an enqueue or a dequeue operation 
first takes a snapshot of the data structure and determines if there is another opera- 
tion in progress. If so it tries to complete the ongoing operation and then takes 
another snapshot of the data structure. Otherwise it tries to complete its own 
operation. The process keeps trying until it completes its operation. 

Valois [40] presented a list-based nonblocking queue algorithm that avoids the 
contention caused by the snapshots of Prakash et al.'s algorithm and allows more 
concurrency by keeping a dummy node at the head (dequeue end) of a singly linked 
list, thus simplifying the special cases associated with empty and single-item queues 
(a  technique suggested by Sites [33]). Unfortunately, the algorithm allows the tail 
pointer to lag behind the head pointer, thus preventing dequeuing processes from 
safely freeing or reusing dequeued nodes. If the tail pointer lags behind and a 
process frees a dequeued node, the linked list can be broken, so that subsequently 
enqueued items are lost. Since memory is a limited resource, prohibiting memory 
reuse is not an acceptable option. Valois therefore proposes a special mechanism to 
free and allocate memory. The mechanism associates a reference counter with each 
node. Each time a process creates a pointer to a node it increments the node's 
reference counter atomically. When it does not intend to access a node that it has 
accessed before, it decrements the associated reference counter atomically. In addi- 
tion to temporary links from process-local variables, each reference counter reflects 
the number of links in the data structure that point to the node in question. For 
a queue, these are the head and tail pointers and linked-list links. A node is freed 
only when no pointers in the data structure or temporary variables point to it. We 
discovered and corrected [26] race conditions in the memory management 
mechanism and the associated nonblocking queue algorithm. 

A n  implementation of a data structure is linearizable if it can always give an external observer, 
observing only the abstract data structure operations, the illusion that each of these operations takes 
effect instantaneously at some point between its invocation and its response [13]. 
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Most of the algorithms mentioned above are based on compare - and-  swap 
and must therefore deal with the ABA problem: if a process reads a value A in a 
shared location, computes a new value, and then attempts a compare - and - swap 
operation, the compare - and-  swap may succeed when it should not, if between 
the read and the compare - and-  swap some other process(es) change the A to a 
B and then back to an A again. The most common solution is to associate a 
modification counter with a pointer, to always access the counter with the pointer 
in any read-modify-compare - and- swap sequence, and to increment it in each 

structure pointer-t {ptr: pointer to node-t, count: unsigned integer} 
structure node-t {value: data type, next: pointer-t} 
structure queue1 {Head: pointer-t, Tail: pointer-t} 

INITIALIZE(Q: pointer to queue-c) 
node = newnode() 
node+next.ptr = NULL 
Q-+Head.ptr = Q+Tail.ptr = node 

ENQUEUE(Q: pointer to queue-c, value: data type) 
El:  
E2: 
E3: 
E4: 
ES: 
E6: 
E7: 
E8: 
E9: 
E10: 
El I: 
E12: 
E13: 
E14: 
ElS: 
E16: 
E17: 

node = newnode() 
nodc+value =value 
node-+next.ptr = NULL 
loop 

tail = Q-+Tail 
next = tail.ptr+next 
if tail == Q+Tail 

if next.ptr == NULL 
if CAS(&tail.ph~mext, next, [node, next.count+l]) 

break 
endif 

else 
CAS(&Q+Tail, tail, [next.ptr, tail.count+l]) 

endif 
endif 

endloop 
CAS(&Q+Tail, tail, [node, tail.count+l]) 

DEQUEUE(Q: pointer to queue-t, pvalue: pointer to data type): boolean 
Dl: 
D2: 
D3: 
D4: 
D5: 
D6: 
D7: 
D8: 
09 :  
D10: 
Dl I: 

D12: 
D13: 
D14: 
D15: 
D16: 
D17: 
D18: 
D19: 
D20: 

loop 
head = Q-+Head 
tail = Q+Tail 
next = head.ptr+next 
if head == Q-+Head 

if head.ptr == tail.ptr 
if ncxt.ptr == NULL 

return FALSE 
endif 
CAS(&Q+Tail, tail, [next.ptr, tail.count+l]) 

else 

# Allocate a free node 
#Make it the only node in the linked list 
# Both Head and Tail point to it 

# Allocate a new node from the free list 
# Copy enqueued value into node 
# Set next pointer of node to NULL 
# Keep trying until Enqueue is done 
# Read Tail.ptr and Tail.count together 
# Read next ptr and count fields together 
# Are tail and next consistent? 
# Was Tail pointing to the last node? 
# Try to link node at the end ofthe linked list 
# Enqueue is done. Exit loop 

# Tail was not pointing to the last node 
# Try to swing Tail to the next node 

# Try to swing Tail to the inserted node 

# Keep trying until Dequeue is done 
# Read Head 
# Read Tail 
# Read Head.ptr+next 
# Are head, tail, and next consistent? 
# Is queue empty or Tail falling behind? 
# Is queue empty? 
# Queue is empty, couldn't dequeue 

# Tail is falling behind. Try to advance it 
# No need to deal with Tail 

# Read value before CAS, otherwise another dequeue might free the next node 
*pvalue = next.ptr-+value 
if CAS(&Q+Head, head, [next.ptr, head.count+l]) #Try to swing Head to the next node 

break # Dequeue is done. Exit loop 
endif 

endif 
endif 

endloop 
free(head.ptr) # It is safe now to free the old dummy node 
return TRUE # Queue was not empty, dequeue succeeded 

FIG. 3. Structure and operation of a nonblocking concurrent queue. 
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successful compare - and- swap. This solution does not guarantee that the ABA 
problem will not occur, but makes it extremely unlikely. To implement this solu- 
tion, one must either employ a double-word compare-and- swap or else use 
array indices instead of pointers, so that they may share a single word with a coun- 
ter. Valois's reference counting technique guarantees preventing the ABA problem 
without the need for modification counters or the double-word compare - and- 
swap. Mellor-Crumrney's lock-free queue [23] requires no special precautions 
to a void the ABA problem because it uses compare - and - swap in a fetch- 
and - s tor e-modify-c ompar e - and - swap sequence rather than the usual read- 
modify-compare - and- swap sequence. However, this same feature makes the 
algorithm blocking. 

4.2. New Algorithms 

We present two concurrent queue algorithms inspired by ideas in the work 
described above. Both of the algorithms are simple and practical. One is nonblock- 
ing; the other uses a pair of locks. Figure 3 presents commented pseudocode for the 
nonblocking queue data structure and operations. The algorithm implements the 
queue as a singly linked list with Head and Tail pointers. Head always points to a 

structure node-t {value: data type, next: pointer to node-t} 
structure queue-t {Head: pointer to node-t, Tail: pointer to node-t, H-lock: lock type, TJock: lock type} 

INIT[ALIZE(Q: pointer to queued) 
node = newnode() # Allocate a free node 
node-mext = NULL # Make it the only node in the linked list 
Q-+Head = Q-Tail = node # Both Head and Tail point to it 
Q-H-lock = Q-T-lock = FREE # Locks are initially free 

ENQUEUE(Q: pointer to queue-t, value: data type) 
node = newnode() # Allocate a new node from the free list 
node-lvalue = value # Copy enqueued value into node 
node-next = NULL # Set next pointer of node to NULL 
lock(&Q-T-lock) # Acquire TJock in order to access Tail 

Q-Tail~mext = node # Link node at the end of the linked list 
Q-Tail = node # Swing Tail to node 

unlock(&Q+TJock) # Release T-lock 

DFQUEUE(Q: pointer to queue-t, pvalue: pointer to data type): boolean 
lock(&Q-H-lock) # Acquire H-lock in order to access Head 

node = Q-+Head  # Read Head 
new-head = n o d e ~ m e x t  # Read next pointer 
if new-head == NULL # Is queue empty? 

unlock(&Q+Hlock) # Release H-lock before return 
return FALSE # Queue was empty 

endif 
*pvalue = newhead-value # Queue not empty. Read value before release 
Q-Head = new-head # Swing Head to next node 

unlock(&Q+HJock) # Release HJock 
free(node) # Free node 
return TRUE # Queue was not empty, dequeue succeeded 

FIG. 4. Structure and operation of a two-lock concurrent queue. 
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dummy node, which is the first node in the list. Tail points to either the last or 
second to last node in the list. The algorithm uses compare-and- swap with 
modification counters to avoid the ABA problem. To allow dequeuing processes to 
free and then reuse dequeued nodes, the dequeue operation ensures that Tail does 
not point to the dequeued node or to any of its predecessors. 

To obtain consistent values of various pointers we rely on sequences of reads that 
recheck earlier values to be sure they have not changed. These sequences of reads 
are similar to, but simpler than, the snapshots of Prakash et al. (we need to check 
only one shared variable rather than two). A similar technique can be used to 
prevent the race condition in Stone's blocking algorithm. A simple and efficient 
nonblocking stack algorithm due to Treiber [38] can be used to implement a 
nonblocking free list. 

Figure 4 presents commented pseudocode for the two-lock queue data structure 
and operations. The algorithm employs separate Head and Tail locks to allow com- 
plete concurrency between enqueues and dequeues. As in the nonblocking queue, 
we keep a dummy node at the beginning of the list. Because of the dummy node, 
enqueuers never have to access Head, and dequeuers never have to access Tail, thus 
avoiding deadlock problems that might arise from processes trying to acquire the 
locks in different order. 

Experimental results comparing these algorithms with others are presented in 
Section 5. A discussion of algorithm correctness is presented in Appendix A. 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

We use a Silicon Graphics Challenge multiprocessor with twelve 100 MHz MIPS 
R4000 processors to compare the performance of the most promising nonblocking, 
ordinary lock-based, and preemption-safe lock-based implementations of counters 
and of link-based queues, stacks, and skew heaps. We use microbenchmarks to 
compare the performance of the alternative algorithms under various levels of con- 
tention. We also use two versions of a parallel quicksort application, together with 
a parallel solution to the traveling salesman problem, to compare the performance 
of the algorithms when used in a real application.' 

To ensure the accuracy of our results regarding the level of multiprogramming, 
we prevented other users from accessing the multiprocessor during the experiments. 
To evaluate the performance of the algorithms under different levels of multi- 
programming, we used a feature of the Challenge's Irix operating system that allows 
programmers to pin processes to processors. We then used one of the processors to 
serve as a pseudoscheduler. Whenever a process is due for preemption, the 
pseudoscheduler interrupts it, forcing it into a signal handler. The handler spins on 
a flag which the pseudoscheduler sets when the process can continue computation. 
The time spent executing the handler represents the time during which the pro- 
cessor is taken from the process and handed over to a process that belongs to some 
other application. The time quantum is 10 ms. 

C code for all the microbenchmarks and the real applications are available from ftp://ftp.cs.rochester. 
edu/pub/packages/sched_conscious_synch/multiprogramming. 
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All ordinary and preemption-safe locks used in the experiments are test-and-test- 
and-set locks with bounded exponential backoff. All nonblocking algorithms also 
bounded exponential backoff. The effectiveness of backoff in reducing contention on 
locks and synchronization data is demonstrated in the literature [3, 241. The back- 
off was chosen to yield good overall performance for all algorithms and not to 
exceed 30 us. We emulate both t e s t - a n d - s e t  and compare-and-swap, using 
l o a d -  l i n k e d  and s t o r e  - c o n d i t i o n a l  instructions, as shown in Fig. 5. 

In the figures, multiprogramming level represents the number of applications 
sharing the machine, with one process per processor per application. A multi- 
programming level of 1 (the top graph in each figure) therefore represents a 
dedicated machine; a multiprogramming level of 3 (the bottom graph in each 
figure) represents a system with a process from each of three different applications 
on each processor. 

5.1. Queues 

Figure 6 shows performance results for eight queue implementations on a 
dedicated system (no multiprogramming), and on multiprogrammed systems with 
two and three processes per processor. The eight implementations are the usual 
single-lock algorithm using both ordinary and preemption-safe locks (single 
ordinary lock and single safe lock); our two-lock algorithm, again using both 
ordinary and preemption-safe locks (two ordinary locks and two safe locks); our 
nonblocking algorithm (MS nonblocking) and those due to Prakash et al. [31] 
(PLJ  nonblocking) and Valois [40] (Valois nonblocking); and Mellor-Crummey's 
blocking algorithm [23] (MC blocking). We include the algorithm of Prakash et al. 
because it appears to be the best of the known nonblocking alternatives. Mellor- 
Crummey's algorithm represents non-lock-based but blocking alternatives; it is 
simpler than the code of Prakash et al. and could be expected to display lower 
constant overhead in the absence of unpredictable process delays, but is likely to 
degenerate on a multiprogrammed system. We include Valois's algorithm to 
demonstrate that on multiprogrammed systems even a comparatively inefficient 
nonblocking algorithm can outperform blocking algorithms. 

TESTANDSET(X: pointer to boolean): boolean 
repeat 

local = LL(X) 
if local == TRUE 

return TRUE 
until SC(X, TRUE) 
return FALSE 

# Keep trying SC succccds or X is TRUE 
# Read the current value of  X 

# TAS should return TRUE 

# TAS is done. indicate that X was FALSE 

COMPAREANDSWAP(X: pointer to integer, expected: integer, new: integer): boolean 
repeat # Keep trying until SC succeeds or X # expected 

local = LL(X) # Read the current value o f  X 
if local # expected 

return FALSE # CAS should fail 
until SC(X, new) 
return TRUE # CAS succeeded 

FIG. 5. Implementations of test - and- set and compare - and- swap using load- linked and 
store-conditional. 
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FIG. 6. Normalized execution time for 1,000,000 enqueueldequeue pairs on a multiprogramrned 
system, with multiprogramming levels of 1 (top), 2 (middle), and 3 (bottom). 

The horizontal axes of the graphs represent the number of processors. The vertical 
axes represent execution time normalized to that of the preemption-safe single lock 
algorithm. This algorithm was chosen as the basis of normalization because it yields 
the median performance among the set of algorithms. We use normalized time in 
order to show the difference in performance between the algorithms uniformly 
across different numbers of processors. If we were to use absolute time, the vertical 
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axes would have to be extended to cover the high absolute execution time on a 
single processor, making the graph too small to read for larger numbers of pro- 
cessors. The absolute times in seconds for the preemption-safe single-lock algorithm 
on one and 11 processors, with one, two, and three processes per processor, are 
18.2 and 15.6, 38.8 and 15.4, and 57.6 and 16.3, respectively. 

The execution time is the time taken by all processors to perform one million 
pairs of enqueues and dequeues to an initially empty queue (each process performs 
1,000,000/p enqueueldequeue pairs, where p is the number of processors). Every 
process spends 6 ,us ( Â  10% randomization) spinning in an empty loop after 
performing every enqueue or dequeue operation (for a total of 12 ,us per iteration). 
This time is meant to represent "real" computation. It prevents one process from 
dominating the data structure and finishing all its operations while other processes 
are starved by caching effects and backoff. 

The results show that as the level of multiprogramming increases, the perfor- 
mance of ordinary locks and Mellor-Crummey's blocking algorithm degrades 
significantly, while the performance of preemption-safe locks and nonblocking 
algorithms remains relatively unchanged. The "bump" at two processors is due 
primarily to cache misses, which do not occur on one processor, and to a smaller 
amount of overlapped computation, in comparison to larger numbers of processors. 
This effect is more obvious in the multiple lock and nonblocking algorithms, which 
have a greater potential amount of overlap among concurrent operations. 

The two-lock algorithm outperforms the single-lock in the case of high conten- 
tion since it allows more concurrency, but it suffers more with multiprogramming 
when using ordinary locks, as the chances are larger that a process will be 
preempted while holding a lock needed by other processes. On a dedicated system, 
the two-lock algorithm outperforms a single lock when more than four processors 
are active in our microbenchmark. With multiprogramming levels of 2 and 3, the 
crossover points for the one- and two-lock algorithms with preemption-safe locks 
occur at  six and eight processors, respectively. The nonblocking algorithms, except 
for that of Valois, provide better performance; they enjoy added concurrency 
without the overhead of extra locks and without being vulnerable to interference 
from multiprogramming. Valois's algorithm suffers from the high overhead of the 
complex memory management technique associated with it. 

In the absence of contention, any overhead required to communicate with the 
scheduler in a preemption-safe algorithm is "wasted," but the numbers indicate that 
this overhead is low. 

Overall, our nonblocking algorithm yields the best performance. It outperforms 
the single-lock preemption-safe algorithm by more than 40 % on 11 processors with 
various levels of multiprogramming, since it allows more concurrency and needs to 
access fewer memory locations. In the case of no contention, it is essentially tied 
with the single ordinary lock and with Mellor-Crummey's queue. 

5.2. Stacks 

Figure 7 shows performance results for four stack implementations on a 
dedicated system and on multiprogrammed systems with two and three processes 
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FIG. 7. Normalized execution time for 1,000,000 push/pop pairs on a multiprogrammed system, 
with multiprogramming levels of 1 (top), 2 (middle), and 3 (bottom). 

per processor. The four stack implementations are the usual single-lock algorithm 
using ordinary and preemption-safe locks, Treiber's nonblocking stack algorithm 
[38], and an optimized nonblocking algorithm based on Herlihy's general 
methodology [ lo]. 

Like Treiber's nonblocking stack algorithm, the optimized algorithm based on 
Herlihy's methodology uses a singly linked list to represent the stack with a Top 
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pointer. However, every process has its own copy of Top and an operation is suc- 
cessfully completed only when the process uses l o a d  - l i n k e d / s  t o  r e  - condi  - 
t i o n a l  to swing a shared pointer to its copy of Top. The shared pointer can be 
considered as pointing to the latest version of the stack. 

The axes in the graphs have the same semantics as those in the queue graphs. 
Execution time is normalized to that of the preemption-safe single lock algorithm. 
The absolute times in seconds for the preemption-safe lock-based algorithm on one 
and 11 processors, within one, two, and three processes are 19.0 and 20.3, 40.8 and 
20.7, and 60.2 and 21.6, respectively. Each process executes l,OOO,OOO/p push/pop 
pairs on an initially empty stack, with a 6-ps average delay between successive 
operations. 

As the level of multiprogramming increases, the performance of ordinary locks 
degrades, while the performance of the preemption-safe and nonblocking algo- 
rithms remains relatively unchanged. Treiber's algorithm outperforms all the others 
even on dedicated systems. It outperforms the preemption-safe algorithm by over 
45 % on 11 processors with various levels of multiprogramming. This is mainly due 
to the fact that a push or a pop in Treiber's algorithm typically needs to access only 
two cache lines in the data structure, while a lock-based algorithm has the overhead 
of accessing lock variables as well. Accordingly, Treiber's algorithm yields the best 
performance even with no contention. 

5.3. Heaps 

Figure 8 shows performance results for three skew heap implementations on a 
dedicated system and on multiprogrammed systems with two and three processes 
per processor The three implementations are the usual single-lock algorithm using 
ordinary and preemption-safe locks and an optimized nonblocking algorithm due 
to Herlihy [lo]. 

The optimized nonblocking algorithm due to Herlihy uses a binary tree to 
represent the heap with a Root pointer. Every process has its own copy of Root. 
A process performing a heap operation copies the nodes it intends to modify to 
local free nodes and finally tries to swing a global shared pointer to its copy of Root 
using l o a d -  l i n k e d l s  t o r e  - condi  t t o n a l .  If it succeeds, the local copies of the 
copied nodes become part of the global structure and the copied nodes are recycled 
for use in future operations. 

The axes in the graphs have the same semantics as those for the queue and stack 
graphs. Execution time is normalized to that of the preemption-safe single lock 
algorithm. The absolute times in seconds for the preemption-safe lock-based algo- 
rithm on one and 11 processors, with one, two, and three processes per processor, 
are 21.0 and 27.7, 43.1 and 27.4, and 65.0 and 27.6, respectively. Each process 
executes l,OOO,OOO/p insertldeleteanin pairs on an initially empty heap with a 6-ps 
average delay between successive operations. Experiments with nonempty heaps 
resulted in relative performance similar to that depicted in the graphs. 

As the level of multiprogramming increases the performance of ordinary locks 
degrades, while the performance of the preemption-safe and nonblocking algo- 
rithms remains relatively unchanged. The degradation of the ordinary locks is 
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FIG. 8. Normalized execution time for 1,000,000 insertldelete~n pairs on a multiprogrammed 
system, with multiprogramming levels of 1 (top), 2 (middle), and 3 (bottom). 

larger than that suffered by the locks in the queue and stack implementations, 
because the heap operations are more complex and result in higher levels of conten- 
tion. Unlike the case for queues and stacks, the nonblocking implementation of 
heaps is quite complex. It cannot match the performance of the preemption-safe 
lock implementation on either dedicated or multiprogrammed systems, with or 
without contention. Heap implementations resulting fi-om general nonblocking 
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methodologies (without data-structure-specific elimination of copying) are even 
more complex and could be expected to perform much worse. 

5.4. Counters 

Figure 9 shows performance results for three implementations of counters on a 
dedicated system and on multiprogrammed systems with two and three processes 
per processor. The three implementations are the usual single-lock algorithm using 
ordinary and preemption-safe locks and the nonblocking algorithm using load- 
linkedlstore-conditional. 

The axes in the graphs have the same semantics as those for the previous graphs. 
Execution time is normalized to that of the preemption-safe single-lock algorithm. 
The absolute times in seconds for the preemption-safe lock-based algorithm on one 
and 11 processors, with one, two, and three processes per processor, are 17.7 and 
10.8, 35.0 and 11.3, and 50.6 and 10.9, respectively. Each process executes 
l,OOO,OOO/p increments on a shared counter with a 6-ps average delay between 
successive operations. 

The results are similar to those observed for queues and stacks, but are even 
more pronounced. The nonblocking algorithm outperforms the preemption-safe 
lock-based counter by more than 55% on 11 processors with various levels of 
multiprogramming. The performance of a f e t c h  - and - add atomic primitive 
would be even better [25]. 

5.5. Quicksort Application 

We performed experiments on two versions of a parallel quicksort application, 
one that uses a link-based queue and another that uses a link-based stack for 
distributing items to be sorted among the cooperating processes. We used three 
implementations for each of the queue and the stack: the usual single-lock algo- 
rithm using ordinary and preemption-safe locks and our nonblocking queue and 
Treiber's stack, respectively. In each execution, the processes cooperate in sorting 
an array of 500,000 pseudorandom numbers using quicksort for intervals of more 
than 20 elements and insertion sort for smaller intervals. 

Figure 10 shows performance results for the three queue-based versions; Fig. 11 
shows results for the three stack-based versions. Execution times are normalized to 
those of the preemption-safe lock-based algorithms. The absolute times in seconds 
for the preemption-safe lock-based algorithm on one and 11 processors, with one, 
two, and three processes per processor, are 4.0 and 1.6, 7.9 and 2.3, and 11.6 and 
3.3, respectively, for a shared queue, and 3.4 and 1.5, 7.0 and 2.3, and 10.2 and 3.1, 
respectively, for a shared stack. 

The results confirm our observations from experiments on microbenchmarks. 
Performance with ordinary locks degrades under multiprogramming, though not as 
severely as before, since more work is being done between atomic operations. 
Simple nonblocking algorithms yield superior performance even on dedicated 
systems, making them the algorithm of choice under any level of contention or 
multiprogramming. 
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FIG. 9. Normalized execution time for 1,000,000 atomic increments on a multiprogrammed system, 
with multiprogramming levels of 1 (top), 2 (middle), and 3 (bottom). 

5.6. Traveling Salesman Application 

We performed experiments on a parallel implementation of a solution to the 
traveling salesman problem. The program uses a shared heap, stack, and counters. 
We used three implementations for each of the heap, stack, and counters: the usual 
single lock algorithm using ordinary and preemption-safe locks and the best respective 
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FIG. 10. Normalized execution time for quicksort of 500,000 items using a shared queue on a multi- 
programmed system, with multiprogramming levels of 1 (top), 2 (middle), and 3 (bottom). 

nonblocking algorithms (Herlihy-optimized, Treiber, and l o a d  - 1 inked/s tore - 
conditional). In each execution, the processes cooperate to find the shortest 
tour in a 17-city graph. The processes use the priority queue heap to share informa- 
tion about the most promising tours and the stack to keep track of the tours that 
are yet to be computed. We ran experiments with each of the three implementations 
of the data structures. In addition, we ran experiments with a "hybrid" program 
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FIG. 11. Normalized execution time for quicksort of 500,000 items using a shared stack on a multi- 
programmed system, with multiprogramming levels of 1 (top), 2 (middle), and 3 (bottom). 

that uses the version of each data structure that ran the fastest for the micro- 
benchmarks: nonblocking stacks and counters and a preemption-safe priority 
queue. 

Figure 12 shows performance results for the four different experiments. Execution 
times are normalized to those of the preemption-safe lock-based experiment. The 
absolute times in seconds for the preemption-safe lock-based experiment on one 
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FIG. 12. Normalized execution time for a 17-city traveling salesman problem using a shared priority 
queue, stack and counters on a multiprogramrned system, with multiprogramming levels of 1 (top), 
2 (middle), and 3 (bottom). 

and 11 processors, with one, two, and three processes per processor, are 34.9 and 
14.3, 71.7 and 15.7, and 108.0 and 18.5, respectively. Confirming our results with 
microbenchmarks, the experiment based on ordinary locks suffers under multi- 
programming. The hybrid experiment yields the best performance, since it uses the 
best implementation of each of the data structures. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

For atomic updates of a shared data structure, the programmer may ensure 
consistency using (1) a single lock, (2) multiple locks, (3 )  a general-purpose 
nonblocking technique, or (4) a special-purpose (data-structure-specific) nonblock- 
ing algorithm. The locks in (1) and (2) may or may not be preemption-safe. 

Options (1) and (3) are easy to generate, given code for a sequential version of 
the data structure, but options (2) and (4) must be developed individually for each 
different data structure. Good data-structure-specific multilock and nonblocking 
algorithms are sufficiently tricky to devise that each has tended to constitute an 
individual publishable result. 

Our experiments indicate that for simple data structures, special-purpose 
nonblocking atomic update algorithms will outperform all alternatives, not only 
on multiprogrammed systems, but on dedicated machines as well. Given the 
availability of a universal atomic hardware primitive, there seems to be no reason 
to use any other version of a link-based stack, a link-based queue, or a small, 
fixed-sized object such as a counter. 

For more complex data structures, however, or for machines without universal 
atomic primitives, preemption-safe locks are clearly important. Preemption-safe 
locks impose a modest performance penalty on dedicated systems, but provide 
dramatic savings on time-sliced systems. 

For the designers of future systems, we recommend (1) that hardware always 
include a universal atomic primitive, and (2) that kernel interfaces provide a 
mechanism for preemption-safe locking. For small-scale machines, the Symunix 
interface [7] appears to work well. For larger machines, a more elaborate interface 
may be appropriate [17]. 

We have presented a concurrent queue algorithm that is simple, nonblocking, 
practical, and fast. It appears to be the algorithm of choice for any queue-based 
application on a multiprocessor with a universal atomic primitive. Also, we have 
presented a two-lock queue algorithm. Because it is based on locks, it will work on 
machines with such nonuniversal atomic primitives as t e s t - and - s e t  . We recom- 
mend it for heavily utilized queues on such machines. For a queue that is usually 
accessed by only one or two processors, a single lock will perform better. 
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Abstract

We introduceobstruction-freedom, a new nonblocking
property for shared data structure implementations. This
property is strong enough to avoid the problems associ-
ated with locks, but it is weaker than previous nonblocking
properties—specifically lock-freedom and wait-freedom—
allowing greater flexibility in the design of efficient imple-
mentations. Obstruction-freedom admits substantially sim-
pler implementations, and we believe that in practice it
provides the benefits of wait-free and lock-free implemen-
tations.

To illustrate the benefits of obstruction-freedom, we
present two obstruction-free CAS-based implementations of
double-ended queues (deques); the first is implemented on a
linear array, the second on a circular array. To our knowl-
edge, all previous nonblocking deque implementations are
based on unrealistic assumptions about hardware support
for synchronization, have restricted functionality, or have
operations that interfere with operations at the opposite end
of the deque even when the deque has many elements in
it. Our obstruction-free implementations have none of these
drawbacks, and thus suggest that it is much easier to design
obstruction-free implementations than lock-free and wait-
free ones. We also briefly discuss other obstruction-free
data structures and operations that we have implemented.

1. Introduction

The traditional way to implement shared data structures
is to use mutual exclusion (locks) to ensure that concurrent
operations do not interfere with one another. Locking has a
number of disadvantages with respect to software engineer-
ing, fault-tolerance, and scalability (see [8]). In response,
researchers have investigated a variety of alternative syn-
chronization techniques that do not employ mutual exclu-
sion. A synchronization technique is wait-freeif it ensures
that every thread will continue to make progress in the face

of arbitrary delay (or even failure) of other threads. It is
lock-freeif it ensures only that some thread always makes
progress. While wait-free synchronization is the ideal be-
havior (thread starvation is unacceptable), lock-free syn-
chronization is often good enough for practical purposes (as
long as starvation, while possible in principle, never hap-
pens in practice).

The synchronization primitives provided by most mod-
ern architectures, such as compare-and-swap(CAS)
or load-locked/store-conditional(LL/SC) are powerful
enough to achieve wait-free (or lock-free) implementations
of any linearizable data object [9]. Nevertheless, with a few
exceptions (such as queues [16]), wait-free and lock-free
data structures are rarely used in practice. The underly-
ing problem is that conventional synchronization primitives
such as CAS and LL/SC are an awkward match for lock-free
synchronization. These primitives lend themselves most
naturally to optimistic synchronization, which works only
in the absence of synchronization conflicts. For example,
the natural way to use CAS for synchronization is to read a
value v from an address a, perform a multistep computation
to derive a new value w, and then to call CAS to reset the
value of a from v to w. The CAS is successful if the value
at a has not been changed in the meantime. Progress guar-
antees typically rely on complex and inefficient “helping”
mechanisms, that pose a substantial barrier to the wider use
of lock-free synchronization.

In this paper, we propose an alternative nonblocking con-
dition. A synchronization technique is obstruction-freeif
it guarantees progress for any thread that eventually exe-
cutes in isolation. Even though other threads may be in
the midst of executing operations, a thread is considered
to execute in isolation as long as the other threads do not
take any steps. (Pragmatically, it is enough for the thread
to run long enough without encountering a synchronization
conflict from a concurrent thread.) Like the wait-free and
lock-free conditions, obstruction-free synchronization en-
sures that no thread can be blocked by delays or failures of
other threads. This property is weaker than lock-free syn-
chronization, because it does not guarantee progress when

1



two or more conflicting threads are executing concurrently.
The most radical way in which our approach of im-

plementing obstruction-free algorithms differs from the
usual approach of implementing their lock-free and wait-
free counterparts is that we think that ensuring progress
should be considered a problem of engineering, not of math-
ematics. We believe that commingling correctness and
progress has inadvertently resulted in unnecessarily ineffi-
cient and conceptually complex algorithms, creating a bar-
rier to widespread acceptance of nonblocking forms of syn-
chronization. We believe that a clean separation between
the two concerns promises simpler, more efficient, and more
effective algorithms.

To support our case, we have implemented several
obstruction-free shared data structures that display proper-
ties not yet achieved by comparable lock-free implementa-
tions. In this paper, we present two obstruction-free double-
ended queue (deque) implementations. Elsewhere [11], we
describe a software transactional memory implementation
used to construct an obstruction-free red-black tree [5]. To
our knowledge, there are no lock-free implementations of
any data structure as complicated as a red-black tree.

As an aside, we note that there is no “obstruction-free
hierarchy” comparable to the “wait-free consensus hierar-
chy”: One can solve obstruction-free consensus using only
read/write registers by derandomizing randomized wait-free
consensus algorithms such as the one in [4].

Because obstruction-freedom does not guarantee
progress in the presence of contention, we need to pro-
vide some mechanism to reduce the contention so that
progress is achieved. However, lock-free and wait-free
implementations typically also require such mechanisms
to get satisfactory performance. We can use these same
mechanisms with obstruction-free implementations, as we
discuss below. Because obstruction-freedom guarantees
safety regardless of the contention, we can change mecha-
nisms, even dynamically, without changing the underlying
nonblocking implementation.

One simple and well-known method to reduce con-
tention is for operations to “back off” when they encounter
interference by waiting for some time before retrying. Var-
ious choices for how long to wait are possible; randomized
exponential backoff is one scheme that is effective in many
contexts. Other approaches to reducing contention include
queuing and timestamping approaches, in which threads
agree amongst themselves to “wait” for each other to fin-
ish. While simplistic applications of these ideas would give
rise to some of the same problems that the use of locks does,
we have much more freedom in designing sophisticated ap-
proaches for contention control than when using locks, be-
cause correctness is not jeopardized by interrupting an oper-
ation at any time and allowing another operation to continue
execution.

In fact, it is possible to design contention manage-
ment mechanisms that guarantee progress to every oper-
ation that takes enough steps, provided the system satis-
fies some very weak (and reasonable) assumptions. Thus,
the strong progress properties of wait-free implementations
can be achieved in practice by combining obstruction-free
implementations with appropriate contention managers. In
scenarios in which contention between operations is rare,
we will benefit from the simple and efficient obstruction-
free designs; the more heavy-weight contention resolution
mechanisms will rarely be invoked. In contrast, in most
lock-free and wait-free implementations, the mechanisms
that are used to ensure the respective progress properties im-
pose significant overhead even in the absence of contention.
A study of the performance of various contention man-
agers in practice, and tradeoffs between system assump-
tions, progress guarantees and performance is beyond the
scope of this paper.

In some contexts, explicit contention reduction mecha-
nisms may even be unnecessary. For example, in a unipro-
cessor where threads are scheduled by time slice, relatively
short obstruction-free operations will be guaranteed to run
alone for long enough to complete. Similarly, in priority-
scheduled uniprocessors, an operation runs in isolation un-
less it is preempted by a higher priority operation. (As an
aside, it has been shown previously that the consensus hier-
archy collapses in such systems [2, 17]. However, in these
results, correctness, as well as progress, depends on the sys-
tem assumptions.)

In Section 2, we discuss previous work on nonblocking
deques. Section 3 presents a simple obstruction-free deque
implementation on a linear array, and Section 4 extends this
algorithm to circular arrays. A detailed formal proof for the
extended algorithm is given in a full version of the paper
[10]. We conclude in Section 5.

2. Related Work on Nonblocking Deques

In this section, we briefly summarize related work on
nonblocking deques. Double-ended queues (deques) are
formally defined in [6, 13]. Informally, deques generalize
FIFO queues and LIFO stacks by supporting a sequence of
values and operations for adding (pushing) a value to or re-
moving (popping) a value from either end. Thus, imple-
menting a shared deque combines all of the intricacies of
implementing queues and stacks.

Arora, et al.proposed a limited-functionality CAS-based
lock-free deque implementation [3]. Their deque allows
only one process to access one end, and only pop operations
to be done on the other. Thus, they did not face the difficult
problem of concurrent pushes and pops on the same end of
the deque. They further simplified the problem by allow-
ing some concurrent operations to simply abort and report



failure.
Greenwald proposed two lock-free deque implementa-

tions [7]. Both implementations depend on a hardware
DCAS (double compare-and-swap) instruction, which is
not widely supported in practice, and one of them does
not support noninterfering concurrent operations at oppo-
site ends of the deque. Various members of our group have
also proposed several lock-free deque implementations that
depend on DCAS [1, 6, 14].

Michael proposed a simple and efficient lock-free, CAS-
based deque implementation [15]. However, the technique
used by this algorithm fundamentally causes all operations
to interfere with each other. Therefore, it offers no in-
sight into designing scalable nonblocking data structures in
which noninterfering operations can proceed in parallel.

3. Obstruction-Free Deque Implementation

In this section we present our array-based obstruction-
free deque implementation. This algorithm is extremely
simple, but it is not a real deque in the sense that it does
not really generalize queues: if we only push on one end
and pop from the other, we will exhaust the space in the
array and will not be able to push any more items. In the
next section, we show how to extend the algorithm to “wrap
around” in the array in order to overcome this problem.

The data declarations and right-side push and pop op-
erations are shown in Figure 1; the left-side operations are
symmetric with the right-side ones.

We assume the existence of two special “null” values
LN and RN (left null and right null) that are never pushed
onto the deque. We use an array A to store the current
state of the deque. The deque can contain up to MAX val-
ues, and the array is of size MAX+2 to accommodate a left-
most location that always contains LN and a rightmost lo-
cation that always contains RN. (These extra locations are
not strictly necessary, but they simplify the code.) Our al-
gorithm maintains the invariant that the sequence of val-
ues in A[0].val..A[MAX+1].val always consists of
at least one LN, followed by zero or more data values, fol-
lowed by at least one RN. The array can be initialized any
way that satisfies this invariant. To simplify our presenta-
tion, we assume the existence of a function oracle(),
which accepts a parameter left or right and returns an
array index. The intuition is that this function attempts to
return the index of the leftmost RN value in A when invoked
with the parameter right, and attempts to return the in-
dex of the rightmost LN value in A when invoked with the
parameter left. The algorithm is linearizable [12] even if
oracle can be incorrect (we assume that it at least always
returns a value between 1 and MAX+1, inclusive, when in-
voked with the parameterright and always returns a value
between 0 and MAX, inclusive, when invoked with the pa-

rameter left; clearly it is trivial to implement a function
that satisfies this property). Stronger properties of the or-
acle are required to prove obstruction-freedom; we discuss
these properties and how they can be achieved later.

As explained in more detail below, we attach version
numbers to each value in order to prevent concurrent op-
erations that potentially interfere from doing so. The ver-
sion numbers are updated atomically with the values using
a compare-and-swap (CAS) instruction.1 As usual with ver-
sion numbers, we assume that sufficient bits are allocated
for the version numbers to ensure that they cannot “wrap
around” during the short interval in which one process exe-
cutes a single iteration of a short loop in our algorithm.

The reason our obstruction-free deque implementation
is so simple (and the reason we believe obstruction-free im-
plementations in general will be significantly simpler than
their lock-free and wait-free counterparts) is that there is
no progress requirement when any interference is detected.
Thus, provided we maintain basic invariants, we can sim-
ply retry when we detect interference. In our deque imple-
mentation, data values are changed only at the linearization
point of successful push and pop operations. To prevent
concurrent operations from interfering with each other, we
increment version numbers of adjacent locations (without
changing their associated data values). As a result of this
technique, two concurrent operations can each cause the
other to retry: this explains why our implementation is so
simple, and also why it is not lock-free. To make this idea
more concrete, we describe our implementation in more de-
tail below.

The basic idea behind our algorithm is that a
rightpush(v) operation changes the leftmost RN value
to v, and a rightpop() operation changes the rightmost
data value to RN and returns that value (the left-side op-
erations are symmetric, so we do not discuss them further
except when dealing with interactions between left- and
right-side operations). Each rightpush(v) operation
that successfully pushes a data value (as opposed to return-
ing “full”) is linearized to the point at which it changes an
RN value to v. Similarly, each rightpop operation that
returns a value v (as opposed to returning “empty”) is lin-
earized to the point at which it changes the val field of
some array location from v to RN. Furthermore, the val
field of an array location does not change unless an oper-
ation is linearized as discussed above. The rightpush
operation returns “full” only if it observes a non-RN value
in A[MAX].val. Given these observations, it is easy to see
that our algorithm is linearizable if we believe the following

1A CAS(a,e,n) instruction takes three parameters: an address a,
an expected value e, and a new value n. If the value currently stored at
address a matches the expected value e, then CAS stores the new value n
at address a and returns true; we say that the CAS succeedsin this case.
Otherwise, CAS returns false and does not modify the memory; we say
that the CAS fails in this case.



type element = record val: valtype; ctr: int end

A: array[0..MAX+1] of element initially there is some k in [0,MAX]
such that A[i] = <LN,0> for all i in [0,k]

and A[i] = <RN,0> for all i in [k+1,MAX+1].

rightpush(v) // v is not RN or LN
RH0: while (true) {
RH1: k := oracle(right); // find index of leftmost RN
RH2: prev := A[k-1]; // read (supposed) rightmost non-RN value
RH3: cur := A[k]; // read (supposed) leftmost RN value
RH4: if (prev.val != RN and cur.val = RN) { // oracle is right
RH5: if (k = MAX+1) return "full"; // A[MAX] != RN
RH6: if CAS(&A[k-1],prev,<prev.val,prev.ctr+1>) // try to bump up prev.ctr
RH7: if CAS(&A[k],cur,<v,cur.ctr+1>) // try to push new value
RH8: return "ok"; // it worked!

} // end if (prev.val != RN and cur.val = RN)
} // end while

rightpop()
RP0: while (true) { // keep trying till return val or empty
RP1: k := oracle(right); // find index of leftmost RN
RP2: cur := A[k-1]; // read (supposed) value to be popped
RP3: next := A[k]; // read (supposed) leftmost RN
RP4: if (cur.val != RN and next.val = RN) { // oracle is right
RP5: if (cur.val = LN and A[k-1] = cur)"; // adjacent LN and RN
RP6: return "empty
RP7: if CAS(&A[k],next,<RN,next.ctr+1>) // try to bump up next.ctr
RP8: if CAS(&A[k-1],cur,<RN,cur.ctr+1>) // try to remove value
RP9: return cur.val // it worked; return removed value

} // end if (cur.val != RN and next.val = RN)
} // end while

Figure 1. Obstruction-free deque implementation: Data declarations and right-side operations

three claims (and their symmetric counterparts):

• At the moment that line RH7 of a rightpush(v)
operation successfully changes A[k].val for some k
from RN to v, A[k-1].val contains a non-RN value
(i.e., either a data value or LN).

• At the moment that line RP8 of the rightpop oper-
ation successfully changes A[k-1].val for some k
from some value v to RN, A[k].val contains RN.

• If a rightpop operation returns “empty”, then at
the moment it executed line RP3, A[k].val=RN and
A[k-1].val=LN held for some k.

Using the above observations and claims, a proof by
simulation to an abstract deque in an array of size MAX is
straightforward. Below we briefly explain the synchroniza-
tion techniques that we use to ensure that the above claims
hold. The techniques all exploit the version numbers in the
array locations.

The empty case (the third claim above) is the simplest:
rightpop returns “empty” only if it reads the same value
from A[k-1] at lines RP2 and RP5. Because every CAS
that modifies an array location increments that location’s
version number, it follows that A[k-1] maintained the
same value throughout this interval (recall our assumption
about version numbers not wrapping around). Thus, in par-
ticular, A[k-1].val contained LN at the moment that line
RP3 read RN in A[k].val.

The techniques used to guarantee the other two claims
are essentially the same, so we explain only the first one.
The basic idea is to check that the neighbouring location
(i.e., A[k-1]) contains the appropriate value (line RH2;
see also line RH4), and to increment its version number
(without changing its value; line RH6) between reading the
location to be changed (line RH3) and attempting to change
it (line RH7). If any of the attempts to change a location
fail, then we have encountered some interference, so we
can simply restart. Otherwise, it can be shown easily that
the neighbouring location did not change to RN between



the time it was read (line RH2) and the time the location
to be changed is changed (line RH7). The reason is that
a rightpop operation—the only operation that changes
locations to RN—that was attempting to change the neigh-
bouring location to RNwould increment the version number
of the location the rightpush operation is trying to mod-
ify, so one of the operations would cause the other to retry.

3.1. Oracle Implementations

The requirements for the oracle function assumed in
the previous section are quite weak, and therefore a num-
ber of implementations are possible. We first describe the
requirements, and then outline some possible implementa-
tions. For linearizability, the only requirement on the oracle
is that it always returns an index from the appropriate range
depending on its parameter as stated earlier; satisfying this
requirement is trivial. However, to guarantee obstruction-
freedom, we require that the oracle is eventually accurate if
repeatedly invoked in the absence of interference. By “ac-
curate”, we mean that it returns the index of the leftmost
RN when invoked with right, and the index of the right-
most LN when invoked with left. It is easy to see that
if any of the operations executes an entire loop iteration in
isolation, and the oracle function returns the index spec-
ified above, then the operation completes in that iteration.
Because the oracle has no obligation (except for the trivial
range constraint) in the case that it encounters interference,
we have plenty of flexibility in implementing it. One sim-
ple and correct implementation is to search the array lin-
early from one end looking for the appropriate value. De-
pending on the maximum deque size, however, this solution
might be very inefficient. One can imagine several alterna-
tives to avoid this exhaustive search. For example, we can
maintain “hints” for the left and right ends, with the goal
of keeping the hints approximately accurate; then we could
read those hints, and search from the indicated array posi-
tion (we’ll always be able to tell which direction to search
using the values we read). Because these hints do not have
to be perfectly accurate at all times, we can choose various
ways to update them. For example, if we use CAS to up-
date the hints, we can prevent slow processes from writing
out-of-date values to hints, and therefore keep hints almost
accurate all the time. It may also be useful to loosen the
accuracy of the hints, thereby synchronizing on them less
often. In particular, we might consider only updating the
hint when it is pointing to a location that resides in a dif-
ferent cache line than the location that really contains the
leftmost RN for example, as in this case the cost of the inac-
curate hint would be much higher.

4. Extension to Circular Arrays

In this section, we show how to extend the algorithm in
the previous section to allow the deque to “wrap around”
the array, so that the array appears to be circular. In other
words, A[0] is “immediately to the right” of A[MAX+1].
As before, we maintain at least two null entries in the array:
we use the array A[0..MAX+1] for a deque with at most
MAX elements. The array can be initialized arbitrarily pro-
vided it satisfies the main invariant for the algorithm, stated
below. One option is to use the initial conditions for the
algorithm in the previous section.

We now describe the new aspects of the algorithm. Code
for the right-side operations of the wrap-around deque im-
plementation are shown in Figure 2. The left-side opera-
tions are symmetric, and we do not discuss them further
except as they interact with the right-side operations. All
arithmetic on array indices is done modulo MAX+2.

There are two main differences between this algorithm
and the one in the previous section. First, it is more difficult
to tell whether the deque is full; we must determine that
there are exactly two null entries. Second, rightpush
operations may encounter LN values as they “consume” the
RN values and wrap around the array (similarly, leftpush
operations may encounter RN values). We handle this sec-
ond problem by enabling a rightpush operation to “con-
vert” LN values into RN values. This conversion uses an
extra null value, which we denote DN, for “dummy null”.
We assume that LN, RN and DN are never pushed onto the
deque.

Because the array is circular, the algorithm maintains the
following invariants instead of the simpler invariant main-
tained by the algorithm in the previous section:

• All null values are in a contiguous sequence of loca-
tions in the array. (Recall that the array is circular, so
the sequence can wrap around the array.)

• The sequence of null values consists of zero or more
RN values, followed by zero or one DN value, followed
by zero or more LN values.

• There are at least two different types of null values in
the sequence of null values.

Thus, there is always at least one LN or DN entry, and at
least one RN or DN entry.

Instead of invoking oracle(right) directly, the
push and pop operations invoke a new auxiliary procedure,
rightcheckedoracle. In addition to an array index k,
rightcheckedoracle returns left and right, the
contents it last saw in A[k-1] and A[k] respectively. It
guarantees right.val = RN and left.val != RN.
Thus, if it runs in isolation, rightcheckedoracle al-
ways returns the correct index, together with contents of the



/* Returns k,left,right, where left = A[k-1] at some time t, and right = A[k]
at some time t’ > t during the execution, with left.val != RN and right.val = RN.

*/
rightcheckedoracle()
RO0: while (true) {
RO1: k := oracle(right);
RO2: left := A[k-1]; // order important for check
RO3: right := A[k]; // for empty in rightpop
RO4: if (right.val = RN and left.val != RN) // correct oracle
RO5: return k,left,right;
RO6: if (right.val = DN and !(left.val in {RN,DN})) // correct oracle, but no RNs
RO7: if CAS(&A[k-1], left, <left.val,left.ctr+1>)
RO8: if CAS(&A[k], right, <RN,right.ctr+1>) // DN -> RN
RO9: return k,<left.val,left.ctr+1>,<RN,right.ctr+1>;

} // end while

rightpush(v) // !(v in {LN,RN,DN})
RH0: while (true) {
RH1: k,prev,cur := rightcheckedoracle(); // cur.val = RN and prev.val != RN
RH2: next := A[k+1];
RH3: if (next.val = RN)
RH4: if CAS(&A[k-1], prev, <prev.val, prev.ctr+1>)
RH5: if CAS(&A[k], cur, <v, cur.ctr+1>) // RN -> v
RH6: return "ok";
RH7: if (next.val = LN)
RH8: if CAS(&A[k], cur, <RN, cur.ctr+1>)
RH9: CAS(&A[k+1], next, <DN, next.ctr+1>); // LN -> DN
RH10: if (next.val = DN) {
RH11: nextnext := A[k+2];
RH12: if !(nextnext.val in {RN,LN,DN})
RH13: if (A[k-1] = prev)
RH14: if (A[k] = cur) return "full";
RH15: if (nextnext.val = LN)
RH16: if CAS(&A[k+2], nextnext, <nextnext.val,nextnext.ctr+1>)
RH17: CAS(&A[k+1], next, <RN, next.ctr+1>); // DN -> RN

} // end if (next.val = DN)
} //end while

rightpop()
RP0: while (true) {
RP1: k,cur,next := rightcheckedoracle(); // next.val = RN and cur.val != RN
RP2: if (cur.val in {LN,DN} and A[k-1] = cur) // depends on order of RO2 & RO3.
RP3: return "empty";
RP4: if CAS(&A[k],next,<RN,next.ctr+1>)
RP5: if CAS(&A[k-1],cur,<RN,cur.ctr+1>) // v -> RN
RP6: return cur.val;

} // end while

Figure 2. Wraparound deque implementation: Right-side operations.



appropriate array entries that prove that the index is correct.
If no RN entry exists, then by the third invariant above, there
is a DN entry and an LN entry; rightcheckedoracle
attempts to convert the DN into an RN before returning.

Other than calling rightcheckedoracle instead of
oracle(right) (which also eliminates the need to read
and check the cur and next values again), the only change
in the rightpop operation is that, in checking whether the
deque is empty, cur.valmay be either LN or DN, because
there may be no LN entries.

Because the array is circular, a rightpush operation
cannot determine whether the array is full by checking
whether the returned index is at the end of the array. In-
stead, it ensures that there is space in the array by checking
that A[k+1].val = RN. In that case, by the third invari-
ant above, there are at least two null entries other than A[k]
(which also contains RN), so the deque is not full. Other-
wise, rightpush first attempts to convert A[k] into an
RN entry. We discuss how this conversion is accomplished
below.

When a rightpush operation finds only one RN en-
try, it tries to convert the next null entry—we know there
is one by the third invariant above—into an RN. If the next
null entry is an LN entry, then rightpush first attempts to
convert it into a DN entry. When doing this, rightpush
checks that cur.val = RN, which ensures there is at
most one DN entry, as required by the second invariant
above. If the next null entry is a DN entry, rightpush
will try to convert it into an RN entry, but only if the entry to
the right of the one being converted (the nextnext entry)
is an LN entry. In this case, it first increments the version
number of the nextnext entry, ensuring the failure of any
concurrentleftpush operation trying to push a value into
that entry. If the nextnext entry is a deque value, then the
rightpush operation checks whether the right end of the
deque is still at k (by rereading A[k-1] and A[k]), and
if so, the deque is full. If not, or if the nextnext en-
try is either an RN or DN entry, then some other operation
is concurrent with the rightpush, and the rightpush
operation retries.

Assuming the invariants above, it is easy to see that
this new algorithm is linearizable in exactly the same way
as the algorithm in the previous section, except that a
rightpush operation that returns “full” linearizes at the
point that nextnext is read (line RH11). Because we
subsequently confirm (line RH13) that A[k-1] and A[k]
have not changed since they were last read, we know the
deque extends from A[k+2] to A[k-1] (with A[k-1] as
its rightmost value), so that A[k] and A[k+1] are the only
nonnull entries, and thus, the deque is full.

Proving that the invariants above are maintained by the
new algorithm is nontrivial, and we defer a complete proof
to the full paper [10]. The main difficulty is verifying that

when a rightpush actually pushes the new value onto
the deque (line RH5), either the next entry is an RN entry,
or it is a DN entry and the nextnext entry is an LN entry.
This is necessary to ensure that after the push, there are still
at least two null entries, one of which is an RN or DN entry.
One key to the proof is to note that the value of an entry
is changed only by lines RO8, RH5, RH9, RH17, RP5, and
their counterparts in the left-side operations. Furthermore,
these lines only change an entry if the entry has not changed
since it was most recently read. These lines are annotated
in Figure 2 with how they change the value of the entry.

Time complexity The obvious measure of the time com-
plexity of an obstruction-free algorithm (without regard to
the particular contention manager and system assumptions)
is the worst-case number of steps that an operation must
take in isolation in order to be guaranteed to complete.
For our algorithms, this is a constant plus the obstruction-
free time complexity of the particular oracle implementa-
tion used.

5. Concluding Remarks

We have introduced obstruction-freedom—a new non-
blocking condition for shared data structures that weakens
the progress requirements of traditional nonblocking condi-
tions, and as a result admits solutions that are significantly
simpler and more efficient in the typical case of low con-
tention. We have demonstrated the merits of obstruction-
freedom by showing how to implement an obstruction-free
double-ended queue that has better properties than any pre-
vious nonblocking deque implementation of which we are
aware. We are also exploring other obstruction-free al-
gorithms and techniques. Based on our progress to date,
we are convinced that obstruction-freedom is a significant
breakthrough in the search for scalable and efficient non-
blocking data structures. Apart from ongoing work on other
obstruction-free algorithms, an important part of our work
is in investigating the use of various mechanisms to man-
age contention in order to allow obstruction-free imple-
mentations to make progress even under contention. There
has been much work on similar issues, for example in the
context of databases. We are working on evaluating ex-
isting and new schemes for this purpose. The beauty of
obstruction-freedom is that we can modify and experiment
with the contention management mechanisms without need-
ing to modify (and therefore reverify) the underlying non-
blocking algorithm. In contrast, work on different mech-
anisms for guaranteeing progress in the context of lock-
free and wait-free algorithms has been hampered by the fact
that modifications to the “helping” mechanisms has gener-
ally required the proofs for the entire algorithm to be done
again.
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ABSTRACT
Many lock-free data structures in the literature exploit tech-
niques that are possible only because state-of-the-art 64-bit
processors are still running 32-bit operating systems and
applications. As software catches up to hardware, “64-bit-
clean” lock-free data structures, which cannot use such tech-
niques, are needed.

We present several 64-bit-clean lock-free implementations:
load-linked/store-conditional variables of arbitrary size, a
FIFO queue, and a freelist. In addition to being portable to
64-bit software, our implementations also improve on previ-
ous ones in that they are space-adaptive and do not require
knowledge of the number of threads that will access them.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.1.3 [Programming Techniques]: Concurrent Program-
ming; D.4.2 [Operating Systems]: Storage Management;
E.1 [Data]: Data Structures

General Terms
Algorithms, Theory

Keywords
Multiprocessors, 64-bit architectures, 64-bit-clean software,
nonblocking synchronization, lock-free, memory management,
population-oblivious, space-adaptive, compare-and-swap (cas),
load-linked/store-conditional (ll/sc), queues, freelists

1. INTRODUCTION
For more than a decade, 64-bit architectures have been

available [14, 16, 18, 21]. These architectures support 64-
bit addresses, allowing direct access to huge virtual address
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spaces [3]. They also support atomic access to 64-bit quanti-
ties using synchronization primitives such as compare-and-
swap (cas) and the load-linked/store conditional (ll/sc)
pair, which provide powerful tools for implementing lock-
free data structures.

Predictably, operating systems and application software
that exploit these 64-bit capabilities have been slower to
emerge. Thus, many important 32-bit operating systems
and applications are still in common use, and most 64-bit ar-
chitectures support them. As a result, for a period of several
years, techniques that use 64-bit synchronization primitives
to atomically manipulate 32-bit pointers together with other
information, such as version numbers, have been widely ap-
plicable. Many practical lock-free data structures exploit
such techniques (e.g., [13, 19]).

The increasing prevalence of 64-bit operating systems and
applications (in which pointers are 64 bits) signals the end
of this convenient era: 64-bit-clean lock-free data struc-
tures that do not require synchronization primitives that
can atomically manipulate a pointer and a version number
are increasingly important.

We present 64-bit-clean1 implementations of several im-
portant lock-free data structures: arbitrary-size variables
supporting ll and sc operations, FIFO queues, and freelists.

Our implementations are based on 64-bit cas, but it is
straightforward to modify them for use in architectures that
support ll/sc instead of cas [15]. Our ll/sc implemen-
tation is useful even in architectures that provide ll/sc in
hardware, because it eliminates numerous restrictions on the
size of variables accessed by ll/sc and the way in which they
are used. For example, in some architectures, the program
must perform only register operations between an ll and
the following sc; no such restriction is imposed by our imple-
mentation. Our results therefore will help programmers to
develop portable code, because they can ignore the different
restrictions imposed by different architectures on the use of

1Our techniques target any architecture that can perform
cas on a pointer-sized variable (of at least 64 bits); for con-
creteness, we present our techniques assuming that this size
is 64 bits.
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ll/sc. Furthermore, our implementations are portable be-
tween 32-bit and 64-bit applications, while many previous
lock-free data structure implementations are not.

The only previous 64-bit-clean cas-based implementation
of ll/sc is due to Jayanti and Petrovic [10]. While their im-
plementation is wait-free [5], it requires O(mn) space, where
m is the number of variables that support ll/sc and n is
the number of threads that can access those variables; ours
uses only O(m+n) space. Furthermore, the implementation
in [10] requires a priori knowledge of a fixed upper bound
on the number of threads that will access an ll/sc vari-
able. We call such implementations population-aware [8].
In contrast, our implementation has no such requirement; it
is population-oblivious. However, our implementation guar-
antees only lock-freedom, a weaker progress guarantee than
wait-freedom, but one that is generally considered adequate
in practice.

Our lock-free FIFO queue implementation is the first that
is 64-bit-clean, population-oblivious and space-adaptive (i.e.,
its space consumption depends only on the number of items
in the queue and the number of threads currently accessing
the queue). Previous lock-free FIFO queue implementations
have at most one of these advantages.

A freelist manages memory resources and can be used to
avoid the cost of using a general malloc/free implementation
for this purpose. Previous lock-free freelists [19] are not 64-
bit-clean, and can be prevented by a single thread failure
from ever freeing memory blocks to the system. Ours over-
comes both of these problems.

We provide some background in Section 2, and present our
ll/sc implementation in detail in Section 3. In Sections 4
and 5, we explain how to adapt the techniques used in the
ll/sc implementation to achieve our queue and freelist im-
plementations We conclude in Section 6.

2. BACKGROUND
A data structure implementation is linearizable [9] if for

each operation, there is some point—called the linearization
point—during the execution of that operation at which the
operation appears to have taken place atomically. It is lock-
free [5] if it guarantees that after a finite number of steps of
any operation on the data structure, some operation com-
pletes. It is population-oblivious [8] if it does not depend on
the number of threads that will access the data structure.
Finally, it is space-adaptive if at all times, the space used is
proportional to the size of the abstract data structure (and
the number of threads currently accessing it).2

The cas operation, defined in Figure 1, takes the address
of a memory location, an expected value, and a new value.
If the location contains the expected value, then the cas

atomically stores the new value into the location and re-
turns true. Otherwise, the contents of the location remain
unchanged, and the cas returns false. We say that the cas

succeeds if it returns true, and that it fails if it returns false.
A typical way to use cas is to read a value—call it A—

from a location, and to then use cas to attempt to change
the location from A to a new value. The intent is often to
ensure that the cas succeeds only if the location’s value does
not change between the read and the cas. However, the lo-
cation might change to a different value B and then back

2There are other variants of space adaptivity [8], but this
simple definition suffices for this paper.

bool cas(a, e, n) {
atomically {

if (∗a == e) {
∗a = n;
return true;

} else
return false;

}
Figure 1: The CAS operation.

to A again between the read and the cas, in which case
the cas can succeed. This phenomenon is known as the
ABA problem [17] and is a common source of bugs in cas-
based algorithms. The problem can be avoided by storing
the variable being accessed together with a version number
in a cas-able word: the version number is incremented with
each modification of the variable, eliminating the ABA prob-
lem (at least in practice; see [15] for more detail). However,
if the variable being modified is a 64-bit pointer, then this
technique cannot be used in architectures that can perform
cas only on 64-bit variables. A key contribution of this pa-
per is a novel solution to the ABA problem that can be used
in such architectures.

The ll and sc operations are used in pairs: An sc op-
eration is matched with the preceding ll operation by the
same thread to the same variable; there must be such an ll

operation for each sc operation, and no ll operation may
match more than one sc operation. ll loads the value of a
location, and sc conditionally stores a value to a location,
succeeding (returning true) if and only if no other store to
the location has occurred since the matching ll.3 Thus the
ABA problem does not arise when using ll and sc—instead
of read and cas—to modify a variable.

For simplicity, we require every ll to be matched. If a
thread decides not to invoke a matching sc for a previous
ll, it instead invokes unlink, which has no semantic effect
on the variable. An ll operation is said to be outstanding
from its linearization point until its matching sc or unlink

returns. It is straightforward to eliminate the need for an
explicit thread-visible unlink operation by having ll in-
voke unlink whenever a previous ll operation by the same
thread to the same location is already outstanding.

Related work
Anderson and Moir [2] describe a wait-free implementation
of a multiword ll/sc that requires O(mn2) space, where m
is the number of variables and n is the number of threads
that may access the variables; Jayanti and Petrovic present
another that uses O(mn) space [10]. These algorithms are
impractical for applications that require ll/sc on many vari-
ables. In addition, they are not population-oblivious; they
require n to be known in advance, a significant drawback
for applications with dynamic threads. Moir [15] presents
a lock-free algorithm that uses only O(m) space, but his
algorithm is not 64-bit-clean.

Our queue algorithm is similar to the algorithms of Val-
ois [20] and of Michael and Scott [13]. However, those algo-
rithms are not 64-bit-clean. Furthermore, they cannot free
nodes removed from the queue for general reuse (though the

3We describe the ideal ll/sc semantics here. Hardware
ll/sc implementations are usually weaker; in particular,
they allow sc to fail even in the absence of an intervening
store [15].
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nodes can be reused by subsequent enqueue operations), and
are therefore not space adaptive.

Herlihy et al. [7] and Michael [11] independently proposed
general techniques to enable memory to be freed from lock-
free data structures, and they applied these techniques to
the Michael-and-Scott queue [6, 11]. However, the resulting
algorithms are not population-oblivious. Although they can
be made population-oblivious [8], the resulting solutions are
still not space adaptive; in the worst case, they require space
proportional to the number of all threads that ever access
the queue.

Treiber [19] provides two freelist implementations, neither
of which is 64-bit-clean. Furthermore, the first does not
provide operations for expanding and contracting the freel-
ist. Modifying the implementation to expand the freelist is
straightforward, but enabling contraction is not. Treiber’s
second freelist implementation does allow contraction, but
a single delayed thread can prevent all contraction. In con-
trast, our freelist implementation is 64-bit-clean and does
not allow thread delays to prevent other threads from con-
tracting the freelist.

3. OUR LL/SC IMPLEMENTATION
With unbounded memory, it is straightforward to imple-

ment a lock-free, population-oblivious, arbitrary-sized ll/sc
variable using the standard pointer-swinging technique: We
store values in contiguous regions of memory called nodes
and maintain a pointer to the current node. ll simply reads
the pointer to the current node and returns the contents of
the node it points to. sc allocates a new node, initializes it
with the value to be stored, and then uses cas to attempt
to “swing” the pointer from the previously current node to
the new one; the sc succeeds if and only if the cas succeeds.
If every sc uses a new node, then the cas in an sc succeeds
if and only if there is no change to the pointer between the
cas and the read in the preceding ll. This technique is well-
known and used in systems that use garbage collection to
provide the illusion of unbounded memory (see the JSR-166
library [1], for example).

Our implementation builds on this simple idea, but is com-
plicated by the need to free and reuse nodes in order to
bound memory consumption. Reclaiming nodes too late re-
sults in excessive space overhead. However, reclaiming them
too soon leads to other problems. First, an ll reading the
contents of a node might in fact read part or all of a value
stored by an sc that is reusing the node. Second, the cas

might succeed despite changes since the previous read be-
cause of the recycling of a node: the ABA problem. Our im-
plementation maintains additional information that allows
nodes to be reclaimed promptly enough to bound its space
complexity, but avoids the problems above by preventing
premature reclamation.

We first describe the basic implementation assuming that
nodes are never reclaimed prematurely and ignoring those
parts related only to node reclamation (Section 3.1). Then
we describe how nodes are reclaimed, argue why they are
never reclaimed prematurely, and analyze the space com-
plexity of the algorithm (Section 3.2). To simplify the code
and discussion, the implementation presented here restricts
threads to have at most one outstanding ll operation at a
time. However, extending it to allow each thread to have
multiple outstanding ll operations is straightforward.

typedef struct {
Node ∗ptr0, ∗ptr1;
EntryTag entry;

} LLSCvar;

typedef struct {
Data d;
Node ∗pred;
ExitTag exit;

} Node;

typedef struct {
int ver;
int count;

} EntryTag;

typedef struct {
int count;
bool nlC;
bool nlP;

} ExitTag;

Figure 2: Data types used in the LL/SC algorithm.
The EntryTag and ExitTag types fit into 64 bits, so
can be atomically accessed using cas.

3.1 The basic implementation
Rather than storing a pointer to the current node in a

single location, we alternate between two locations, ptr0

and ptr1. At any time, one of these pointers is the current
pointer—it points to the current node—and the other is the
noncurrent pointer. Which pointer is current is determined
by a version number entry.ver:4 if entry.ver is even, then
ptr0 is the current pointer; otherwise ptr1 is.

An ll operation determines the current node and returns
the data value it contains. An sc operation attempts to
change the noncurrent pointer to point to a new node—
initialized with the data value to be stored—and then in-
crement entry.ver, making this pointer current. If the sc

successfully installs the new pointer but is delayed before
incrementing the version number, then another thread can
“help” by incrementing the version number on its behalf.
The successful sc is linearized at the point at which the ver-
sion number is incremented (either by the thread executing
that sc or by a helping thread), causing the newly installed
node to become current.

Our algorithm guarantees the following alternating prop-
erty : In any execution, the sequence of events that modify
ptr0 and ptr1 and entry.ver strictly alternates between

• modifying the noncurrent pointer to point to the new
node of an sc operation; and

• incrementing entry.ver, thereby causing the current
pointer to become noncurrent and vice versa.

With this property, it is easy to see that the algorithm de-
scribed above provides the correct semantics: neither ptr0

nor ptr1 ever changes while it is the current pointer; the
noncurrent pointer is changed exactly once (by a successful
sc operation) between consecutive increments of entry.ver;
and each time we increment the version number, and there-
fore linearize a successful sc (the unique sc that changed
the noncurrent pointer since the previous time the version
number was incremented), the new node installed by the
successful sc becomes the current node.

Figure 2 shows the types used in our implementation. An
LLSCvar structure consists of three fields, ptr0, ptr1 and

4In addition to determining which pointer is current, the
version number eliminates the ABA problem in practice,
provided the version number has enough bits to ensure that
it does not repeat a value during the interval in which some
thread executes a short code sequence. In our algorithm, we
can easily allocate 32 or more bits to the version number,
which we believe is sufficient. For further discussion of the
number of bits required to avoid the ABA problem, see [15].
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ptr0→d = d0 entry.ver = 0
ptr0→pred = ptr1 entry.count = 0
ptr0→exit = 〈0, false, false〉
ptr1→exit = 〈0, true, false〉
Figure 3: Initial state of an LL/SC location, where
d0 is the initial value of the location.
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Figure 4: Two states of the LL/SC implementation.
Dotted pointer indicates previous value (see text).

entry, each of which is 64 bits (so the cas operation can
be applied to each field, though not to the entire LLSCvar
structure). In addition to the fields already mentioned, the
entry field of an ll/sc variable has a count field, and each
node has pred and exit fields. The pred field of each node
contains a pointer to the node that was current immediately
before this node. The other fields are concerned only with
node reclamation, and are discussed later.

Figure 3 shows how an ll/sc variable is initialized and
Figure 4 illustrates two classes of states of our algorithm. In
both illustrations, entry.ver is odd, so ptr1 is the current
pointer and ptr0 is the noncurrent pointer. In Figure 4(a),
the noncurrent pointer points to the current node’s prede-
cessor (i.e., the node that was current before the node that is
current in the figure). In Figure 4(b), the noncurrent pointer
points to a new node whose pred field points to the current
node. From a state like the one in Figure 4(a), installing a
pointer to a new node whose pred field points to the cur-
rent node into the noncurrent pointer results in a state like
the one in Figure 4(b). Furthermore, from a state like the
one in Figure 4(b), incrementing entry.ver results in a state
like the one in Figure 4(a), because incrementing entry.ver
changes its parity, thereby reversing the roles of ptr0 and
ptr1. The key to understanding our algorithm is to notice
that it alternates between states like that in Figure 4(a) and
states like that in Figure 4(b). This behavior is captured by
the alternating property, which is central to the correctness
proof for our algorithm.

We now present our algorithm in more detail and explain
how it preserves the alternating property; we ignore for now
details related to node reclamation. Pseudocode for the ll,
sc and unlink operations is presented in Figure 5. Each
thread has two persistent local variables, mynode and myver,
which are set by the ll operation, and retain their values
while that ll is outstanding. The CURRENT and NONCURADDR

macros determine the current and noncurrent pointers based
on the ptr0 or ptr1 fields and the entry.ver fields, as ex-
plained above. Specifically, if loc→entry.ver == version,
then CURRENT(loc,version) gives the current pointer of loc,
and NONCURADDR(loc,version) gives the address of the non-

current pointer. The release and transfer procedures,
the entry.count field, and the exit field and its initializa-
tion value INIT EXIT are relevant only to node reclamation,
as are the effects of unlink. We defer further discussion of
these procedures and fields until Section 3.2.

Ignoring for now the effect of the cas at line L5 on the
entry.count field, we see that a thread p executing ll records
entry.ver in its persistent local myver variable and the cur-
rent node indicated by this value in its mynode variable. To
ensure a consistent view of the current node and version
number, ll retries if entry.ver changes while it determines
the current node (lines L2 and L5). The ll operation is
linearized at the (unique) point at which p successfully exe-
cutes the cas at line L5.

To execute an sc operation, p allocates and initializes a
new node5 with the value to be stored, and stores the node
observed as current by the previous ll in the node’s pred

field (lines S1 and S2). Then, p uses cas to attempt to
change the noncurrent pointer to point to the new node (line
S4). We do not simply read the contents of the noncurrent
pointer in order to determine the expected value for this cas.
If we did, two different sc operations could install new nodes
in the noncurrent pointer, without the noncurrent pointer
becoming current as the result of an increment of entry.ver.
Such behavior would violate the alternating property.

To avoid this problem, we instead determine the expected
value for the cas by reading the pred field of the node ob-
served as current (line S3). Recall that when a node becomes
current, its pred field points to the node that was current im-
mediately before it. Thus, the pred field of the current node
is the same as the noncurrent pointer before a new node is
installed. Once an sc has successfully changed the noncur-
rent pointer to point to a new node, no other sc can do so
again before entry.ver is incremented. This could happen
only if some thread previously saw the newly installed node
as the predecessor of some node. As we explain later, our
node reclamation technique precludes this possibility.

After the execution of line S4, either p’s sc has succeeded
in changing the noncurrent pointer, or some other sc has. In
either case, the entry.ver field should now be incremented
in order to make the successful sc that installed a new node
take effect. The cas at line S7 ensures that the version
number is incremented. (The loop at lines S6 through S8
is necessary because the cas at line S7 may fail for reasons
other than another thread having incremented entry.ver;
this possibility is explained below.)

3.2 Memory reclamation
If nodes are never reclaimed, then values stored to ptr0

and ptr1 are all distinct, and it is easy to see the correct-
ness of the algorithm as described. We now explain how
our implementation reclaims and reuses nodes and why the
algorithm is correct despite this. For simplicity, we defer
consideration of unlink until later in this section; for now,
we assume that every ll is matched by an sc.

After an ll successfully executes the cas at line L5, it
reads the contents of the node it determined to be current
at lines L6 and S3. We ensure that the node is not reclaimed
before this happens. Specifically, after a thread successfully
executes the cas at line L5, we ensure that the node is not

5If no suitable lock-free memory allocator is available, then
nodes can be allocated from a freelist. The implications of
this approach are described in Section 3.3.
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Macros:
CURRENT(loc, ver) ≡ (ver%2 == 0 ? loc→ptr0 : loc→ptr1)
NONCURADDR(loc, ver) ≡ (ver%2 == 0 ? &loc→ptr1 : &loc→ptr0)
INIT EXIT ≡ 〈0, false, false〉

Data ll(LLSCvar ∗loc) {
L1. do {
L2. EntryTag e = loc→entry;
L3. myver = e.ver;
L4. mynode = CURRENT(loc, e.ver);
L5. } while (!cas(&loc→entry, e, 〈e.ver, e.count + 1〉));
L6. return mynode→d;

}

void unlink(LLSCvar ∗loc) {
U1. while ((e = loc→entry).ver == myver)
U2. if (cas(&loc→entry, e, 〈e.ver, e.count− 1〉)) return;
U3. release(mynode);

}

bool sc(LLSCvar ∗loc, Data newd) {
S1. Node ∗new nd = alloc(Node);
S2. new nd→d = newd;

new nd→pred = mynode;
new nd→exit = INIT EXIT;

S3. Node ∗pred nd = mynode→pred;
S4. success = cas(NONCURADDR(loc, myver), pred nd, new nd);
S5. if (!success) free(new nd);
S6. while ((e = loc→entry).ver == myver)
S7. if (cas(&loc→entry, e, 〈e.ver + 1, 0〉))
S8. transfer(mynode, e.count);
S9. release(mynode);
S10. return success;

}
Figure 5: The LL, SC, and UNLINK operations.

Macros:
CLEAN(exit) ≡ (exit.count == 0 ∧ pre.nlC)
FREEABLE(exit) ≡ (CLEAN(exit) ∧ exit.nlP)

void release(Node ∗nd) {
R1. Node ∗pred nd = nd→pred;
R2. do {
R3. ExitTag pre = nd→exit;
R4. ExitTag post = 〈pre.count− 1, pre.nlC, pre.nlP〉;
R5. } while (!cas(&nd→exit, pre, post));
R6. if (CLEAN(post)) setNLPred(pred nd);
R7. if (FREEABLE(post)) free(nd);

}

void transfer(Node ∗nd, int count) {
T1. do {
T2. ExitTag pre = nd→exit;
T3. ExitTag post = 〈pre.count + count, true, pre.nlP〉;
T4. } while (!cas(&nd→exit, pre, post));

}

void setNLPred(Node ∗pred nd) {
P1. do {
P2. ExitTag pre = pred nd→exit;
P3. ExitTag post = 〈pre.count, pre.nlC, true〉;
P4. } while (!cas(&pred nd→exit, pre, post));
P5. if (FREEABLE(post)) free(pred nd);

}
Figure 6: Helper procedures for the LL/SC implementation.

reclaimed before that thread invokes release on that node
at line S9. Also, to avoid the ABA problem, we ensure that
a node is not reclaimed if some thread might still see it as
the predecessor of another node (at line S3), and therefore
use it as the expected value for the cas at line S4.

We avoid both premature reclamation scenarios by record-
ing information in entry.count and the exit field of each
node that allows us to determine when it is safe to re-
claim a node. First, we use entry.count to count the num-
ber of threads that successfully execute the cas at line L5
while entry.ver contains a particular value. (Note that
entry.count is reset to zero whenever entry.ver is incre-
mented at line S7.) When a thread increments entry.count,
we say the thread pins the node that is current at that time.

One might think that we could maintain an accurate count
of the number of threads that have pinned a node and not
subsequently released it by simply decrementing entry.count
in release. However, this approach does not work because
by the time a thread invokes release for a particular node,
that node is no longer current, so entry.count is being used
for a different node—the one that is now current. There-
fore, we instead use a node’s exit.count field to count the
number of threads that have released the node; this counter
starts at zero and is decremented by each releasing thread
(see lines R4 and R5 in Figure 6).

We use the transfer procedure to reconcile the number
of threads that pinned the node with the number that have
since released it. transfer adds the value of entry.count
when a node is replaced as the current node to that node’s

exit.count field (lines S7, S8, and T1 through T4). When
exit.count contains zero after this transfer has happened,
all threads that pinned this node have since released it.

To distinguish the initial zero state of the exit.count field
from the state in which entry.count has been transferred
and all threads have executed release, we use a flag nlC

in the node’s exit field; transfer sets exit.nlC (see line
T3) to indicate that the transfer has occurred (nlC stands
for “no longer current”; transfer is invoked by the thread
that makes the node noncurrent). We say that a node with
exit.nlC set and exit.count == 0 is clean (as captured by
the CLEAN macro).

For the unlink operation, a thread could simply invoke
release, as on line U3. However, if entry.ver has not
changed since the thread pinned a node, we can instead
decrement entry.count (see lines U1 and U2); it is still being
used to keep track of the number of threads that pinned the
node pinned by the thread that invoked unlink.

In our algorithm as described so far, no thread accesses
a clean node. However, it is not always safe to free a clean
node: recall that we must also prevent a node from being
reclaimed while a thread might still determine it to be the
predecessor of another node. For this purpose, we use one
more flag in the exit field called nlP (for “no longer prede-
cessor”). At any time, each node is the predecessor of only
one node, so we simply need to determine when that node’s
pred field will no longer be accessed by any thread, that is,
when that node is clean. A thread that makes a node clean
invokes the setNLPred procedure to set the nlP flag of the
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node’s predecessor (line R6). When a node is clean and has
its exit.nlP flag set, as expressed by the FREEABLE macro,
it is safe to free the node (lines R7 and P5).

Let us analyze the space requirements for an application
using our implementation for ll/sc variables. Each variable
requires O(1) space for its LLSCvar structure, and has two
nodes that cannot be reclaimed (the nodes pointed to by
its ptr0 and ptr1 fields). In addition, each ll/sc sequence
in progress can prevent the reclamation of three nodes: the
node pinned by the thread between an ll operation and its
matching sc or unlink, the predecessor of the pinned node,
and the new node used by an sc operation. Thus, in an
application with m ll/sc variables, the space used by our
algorithm at any time is O(m + k), where k is the num-
ber of outstanding ll operations at that time. In the worst
case, when all n threads have outstanding ll operations, the
space used is O(m + n). Note that this space complexity is
asymptotically optimal, and that the space used adapts to
the number of threads actually accessing the ll/sc variables
at any time. In particular, only O(m) space is needed when
no threads are accessing these variables. The only previous
64-bit-clean implementation [10] always uses O(mn) space,
a clear limitation in practice. Furthermore, it requires a
priori knowledge of n; our algorithm does not.

3.3 Optimizations and Extensions
Our ll/sc implementation can be made more efficient by

observing that if FREEABLE(post) holds before the cas on
line R5 or line P4, then the cas does not need to be executed;
mynode can simply be freed because there are no threads that
still have to release this node. Similarly, a thread that calls
transfer at line S8 will always subsequently call release

at line S9. Therefore, we can combine the effect of the two
cases in those two procedures into a single cas.

It is easy to extend our implementation to allow threads to
have multiple outstanding ll operations: each thread simply
maintains separate mynode and myver local variables for each
outstanding ll. In the resulting extension, a thread may pin
several nodes simultaneously (one for each outstanding ll).
The space complexity of this extension is still O(m + k),
but now there may be more outstanding ll operations than
threads (i.e., we may have k > n). In the unlikely case that
all n threads simultaneously have outstanding ll operations
on all m variables, then O(mn) space is used. However,
this much space is used only while O(mn) ll operations are
outstanding. As before, if no threads are accessing the ll/sc
variables, then the space consumed is O(m).

We can also extend our implementation to provide an
operation that “validates” the previous ll, that is, deter-
mines whether its future matching sc can still succeed. A
validate operation simply determines whether the noncur-
rent pointer still points to the predecessor of the node stored
in mynode by the ll operation. If so, a future sc can replace
it with a new node, thereby ensuring its success.

If our algorithm is used with a memory allocator that
is not lock-free, then neither is our ll/sc implementation.
While lock-free allocators exist [4, 12], most standard alloca-
tors are not lock-free. An alternative means for achieving a
lock-free implementation is to use a lock-free freelist to man-
age nodes. (We present a suitable freelist implementation in
Section 5.) The idea is to populate the freelist with enough
nodes that one is always available for an sc operation to
use. The number of nodes needed depends on the number

void enqueue(Value v) {
E1. Node ∗nd = alloc(Node);
E2. nd→v = v;

nd→next = null;
nd→exit = INIT EXIT;

E3. while (true) {
E4. Node ∗tail = ll(&Tail);
E5. nd→pred = tail;
E6. if (cas(&tail→next, null, nd)) {
E7. sc(&Tail, nd);
E8. return;
E9. } else
E10. sc(&Tail, tail→next);

}
}

Value dequeue() {
D1. while (true) {
D2. Node ∗head = ll(&Head);
D3. Node ∗next = head→next;
D4. if (next == null) {
D5. unlink(&Head);
D6. return null ;

}
D7. if (sc(&Head, next)) {
D8. Value v = next→v;
D9. setToBeFreed(next);
D10. return v;

}
}

}
Figure 7: Queue operations.

of threads that simultaneously access the implemented vari-
able. If we cannot bound this number in advance, we can
resort to the standard memory allocator to increase the size
of the freelist upon thread creation, and remove nodes from
the freelist and free them upon thread destruction. While
this approach involves locking when creating or destroying a
thread, we avoid locking during the lifetime of each thread.

4. QUEUE
In this section, we describe a 64-bit-clean lock-free FIFO

queue implementation that is population-oblivious and con-
sumes space proportional only to the number of items in
the queue (and the number of threads currently accessing
the queue). Our queue implementation is similar in struc-
ture to that of Michael and Scott [13], but overcomes two
important drawbacks. First, the implementation of [13] uses
version numbers on its Head and Tail pointers, and is there-
fore not 64-bit-clean. Second, it cannot free nodes that have
been dequeued; instead it stores them in a freelist for sub-
sequent reuse, resulting in space consumption proportional
to the historical maximum size of the queue.

Figure 7 presents our queue code. Rather than modifying
the Head and Tail pointers with cas and using version num-
bers to avoid the ABA problem (as in [13]), we use ll and
sc. If we ignore memory management issues for a moment,
and assume that the ll and sc operations used are the stan-
dard hardware-supported ones, then this implementation is
essentially the one in [13]. To facilitate the memory manage-
ment required to achieve a 64-bit-clean space-adaptive im-
plementation, we use ll and sc operations similar to those
presented in the previous section in place of the standard
operations.
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typedef struct {
Value v;
Node ∗next;
Node ∗pred;
ExitTag exit;

} Node;

typedef struct {
int count;
int transfersLeft;
bool nlP;
bool toBeFreed;

} ExitTag;

INIT EXIT ≡ 〈0, 2, false, false〉
CLEAN(exit) ≡ (exit.count == 0 ∧ exit.transfersLeft == 0)
FREEABLE(exit) ≡ (CLEAN(exit) ∧ exit.nlP ∧ exit.toBeFreed)

Figure 8: Modified datatypes and macros for queue
algorithm.

The ll and sc operations used here differ from those in
the previous section in several ways. First, because the val-
ues stored in Head and Tail are just pointers, the level of
indirection used to support variables of arbitrary size in the
previous section is unnecessary: we deal with node pointers
directly. Thus, we embed the exit and pred fields in the
queue node structure, as shown in Figure 8.

Second, sc does not allocate and initialize a new node, but
rather uses the node passed to it by enqueue or dequeue.
Nodes are allocated and initialized by enqueue.

Third, we modify ExitTag to support node reclamation
appropriate for the queue. In the queue implementation, a
node should not be reclaimed until it has been replaced as
the Tail node and it has been replaced as the Head node.
Each of the sc operations that effect these changes must
transfer a count of pinning threads to the node. To detect
when both of these transfers have occurred, we replace the
boolean flag nlC of the ExitTag structure in the previous
section with a counter transfersLeft. This counter is ini-
tialized to 2 and decremented by each transfer: when the
counter is zero, both transfers have occurred. The CLEAN

macro is also modified to check whether transfersLeft is
zero rather than whether nlC is set, as shown in Figure 8.

Finally, as before, we use the exit.nlP field to avoid the
ABA problem when changing the noncurrent pointer to point
to a new node on line S4. However, observe that line D8
reads a value from a node that may not be pinned by any
ll operation. We must also ensure that this node is not
reclaimed before this read occurs. Because only one thread
(the one that changes Head to point to this node) reads this
value, a single additional flag toBeFreed suffices (set on line
D9 by invoking setToBeFreed). As shown in Figure 8, the
FREEABLE macro is modified to check that the toBeFreed flag
is also set.

These changes to the ll and sc operations necessitate
modifications to the other helper procedures used in the im-
plementation; these modifications are straightforward, and
the full code for the ll, sc and other helper procedures can
be found in Figure 10.

As with the ll/sc implementation in the previous section,
we can avoid the overhead of a general-purpose allocator by
using a freelist to store dequeued nodes for future reuse. If
we know a bound on the maximum size of the queue, we can
populate the freelist in advance and avoid using the general-
purpose allocator at all. Otherwise, enough enqueue oper-
ations will inevitably require us to allocate new nodes.

5. FREELIST
In this section, we describe how to adapt the queue algo-

rithm of the previous section to implement a lock-free freel-

Value * get() {
Node ∗nd = dequeue();
return (Value ∗)nd;

}

void put(Value ∗v) {
setToBeEnqueued((Node ∗)v);

}

void expand() {
Node ∗nd = alloc(Node);
enqueue(nd);

}

void contract() {
Node ∗nd = dequeue();
if (nd 6= null) setToBeFreed(nd);

}
Figure 9: Freelist operations.

ist. Our freelist implementation provides four operations:
get, which removes a memory block from the freelist and re-
turns a pointer to that block (or null if no block is available);
put, which takes a pointer to a memory block and puts the
block on the freelist;6 expand, which allocates a new mem-
ory block and puts it on the freelist; and contract, which
removes a block from the freelist (if one is available) and
frees it. An application using the freelist must guarantee
that it will not access the memory block pointed to by a
pointer passed to put until it is subsequently returned by
get, and that any pointer passed to put was returned by
some previous invocation of get.

The freelist is basically a queue of nodes, and the v field of
each node contains a memory block managed by the freelist.
The get operation returns a pointer to the v field of a node;
applications should be oblivious to the presence of the other
fields of the node. The put operation takes a pointer to the
v field; from which we assume it can derive a pointer to the
node containing the field.7

The freelist code appears in Figure 9. This code invokes
enqueue and dequeue operations, which are similar to the
corresponding operations of the previous section except that
these operations take and return pointers to the v field of
nodes rather than the values to be stored in those nodes.
Because the enqueue operation takes a node, it no longer
allocates a new node.

The principal difference between the queue and freelist im-
plementations is that the ExitTag type has yet another flag,
toBeEnqueued. This extra field is necessary because when
a node becomes FREEABLE, there are two possible actions:
If the node was most recently dequeued by the contract

operation then it should be freed, but if it was dequeued by
a get operation and has subsequently been passed back to
a put operation, then it should be enqueued into the freelist
again. Using separate toBeFreed and toBeEnqueued fields
allows us to distinguish the two cases.

6We allow the actual placement of memory blocks on the
freelist to be delayed. That is, a memory block passed to
put may not actually be put on the freelist until some time
after the put operation has returned. The user of the freelist
may notice this discrepancy if a get operation returns null
after some put operation completes.
7In our code, we assume that the v field is placed at the
beginning of the node, so we can use type casting to convert
between pointers to nodes and the values they contain.
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Node ll(LLSCvar ∗loc) {
do {

EntryTag e = loc→entry;
myver = e.ver;
mynode = CURRENT(loc, e.ver);

} while (!cas(&loc→entry, e, 〈e.ver, e.count + 1〉));
return mynode;

}

bool sc(LLSCvar ∗loc, Node nd) {
Node ∗pred nd = mynode→pred;
success = cas(NONCURADDR(loc, myver), pred nd, nd);
if (!success) free(new nd);
while ((e = loc→entry).ver == myver)

if (cas(&loc→entry, e, 〈e.ver + 1, 0〉))
transfer(mynode, e.count);

release(mynode);
return success;

}

void unlink(LLSCvar ∗loc) {
while ((e = loc→entry).ver == myver)

if (cas(&loc→entry, e, 〈e.ver, e.count− 1〉)) return;
release(mynode);

}

void transfer(Node ∗nd, int count) {
do {

ExitTag pre = nd→exit;
ExitTag post = 〈pre.count + count, pre.transfersLeft− 1,

pre.nlP, pre.toBeFreed〉;
} while (!cas(&nd→exit, pre, post));

}

void release(Node ∗nd) {
Node ∗pred nd = nd→pred;
do {

ExitTag pre = nd→exit;
ExitTag post = 〈pre.count− 1, pre.transfersLeft,

pre.nlP, pre.toBeFreed〉;
} while (!cas(&nd→exit, pre, post));
if (CLEAN(post)) setNLPred(pred nd);
if (FREEABLE(post)) free(nd);

}

void setNLPred(Node ∗pred nd) {
do {

ExitTag pre = pred nd→exit;
ExitTag post = 〈pre.count, pre.transfersLeft,

true, pre.toBeFreed〉;
} while (!cas(&pred nd→exit, pre, post));
if (FREEABLE(post)) free(pred nd);

}

void setToBeFreed(Node ∗pred nd) {
do {

ExitTag pre = pred nd→exit;
ExitTag post = 〈pre.count, pre.transfersLeft,

pre.nlP, true〉;
} while (!cas(&pred nd→exit, pre, post));
if (FREEABLE(post)) free(pred nd);

}

Figure 10: Helper procedures for queue

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have presented a lock-free, cas-based, 64-bit-clean

ll/sc implementation that improves on the only previous
one by substantially reducing space requirements, as well as
eliminating the need for advance knowledge of the number of
threads that will access it. We have also presented the first
lock-free 64-bit-clean FIFO queue and freelist implementa-
tions that do not require advance knowledge of the number
of threads or impose a maximum size on the data structure:
their space usage adapts to current requirements. All of
these factors are important for portability and practicality.

The difficulty of achieving lock-free 64-bit-clean imple-
mentations of such mundane data structures strongly sug-
gests that improved hardware support is necessary before
practical lock-free data structures will be widely available.
However, we do not believe that 128-bit synchronization
primitives are sufficient to achieve this goal; we need syn-
chronization primitives that allow atomic access to multiple,
independent memory locations.
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Abstract

Lock-free concurrent algorithms guarantee that some concurrent operation will always make progress
in a finite number of steps. Yet programmers prefer to treat concurrent code as if it were wait-free,
guaranteeing that all operations always make progress. Unfortunately, designing wait-free algorithms
is generally a very complex task, and the resulting algorithms are not always efficient. While obtaining
efficient wait-free algorithms has been a long-time goal for the theory community, most non-blocking
commercial code is only lock-free.

This paper suggests a simple solution to this problem. We show that, for a large class of lock-
free algorithms, under scheduling conditions which approximate those found in commercial hardware
architectures, lock-free algorithms behave as if they are wait-free. In other words, programmers can keep
on designing simple lock-free algorithms instead of complex wait-free ones, and in practice, they will
get wait-free progress.

Our main contribution is a new way of analyzing a general class of lock-free algorithms under a
stochastic scheduler. Our analysis relates the individual performance of processes with the global per-
formance of the system using Markov chain lifting between a complex per-process chain and a simpler
system progress chain. We show that lock-free algorithms are not only wait-free with probability 1,
but that in fact a general subset of lock-free algorithms can be closely bounded in terms of the average
number of steps required until an operation completes.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to analyze progress conditions, typically stated
in relation to a worst case adversary, in a stochastic model capturing their expected asymptotic behavior.

1 Introduction

The introduction of multicore architectures as today’s main computing platform has brought about a renewed
interest in concurrent data structures and algorithms, and a considerable amount of research has focused on
their modeling, design and analysis.

The behavior of concurrent algorithms is captured by safety properties, which guarantee their correct-
ness, and progress properties, which guarantee their termination. Progress properties can be quantified using
two main criteria. The first is whether the algorithm is blocking or non-blocking, that is, whether the delay
of a single process will cause others to be blocked, preventing them from terminating. Algorithms that use
locks are blocking, while algorithms that do not use locks are non-blocking. Most of the code in the world
today is lock-based, though the fraction of code without locks is steadily growing [11].

The second progress criterion, and the one we will focus on in this paper, is whether a concurrent
algorithm guarantees minimal or maximal progress [12]. Intuitively, minimal progress means that some
∗Part of this work was performed while the author was a Postdoctoral Associate at MIT CSAIL. Email: daalista@microsoft.com.
†ckeren@cs.technion.ac.il. Shalon Fellow.
‡shanir@csail.mit.edu.
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process is always guaranteed to make progress by completing its operations, while maximal progress means
that all processes always complete all their operations.

Most non-blocking commercial code is lock-free, that is, provides minimal progress without using
locks [6, 12]. Most blocking commercial code is deadlock-free, that is, provides minimal progress when
using locks. Over the years, the research community has devised ingenious, technically sophisticated algo-
rithms that provide maximal progress: such algorithms are either wait-free, i.e. provide maximal progress
without using locks [9], or starvation-free [14], i.e. provide maximal progress when using locks. Unex-
pectedly, maximal progress algorithms, and wait-free algorithms in particular, are not being adopted by
practitioners, despite the fact that the completion of all method calls in a program is a natural assumption
that programmers implicitly make.

Recently, Herlihy and Shavit [12] suggested that perhaps the answer lies in a surprising property of
lock-free algorithms: in practice, they often behave as if they were wait-free (and similarly, deadlock-free
algorithms behave as if they were starvation-free). Specifically, most operations complete in a timely man-
ner, and the impact of long worst-case executions on performance is negligible. In other words, in real
systems, the scheduler that governs the threads’ behavior in long executions does not single out any partic-
ular thread in order to cause the theoretically possible bad behaviors. This raises the following question:
could the choice of wait-free versus lock-free be based simply on what assumption a programmer is willing
to make about the underlying scheduler, and, with the right kind of scheduler, one will not need wait-free
algorithms except in very rare cases?

This question is important because the difference between a wait-free and a lock-free algorithm for any
given problem typically involves the introduction of specialized “helping” mechanisms [9], which signif-
icantly increase the complexity (both the design complexity and time complexity) of the solution. If one
could simply rely on the scheduler, adding a helping mechanism to guarantee wait-freedom (or starvation-
freedom) would be unnecessary.

Unfortunately, there is currently no analytical framework which would allow answering the above ques-
tion, since it would require predicting the behavior of a concurrent algorithm over long executions, under a
scheduler that is not adversarial.

Contribution. In this paper, we take a first step towards such a framework. Following empirical observa-
tions, we introduce a stochastic scheduler model, and use this model to predict the long-term behavior of
a general class of concurrent algorithms. The stochastic scheduler is similar to an adversary: at each time
step, it picks some process to schedule. The main distinction is that, in our model, the scheduler’s choices
contain some randomness. In particular, a stochastic scheduler has a probability threshold θ > 0 such that
every (non-faulty) process is scheduled with probability at least θ in each step.

We start from the following observation: under any stochastic scheduler, every bounded lock-free algo-
rithm is actually wait-free with probability 1. (A bounded lock-free algorithm guarantees that some process
always makes progress within a finite progress bound.) In other words, for any such algorithm, the schedules
which prevent a process from ever making progress must have probability mass 0. The intuition is that, with
probability 1, each specific process eventually takes enough consecutive steps, implying that it completes its
operation. This observation generalizes to any bounded minimal/maximal progress condition [12]: we show
that under a stochastic scheduler, bounded minimal progress becomes maximal progress, with probability 1.
However, this intuition is insufficient for explaining why lock-free data structures are efficient in practice:
because it works for arbitrary algorithms, the upper bound it yields on the number of steps until an operation
completes is unacceptably high.

Our main contribution is analyzing a general class of lock-free algorithms under a specific stochastic
scheduler, and showing that not only are they wait-free with probability 1, but that in fact they provide a
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pragmatic bound on the number of steps until each operation completes.
We address a refined uniform stochastic scheduler, which schedules each non-faulty process with uni-

form probability in every step. Empirical data suggests that, in the long run, the uniform stochastic scheduler
is a reasonable approximation for a real-world scheduler (see Figures 1 and 2). We emphasize that we do
not claim real schedulers are uniform stochastic, but only that such a scheduler gives a good approximation
of what happens in practice for our complexity measures, over long executions.

We call the algorithmic class we analyze single compare-and-swap universal (SCU). An algorithm in
this class is divided into a preamble, and a scan-and-validate phase. The preamble executes auxiliary code,
such as local updates and memory allocation. In the second phase, the process first determines the data
structure state by scanning the memory. It then locally computes the updated state after its method call
would be performed, and attempts to commit this state to memory by performing an atomic compare-and-
swap (CAS) operation. If the CAS operation succeeds, then the state has been updated, and the method call
completes. Otherwise, if some other process changes the state in between the scan and the attempted update,
then the CAS operation fails, and the process must restart its operation.

This algorithmic class is widely used to design lock-free data structures. It is known that every sequential
object has a lock-free implementation in this class using a lock-free version of Herlihy’s universal construc-
tion [9]. Instances of this class are used to obtain efficient data structures such as stacks [19], queues [16],
or hash tables [6]. The read-copy-update (RCU) [7] synchronization mechanism employed by the Linux
kernel is also an instance of this pattern.

We examine the class SCU under a uniform stochastic scheduler, and first observe that, in this set-
ting, every such algorithm behaves as a Markov chain. The computational cost of interest is system steps,
i.e. shared memory accesses by the processes. The complexity metrics we analyze are individual latency,
which is the expected number of steps of the system until a specific process completes a method call, and sys-
tem latency, which is the expected number of steps of the system to complete some method call. We bound
these parameters by studying the stationary distribution of the Markov chain induced by the algorithm.

We prove two main results. The first is that, in this setting, all algorithms in this class have the property
that the individual latency of any process is n times the system latency. In other words, the expected number
of steps for any two processes to complete an operation is the same; moreover, the expected number of steps
for the system to complete any operation is the expected number of steps for a specific process to complete
an operation, divided by n. The second result is an upper bound of O(q + s

√
n) on the system latency,

where q is the number of steps in the preamble, s is the number of steps in the scan-and-validate phase, and
n is the number of processes. This bound is asymptotically tight.

The key mathematical tool we use is Markov chain lifting [3, 8]. More precisely, for such algorithms,
we prove that there exists a function which lifts the complex Markov chain induced by the algorithm to a
simplified system chain. The asymptotics of the system latency can be determined directly from the minimal
progress chain. In particular, we bound system latency by characterizing the behavior of a new type of
iterated balls-into-bins game, consisting of iterations which end when a certain condition on the bins first
occurs, after which some of the bins change their state and a new iteration begins. Using the lifting, we
prove that the individual latency is always n times the system latency.

In summary, our analysis shows that, under an approximation of the real-world scheduler, a large class of
lock-free algorithms provide virtually the same progress guarantees as wait-free ones, and that, roughly, the
system completes requests at a rate that is n times that of individual processes. More generally, it provides
for the first time an analytical framework for predicting the behavior of a class of concurrent algorithms,
over long executions, under a scheduler that is not adversarial.

Related work. To the best of our knowledge, the only prior work which addresses a probabilistic sched-
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uler for a shared memory environment is that of Aspnes [2], who gave a fast consensus algorithm under a
probabilistic scheduler model different from the one considered in this paper. The observation that many
lock-free algorithms behave as wait-free in practice was made by Herlihy and Shavit in the context of
formalizing minimal and maximal progress conditions [12], and is well-known among practitioners. For
example, reference [1, Figure 6] gives empirical results for the latency distribution of individual operations
of a lock-free stack.

Roadmap. We describe the model, progress guarantees, and complexity metrics in Section 2. In particular,
Section 2.3 defines the stochastic scheduler. We show that minimal progress becomes maximal progress with
probability 1 in Section 3. Section 4 defines the class SCU(q, s), while Section 5.1 analyzes individual and
global latency. The Appendix, to be viewed at the committee’s discretion, contains empirical justification
for the model, the complete analysis, and a comparison between the predicted behavior of an algorithm and
its practical performance.

2 System Model

2.1 Preliminaries

Processes and Objects. We consider a shared-memory model, in which n processes p1, . . . , pn, communi-
cate through registers, on which they perform atomic read, write, and compare-and-swap (CAS) operations.
A CAS operation takes three arguments (R, expVal ,newVal), whereR is the register on which it is applied,
expVal is the expected value of the register, and newVal is the new value to be written to the register. If
expVal matches the value of R, then we say that the CAS is successful, and the value of R is updated to
newVal . Otherwise, the CAS fails. The operation returns true if it successful, and false otherwise.

We assume that each process has a unique identifier. Processes follow an algorithm, composed of shared-
memory steps and local computation. The order of process steps is controlled by the scheduler. A set of at
most n−1 processes may fail by crashing. A crashed process stops taking steps for the rest of the execution.
A process that is not crashed at a certain step is correct, and if it never crashes then it takes an infinite number
of steps in the execution.

The algorithms we consider are implementations of shared objects. A shared object O is an abstraction
providing a set of methods M , each given by its sequential specification. In particular, an implementation
of a method m for object O is a set of n algorithms, one for each executing process. When process pi
invokes method m of object O, it follows the corresponding algorithm until it receives a response from the
algorithm. In the following, we do not distinguish between a method m and its implementation. A method
invocation is pending if has not received a response. A method invocation is active if it is made by a correct
process (note that the process may still crash in the future).
Executions, Schedules, and Histories. An execution is a sequence of operations performed by the pro-
cesses. To represent executions, we assume discrete time, where at every time unit only one process is
scheduled. In a time unit, a process can perform any number of local computations or coin flips, after which
it issues a step, which consists of a single shared memory operation. Whenever a process becomes active,
as decided by the scheduler, it performs its local computation and then executes a step. The schedule is a
(possibly infinite) sequence of process identifiers. If process pi is in position τ ≥ 1 in the sequence, then pi
is active at time step τ .

Raising the level of abstraction, we define a history as a finite sequence of method invocation and
response events. Notice that each schedule has a corresponding history, in which individual process steps
are mapped to method calls. On the other hand, a history can be the image of several schedules.
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2.2 Progress Guarantees

We now define minimal and maximal progress guarantees. We partly follow the unified presentation
from [12], except that we do not specify progress guarantees for each method of an object. Rather, for
ease of presentation, we adopt the simpler definition which specifies progress provided by an implemen-
tation. Consider an execution e, with the corresponding history He. An implementation of an object O
provides minimal progress in the execution e if, in every suffix of He, some pending active instance of some
method has a matching response. Equivalently, there is no point in the corresponding execution from which
all the processes take an infinite number of steps without returning from their invocation.

An implementation provides maximal progress in an execution e if, in every suffix of the corresponding
history He, every pending active invocation of a method has a response. Equivalently, there is no point in
the execution from which a process takes infinitely many steps without returning.
Scheduler Assumptions. We say that an execution is crash-free if each process is always correct, i.e. if
each process takes an infinite number of steps. An execution is uniformly isolating if, for every k > 0, every
correct process has an interval where it takes at least k consecutive steps.
Progress. An implementation is deadlock-free if it guarantees minimal progress in every crash-free ex-
ecution, and maximal progress in some crash-free execution.1 An implementation is starvation-free if it
guarantees maximal progress in every crash-free execution. An implementation is clash-free if it guarantees
minimal progress in every uniformly isolating history, and maximal progress in some such history [12]. An
implementation is obstruction-free if it guarantees maximal progress in every uniformly isolating execu-
tion2. An implementation is lock-free if it guarantees minimal progress in every execution, and maximal
progress in some execution. An implementation is wait-free if it guarantees maximal progress in every
execution.
Bounded Progress. While the above definitions provide reasonable measures of progress, often in practice
more explicit progress guarantees may be desired, which provide an upper bound on the number of steps
until some method makes progress. To model this, we say that an implementation guarantees bounded
minimal progress if there exists a bound B > 0 such that, for any time step t in the execution e at which
there is an active invocation of some method, some invocation of a method returns within the next B steps
by all processes. An implementation guarantees bounded maximal progress if there exists a bound B > 0
such that every active invocation of a method returns within B steps by all processes. We can specialize
the definitions of bounded progress guarantees to the scheduler assumptions considered above to obtain
definitions for bounded deadlock-freedom, bounded starvation-freedom, and so on.

2.3 Stochastic Schedulers

We define a stochastic scheduler as follows.

Definition 1 (Stochastic Scheduler). For any n ≥ 0, a scheduler for n processes is defined by a triple
(Πτ , Aτ , θ). The parameter θ ∈ [0, 1] is the threshold. For each time step τ ≥ 1, Πτ is a probability
distribution for scheduling the n processes at τ , and Aτ is the subset of possibly active processes at time
step τ . At time step τ ≥ 1, the distribution Πτ gives, for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n} a probability γiτ , with which
process pi is scheduled. The distribution Πτ may depend on arbitrary outside factors, such as the current

1According to [12], the algorithm is required to guarantee maximal progress in some execution to rule out pathological cases
where a thread locks the object and never releases the lock.

2This is the definition of obstruction freedom from [12]; it is weaker than the one in [10] since it assumes uniformly isolating
schedules only, but we use it here as it complies with our requirements of providing maximal progress.
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state of the algorithm being scheduled. A scheduler (Πτ , Aτ , θ) is stochastic if θ > 0. For every τ ≥ 1, the
parameters must ensure the following:

1. (Well-formedness)
∑n

i=1 γ
i
τ = 1;

2. (Weak Fairness) For every process pi ∈ Aτ , γiτ ≥ θ;
3. (Crashes) For every process pi /∈ Aτ , γiτ = 0;
4. (Crash Containment) Aτ+1 ⊆ Aτ .

The well-formedness condition ensures that some process is always scheduled. Weak fairness ensures
that, for a stochastic scheduler, possibly active processes do get scheduled with some non-zero probability.
The crash condition ensures that failed processes do not get scheduled. The set {p1, p2, . . . , pn} \ Aτ can
be seen as the set of crashed processes at time step τ , since the probability of scheduling these processes at
every subsequent time step is 0.
An Adversarial Scheduler. Any classic asynchronous shared memory adversary can be modeled by “en-
coding” its adversarial strategy in the probability distribution Πτ for each step. Specifically, given an algo-
rithm A and a worst-case adversary AA for A, let pτi be the process that is scheduled by AA at time step τ .
Then we give probability 1 in Πτ to process pτi , and 0 to all other processes. Things are more interesting
when the threshold θ is strictly more than 0, i.e., there is some randomness in the scheduler’s choices.
The Uniform Stochastic Scheduler. A natural scheduler is the uniform stochastic scheduler, for which,
assuming no process crashes, we have that Πτ has γτi = 1/n, for all i and τ ≥ 1, and Aτ = {1, . . . , n} for
all time steps τ ≥ 1. With crashes, we have that γτi = 1/|Aτ | if i ∈ Aτ , and γτi = 0 otherwise.

2.4 Complexity Measures

Given a concurrent algorithm, standard analysis focuses on two measures: step complexity, the worst-case
number of steps performed by a single process in order to return from a method invocation, and total step
complexity, or work, which is the worst-case number of system steps required to complete invocations of
all correct processes when performing a task together. In this paper, we focus on the analogue of these
complexity measures for long executions. Given a stochastic scheduler, we define (average) individual
latency as the maximum over all inputs of the expected number of steps taken by the system between the
returns times of two consecutive invocations of the same process. Similarly, we define the (average) system
latency as the maximum over all inputs of the expected number of system steps between consecutive returns
times of any two invocations.

2.5 Background on Markov Chains

We now give a brief overview of Markov chains. Our presentation follows standard texts, e.g. [15, 17]. The
definition and properties of Markov chain lifting are lifted from [8].

Given a set S, a sequence of random variables (Xt)t∈N, where Xt ∈ S, is a (discrete-time) stochastic
process with states in S. A discrete-time Markov chain over the state set S is a discrete-time stochastic
process with states in S that satisfies the Markov condition

Pr[Xt = it|Xt−1 = it−1, . . . , X0 = i0] = Pr[Xt = it|Xt−1 = it−1].

The above condition is also called the memoryless property. A Markov chain is time-invariant if the equality
Pr[Xt = j|Xt−1 = i] = Pr[Xt′ = j|Xt′−1 = i] holds for all times t, t′ ∈ N and all i, j ∈ S. This allows us
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to define the transition matrix P of a Markov chain as the matrix with entries

pij = Pr[Xt = j|Xt−1 = i].

The initial distribution of a Markov chain is given by the probabilities Pr[X0 = i], for all i ∈ S. We denote
the time-invariant Markov chain X with initial distribution λ and transition matrix P by M(P, λ).

The random variable Tij = min{n ≥ 1|Xn = j, if X0 = i} counts the number of steps needed by the
Markov chain to get from i to j, and is called the hitting time from i to j. We set Ti,j = ∞ if state j is
unreachable from i. Further, we define hij = E[Tij ], and call hii = E[Tii] the (expected) return time for
state i ∈ S.

Given P , the transition matrix ofM(P, λ), a stationary distribution of the Markov chain is a state vector
π with π = πP . (We consider row vectors throughout the paper.) The intuition is that if the state vector
of the Markov chain is π at time t, then it will remain π for all t′ > t. Let P (k) be the transition matrix P
multiplied by itself k times, and p(k)

ij be element (i, j) of P (k). A Markov chain is irreducible if for all pairs

of states i, j ∈ S there exists m ≥ 0 such that p(m)
ij > 0. (In other words, the underlying graph is strongly

connected.) This implies that Tij < ∞, and all expectations hij exist, for all i, j ∈ S. Furthermore, the
following is known.

Theorem 1. An irreducible finite Markov chain has a unique stationary distribution π, namely

πj =
1

hjj
, ∀j ∈ S.

The periodicity of a state j is the maximum positive integer α such that {n ∈ N|p(n)
jj > 0} ⊆ {iα|i ∈

N}. A state with periodicity α = 1 is called aperiodic. A Markov chain is aperiodic if all states are aperi-
odic. If a Markov chain has at least one self-loop, then it is aperiodic. A Markov chain that is irreducible
and aperiodic is ergodic. Ergodic Markov chains converge to their stationary distribution as t → ∞ inde-
pendently of their initial distributions.

Theorem 2. For every ergodic finite Markov chain (Xt)t∈N we have independently of the initial distribution
that limt→∞ qt = π, where π denotes the chain’s unique stationary distribution, and qt is the distribution
on states at time t ∈ N.

Ergodic Flow. It is often convenient to describe an ergodic Markov chain in terms of its ergodic flow:
for each (directed) edge ij, we associate a flow Qij = πipij . These values satisfy

∑
iQij =

∑
iQji and∑

i,j Qij = 1. It also holds that πj =
∑

iQij .
Lifting Markov Chains. LetM andM ′ be ergodic Markov chains on finite state spaces S, S′, respectively.
Let P, π be the transition matrix and stationary distribution for M , and P ′, π′ denote the corresponding
objects for M ′. We say that M ′ is a lifting of M [8] if there is a function f : S′ → S such that

Qij =
∑

x∈f−1(i),y∈f−1(j)

Q′xy,∀i, j ∈ S.

Informally, M ′ is collapsed onto M by clustering several of its states into a single state, as specified
by the function f . The above relation specifies a homomorphism on the ergodic flows. An immediate
consequence of this relation is the following connection between the stationary distributions of the two
chains.

Lemma 1. For all v ∈ S, we have that

π(v) =
∑

x∈f−1(v)

π′(x).
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1 Shared: registers R,R1, R2, . . . , Rs−1
2 procedure method-call()
3 Take preamble steps O1, O2, Oq /* Preamble region */
4 while true do

/* Scan region: */
5 v ← R.read()
6 v1 ← R1.read(); v2 ← R2.read(); . . .; vs−1 ← Rs−1.read()
7 v′ ← new proposed state based on v, v1, v2, . . . , vs−1

/* Validation step: */
8 flag ← CAS(R, v, v′)
9 if flag = true then

10 output success

Algorithm 1: The structure of the lock-free algorithms in SCUq,s.

3 From Minimal Progress to Maximal Progress

We now formalize the intuition that, under a stochastic scheduler, all algorithms ensuring bounded minimal
progress guarantee in fact maximal progress with probability 1. We also show the bounded minimal progress
assumption is necessary: if minimal progress is not bounded, then maximal progress may not be achieved.

Theorem 3 (Min to Max Progress). Let S be a stochastic scheduler with probability threshold 1 ≥ θ > 0.
Let A be an algorithm ensuring bounded minimal progress with a bound T . Then A ensures maximal
progress with probability 1. Moreover, the expected maximal progress bound of A is at most (1/θ)T .

The proof, which can be found in the Appendix, is based on the fact that, for every correct process pi,
eventually, the scheduler will produce a solo a schedule of length T . On the other hand, since the algorithm
ensures minimal progress with bound T , we show that pi must complete its operation during this interval.

We then prove that the finite bound for minimal progress is necessary. For this, we devise an unbounded
lock-free algorithm which is not wait-free with probability > 0. The main idea is to have processes that
fail to change the value of a CAS repeatedly increase the number of steps they need to take to complete an
operation. The argument is given in the Appendix.

Lemma 2. There exists an unbounded lock-free algorithm that is not wait-free with high probability.

4 The Class of Algorithms SCU(q, s)

In this section, we define the class of algorithms SCU(q, s). An algorithm in this class is structured as
follows. (See Algorithm 1 for the pseudocode.) The first part is the preamble, where the process performs
a series of q steps. The algorithm then enters a loop, divided into a scan region, which reads the values of
s registers, and a validation step, where the process performs a CAS operation, which attempts to change
the value of a register. The of the scan region is to obtain a view of the data structure state. In the validation
step, the process checks that this state is still valid, and attempts to change it. If the CAS is successful, then
the operation completes. Otherwise, the process restarts the loop. We say that an algorithm with the above
structure with parameters q and s is in SCU(q, s).

We assume that steps in the preamble may perform memory updates, including to registersR1, . . . , Rs−1,
but do not change the value of the decision register R. Also, two processes never propose the same value for
the registerR. (This can be easily enforced by adding a timestamp to each request.) The order of steps in the
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scan region can be changed without affecting our analysis. Such algorithms are used in several CAS-based
concurrent implementations. In particular, the class can be used to implement a concurrent version of every
sequential object [9]. It has also been used to obtain efficient implementations of several concurrent objects,
such as fetch-and-increment [4], stacks [19], and queues [16].

5 Analysis of the Class SCU(q, s)

We analyze the performance of algorithms in SCU(q, s) under the uniform stochastic scheduler. We assume
that all threads execute the same method call with preamble of length q, and scan region of length s. Each
thread executes an infinite number of such operations. To simplify the presentation, we assume all n threads
are correct in the analysis. The claim is similar in the crash-failure case, and will be considered separately.

We examine two parameters: system latency, i.e., how often (in terms of system steps) does a new
operation complete, and individual latency, i.e., how often does a certain thread complete a new operation.
Notice that the worst-case latency for the whole system is Θ(q+ sn) steps, while the worst-case latency for
an individual thread is∞, as the algorithm is not wait-free. We will prove the following result:

Theorem 4. Let A be an algorithm in SCU(q, s). Then, under the uniform stochastic scheduler, the system
latency of A is O(q + s

√
n), and the individual latency is O(n(q + s

√
n)).

We prove the upper bound by splitting the class SCU(q, s) into two separate components, and analyzing
each under the uniform scheduler. The first part is the loop code, which we call the scan-validate component.
The second part is the parallel code, which we use to characterize the performance of the preamble code. In
other words, we first consider SCU(0, s) and then SCU(q, 0).

5.1 The Scan-Validate Component

Without loss of generality, we can simplify the pseudocode to contain a single read step before the CAS. We
obtain the performance bounds for this simplified algorithm, and then multiply them by s, the number scan
steps. That is, we start by analyzing SCU(0, 1) and then generalize to SCU(0, s).
Proof Strategy. We start from the Markov chain representation of the algorithm, which we call the individ-
ual chain. We then focus on a simplified representation, which only tracks system-wide progress, irrespective
of which process is exactly in which state. We call this the system chain. We first prove the individual chain
can be related to the system chain via a lifting function, which allows us to relate the individual latency to
the system latency (Lemma 3). We then focus on bounding system latency. We describe the behavior of the
system chain via an iterated balls-and-bins game, whose stationary behavior we analyze in Lemmas 5 and 6.
Finally, we put together these claims to obtain an O(

√
n) upper bound on the system latency of SCU(0, 1).

Due to space limitations, we only present an outline of the argument. The complete version can be found
in the Appendix.

5.1.1 Markov Chain Representations

We define the extended local state of a process in terms of the state of the system, and of the type of step it
is about to take. Thus, a process can be in one of three states: either it performs a read, or it CAS-es with
the current value of R, or it CAS-es with an invalid value of R. The state of the system after each step is
completely described by the n extended local states of processes. We emphasize that this is different than
what is typically referred to as the “local” state of a process, in that the extended local state is described
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from the viewpoint of the entire system. That is, a process that has a pending CAS operation can be in either
of two different extended local states, depending on whether its CAS will succeed or not. This is determined
by the state of the entire system. A key observation is that, although the “local” state of a process can only
change when it takes a step, its extended local state can change also when another process takes a step.
The individual chain. Since the scheduler is uniform, the system can be described as a Markov chain, where
each state specifies the extended local state of each process. Specifically, a process is in state OldCAS if
it is about to CAS with an old (invalid) value of R, it is in state Read if it is about to read, and is in state
CCAS if it about to CAS with the current value of R. (Once CAS-ing the process returns to state Read .)

A state S of the individual chain is given by a combination of n states S = (P1, P2, . . . , Pn), describing
the extended local state of each process, where, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, Pi ∈ {OldCAS ,Read ,CCAS} is
the extended local state of process pi. There are 3n − 1 possible states, since the state where each process
CAS-es with an old value cannot occur. In each transition, each process takes a step, and the state changes
correspondingly. Recall that every process pi takes a step with probability 1/n. Transitions are as follows.
If the process pi taking a step is in state Read or OldCAS , then all other processes remain in the same
extended local state, and pi moves to state CCAS or Read , respectively. If the process pi taking a step is in
state CCAS , then all processes in state CCAS move to state OldCAS , and pi moves to state Read .
The system chain. To reduce the complexity of the individual Markov chain, we introduce a simplified
representation, which tracks system-wide progress. More precisely, each state of the system chain tracks
the number of processes in each state, irrespective of their identifiers: for any a, b ∈ {0, . . . , n}, a state x is
defined by the tuple (a, b), where a is the number of processes that are in state Read , and b is the number
of processes that are in state OldCAS . Notice that the remaining n − a − b processes must be in state
CCAS . The initial state is (n, 0), i.e. all processes are about to read. The state (0, n) does not exist. The
transitions in the system chain are as follows. Pr[(a+ 1, b− 1)|(a, b)] = b/n, where 0 ≤ a ≤ n and b > 0.
Pr[(a+1, b)|(a, b)] = 1− (a+b)/n, where 0 ≤ a < n. Pr[(a−1, b)|(a, b)] = 1−a/n, where 0 < a ≤ n.
(See Figure 3 in the Appendix for an illustration of the two chains in the two-process case.)

5.1.2 Lifting the Individual Chain

We start from the observation that both the individual and the system chains are ergodic. Let π be the
stationary distribution of the system chain, and let π′ be the stationary distribution for the individual chain.
For any state j = (a, b) in the system chain, let πj be its probability in the stationary distribution. Similarly,
for state x in the individual chain, let π′x be its probability in the stationary distribution.

We now define a lifting from the individual chain to the system chain. Let S be the set of states of the
individual chain, andM be the set of states of the system chain. We define f : S →M such that each state
S = (P1, . . . , Pn), where a processes are in state Read and b processes are in state OldCAS , is taken into
state (a, b) of the system chain. Intuitively, f collapses all states in which a processes are about to read and
b processes are about to CAS with an old value, into state (a, b) from the system chain. We prove that the
function f : S →M defined above induces a lifting from the individual chain to the system chain.

Lemma 3. The system Markov chain is a lifting of the individual Markov chain.

We then use the fact that the code is symmetric and the previous Lemma to obtain an upper bound on the
expected time between two successes for a specific process.

Lemma 4. Let W be the expected system steps between two successes in the stationary distribution of the
system chain. Let Wi be the expected system steps between two successes of process pi in the stationary
distribution of the individual chain. For every process pi, W = nWi.
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Proof (Sketch). Let µ be the probability that a step is a success by some process. Expressed in the system
chain, we have that µ =

∑
j=(a,b)(1 − (a + b)/n)πj . Let Xi be the set of states in the individual chain in

which Pi = CCAS . Consider the event that a system step is a step in which pi succeeds. This must be a
step by pi from a state in Xi. The probability of this event in the stationary distribution of the individual
chain is ηi =

∑
x∈Xi π

′
x/n.

Recall that the lifting function f maps all states x with a processes in state Read and b processes in state
OldCAS to state j = (a, b). Therefore, ηi = (1/n)

∑
j=(a,b)

∑
x∈f−1(j)∩Xi π

′
x. By symmetry, we have that

π′x = π′y, for every states x, y ∈ f−1(j). The fraction of states in f−1(j) that have pi in state CCAS (and
are therefore also in Xi) is (1− (a+ b)/n). Therefore,

∑
x∈f−1(j)∩Xi π

′
x = (1− (a+ b)/n)πj .

Finally, we get that, for every process pi, ηi = (1/n)
∑

j=(a,b)(1 − (a + b)/n)πj = (1/n)µ. On the
other hand, since we consider the stationary distribution, from a straightforward extension of Theorem 1,
we have that Wi = 1/ηi, and W = 1/µ. Therefore, Wi = nW , as claimed.

5.1.3 System Latency Bound

In this section we provide an upper bound on the system latency. We prove the following.

Theorem 5. The expected number of steps between two successes in the system chain is O(
√
n).

An iterated balls-into-bins game. To bound W , we model the evolution of the system as a balls-into-
bins game. We will associate each process with a bin. At the beginning of the execution, each bin already
contains one ball. At each time step, we throw a new ball into a uniformly chosen random bin. Essentially,
whenever the process takes a step, its bin receives an additional ball. We continue to distribute balls until
the first time a bin acquires three balls. We call this event a reset. When a reset occurs, we set the number of
balls in the bin containing three balls to one, and all the bins containing two balls become empty. The game
then continues until the next reset.

This game models the fact that initially, each process is about to read the shared state. To change its
value, it must take two steps without the state changing in between. A process which changes the shared
state by CAS-ing successfully causes all other processes which were about to CAS with the correct value to
fail their operations. These processes now need to take three steps to change the shared state. We therefore
reset the number of balls in the corresponding bins to 0. We define the game in terms of phases. A phase
is the interval between two resets. For phase i, we denote by ai the number of bins with one ball at the
beginning of the phase, and by bi the number of bins with 0 balls at the beginning of the phase. Since there
are no bins with two or more balls at the start of a phase, we have that ai + bi = n.

Notice that this iterated game evolves in the same way as the system Markov chain. In particular, W
is the expected length of a phase. To prove Theorem 5, we first obtain a bound on the length of a phase in
terms of the parameters ai and bi.

Lemma 5. Let α ≥ 4 be a constant. The expected length of phase i is at most min(2αn/
√
ai, 3αn/b

1/3
i ).

The phase length is 2αmin(n
√

log n/
√
ai, n(log n)1/3/b

1/3
i ), with probability at least 1 − 1/nα. The

probability that the length of a phase is less than min(n/
√
ai, n/(bi)

1/3)/α is at most 1/(4α2).

Next, we analyze the dynamics of the phases i ≥ 1 based on the value of ai at the beginning of the phase.
Fix c a large constant. Phase i is in the first range if ai ∈ [n/3, n], in the second range if n/c ≤ ai < n/3,
and is in the third range if 0 ≤ ai < n/c. We analyze the probability of moving between ranges by carefully
bounding the change in ball counts for the bins during a phase as a function of ai’s initial value.
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Lemma 6. For i ≥ 1, if phase i is in the first two ranges, then the probability that phase i+ 1 is in the third
range is at most 1/nα. Let β > 2c2 be a constant. The probability that β

√
n consecutive phases are in the

third range is at most 1/nα.

Final argument. To complete the proof of Theorem 5, we group the states of the game according to their
range: state S1,2 contains all states (ai, bi) in the first two ranges, i.e. with ai ≥ n/c. State S3 contains
all states (ai, bi) with ai < n/c. Using Lemmas 5 and 6, we obtain that the collective probability of states
in S1,2 is at least 1 − β

√
n/nα, while the probability of states in S3 is at most β

√
n/nα. Therefore, the

expected length of a phase is at most 2α
√
n(1 − β

√
n/nα) + βn2/3√n/nα = O(

√
n), as claimed. This

completes the proof of Theorem 5. Note that, per Lemma 5, this bound is asymptotically tight.

5.2 General Bounds for SCU(q, s)

We now put together the results of the previous sections to obtain a bound on individual and system latency.
First, we notice that Theorem 5 can be easily extended to the case where the loop contains s scan steps, as
the extended local state of a process p can be changed by a step of another process q 6= p only if p is about to
perform a CAS operation. We obtain that both the system and the individual latency bounds are multiplied
by s. We then use the lifting method to analyze the parallel code, i.e. SCU(q, 0). The key observation is
that, in this case, the stationary distribution for the individual chain is uniform. The argument can be found
in Section D.2.

Lemma 7. For any 1 ≤ i ≤ n and q ≥ 0, given an algorithm in SCU(q, 0), its individual latency is
Wi = nq, and its system latency is W = q.

Clearly, an algorithm in SCU(q, s) is a sequential composition of parallel code followed by s loop steps.
Fix a process pi. By Lemma 7, using linearity of expectation, we obtain that the expected individual latency
for process pi to complete an operation is O(n(q + s

√
n)). We define the individual chain and the system

chain for the general algorithm, and show that a lifting exists. This again implies that the system latency is
O(q + s

√
n), which completes the proof of Theorem 4.

We note that the above argument also gives an upper bound on the expected number of (individual) steps
a process pi needs to complete an operation (similar to the standard measure of individual step complexity).
Since the scheduler is uniform, this is also O(q + s

√
n). Finally, we note that, if only k ≤ n processes are

correct in the execution, we obtain the same latency bounds in terms of k: since we consider the behavior of
the algorithm at infinity, the stationary latencies are only influenced by correct processes.

Corollary 1. Given an algorithm in SCU(q, s) on k correct processes under a uniform stochastic scheduler,
the system latency is O(q + s

√
k), and the individual latency is O(k(q + s

√
k)).

6 Discussion

This paper is motivated by the fundamental question of relating the theory of concurrent programming to
real-world algorithm behavior. We give a framework for analyzing concurrent algorithms which partially
explains the wait-free behavior of lock-free algorithms, and their good performance in practice. Our work
is a first step in this direction, and opens the door to many additional questions.

In particular, we are intrigued by the goal of obtaining a realistic model for the unpredictable behavior
of system schedulers. Even though it has some foundation in empirical results, our uniform stochastic
model is a rough approximation, and can probably be improved. We believe that some of the elements of
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our framework (such as the existence of liftings) could still be applied to non-uniform stochastic scheduler
models, while others may need to be further developed. A second direction for future work is studying
other types of algorithms, and in particular implementations which export several distict methods. The
class of algorithms we consider is universal, i.e., covers any sequential object, however there may exist
object implementations which do not fall in this class. Finally, it would be interesting to explore whether
there exist concurrent algorithms which avoid the Θ(

√
n) contention factor in the latency, and whether such

algorithms are efficient in practice.

Acknowledgements. We thank George Giakkoupis, William Hasenplaugh, Maurice Herlihy, and Yuval
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Structure of the Appendix. Section A presents empirical data for the stochastic scheduler model. Section B
gives background on Markov chains. Section C presents the full proofs from Section 3. Section D presents
the full latency analysis for SCU(q, s). Section E applies the framework to an augmented CAS counter,
while Section E.3 gives compares the predicted and actual performance of an algorithm in SCU .

A The Stochastic Scheduler Model

A.1 Empirical Justification

The real-world behavior of a process scheduler arises as a complex interaction of factors such as the timing of
memory requests (influenced by the algorithm), the behavior of the cache coherence protocol (dependent on
the architecture), or thread pre-emption (depending on the operating system). Given the extremely complex
interactions between these components, the behavior of the scheduler could be seen as non-deterministic.
However, when recorded for extended periods of time, simple patterns emerge. Figures 1 and 2 present
statistics on schedule recordings from a simple concurrent counter algorithm, executed on a system with 16
hardware threads. (The details of the setup and experiments are presented in the next section).

Figure 1 clearly suggests that, in the long run, the scheduler is “fair:” each thread gets to take about
the same number of steps. Figure 2 gives an intuition about how the schedule looks like locally: assuming
process pi just took a step at time step τ , any process appears to be just as likely to be scheduled in the next
step. We note that the structure of the algorithm executed can influence the ratios in Figure 2; also, we only
performed tests on an Intel architecture.
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Figure 1: Percentage of steps taken by each process
during an execution.

Figure 2: Percentage of steps taken by processes,
starting from a step by p1. (The results are similar for

all threads.)

Our stochastic scheduler model addresses the non-determinism in the scheduler by associating a dis-
tribution with each scheduler time step, which gives the probability of each process being scheduled next.
In particular, we model our empirical observations by considering the uniform stochastic scheduler, which
assigns a probability of 1/n with which each process is scheduled. We stress that we do not claim that the
schedule behaves uniformly random locally; our claim is that the behavior of the schedule over long periods
of time can be approximated reasonably in this way, for the algorithms we consider. We note that random-
ized schedulers attempting to explicitly implement probabilistic fairness have been proposed in practice, in
the form of lottery scheduling [18].

A.2 Experimental Setup

The machine we use for testing is a Fujitsu PRIMERGY RX600 S6 server with four Intel Xeon E7-4870
(Westmere EX) processors. Each processor has 10 2.40 GHz cores, each of which multiplexes two hardware
threads, so in total our system supports 80 hardware threads. Each core has private write-back L1 and L2
caches; an inclusive L3 cache is shared by all cores. We limited experiments to 20 hardware threads, in
order to avoid the effects of non-uniform memory access (NUMA), which appear when hardware threads
are located on different cores.

We used two methods to record schedules. The first used an atomic fetch-and-increment operation
(available in hardware): each process repeatedly calls this operation, and records the values received. We
then sort the values of each process to recover the total order of steps. The second method records times-
tamps during the execution of an algorithm, and sorts the timestamps to recover the total order. We found
that the latter method interferes with the schedule: since the timer call causes a delay to the caller, a process
is less likely to be scheduled twice in succession. With this exception, the results are similar for both meth-
ods. The statistics of the recorded schedule are summarized in Figures 1 and 2. (The graphs are built using
20 millisecond runs, averaged over 10 repetitions; results for longer intervals and for different thread counts
are similar.)

B Background on Markov Chains

We now give a brief overview of Markov chains. Our presentation follows standard texts, e.g. [15, 17]. The
definition and properties of Markov chain lifting are adapted from [8].
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Given a set S, a sequence of random variables (Xt)t∈N, where Xt ∈ S, is a (discrete-time) stochastic
process with states in S. A discrete-time Markov chain over the state set S is a discrete-time stochastic
process with states in S that satisfies the Markov condition

Pr[Xt = it|Xt−1 = it−1, . . . , X0 = i0] = Pr[Xt = it|Xt−1 = it−1].

The above condition is also called the memoryless property. A Markov chain is time-invariant if the equality
Pr[Xt = j|Xt−1 = i] = Pr[Xt′ = j|Xt′−1 = i] holds for all times t, t′ ∈ N and all i, j ∈ S. This allows us
to define the transition matrix P of a Markov chain as the matrix with entries

pij = Pr[Xt = j|Xt−1 = i].

The initial distribution of a Markov chain is given by the probabilities Pr[X0 = i], for all i ∈ S. We denote
the time-invariant Markov chain X with initial distribution λ and transition matrix P by M(P, λ).

The random variable Tij = min{n ≥ 1|Xn = j, if X0 = i} counts the number of steps needed by the
Markov chain to get from i to j, and is called the hitting time from i to j. We set Ti,j = ∞ if state j is
unreachable from i. Further, we define hij = E[Tij ], and call hii = E[Tii] the (expected) return time for
state i ∈ S.

Given P , the transition matrix ofM(P, λ), a stationary distribution of the Markov chain is a state vector
π with π = πP . (We consider row vectors throughout the paper.) The intuition is that if the state vector
of the Markov chain is π at time t, then it will remain π for all t′ > t. Let P (k) be the transition matrix P
multiplied by itself k times, and p(k)

ij be element (i, j) of P (k). A Markov chain is irreducible if for all pairs

of states i, j ∈ S there exists m ≥ 0 such that p(m)
ij > 0. (In other words, the underlying graph is strongly

connected.) This implies that Tij < ∞, and all expectations hij exist, for all i, j ∈ S. Furthermore, the
following is known.

Theorem 6. An irreducible finite Markov chain has a unique stationary distribution π, namely

πj =
1

hjj
, ∀j ∈ S.

The periodicity of a state j is the maximum positive integer α such that {n ∈ N|p(n)
jj > 0} ⊆ {iα|i ∈

N}. A state with periodicity α = 1 is called aperiodic. A Markov chain is aperiodic if all states are aperi-
odic. If a Markov chain has at least one self-loop, then it is aperiodic. A Markov chain that is irreducible
and aperiodic is ergodic. Ergodic Markov chains converge to their stationary distribution as t → ∞ inde-
pendently of their initial distributions.

Theorem 7. For every ergodic finite Markov chain (Xt)t∈N we have independently of the initial distribution
that limt→∞ qt = π, where π denotes the chain’s unique stationary distribution, and qt is the distribution
on states at time t ∈ N.

Ergodic Flow. It is often convenient to describe an ergodic Markov chain in terms of its ergodic flow:
for each (directed) edge ij, we associate a flow Qij = πipij . These values satisfy

∑
iQij =

∑
iQji and∑

i,j Qij = 1. It also holds that πj =
∑

iQij .
Lifting Markov Chains. LetM andM ′ be ergodic Markov chains on finite state spaces S, S′, respectively.
Let P, π be the transition matrix and stationary distribution for M , and P ′, π′ denote the corresponding
objects for M ′. We say that M ′ is a lifting of M [8] if there is a function f : S′ → S such that

Qij =
∑

x∈f−1(i),y∈f−1(j)

Q′xy,∀i, j ∈ S.
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Informally, M ′ is collapsed onto M by clustering several of its states into a single state, as specified
by the function f . The above relation specifies a homomorphism on the ergodic flows. An immediate
consequence of this relation is the following connection between the stationary distributions of the two
chains.

Lemma 8. For all v ∈ S, we have that

π(v) =
∑

x∈f−1(v)

π′(x).

C Proofs Omitted from Section 3

Theorem 3. Let S be a stochastic scheduler with probability threshold 1 ≥ θ > 0. Let A be an algorithm
ensuring bounded minimal progress with a bound T . Then A ensures maximal progress with probability 1.
Moreover, the expected maximal progress bound of A is at most (1/θ)T .

Proof. Consider an interval of T steps in an execution of algorithm A. Our first observation is that, since
A ensures T -bounded minimal progress, any process that performs T consecutive steps in this interval must
complete a method invocation. To prove this fact, we consider cases on the minimal progress condition.
If the minimal progress condition is T -bounded deadlock-freedom or lock-freedom, then every sequence
of T steps by the algorithm must complete some method invocation. In particular, T steps by a single
process must complete a method invocation. Obviously, this completed method invocation must be by the
process itself. If the progress condition is T -bounded clash-freedom, then the claim follows directly from
the definition.

Next, we show that, since S is a stochastic scheduler with positive probability threshold, each correct
process will eventually be scheduled for T consecutive steps, with probability 1. By the weak fairness
condition in the definition, for every time step τ , every active process pi ∈ Aτ is scheduled with probability
at least θ > 0. A process pi is correct if pi ∈ Aτ , for all τ ≥ 1. By the definition, at each time step τ , each
correct process pi ∈ Aτ is scheduled for T consecutive time units with probability at least θT > 0. From
the previous argument, it follows that every correct process eventually completes each of its method calls
with probability 1. By the same argument, the expected completion time for a process is at most (1/θ)T .

2Theorem 3

As an example for the above result, consider a simple bounded lock-free algorithm in which each oper-
ation attempts to increment the value of a single common CAS object. A successful CAS implies that the
operation terminates, while after an unsuccessful CAS the operation re-tries to increment the CAS, taking
the value it has received as the expected value for its next attempt. It is easy to see that this is a bounded
lock-free algorithm, since after at most n attempts to change the value of the CAS object, some operation
is successful and terminates, giving T = n and implying a nn bound for maximal progress when θ = 1/n.
However, notice that this algorithm needs a process to perform only two steps in sequence in order to com-
plete an operation, giving T ′ = 2 and implying a n2 bound for maximal progress when θ = 1/n.
Unbounded minimal progress. We also show that the finite bound for minimal progress is necessary. For
this, we convert the above algorithm into an unbounded lock-free algorithm which is not wait-free with
probability > 0. For simplicity, we consider the uniform stochastic scheduler, defined in Section 2.3. When
an operation is unsuccessful in its attempt to increment the CAS, it takes n2 · v dummy-steps before its next
attempt, where v is the value returned by its latest unsuccessful CAS operation (see Algorithm 2).
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1 Shared: CAS object C, initially 0
2 Register R
3 Local: Integers v, val, j, initially 0
4 while true do
5 val← CAS(C, v, v + 1)
6 if val = v then return
7 else
8 v ← val
9 for j = 1 . . . n2v do read(R)

Algorithm 2: An unbounded lock-free algorithm.

While this is an engineered example, it shows that we cannot hope for a result that is analogous to
Theorem 3 for unbounded progress conditions, since such algorithms can have a “rich get richer” property.
That is, a process which completes its operation has an increasing chance of completing again and again.

Lemma 2. There exists an unbounded lock-free algorithm that is not wait-free with high probability.

Proof. Consider the initial state of Algorithm 2. With probability at least 1/n, each process pi can be the
first process to take a step, performing a successful CAS operation. Assume process p1 takes the first step.
Conditioned on this event, let P be the probability that p1 is not the next process that performs a successful
CAS operation. If p1 takes a step in any of the next n2 ·v steps, then it is the next process that wins the CAS.
The probability that this does not happen is at most (1−1/n)n

2
. Summing over all iterations, the probability

that p1 ever performs an unsuccessful CAS is therefore at most
∑∞

`=1 (1− 1/n)n
2·` ≤ 2(1 − 1/n)n

2 ≤
2e−n. Hence, with probability at least 1 − 2e−n, process p1 always wins the CAS, while other processes
never do. This implies that the algorithm is not wait-free, with high probability. 2Lemma 2

D Complete Analysis of SCU(q, s)

We now analyze the performance of algorithms in SCU(q, s) under the uniform stochastic scheduler. We
assume that all threads execute a method call of fixed length: in particular, the preamble is of length q, and
the scan region has length s. See Figure 4 for an illustration of the code. Each thread executes an infinite
number of such operations. We examine two parameters: system latency, i.e., how often (in terms of system
steps) does a new operation complete, and individual latency, i.e., how often does a certain thread complete
a new operation. Notice that the worst-case bound for the whole system is Θ(n) steps, while the worst-case
bound for an individual thread is infinite, as the algorithm is not wait-free. We will prove the following
result:

Theorem 4. Let A be an algorithm in SCU(q, s). Then, under the uniform stochastic scheduler, the system
latency of A is O(q + s

√
n), and the individual latency is O(n(q + s

√
n)).

We prove the upper bound by splitting the class SCUq,s into two separate parts, and analyzing each
under the uniform scheduler. The first part is the loop code, which we call the scan-validate component.
The second part is the parallel code, which we use to characterize the performance of the preamble code. In
other words, we first consider SCU(0, s) and then SCU(q, 0).
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1 Shared: register R
2 Local: v, initially ⊥
3 procedure scan-validate()
4 while true do
5 v ← R.read(); v′ ← new value based on v
6 flag ← CAS(R, v, v′)
7 if flag = true then
8 output success

Algorithm 3: The scan-validate pattern.

D.1 The Scan-Validate Component

Notice that, without loss of generality, we can simplify the pseudocode to contain a single read step before
the CAS. We will obtain the performance bound for this simplified algorithm, and then multiply it by s, the
number of steps performed in the scan section. That is, we start by analyzing SCU(0, 1) and then generalize
to SCU(0, s).

D.1.1 Markov Chain Representation

We define the extended local state of a process in terms of the state of the system, and of the type of step it
is about to take. Thus, a process can be in one of three states: either it performs a read, or it CAS-es with the
current value ofR, or it CAS-es with an invalid value ofR. Therefore, the state of the system after each step
is completely described by the n extended local states of processes. We emphasize that this is different than
what is typically referred to as the “local” state of a process, in that the extended local state is a local state
as described from the viewpoint of the entire system. That is, a process that has a pending CAS operation
can be in either of two different extended local states, depending on whether its CAS will succeed or not.
This is determined by the state of the entire system. A key observation is that, although the local state of a
process can only change when it takes a step, its extended local state can change also when another process
takes a step.
The individual chain. Since the scheduler is uniform, the state of the system can be described as a Markov
chain, where each state specifies the extended local state of each process. More precisely, a process is in
state OldCAS if it is about to CAS with an old value, it is in state Read if it is about to read, and is in state
CCAS if it about to CAS with the current value. (Once CAS-ing the process returns to state Read .)

A state S of the individual chain is given by a combination of n states S = (P1, P2, . . . , Pn), describing
the extended local state of each process, where, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, Pi ∈ {OldCAS ,Read ,CCAS} is
the extended local state of process pi. There are 3n − 1 possible states, since the state where each process
CAS-es with an old value cannot occur. In each transition, each process takes a step, and the state changes
correspondingly. Recall that, for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, process pi takes a step with probability 1/n. The
transitions in the individual chain are as follows. If the process pi taking a step is in state Read or OldCAS ,
then all other processes remain in the same extended local state, and pi moves to state CCAS or Read ,
respectively. If the process pi taking a step is in state CCAS , then all processes in state CCAS move to
state OldCAS , and pi moves to state Read .
The system chain. To reduce the complexity of the individual Markov chain, we introduce a simplified
representation, which tracks system-wide progress. More precisely, each state of the system chain tracks
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{p1,p2};0;0 

p1 ; 0 ; p2  

p2 ; 0 ; p1  

0;0;{p1,p2}  

p1; p2 ; 0  

p2; p1 ; 0  

0; p2; p1  

0; p1; p2  

Figure 3: The individual chain and the global chain for two
processes. Each transition has probability 1/2. The red clusters
are the states in the system chain. The notation X;Y ;Z means

that processes in X are in state Read , processes in Y are in state
OldCAS , and processes in Z are in state CCAS .

preamble

scan failure

success

validate

Figure 4: Structure of an algorithm in SCU(q, s).

the number of processes in each state, irrespective of their identifiers: for any a, b ∈ {0, . . . , n}, a state x is
defined by the tuple (a, b), where a is the number of processes that are in state Read , and b is the number of
processes that are in state OldCAS . Notice that the remaining n− a− b processes must be in state CCAS .
The initial state is (n, 0), i.e. all processes are about to read. The state (0, n) does not exist. The transitions
in the system chain are as follows.

Pr[(a+ 1, b− 1)|(a, b)] = b/n, where 0 ≤ a ≤ n and b > 0.

Pr[(a+ 1, b)|(a, b)] = 1− (a+ b)/n, where 0 ≤ a < n.

Pr[(a− 1, b)|(a, b)] = 1− a/n, where 0 < a ≤ n.

See Figure 3 for a simple example of the two chains, and their lifting.

D.1.2 Analysis Preliminaries

First, we notice that both the individual chain and the system chain are ergodic.

Lemma 9. For any n ≥ 1, the individual chain and the system chain are ergodic.

Let π be the stationary distribution of the system chain, and let π′ be the stationary distribution for the
individual chain. For any state k = (a, b) in the system chain, let πk be its probability in the stationary dis-
tribution. Similarly, for state x in the individual chain, let π′x be its probability in the stationary distribution.

We now prove that there exists a lifting from the individual chain to the system chain. Intuitively, the
lifting from the individual chain to the system chain collapses all states in which a processes are about to
read and b processes are about to CAS with an old value (the identifiers of these processes are different for
distinct states), into to state (a, b) from the system chain.

Definition 2. Let S be the set of states of the individual chain, and M be the set of states of the system
chain. We define the function f : S →M such that each state S = (P1, . . . , Pn), where a processes are in
state Read and b processes are in state OldCAS , is taken into state (a, b) of the system chain.

We then obtain the following relation between the stationary distributions of the two chains.

Lemma 10. For every state k in the system chain, we have πk =
∑

x∈f−1(k) π
′
x.
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Proof. We obtain this relation algebraically, starting from the formula for the stationary distribution of the
individual chain. We have that π′A = π′, where π′ is a row vector, and A is the transition matrix of the
individual chain. We partition the states of the individual chain into sets, where Ga,b is the set of system
states S such that f(S) = (a, b). Fix an arbitrary ordering (Gk)k≥1 of the sets, and assume without loss of
generality that the system states are ordered according to their set in the vector π and in the matrix A, so
that states mapping to the same set are consecutive.

Let now A′ be the transition matrix across the sets (Gk)k≥1. In particular, a′kj is the probability of
moving from a state in the set Gk to some state in the set Gj . Note that this transition matrix is the same
as that of the system chain. Pick an arbitrary state x in the individual chain, and let f(x) = (a, b). In
other words, state x maps to set Gk, where k = (a, b). We claim that for every set Gj ,

∑
y∈Gj Pr[y|x] =

Pr[Gj |Gi].
To see this, fix x = (P0, P1, . . . , Pn). Since f(x) = (a, b), there are exactly b distinct states y reachable

from x such that f(y) = (a + 1, b − 1): the states where a process in extended local state OldCAS takes
a step. Therefore, the probability of moving to such a state y is b/n. Similarly, the probability of moving
to a state y with f(y) = (a + 1, b − 1) is 1 − (a + b)/n, and the probability of moving to a state y with
f(y) = (a− 1, b) is a/n. All other transition probabilities are 0.

To complete the proof, notice that we can collapse the stationary distribution π′ onto the row vector π̄,
where the kth element of π̄ is

∑
x∈Gk π

′
x. Using the above claim and the fact that π′A = π′, we obtain by

calculation that π̄A′ = π̄. Therefore, π̄ is a stationary distribution for the system chain. Since the stationary
distribution is unique, π̄ = π, which concludes the proof.

In fact, we can prove that the function f : S →M defined above induces a lifting from the individual chain
to the system chain.

Lemma 3. The system Markov chain is a lifting of the individual Markov chain.

Proof. Consider a state k inM. Let j be a neighboring state of k in the system chain. The ergodic flow
from k to j is pkjπk. In particular, if k is given by the tuple (a, b), j can be either (a+ 1, b−1) or (a+ 1, b),
or (a − 1, b). Consider now a state x ∈ M, x = (P0, . . . , Pn), such that f(x) = k. By the definition of f ,
x has a processes in state Read , and b processes in state OldCAS .

If j is the state (a+ 1, b− 1), then the flow from k to j, Qkj , is bπk/n. The state x from the individual
chain has exactly b neighboring states y which map to the state (a+1, b−1), one for each of the b processes
in state OldCAS which might take a step. Fix y to be such a state. The probability of moving from x to y is
1/n. Therefore, using Lemma 10, we obtain that∑

x∈f−1(k),y∈f−1(j)

Q′xy =
∑

x∈f−1(k)

∑
y∈f−1(j)

1

n
π′x =

b

n

∑
x∈f−1(k)

π′x =
b

n
πk = Qkj .

The other cases for state j follow similarly. Therefore, the lifting condition holds. 2Lemma 3

Next, we notice that, since states from the individual chain which map to the same system chain state are
symmetric, their probabilities in the stationary distribution must be the same.

Lemma 11. Let x and x′ be two states in S such that f(x) = f(y). Then π′x = π′y.

Proof (Sketch). The proof follows by noticing that, for any i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, switching indices i and j in
the Markov chain representation maintains the same transition matrix. Therefore, the stationary probabilities
for symmetric states (under the swapping of process ids) must be the same.
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We now put together the previous claims to obtain an upper bound on the expected time between two
successes for a specific process.

Lemma 4. Let W be the expected system steps between two successes in the stationary distribution of the
system chain. Let Wi be the expected system steps between two successes of process pi in the stationary
distribution of the individual chain. For every process pi, W = nWi.

Proof. Let µ be the probability that a step is a success by some process. Expressed in the system chain,
we have that µ =

∑
j=(a,b)(1 − (a + b)/n)πj . Let Xi be the set of states in the individual chain in which

Pi = CCAS . Consider the event that a system step is a step in which pi succeeds. This must be a step by
pi from a state in Xi. The probability of this event in the stationary distribution of the individual chain is
ηi =

∑
x∈Xi π

′
x/n.

Recall that the lifting function f maps all states x with a processes in state Read and b processes in state
OldCAS to state j = (a, b). Therefore, ηi = (1/n)

∑
j=(a,b)

∑
x∈f−1(j)∩Xi π

′
x. By symmetry, we have that

π′x = π′y, for every states x, y ∈ f−1(j). The fraction of states in f−1(j) that have pi in state CCAS (and
are therefore also in Xi) is (1− (a+ b)/n). Therefore,

∑
x∈f−1(j)∩Xi π

′
x = (1− (a+ b)/n)πj .

We finally get that, for every process pi, ηi = (1/n)
∑

j=(a,b)(1− (a+ b)/n)πj = (1/n)µ. On the other
hand, since we consider the stationary distribution, from a straightforward extension of Theorem 1, we have
that Wi = 1/ηi, and W = 1/µ. Therefore, Wi = nW , as claimed. 2Lemma 4

D.1.3 System Latency Bound

In this section we provide an upper bound on the quantity W , the expected number of system steps between
two successes in stationary distribution of the system chain. We prove the following.

Theorem 5. The expected number of steps between two successes in the system chain is O(
√
n).

An iterated balls-into-bins game. To bound W , we model the evolution of the system as a balls-into-
bins game. We will associate each process with a bin. At the beginning of the execution, each bin already
contains one ball. At each time step, we throw a new ball into a uniformly chosen random bin. Essentially,
whenever the process takes a step, its bin receives an additional ball. We continue to distribute balls until
the first time a bin acquires three balls. We call this event a reset. When a reset occurs, we set the number of
balls in the bin containing three balls to one, and all the bins containing two balls become empty. The game
then continues until the next reset.

This game models the fact that initially, each process is about to read the shared state, and must take two
steps in order to update its value. Whenever a process changes the shared state by CAS-ing successfully, all
other processes which were CAS-ing with the correct value are going to fail their operations; in particular,
they now need to take three steps in order to change the shared state. We therefore reset the number of balls
in the corresponding bins to 0.

More precisely, we define the game in terms of phases. A phase is the interval between two resets. For
phase i, we denote by ai the number of bins with one ball at the beginning of the phase, and by bi the number
of bins with 0 balls at the beginning of the phase. Since there are no bins with two or more balls at the start
of a phase, we have that ai + bi = n.

It is straightforward to see that this random process evolves in the same way as the system Markov chain.
In particular, notice that the bound W is the expected length of a phase. To prove Theorem 5, we first obtain
a bound on the length of a phase.
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Lemma 5. Let α ≥ 4 be a constant. The expected length of phase i is at most min(2αn/
√
ai, 3αn/b

1/3
i ).

The phase length is 2αmin(n
√

log n/
√
ai, n(log n)1/3/b

1/3
i ), with probability at least 1 − 1/nα. The

probability that the length of a phase is less than min(n/
√
ai, n/(bi)

1/3)/α is at most 1/(4α2).

Proof. Let Ai be the set of bins with one ball, and let Bi be the set of bins with zero balls, at the beginning
of the phase. We have ai = |Ai| and bi = |Bi|. Practically, the phase ends either when a bin in Ai or a bin
in Bi first contains three balls.

For the first event to occur, some bin in Ai must receive two additional balls. Let c ≥ 1 be a large
constant, and assume for now that ai ≥ log n and bi ≥ log n (the other cases will be treated separately). The
number of bins in Ai which need to receive a ball before some bin receives two new balls is concentrated
around

√
ai, by the birthday paradox. More precisely, the following holds.

Claim 1. Let Xi be random variable counting the number of bins in Ai chosen to get a ball before some bin
in Ai contains three balls, and fix α ≥ 4 to be a constant. Then the expectation of Xi is less than 2α

√
ai.

The value of Xi is at most α
√
ai log n, with probability at least 1− 1/nα

2
.

Proof. We employ the Poisson approximation for balls-into-bins processes. In essence, we want to bound
the number of balls to be thrown uniformly into ai bins until two balls collide in the same bin, in expectation
and with high probability. Assume we throw m balls into the ai ≥ log n bins. It is well-known that the
number of balls a bin receives during this process can be approximated as a Poisson random variable with
mean m/ai (see, e.g., [17]). In particular, the probability that no bin receives two extra balls during this
process is at most

2

(
1−

e−m/ai(mai )
2

2

)ai
≤ 2

(
1

e

)m2

2ai
e−m/ai

.

If we take m = α
√
ai for α ≥ 4 constant, we obtain that this probability is at most

2

(
1

e

)α2e−α/
√
ai/2

≤
(

1

e

)α2/4

,

where we have used the fact that ai ≥ log n ≥ α2. Therefore, the expected number of throws until some bin
receives two balls is at most 2α

√
ai. Taking m = α

√
ai log n, we obtain that some bin receives two new

balls within α
√
ai log n throws with probability at least 1− 1/nα

2
.

We now prove a similar upper bound for the number of bins in Bi which need to receive a ball before some
such bin receives three new balls, as required to end the phase.

Claim 2. Let Yi be random variable counting the number of bins in Bi chosen to get a ball before some bin
in Bi contains three balls, and fix α ≥ 4 to be a constant. Then the expectation of Yi is at most 3αb

2/3
i , and

Yi is at most α(log n)1/3b
2/3
i , with probability at least 1− (1/n)α

3/54.

Proof. We need to bound the number of balls to be thrown uniformly into bi bins (each of which is initially
empty), until some bin gets three balls. Again, we use a Poisson approximation. We throw m balls into the
bi ≥ log n bins. The probability that no bin receives three or more balls during this process is at most

2

(
1− e−m/ai(m/bi)

3

6

)bi
= 2

(
1

e

)m3

6b2
i

e−m/bi

.
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Taking m = αb
2/3
i for α ≥ 4, we obtain that this probability is at most

2

(
1

e

)α3

6
e−α/b

1/3
i

≤
(

1

e

)α3/54

.

Therefore, the expected number of ball thrown into bins from Bi until some such bin contains three balls is
at most 3αb

2/3
i . Taking m = α(log n)1/3b

2/3
i , we obtain that the probability that no bin receives three balls

within the first m ball throws in Bi is at most (1/n)α
3/54.

The above claims bound the number of steps inside the sets Ai and Bi necessary to finish the phase. On
the other hand, notice that a step throws a new ball into a bin from Ai with probability ai/n, and throws it
into a bin in Bi with probability bi/n. It therefore follows that the expected number of steps for a bin in Ai
to reach three balls (starting from one ball in each bin) is at most 2α

√
ain/ai = 2αn/

√
ai. The expected

number of steps for a bin in Bi to reach three balls is at most 3αb
2/3
i n/bi = 3αn/b

1/3
i . The next claim

provides concentration bounds for these inequalities, and completes the proof of the Lemma.

Claim 3. The probability that the system takes more than 2α n√
ai

√
log n steps in a phase is at most 1/nα.

The probability that the system takes more than 2α n

b
1/3
i

(log n)1/3 steps in a phase is at most 1/nα.

Proof. Fix a parameter β > 0. By a Chernoff bound, the probability that the system takes more than 2βn/ai
steps without throwing at least β balls into the bins in Ai is at most (1/e)β . At the same time, by Claim 1,
the probability that α

√
ai log n balls thrown into bins in Ai do not generate a collision (finishing the phase)

is at most 1/nα
2
.

Therefore, throwing 2α n√
ai

√
log n balls fail to finish the phase with probability at most 1/nα

2
+

1/eα
√
ai logn. Since ai ≥ log n by the case assumption, the claim follows.

Similarly, using Claim 2, the probability that the system takes more than 2α(log n)1/3b
2/3
i n/bi =

2α(log n)1/3n/b
1/3
i steps without a bin in Bi reaching three balls (in the absence of a reset) is at most

(1/e)1+(logn)1/3b
2/3
i + (1/n)α

3/54 ≤ (1/n)α, since bi ≥ log n.

We put these results together to obtain that, if ai ≥ log n and bi ≥ log n, then the expected length of
a phase is min(2αn/

√
ai, 3αn/b

1/3
i ). The phase length is 2αmin( n√

ai

√
log n, n

b
1/3
i

(log n)1/3), with high

probability.
It remains to consider the case where either ai or bi are less than log n. Assume ai ≥ log n. Then

bi ≥ n− log n. We can therefore apply the above argument for bi, and we obtain that with high probability
the phase finishes in 2αn(log n/bi)

1/3 steps. This is less than 2α n√
ai

√
log n, since ai ≤ log n, which

concludes the claim. The converse case is similar. 2Lemma 5

Returning to the proof, we characterize the dynamics of the phases i ≥ 1 based on the value of ai at the
beginning of the phase. We say that a phase i is in the first range if ai ∈ [n/3, n]. Phase i is in the second
range if n/c ≤ ai < n/3, where c is a large constant. Finally, phase i is in the third range if 0 ≤ ai < n/c.
Next, we characterize the probability of moving between phases.

Lemma 6. For i ≥ 1, if phase i is in the first two ranges, then the probability that phase i+ 1 is in the third
range is at most 1/nα. Let β > 2c2 be a constant. The probability that β

√
n consecutive phases are in the

third range is at most 1/nα.
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Proof. We first bound the probability that a phase moves to the third range from one of the first two ranges.

Claim 4. For i ≥ 1, if phase i is in the first two ranges, then the probability that phase i+ 1 is in the third
range is at most 1/nα.

Proof. We first consider the case where phase i is in range two, i.e. n/c ≤ ai < n/3, and bound the
probability that ai+1 < n/c. By Lemma 5, the total number of system steps taken in phase i is at most
2αmin(n/

√
ai
√

log n, n/b
1/3
i (log n)1/3), with probability at least 1 − 1/nα. Given the bounds on ai, it

follows by calculation that the first factor is always the minimum in this range.
Let `i be the number of steps in phase i. Since ai ∈ [n/c, n/3), the expected number of balls thrown

into bins from Ai is at most `i/3, whereas the expected number of balls thrown into bins from Bi is at
least 2`i/3. The parameter ai+1 is ai plus the bins from Bi which acquire a single ball, minus the balls
from Ai which acquire an extra ball. On the other hand, the number of bins from Bi which acquire a single
ball during `i steps is tightly concentrated around 2`i/3, whereas the number of bins in Ai which acquire a
single ball during `i steps is tightly concentrated around `i/3. More precisely, using Chernoff bounds, given
ai ∈ [n/c, n/3), we obtain that ai ≥ ai+1, with probability at least 1− 1/eα

√
n.

For the case where phase i is in range one, notice that, in order to move to range three, the value of ai
would have to decrease by at least n(1/3−1/c) in this phase. On the other hand, by Lemma 5, the length of
the phase is at most 2α

√
3n log n, w.h.p. Therefore the claim follows. A similar argument provides a lower

bound on the length of a phase.

The second claim suggests that, if the system is in the third range (a low probability event), it gradually
returns to one of the first two ranges.

Claim 5. Let β > 2c2 be a constant. The probability that β
√
n phases are in the third range is at most

1/nα.

Proof. Assume the system is in the third range, i.e. ai ∈ [0, n/c). Fix a phase i, and let `i be its length. Let
Sib be the set of bins in Bi which get a single ball during phase i. Let T ib be the set of bins in Bi which get
two balls during phase i (and are reset). Let Sia be the set of bins in Ai which get a single ball during phase
i (and are also reset). Then bi − bi+1 ≥ |Sib| − |T ib | − |Sia|.

We bound each term on the right-hand side of the inequality. Of all the balls thrown during phase i, in
expectation at least (1− 1/c) are thrown in bins from Bi. By a Chernoff bound, the number of balls thrown
in Bi is at least (1− 1/c)(1− δ)`i with probability at least 1− exp(−δ2`i(1− 1/c)/4), for δ ∈ (0, 1). On
the other hand, the majority of these balls do not cause collisions in bins from Bi. In particular, from the
Poisson approximation, we obtain that |Sib| ≥ 2|T ib | with probability at least 1− (1/n)α+1, where we have
used bi ≥ n(1− 1/c).

Considering Sia, notice that, w.h.p., at most (1 + δ)`i/c balls are thrown in bins from Ai. Summing up,
given that `i ≥

√
n/c, we obtain that bi − bi+1 ≥ (1 − 1/c)(1 − δ)`i/2 − (1 + δ)`i/c, with probability at

least 1 −max((1/n)α, exp(−δ2`i(1− 1/c)/4). For small δ ∈ (0, 1) and c ≥ 10, the difference is at least
`i/c

2. Notice also that the probability depends on the length of the phase.
We say that a phase is regular if its length is at least min(n/

√
ai, n/(bi)

1/3)/c. From Lemma 5, the
probability that a phase is regular is at least 1 − 1/(4c2). Also, in this case, `i ≥

√
n/c, by calculation. If

the phase is regular, then the size of bi decreases by Ω(
√
n), w.h.p.

If the phase is not regular, we simply show that, with high probability, ai does not decrease. Assume
ai < ai+1. Then, either `i < log n, which occurs with probability at most 1/nΩ(logn) by Lemma 5, or the
inequality bi − bi+i ≥ `i/c2 fails, which also occurs with probability at most 1/nΩ(logn).
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To complete the proof, consider a series of β
√
n consecutive phases, and assume that ai is in the third

range for all of them. The probability that such a phase is regular is at least 1 − 1/(4c2), therefore, by
Chernoff, a constant fraction of phases are regular, w.h.p. Also w.h.p., in each such phase the size of bi goes
down by Ω(

√
n) units. On the other hand, by the previous argument, if the phases are not regular, then it is

still extemely unlikely that bi increases for the next phase. Summing up, it follows that the probability that
the system stays in the third range for β

√
n consecutive phases is at most 1/nα, where β ≥ 2c2, and α ≥ 4

was fixed initially.

2Lemma 6

Final argument. To complete the proof of Theorem 5, recall that we are interested in the expected length of
a phase. To upper bound this quantity, we group the states of the game according to their range as follows:
state S1,2 contains all states (ai, bi) in the first two ranges, i.e. with ai ≥ n/c. State S3 contains all states
(ai, bi) such that ai < n/c. The expected length of a phase starting from a state in S1,2 is O(

√
n), from

Lemma 5. However, the phase length could be ω(
√
n) if the state is in S3. We can mitigate this fact given

that the probability of moving to range three is low (Claim 4), and the system moves away from range three
rapidly (Claim 5): intuitively, the probability of states in S3 in the stationary distribution has to be very low.

To formalize the argument, we define two Markov chains. The first Markov chain M has two states,
S1,2 and S3. The transition probability from S1,2 to S3 is 1/nα, whereas the transition probability from S3

to S1,2 is x > 0, fixed but unknown. Each state loops onto itself, with probabilities 1 − 1/nα and 1 − x,
respectively. The second Markov chain M ′ has two states S and R. State S has a transition to R, with
probability β

√
n/nα, and a transition to itself, with probability 1 − β

√
n/nα. State R has a loop with

probability 1/nα, and a transition to S, with probability 1− 1/nα.
It is easy to see that both Markov chains are ergodic. Let [s r] be the stationary distribution ofM ′. Then,

by straightforward calculation, we obtain that s ≥ 1− β
√
n/nα, while r ≤ β

√
n/nα.

On the other hand, notice that the probabilities in the transition matrix for M ′ correspond to the proba-
bilities in the transition matrix forMβ

√
n, i.e. M applied to itself β

√
n times. This means that the stationary

distribution for M is the same as the stationary distribution for M ′. In particular, the probability of state
S1,2 is at least 1− β

√
n/nα, and the probability of state S3 is at most β

√
n.

To conclude, notice that the expected length of a phase is at most the expected length of a phase in the
first Markov chain M . Using the above bounds, this is at most 2α

√
n(1 − β

√
n/nα) + βn2/3√n/nα =

O(
√
n), as claimed. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.

D.2 Parallel Code

We now use the same framework to derive a convergence bound for parallel code, i.e. a method call which
completes after the process executes q steps, irrespective the concurrent actions of other processes. The
pseudocode is given in Algorithm 4.
Analysis. We now analyze the individual and system latency for this algorithm under the uniform stochastic
scheduler. Again, we start from its Markov chain representation. We define the individual Markov chain
MI to have states S = (C1, . . . , Cn), where Ci ∈ {0, . . . , q − 1} is the current step counter for process
pi. At every step, the Markov chain picks i from 1 to n uniformly at random and transitions into the state
(C1, . . . , (Ci + 1) mod q, . . . , Cn). A process registers a success every time its counter is reset to 0; the
system registers a success every time some process counter is reset to 0. The system latency is the expected
number of system steps between two successes, and the individual latency is the expected number of system
steps between two successes by a specific process.
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1 Shared: register R
2 procedure call()
3 while true do
4 for i from 1 to q do
5 Execute ith step
6 output success

Algorithm 4: Pseudocode for parallel code.

We now define the system Markov chain MS , as follows. A state g ∈ MS is given by q values
(v0, v1, . . . , vq−1), where for each j ∈ {0, . . . , q − 1} vj is the number of processes with step counter
value j, with the condition that

∑q−1
j=0 vj = n. Given a state (v0, v1, . . . , vq−1), let X be the set of indices

i ∈ {0, . . . , q − 1} such that vi > 0. Then, for each i ∈ X , the system chain transitions into the state
(v0, . . . , vi − 1, vi+1 + 1, . . . , vq−1) with probability vi/n.

It is easy to check that both MI and MS are ergodic Markov chains. Let π be the stationary distribution
of MS , and π′ be the stationary distribution of MI . We next define the mapping f : MI → MS which
maps each state S = (C1, . . . , Cn) to the state (v0, v1, . . . , vq−1), where vj is the number of processes with
counter value j from S. Checking that this mapping is a lifting between MI and MS is straightforward.

Lemma 12. The function f defined above is a lifting between the ergodic Markov chains MI and MS .

We then obtain bounds on the system and individual latency.

Lemma 7. For any 1 ≤ i ≤ n and q ≥ 0, given an algorithm in SCU(q, 0), its individual latency is
Wi = nq, and its system latency is W = q.

Proof. We examine the stationary distributions of the two Markov chains. Contrary to the previous exam-
ples, it turns out that in this case it is easier to determine the stationary distribution of the individual Markov
chain MI . Notice that, in this chain, all states have in- and out-degree n, and the transition probabilities
are uniform (probability 1/n). It therefore must hold that the stationary distribution of MI is uniform. Fur-
ther, notice that a 1/nq fraction of the edges corresponds to the counter of a specific process pi being reset.
Therefore, for any i, the probability that a step in MI is a completed operation by pi is 1/nq. Hence, the
individual latency for the algorithm is nc. To obtain the system latency, we notice that, from the lifting, the
probability that a step in MS is a completed operation by some process is 1/q. Therefore, the individual
latency for the algorithm is q. 2Lemma 7

D.3 General Bound for SCU(q, s)

We now put together the results of the previous sections to obtain a bound on individual and system latency.
First, we notice that Theorem 5 can be easily extended to the case where the loop contains s scan steps, as
the extended local state of a process p can be changed by a step of another process q 6= p only if p is about
to perform a CAS operation.

Corollary 2. For s ≥ 1, given a scan-validate pattern with s scan steps under the stochastic scheduler, the
system latency is O(s

√
n), while the individual latency is O(ns

√
n).

Obviously, an algorithm in SCU(q, s) is a sequential composition of parallel code followed by s loop
steps. Fix a process pi. By Lemma 7 and Corollary 2, by linearity of expectation, we obtain that the
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expected individual latency for process pi to complete an operation is at most n(q + αs
√
n), where α ≥ 4

is a constant.
Consider now the Markov ChainMS that corresponds to the sequential composition of the Markov chain

for the parallel code MP , and the Markov chain ML corresponding to the loop. In particular, a completed
operation from MP does not loop back into the chain, but instead transitions into the corresponding state
of ML. More precisely, if the transition is a step by some processor pi which completed step number q in
the parallel code (and moves to the loop code), then the chain transitions into the state where processor pi
is about to execute the first step of the loop code. Similarly, when a process performs a successful CAS at
the end of the loop, the processes’ step counter is reset to 0, and its next operation will the first step of the
preamble.

It is straightforward that the chain MS is ergodic. Let κi be the probability of the event that process pi
completes an operation in the stationary distribution of the chain MS . Since the expected number of steps
pi needs to take to complete an operation is at most n(q+α

√
n), we have that κi ≥ 1/(n(q+αs

√
n)). Let

κ be the probability of the event that some process completes an operation in the stationary distribution of
the chain MS . It follows that κ =

∑n
i=1 κi ≥ 1/(q + αs

√
n). Hence, the expected time until the system

completes a new operation is at most q + αs
√
n, as claimed.

E Application - A Fetch-and-Increment Counter using Augmented CAS

We now apply the ideas from the previous section to obtain minimal and maximal progress bounds for other
lock-free algorithms under the uniform stochastic scheduler.

Some architectures support richer semantics for the CAS operation, which return the current value of
the register which the operation attempts to modify. We can take advantage of this property to obtain a
simpler fetch-and-increment counter implementation based on compare-and-swap. This type of counter
implementation is very widely-used [4].

7 Shared: register R
8 procedure fetch-and-inc() v ← 0
9 while true do

10 old← v
11 v ← CAS(R, v, v + 1)
12 if v = old then
13 output success

Algorithm 5: A lock-free fetch-and-increment counter based on compare-and-swap.

E.1 Markov Chain Representations

We again start from the observation the algorithm induces an individual Markov chain and a global one.
From the point of view of each process, there are two possible states: Current, in which the process has the
current value (i.e. its local value v is the same as the value of the register R), and the Stale state, in which
the process has an old value, which will cause its CAS call to fail. (In particular, the Read and OldCAS
states from the universal construction are coalesced.)
The Individual Chain. The per-process chain, which we denote by MI , results from the composition of
the automata representing the algorithm at each process. Each state of MI can be characterized by the set
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of processes that have the current value of the register R. The Markov chain has 2n− 1 states, since it never
happens that no thread has the current value.

For each non-empty subset of processes S, let sS be the corresponding state. The initial state is sΠ,
the state in which every thread has the current value. We distinguish winning states as the states (s{pi})i in
which only one thread has the current value: to reach this state, one of the processes must have successfully
updated the value of R. There are exactly n winning states, one for each process.

Transitions are defined as follows. From each state s, there are n outgoing edges, one for each process
which could be scheduled next. Each transition has probability 1/n, and moves to state s′ corresponding
to the set of processes which have the current value at the next time step. Notice that the winning states
are the only states with a self-loop, and that from every state sS the chain either moves to a state sV with
|V | = |S|+ 1, or to a winning state for one of the threads in S.
The Global Chain. The global chain MG results from clustering the symmetric states states from MI into
single states. The chain has n states v1, . . . , vn, where state vi comprises all the states sS in MG such that
|S| = i. Thus, state v1 is the state in which some process just completed a new operation. In general, vi
is the state in which i processes have the current value of R (and therefore may commit an operation if
scheduled next).

The transitions in the global chain are defined as follows. For any 1 ≤ i ≤ n, from state vi the chain
moves to state v1 with probability i/n. If i < n, the chain moves to state vi+1 with probability 1 − i/n.
Again, the state v1 is the only state with a self-loop. The intuition is that some process among the i possessing
the current value wins if scheduled next (and changes the current value); otherwise, if some other thread is
scheduled, then that thread will also have the current value.

E.2 Algorithm Analysis

We analyze the stationary behavior of the algorithm under a uniform stochastic scheduler, assuming each
process invokes an infinite number of operations.
Strategy. We are interested in the expected number of steps that some process pi takes between committing
two consecutive operations, in the stationary distribution. This is the individual latency, which we denote
by Wi. As in Section 5.1.2, we proceed by first bounding the system latency W , which is easier to analyze,
and then show that Wi = nW , i.e. the algorithm is fair. We will use the two Markov chain representations
from the previous section. In particular, notice thatWi is the expected return time of the “win state” vi of the
global chain MG, and W is the expected return time of the state spi in which pi just completed an operation.

The first claim is an upper bound on the return time for v1 in MG.

Lemma 13. The expected return time for v1 is W ≤ 2
√
n.

Proof. For 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, let Z(i) be the hitting time for state v1 from the state where n− i processes have
the current value. In particular, Z(0) is the hitting time from the state where all processes have the correct
value, and therefore Z(0) = 1. Analyzing the transitions, we obtain that Z(i) = iZ(i−1)/n+ 1. We prove
that Z(n− 1) ≤ 2

√
n.

We analyze two intervals: k from 0 to n −
√
n, and then up to n − 1. We first claim that, for 0 ≤

k ≤ n −
√
n, it holds that Z(k) ≤

√
n. We prove this by induction. The base case obviously holds.

For the induction step, notice that Z(k) ≤ Z(k − 1)(n −
√
n)/n + 1 in this interval. By the hypothesis,

Z(k − 1) ≤
√
n, therefore Z(k) ≤

√
n for k ≤ n−

√
n.

For k ∈ {n −
√
n, . . . , n}, notice that Z(k) can add at most 1 at each iteration, and we are iterating at

most
√
n times. This gives an upper bound of 2

√
n, as claimed.
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Remark. Intuitively, the value Z(n − 1) is related to the birthday paradox, since it counts the number
of elements that must be chosen uniformly at random from 1 to n (with replacement) until one of the
elements appears twice. In fact, this is the Ramanujan Q function [5], which has been studied previously by
Knuth [13] and Flajolet et al. [5] in relation to the performance of linear probing hashing. Its asymptotics
are known to be Z(n− 1) =

√
πn/2(1 + o(1)) [5].

Markov Chain Lifting. We now analyze Wi, the expected number of total system steps for a specific
process pi to commit a new request. We define a mapping f : MI → MG between the states of the
individual Markov chain. For any non-empty set S of processes, the function maps the state sS ∈MI to the
state vi of the chain. It is straightforward to prove that this mapping is a correct lifting of the Markov chain,
and that both Markov chains are ergodic.

Lemma 14. The individual chain and the local chain are ergodic. The function f is a lifting between the
individual chain and the global chain.

We then use the lifting and symmetry to obtain the following relation between the stationary distributions of
the two Markov chains. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3. This also implies that every process takes
the same number of steps in expectation until completing an operation.

Lemma 15. Let π = [π1 . . . πn] be the stationary distribution of the global chain, and let π′ be the stationary
distribution of the individual chain. Let π′i be the probability of s{pi} in π′. Then, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n},
π′i = π/n. Furthermore, Wi = nW .

This characterizes the asymptotic behavior of the individual latency.

Corollary 3. For any i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, the expected number of system steps between two completed opera-
tions by process pi is O(n

√
n). The expected number of steps by pi between two completed operations is

O(
√
n).

E.3 Implementation Results

Let the completion rate of the algorithm be the total number of successful operations versus the total number
of steps taken during the execution. The completion rate approximates the inverse of the system latency. We
consider a fetch-and-increment counter implementation which simply reads the value v of a shared register
R, and then attempts to increment the value using a CAS(R, v, v + 1) call. The predicted completion rate
of the algorithm is Θ(1/

√
n). The actual completion rate of the implementation is shown in Figure 5 for

varying thread counts, for a counter implementation based on the lock-free pattern. The Θ(1/
√
n) rate

predicted by the uniform stochastic scheduler model appears to be close to the actual completion rate. Since
we do not have precise bounds on the constant in front of Θ(1/

√
n) for the prediction, we scaled the

prediction to the first data point. The worst-case predicted rate (1/n) is also shown.
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Abstract

Several operating systems rely on non-scalable spin locks
for serialization. For example, the Linux kernel uses
ticket spin locks, even though scalable locks have better
theoretical properties. Using Linux on a 48-core ma-
chine, this paper shows that non-scalable locks can cause
dramatic collapse in the performance of real workloads,
even for very short critical sections. The nature and sud-
den onset of collapse are explained with a new Markov-
based performance model. Replacing the offending non-
scalable spin locks with scalable spin locks avoids the
collapse and requires modest changes to source code.

1 Introduction

It is well known that non-scalable locks, such as simple
spin locks, have poor performance when highly con-
tended [1, 7, 9]. It is also the case that many systems
nevertheless use non-scalable locks. However, we have
run into multiple situations in which system through-
put collapses suddenly due to non-scalable locks: for
example, a system that performs well with 25 cores com-
pletely collapses with 30. Equally surprising, the offend-
ing critical sections are often tiny. This paper argues that
non-scalable locks are dangerous. For concreteness, it
focuses on locks in the Linux kernel.

One piece of the argument is that non-scalable locks can
seriously degrade overall performance, and that the sit-
uations in which they may do so are likely to occur in
real systems. We exhibit a number of situations in which
the performance of plausible activities collapses dramati-
cally with more than a few cores’ worth of concurrency;
the cause is a rapid growth in locking cost as the number
of contending cores grows.

Another piece of the argument is that the onset of per-
formance collapse can be sudden as cores are added. A
system may have good measured performance with N
cores, but far lower total performance with just a few

more cores. The paper presents a predictive model of
non-scalable lock performance that explains this phe-
nomenon.

A third element of the argument is that critical sections
which appear to the eye to be very short, perhaps only
a few instructions, can nevertheless trigger performance
collapses. The paper’s model explains this phenomenon
as well.

Naturally we argue that one should use scalable locks [1,
7, 9], particularly in operating system kernels where
the workloads and levels of contention are hard to con-
trol. As a demonstration, we replaced Linux’s spin locks
with scalable MCS locks [9] and re-ran the software that
caused performance collapse. For 3 of the 4 benchmarks
the changes in the kernel were simple. For the 4th case
the changes were more involved because the directory
cache uses a complicated locking plan and the directory
cache in general is complicated. The MCS lock im-
proves scalability dramatically, because it avoids the per-
formance collapse, as expected. We experimented with
other scalable locks, including hierarchical ones [8], and
observe that the improvements are negligible or small—
the big win is going from non-scalable locks to scalable
locks.

An objection to this approach is that non-scalable behav-
ior should be fixed by modifying software to eliminate
serialization bottlenecks, and that scalable locks merely
defer the need for such modification. That observation is
correct. However, in practice it is not possible to elimi-
nate all potential points of contention in the kernel all at
once. Even if a kernel is very scalable at some point in
time, the same kernel is likely to have scaling bottlenecks
on subsequent generations of hardware. One way to view
scalable locks is as a way to relax the time-criticality of
applying more fundamental scaling improvements to the
kernel.

The main contribution of this paper is amplifying the
conclusion from previous work that non-scalable locks
have risks: not only do they have poor performance, but
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they can cause collapse of overall system performance.
More specifically, this paper makes three contributions.
First, we demonstrate that the poor performance of non-
scalable locks can cause performance collapse for real
workloads, even if the spin lock is protecting a very short
critical section in the kernel. Second, we propose a single
comprehensive model for the behavior of non-scalable
spin locks that fully captures all regimes of operation,
unlike previous models [6]. Third, we confirm on mod-
ern x86-based multicore processors that MCS locks can
improve maximum scalability without decreasing perfor-
mance, and conclude that the scaling and performance
benefits of the different types of scalable locks is small.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
demonstrates that non-scalable locks can cause perfor-
mance collapse for real workloads. Section 3 introduces
a Markov-based model that explains why non-scalable
locks can cause this collapse to happen, even for short
critical sections. Section 4 evaluates several scalable
locks on modern x86-based multicore processors to de-
cide which scalable lock to use to replace the offending
non-scalable locks. Section 5 reports on the results of us-
ing MCS locks to replace the non-scalable locks in Linux
that caused performance collapse. Section 6 relates our
findings and modeling to previous work. Section 7 sum-
marizes our conclusions.

2 Are non-scalable locks a problem?

This section demonstrates that non-scalable spin locks
cause performance collapse for some kernel-intensive
workloads. We present performance results from four
benchmarks demonstrating that critical sections that con-
sume less than 1% of the CPU cycles on one core can
cause performance to collapse on a 48-core x86 machine.

2.1 How non-scalable locks work

For concreteness we discuss the ticket lock used in the
Linux kernel, but any type of non-scalable lock will
exhibit the problems shown in this section. Figure 1
presents simplified C code from Linux. The ticket lock
is the default lock since kernel version 2.6.25 (released
in April 2008).

An acquiring core obtains a ticket and spins until its
turn is up. The lock has two fields: the number of the
ticket that is holding the lock (current_ticket) and

struct spinlock_t {
int current_ticket;
int next_ticket;

}

void spin_lock(spinlock_t *lock)
{
int t =
atomic_fetch_and_inc(&lock->next_ticket);

while (t != lock->current_ticket)
; /* spin */

}

void spin_unlock(spinlock_t *lock)
{
lock->current_ticket++;

}

Figure 1: Pseudocode for ticket locks in Linux.

the number of the next unused ticket (next_ticket). To
obtain a ticket number, a core uses an atomic increment
instruction on next_ticket. The core then spins until
its ticket number is current. To release the lock, a core
increments current_ticket, which causes the lock to
be handed to the core that is waiting for the next ticket
number.

If many cores are waiting for a lock, they will all have
the lock variables cached. An unlock will invalidate
those cache entries. All of the cores will then read the
cache line. In most architectures, the reads are serialized
(either by a shared bus or at the cache line’s home or
directory node), and thus completing them all takes time
proportional to the number of cores. The core that is next
in line for the lock can expect to receive its copy of the
cache line midway through this process. Thus the cost of
each lock handoff increases in proportion to the number
of waiting cores. Each inter-core operation takes on the
order of a hundred cycles, so a single release can take
many thousands of cycles if dozens of cores are waiting.
Simple test-and-set spin locks incur a similar O(N) cost
per release.

2.2 Benchmarks

We exercised spin locks in the Linux kernel with four
benchmarks: FOPS, MEMPOP, PFIND, and EXIM. Two are
microbenchmarks and two represent application work-
loads. None of the benchmarks involve disk I/O (the
file-system cache is pre-warmed). We ran the bench-
marks on a 48-core machine (eight 6-core 2.4 GHz AMD
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Opteron chips) running Linux kernel 2.6.39 (released in
May 2011).

FOPS creates a single file and starts one process on each
core. Each thread repeatedly opens and closes the file.

MEMPOP creates one process per core. Each pro-
cess repeatedly mmaps 64 kB of memory with the
MAP_POPULATE flag, then munmaps the memory. MAP_
POPULATE instructs the kernel to allocate pages and pop-
ulate the process page table immediately, instead of doing
so on demand when the process accesses the page.

PFIND searches for a file by executing several instances
of the GNU find utility. PFIND takes a directory and
filename as input, evenly divides the directories in the
first level of input directory into per-core inputs, and
executes one instance of find per core, passing in the
input directories. Before we execute the PFIND, we create
a balanced directory tree so that each instance of find
searches the same number of directories.

EXIM is a mail server. A single master process listens
for incoming SMTP connections via TCP and forks a
new process for each connection, which accepts the in-
coming message. We use the version of EXIM from
MOSBENCH [3].

2.3 Results

Figure 2 shows the results for all benchmarks. One might
expect total throughput to rise in proportion to the num-
ber of cores for a while, then level off to a flat line due
to some serial section. Throughput does increase with
more cores for a while, but instead of leveling off, the
throughput decreases after some number of cores. The
decreases are sudden; good performance with N cores is
often followed by dramatically lower performance with
one or two more cores.

FOPS. Figure 2(a) shows the total throughput of FOPS

as a function of the number of cores concurrently running
the benchmark. The performance peaks with two cores.
With 48 cores, the total throughput is about 3% of the
throughput on one core.

The performance collapse in Figure 2(a) is caused by a
per-entry lock in the file system name/inode cache. The
kernel acquires the lock when a file is closed in order to
decrement a reference count and possibly perform clean-
up actions. On average, the code protected by the lock
executes in only 92 cycles.

MEMPOP. Figure 2(b) shows the throughput of MEM-
POP. Throughput peaks at nine cores, at which point
it is 4.7× higher than with one core. Throughput de-
creases rapidly at first with more than nine cores, then
more gradually. At 48 cores throughput is about 35% of
the throughput achieved on one core. The performance
collapse in Figure 2(b) is caused by a non-scalable lock
that protects the data structure mapping physical pages
to virtual memory regions.

PFIND. Figure 2(c) shows the throughput of PFIND,
measured as the number of find processes that complete
every second. The throughput peaks with 14 cores, then
declines rapidly. The throughput with 48 cores is ap-
proximately equal to the throughput on one core. A non-
scalable lock protecting the block buffer cache causes
PFIND’s performance collapse.

EXIM. Figure 2(d) shows EXIM’s performance as a
function of the number of cores. The performance col-
lapse is caused by locks that protect the data structure
mapping physical pages to virtual memory regions. The
3.0.0 kernel (released in Aug 2011) fixes this collapse
by acquiring the locks involved in the bottlenecked op-
eration together, and then running with a larger critical
section.

Figure 3 shows measurements related to the most con-
tended lock for each benchmark, taken on one core. The
“Operation time” column indicates the total number of
cycles required to complete one benchmark operation
(opening a file, delivering a message, etc). The “Ac-
quires per operation” column shows how many times the
most contended lock was acquired per operation. The
“Average critical section time” column shows how long
the lock was held each time it was acquired. The “% of
operation in critical section” reflects the ratio of total
time per operation spent in the critical section to the total
time for each operation.

The last column of Figure 3 helps explain the point in
each graph at which collapse starts. For example, MEM-
POP spends 7% of its time in the bottleneck critical sec-
tion. Once 14 (i.e., 1.0/0.07) cores are active, one would
expect that critical section’s lock to be held by some core
at all times, and thus that cores would start to contend
for the lock. In fact MEMPOP starts to collapse somewhat
before that point, a phenomenon explained in the next
section.
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Figure 2: Sudden performance collapse with ticket locks.

Benchmark Operation time Top lock instance name Acquires per Average critical section % of operation in
(cycles) operation time (cycles) critical section

FOPS 503 d_entry 4 92 73%
MEMPOP 6852 anon_vma 4 121 7%
PFIND 2099 M address_space 70 K 350 7%
EXIM 1156 K anon_vma 58 165 0.8%

Figure 3: The most contended critical sections for each Linux microbenchmark, on a single core.
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As an example of a critical section that causes non-
scalability, Figure 4 shows the most contended critical
sections for EXIM. They involve adding and deleting an
element from a list, and consist of a handful of inlined
instructions.

2.4 Questions

The four graphs have common features which raise some
questions.

• Why does collapse start as early as it does? One
would expect collapse to start when there is a sig-
nificant chance that many cores need the same lock
at the same time. Thus one might expect MEMPOP

to start to see decline at around 14 cores (1.0/0.07).
But the onset occurs earlier, at nine cores.

• Why does performance ultimately fall so far?

• Why does performance collapse so rapidly? One
might expect a gradual decrease with added cores,
since each new core should cause each release of the
bottleneck lock to take a little more time. Instead,
adding just a few more cores causes a sharp drop in
total throughput. This is worrisome; it suggests that
a system that has been tested to perform well with
N cores might perform far worse with N +2 cores.

3 Model

This section presents a performance model for non-
scalable locks that answers the questions raised in the
previous section. It first describes the hardware cache
coherence protocol at a high level, which is representa-
tive of a typical x86 system, and then builds on the basic
properties of this protocol to construct a model for un-
derstanding performance of ticket spin locks. The model
closely predicts the observed collapse behavior.

3.1 Hardware cache coherence

Our model assumes a directory-based cache coherence
protocol. All directories are directly connected by an
inter-directory network. The cache coherence protocol is
a simplification of, but similar to, the implementation in
AMD Opteron [4] and Intel Xeon CPUs.

static void
anon_vma_chain_link(
struct anon_vma_chain *avc,
struct anon_vma *anon_vma)

{
spin_lock(&anon_vma->lock);
list_add_tail(&avc->same_anon_vma ,

&anon_vma->head);
spin_unlock(&anon_vma ->lock);

}

static void
anon_vma_unlink(
struct anon_vma_chain *avc,
struct anon_vma *anon_vma)

{
spin_lock(&anon_vma->lock);
list_del(&avc->same_anon_vma);
spin_unlock(&anon_vma ->lock);

}

Figure 4: The most contended critical sections from
EXIM. This compiler inlines the code for the list manipu-
lations, each of which are less than 10 instructions.

3.1.1 The directory

Each core has a cache directory. The hardware (e.g., the
BIOS) assigns evenly sized regions of DRAM to each
directory. Each directory maintains an entry for each
cache line in its local DRAM:

[ tag | state | core ID ]

The possible states are:

1. invalid (I) – the cache line is not cached;

2. shared (S) – the cache line is held in one or more
caches and matches DRAM;

3. modified (M) – the cache line is held in one cache
and does not match DRAM.

For modified cache lines the directory records the cache
that holds the dirty cache line.

Figure 5 presents the directory state transitions for loads
and stores. For example, when a core issues a load re-
quest for a cache line in the invalid state, the directory
sets the cache line state to shared.
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Figure 5: Directory transitions for loads and stores.
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Load – – DP
Store – BI DI

Figure 6: Probe messages for loads and stores.

3.1.2 Network messages

When a core begins accessing an uncached cache line,
it will send a load or store request to the cache line’s
home directory. Depending on the type of request and
the state of the cache line in the home directory, the
home directory may need to send probe messages to all
directories that hold the cache line.

Figure 6 shows the probe messages a directory sends
based on request type and state of the cache line. “BI”
stands for broadcast invalidate. “DP” stands for direct
probe. “DI” stands for direct invalidate. For example,
when a source cache issues a load request for a modified
cache line, the home directory sends a directed probe to
the cache holding the modified cache line. That cache
responds to the source cache with the contents of the
modified cache line.

3.2 Performance model for ticket locks

To understand the collapse observed in ticket-based spin
locks, we construct a model. One of the challenging
aspects of constructing an accurate model of spin lock
behavior is that there are two regimes of operation: when
not contended, the spin lock can be acquired quickly,
but when many cores try to acquire the lock at the same
time, the time taken to transfer lock ownership increases
significantly. Moreover, the exact point at which the
behavior of the lock changes is dependent on the lock us-
age pattern, and the length of the critical section, among
other parameters. Recent work [6] attempts to model this
behavior by combining two models—one for contention
and one for uncontended locks—into a single model, by
simply taking the max of the two models’ predictions.
However, this fails to precisely model the point of col-
lapse, and does not explain the phenomenon causing the
collapse.

0 k k+1 n

a0

s0

ak-1

sk-1

ak

sk

ak+1

sk+1

an-1

sn-1

. . . . . .

Figure 7: Markov model for a ticket spin lock for n cores.
State i represents i cores holding or waiting for the lock.
ai is the arrival rate of new cores when there are already i
cores contending for the lock. si is the service rate when
i+1 cores are contending.

To build a precise model of ticket lock behavior, we
build on queueing theory to model the ticket lock as a
Markov chain. Different states in the chain represent
different numbers of cores queued up waiting for a lock,
as shown in Figure 7. There are n+1 states in our model,
representing the fact that our system has a fixed number
of cores (n).

Arrival and service rates between different states rep-
resent lock acquisition and lock release. These rates
are different for each pair of states, modeling the non-
scalable performance of the ticket lock, as well as the
fact that our system is closed (only a finite number of
cores exist). In particular, the arrival rate from k to k+1
waiters, ak, should be proportional to the number of re-
maining cores that are not already waiting for the lock
(i.e., n− k). Conversely, the service rate from k+1 to k,
sk, should be inversely proportional to k, reflecting the
fact that transferring ownership of a ticket lock to the
next core takes linear time in the number of waiters.

To compute the arrival rate, we define a to be the average
time between consecutive lock acquisitions on a single
core. The rate at which a single core will try to acquire
the lock, in the absence of contention, is 1/a. Thus, if
k cores are already waiting for the lock, the arrival rate
of new contenders is ak = (n− k)/a, since we need not
consider any cores that are already waiting for the lock.

To compute the service rate, we define two more parame-
ters: s, the time spent in the serial section, and c, the time
taken by the home directory to respond to a cache line
request. In the cache coherence protocol, the home direc-
tory of a cache line responds to each cache line request
in turn. Thus, if there are k requests from different cores
to fetch the lock’s cache line, the time until the winner
(pre-determined by ticket numbers) receives the cache
line will be on average c · k/2. As a result, processing
the serial section and transferring the lock to the next
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holder when k cores are contending takes s+ ck/2, and
the service rate is sk =

1
s+ck/2 .

Unfortunately, while this Markov model accurately rep-
resents the behavior of a ticket lock, it does not match
any of the standard queueing theory that provides a sim-
ple formula for the behavior of the queueing model. In
particular, the system is closed (unlike most open-system
queueing models), and the service times vary with the
size of the queue.

To compute a formula, we derive it from first prin-
ciples. Let P0, . . . ,Pn be the steady-state probabili-
ties of the lock being in states 0 through n respec-
tively. Steady state means that the transition rates bal-
ance: Pk · ak = Pk+1 · sk. From this, we derive that
Pk = P0 · n!

ak(n−k)! ·∏
k
i=1(s+ ic). Since ∑

n
i=0 Pi = 1, we

get P0 = 1/
(

∑
n
i=0

(
n!

ai(n−i)! ∏
i
j=1(s+ jc)

))
, and thus:

Pk =

1
ak(n−k)! ·

k
∏
i=1

(s+ ic)

n
∑

i=0

(
1

ai(n−i)!

i
∏
j=1

(s+ jc)

) (1)

Given the steady-state probability for each number of
cores contending for the lock, we can compute the aver-
age number of waiting (idle) cores as the expected value
of that distribution, w = ∑

n
i=0 i ·Pi. The speedup achieved

in the presence of this lock and serial section can be
computed as n−w, since on average that many cores are
doing useful work, while w cores are spinning.

3.3 Validating the model

To validate our model, Figures 8 and 9 show the predicted
and actual speedup of a microbenchmark with a single
lock, which spends a fixed number of cycles inside of a
serial section protected by the lock, and a fixed number
of cycles outside of that serial section. Figure 8 shows
the predicted and actual speedup when the serial section
always takes 400 cycles to execute, but the non-serial
section varies from 12.5k to 200k cycles. As we can see,
the model closely matches the real hardware speedup for
all configurations.

In Figure 9, we also present the predicted and actual
speedup of the microbenchmark when the serial section
is always 2% of the overall execution time (on one core),
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Figure 8: Predicted and actual performance of ticket spin
locks with a 400-cycle serial section, for a microbench-
mark where the serial section accounts for a range of
fractions of the overall execution time on one core.
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Figure 9: Predicted and actual performance for a mi-
crobenchmark where the critical section accounts for
2% of the execution time on one core, but with varying
execution time for each invocation of the serial section.

but the time spent in the serial section varies from 400
to 25,600 cycles. Again, the model closely matches the
measured speedup. This gives us confidence that our
model accurately captures the relevant factors leading to
the performance collapse of ticket locks.

One difference between the predicted and measured
speedup is that the predicted collapse is slightly more
gradual than the collapse observed on real hardware.
This is because the ticket lock’s performance is unsta-
ble near the collapse point, and the model predicts the
average steady-state behavior. Our measured speedup
reports the throughput for a relatively short-running mi-
crobenchmark, which has not had the time to “catch” the
instability.
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3.4 Implications of model results

The behavior predicted by our model has several im-
portant implications. First, the rapid collapse of ticket
locks is an inherent property of their design, rather than
a performance problem with our experimental hardware.
Any cache-coherent system that matches our basic hard-
ware model will experience similarly sharp performance
degradation. The reason behind the rapid collapse can
be understood by considering the transition rates in the
Markov model from Figure 7. If a lock ever accumulates
a large number of waiters (e.g., reaches state n in the
Markov model), it will take a long time for the lock to
go back down to a small number of waiters, because the
service rate sk rapidly decays as k grows, for short serial
sections. Thus, once the lock enters a contended state, it
becomes much more likely that more waiters arrive than
that the current waiters will make progress in shrinking
the lock’s wait queue.

A more direct way to understand the collapse is that the
time taken to transfer the lock from one core to another
increases linearly with the number of contending cores.
However, this time effectively increases the length of the
serial section. Thus, as more cores are contending for the
lock, the serial section grows, increasing the probability
that yet another core will start contending for this lock.

The second implication is that the collapse of the ticket
lock only occurs for short serial sections, as can be seen
from Figure 9. This can be understood by consider-
ing how the service rate si decays for different lengths
of the serial section. For a short serial section time s,
sk =

1
s+ck/2 is strongly influenced by k, but for large s, sk

is largely unaffected by k. Another way to understand
this result is that, with fewer acquire and release opera-
tions, the ticket lock’s performance contributes less to
the overall application throughput.

The third implication is that the collapse of the ticket
lock prevents the application from reaching the maxi-
mum performance predicted by Amdahl’s law (for short
serial sections). In particular, Figure 9 shows that a mi-
crobenchmark with a 2% serial section, which may be
able to scale to 50 cores under Amdahl’s law, is able to
attain less than 10× scalability when the serial section is
400 cycles long.

4 Which scalable lock?

The literature has many proposals for scalable locks,
which avoid the collapse that ticket locks exhibit. Which
one should we use to replace contended ticket locks?
This section evaluates several scalable locks on modern
x86-based multicore processors.

4.1 Scalable locks

A common way of making the ticket lock more scalable
is to adjust its implementation to use proportional back-
off when the lock is contended. The challenge with
this approach is what constant to choose to multiply the
ticket number with. From our model we can conclude
that choosing the constant well is important only for
short critical section, because for large critical sections
collapse does not occur. For our experiments below, we
choose the best value by trying a range of values, and
selecting the one that gives the best performance. This
choice provides the best result that the proportional lock
could achieve.

Another approach is to replace the ticket lock with a
truly scalable lock. A scalable lock is one that generates
a constant number of cache misses per acquisition and
therefore avoids the collapse that non-scalable locks ex-
hibit. All of these locks maintain a queue of waiters and
each waiter spins on its own queue entry. The differences
in these locks are how the queue is maintained and the
changed necessary to the lock and unlock API.

MCS lock. The MCS lock [9] maintains an explicit
queue of qnode structures. A core acquiring the lock
adds itself with an atomic instruction to the end of the
list of waiters by having the lock point to its qnode, and
then sets the next pointer of the qnode of its predecessor
to point to its qnode. If the core is not at the head of the
queue, then it spins on its qnode. To avoid dynamically
allocating memory on each lock invocation, the qnode
is an argument to lock and unlock.

K42 lock. A potential downside of the MCS lock is
that it involves an API change. The K42 lock [2] is a
variant of the MCS lock that requires fewer API changes.
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Figure 10: Throughput for cores acquiring and releasing
a shared lock. Results start with two cores.

CLH lock. The CLH lock [5] is a variant of an MCS
lock where the waiter spins on its predecessor qnode,
which allows the queue of waiters to be implicit (i.e., the
qnode next pointer and its updates are unnecessary).

HCLH lock. The HCLH lock [8] is a hierarchical vari-
ant of the CLH lock, intended for NUMA machines. The
way we use it is to favor lock acquisitions from cores
that share an L3 cache with the core that currently holds
the lock, with the goal to reduce the cost of cache line
transfers between remote cores.

4.2 Results

Figure 10 shows the performance of the ticket lock, pro-
portional lock, MCS lock, K42 lock, and CLH lock on
our 48-core AMD machine. The benchmark uses one
shared lock. Each core loops, acquires the shared lock,
updates 4 shared cache lines, and releases the lock. The
time to update the 4 shared cache lines is similar between
runs using different locks, and increases gradually from
about 800 cycles on 2 cores to 1000 cycles in 48 cores.
On our x86 multicore machine, the HCLH lock improves
performance of the CLH lock by only 2%, and is not
shown.

All scalable locks scale better than ticket lock on this
benchmark because they avoid collapse. Using the CLH
lock results in slightly higher throughput over the MCS
lock, but not by much. The K42 lock achieves lower

Lock type Single Single Shared
acquire release acquire

MCS lock 25.6 27.4 53
CLH lock 28.8 3.9 517
Ticket lock 21.1 2.4 30
Proportional lock 22.0 2.8 30.2
K42 lock 47.0 23.8 74.9

Figure 11: Performance of acquiring and releasing an
MCS lock, a CLH lock, and a ticket lock. Single ac-
quire and release are measurements for one core. Shared
acquire is the time for a core to acquire a lock recently
released by another core. Numbers are in cycles.

throughput than the MCS lock because it incurs an addi-
tional cache miss on acquire. These results indicate that
for our x86 multicore machine, it does not matter much
which scalable lock to choose.

We also ran the benchmarks on a multicore machine with
Intel CPUs and measured performance trends similar to
those shown in Figure 10.

Another concern about different locks is the cost of lock
and unlock. Figure 11 shows the cost for each lock
in the uncontended and contended case. All locks are
relatively inexpensive to acquire on a single core with
no sharing. MCS lock and K42 lock are more expensive
to release on a single core, because, unlike the other
locks, they use atomic instructions to release the lock.
Acquiring a shared but uncontended lock is under 100
cycles for all locks, except the CLH lock. Acquiring the
CLH lock is expensive due to the overhead introduced
by the qnode recycling scheme for multiple cores.

5 Using MCS locks in Linux

Based on the result of the previous section, we replaced
the offending ticket locks with MCS locks. We first
describe the kernel changes to use MCS locks, and then
measure the resulting scalability for the 4 benchmarks
from Section 2.

5.1 Using MCS Locks

We replaced the three ticket spin locks that limited
benchmark performance with MCS locks. We modi-
fied about 1,000 lines of the Linux kernel (700 lines
for d_entry, 150 lines for anon_vma, and 150 lines for
address_space).
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Figure 12: Performance of benchmarks using ticket locks and MCS locks.

As noted earlier, MCS locks have a different API than the
Linux ticket spin lock implementation. When acquiring
an MCS lock, a core must pass a qnode variable into
mcs_lock, and when releasing that lock the core must
pass the same qnode variable to mcs_unlock. For each
lock a core holds, the core must use a unique qnode, but
it is acceptable to use the same qnode for locks held at
different times.

Many of our kernel modifications are straightforward.
We allocate an MCS qnode on the stack, replace
spin_lock and spin_unlock with mcs_lock and
mcs_unlock, and pass the qnode to the MCS acquire
and release functions.

In some cases, the Linux kernel acquires a lock in one
function and releases it in another. For this situation,
we stack-allocate a qnode on the call frame that is an
ancestor of both the call frame that calls mcs_lock and
the one that calls mcs_release. This pattern is common

in the directory cache, and partially explains why we
made so many modifications for the d_entry lock.

Another pattern, which we encountered only in the di-
rectory cache code that implements moving directory
entries, is changing the value of lock variables. When
the kernel moves a d_entry between two directories, it
acquires the lock of the d_entry->d_parent (which is
also a d_entry) and the target directory d_entry, and
then sets the value d_entry->d_parent to be the tar-
get d_entry. With MCS, we must make sure to unlock
d_entry->d_parent with the qnode originally used to
lock the target d_entry, instead the qnode original used
to lock d_entry->d_parent.

5.2 Results

The graphs in Figure 12 show the benchmark results from
replacing contended ticket locks with MCS locks. For a
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large number of cores, using MCS improves performance
by at least 3.5× and in one case by more than 16×.

Figure 12(a) shows the performance of FOPS with MCS
locks. Going from one to two cores, performance with
both ticket locks and MCS locks increases. For more
than two cores, performance with the ticket spin lock
decreases continuously. Performance with MCS locks
initially also decreases from two to four cores, then re-
mains relatively stable. The reason for this decrease in
performance is that the time spent executing the critical
section increases from 450 cycles on two cores to 852
cycles on four cores. The critical section is executed
multiple times per-operation and modifies shared data,
which incurs costly cache misses. As more cores are
added, it is less likely that a core will have been the last
core to execute the critical section, and therefore it will
incur more cache misses, which will increase the length
of the critical section.

Figure 12(b) shows the performance of MEMPOP with
MCS locks. Performance with MCS and ticket locks
increases up to 9 cores, at which point the performance
with ticket locks collapses and continuously decreases
as more cores are used. The length of the critical sec-
tion is relatively short. It increases from 141 cycles on
one core to about 350 cycles on 10 cores. MCS avoids
the dramatic collapse from the short critical section and
increases maximum performance by 16.6×.

Figure 12(c) shows the performance of PFIND with MCS.
The address_space ticket spin lock performs well up
to 15 cores, then causes a performance drop that con-
tinues until 48 cores. The serial section updates some
shared data which increases the time spent in the criti-
cal section from 350 cycles on one core to about 1100
cycles on more than 44 cores. MCS provides a small
increase in maximum performance, but not as much as
with MEMPOP since the critical section is much longer.

Figure 12(d) shows the performance of EXIM with MCS.
Ticket spin locks perform well up to 39 cores, then cause
a performance collapse. The critical section is relatively
short (165 cycles on one core), so MCS improves maxi-
mum performance by 3.7× on 48 cores.

The results show that using scalable locks is not that
much work (e.g., less work than using RCU in the kernel)
and avoids the performance collapse that results from
non-scalable spin locks. The latter benefit is important
because institutions often use the same kernels for several

years, even as they upgrade to hardware with more cores
and the likelihood of performance cliffs increases.

6 Related Work

The literature on scalable and non-scalable locks is vast,
many practitioners are well familiar with the issues, and
it is well known that non-scalable locks behave poorly
under contention. The main contribution that this paper
adds is the observation that non-scalable locks can cause
system performance to collapse, as well as a model that
nails down why the performance collapse is so dramatic,
even for short critical sections.

Anderson [1] observes that the behavior of spin locks
can be “degenerative”. The MCS paper shows that ac-
quisition of a test-and-set lock increases linearly with
processors on the BBN Butterfly and that on the Symme-
try this cost manifests itself even with a small number of
processors [9]. Many researchers and practitioners have
written microbenchmarks that show that non-scalable
spin locks exhibit poor performance under contention on
modern hardware. This paper shows that non-scalable
locks can cause the collapse of system performance un-
der plausible workloads; that is, the locking costs for
short critical sections can be very large on the scale of
kernel execution time.

The Linux scaling study reports on the performance col-
lapse that ticket locks introduce on the EXIM benchmark,
but doesn’t explain the collapse [3]. This paper shows
the collapse and the suddenness with several workloads,
and provides a model that explains the acuteness.

Eyerman and Eeckhout [6] provide closed formulas to
reason about the speedup of parallel applications that
involve critical sections, pointing out that there is regime
in which applications achieve better speedup than Am-
dahl’s law predicts. Unfortunately, their model makes
a distinction between the contended and uncontended
regime and proposes formula for each regime. In addi-
tion, the formulas do not model the insides of locks; in-
stead, they assume scalable locks. This paper contributes
a comprehensive model that accurately predicts perfor-
mance across the whole spectrum from uncontended to
contended, and applies it to modeling the inside of locks.

7 Conclusion

This paper raises another warning about non-scalable
locks. Although it is well understood that non-scalable
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spin locks have poor performance, it is less well appre-
ciated that their poor performance can have dramatic
effect on overall system performance. This paper shows
that non-scalable locks can cause system performance
to collapse under real workloads and that the collapse is
sudden, and presents a Markov model that explains the
sudden collapse. We conclude that using non-scalable
locks is dangerous because a system that has been tested
with N cores may experience performance collapse at
a few more cores—or, put differently, if one upgrades
a machine in hopes of achieving higher performance,
one might run the risk of ending up with a performance
collapse. Scalable locking is a stop-gap solution that
avoids collapse, but achieving higher performance with
additional cores can require new designs using lock-free
data structures.
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Lock-free programming is a challenge, not just because of 

the complexity of the task itself, but because of how difficult it 

can be to penetrate the subject in the first place.  
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